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Summary

This thesis consists o f a critical edition and translation o f a Middle Irish metrical tract 

known as M ittelirische Verslehren III (hereafter M V  III). The tract is an important 

source of information on rhyming syllabic verse in the Middle Irish period. It 

consists of two hundred and nine stanzas which illustrate various types of metres, 

ranging from comm on metres to more complex metrical forms, many of which are 

not represented in the standard works of reference. The metres are classified into four 

sections as gndthaisti ‘common m etres’ (§§2-127), gndtha medonda ‘moderately 

well-known’ (§§128-47), anaichinti ‘unfam iliar’ (§§148-66) and ecoitchenna  

‘uncom m on’ (§§167-210). The stanzas cited as illustrations cover a wide range of 

subject matter, including panegyric, satiric, religious and topographical material.

At present, the text is available only in a diplomatic edition by Rudolf Thurneysen 

(1891, 1-182). This is based on two manuscripts: Royal Irish Academy MS 23 P 12 

(the Book of Ballymote) and TCD MS H .2 .12. He subsequently published (1912, 60- 

72) a selection of readings from RIA MS D ii 1 (the Book of Ui Maine). Two further 

m anuscript witnesses of the text were not available to Thurneysen. These are 

National Library of Scotland Gaelic MS 1 (Advocates 72.1.1) and National Library of 

Ireland MS G 3, both of which contain important variant readings.

The present edition consists of a normalised text o f the metrical illustrations and 

explanatory prose passages and includes full variant readings, a translation into 

English and notes. A number o f stanzas which are presented in prose form in 

Thurneysen’s diplomatic edition have been restored to verse form. There is an 

analysis o f the metres illustrated in the tract, a linguistic analysis, a discussion of the 

m anuscript transmission and a concordance of the m anuscripts containing each 

stanza. Indexes are provided for first lines of stanzas, metrical names, rare and 

previously unattested words and compounds, personal names and placenames. A 

syllabic analysis of the metres is also provided.
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Abbreviations

The abbreviations used are those of the RIA  Dictionary {Dictionary o f  the Irish

Languages and Contributions to a D ictionary ... published by the Royal Irish

Academy, Dublin 1913-75, hereafter DIL), with the addition of the following;

CIH: Corpus luris Hibernici, ed. D.A. Binchy (Dublin Institute for Advanced

Studies, 1978).

EIV\ The Early Irish Verb, K. M cCone (M aynooth, 1987, revised edition 1997).

GOT. A Gram mar o f  Old Irish, R. Thum eysen (Dublin, 1946).

IGT: ‘Irish grammatical tracts’, I supplem ent to Eriu 8 (1916), II §1-§11

supplem ent to Eriu 8 (1916), §12-§87 supplement to Eriu 9 (1921-3), §88-207 

supplem ent to Eriu 10 (1926-8), III, IV supplement to Eriu 14 (1946), V 

supplement to Eriu 17(1955), ed. O. Bergin.

MV: M ittelirische Verslehren I, II and III (in Irische Texte iii.i (1891) 1-182).

S na G: Stair na Gaeilge, ed. K. M cCone et al. (M aynooth, 1994).



INTRODUCTION

The Middle Irish metrical tract edited here is one of four tracts which constitute an 

important source of information on early Irish rhyming syllabic verse. The tracts 

have been edited in diplomatic form by Thumeysen (1891) under the heading 

Mittelirische Verslehren and are generally referred to as MVl ,  II, III and IV.

The contents of the four tracts and their relationship to each other has been discussed 

by 6  hAodha (1991, 207-11). M V I lists the metres of the seven grades of soerhaird 

‘noble bards’ and illustrates each type of metre with an example. O hAodha suggests 

that this tract dates to the tenth century, although some illustrations may belong to the 

ninth. MV II outlines the course of study for the student poet. 6  hAodha dates this 

tract to the tenth century but suggests that, like M V  I, it also contains material dating 

from an earlier period. He notes that the original tract covered seven years of study 

but that this was subsequently expanded to cover ten years. Part of the expansion 

included incorporating a version of M V  I. M V  III, the subject of the present work, 

was compiled during the Middle Irish period and differs from M V  I and M V  II in 

classifying the metres in terms of frequency of occurrence rather than according to 

poetic grades or years of study. MV  IV takes the form of a poem by Cellach Ua 

Ruanada illustrating twelve metres. M V  I and M V  IV have been edited by O hAodha 

(1991) and Thumeysen (1912, 73-77) respectively. As noted above, MVW  

incorporates a version of M V  I, which has already been edited. M V  III has been 

chosen as the subject of this doctoral thesis because a critical edition has yet to be 

undertaken.

Thurneysen’s edition of M V  III is based on the Book of Ballymote (B) and TCD MS 

H.2.12 (1308) (H) and includes notes and a description of the metres. He 

subsequently published (1912, 60-72) a selection of readings from the Book of Ui 

Maine (M) and TCD MS H.1.15 (1289) (T). Two important manuscript witnesses of 

the text. National Library of Scotland Gaelic MS 1 (Advocates MS 72.1.1) (E) and 

National Library of Ireland G 3 (G), were not available to Thumeysen.
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The fullest version of the text consists o f two hundred and nine metrical examples 

illustrating a wide range o f metres. A number of these stanzas have been published 

without translation in the standard reference works on metrics by Meyer (1909) and 

Murphy (1961).' Meyer does not supply manuscript readings, while Murphy does so
-y

only on a few occasions and neither editor consulted E or G. Meyer also published 

(1919) a large selection of texts with variant readings from BMH and translation into
-3

German.' Ninety-five o f the two hundred and nine metrical illustrations verses are 

previously unedited, apart from Thumeysen’s diplomatic edition.'* It should be noted 

in this regard that Thumeysen sometimes prints stanzas as continuous prose or in a 

form which obscures the metre.”*

Manuscripts^

Two complete and four incomplete copies o f M V  III survive;

Complete copies

B: The Book of Ballymote, RIA MS 23 P 12. Late fourteenth century, vellum (6  

Concheanainn 1981, 19-20).^ Complete texts o f M V  I, II and III are contained in this 

manuscript.* The text o f M V  III is found on pp. 289a 1-296b 1 o f the facsimile

' References to published editions are given in the notes on individual stanzas.
 ̂M urphy’s reliance on the editions by Thumeysen and Meyer has led him to emend against the MSS 

on occasion. See, for example, §§67 and 103 below.
 ̂Mac Cana (2004, 22-9) discusses the imagery of panegyric poetry from the pre-Norman period, 

including the following stanzas from M V lll  as edited by M eyer (1919): §§10, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 29, 
30, 32, 34, 35, 98, 103, 105, 107, 117, 137, 153.
“ §§4, 5a, 11, 12, 13, 17, 24, 31, 38, 40, 41, 4 2 ,4 3 , 44, 45 ,46 , 49, 51, 52, 53, 63, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 
8 5 ,8 7 ,8 8 ,8 9 ,9 1 ,9 2 ,9 3 ,9 4 ,9 5 ,  101, 102, 104, 110, 116a, 116b, 118, 122, 123, 125, 126, 129, 130, 
131, 132, 134, 139, 141, 143, 146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 156, 158, 159, 160, 162, 163, 164, 166, 168, 
169, 171, 172, 173, 174, 179, 180, 181, 184, 185, 186, 188, 192, 194, 196, 197, 199 ,201 ,202 , 203, 
204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
’ E.g. §§77, 78, 164, 201.
® See Thumeysen (1891, 2-4; 1912, 59-60). The Concordance of M anuscripts in the present work 
shows which stanzas are found in each manuscript.
 ̂See also Catalogue o f  Irish Manuscripts in the Royal Irish Academy, p. 1610.

* M V \  is found on 296bl5-299a5 and 306b 1 l-308a40 (Thumeysen designates 306b 1 Iff as B‘’); MVW  
is found on 301b24-305b3.
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(Atkinson 1887). According to 6  Concheanainn (1981, 18), p. 288 (which contains 

B*’) was written by Maghnus 6  Duibhgeannain, pp. 289-90 by Robeartus Mac Sithigh 

and p. 291 ff. by Solamh 6  Droma. B omits a considerable number of readings, 

which are detailed below.

M: The Book of Ui Maine, RIA MS D ii 1 (1225). Late fourteenth century, vellum.^ 

The complete version of the text is found on folios 133rb20-137rb62 (Macalister 

1942, modem foliation). Folio 135, which has been mistakenly inserted at this point, 

contains part of Aum icept na nEces. Sections of this manuscript are difficult to read 

due to marginal staining. There are quite a few instances of dittography in M, for 

example: inso inso §6; sacairt sacairt §83; rehararn §126; rochuidhi roich uidhi §141; 

Ise seo Ise seo §150; cera cera §171; hucucuind §183; agob ingob §197; etrananach 

§202. There are also several omissions, e.g: creach liach lointeach {or lomteach?) B, 

om. M §158; igtuaidh trebrianaigh treoraigh teann^faghbalaigh B, am. M §168. M 

occasionally inverts the word order, for example: data duine M, duine data BEH ( :  

ciallbrata) §8; dodoi/mall dailter i«buide« buaball M, dailter inbuiden buaball 

ardomnall BEH §22.

Incomplete copies

E: National Library of Scotland Gaelic MS 1 (Advocates’ MS 72.1.1). Fifteenth 

century, vellum (Mackinnon 1912, 180-1; Mackechnie 1973, Vol. 1, 111; Campbell 

1963, 47-51; 6  Concheanainn 1975, 99-101).’° This manuscript was not available to 

Thurneysen. M V  III is found on folios 16val-18rb3. The text is incomplete due to 

the loss of the folio corresponding to §§128-92 (line c) and E also omits §82. 6  

Concheanainn (1975, 100) suggests a North Connacht origin for this manuscript and 

identifies the scribe as Adhamh 6  Cuimm who also wrote sections of the Book of

 ̂S ee  C atalogue o f  Irish M anuscripts in the Royal Irish A cadem y, p. 3314. For a description o f  hands, 
see O ’Sullivan (1989, 151-66). This manuscript also contains a copy o f  M V l  (195valO-196rb54 = 
§§1-67 o f  Thurneysen’s edition).
‘° E a l s o  contains aco p y  o f  M V l (folios 18rbl6-19ra57).
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Lecan." A common feature of this hand is the suprascript addition, without insertion 

marks, of letters and words which have been omitted in e r ro r .E x a m p le s  include 

(suprascript letters are enclosed in square brackets); [a] §12; [ajtidle §45; 

ader[m]aigh §84; d[i]ultad §90; garbg[ljaisi §106; ach|n]uasach §108; lec[n]aib §119; 

digra[d]ib §198; noconn [f]uil §204. E preserves some important readings which are 

omitted or corrupt in the other MSS, e.g.: Aaes E, Ocus Acus M §40; retroich

E, rethoich B, raet roith M §76; arargad E, om. BM §78; oros comai« E, orcomain B, 

orchomain M §88; corp E, om. BM §199; gort fosaigh fear [no ferrmar] mara E, gort 

fosaigh fear mara B, gort fossaig fer mara M §201.

B^: The Book of Ballymote, RIA MS 23 P 12. An abbreviated version of M V  III is 

found on p. 288a28-288b51, immediately preceding the complete version. This 

consists of §§29-59. I follow Thumeysen in designating this copy B*’.

H; TCD MS H.2.12 (1308). Vellum (Abbott and Gwynn 1912, 86). No date is given 

in the Catalogue, but Murphy (1956, 173) assigns H to the fifteenth century. This 

manuscript also contains a copy of the complete text of M V  I . '’̂ H contains an 

abbreviated version of the text on pp. 15bl2-19b33 (§§1-9 and §§22-76). A blank 

space of approximately one and a half columns in size has been left between §9 and 

§22. In §47, H contains an explanatory prose passage which is not found in BB^’ME 

and gives the metrical name of the stanza as rannaigecht mdr dialtach, while the 

other MSS state that the name is rannaigecht mar. H breaks off after the first two 

words of §76.

G: National Library of Ireland G 3. Fourteenth century, v e l l u m . T h i s  is the earliest 

extant Irish manuscript containing didactic material relating to the training of poets.

G was not available to Thumeysen. The text of M V  III is found on folios 14ral-

" He suggests that E may have been written c. 1425, after 6  Cuirm'n’s main contribution to the Book 
of Lecan was written. Note that I2vb6-I2vb20, a section relating to the descendants of Mil of Spain, 
is written in a different hand; see Mackechnie (1973, 114 §17).

There are also examples of this practice in M and G, e.g.: §115 M; i[g]sdocairecht §115 G;
darc[o]ssa §140 M; c[o]ssaib §162 M.

M V l  is found on pp. I0b l3-I5b l0 .
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15rb21. The scribe of this section has been identified as Adhamh 6  Cianain, who 

died in 1373 (Carney 1969, 123; 6  Cmv 1973b, 118; 6  Machain 1991, 274).'-^ This 

manuscript contains an abbreviated version of M V  III which comprises thirty-five 

quatrains: §§2, 3, 5a, 8, 16, 18, 19, 21, 25, 28, 31, 33, 36, 37, 38, 43, 48, 51, 58, 59,

60, 62, 68, 100, 105, 108, 115, 117, 119, 120, 124, 132, 135, 136, 151.

G illustrates 35 types of metres and does not include any of those classified in BMEH 

as ecoitchenna. It omits the explanatory prose sections contained in BMEH, citing 

only the name of the metre and the illustration. Where BME illustrate an inverted 

form of a metre (the term used is normally impdid), G cites only the standard form.

For example, G contains examples of emain itnrinn §8, di'an I'ar^seng §19 and di'an 

air^seng §21 but omits the inverted forms of these metres illustrated in §§9, 22 and 

20 respectively.

G occasionally gives a different metrical name from the other manuscripts: comtrom 

BME, cenntrom G §18; breccad dechnaide cummaisc BMEH, brecdechnad cummaisc 

G §37; in breccad ele BMEH, brecdechnad lugbairt G §38; incipit do laid luascaig 

BME, dan luascach G §100; breccad tanaiste BME, breccad ar setnaid moir dona 

setnaidib G §105; setnad baccach BME, setnad gairit baccach G §108; 

ochtchasbairdne chorranach BME, don chasbairdne corranaig aichillich {sic) G §115; 

a n-as fuille do chasbairdne BME, fuilled casbairdne G §117; slat brecht mor BM, slat 

brectad corranach G §135; int anaichnid dona druimnib suithib BM, druimne saithed 

G §151.

G preserves the readings uimhi and aingaire §151 which are omitted in BM'^ and in 

§58 reads ligii (rhyming with idu) against ligu di BB^M, liguli E, liuga di H. G omits 

several readings: dorn §21; in so ocnafiledaib; ilach Mdeldin muaid, immorro, ocna 

druthaib §60; Rechrainn §105.

See Catalogue o f  Irish M anuscrip ts in the N ational L ibrary o f  Ireland  , Fasc. I, p. 23. 
See also Cafa/og/(e, Fasc. I, p. 13.

The folio contain ing  this stanza is m issing in E and the stanza is not found in H.
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There is evidence to suggest that the compiler of G extracted the metrical illustrations 

from a fuller version of the text which was similar to BME. This is shown by the fact 

that the metrical name of §135 is stated in G to be slat brectad corrdnach which is, 

however, the name of the metre illustrated in §134 as found in BM only.*^ G gives 

the metrical name of §108 as sednaidh gairidh bhacach. None of the other MSS read 

gairit and the compiler of G may have taken this adjective from the example of setrad 

gairit which is cited in §107 (this stanza is missing in G).

Two copies of M V  III are not independent:

National Library of Ireland G 138 is an eighteenth century paper manuscript
I  Scontaining sections of M V  I I I . This contains a copy of the text of B.

TCD MS H.1.15 (1289) contains copies of B and G by the eighteenth-century scribe 

Tadhg 6  Neachtain.’̂  The text is found on pp. 571.18 -  588.11 (copy of B) and pp. 

625-8 (copy of G). Thurneysen (1912, 60-9) designates the copy of G as T.

Note the following (mostly minor) errors in transcription by Thurneysen: for 

scailltech M read scailtech §12; for dochleamna B read dochleamhna §12; for uam H 

read uain §28; for acait H read acaith §54; for mad H read inad §70; for mall H read 

mall §71; for cethramtu H read cethriimtii §73; for crodh B read crod §77; for 

longaire M read longhaire §77; for sebche B read seiche §85; for acli B read ach §85; 

for fe r  B read /o r §89; for Uni M read lim § 115; for rindardibh M read rindardaibh 

§119; for braise M read braisse §120; for '^findlere B read fidlere §134; for 

dinmolaim B read dimolaim  §139; for chellmill M read chellinill §139; for gerinill M 

read gerrinill §139; for nglas'^fuarote B read nglas'^fiiarrote §139; for siiithe B read 

suite §150; for icrandghail B read icrandhghail §150; for deamhnaidhe B read 

demnaidhe §151; for icrossaib M read icossaib §162; for comdme B read coindme 

§163; for ardidhs- M read ardidhecht §164; for dotacradh M read datacradh §164;

The folio is m issing in E. A similar error is found in M; see note on §15.
Pp. 97-104. See Catalogue, Fasc. iv, p. 85.
See C atalogue o f  Irish M anuscripts in Trinity C ollege Dublin, p. 55.
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for dalbaig M read dabbaig §164; for a 'fia d a  B read a'fiachla  §165; for atadhgain 

B read atadgain §165; for '^fir B read //r §165; for conhungile M read cornbimgile 

§170; for lomraim B read lomraimh §172; for niuirbrind B read inuirbrind §172; for 

{tiulle am.) M read tiiinde om. §181; for indleacaile B read indlecaile §186; for 

DeUnlaide B read Debn laide §188; for nibalbduine B read inbalbiune §188; for 

fodhen B vtadfoden  §190; for mhuintiri B read mhuindtiri §192; for digradaibh M 

read digradibh §198; for ageidm M read agemm §200; for cossaibh B read cossaib 

§201; for nacroithet M read nachroithet §203; for caemnge B read caenrige §205; 

for caemhraighe M read caenraighe §205; for airigthe M read arigthe §210;

Note the following readings which are omitted in Thumeysen’s edition: for om. M 

read diana dib §23; for om. M read lineach M §24; for om. H read dailis H §28; .c. 

bulli H (om. by Thumeysen) §38; for is mo do on cetcidbdiiis H read ismo do erlabra 

bis inti oncetcuibdius §4; for dob- ... an B read dober modan §89; for mocair...blethe 

B read mochaire ... .u. blethe §89; for .. conbiiide B read uaconbuide §89.

Relationship of the Manuscripts

a) Relationship o f BME

BME are clearly derived from a common exemplar (here designated X). Not only are 

the three copies of M V  III very similar, but they are followed by the same set of texts

in all three manuscripts: a short section on the grades of ecclesiastics and poets and
20the appropriate colours to be worn by various categories of individuals; the metrical 

tract M V  I;^' the Fodlai Aire tract on the divisions of satire (Meroney 1949-50); In

This section, beginning Septem sunt gradus ordinis, consists o f  four statements in Latin, each o f  
which is translated into Irish and follow ed by an illustrative stanza. Two o f  the stanzas, dealing with 
grades o f ecclesiastics, are from a longer poem, for which see Meyer (1 9 0 5 ,4 9 9  §3 and §1).
■' In M V \ ,  the stanzas follow  the same order in BME against H, e.g.: M V \  § § 3 6 ,4 1 , 39, 37, 43, (38, 
40, 42 omitted) BME against §§36, 37, 38, 3 9 ,4 0 ,4 1 ,4 2 ,  43 H. 6  hAodha (2002, 233) states o f  BME  
that ‘It is clear these three copies all have the sam e origin’. M ackechnie (1973, 115 §23) is mistaken 
in stating that E omits MV  I §§37 and 39.
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Lebor Olloman}^ As regards the relationship between the manuscripts, 6  

Concheanainn’s suggestion that E was written c. 1425 means, of course, that BM 

could not have been copied from E and this is supported by the textual evidence 

outlined below. E, in turn, is not derived from BM, as it occasionally agrees with H 

and/or G against BM (e.g. acoitcindi E icoitchinn H, icoitchenn G, om. BM §1; dual 

EH, duthaig B, duthaigh M §3). A  detailed examination of BME suggests that each 

copy is derived independently from a common exemplar:

23(i) ME contain readings which are omitted in B: 

nglan ME §29

dece M, deice E §46

7 rinnaird M, 7 ri«dairde E §71

naighe M, naige E §71

et/r dascrin M, et/r dasgrin E §78

ros ME §80

taebh M, taeb E §83

amias ME §84

cipe ME §116a

B omits a second illustration of ardchasbairdne §116b 

cna/M, indairib, der M, cnaim, indairib, der E § 123 

arose ME § 192

iamgabail M, iamagabail E §200

(ii) BM contain readings which are omitted in E: 

airbert B, [.i.ari«bert] M §9

forrain BM §17

so immorro anas dian aireng inacirt B, so \\mnorro anas dian aireng i«acirt M §21

This text, which has not yet been edited, consists o f  a series o f  questions and answers on A uraicept 
n an E ces. See M eroney (1949-50, 199 note 5).

B also omits the follow ing readings: 7 (ar  §154; dogn iter ^ \55 \ tulcha §155. These stanzas are only 
found in BM.
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mor BM §49 

dar/« B, darm M §60 

E omits §82

Ran^daigecht bee corranach annso B, KdXiAaigecht becc corranach i«so M §83

(Hi) BE contain readings which are omitted in M:

M omits §14

alochlandaigh B, <x\oc\annaig E §21

segh B, seig E M §34

ceirtbrecad B, certbreccad E, cert M §40

slogdha siti isamabuadhasa lentar dfertaib B, slogda side isarnabuadhusa leantar 

df'/iaib E §42 

abair BE §85

bee beg B, becc becc E, bee M §90 

ua B, hiia E §90 

bee B, becc E §94

almaine marda B, almaine mardo E §112

secaigi taintighe tredaighi sedaige B, sedaighe taintighe tredaighe sedaighi E §208 

b) Comparison o fBME

No two manuscripts agree consistently against the other, which suggests that there 

may have been a number of intervening copies between BME and the common 

exemplar.

BM  agree against E, e.g.: 

duthaig B, duthaigh M, dual E §3 

daim BM, dhma (sic) E §25

Dian brechtach B, Dian brectach M, Dian brect E §26 

leathanbreo B, leathan breo M, lethan leo E §26

H also reads breo.
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Ollbreccad B, Ollbrecadh M, Ollbrectad E §27

fema BM, ferrda E §34

faidbhi B, faibhdhe M, faigle E §37

fuinedh B, fuineadh M, fumend E §39

isceall ite BM, Isceillige E §39

Ocus B, Acus M, Aaes E §40

aitheamain B, athemain M, ahemain E §43

nofalaigead B, nofalaidet M, nosfaglaigit E, §46 '̂^

athramail BM, athramcail E §55

CuAnasc raiwaidecht moiri 7 lethri«dairde an/jso B, Cumasc ranizaigechta moire

71eithri«d airde inso M, Cumasc ramaigechta 1 \tihxaxmaigechta andso E §57 

limsa dibh B, liu/nsa dibh M, dib limsa E §69 

ina B, ana M, i«ada E §81 

donn B, dond M, dorn E §81

ac suathadh B, icsuathadh M, icfatath E §83 (rhymes with uathad)

ut prat'diximus BM, ut poeta dixit E §86

orcomain B, orchomain M, oros comai« E §88

cailus B, chailius M, cainis E §89

lanscailte B, lanscailti M, scailti E §112

craeb^fota B, craebfada M, craeba fota E § 122

doriA7daird bicc B, donnnaird  bicc M, dorandaigecht bicc E §124

ardchassbairdni B, ardcasbaimde M, casbaimi E §198

ageam B, agemm M, ageid E §200

(ii) BE agree against M, e.g.:

amumain B, a mumh ain E, amutaiw M §12

forleathan B, fon-lethan E, s-leathan M §13^^

cliaraige B, cliaraide E, cleraige M (rhymes with scelaige) §18

gaithle«n B, gaithlind E, cathlai«d M §29

H reads nosfailaidet H.
The reading o f  M represents a misreading o f /p lu s  suspension stroice {for) as s plus suspension  

stroke {acht).
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uarig B, hua ri E, narig M §29 

duirmell BE, dun meall M §33

eolchairi B, eolcaire E, eolach aire M (rhymes with ceolchaire) §47

araeoch BE, araeochu M (rhymes with neoch) §48

nahaigedhu B, nahuigi du E, nahuge M §49

ri«dnime BE, rind mhine M §62

chuan B, cua/r E, conchuan M §64

cen indtliucht B, cinindtlecht E, cenmthucht M §83

taethfeas BE, daefes M §95

rochualamar B, rocualamar E, rotchualamar M §96

rofuaramar B, ro fuaramar E, fotuaramar M §96

monga/7 B, mongan E, nemga/z M §97

creach- BE, crech M §104 (rhymes with treb)

nachlea/j BE, nislen M §107

raretul BE, raretur M § 110

^sedradhach B, sedradach E, sesedach M §114

mallramhach B, mall ramach E, mallaranach M §115

luaiscthe BE, fuaslaicte M § 118

duthorairchim B, dotoraircim E, duthorchim M §118

ainhai«e B, amai^e E, ume M § 120

amhucs^suil B, amuc^suil E, iwmuchail M §126

iamitaidh B, ianiitaid E, iamitain M §127

adomhunghoirt B, Adomango<...> E, Adoma M §200

dregaiw BE, dergaiu M §202

amal ata BE, ut est hoc .i. ata so M §210

(Hi) ME agree against B, e.g.: 

imonaig ME, imoin B §2 

stat ME, smot B §4

Dianaireng impaithe M, Dianaireng impaiti E, Dianaireang impoidh B §20 

om. ME, aireng B §23



Brigit buadach ME, Brigid uallach B (line m) §26 

uai«d ME, uaim B §28 

cena M, cea«a E, gan B §40 

dor ME, mor B §52

fochois caich M, focois caich E, acos chaech B §54

nisgluais ME, nigluais B §58

roslecc M, rosleig E, roleg B §65

glan B, glun ME §74 (rhymes with dun)

iarmaidhm M, iarmaidAw E, iarmaidi B §83

falumh M, falam E, falann B §94

corgearr M, gurgearr E, gorighe aird B §95

ratha ME, rath B §103 (rhymes with catha)

cruach ME, cruachan B §103 (rhymes with briiach)

cath cipe M, cathcipe E, cath B §116a

acht braisse M, acht braisi E, forbraise B § 1

rocu/Mgaid M, rocuimgid E, cuimgid B §125

arusc ME, ruse B § 192

armona M, arwona E, aromna B §201

(vi) Glosses in BME

All three manuscripts contain glosses, some of which provide alternative readings. In 

the examples below, interlinear glosses are enclosed in square brackets. The absence 

of square brackets indicates that a gloss is written as part of the line. Common 

readings such as deartan [./. sneachta] B, derta [./. snechta] M, dertan [./. snechta\ E 

§1 and donadesibh A. uss and sin B, donaidesib ./. us I'nsin M, dona deisibh A. us 

annsin E §210 indicate that BME are copying from a glossed copy of the text: 

clithar [.i. guirtin] M, clithair [.i.gartinj E §2

The scribe o f  B, or the scribe o f  his exemplar, read the -acht (s-) compendium as fo r  (f-).
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focrech B, focreith E, focrich no focrech M §17

centuaga B, centuara M, centuara [no gentuad] E §44

lega M, leadha E, gela [no lega] B §63

bruigh B, bronnaigh E, bruind [.i. brondaig] M §84

damhaibh B, damaib E, danaibh no damaibh M §123

salachluim B, salachdumd no salachluim M §186

fer mara M, fear mara B, fear [no ferrmar] mara E §201

E sometimes combines two readings found in B and M, citing one as an alternative. 

This indicates that the scribe of E had access to at least two sources or a glossed copy:

gab rim M, gab rind B, gab rium [no rind] E §79

sciath anbras M, sciathanglas B, sciathanglas [no bras] E §100

itcoraind M, idcholaind B, itcolaind [no itcorai«d[ E§102

slethcraiti B, clethcraice M, sleithcraite [no clethcraice[ E §116a

tarb M, damh B, dam [no tarb[ E §123

Gair gaill B, Gair guill M, Gair gaill [no guill] E § 194

ingalur felgabur M, ingalar fealghalar B, ingalar no feoil gabar fealgalar E §196 

Esce feris inso .i. Bricht nadrach M, Eisce feris [.i. firesca] so B, Eisce feris [.i. far 

escaj andso .i. bricht natrach E §197 

corranchi M, corraighi B, corraigi [no corranaichi] E §199

The scribe of E also had access to sources not used by BM, as indicated by the

following reading:

dual EH, duthaig B, duthaigh M §3
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c) Relationship o fB  to b '’

B*’ is very similar to B and both often agree against ME, e.g.:

buidi BB^ baite M, baiti E §30

cnaplui«g BB^ capluing ME §31

nadail BB^ madail ME §31

sloig BB^ gloir ME §31

gan BB^ cena M, cea^a E §40

indealb BB^ indaebh M, indeb E §41

centuaga BB*’, centuara M, centuara [no gentuad] E §44

nanaem BB^ dan coem M, dancaem E §47.

mind mor BB^ mind dor ME §52

acos chaech BB'’, fochois caich M, focois caich E §54

nigluais BB^ nisgluaisME §58

On the other hand, B sometimes agrees with one or more of the other MSS against B*’

and vice versa, which indicates that neither can be a copy of the other, e.g.:

duine B, fine B^ME §49

incrand BM, crand B*’ §53

Auscreitlin B, Auscrellin B^ Ahuscrelin M §56

d) Relationship o fH  to BB^ME

H generally stands apart from BB^’ME. It preserves the important reading ednen §70, 

which is omitted in the other MSS. In §47, H adds an explanatory prose passage 

outlining the difference between rannaigecht mor and rannaigecht becc. There are 

also instances, however, where it agrees with some of the MSS against the others.

(i) H  goes against BB^ME: 

conerbairt H, om BME §4

7cechtar dafecht H, 7gach darafecht B, Igach darafecht M, Icach dara fecht E §23
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hxogad bunud torad togad H, bunadh brogadh togadh toradh BME §27 

merge acore H, erge choire B, eirgi coiri B*’, erge coire M, ergi coire E §29 

geratta H, ngerfota B, ngerfoda B*’, ngerfada M, nger fota E §29 

gluasfes H, gluaseas B, gluaisis B^ gluaisses M, gluaisis E §35 

dtchnad  aicclech cummaisc H, deachnad aichleach B, dechnad aiclech B^M, 

dedechnai/ aicXech E §36 

uidne H, buidni BB*’, buidhne M, buigne E §37 

corrigdath H, corighrath B, gorrigrath M, corigrath EB*’ §41 

caidhi H, c[r]uaide BB^ cruadhi M, cruaide E §46 

slataib H, sladait B, sladaid B*’, slatait M, sladaig E §46 

brecht H, reacht B, recht MB*’, racht E §52 

comd H, crand BB^M §53 

ole H, lag BB’̂ E, lach M §54 

cem H, chaimh B, caim B^ caem ME §55

combisi tair H, co/nbi/«sea thiar B, gombimsea thiar M, combimsea tiar E §65 

brec H, breas BE, bres M §66

ilchomna H, ilchaew/jna B, ilcaemna M, ilcaemhna E §66 

uamaisi H, famaisi BME §66

x&ndaigecht H, carnrannaigecht B, carrandaigecht M, .carr. rannaigecht E §69 

botha H, afotha BME §72. 

dun H, dur BM, duur E §74.

There are also a number of omissions in H: 

diaes BM, diaeis E §4

Aei resligi riahacantai« in aenbaili 7cro cu/naisc friandeliughud B, ae reslige fria 

cantairt inaenbaile 7cro ci<maisc fria ndeliugud M, Air eisligi fricantain 

inenbaile 7cro cumaisc frianelgwd E §9 

geb dhuain mbriain B, geib duain briain B^, geib duain mbriaiw M, geib duai« 

mbriai/7 E §50 

idu aiss B, idh uais M, iduais EB*’ §58
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(ii) H agrees with one or more manuscripts: 

imoin B, iAnmoin H, imonaig ME §2 

isdual HE, isduthaig B, is duthaigh M §3 

stat HME, smot B §4

capluing, madail HME, cnapluing, nadail BB'’§31 

gloir HME, sloig B, ^sloig B** §31 

indaebh HM, indeb E, indealb BB^ §41

dochur HE, adoch[ur] B, adocur B^ adochar M; centuara HME, centuaga BB*’ §44 

dor H, dor ME, mor BB*’ §52 

as HE, is M, bus BB*’ §53 

nisgluais HME, nigluais BB'’ §58

.h. concuan H, hua conchuan M, ua cuan E, uachuan B §64 

rissleic H roslecc M, rosleig E, roleg B §65

e) Relationship o f G to

G contains a number of independent readings and also shares some readings with H 

against BME. This suggests that it belongs to the same line of transmission as H.

G goes against

dubthach G, dabhcach B, dabhchach M, dabthac/z E, dabcach H (rhymes with 

samthach) §8 

cenntrom G, comtrom BME § 18

dhom[c] G, domidh BME, demidh H (rhymes with bir) §28

gas G, glass B, glas b V e H §31

caebluing G, cnapluing BB^ capluing MEH §31

brecdeachnaidh lughbairt G, inbreacadh ele B, inbreccad eli B*’, mbrcccad ele M, in 

breccad eile E, inbreccad ii H §38 

thimde G, ame BB*’M, ime E, imme H §38 

ara^folt G, araeoch BB^EH, araeochu M (rhymes with neoch) §48
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naligu G, ligu di liguli E, liuga di H (rhymes with idu) §58

athbraighi leathair G, leathbraici laithir B, lethbraigi laithir B**, lethbraice laithir M, 

lethbraigi <.. .>hair E §59 

illoi/« G, loim BMEH §68 

abhruitin G, in bruitin BME §68

duthraigir G, dotrascair B, dutrascair M, dotrascair E §100

ric fa G, airgfea BME §105

dorbhai G, dorrgha BE, dorrdha M §105

fidh G, do^fid B, dofird M, do^fidh E §115

cain G, cai^te BME §115

arroid G, adruith BME § 119

mhaise G, amaise B, amaisse M, amaisi E §120

mrnfn G, am. BM §151

aingaire G, am. BM §151

lughe G, lui/rde B, luindi M §151

f )  Relationship o f GH to

GH have 19 stanzas in common: §§2, 3, 5a, 8, 25, 28, 31, 33, 36, 37, 38, 43, 48, 51, 

58, 59, 60, 62, 68. GH sometimes agree against the other MSS;

GH cite a different stanza to illustrate deibide do-cheil a chubaid §5a 

icanesbius H, eca nesbus G, icaneabus B, icanebas M, icanei biss E §28 

tairbh G, tuirb H, om. BB'’E, fola M §48 

maighni G, maigni H, mhuighi B, muighi M muigi E §68

On one occasion, GH agree with E against BM:

ahemhain G, ahemain H, ahemain E, aitheamain B, athemain M §43

H cannot have been copied from G, the earlier of the two manuscripts, as it contains a 

large number of metrical illustrations which are not found in G. H also occasionally 

agrees with one or more of the other MSS against G and vice versa:
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anii isdual H, ani isdual E, inni isduthaigh G, i«di isduthaig B, ini is duthaigh M §3 

domidh BME, demidh H, dhom[c] G (rhymes with bir) §28 

tair H, tathair BB^ thathair MEG §36 

chair H, catair B, cathair B^MEG §36

letbroici H, leathbraici B, lethbraice M, lethbraigi B '^ , athbraighi G §59

g) Note the following cases of e silentio ‘agreement’:

acoitci«di E, om. BM §1 

bana E, om. BM §64 

arargad E, om. BM §78 

corp E, om. BM §199

fola M, om. BE §48

dece M, deice E, om. BB*’ §46

arargad E, om. BM §78 

corp E, om. BM §199

buaidh ^fear fail brian broga inbuair BME, om. B** §50 

slog B^, slogh ME, om. B §52 

amui« BM, amai« E, om. B^ §53

•i. diaer no dian .i. dii foaidbli .i. adbal ahani H, om. BME §23 

incetrama tusech H, om. BME §34b 

no dialtach H, om. BB V e  §48



data BMEH, om. G §8 

dom BME , om. G §21

sedradach BM, sedtradach E, setradach H, om. G §28

fonea//j nathrach B, fonem nathrach M, foneim nathrach E, foneim natrach H, om. G 

§28

Cro cumaisc et/r randaigecht 7 B, Cro cumaisc et/> rmnaigecht moir 7 B'’, Cro

cu/«aisc et/r rannaigecht 7 M, Cro cummaisc et/r ran 7 E, Cro cumaisc elir 

carnrandaigecht 7 H, om. G §59 

reacraind B, rechri«d M, reacrai«d E, om. G §105

cuil G, chuil H, om. B B V e  §59 

tall B B V e , om. GH §59

icoitceannn (sic) G, ico'iichinn H, acoitcindi E, om. BM §1 

idu aiss B, idu ais B \  idhu ais M, iduais E, idhuais G, om. H §58

Stemma

X

H
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Orthography of the manuscripts

All MSS show a number of later orthogi'aphical features, some examples of which are 

given below. It is interesting to note that the orthography of H is more conservative 

than that of the other MSS in that it exhibits only two later features, namely the 

writing of gh, bh, dh for g, b, d respectively and the confusion of lenited g and lenited 

d. M, by contrast, shows the greatest variety of later features.

The form of the MS is given first, followed by the restored form in parentheses.

(1) ea for e before a non-palatal consonant:

B: a^feadanaig (a ^fetanaig) §18; bean (ben), chleachtus (chlechtas) §84.

M: gearr (gerr) §12; ceall (cell) §54; sneachta (snechta) §88; ceallog (Chelloc) §210.

E: ceall (cell) §54; dealb (delb) §127; bealltaine (Belltaine) §202; ceallog (Chelloc) 

§210 .

G: Aireamh (Airem) §68; meana (Mena) §108; cearc (cerc) §115.

(2) g, b, d for c,p,  t respectively:

B: a^feadanaig (a ^fetanaig) §18; cogur (cocur) §45; maidi (maite) §64; gobluiin 

(gopluim) §150; ascadan (a scatan) §151.

M: nit coigleann (nit choiclenn) §12; afeadanaigh (a ^fetanaig) §18; edrom (ettrom) 

§68; sagairt (sacairt) §88; seagail (secail) §126; gob (gop) §202.

E: liathroide (Hathroite) §12; lag (lac) §54; sagairt (sacairt) §88; gragai« (Gracain) 

§108; g o b (g o p )§202.
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G: feadanaigh (fetanaig) §18; clogthaigh (chlocthaig) §119; sgadan (scatan) §151.

(3) gh, bh, dh, mh for g, b, d, m respectively:

B: aibhne (aibne) §45; deisibh (Deisib) §57; cliabaigh (cliabaig) §70; ceolaibh clerigh 

(cheolaib clerig) §84; fiadh (fiad) §106; uidhir (uidir) §127; mhallacht (mallacht) 

§171.

M: iuadiaidh (ina dfaid), fleadha arcuaillibh (fleda ar ciiaillib) §54; deisibh (Deisib) 

§57; acertaigh ochorcaigh (a chertaig 6 Chorcaig) §119; indemhain (in demain) §127; 

diultadh (diultad) §202.

E: cleA«/ma (chlemna) §12; odhur (odor) §88; bregaigh (brecaig) §193; docnamha (do 

chnama) §197; dobhurtanaig (dobarthanaig), crinlamhaigh (chrmlamaig) §198; dubh 

(dub) §202; fasaigh (fasaig), deisibh (Dessib) §210.

G: tabhair (tabair), duthaigh (diithaig) §3; criathradh (crfathrad) §5a; cliaraighe 

(chleraige) §18; damh (dam) §31; corrmhil (corrmfl) §59 .

H: There are no examples of mh for m; righ (Rig) §26; dubhthaig (Dubthaig) §26; 

demidh (de mid) §28; faidhbi (faidbe) §37; indaebh (ind aeb) §41; brogha (broga) 

§50; camadh (camad) §51; slogh (slog) §52; tnuidh (tnuid) §55; ategh (a teg) §62; 

inatigh (ina tig) §65.

(4) Confusion of lenited g  and lenited d:

B: flegha (fleda), stuaide (stuaige) §115; drolmuide (dromlaige) §151; othraidh 

(otraig) §182; fosaigh (fossaid), tradhna (tragna) §201.
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M: lecaidh (leccaig) §106; madaigh (mataid) §126; rebaidh (rebaig) §140; fossaigh 

(fossaid) §162; deodhanacht (d’Eoganacht) §173; ga/nnaidhe (gamnaige) §188.

E: cliaraide (chleraige) §18; alaghar (i lladair) §54; geoigh (geoid) §200; fosaigh 

(fossaid) §201; diultagaid (dmltadaig) §202.

G: There are no examples of this feature in G.

H; inadiaig (ina diaid) §54; ainglighe (ainglide) §62.

(5) Final, lenited d not written: This feature is found only in M;

M: diultu (dfltad) §90; armerugu : gelugu (merugud : gelugud) §111.

(6) Lenited g  for lenited b: This feature is found only in B and M. For other 

examples, see S na G III §3.19.

B: There are two examples: fodchossaigh (fot chossaib) §162; co snedhaigh (co 

snedaib) §173.

M: There is one example; crandaigh (crannaib) §91.

(7) Lenited b for lenited m: This feature is found only in B and M.

B; There is one example: airgetlaib (arcetlaim) §12.

M: There is one example: airgetlaib (arcetlaim) §12.

(8) Confusion of lenited c and lenited t\ This feature is found only in M:

M: There are two examples: crethe (chreche) §77; roithet (roichet) §203.
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Editorial Method

There is no single superior manuscript witness of the text of M V  III, as is clear from 

the evidence outlined above. As already noted, BME are very similar and contain the 

longest version of the tract. The text in B has many omissions, however, while parts 

of M are illegible due to marginal staining. In the case of E, a folio is missing and 

large sections of the manuscript are illegible as a result of the application of 

chemicals during the nineteenth century. In establishing a normalised text, all six 

manuscripts have been drawn upon.

The vocabulary of the text is often difficult and obscure, and many words and 

compounds are otherwise unattested. Some words are cited under the wrong head

words in DIL, where the readings are based on the text as published in Irische Texte. 

Examples include: tairnge ‘point’ (rhyming with aihne) s.v. tragna ‘corncrake’ based 

on B’s reading traigne §45; cenn ‘scum’ s.v. cenn ‘head’ §85; ag n-amail (rhyming 

with andaig, allaid and crannaib) s.v. ? agnamail §91; gallnirge ‘of a foreign club’ 

(rhyming with camhidrbe) s.v. uirge ‘testicle’ §111; cathcro (^.v. 2 cernach) based on 

B’s cath cro cemach  against cath cipe cro cernach M, cathcipe cro cernach E § 116a; 

glasubull s.v. ? liball, based on B’s reading glaslibhall against glasubull M §145; 

bruar ‘crumbs’ s.v. bru ‘belly', col. 206,1. 76 §150; bladach ‘splendid’ (rhyming with 

dabach) s.v. Much, black ‘salt meat’ based on B’s reading black §163; congna ‘of 

horn’ (rhyming with lomda) s.v. con-cnai 'gnaws' §164; iia Scidrre 5.v. 1 corr 

“ projecting part, end, com er’, col. 483,1. 34, based on B’s reading Uas cidrri §173; 

sceitk ‘thorn bush’ (in compound ar casceith, rhyming with glasleith) s.v. geitk (no 

meaning given) based on B ’s reading arcass geith § 180. In other instances, the same 

word is interpreted differently when cited under two different head-words in DIL.

For example, Arddin (genitive singular of a placename) § 165 is cited 5. v. 1 arddn 

‘drinking vessel’ and again .v.v. 1 M  ‘pitch’, where it is taken as a placename Ardddn. 

A number of words are not found in DIL, e.g.: mailte §86; raretul /  raretur § 110; 

ramatal §110; celaige §117; dridmel §166; drenntaide §202.
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In view of the many textual difficulties, therefore, complete variant readings are 

provided. Where a stanza is cited in other sources, such as M V  I, M V II or CIH, 

readings from these souces are also given for comparative purposes. A normalised 

text has been established as follows:

1) c/7 f are restored where the manuscripts have g b d for post-vocalic voiced stops.

2) Lenition of consonants is silently normalised in accordance with Old and Middle 

Irish orthographical practice.

3) Accent marks are added silently. Hairstrokes over the letter i in the MSS are not 

indicated.

4) The compendia for -us, con, et, er, acht ar and air are silently expanded. The 

abbreviations do-, da-, im- and /- are expanded silently as dono, dano, immorro and 

no or no respectively. The expansion of all other abbreviations is indicated by the use 

of italics.

5) Vowels which have been elided are underlined.

6) The symbol ^ is used to indicate a point over/  and s.

Where the text of a particular manuscript is illegible this is indicated by a series of 

dots within brackets < ...> . Some readings which I cannot decipher are taken from 

Thurneysen’s edition (1891; 1912, 59-72) and these are enclosed within braces {}. 

Suprascript letters and glosses are enclosed in square brackets. Metres which are 

syllabically irregular are divided into lines on the basis of end-rhyme and internal 

rhyme as this is often the only satisfactory means of determining the metrical 

structure.
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Translations

Seventy six stanzas have been translated by Meyer (1917 and 1919). Meyer’s 

translations are followed, except in cases where the text has been changed 

substantially on the basis of manuscript evidence. In such cases, I give my own 

translation, followed by Meyer’s translation. Otherwise, minor changes are 

incorporated in square brackets within Meyer’s translation. Where a stanza has been 

translated into both German and English by Meyer, I give the English translation 

(1917), followed by the German translation (1919). Where a stanza has been 

translated only into German by Meyer (1919), I give the German translation followed 

by an English translation of the Irish text. References to other published editions and 

translations are given in the notes on individual stanzas.

Dating and Linguistic Features

Based on an examination of individuals mentioned in the stanzas, Thumeysen (1912, 

86-9) has dated the text to c. 1060. The subjects and/or events of a number of stanzas 

have been identified as follows:

Flannacan lia Cellaig (§15): The King of Breg whose pilgrimage to Rome and death 

are recorded in AU  s.a. 1028 and 1060 respectively.

Murchad (§§16, 29, 35): Thumeysen (1912, 87) suggests that Murchad is the son of 

Brian Boraime, while Meyer (1917, 46; 1919, 13) identifies him as a King of Leinster 

who defeated Ragnall in 994 {AUs.a. 994). Mac Cana (2004, 26) notes that an 

association with Brian Boraime is unlikely in view of the reference to Maistiu, which 

is in Leinster.

Domnall mac Murchada (§19): Byrne (1973, 153) identifies him as king of Leinster 

from 1072-75.
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Mael Sechnaill mac Domnaill (§25): Thumeysen notes (1912, 87) that a Mael 

Sechnaill son of Domnall reigned in Taihiu from 980-1002 and from 1014-1022. 

Murphy (1961, 130) suggests that he is also the subject of §105.

Bran Finn (§79): Meyer (1915b, 906) identifies Bran Finn, king of the Deisi, as a 

descendant of Tuathal Techtmar and son of Maelochtrach, who died in 671.

Conn mac Cinn -^Faelad (§82): According to Thumeysen (1912, 88), an approximate 

date can be established for Conn mac Cinn ^Faelad on the basis of the deaths of his 

nephew Manchan {Tig. s.a. 1045) and brother Mael-Sechlainn mac Cinn-^Faelad {AU 

s.a. 1050).

Gilla Cellaig (§85): According to Thumeysen (1912, 88), Gilla Cellaig may be the n  

Hua Fiachrach Aidne, whose death is recorded in AU  s.a. 1003.

Gilla Caimgin (§124): A U  describe a Gilla Caimgin as ridomna Laighen and record 

his death in 1059.

§142: Mulchrone (1954, 15) suggests that this stanza refers to the plundering of 

Clonmacnoise in 1050.

Sechnasach (§157): Thumeysen (1912, 84) suggests that he may have been a king of 

Ireland who died in 671.

Dungal ua Mail Inmain (§182): Mael Inmain may be the anchorite of Glendalough 

whose death is recorded in FM s.a. 953.

Rigbardan (§195). Thumeysen (1912, 88) notes that a Rfgbardan mac Con Coime, 

King of Ele, was killed in 1058 (AU).
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A number of stanzas are addressed to, or refer to, kings and descendants of kings:

Satire: A meic ^Flannacdin id Chellaig, / a  n  in tire taicedbennaig §15; Mac rig na 

nDese §77; Ri Connacht, cenn tamain §123; Ri Cera, Cii Chonnacht §171.

Praise: Miirchad M aisten/m ac rig Eirenn §29; Cuirfdilte frim  a riRoi'renn §30; 

Cuinnchem gilla /  co mac rig Crinna is Ciiille §33; Dag\saiget rig suire Sldine §46; 

ua rig Cairn ... §48; A meic rig na Cairce a Cualainn §86; Ri' Connacht crech 

ingnech escaid ^fdelid §95; A ri Feimin, fdilte frim-sa  §103; mac rig Chiaine croine 

cn'ne §117; iia rig na rig §145; Ri Raithlind §153; R iE le  §195; R i Talinne tuile mara 

§209.

Middle Irish Linguistic Features

A number of metrical examples contain linguistic features which point to a Middle 

Irish date of composition. It should be noted, however, that M V  III is not a
28homogenous text but consists rather of a collection of isolated metrical examples. 

Some of these, such as §§100, 118 and 210, have been taken from existing sources 

and modified by the compiler. Many other metres and metrical names appear to be 

artificial, however, and may have been composed specifically for inclusion in the
29tract in an attempt to illustrate three hundred and sixty five types of metres. It is 

unlikely, for example, that the illustration of carnad ar rannaigecht moir (§51), 

which contains an extraordinary amount of repetition, existed as an independent 

poem. Similarly, §74 illustrates a metre which consists simply of four monosyllabic 

stressed words and is described as ‘one-fifth’ of rannaigecht mor. This is found in a 

section which illustrates ‘fractions’ of rannaigecht, a classification which itself 

appears somewhat artificial. In some instances that there are no diagnostic criteria

The Irish Grammatical Tracts are similar in structure, in that they contain metrical exam ples from all 
periods o f  Classical Irish.

See p. 58ff. below, where it is argued that many o f the metres and metrical names classified as 
ecoitchenna  are artificial compositions.
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for assigning a particular stanza to either the Old or M iddle Irish p e r i o d s . I  give 

below  a description o f  M iddle Irish features. Readings o f the restored text are given:

Phonology

1) U nstressed vowels: The confusion o f final unstressed vow els is indicated by

rhyming exam ples such as: bd ite  \fd ilte  (Old Irish bditea, fd ilti;  internal 

rhyme) §30; gata ige : sla ta ige  (Old Irish gataige, slataigiu; end-rhyme lines 

ac) §34a; co m a ire  : longaire  (Old Irish cornairi, longairiw, internal rhyme) 

§77; geire  : deine  (Old Irish gere, d m {a )i\ a ic ill rhyme) and rnaisse : braisse  

(Old Irish m aisse, braissv, end-rhyme lines bd) §120; anma : gam na  (Old Irish 

anm ae, gamna', internal rhyme) §182; halbduine  : C ham m aige  (Old Irish 

halbduini, Cham m aige', end-rhyme lines ac) §188.

2) C ontracted forms', tiis §2 (prose); bos  §4; ol §§12, 127, 158 (uncertain syllable

count), oil §176; Boinn §16; do-chuaid  §§17, 141; scm  §18; siiir, ro- 

si'acht §26; ua §§32, 46, 89 etc, m' §§15, 56 etc, ui'b §84; oclaig  die  §36, oc  

§62, die  §112; -roa  §44, -rd  §53; n'am §49; sod, lor  §52, /or §111; di'aid §54; 

fia ich  §§48, 54, 63; croin  §57; ro Id §61; lua  §64; in Id §64; nugiid  §69; Ciia 

§99; bruach  §103; larn  §143; Cii Roi §144; biad  §149; bru ar  §150; sci'an 

§§154, 164 (uncertain syllable count); dis  §155; di'uit §162; d iad  §164 ?; sciad  

§164 ?; co ir  §176; -sceith  §180; scian  §91; suaid  §205; 5 0 5 , dos  §206. Note  

also contracted forms o f  the substantive verb: a -td t §§40; 102; atdi't §§91,148, 

150; b id  §§46, 58, 149, 184; b is  §§47, 180, 202; §184, -b it §§45

(confirm ed by metre), 209 (uncertain syllable count); -bi'a §141 (confirm ed by 

metre), §149 (uncertain syllable co u n t). Note the fo llow ing instances o f  

possible hiatus: ria  §54 (unstressed hyperhiatus?); ua (?) §66; sciaich  §155  

(prose); ciiad  . . .  bru ar  (?) § 184.

3) a > e‘: geib  §§16, 50, geibed  §27, geb id  §53, gebim  §174; eire  §28 (S na G  III

§3.4).

4) In > II: Cuille  (rhyming with duinne) §33; buille  (rhyming with iiinge) §38.

In his edition  o f  § 127, for exam ple, M eyer restores final vow els w hile I have norm alised in
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5) mr- > br-\ bruit §13; brug §114; bldi'th §116a; brogda §117; brogad §27; bratha

§158. All except bratha are fixed by alliteration.

6) Analogical spread of palatalisation: lidge (: didne) §26; idnge (: bidlle), bainne

(; cnairre) §38; cambidrbe (: gallidrge) §111; sidlbere §134; idge : tidge 

§141; uime ... lidmme §151; tidge §207.

7) cri- > crai-: craide §177.

Morphology

Article

There are no examples of the earlier disyllabic form of the article. Note the 

accusative plural masculine form na saithe §88 and the genitive plural masculine 

forms na ngallbrdc §179 and na ndruth §194. Middle Irish reduction of the article is 

found in ’is chaille §17. Na has replaced in{d) in nominative plural masculine na 

mi'la §102. In §47, H preserves the feminine form ind rannaigecht. Final - ib  is lost 

in the dative plural form of article plus preposition, e.g.: tarna sligib §46; dona 

rannaigechtaib §80. Note that the prose introduction to §184 has dona lochthaib, 

while the verse reads donaib lochthaib.

Noun

1. Lx)ss of neuter gender: is i  so deisimrecht §11; ti're §17; dar in tir §49; int an 

§23; aise §35; in crann §53; tiiaignim §54; in la §65; e ... int imgarb §150 

(prose); e ... int anaichnid §151 (prose); in linn §197. Deibide in names of 

metres is generally feminine, although lack of lenition in deibidi smot B, 

debide smot ME, debide smotach H §4 may reflect the original neuter gender. 

Similarly, in §5a G reads acubaidh, while in §5b the MSS read a chuaidh B, 

achubaid M and acubaidh E, which may reflect a transitional stage. Dechnad 

is generally feminine but note doroine hi H §4.

accordance with M iddle Irish standards.
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Neuter gender is preserved in the following instances: ed §7; dd ngarb .. da 

ngorm  §51; loimm techt (?) §68; da trian §70 (prose); Mag nAe §104 

(petrified in place-name).

2. Dative plural for accusative plural: tar slessaib (: essaib) §39; tarna sligib §46; dar

ceisib (; Deisib) §57; etir afailg ib  (: Laignib) § 107; etir dd ddmaib 

(: chndmaib) §123; sech lecnaib (: chertaig) §119; tar caladLaignib, tar 

cuanfatUltaib, tar belatchairrcib §131. Note also accusative for dative in fo r  

rannaigecht mbic §91.

3. Accusative plural for nominative plural (5 na G III §5.11): na haigedii §49;

leithrenna §138; serthe §164.

4. Accusative plural for vocative plural of o-stem: bennimle §188 (5 G III §5.5).

4. Genitive plural of H-stem inflected as o-stem (S na G III §5.8): cath §60, §116a;

recht §161. Note also nominative plural form extended to genitive plural in 

Druth Gailenga §83.

5. Genitive plural of 5-stem inflected as o-stem (S na G III §5.12): drochthech §109.

6. Middle Irish dative singular of «-stem: don arbur (Old Irish arbaimm) § 170, in

aicill rhyme with adbul.

7. Genitive singular of /-stem declined as a-stem: Chiaine §117, rhyming with

Muaide.

8. Dental stem declined as «-stem (via gen. for nom.): -sceith §180.

9. Middle Irish plural endings: chddthe : cluichthe §99 (main rhyme); buailte §138.

10. Confusion between nominative and accusative singular of feminine o-stem (S na

G U I §5.6): cengldm  §197.

11. Genitive for nominative mad  §209.

Pronoun

1. Independent pronoun: lat(-som) (Old Irish eO §155

2. Infixed pronouns:

2 sing: nit choiclenn §12; not-mairfet §112; nit bia §149 (with

dative meaning); nochot chuingim §174; nochot gebim §174.
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3 sing: rod marb (masc.; note class C in relative as in Old Irish) §14; ms gluais §58 

(fern.); dos-fuc §62 (fern.); ros leic §65 (fern.); dos-rdine §§4, 152 (fern.; note 

Middle Irish use of class A in relative); dos-rdine (note Middle Irish use of 

fern, pronoun referring to masc. noun m  plus class A in relative) §183 

3 pi: nos conghann §19, §22 (Note Middle Irish positioning before verb (originally 

compound) plus class A in relative); nos fallaiget (?) §46.

Adjective

1) Loss of dative plural ending: co cossaib clama (rhyming with mara) §201. This is

preserved in dona rannaigechtaib moraib §80 (prose); ar crannaib camaib 

corraib §91.

2) Replacement of the superlative by the comparative: as '^ferr §35, §39; as liichra

§ 107; en is ettchu d'enaih  § 123. The comparative began to replace the 

superlative during the Old Irish period {S na G III §6.15; GOI §366; Fel. xxx).

3) Tdnaiste for earlier tdnaise (MSS tan- B, tanaisti ME) §105.

Adverb

Co is used to form an adverb in co demin §44 (5 na G III §9.1). In Old Irish adverbs 

were formed from dative singular of adjective plus in (GOI §379).

Numerals

1) Loss of the feminine form {di) of the numeral dd ‘two’ (5 na G III §8.3): ar dd

charaid §123; dd em ail §150; dd bUadain §196; dd ^sillab §207. Cf. di em ail 

§148.

2) Loss of dative form trib (S na G III §8.4) in ar trf cetaib § 1.

3) Ceithre has replaced Old Irish cethair and cetheora (fem.) (5 na G III §8.5) in §38.

4) Ciiic has replaced coic {S na G III §3.10, §8.6) in §1 and in cmpd. cuicbricht §162.
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Prepositions

1) Middle Irish amlaid (Old Irish samlaid), fixed by alliteration in the phrase m

hamlaid ro-^fiiaramar §96.

2) For ‘on’: Old Irish /o r > ar §§16, 30, 48, 51, 54 (confirmed by elision fleda ar), 52

(prose), 56, 63, 64, 106, 111, 132, 143 (elided), 146 confirmed by elision {a-td 

ar), etc. Note that in §34a (prose) and §50,/o r  is preserved in BB^ME, while 

H reads ar in both cases.

3) Fri ‘towards, against’: b o th /n  and ri/re are found:

Old Irish /r/ > ri: ri §2, rit §54; rim §§61, 64, 76, 87, 103, 118, 125 etc.

Old Irish/n ' preserved §§3 (H only); 8 (prose); 9 (prose); 29 (E only); 30 (M 

only); 82 (M only); 85 (prose);/n 'm ia §103 (fixed by alliteration) etc.

4) far ‘after’: except for ar §164, Old Irish iar is preserved: §§2 (prose), 28, 127; 141

(confirmed by lack of elision and syllable count), 142, 155, 164, 191, 193.

5) Oc ‘at’: apart from numerous MSS spellings {ag, ic etc.), note Middle Irish form

acaib established by rhyme with apair §85.

6) Re ‘before’: remum {:ferunn) (Old Irish rium) §121; reime (: hleide) (Old Irish 

riam) §89; rompii §155 (Old Irish remib) (prose).

Conjunctions

liair ‘because’ §11 (Old Irish ore)

nach (len) §107; nach (can) §200 (Old Irish ndd)

mar §§96, 112, 192 (Old Irish immar, cf. immar §85)

cor ( ^s^/j) §116b (Old Irish co)

can fli' § 142 (Old Irish can)

gembo §143 (Old Irish ci'abo)

Negative particle

nochon acca §§6, 7; nocon 'fu il §§44, 53 (ter)', noco toracht §49; nochon yn §204; 

nocon ain §67; nocho deine §120; nocho thaille, nocho raga §121; nochon ^uarus
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§205 (Old Irish ni'con: 5 na G III §11.7). Copula: nocho mac §121; nocho mebal 

§146; nochorbo §176; nocho gairit, nocho chosmail §205.

Verb

1. Analytic form: I'said tii §170 (Greene 1958, 1973; ElV, 193; S na G III §10.19 ).

2. Loss of deponent inflexion: do lam §14; -chluinem §24; -dubaig §32; -fallaiget

§46; ro labair §61; Jo  cuir §100; labraim §124; dimmolaim  §139; chronaigim 

(?) §139; -tairis §180; m r lessaigis §200 {ElV, 236ff.; S na G III §12.4). Note 

that deponent inflexion is preserved in cronaigtir §34b and cluinte §69.

3. Do for ro: do-cuala §112; Jo  cuir ^100 {S na G III §11.4).

4. Simplification of compound verbs: nit choiclenn §12; tairnis §17 (from tairnid,

earlier do-airindi)\ nos-congbann §§19, 22; impdither §22; erges §39; '^fodlas 

§104; tuillim §129; innis ... innisfet ^\42 \ fuaram ar §144;//<a/r §147; ro 

dibraiced §145; togas §154; \no\ togfainn §16S; fuarus §205.

5. Addition of personal endings of a third plural form to the impersonal form ///: m

Juile t ^120-, do-fuilet (O.Ir. dos-fil) §102 (S na G III §12.191, 12.194; O ’Daly 

1946, 88).

6. Third singular conjunct present indicative ending -enn/-ann: ni^fdsann  §11; nit

choiclenn §12; na techtann §17; nos congbann §§19, 22 (EIV, 224-7; S na G 

III §12.12).

7. Spread of the first singular conjunct present subjunctive deponent ending to non

deponent verbs: coro beniir §67; dd tucur §170. Note da for earlier di'a (EIV, 

238; S n a G  III §12.79) and the subjunctive of benaid formed from the present 

stem {S na G III §12.77).

8. Spread of/-future: Idifes §95; airgfe §105; -chluinfe §112. Spread of 1 

sing./-future ending in its broad form: sluindfet §118 innisfet §142 (5 n a  G III 

§12.122). The forms nocho cluinfe §112 and airgfe §105 show the 

transformation from reduplicated future formations to/-future derived directly 

from the present stem.

9. Spread of the .v-preterite: Jo  lam §14; tdnacas, do-cuadas §11 \ \fuarus §87, §205;
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ro chorrmaid §150; do-n'griiachtus §134; ro ben §205 (O’Daly 1946, 61-6; 

Quiggin 1910, 197-202; S no G III §12.53).

10. Spread of strong preterite ending -a ta r  to 5-preterite: dernsatar § 17; ro cremsetar

§184.

11. Copula forms: nidat §5b; isat §54 (vs. at becndrach §162, §202) and nit §105,

with new endings based on infixed pronouns (5 na G III §12.194). Note 

preservation of third plural form it e § 152 (prose).

12. Substantive verb: a-tdi't §§40, 91, 102, 148, 150 and -bit §45, showing contracted

form and absolute ending (cf., however, the variant reading atat, showing 

older conjunct ending §40 and §102); -bon §65 (Old Irish -biu\ S na G  III 

§12.9).

13. Third plural present indicative ending -ta it in cartait §§10, 11, 40 (5 G III

§12.18).

14. The forms dernsat §82, dernus §87, §98 and dos-rdine §§4, 152, 183, 184,

showing the use of the historical passive stem as active (S na G III §12.66). 

Note that the form -dernus is already attested in the Old Irish glosses (Ml. 

39‘*ll).-'*‘

15. Confusion of preverbs: ro-'^fiiaramar §96 (Old Irish/o); do-chiiala §112 (Old

Irish ro).

16. Other Middle Irish features are; preterite passive ro curnaiscit §23 {S na G III

§12.74); short e future: -geba (rhymes with fleda) §54; lentair §42, showing 

passive ending with dental originally found in weak verbs (Old Irish lenair); 

Idithir, showing absolute form for relative; apair §85 rhyming with acaib (Old 

Irish epir)\ do-trascair §100, third singular preterite of do-scara, showing 

Middle Irish doubling of preverb and ending -a ir, at-berar with neuter infixed 

pronoun (5 na G III §11.23) §23; -erbairt (Old Irish erbert) with slender 

ending (S na G III §12.45) §4; deine in aicill rhyme with geire §120 and end- 

rhyme reide (line b ) : deine (line d) §175, showing the later form of denai 

with palatal -n; raga for Old Irish -rigalrega  §121 (S na G III §12.141; note

”  I am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for this reference.
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that this form is not fixed by rhyme); tegim  §142; geib  §16, geibed  §27, gebas 

§34a; geib  §50, gebid  §53, gebim  §174 (S na G III §12.198).

The Verbal System

The reading o f the restored text is given, with significant MS variations in 

parentheses.^^ Note that a large number of satirical verses do not contain any finite 

verbal forms.''

Present Indicative Active

Isg.: Abs.: moi'dim §86

ddlaim  §86 

foclaim  §89 

labraim  § 124 

tuillim-sa § 129 

dimmolaim  §139

chronaigim  (?) {tronaigim  B, cro andoghaimh M) §139 

tegim  § 142

ticim  §142 (contracted deut.)̂ "̂  

lomraim  §172 

Conj.: dia ndelbaim  §24 

nochot gebim  §174 

Prot.: m cuinchim ^\12

nochot chuingim  §174 

2sg.: Prot.: mani timgaire ^ \49

nocho dene §175

Individual forms are discussed in the Linguistic Introduction and notes on the individual stanzas. 
The following doubtful forms have been omitted: slataid, deice §46; tige §49; dia moilfer § 118; ro 
cuimgid  §125; timargaire §149.
” §§15, 1 8 ,4 3 ,5 6 ,5 7 , 6 3 ,7 1 ,7 3 , 7 7 ,7 8 ,9 0 , 106, 115, 119, 123, 126, 127, 151, 160, 163, 165, 173, 
181, 182, 183, 185, 186, 188, 189, 190, 191, 193, 194, 198, 199,201.

For ‘contracted/uncontracted’ verbal forms, see Schrijver 1997, IV.3 ff.
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3sg.: Abs: feraid  §2

gesid §2 

sib laid §17

teite (rei.) §39; teit §195 

gellaid §91 

berraid §91 

bronnaid §91 

golaid §99 

beicid §99 

eigid §99 

dligid §101 

Conj.; ris’ tibi%2

m ydsann § 11
mt choiclenn {nicoitgleann B, nit coigleann M, nicoiglenn E) §12.

risnd geib § 16

nd techtann § 17

nd daim §25

nd diibaig §32

nach len §107

m tairis § 180

nach tairis § 180

nach can §200

asa maid {isamhuigh B, isamaig M) §204 

Deut.: do-beir §§3, 76, 202. 

fo-cheil §§5a, 5b 

do-gm §44 

do-beir §48 

do-tet §65 

con-ic §130 

fo-ceird §167 

Prot.: m tabair §3
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nocho dene §5a 

nocho deine §120

tic §§32, 39, 109 (contracted deut.); §142 

m roich §75 

nocho thaille §121 

i rric § 147 

Rel.: dsas §7

anas §21 

dsas m i ,  139 

sraigles §34a 

nos congbann §§19, 22 

anas §21 

ddiles §28 

gluaises §35 

erges §39 

chlechtas §84 

^fodlas § 104 

togas § 154 

teiches §154 

scothas § 154 

reithes § 154 

laiges §157 

saiges §157 

mar ^seccas §192 

ibes § 197

Ipl.: Conj.: m chiuinern ^24 

3pl.; Abs.; dsait §9

sceirdit §16 

cartait §§10, 11, 40 

sracait §46 

gdirit §99
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dlegait §128 

clisit § 131 

cingit §131 

brissit § 131 

ethait §142 

Deut.: do-fuilet %\02 

Prot.: nach roichet §203

Present Indicative Passive

3sg.: at-berar §23

impdither §22 

fo-ddilter §34b 

lentair §42 

Idithir §59 

ara sndidther §88 

do-gmther §155 (bis) 

dia ndentar §155 

ara tabar §178

3pl.: do-gniter %23

gabtair §23 

cronaigtir §34b 

bertair §72

Imperfect Indicative Active

3pl.: at-bertais §23

nos fallaiget §46

Imperative Active

2sg.: cuir §30

geib §50 {bis)
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te le  §67 

c lu in te  §69 

a p a ir  (?) §85 

bennach  §81 

im th ig  §141 

ith  §141 

ro ich  §141 

inn is  §142 

tuc-sii §156 

3sg.: g e ib e d  §27

b e ire d  §27 

b ro g a d  §27 

to  g a d  §27 

Ipl.; cu innchem  ^33 

2pl.: tih id  §53

g e b id  §53 

I'arraid §31 

fe g a id  § 187

Imperative passive

3pl. d d i l t e r m 9 , 2 2

Present Subjunctive Active

Isg.: Abs.: Y<^cr<ara §31 (contracted deut.)

Conj.: co ro  b en u r  §67 

Prot.: d d  tu cu r  § 170 

CO tu c-sa  § 156 

3sg.: Conj.: ro rn e la  §171

Prot.: m una rd  §53 

d d  n  §76

thi §125 (contracted deut.)
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2pl.: Conj.: ara fessid  {conrofesedh B, arafesed M, arrofessadh E) §210

Present Subjunctive Passive

3sg.; arnaro thomnaither § 17 

berthair §34b 

mani dentar §192 

3pl.: mani toirrgiter §13

Future Active

Isg.: Abs.: sluindfet %\\%

innisfet §142 

Conj.: dia moilfer §118 

Deut.: do-ber §89 (ter)

Prot.: nd teilciub ^\6A  

2sg.: Abs.; isaid tii §170 (3 sing, with independent pronoun)

airgfe §105 

Conj.: m geba (: fleda) §54 (short t^-future)

Prot.: nocho chhdnfe § 112 

nocho digne §175 

3sg.: Abs.: sndifid %\\1

Conj.: nocon ain §67

nocho raga (bis) § 121 

Prot.: m rd §44.

ricfa §117 (contracted deut.) 

m thora §195 

Rel.: gebas §§34a, 34b

Idifes §95 

tdithfes §95 

3pl.: Conj.: not mairfet %\\2

Prot.: ricfat §§10, 11 (contracted deut.)
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Secondary Future Active

Isg.: togfainn §168

3sg.: no ecnaigfed § 155

Preterite Indicative Active

Isg.; Prot.: nocho n-acca §§6, 7 

3sg.: Abs.: gahais §§6, 7

tairnis §17 

sraiglis §17 

Conj.: m gels §58

ms gluais §58 

Rel.: gab §79

Deut.: as-bert §192 

3pl.: Abs.: /c^a/r (?) §101

Perfect Indicative Active

Isg.: Conj.: ica n-esbius ^28

ro '^sirius §87

ro chdinius (marcailus B, marochailius M, marocainis E) §89 

ndro derus §89 

Deut.: ro-cuala §§3, 42

ro dag^fetur (?) §110 

do-cuadas § 111 

do-rigruachtus (?) §134 

Prot.: tna dernus §87; dia ndernus-sa §98 

tdnacas (contracted deut.) § 111 

nochon ^fuarus §§87, 205 

2sg.: Conj.: m r lessaigis {nira ME) §200

Deut.: do-chuala § l \ 2  

3sg.: Conj.: ro ga/? §§4, 146, 187
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rod m art §14 

do lam (?) §14 

ro Id §61 

ro labair §61 

ros leic §65

ro chuir §88; do cuir §100 

cor gerr §95 

cor sen §116b

ro chorrmaid (rochomraidh B, rocornnaidh M) §150 

ro '^firchrap §164 

ro ^secc § 192 

ro ben §205 

ro memaid § 140. 

ro leic § 167 

Deut.: do-rala §§5b, 178 

do-chuaid 141 

ro-siacht §26 

dos-fuc §62 

ad-roracht §95 

do-trascair §100 

dos-rdine §§152, 183 

do-rigne §175 

do-roine §184 

Prot.: CO n-erbairt

noco toracht §49 

tarraid §91 (contracted deut.) 

rdnic §143 (bis) (contracted deut.) 

fuair §147 (contracted deut.) 

nocon yiiair §203 

Ipl.: Deut.: ro-chualamar

ro-^uaratnar §96
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Prot.: fuaramar § 144 (for deut.)

3pl.: Deut.: do-chiiatar ^\1

Prot.; CO ndernsatar § 17 

'na ndernsat §82

ro [ci'archiiarchrap] cremsetar §184

Preterite Indicative Passive

3sg.: do-acrad {dohacradh B, datacradh M) ^\64

rucad §143

Rel.: ndro dluiged ^Sl

ro di'braiced §145 

3pl.: ro cumaiscit §23

tucait (?) §85

The Substantive Verb 

Present Indicative

2sg.: cidtai% \10

3sg.: a-td §§17, 36, 49, 82, 96, 97 {bis), 120, 125, 146, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210

nocon yu il §§44, 53 (ter) 

nochon '^fil §204 

oca-td §§84, 169 

/ to' § 113

Rel.: fil  §23 {bis), 155

3pl.: A-tdt §40, 102 {bis)

a-tdit §§91, 148, 150 

m ^fuilet §120
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Consuetudinal Present

Isg.: CO mbi'm-sea §65

3sg.: §§46, 58, 149, 184

irnbi'mOS, 179, 204,210 

(id mbi §209

Rel.: §§47, 180, 202

3pl. bit § 184

i mbit §45;/o mbit §209

Past Subjunctive

Isg.: mani beinn-se {!) ^\Q\

Future

2sg.: m bia% \A \

m't bi'a §149

Secondary Future

3sg.: no bfad §155 {bis)

3pl.: fora mbetis § 155

Perfect

3sg.: ro/?ot'§§31, 62

3pl.: robdtar%\%A

The Copula

Present Indicative

2sg.: nidat §5b

isat §54 

nit §105
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ar§§162, 202 

3sg.: is 8 et passim.

«/'§§!, 2, 5b, 8, 34b, 51 ,59, 64, 76, 114, 145, 157, 169, 180, 206, 209 

conid §§8, 47 (bis), 139 

dan §47 

inach  §83 

masa §§51, 89

nocho §§85 (qiiater), 116a, 120(^7/5), 121, 141 (bis), 146, 205 (bis), 

nochon §§13, 36 

connach §7

Rel.: as §§3, 20, 21, 35, 39, 47, 53, 54, 69, 75, 102, 107, 117

nach §§110, 158 

3pl.: af §§138 (seven times), 162

/r§138, 152, 155

Present Subjunctive

3sg.; w a J§ § 2 3 ,31

cencop §31

cid §§34b (his), 39, 67

manib §51

cow  §81

rob §93

Rel.: bas §53

Past Subjunctive

3sg.: c o m b a d ^ ^ n ,23

bad §155 {quater)
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Preterite/Perfect

Isg.: obsa §§6, 7

3sg.; bu §6 

rob §4

robo^WX,  155 

gembo §143 

darbii §178 

Neg.: mrob §82 

mro §116b 

m r  §164 

nochorbo §176

Syntax

1) Relative form in adverbial cleft sentence (also found in late Old Irish; see GOI

§506): Is di '^fasas § 11 

is am la id ... anas §21 

is amlaid so impdither §22; 

m hamlaid ro-'^fuaramar §96.

amail do-gni (v.l. do-ni) §44 (note also absence of nas. rel. clause)

nocho mo atd a maisse § 120

di'a mbad I'at-som bad cintach §155 (prose)

it diirn bis §202

Note also late Old Irish/Middle Irish relative lenition of preverb ^focraim §31 

(fixed by alliteration), tM  §135

2) Craide e ... dean e for Old Irish cride-som ... dcdn-som §177.
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Other Linguistic Features

Otherwise iinattested nouns and adjectives

M V  III contains a large number of words and compounds which are unattested 

elsewhere and some of these may have been coined specifically for metrical purposes. 

In §160 and §198, for example, the language appears artificial due to the high 

proportion of compound adjectival formations. The stanza illustrating sechtbricht 

(§160) is particularly noteworthy on account of the large number of adjectives ending 

in -dnach.

a) Nouns: phuint (or phuitl) §64; cenn ‘scum’ (nominative singular) §85; tigell §92; 

garrlaig {slahraid : tragnaib : cranngail) §150; gabloc (: a n fo t: gallbroc) §179; 

idraid §182; breccdice {'.fetoice) §185; gipdin (: Britain) §193; phi'tig §198; piandn (: 

Ci'andn) §210.

Note also a number of nouns ending in ~aile: ocaile, clocaile §67; brethaile §130; 

imsergaile §149; gataile, cetaile, lataile, lecaile §186.

b) Verbal nouns: gehigud (: meriigiid) §§111, 205; tebugud (: meriigiid ) §114; 

brocairecht (: stocairecht) §115; senugud (: meriigiid) §146; bechairecht §199.

c) Compounds: tolchldr (: lorcdn : bolgdn) §141; crostdl (:fostdn) §179; connadmairt 

(: Domangairt) §200.

d) Adjectives ending in -dnach. The text contains a large number of adjectives 

ending in -dnach and these are a particularly striking feature of several poems 

illustrating varieties of bricht (§§158-60). The adjectives are formed either from the 

diminutive of a noun plus the adjectival suffix -ach  or else from otherwise attested 

nouns ending in -an  plus the adjectival suffix. A third possibility is that -dnach  is a 

new suffix. Some examples are:
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§135 rehdnach from diminutive of reb ‘sport, game’; sribdnach from sribdn, a 

variant form of srebdn ‘st reamlet ’ f rom diminutive of fid  ‘tree’ .

§158: gatdnach from diminutive of gat ‘withe’; glacdnach from diminutive of glac 

‘handful’; lupdnach from diminutive of lup ‘loop, circle’ (cf. doburlupdnaig' and 

cuarlupdnaig §160); latdnach (meaning uncertain); lomgipdnach from gipdn ‘ragged 

tunic’ §159; barrdnach from barrdn ‘tops of trees and flowers, bush’ (?) §159

§159: drenndnach from diminutive of drenn ‘quarrel’; longdnach from diminutive of 

longdn (meaning uncertain); benndnach from diminutive of benn ‘peak’;

§160: -lupdnaig from diminutive of lup ‘loop, circle’, used in the sense ‘crooked’; 

-metldnaig from diminutive of metal ‘a paunch’; -grechdnach from diminutive of 

grech ‘a scream’ (cf. grechach ‘screaming’); -grucdnaig from diminutive of gruc 

‘anger’; Uacdnaig from h'acdn ‘stone pillar’ §160.

Other examples of adjectives ending in -dnach are: midbratdnach from mid ‘heap’ 

plus bratdn ‘salmon’ ‘many-salmoned’ §25; tulgatdnaig from tul ‘protuberance, boss 

(of shield), forehead’ plus gatdn, diminutive of gat ‘withy’ ‘front-osiered’ §25; 

charndnach from carndn, diminutive of earn ‘heap’ §109; sribdnaeh from sribdn 

‘streamlet’ ^\35\fiddnach  from diminutive of fid  ‘tree’ §135; breecdnaig from 

breccdn ‘speckled thing’ §162; ti'agdnach from ti'agdn, diminutive of ti'ag ‘bag’ §198; 

piandnaig from pi'andn ‘bag’ §198.

Note that §198 contains several adjectives which are otherwise unattested. These are 

formed from words for various types of containers: pait ‘skin bottle’ > paitech; tiag 

‘bag’ > ti'agdnach; aite ‘case’ > aitech, pi'andn ‘bag’ (see note on §210) > pi'andnach. 

Similarly, pi't ‘light meal’ > pi'teeh.

The following adjectives are also only found in M V  III: seuitemail §56; deidblenach 

(: eidnenaeh) §115; phi'andnaig : thiagdnaig', phaitig : aitig; chuardnaig (: uarldmaig)
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§198; dretdnach : etrdnach; drenntaide : gercaide (: Belltaine : eltaide) §202. 

Individual forms are discussed in the notes.

Use o f nominative fo r  vocative o f masculine o-stems

There are several examples of the use of nominative for vocative of masculine o- 

stems (Bergin 1921-3, 92-4), e.g.; a '^folt §56; a charpat §78; a barr §140; a glas 

§190. The fact that these words are used metaphorically is significant, since in Bardic 

poetry the nominative was normally used for the vocative of o-stems nouns when 

used metaphorically.'^"^

Old Norse loanwoads

The text contains several Old Norse loanwords, some of which have to do with 

shipping: pundann ‘sheaf §64; heoir ‘beer’ §129; stab ‘cup’ §113; cnairr ‘ship’

§148; gen. sing, cnairre §33; nom. pi. cnairre §38; stiuir §115; bdtbuailtech, the first 

element of which is bat ‘boat’, from ON bdtr §158.

For som e examples in Bardic poetry see S n a G W  §4.12.
For a discussion o f  Old Norse nautical terminology in Irish, including som e words found in our text, 

see Sayers (2 0 0 1 ,3 5 ,3 8 ,4 8 ) .  See also note on cdepliting §31.
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Metres

Based on an analysis of the metrical tracts, Thumeysen (1891, 139-61) has identified 

four main groups of metres. ‘ M V  III illustrates stanzas which can be classified in 

each of these groups:

1. Stanzas with rhyming couplets in which both lines and end-words are 

homosyllabic, e.g. rannaigecht becc scai'lte (7^ 7^ 7^ 7^) §82; rinnard aiclech (6^ 6^ 6  ̂

6^) § 120, m idan (9^ 9^ 9^ 9^) § 183.

2. Deibide stanzas, e.g. deibide imrinn chenntromm  (8^ S'*; 8  ̂8“*) §15, deibide baisse 

f r i t o i n O ^ l ^ - , f  l ') § 3 .

3. Stanzas with rhyming couplets containing:

a heterosyllabic lines and homosyllabic end-words, e.g. dechnad mor scailte (8^ 6  ̂8̂  

6^) §44.

b homosyllabic lines and heterosyllabic end-words, e.g. era cummaisc etir 

rannaigecht moir ociis casbairdne {!' I l l )  §56. 

c heterosyllabic lines, heterosyllabic end-words and regular alternation, e.g. dian 

air^seng impdid (4'  ̂8* 4^ 8 ') §20.

4. Stanzas of a different structure. This includes many of the metres classified as 

ecoitchenna. Examples of such metres are meisce Romdin (8^ 9'̂  4^ 8  ̂9' )̂ § 170 and 

bdnrothdn (8^ 7^ 7^ 8  ̂8  ̂8^; 8  ̂ 10  ̂8  ̂8  ̂8^) §181. Some metres in this section are so 

irregular that one wonders if syllabic count is at all relevant, e.g. int anaichnid dona 

druimnib siuthe (8'^11^10'^12"M0M5^) §151 and deilm lai'de la dichetal (10^6^5^9^) 

§188. In such cases, it may be more appropriate to analyse the stanzas in terms of the 

number of stresses per line, rather than the number of syllables. The following 

stanzas can be analysed as stress-counting metres: §§26, 29, 172 (?), 183 (?), 188,

This classification is follow ed by M eyer (1909, 13-26). For a review o f  the standard reference 
works on metrics, see Breatnach (1 9 9 6 ,67 -70 ).
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189, 190, 197, 198, 200. It is noteworthy that the majority of these are found in the 

final section of the tract, which contains the greatest number of syllabically irregular 

stanzas. Carney (1971, 53) notes that while stressed metres are found primarily in 

archaic poetry, they were not entirely replaced by the later syllabic forms: ‘...the 

continuity is meagrely shown in the medieval manuscript tradition but must have 

been uninterrupted at a popular level’. He also notes {ibid.) that stressed metres are 

preserved in modem forms such as caoineadh.

Classification o f Metres in M V III

The text begins by stating that there are three hundred and sixty five types of metres:

Incipit dona haistib. Do aistih in airchetail i coitchinn in so. Ci'a h'n na n- 

aiste didiu? Ni hansa: a cuic sescat ar tri cetaib. ‘Here begin the metres.

This concerns the metres of poetry in general. How many metres are there? It 

is not difficult: three hundred and sixty five’.

This reflects the doctrine stated in commentary on Auraicept. na nEces:

... ar comititer alta uadfri haltaib i ndiiine (sic leg.), ar ita coic alta sescat ar 

tri cet i nduine (sic leg.), a coic sescat ar tri cet aisti archetail, 7 coic laithi 

sescat ar tri cet isin bliadain 7 a coic sescat ar tri cet du luibib tre thalmain ... 

‘... for estimate the divisions of poetry with respect to the joints in a man, for 

there are three hundred and sixty five joints in a man, three hundred and sixty 

five metres of poetry, three hundred and sixty five days in the year and three 

hundred and sixty five types of herbs growing through the ground (Auraic. 

II. 1956-9; my translation)
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The number three hundred and sixty five had a particular significance in Irish 

tradition (Tranter, 1997, 89).'^* As already noted, however, the most complete version 

of M V  III contains only two hundred and nine metrical examples and we cannot now 

determine if a fuller version existed at any stage.

The metres are classified in descending order of frequency into four sections: 

gndthaisti ‘common metres’ (§§2-127), gndtha medonda ‘moderately well-known’ 

(§§128-47), anaichinti ‘unfamiliar’ (§§148-66) and ecoitchenna ‘uncommon’ (§§167-
39210)." Thurneysen (1891, 124) is of the opinion that the ecoitchenna section ends at 

§205 and that §§206-10 represent a later addition.

Gndthaisti: This section contains the largest number of metrical illustrations and deals 

with varieties of deibide (§§2-17), dian (§§18-29), dechnad (§§30-46), rannaigecht 

(§§47-95), ai yreisligi (§§96-9), laid hiascach (§§100-2), setrad (§§103-8), 

casbairdne (§§109-18) and rinnard (§§119-27). Varieties of rannaigecht, including 

rannaigecht in combination with other metres, is the most commonly occurring type. 

Forty-nine (39%) of the one hundred and twenty six stanzas are types of rannaigecht: 

§§47-80 illustrate varieties of rannaigecht mar, while §§81- 95 illustrate vai'ieties of 

rannaigecht hecc. Some stanzas illustrate composite metrical forms. The syllabic 

structure of cummasc slaite brechte ocus rinnairde ociis lethrannaigechta moire ‘a 

mixture of slat brecht and rinnard and lethrannaigecht mor' illustrated in §71 is 5'̂  5^,
1 2  1 1  3 25 ; 6 5 , 5 .  This comprises two lines of slat brecht (5‘), one line of rinnard (6 ) and 

three lines of lethrannaigecht mor (5').

Cf. also the short text edited by Thurneysen (1891, 66, with notes on 122-3) under the heading Retlii 
'fiiideachta in so: Coic alta ar tri .xx. ar .ccc. ifilideacht ‘Here is the star o f poetry: there are three 
hundred and sixty five divisions in poetry’. Note that one of the signs of Doomsday is that on the 
sixth day three hundred and sixty five stars will fall from the east o f the firmament (Stokes 1907, 312 
§ 1 1 ).

MSS: Incipit donacoitchennaih B, Incipit donacoitchiimd M. The folio containing this portion of 
text is missing in E and the section is not found in HG. I follow Thurneysen (1891, 99 note 2) in 
emending to dona hecoitchennaib. While there is no manuscript evidence for this, it has the advantage 
of giving us a system of classification going from common to uncommon in decreasing order o f 
frequency.
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On two occasions in the gndthaisti section, a distinction is drawn between metrical 

names used by poets and those used by ‘fools’ or uneducated people:

§60 Cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 sruth di aill in so ocnafiledaib; 

ilach Mdeldin mi'iaid, immorro, ocna druthaib. ‘This is cro cummaisc etir 

rannaigecht moir 7 sruth di aill according to the poets; it is (called) ‘shout of 

noble Maelan’, however, according to the fools.’

§86 Rannaigecht becc mor in so ocnafiledaib 7 is ed a '^fir. Carrdechnad sin 

ocna druthaib ut praediximus 7 is ed on a brec ‘This is rannaigecht becc mor 

according to the poets and that is correct. That is carrdechnad according to 

the fools, as we declared, and that is wrong.’

Gndtha meddnda: This section (§§128-47) illustrates five types of metres: rathnuall 

bairdne (§§128-31); slat brecht (§§132-9); ocht^foclach (§§140-3); laid 

luibenchosach (§§144-5) and laid trebraid (§§146-7).

Anaichinti: This section (§§148-66) illustrates types o f sretha deich (§§148-9), 

druimne \sm the  (§§150-1), anamain (§§152-7) and bricht (§§158-66).

Ecoitchenna: Many of the stanzas in the ecoitchenna section (§§167-209) are 

metrically complex, often having more than four lines and an irregular number of 

syllables in the lines and in the end-words. The majority have obscure metrical 

names which give no indication of the syllabic structure. This section also contains 

stanzas illustrating varieties of deibide (deibide airenn §195 and deibide airenn 

chorrdnach §196) and anair (anair imrinn scailte §180). In contrast to the metres 

classified as gndthaisti, however, the majority of those classified as ecoitchenna are 

unattested outside of M V  III.
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It is noteworthy that satires and invectives predominate in the ecoitchenna section of 

the tract:

Percentage o f satires and invectives in each section o f M V III

Section No. o f
metrical
illustrations

No. o f  
satires

% satires No. o f  
invectives

% invectives

Gnathaisti 111 44^" 35% 25" 20%
Gnatha med. 20 20% 2"-' 10%
Anaichinti 18 844 44% 6"'’ 33 %
Ecoitchenna 44 3240 73% 23'*̂ 52%

This suggests that there may have been a correlation between metrical form and 

subject matter, and that irregular or unusual metres may have been considered more 

suitable for the compositon of satire than for praise poetry. Thurneysen (1912, 86) 

has observed in relation to the metres of M V  III that the satiric poet tends to deviate 

more frequently from the standard metres than the panegyric poet. As regards the 

earlier period, 6  hAodha (1991, 222) notes that almost 50% of the forty-four original 

stanzas in M V  I are eulogies. The metres dealt with in this tract are varieties of 

dechnad, ollbairdne, cashairdne, diian, hairdne, rannaigecht and deibide and it is 

noteworthy that M V  I allocates varieties of deibide and rannaigecht, metres which are 

extremely common in dan di'reach, to the two lowest grades of bard {bobard and 

tuathbard).^'^

^  §§3, 5, 6, 12, 15, 18, 20, 31, 43, 44, 45, 53, 54, 56, 57, 59, 63, 64, 67, 68, 70, 71, 73, 77, 78, 82, 83, 
8 4 , 8 5 , 8 8 , 8 9 , 9 0 , 9 6 ,  102, 106, 108, 111, 115, 119, 120, 121, 123, 126, 127 (§7 and §21 are inverted 
forms o f  §6 and §20 respectively).

§§31-38, 5 0 ,5 1 ,5 7 -6 8 ,8 0 - 8 2 .
''^§§139, 140, 141, 146.

§39, 83.
§§150, 151, 155, 160, 162, 163, 164, 165.
§ § 4 0 ,4 1 ,5 2 , 5 3 ,6 9 ,  70.

^*§§169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 176, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 185, 186, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192,
193, 194, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 210.

§ §42-49, 54-56, 71 -79, 84-86.
Four stanzas in M V \  are satirical; see 6  hAodha (1991, §§36, 37, 40, 44).
P. Breatnach (1 9 9 7 ,5 2 )  notes that in a corpus o f  thirty elegies composed in the fifteenth century, 

rarmaigheacht m hor and deibhidhe  are the most frequently used metres.
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There is also evidence of a link between metre and subject matter in an eleventh- 

century poem on different types of metres which is ascribed to Cellach IJa Ruanada 

(died 1079). Here rannaigecht indr is described as cdem do denam na ndiian ‘fair for 

making the praise poems’, debide scailte is described as ind aiste bldith brass/ i 

^ngndthaigther in senchass ‘the powerful, smooth metre / in which historical 

narrative is practised’, while it is stated of rannaigecht becc that m gldma sund ‘you 

are not to satirise here (i.e. in this metre)’.M a c k in n o n  (1909, 116 n. 1) notes that 

while casbairdne in the earlier period is used of a specific metrical form, 

casbhardacht in modem Scottish Gaelic is generally restricted to satire or invective.

Some of the metres illustrated in the text may have arisen as a result of 

experimentation or may have been composed in an attempt to illustrate 365 different 

types. Murphy (1961, 27), observing that metres described in M V  III as corrdnach 

are generally difficult to analyse, suggests that these may have been the result of 

experimentation by poets. Evidence from other sources suggests that metrical tracts 

were not compiled solely from examples culled without modification from an existing 

corpus of poetry. Tracts sometimes contain quatrains and couplets which appear to 

have been modified or composed to illustrate particular metrical or grammatical 

points. The Early Modern Irish tract on metrical and grammatical faults known as 

IGT  V, for example, contains a number of couplets which are metrically perfect but 

grammatically flawed, and it is unlikely that such citations were taken from existing 

poems. In the following example, the nouns bha, ech, fir, beth and cna form perfect 

rhyme within the couplet, although they are in the wrong case. By substituting the 

correct accusative plural forms, however, the rhyme is rendered faulty:

M y translation. T his poem , beginning Sliiindfet ditib  dagaisti in dana, has been edited by 
Thurneysen (1891, 106 and 1912, 73-7) as MV IV. The citations above are from  § § 4 ,9 , 5 respectively.
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Drochgaidhealg: Truagh gan bha gan ech (=eich) gan fir

Gan beth (=beich) gan cna ar na caelltibh

Cuig anremeanda illraichi sin 7 is amlaidh is coir

Truagh gan bhu gan eocho gan firu 

Gan bheochu gan c[h]nu 

7 mar is lochtach gan bha is lochtach mar na ba 7 dar ba 7 is mor chuires as a rem 

iad. (§149)

‘Bad Irish: ‘A pity [to be] without cows, without horses, without men / without bees, 

without nuts in the woods’. Those are five incorrect plural inflexions and this is 

correct; ‘A pity [to be] without cows, without horses, without men / without bees, 

without nuts’. And as ‘gan bha' is faulty, so are ‘mar na ha' and ‘dar ba' faulty and it 

is greatly that it takes away their accusative form’.

An example of the modification of an existing stanza to illustrate a grammatical point 

is found in the Tre^focul tract dealing with metrical faults (Calder 1917, 258-69)."^’ 

The tract contains a quatrain illustrating eccenelas ‘false gender’ in which a feminine 

pronoun is incorrectly used to refer to a masculine noun. Kaarina Hollo has identified 

the source of this quatrain in a poem attributed to Saint M o l i n g . I n  the original 

poem, the feminine pronoun refers to a feminine noun, which suggests that the 

version in the Tre'focul tract has been deliberately modified for illustrative purposes. 

In the Moling poem (Stokes 1908, 39) the prepositional pronoun di refers to the 

feminine noun caillech: Tank sunn do muintir De. caillech gelbhan glan a IK/  

Nochan fe ttar ciasa run. fa  mesa dun ina di ‘There came here from the people of God 

a very bright nun, pure her beauty. / I do not know for whom her secret would be 

worse -  for us or for her’. In the Tre^focul poem (Calder 1917,1. 5208-11), caillech 

has been changed to the masculine noun clereach but the feminine pronoun remains; 

Tainic sund do muintir De /  Clereach gelban, glan a li, Nucu n[fh]etar ciasa run /  

Bad meassu dun oldas di ‘There came here from the people of God a very bright

The author is Cinaed Ua Con Mind, who died in 958 (Breatnach 1989, 21-3).
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cleric, pure his beauty. / 1 do not know for whom his secret would be worse -  for us 

or for her’.*’̂  Given this evidence of the modification and composition of metrical 

examples in tracts from both the Early and Classical Modem Irish periods, it is not 

inconceivable that some of the metrical illustrations in M V  III may also have been 

composed specifically for inclusion in the tract.

In contrast to the metres classified as ecoitchenna, many of the metres classified as 

gndthaisti are common during the Old and Middle Irish periods. Although an analysis 

of the frequency of particular metres during these periods has yet to be undertaken, it 

is possible to make some general observations on the popularity of metres based on 

the published miscellanies of Old and Middle Irish verse. Meyer (1909, 13 §32), for 

example, notes that rannaigecht and casbairdne are the most common metres of the 

type in which both the lines and the end-words are homosyllabic, citing examples of 

these metres from sources other than the Mittelirische Verslehren. Of the fifty-seven 

poems edited by Murphy (1956) and ranging from the eighth to the twelfth centuries, 

fifty-two are from sources other than the Mittelirische Verslehren: twenty-six of these 

(50%) are composed in varieties of rannaigecht and thirteen (25%) in forms of 

deibide, while rinnard accounts for four (7.5%) examples. Of the remaining poems, 

three (6%) are a mixture of snedbairdne and other metres and six are in six different 

metres. While this anthology reflects the personal choice of the editor, it does offer 

some indication of the popularity of certain metres during the Old and Middle Irish 

periods. As regards the metres of dan di'reach, O Cuiv (1967-8, 276) observes that 

deibide is the most popular metre in a large sample of bardic verse, while P. 

Breatnach (2000) notes that deibide and rannaigecht are the most popular metres in 

the citations of the Grammatical Tracts.

Unpublished conference paper. I am grafeful to Kaarina Hollo for permission to cite this example. 
The version in LL (5080) reads hud messii dun oldas di.
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Names o f  metres in the ecoitchenna section^'^

This section contains many unusual metrical names and forms:

§167 Sndm si'iad ‘Sage’s swimming’ (3* 3* 3' 3'\ 3' 3 ' 3 ' 3^)

§168 Imresnach Etame ‘Contentious one of Etam’ (8* 8"̂ , 8* 8"*, 7  ̂ 8“*, 8̂  8"̂ )

§169 Fidchellacht Chon Rodba 'Fidchell playing of Cii Rodba’ (2* 10  ̂5^ 10^)

§170 Meisce Romdin ‘Drunkenness of Roman’ (8^ 9"̂  4^ 8  ̂9'̂ )

§171 Menmarc ‘Desire of Mongan’ (6 6 7 5 )

§172 Seem scailte ‘Scattered yelp’ ([12 x 4^] + 5  ̂6^)

§173 Abacht ‘Humour’ (3^ 5  ̂ f  10^)

^\1A Abacht ‘Humour’ (5^ 3  ̂4^ 4^)

§175 Abacht scailte ‘Scattered humour’ (5^ 4^ 4^ 4^)

§176 Abacht chummaisc ‘Mixed humour’ (4^ 4' 4^ 4 ')

§177 Suirge mall ‘Slow courting’ (3 ‘ 3 ’ 3' 3 ')

§178 Imthecht daill isin cepaig ‘Wandering of a blind man into the plot’ (6^, 9^ 9^ 9̂  

7^ 7  ̂7-\ f  2 )̂

§179 Berraide ar rinn chuaille ‘A chip of wood on the tip of a post’ (7^ 8* 8  ̂7^ 7') 

^ISO Anair imrinn scailte ‘Scattered anair with rhyme all around’ (8^ 6  ̂ 8  ̂6^)

§181 Bdnrothdn ‘Little white wheel’ (8^ 7^ 7  ̂ 8  ̂8  ̂ 8^; 8  ̂ 10  ̂8  ̂ 8  ̂8^)

§182 Gort fo lid ‘Distinctive field’ (8^ 10  ̂ 12  ̂ 13^)

§183 A i idan ‘Pure poetry’ (9^ 9^ 9  ̂9^)

§184 Di'an cona duanaib '’Di'an with its diians' (5^ 7^ 14  ̂7  ̂ 14^)

§185 Laid '^frecndairc ‘A poem in one’s presence’ (1 1‘̂ 8  ̂5  ̂8^)

§186 Teinm Ideda ‘Prophetic marrow-chewing’ (10'  ̂ 10'̂  8̂  8  ̂8'̂  8  ̂8'̂  10'̂ )

§187 Imbas for-osnai ‘Great knowledge which illuminates’ (3* 3' 5^; 3' 3 ' 5^)

§188 Deilm lai'de la dichetal ‘Sound of a lay with incantation’ (10^ 6^ 5  ̂9^)

§189 Tdescad Segsa ‘Outpouring of Segais' (6^ 13'̂  13  ̂3^)

%\9Q Aen'^foclach ‘One-phrased [metre]’ (4^ 3 ’ 4' 3' 3 ')

A  version  o f  this m aterial is included in an article entitled ‘M etres in M itte lir isch e  V erslehren  III’ 
w hich has been accepted  for publication  in Erin  (20 0 5 ).
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§191 Toirrches sestain ‘Clamorous offspring’ (4^ 4^ 4  ̂4^)

§192 rere ‘Saying of will’ (?) (8^ f  f  7 ’ f  ? ')
y 2 2 2 2 2 2§193 fin'c/zf na//zrac/z ‘Venomous incantation of Nede’ (6 6 6 6 6 6 )

§194 Gdir gaill ‘Cry of a foreigner’ (3^ ? ' 8' ? ')

§195 Deihide airenn (7* 3'̂  7* 3^)
1 3  2 3§196 Deihide airenn chorrdnach ‘Hooked [extended] deibide airenn' (7 3' ■,! ,3 '

3')

§197 Eisceferis ‘Intention to wound (3* 9^ 9  ̂9 ' 10^)

§198 Gobal imarind de-indfor ardchasbairdne ‘A two-pointed branch ... on 

ardchasbairdne' (10'  ̂ 13'̂  8"̂  11’̂)

§199 Mellgal ^filed ‘Blind fury of a poet’ (8^ 4 ’ 6^ 4 ')

§200 Suainein Domangairt ‘Domangart’s thread [of poetry]’ (4'̂  7  ̂6^ 6* 7  ̂7'̂  7^ 7  ̂7'

f )

§201 Meisce Draigin meic Dorndorbied ‘Drunkenness of Draigen son of 

Dorndorbied’ (10^ 10  ̂9  ̂9^)

§202 Duthracht Moga Ruith do ^Si'mdn ‘Mog Ruith’s prayer to Simon’ (7'̂  7'̂  7'̂  8^; 6' 

6-̂ 7 ' 4 ‘ 6^)

§203 Etal ^seisedach Cruithentiiath i Cloich Locha Comra ‘the six-part beam of the 

Cruithentiiatha in Cloch Locha Comra’ (8^ 8  ̂ 8^; 8‘̂ 6  ̂ 8^)

§204 Slat airbern ‘Rod of defects’ (4^ 8' 7* 8')

§205 Ciianairt chorrdnach Chon Roi ‘Cu Roi’s hooked [extended] pack of hounds’ (4 

x [8 '8 '] )

§206 Sos ‘Poetic knowledge’ ( 7 x 2 ' )

§207 Segda ‘Goodly’ ( 8x4^  + 6^4^)

§208 Airchetal ‘Poetry’ (10 x 6'̂ )

§209 Duan ‘Poem’ (8^ 7' 7 ‘ 7' 8  ̂7' 8  ̂7 ')

§210 Trirech ‘Threefold [metre]’ (8^ 4^ 8  ̂6^)

The majority of the metres illustrated in this section are unattested elsewhere. As 

suggested earlier, some may have been composed specifically for inclusion in the 

tract and their names may likewise have been coined by the compiler, who had set
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himself the task of illustrating three hundred and sixty five types. The first two 

sections of the tract illustrate one hundred and forty-four varieties of the more 

common metres, while the third section illustrates eighteen varieties classified as 

anaichinti ‘unfamiliar’. This makes a total of one hundred and sixty-two types, 

leaving a shortfall of two hundred and three. Faced with the task of illustrating over 

two hundred additional types of metres, the compiler may well have turned to other 

sources for inspiration. One of these sources may have been In Lehor Ogaim (Calder 

1917 11. 5465ff.). With its large number of unusual alphabets and names, this would 

have constituted an ideal source for coining some of the often bizarre metrical names 

found in the ecoitchenna section. G ortfo lid ‘distinctive field’, for example, is a type 

of Ogam alphabet (Auraic. 11. 6044; McManus 1991, 139 and note 19) but is also used 

as the name of the metre illustrated in M V  III §182. Many of these metres and their 

names bear no resemblance to standard metrical types and most are unattested 

elsewhere. In this they resemble the scholastic Ogams of In Lehor Ogaim, of which 

McManus observes (1991, 138 ): ‘For the most part these have no practical capacity 

and do not occur outside of this context’. He also notes, ibid., that the names of these 

Ogam alphabets ‘may be further qualified by association with some individual, often 

a character from Irish saga’. It is of interest in this regard that the ecoitchenna section 

of our text likewise contains a number of metrical names which are qualified by a 

personal name. I give below some examples from In Lebor Ogaim, followed by the 

relevant metrical names from MVIII;

Personal names in types o f Ogam alphabets:

Aradach Find ‘The ladder-like [Ogam] of Finn [mac Cumaill]’ {Auraic. 1. 5830). 

Ehadach Ilaind ‘The Ebad-Wkt [Ogam] of Hand’ {Auraic. 1. 5853).

Ogam Bricrenn ‘Ogam of Bricriu’ {Auraic. 1. 5854).

Ogam romesc Bres ‘The Ogam which confused Bres [mac Elathan]’ {Auraic. 1 .

5943).

Rothogam Roigni Roscadhaig ‘Wheel-Ogam of Roigne Roscadach’ {Auraic. 1. 6097). 

Fege Find ‘Finn’s ridge-pole [Ogam]’ {Auraic. 1. 6102).”’̂

For the first seven names I give the text and translation from McManus (1991, 138-9).
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Traigsnith Ferchertne ‘Ferchertne’s foot-stream (?)’ (Aiiraic. 1. 6103).

Treliirgach Find ‘Three-stemmed [Ogam] of Fimi [mac Cumaill]’ (Auraic. 1. 5836). 

Ceathardndmnech Cruteni ‘Four-ridged [Ogam] of Crutine’ (Auraic. 1. 5839).

Ogam Feniusa ‘Ogam of Fenius’ {Auraic. 1. 6069).

Ogam Erimoin ‘Ogam of Eremon’ {Auraic. 1. 6084).

Fiaclach Find ‘Tooth-like [Ogam] of Finn [mac Cumaill]’ (Auraic. 1. 6093).

Personal names in names o f metres:

Imresnach Etai'ne ‘Contentious one of Etam’ §168.

Fidchellacht Chon Rodha 'Fidchell-pXay'mg of Cu Rodba’ §169.

Meisce Romdin ‘Drunkenness of Roman’ §170.

Menmarc Mongdn ‘Desire of Mongan’ §171.

Bricht nathrach Nede ‘Venomous incantation of Nede’ §193.

Suainem Domangairt ‘Domangart’s thread [of poetry]’ §200.

Meisce Draigin meic Dorndorhied ‘Drunkenness of Draigen son of Domdorbied’ 

§ 201 .

Duthracht Moga Ruith do '^Sunon ‘Mog Ruith’s prayer to Simon’ §202.

Cuanairt chorrdnach Chon Roi ‘Cu Roi’s hooked [extended[ pack of hounds’ §205.

Many of the characters whose names qualify types of Ogam alphabets are associated 

with poetry, language and writing. Ferchertne and Fenius Farsaid, for example, are 

credited with the composition of sections of the Auraicept (McManus 1991, 184, 

note 4), while the poets Ferchertne, Crutine and Roigne Roscadach in Rothogaim are 

included in a list of authors which immediately precedes In Lebor Ogaim in the Book 

of Ballymote (Stokes 1901, 16). An anecdote in Cormac’s Glossary also illustrates 

Crutine’s verbal skills (Meyer, 1912, 69). Finn mac Cumaill possessed the gift of

One could also read/e7ge ‘keenness, acumen’ (o f poetic knowledge), as opposed to fe ic e  ‘ridge 
pole’.
’ Note also the metre In cethrcmthanach m or m eic Adamndin  ‘the great lined [metre] o f  the son o f  

Adomnan' §139 in the gndtha medonda  section.
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divination (O’Rahilly 1946, 334-40; Nagy 1985, 21-6) and the name Fi'atiach Find 

may be an allusion to his detfis  ‘tooth of knowledge’. Bricriu is often described as 

nemthenga ‘poison tongue’ on account of his propensity to incite strife. Bres, the 

king of the Tiiatha De Danann, was the half-brother of Ogma mac Elathan, the 

inventor of Ogam (McManus 1991, 150ff) and the origin of the name ogam romesc 

Bres is described as follows: A. ba ges do did sech gan a legad. Rolad iarum int 

ogam-sa ina ucht ic tec[h]t a cat[h] Muige Tuireg. Romebaidh iarum in cathfair- 

sium gen robai ac legad in ogaim ‘i.e. it was taboo for him to go past without reading 

it. The Ogam was then thrown into his breast while going into the battle of Moytura. 

He was then defeated in battle while he was reading the Ogam.’ {Auraic. 1. 5943-6).

Eight of the nine personal names qualifying metrical names in the ecoitchenna section 

occur in satires' and some of these may allude to literary figures who are associated 

with evil deeds or cursing. It should be borne in mind, however, that the context in 

which they are used in M V  III makes it impossible to establish the identity of many of 

the characters with any degree of certainty. Mog Ruith, whose name appears in tlie 

metrical name duthracht Moga Ruith do ^Si'mdn ‘Mog Ruith’s prayer to Simon’ §202, 

is said to have studied druidism under Simon Magus in Italy and may have been 

associated with the metrical name of a satire because of his involvement in magic.

He is portrayed in Irish apocryphal tradition as the executioner of John the Baptist 

and a Middle Irish poem on the subject states that John asked God to curse the Irish 

because of Mog Ruith’s act (O Cuiv, 1973). Bricht nathrach Nede ‘Nede’s 

venomous incantation’ §193 may be an allusion to the unjustified satirising of Cafar, 

the king of Connacht, by his nephew Nede mac Adnai. According to a version of this 

anecdote in Cormac’s Glossary s.v. gaire (Meyer, 1912, 58-60), Cafar eventually died 

of shame on account of the satire, while Nede was struck by a piece of rock which 

exploded in his head.'^^ In menmarc Mongdn ‘desire of M ongan’ §171, the allusion 

may be to Mongan mac Fiachna who is described in two separate anecdotes as having 

incurred the wrath of the poets through his display of superior knowledge. In one

’*§§169, 170, 171, 193, 200, 201 ,202, 205.
For the satire composed by Nede, see notes on § 155.
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instance, he disagrees with the poet Forgoll over the circumstances of the death of 

Fothad Airgdech (Meyer 1895, 46) and Forgoll threatens to satirise him along with 

his father, mother and grandfather and to make barren his rivers, woods and plains.

In a second anecdote he humiliates the poet Eochu Rigeices, who subsequently curses 

him and his descendants (Knott, 1915-16). The names Mog Ruith, Nede and Mongan 

may have been incorporated into the metrical names of satires on account of their 

literary associations.

Cuanairt chorrdnach Chon Roi ‘Cu Rof’s hooked (extended) pack of hounds’ §205 

may refer to Cu Roi mac Daire who was betrayed and killed by Cii Chulainn in the 

tale Aided Conroi maic Ddire (Best, 1905). The personal names Cu Roi and Cii 

Chulainn both contain the element cu ‘hound’ and a Middle Irish poem (Meyer, 

1909c, 41) describes the fight between the two warriors as dd chain ac congail ‘two 

hounds fighting’. An association such as this may account for the use of cuanairt 

‘pack of hounds’ as the metrical name of this satire.^” The metre etal '^seisedach 

Cruithentuath i Cloich Locha Comru ‘the six-part beam of the Cruithentuatha in 

Cloch Locha Comru’ §203 differs from the above names in that it contains the name 

of a population group rather than a personal name.^' With metrical names containing 

personal names we may also compare the metre ollbairdne Rumainn, which is 

illustrated in the Old Irish tract M V I § 13. This contains the personal name Rumann 

and may refer to the poet Rumann mac Colmain (6  hAodha 1991, 228 note 78).

Some names reflect the subject matter of the stanza rather than its metrical structure. 

In the case of Suainem Domangairt ‘Domangart’s thread [of poetry]’ §200, the metre 

is named after the subject of the verse, who is directly addressed in the first line: A 

Domangairt, a dronn geoid I'arna gabdil ‘O Domangart, you hump of a captured 

goose’. The illustration of dbacht chummaisc ‘mixed humour’ §176 describes a 

practical joke in which the subject’s beard was shaved off in the alehouse.

** Cf. also conddl atari ‘assembly o f  packs o f hounds’ (Auraic. I. 5545; McManus, 1988, 136), a 
kenning for an Irish letter name.

Cf. also Taebogam Tlachtga ‘Side-Ogam o f Tlachtga’ which also contains a placename (Auraic. I. 
6080; Me Manus 1991, 138).
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presumably while he was drunk. Baumgarten (1994, 126) notes that the metrical 

name siiirge mall ‘slow courting’ §177 reflects the content of this stanza. It is also 

interesting to note that the metrical names of satires in the ecoitchenna section 

sometimes allude to shouting, rage and drunkenness. Examples are: meisce Romdin 

‘drunkenness of Roman’ §170; Toirrches sestdin ‘clamorous offspring’ §191; meisce 

Draigin meic Dorndorbied ‘drunkenness of Draigen son of Domdorbied’ §201; seem 

Semite ‘scattered cry’ §172; gdir gaill ‘shout of a foreigner’ §194; mellgal yUed  

‘blind fury of a poet’ §199.

Other names in this section are a re-interpretation of terms associated with poetic 

knowledge. Teinm Ideda ‘prophetic marrow-chewing’ §186, imbas for-osnai ‘great 

knowledge which illuminates’ §187 and deilm lai'de la diehetal ‘sound of a lay with 

incantation’ §188 (seemingly a mixture of teinm Ideda and diehetal di chennaib) were 

originally types of poetic divination but are used in M V  III simply as names of metres 

(O’Rahilly 1946, 334-40; Carey 1997, 53). The stanza illustrating imbas for-osnai in 

§ 187, for example, is described as anair threbraid in M V  II §24. Tdesciid Segsa § 189 

refers to the mystical hazels of Segais which were believed to be a source of poetic 

inspiration (O’Rahilly 1946, 322-3; Breatnach 1981, 86). A similar use of poetic 

terminology is found in the gndthaisti section of M V  III, where sriith di aill, originally 

the name of a type of bard (MV  I §1), is incorporated into the metrical names era 

cummaisc etir camrannaigecht moir ocus sriith di aill §59 and cro ciimmaisc etir 

rannaigecht moir 7 sruth di aill §60.

There is also a loose correspondence between some names of Ogam alphabets and 

metrical names in our text, for example: cdechanogam  ‘blind man-Ogam’ (Auraic. I. 

5767): imthecht daill isin cepaig ‘wandering of a blind man into the plot’ M V  III 

§178; crad cride ecis ‘torment of a poet’s heart’ (Auraic. 1. 5895; McManus 1991, 

138): mellgal yUed ‘blind fury of a poet’ M V  III § 199; ogam ind co ind ‘end to end 

Ogam’ (Auraic. 1. 6025; McManus 1991, 139) : gobal imaimd de-ind fo r  

ardchasbairdne ‘a two-pointed (?) ... branch on ardchasbairdne' M V  III § 198; ceand 

imreasan ‘head of contentions’ (Auraic. 1. 6056): imresnach Etame ‘contentious one
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of Etam’ A/VIII §168; rothogam Roigni Roscadhaig ‘wheel-Ogam of Roigne 

Roscadach’ (Auraic. 1. 6098): bdnrothdn ‘little white wheel’ M VIII §181; suagogam 

‘rope-Ogam’ {Auraic. 1. 6149): suainem Domangairt ‘Domangart’s thread (of 

poetry)’ MVI W §200; gallogam  ‘foreign-Ogam’ {Auraic. 1. 6157): gdir gailI ‘cry of 

a foreigner’ MVIII §194.
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Metrical Structure

Many stanzas have a complex metrical structure and multiple rhyme ihreccad).

While syllabically irregular metres are found in all four sections of the tract, the 

majority of such metres occur in the ecoitchenna section, e.g. §§173, 178, 182, 185, 

188, 189, 190.

Extended Metrical Forms'. The tract illustrates several types of metres in which the 

normal syllabic structure is extended by the addition of extra lines. This is indicated 

in the name of the metres in three different ways:

1. By the prefix ocht- ‘eightfold’.

2. By the adjective corrdnach ‘hooked, barbed’.

3. By the use of both terms.

Although the extended line generally forms an independent semantic unit, this is not 

invariably the case, as in §63. The verses illustrating ocht- and corrdnach forms of 

metres cover a range of subject matter, including panegyric (e.g. §134, §138), 

topographical (e.g. §99) and satirical stanzas (e.g. §12, §54, §115). The terms are not 

used of metres in M V I or M V II. From an examination of the stanzas, it is possible to 

make a number of observations about these extended metrical forms. In the following 

examples end-rhyme is indicated by bold type; aicill rhyme is underlined; internal 

rhyme is indicated by italics; rhyme between the end-words of the first halves of 

extended lines is indicated by spaced type; consonance is indicated by *, elided 

vowels are underlined.
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1) Ocht- metres:

There are four examples of names of metres prefixed by ocht-, all of which are to be 

found in the gndthaisti section of the tract:

ochtrannaigecht m dr §54 

ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta  §76 

ochtrannaigecht becc mdr §89 

ochtrinnard becc §127.

The examples of ochtrannaigecht m dr (§54), ochtrannaigecht becc m dr  (§89) and 

ochtrinnard becc (§127) are similar. The main rhyme is between the end-words of 

lines bd  and there is also rhyme between the end-words o f the first halves o f the lines 

in each couplet. Aicill is found in both couplets and the end-words o f lines ac 

consonate with the main rhyme. Internal rhyme is found in the first halves of both 

couplets in the ocht- forms o f rannaigecht and in the first couplet in the ocht- form of 

rinnard becc.

Analysis o f  ocht-metres:

§54 Ochtrannaigecht m dr A x [?' ? ']

*Uch, a Lorcdin, isat 1 a c! Ni mo as raiti rit, a druith.

a choss dlochtdin  ria c a t,̂ '̂  ocus corr dluith ina diaid.

Ni geba tuaignim  ri t e n n, a thamain chn'n fo choiss chaich,*

a bun fleda  ^  cuaillib  c e l l ,  a chaith li'n i lladair -^fiaich.

Ochtbricht §159 is part o f  a series o f  bricht metres ranging from bricht, debricht, trebricht etc. to 
noi'bricht and the prefix ocht- is not used is the same sense as in the extended metres.

The form ria  is apparently to be read as disyllabic for metrical purposes, see note on §54.
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2 2§89 Ochtrannaigecht becc mor 4 x [8 8 J

Acht masa deired dom d u a n a i b 

do-ber mo geimel ar c h u a 1 a i b 

Foclaim rim chdin is rim c h u b u s 

isfortail dom ddil cen d u 1 u s

do-ber mo dan do neoch aile* 

do-ber mo chaire ar chuic bleide. 

ma ro chainius lia Con Buide* 

naro aerus duine reime.

§127 Ochtrinnard becc 4 x [5^ 5^]

A mir do d u i n e, 

a chi'r i c u i 1 e, 

a athbro i c h t a i r, 

a 61 far n-i t a i d.

a delb in demain*. 

a chrebair chuilig, 

a airbe ibair*, 

a inair uidir.

The example of ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta moire does not follow this 

pattern and the rhyming pattern suggests that it is to be taken as eight short lines:

§76 Ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta moire 8 x 4 ' .

Clerech co m 

da n ’na thech 

do-beir re troich 

a boin no a ech. 

Clerech cen ni 

ni sere ri nech 

a Ri na naem 

is aeb in breth.

2) Corrdnach metres'. There are fifteen corrdnach forms of metres illustrated in three 

sections of the tract. These include types of deibide, dian mid^seng, rannaigecht, ai
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'^freislige, rinnard, slat hrecht and ocht'^foclach. The majority are found in the 

gndthaisti section (12 types), while there are no examples in the anaichinti section. 

There are only two types illustrated in the ecoitchenna section, one of which is a form 

of deibide.

Gndthaisti:

deibide scailte chorrdnach § 12

deibide imrinn [chorrdnach] §17̂ "̂

di'an mid^seng cenntrom chorrdnach '^setradach §28

di'an mid^seng cenntrom chorrdnach aiclech brechta §29

lethrannaigecht mor chorrdnach §63

rannaigecht becc corrdnach §83

ai yreislige aiclech chorrdnach §99

rinnard chorrdnach § 122

rinnard chorrdnach becc § 126

Gndtha medonda: 

slat brecht chorrdnach becc § 134 

slat brecht mor chorrdnach § 138 

ocht'^foclach corrdnach becc §141 

ocht^foclach mor chorrdnach § 143

Ecoitchenna:

deibide airenn chorrdnach §196 

cuanairt chorrdnach Chon Roi §205

This is introduced as follows: Is aire nd techtann deib ide imrinn corrdn, arnaro thom naither 
com bad la id  h'tascach. A r a t  sin, do-cuatar na fd id  ara  thuicsin, co ndernsatar corrdn forrdin , am ail 
a -td  indr ndtaid. ‘This is why deibide imrinn does not possess a “hook”, so that it might not be 
supposed that it could be la id  luascach. Nevertheless, the poets began to perceive it [thus], so that they 
made an “augmenting (?) hook”, as is [illustrated] below ’.
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According to DIL ^.v., corrdnach, from corrdn ‘hook’, occurs in ‘names of metres 

with verses increased by one or two extra lines’, while Meyer (1909, 16 note 1) states 

that corrdnach ‘generally denotes an extension of a quatrain either to six or eight 

verses’. 6  Cuiv (1989, 56) notes that although corrdnach forms did not come into 

general use, an example cited in IG T  V provides evidence that experimentation in 

such extended metrical forms continued into the later p e r i o d . T h e  adjective 

corrdnach in M VIII indicates a metrical form in which one (§196), two (§§12, 83, 

126) or four (§§63, 205) lines may be extended. In several instances, alliteration 

connects the extension to the basic line (e.g. choiclenn, a chorr and d ’arcetlaim, a 

hichra §12; Etdil airther and Fretdnferann  §17; chdel chlerech §63). Where two 

lines are extended, these may be ac (§126), bd (§12) or ad (§83).

Analysis o f  corrdnach metres:

§12 Deihide scai'lte chorrdnach 1  ̂,1^ 1^ ,1^ 1^^^

A meic Con Lemna, a lair g e r r,

ben do chlemna nit c h o i c 1 e n n, a chorr liathroite lubain,

a cholpthach i cennach n d a i m,

a 61 ordlach d’a r c e 11 a i m, a mchra maigre a Mumain.

§17 [Deibide irnrinn chorrdnach] l \ l ^  1^ ; l \ l ^  7^

Fechtus do-chiiaid Cir mac D a i r

do thriall ^forbaise i nE t a i 1 airther na tire tairnis.

Siblaid fo chreich is fo c h a i n

Auguist is’ chaflle F r e t a i n ferann Sicile sraiglis.

“  The term has also been discussed by Thurneysen (1891 , 132-4).
** He also observes that the additional phrases in the citations in IGTW  are superfluous to the overall 
meaning. This is not always the case in MV  III; c f  §63.

6  Cufv (1989, 55) compares M V \ \ \  §12 and §17 with an extended metrical form cited in IGTW.
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2 1 2 2 2 1§28 Dian mid^seng cenntrom chorrdnach ^setradach 8 , 7 , 8  4 , 8  7

Bendacht uainii for Ethne n-ollguirm 

ingen Domnaill dailes bir

ica n-esbius, far ciiairt c h a t h r a ch fo neim nathrach

eire ochtair cethrair b a c h I a ch sithchenn srathrach, sruaim de mid.

§29 Di'an mid'^seng cenntrom chorrdnach aiclech brecht 4 ,̂ 8̂  8̂ , 8"* 8'̂ ; 8̂ , 8̂  8̂ , 8"̂ 

8-\

Murchad Maisten 

mac n'g Eirenn, 

Breccain barrdeirg 

marcach eich dein 

dergaid gaithlenn, 

Gilla gargmor 

airsid Eorpa, 

toeb fri brat ngorm, 

ua rig Caissil 

cuilen miadach

erge Coire 

dar brug mBanba 

dorngualannaig, 

grib geratta. 

ic guin I'dal 

eicne tuinne, 

glan a glaissin, 

chornbuaballaig, 

min mer'^fata

Note the pattern o f f id ra d  freccom ail linking the ‘half-lines’; see note on §29 below.
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§63 Lethrannaigecht mor chorrdnach 4 x [5* 5 ']: The examples of lethrannaigechi 

mor chorrdnach and rannaigecht becc corrdnach (§83) differ from the ocht- forms of 

rannaigecht analysed above (§54, §89) in not having rhyme between the end-words 

of the first halves of the couplets:

Gilla in Naim, gnuis ^fiaich, fiacla lega i  lis*.

dlochtfe crema i cris, net is ela as;

driith Lemna, lair chael chlerech ar ciiairt chros*,

glacca remra i ros, bos fo gerrga glas.

§83 Rannaigecht becc corrdnach 1^ 7 ,̂ 7̂  ; 7 ,̂ 7̂  7̂

Druth Gailenga cen intliucht, sacairt ^senoir ac siiathad.

traigle i nach uathad uidre,

muccaid far maidm a charann,

crossan machaire ic merle, upaid i salann suirge.

§99 Ai '^freislige aiclech chorrdnach 1^, 1^ 7 ,̂ 7'̂ , 7̂  7̂

Sliab Ciia ciianach corrachdub,

golaid gaeth ima g 1 i n n e gairit [coin] ima chluidthe;

beicid borbdam banodiir,

isind '^fagomur i m m e eigid corr osa chluichthe.^^

Rhyme between beicid  : e ig id  is imperfect.
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§122 Rinnard chorrdnach  6^, 6^ 6^, 4^, 7^ 7^. This stanza has less ornam entation 

than other corrdnach  forms of metres.

Connachta ’sin Chraebruaid,

craeba fota findchuill, fuilt lobuide lebra

re m naib side;

is meinec mid i com aib Cnodba, airside Em na

2 2 2 2 2 2 § 126 Rinnard chorrdnach hecc 5 5 , 5  ; 5 5 , 5 .

In this example, muc')fail forms consonance with secail.

A \<ierrm6r athbruit fo lus i muc^'fail, 

a mell'^sron mataid; 

a ithe imme re haran secail*,

a Gille in Chataig.

§134 Slat brecht chorrdnach hecc 5'̂  5' ,̂ 5'̂  5^, 5  ̂5^, 5'̂  5^.

E do-r 1 g r u a c h t us ara roglere*

ara ^f i r ^s u a r c u s ara ^fidlere

ara u r r d a r c u s  ara ^suilbere*

ara d u b g a r t u s  ara dindgere.
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§138 Slat brecht mor chorranach 6^6^, 6^6^, 6̂ 6'̂ ,6'̂ 6'̂

At maithe a t h i g e -s  o m, 

at mora a i n e -s  o m, 

at siiarca a a i m 1 e p t h a, 

biiailte i t e a t h a i r b e r t a .

at tiuga a ithlanna, 

at imda a ^soerchlanna, 

at lana a leithrenna, 

at terca a doerchlanna.

1 3  2 3 3§196 Deibide airenn chorranach 1 3' \1  3 3'. In this e x a m p l e , ( d )  rhymes 

with Conaire (b). There is rinn : airdrinn rhyme between the (a ) : Conaire (b) and 

between galar (c ) : felgahar (d).

Allas de isin 16 the,

Conaire!

Da bliadain do i n g a 1 a r

f e 1 g a b a r

fonaide.

§205 Cuanairt chorranach Chon Roi

Nocho gairit a m e r u g u d  

nochon ^fuarus a g e 1 u g u d 

nocho chosmail a c h l o t h a i g e  

ro ben mor do ^suaid ^s o c h a i d e

4 X [8-'’ 8-^]

etir Muscraige is Caenrige*:

CO n-arm chaembuide chirmaire 

risna cliara i earn Chfarraige*; 

re arm n-famaide n-idlaide.

The metrical structure of ocht'^foclach corrdnach becc §141 and ocht^foclach mor 

chorranach §143 differs from the other corrdnach metres. Carney (1971, 61) has 

suggested that by presenting certain forms of ocht'^foclach as four line stanzas it is 

possible to highlight various structural features which are obscured by the normal 

editorial convention of printing poems in this type of metre in an eight line format. 

He specifically excludes from this suggestion the forms of ocht^oclach illustrated in
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M V  III §140 {ocht'^foclach becc) and M V  III §142 {ocht'^foclach mor). The rhyming 

pattern of the two extended forms of ocht'foclach cited in M V  III, however, suggests 

that these stanzas can also be interpreted as consisting of four long lines rather than 

eight short lines. This is clearly seen when the corrdnach and non-corrdnach forms 

of ocht'^foclach are presented as four and eight-line stanzas respectively:

§140 Ocht^foclach becc 5  ̂5^, 5 ^ 4 '; 5  ̂5^, 5^4*

is, a meic r e b a i e, 

beca do b o s s a, 

a barr feoir r o s s a

A meic ui G e m a i d etronn ro memaid: 

a lenaim laic, 

caela do chossa, 

’dar cossa cait7°

§141 Ocht^foclach corrdnach becc 5  ̂5^, 5 ^4*; 5  ̂5^, 5 ^4* ; 5  ̂5^, 5 ^4 ';  5^5^, 5 ^4* 

A druith na nD e i s e, 

ni bia dar n-e i s e

a druim re .v e i s e, 

nocho fom c h e  i I l-s e

a chloicenn cheise, 

amuig ocna buaib;^' 

nocho dom reir-se, 

do-chiiaid do chiali.

Imthig, a d  II i n e\ 

roich uide far n-u i d e

Ith im is idge, 

a d m  CO R u a im ;^ ^

a lorcdn I u i g e, 

for tolcldr t u i s  e

a bolgdn buide, 

ret toin aniar.

™ Murphy ( 1961 [136]) presents this as eight short lines.
For elision o f  initial vow el in amuig, see note on §141 below.
M SS roimh B, roim  M have been emended for rhyme with bi'iaib on the grounds that the example o f  

ocht'^foclach m or chorrdnach  has rhyme between the end-words o f  lines b f  {sard : ord).
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§142 Ocht'foclach mor 6  ̂6 ,̂ 6  ̂5*; 6  ̂6 ,̂ 6  ̂5*

‘Can as’ tic mac I e g i n n T  ‘Ticim 6 Chliiain chelbinn: 

lar legad mo I e g in n  tesim sis co Sord’;

‘Innis scela C l u a n a . '  ‘Innisfet na cuala:

sinnaig imma hu a g a\ ethait bruana boIg.’ ‘̂̂

§ 143 Ochtjoclach mor chorrdnach 6  ̂6^ 6  ̂5 ', 6  ̂6^ 6  ̂5 ' ; 6  ̂6^ 6  ̂5', 6  ̂6^ 6  ̂5 '

Domnall ua Duib D a I a 

in brat tuig no t a n a  

Ranic Slige nD a I a, 

mo chride mo c h a r a 

Mac d'ingin Mail C h a b  a 

cona milib a n a  

C&e\ac\\ feda ^  a g a 

lam lega i laim I a s a

in ranic 0 7 / Para 

rucad uad co Sord*. 

gembo mire mara 

ua Con Corb na cerd*. 

do broinn inbir Chara 

CO n-aidib na n-ord*. 

liair gerga is s^ala

lorg draigin ar delg*.74

A comparison of these examples of ocht'^foclach metres with the ocht- varieties of 

rannaigecht mor (§54), rannaigecht becc mor (§89) and rinnard hecc (§127) shows 

that the two types correspond very closely in terms of end-rhyme, internal rhyme and 

aicill. This raises the possibility that the ocht- forms of the latter metres illustrated in 

MV  III may well have been developed by analogy with the standard ocht'foclach 

type.

M urphy (1961 [135]) presents the stanza as e igh t short lines. 
T hurneysen (1981, 94) presents the stanza as sixteen short lines.
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3) Ocht- / corrdnach Metres: The gndthaisti section cites examples of corrdnach 

forms of ochtrannaigecht becc, ochtchasbairdne and ochtrinnard:

ochtrannaigecht chorrdnach becc §84 

ochtchasbairdne chorrdnach §115 

ochtrinnard chorrdnach § 123

These do not differ greatly in syllabic structure or rhyme from the non-corrdnach 

forms of ocht- metres and the significance of the term corrdnach is not apparent. For 

example, ochtrinnard chorrdnach §123 is similar in structure to ochtrinnard becc 

§127, while the rhyming pattern of ochtrannaigecht chorrdnach becc §84 is almost 

identical to that of ochtrannaigecht mor §54.

2 2§84 Ochtrannaigecht chorranach becc 4 x [7 7 ]

A Gilla Duinn a D e r m a i g, oca-ta in ben donn deolaid*,

a mias briiinn ar brut t r e b r a i d, a thonn do cheolaib cieirig;

is tu in cailech d’Ufb C e 11 a i g, a chu chlechtas ar cnamaib*,

a duan ar airech n-e 11 a i g, a ^fertas araid d’Eilib.

3 3§115 Ochtchasbairdne chorrdnach 4 x [7‘ 7 ]

Goll Mena ’mun c r o m g a b a i r ,  cerc i cill, crann eidnenach*,

bert '^fleda for 1 o m g a b a i 1, linn deidblenach drolmanach

brissiud stuaige i c s t o c a i r e c h t ,  stiuir d’^fid lim, long mallramach*

cainte biiaile i c b r o c a i r e c h t ,  ben chamlamach chomdalach.
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» 2  2 § 123 Ochtrinnard chorrdnach 4 x [6 6 ]

Ri Connacht, cenn t a m a i n, ddm  etir da damaib*.

lommarc ar da c h a r a i d, cndm do chnamaib cliabaig,

erp d'erpaib  i nd a i r i b, eni s  ettchu d ’enaib*.

delg do delgaib d r a i g i n, der do deraib diabail.

Cenntrom metres

Six metrical names in M V \\\  are qualified by the adjective cenntrom: §15 Deibide

imrinn chenntrom (8^ 8“*; 8  ̂8“*); §25 Dian mid'^seng cenntrom  (8^ 8“* 8  ̂8'*); §26
^ 2  1 2  1 Dian brecht chenntrom  ( 5 x 4 + 3  ; 7 x 4 + 3 ) ;  §27 Ollbreccad deine cenntruime

(8^ 10“* 8  ̂ 10"*); §28 Di'an mid'^seng cenntrom chorrdnach '^setradach (8^ 8  ̂4^, 8^
1 2  1 4  2 ^7 ) ■ ; §29 Dian mid'^seng cenntrom chorrdnach aiclech brechta ( 5 x 4  + 4  4 4 4 '; 

6 X 4̂  + 4̂  4̂  4̂  4-'*)

Meyer (1909 18, note 1) states that: ‘The addition of cenntromm to the name of a 

metre denotes the extension of the end-rhyme from three to four syllables’, citing the 

illustration of deibide imrinn chenntrom  §15. This definition is followed by Murphy 

{EIM 85): ‘cenntrom ( ‘heavy-headed’) indicates a metre in which there is end-rime of 

four syllables’. The three cenntrom  metres selected by Murphy (MV  111 §§15, 25, 27) 

consist of four lines and have tetrasyllable end-rhyme between lines bd. DIL  5.v. 

gives the meaning of cenntrom  as ‘heavy-headed’, and also states that it is used of 

metres characterised by tetrasyllable rhymes, citing as examples the metrical names 

of M V  III §15 and §27. DIL also states, 11. 24-5, however, that: ‘Application not clear 

in: dian brecta chenntrom inso (4^ x 4 -i- 3* 4^ x 7 + 3'), 77111 71 §26’.

G omits the adjective setradach.
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As pointed out in DIL, di'an brecht chenntrom  §26 does not have tetrasyllabic end- 

rhyme and this is also the case in dian mid'^seng cenntrom chorrdnach ^setradach 

§28. It is also noteworthy that the manuscripts show a degree of confusion in the use 

of the term. B gives cenntrom  as an alternative to corrdnach {dian rnideang 

corranach no ceandtrom) in §25, while G gives the metrical name of di'an air^seng 

comthrom  as dianfereng cenntrom in §18. An examination of all cenntrom forms of 

metres illustrated in M V  III shows that four of the six examples (§§15, 25, 27, 29) 

have tetrasyllabic end-rhyme. The significance of the term when applied to di'an 

brecht chenntrom  §26 and dian mid'^seng cenntrom chorrdnach ^setradach §28 is not 

apparent, however.

Rhyme

Based on an analysis of poetry ranging from the eighth to the twelfth centuries, O 

Cuiv (1967-8) has identified a trend towards an increasing amount of ornamentation, 

culminating in the formulation of the rules for strict dan direach at some stage 

towards the end of that period {ibid., 290). He also notes that the looser types of 

metre found in Old and Middle Irish did not fall out of use during the Classical 

Modem Irish period and are represented in Modern Irish by ogldchas forms of 

metres. An examination of the metres illustrated in Mittelirische Verslehren III 

shows that while some stanzas resemble dan direach in rhyme and alliteration, others 

resemble the earlier, freer forms of metres.

There are very few examples in M V  III of metres found in dan direach. In the case of 

rannaigecht mor, for example, only one stanza is cited as an illustration of the basic 

form of this metre (§47). On account of this, it is impossible to compare the metres in 

M V  III with the corresponding metres in dan direach. However, in view of the fact 

that the second couplet of a stanza of rannaigecht in dan direach was more highly 

ornamented than the first, it is interesting to note that this is also the case in a 

considerable number of stanzas illustrating varieties of rannaigecht in our text. In the
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following stanzas, every stressed word (except the final) in line d  rhymes with a word 

in line rannaigecht mor dialtach §47; rannaigecht mor scailte §48; 

carnrannaigecht mor §55; lethrannaigecht mor §58; cethramthu [rannaigechta 

moire] §73; ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta §76; merugud rannaigechta bice 

ocus rannaigechta moire §77; carrannaigecht mor ocus carrannaigecht becc i 

ciimmusc §78; Idn'^focul ar rannaigecht §80; rannaigecht becc §81; rannaigecht becc 

scailte §82; rannaigecht becc mor §86; rannaigecht becc becc §90; cetbreccad (of 

rannaigecht becc) §91; ardbreccad rannaigechta bicce §95.

On the other hand, the text also contains illustrations of types of rannaigecht in which 

there is at least one unrhyming stressed word in the final line: ochtrannaigecht mor 

§54; trian ranaigechta moire §72; da trian rannaigechta moire §70; ochtrannaigecht 

chorrdnach becc §84; ochtrannaigecht becc mor §89.

The metrical illustrations cited in M V  III also contain rhyming pairs which would 

have been unacceptable according to the rules of dan direach as outlined by 6  Cuiv 

(1966, 96). Some examples of these are given below:

Internal rhyme; biinad (line c ) ; Liigaid (line d) §27 (internal) 

chom (line c ) : chrod (line d) §77 (breccad)

lethbrdice (line c) \felchdinte (line d) §59 (internal; acceptable in 

Middle Irish)

End rhyme: mer (line c ) : fu ile t (line d) §102 (rinn-airdrinn)

breccdnaig (line c) : sendraig (line d) §162 (internal)

mallacht (line b ) : gallat (line d) §171 (end of lines; acceptable in 

Middle Irish)

I have not taken into consideration com posite metres consisting o f  rannaigecht mixed with other 
types.
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There are also some examples o f rhyme between voiced and voiceless stops, which 

was not permissible in dan direach (O Cuiv 1966, 96):

mac : stat §4 (end-rhyme c d ) \ fo c u l : cocur §45 (internal); lac : cat §54 (end of first 

halves o f lines ab); gatbeimnig : maccleirig §56 (aicill); Miiiccin : bn iitm  §68 (end of 

lines ac)\ miiccaid : iipaid §83 (internal); laic : cait §140 (main rhyme); hreccdice : 

fe to ice  §185 (Possibly not intended -word at end of a with word in middle of d  ); 

gipdin : Britain  §193 (main rhyme).

Breccad rhyme

M urphy (1961, 23) defines breccad  as ‘the multiplying o f rime by dividing a stanza 

into small sections which rime either wholly or partially with one another’ The 

gndthaisti section contains thirteen illustrations o f breccad  forms o f metres including 

dechnad, rannaigecht, setrad  and casbairdne:

Ollbreccad deine cenntruime §27 

Breccad dechnaide moire §32 

Breccad dechnaide cummaisc §37 

Breccad  (of dechnad cummaisc) §38 

Certbreccad  (of dechnad cummaisc forddlach) §40 

Ollbreccad  (of dechnad cummaisc forddlach) §41 

Breccad rannaigechta moire §52 

Cetbreccad  (of rannaigecht becc) §91 

Breccad ele (of rannaigecht becc) §92 

Ardbreccad rannaigechta bicce §95

Carney (1971, 70) rejects Murphy’s view that breccad is a late phenomenon, suggesting that it 
originated as a method of linking phrases in archaic alliterative verse. There is as yet no 
comprehensive study of breccad rhyme in the Middle Irish period. Mhag Craith (1967, 193-5) and 6
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Cetbreccad ar setrad § 104 

Breccad tdnaise (of setrad) §105 

Breccad casbairdne §110

Breccad rhyme is also found in other metres, such as Idn'focid ar rannaigecht §80, 

int anaichnid dona druimnib sidthib §151, cuicbricht §162, irnthecht daill isin cepaig 

§178 and bdnrothdn §181. There are four examples of a particularly striking form of 

breccad in which a series of stressed words in a line rhyme with a series of stressed 

words in the corresponding position in the preceding line. The first example is found 

in ardbreccad rannaigechta bicce (§95);

lam Idifes odba i tir Thomair thogaig thdebaig

dam tdithfes Cnodba i cn'ch Codail coraig crdebaig cualaig (lines de)

Another example is found in the first couplet of a breccad form of rannaigecht becc 

(§92):

Coll crom cam cuaille cuilenn 

tonn trom tall tuaige tigell 

mes bres cles tess tress tuirenn

The absence of aicill rhyme between tigell and a word in the following line indicates 

that these are lines abc and that line d  has been lost. In the first couplet, each stressed 

word in line b, with the exception of the end-word, rhymes with a word in the 

corresponding position in line a: tonn ( b ) : coll (a); trom ( b ) : crom (a); tall ( b ) : cam 

(a); tuaige ( b ) : cuaille (a). There is rhyme between the end-words of lines ac: 

cuilenn : tuirenn.

Maille (1973, 78-85) have analysed patterns o f breccad in some metrical examples from MVIII, while 
Ni Dhomhnaill (1975, 45-61) has analysed varieties o f breccad  in dan di'reach.
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A similar rhyming pattern is found in stanzas illustrating metres which are not 

breccad  forms. One such metre is imresnach Etam e  (§168):

Bile aithne, fo thraim  eichdiiinn 

donn aigthe togfainn i treibthuinn 

ic tiiaid tre hn'anaig tredraig 

is biiaid clerig cUaraig ceolaig

imarbdgaig ollaimn'araig  

timarnddaig trotnArgiallaig 

tenn'faghdlaig tonnairimadaig  

cellamrdnaig congain'^snanaig.

Aside from the first two words in lines ab, every stressed word in b rhymes with a 

word in the corresponding position in a. In the second couplet, only clerig (d) lacks a 

rhyming partner in line c. The rhyming pattern and syllabic structure suggest that tre 

in line c is m issing a syllable and that this word would have rhym ed with clerig. The 

end-words of all four lines rhyme also with each other: ollam riaraig  ( a ) : 

troniArgi'allaig ( b ) : tonnanm'adaig (c) : congan'^srianaig (d).

The final example o f the pattern is found in fu illed  casbairdne ‘an addition to 

cashairdne' (§117):

Sndifid sriith na M uaide moire mine mi'adaige meraige

mac rig Cliiaine croine crme ci'abaige celaige cndmaige.

Ricfa hroinn na Berba birda brogda bdgaige bdeglaige;

degaire bo Cermna is Clidna is Cnodba is Cdenraige is cldrMide.

In the first couplet, there is rhyme between Cluaine ( b ) : M uaide  (a); croine ( b ) : 

moire (a); cn'ne ( b ) : mine (a); ciabaige  ( b ) : mi'adaige (a); celaige  ( b ) : meraige  (a). 

In the second couplet, there is rhyme between Cermna  ( d ) : Berba  (c); Clidna ( d ) : 

birda  (c); Cnodba ( d ) : brogda  (c), Cdenraige : bdeglaige.
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Consonance

Consonance {uaitne lit. ‘pillar’) is a feature of the following stanzas: §§30, 31, 32, 33, 

40, 45, 47, 55, 58, 59, 60, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 79, 81, 85, 86, 90, 91, 93, 95, 109, 

123, 124, 126, 128, 132, 134, 135, 159, 160, 161, 166, 167, 171, 181, 182, 183, 187, 

191, 198, 203.

On five occasions, the tract distinguishes between stanzas with and without 

consonance (the latter are described as scai'lte ‘scattered’). In the following stanzas, 

the end-words of lines ac consonate with the main rhyme between the end-words of 

lines hd:

§47 rannaigecht mor dialtach 

§81 rannaigecht becc 

§109 casbairdne 

§135 Slat brecht

These are contrasted with stanzas lacking in consonance;

§48 rannaigecht mor scai'lte 

§82 rannaigecht becc scai'lte 

§111 casbairdne scailte 

§ 136 Slat brecht mor aiclech scailte

In rinnard becc §124, line c consonates with the main rhyme, while in rinnard [becc] 

scailte §125, there is no consonance.
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Alliteration

Alliteration is a common feature of the metrical illustrations cited in M V  III and a 

number of stanzas are highly alliterative, for example: §§30, 37, 55, 116a, 116b, 131, 

134, 135, 136, 139, 160. Note also that linking alliteration (fidrad freccomail) is 

found in a number of stanzas, for example: §§13 (where br < mr is established by 

alliteration with buadaih, 26, 29, 34a, 57, 66, 77, 98, 107, 128, 161, 168, 191, 193.

The following illustrations of varieties of rannaigecht conform to the rules of dan 

direach in having two alliterating words in each line and alliteration between the final 

of d and the preceding stressed word: rannaigecht mor scailte §48; aitherriich ar giith 

ngndth fo r  rannaigecht moir §50; carnrannaigecht mor §55; lethrannaigecht mor 

§58; lethrannaigecht mor chorrdnach §53; da trian rannaigechta moire §70; 

rannaigecht hecc §81; rannaigecht becc corrdnach §83; ochtrannaigecht chorrdnach 

becc §84.

A number of stanzas do not comply with the rules regarding alliteration in 

rannaigecht, however: rannaigecht mor dialtach §47; rannaigecht baccach mor §49; 

rannaigecht brecht mor §53; ochtrannaigecht mor §54; rannaigecht chummaisc §61; 

cummasc etir rannaigecht moir ociis lethrannaigecht §69; trian rannaigechta moire 

§72; cethramthu [rannaigechta moire] §73; meriigud rannaigechta bice ocus 

rannaigechta moire §77; carrannaigecht mor ocus carrannaigecht becc i cummusc 

§78; Idn^focid ar rannaigecht 80; rannaigecht becc scailte §82.

This suggests that the text belongs to a period when metres were becoming more 

highly ornamented but before the rules for alliteration in ddn direach had been 

formally codified.
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Elision

Murphy (1961, 39) formulates the rule for elision in Old and Middle Irish as follows: 

‘An unstressed vowel may (or may not) be elided when another vowel precedes it’.

In dan di'reach, by contrast: ‘An unstressed short vowel is elided when another vowel 

precedes it. An unstressed long vowel preceded by another vowel may or may not be 

elided’ (Knott 1928, 11).

An analysis of all metrical illustrations in M V  III indicates that in most cases elision is 

necessary for the syllable count: §§2, 3, 35, 44, 47, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 59, 61, 62, 63, 

64, 69, 76, 77, 78, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 96, 98, 101 (stanza may be incomplete),

107, 115, 117, 120, 121, 178, 193, 194, 195,201.

Exceptions: A  noteworthy exception to the above is §18, which illustrates di'an

air^seng comthrom  ‘balanced dian air^seng' (4‘ 8‘ 4 8 ). In line h of this example,

the vocative particle after chornaire cannot be elided, since an octosyllabic line is

required: a chornaire, a chleraige. In line g of § 143 {ocht'^foclach mor chorrdnach)

there is elision in the first half of line g but not in the second half: Cdelach feda ar
2 2^faga, iiair gerga is gala (6 6 ). In §201, elision is required in line a but not in line d 

in order to give two lines of 10^: Goll Gabra, grech muice mairbe or omna ... tragna 

CO cossaib clama ar cnocdn. Note also that in §§65, 95, 169, 185 and 186 the 

syllabic structure is irregular and elision would appear to be optional.
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Sources used by the compiler

Several metrical illustrations have been taken from other sources:

§79 is a modified version of M V I §59 and M V II §81.

§100 is a quatrain from a longer poem (Meyer 1900-1, 82, §6).

§118 is an extended version of passage on different types of ogam found in In Lehor 

Ogaim (McManus 1991, 141).

§154 is a modified version of MVW  §23.

§155 is a citation from a satire found in Cormac’s Glossary, Uraicecht na Ri'ar and 

elsewhere; see note on §155.

§157 is part of a stanza found in MVII §114 and §119.

§161 is a modified version of M V \ §66 and MVII §88.

§166 is a modified version of an earlier poem (Thumeysen 1933, 200) which is also 

cited in MV  II §21.

§187 is a modified version of M V  II §24.

§192 is a modified version of M V \ §69 and MVW  §89.

§210 is a modified version of a stanza illustrating lander ‘full satire’ in a tract on the

divisions of satire (Meroney 1949-50, 202, §14).

For instances where the compiler drew on Auraicept na nEces and In Lebor Ogam

when coining metrical names, see p. 58ff.
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TEXT

Gnathaisti ‘common metres’

§1 Incipit dona haistib. Do aistib in airchetail i coitchiunn in so. Cia Im na n-aiste 

didiu? Ni hansa: a cuic sescat ar tri cetaib. O deibidib immorro a thinnscetal.

Here begin the metres. This concerns the metres of poetry in general. How many 

metres are there? It is not difficult: three hundred and sixty five. It [the text] begins 

with deibide metres, then.

MSS: Cialin aiste anairdail ni hansa acuig seascat ar tri cedaib ase alin. Odeibidhib 

immorro atindscedul B. Incipit dona hurageachtaib. Cia Im dano aisti in aircedail 

Ni hansa a .u. sescat ar tri cedaib ise aim. O debhidibh Immorro artinnscedul M. Do 

aistib in aircetail acoitcindi an«so sis (space left for capital C) alin dano aisti 

indaircetail Ni hansa a .u. .x\at artri C6'/aib ise alin. Odeibidib Iminorro atindscedul 

E.

Incipit donahaistib. Doaistib indaircetail \co\lchinn indso. Cialm nanaisti 

(superscript b written over first a) didu (superscript a written over u) ni hansa acuic 

sescat artri cetaib. Debidib imtnorro a tindscetal H. ...asdibh inairceadail icoitceannw 

andseo sfs 7 calin aisdi fil ann. Ni hansa a .u.lx artri ct’faibh G.

Notes

The MSS show considerable variation. BM omit the description i coitchinn, while M 

adds Incipit dona hurageachtaib ‘beginning with the primers’. Although the text 

does not explicitly state that it begins with metres classified as gnathaisti, the section 

illustrating these metres ends at §127 with the words fin it dona gndthaistib.
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The statement that there are three hundred and sixty five types of metres reflects the 

doctrine expressed m Auraicept na nEces\ see p. 51 above. For other instances where 

the compiler of our text draws on Auraicept na nEces and In Lebor Ogaim, see notes 

on §§11, 118, 182 and 184 below.

§2 Deibide scaflte tra in so ar tiis far fairinn;

Uar ind adaig i Moin Moir, 

feraid dertan - ni deroil; 

dordan ris’ tibi in gaeth glan 

gesid 6s caille clithar.

This, then, is deibide scai'lte first of all, according to some authorities: ‘Kalt ist die 

Nacht in Moin Mor, ein gewaltiger Regensturm gieBt herab; eine wilde Weise, gegen 

welche der reine Wind anlacht, briillt iiber dem Schutz des Waldes’. (M eyer 1919, 

no. 154)

Cold is the night in Moin Mor, a rainstorm pours down -  it is not insignificant; a low 

roar at which the clear wind laughs screams over the shelter of the wood.

MSS: Deibide scailti tra so artus iarfairind B, Debide scailti imrnorro so artus 

iarbairirtd M, Deibide scailti tra so artus E.

Debide scoilti tra inso artiis iarforiijd H, Debidhi sgailti indso G.

a. Uar i«adaig imoin rnhoir B, Uar inadhaigh imonaig moir M, Fuar inadaig iwo«aig 

moir E.

Uar indadaig iA«moin moir H, Uar inadaigh imoin moir G.

b. fearaidh deartan [.i. sneachta] nfdeireoil B, feraid derta [.i. snechta] ni dereoil M, 

fearaid dertan [.i.snechta] nidereoil E.
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feraid dertai« nideroil H, feraidh deartan nidereoil G.

c. dorrdan rostibh ingaeth glan B, dordan ristibh ingaeth glan M, dordan ristib ingaeth 

glan E.

dertan risthib ingaeth glan H, dordan ristibh in gaeth glan G.

d. geisidh oschailli clithair B, gesid [.i. beanaidh] 6s cailli clithar [.i. guirtin] M, geis 

< ...>  oscaille clithair [.i.gartin] E. 

gesid os caille clithar H, gesidh ochailli clidhcar G.

Notes

Previous editions: M eyer (1919, no. 154); M urphy (1961 [115]); Greene 

O ’Connor (1967, 206-7).

The metre is deibide scailte (7 ‘ 7^ ; 7 ' 7“). There is rinn : airdrinn  rhyme 

M oir : derail and glan: clithar. Note that EG omit the reading lar fa irinn  

to some authorities’.

tus. Note M iddle Irish contracted form.

i M oin M or. imoin B, immom  H, imonaig ME. Hogan (1910, 541-2) cites several 

such places. Note that ME read monaig  for monaid. I follow previous editors in 

reading M ain  in order to get a heptasyllabic line.

dertan. BEM  gloss dertan  with ./. snechta ‘i.e. snow ’.

dordan. dorrdan  B, dordan ME, dertan H. The reading o f H is probably due the 

influence o f dertan  in the preceding line.

ris’ tibi in. rostibh in B, ristibh in M, ristib in E, risthib in H, ristibh in G.

I restore tibi in, since tibid  is a weak verb (cf. con-tibi,fris-tibi). M eyer reads fristib  

in, while M uphy reads r is ’ tib in.

and

between

‘according
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clithar. Clithar ‘shelter’ is glossed guirtm  M and gartin E ‘i.e. a little field’. 

Note the preposed genitive in caille clithar.

§3 Deibide baisse fri toin in so:

Ro-cuala

ni tabair eochu ^  diiana; 

do-beir a n-i as duthaig do - 

bo.

This is deibide baisse fr i toin: ‘I have heard that he does not give horses for songs; he 

gives what is natural for him; a cow’. (Meyer 1917, 44)

‘Ich habe gehort, daB er keine Pferde (zum Lohn) fiir Leider gibt. Er gibt was ihm 

naturgemiiB ist -  ein Rind’. (Meyer 1919, no. 72)

MSS: deibidhe baisi retoin andso B, debidhe baisse retoinn an/jso M, deibide bais re 

toin andso E.

debide bais fritoin insosis H, debhidhi bhoisi ritoin G.

a. rochuala BM, Rocuala E 

docuala H, rochuala G.

b. nithobair eochu arduana B, nithabair eochu arduana M, nitabair eocho arduana E. 

nitabair eocha araduana H, nitabhaireocho ardhua/m G.

c. dober i«di isduthaig do B, Aoheir ini is duthaigh do M, dob6-/> ani isdual do E. 

dobeir anii isdual do H, dob^/> in«i isduthaigh dho G.

d. bo BME. 

bo H, boG .
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 44; 1919, no. 72); Murphy (1956, 90: 1961 1128|).

2 2 1 1The metre is deibide baissefri toin ‘slap on the backside deibide’ {3 1 \1  \ ). The 

word bo in line d is the monosyllabic ‘slap on the backside’ and constitutes an insult 

in implying that the subject is a commoner {boaire) of low social standing who has 

insufficient wealth to recompense poets. Murphy (1961, [128]) adds nguilbnech 

cummaisc ‘mixed beaked’ {deibide was originally neuter). The term guilbnech is 

used of stanzas in deibide metre which have full rhymes instead of rinn/airdrinn 

rhymes. In the present illustration, there is rhyme between cuala ( a ) : diiana (b) and 

between do ( c ) ; bo (d). Note that the syllable count requires elision in lines bd.

A similar stanza is cited in M V \ §49 and II §71 (6  hAodha 1991, 240; Murphy 1961, 

[127]).

ni tabair eochu ar duana. Payment for poems was not purely discretionary, as 

indicated by a passage in Bretha Nemed Deidenach which outlines the appropriate 

payment for specific types of metres (Watkins 1963, 232-2). According to a passage 

in M V \ §68, the payment for nuachrutha ‘new forms’ (metres associated with the 

bards) was not fixed but depended on factors such as the generosity of the patron and 

the excellence of the poem (6  hAodha 1991, 218).
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§4 Deibide ^smotach in so 7 Hann file do Ulltaib dos-roine, co n-erbairt;

Ro gab Eochu Buide bos 

nos;

rob e dia eis ara mac 

stat.

This is deibide '^smotach, and it was Flann, a poet of the Ulstermen, who composed it, 

so that he said: Eochu Buide still accepted fame, but it ceased in the case of his son 

after him (?) (lit. ‘it was this after him for his son: a stop’).

MSS: Deibidi smot annso 7 flann fili doulltaibh doroinde B, Debide smot annso 

7flann file [.i. doulltaib] doroine M, Deibide smot arwso .i. flann file' dosroine E. 

Dehide smotach inso 7fland fi\e doroine hi deuUtaib conerbairt H.

a. Rogabh ocho buidhi bos B, Rogab eochu buide bos M, Rogab eocho buide bos E. 

Rogab eochu buidi bos H.

b. nos BE, illeg M. 

nos H.

c. robe diaes aramac B, robe diaes armac M, robi diaeis aramac E. 

robe aramac H.

d. smot B, stat ME. 

stat H.

Notes

The metre is deibide '^smotach ‘cropped deibide' (7' 1' ; 7' 1'). DIL i. vv. smot and 

smotach refers the reader to smit ‘the lobe of the ear’ and the corresponding adjective 

smitach, which is found in the metrical name deibide smitach ‘crop-eared deibide' in 

A/VI §48 (Murphy 1961, [126]). Cf. Modem Irish smut/smot ‘stump; snout’ and 

smutach/smotach ‘stumpy, curtailed, short; pug-nosed’. Gwynn (Met. Dind. iii.
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1913, 504) suggests that the phrase ndr mit may be for ndr smit ‘not a scrap’,

equating Modem Irish smiot/smiit ‘a piece of anything’ (Dineen) with smit iobe  of
2 2 2 2the ear’. The structure of deihide smitach (3 7 ; 7 3 ) suggests that the adjective 

srnitach indicates a shortening of the metrical structure and smotach may be used in a 

similar sense in the present stanza, where lines h and d are monosyllabic. There is 

fully stressed rhyme between bos ( a ) : nos (b) and mac ( c ) : stat (d -  imperfect).

This is one of only four instances in M V  III in which a stanza is attributed to a 

particular poet, in this case Flann, who is described as fd e  do Ulltaib ‘a poet of the 

Ulstermen’ (note that E omits the phrase do Ulltaib). § 184 is attributed to Laidcnen, 

who is described as scolaige do Laignih ‘a scholar from the Leinstermen’, and it is 

stated that he composed the poem to describe the mice who were plundering his 

house and stealing his food. The authors of two other stanzas are identified as 

Aengus (§152) and Cenn Gegain (§183).

The stanza is difficult to interpret but seems to be satirical in tone, the implication 

being that Eochu Buide’s son was less illustrious than Eochu Buide himself.

dos-roine. doroinde B, doroine MH, dosroine E. I follow E against the other MSS. 

Cf. ... 7 Cenn Gegdin dos-roine ‘... and Cenn Gegain composed it’ §183 below.

Note that H reads an independent pronoun here: Jflandfili doroine hi. Only H reads 

conerhairt. Note also the use of the passive stem of do-gm {S na G III §12.66).

ro gab. An imperfect form no gaibed ... bos ‘continually accepted’ might have been 

expected here, whereas the text has a third singular perfect form ro gab ‘had 

accepted’.

Eochu Buide. I have not been able to establish the identify of the subject of this 

stanza. An Eochu Buide m. Aeddin m. Gabrdin is mentioned in Genelach Rig 

nAlban, Corp. Gen. 162 c 56.
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bos. Note the contracted form, fixed by the syllable count and rhyme.

rob e. The third singular masculine independent pronoun appears to be used here for 

the neuter form ed.

dia eis. These words are omitted in H.

stat. stat MEH, smot B. : mac. I follow MEH against smot B, since the latter appears 

to have been influenced by the metrical term smotach. The rhyming pattern also 

suggests rhyme between the end-words of lines cd. DIL cites the last two lines of this 

stanza s.v. smot, following MacCarthy’s reading of the poem (1892, 120), which is 

based on B.

§5a Deibide fo-cheil a cubaid in so:

Mac Con Aba, 

nocho dene mada 

acht criathrad mine do mac 

Maenaig, ocus doirseoracht.

This is deibide fo-cheil a cubaid: The son of Cii Aba, he does nothing ineffectual 

except sifting flour for the son of Maenach and door-keeping.

MSS: Foceil acubaidh G.

a. mac conaba H, mac conaba G.

b. nocadeni mada H, nocho denann mada G.

c. acht criatrath mine domac H, acht criathradh meni domac G.

d. maenaig 7 dorseoracht H, maenaich 7 doirrseoracht G.
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The version in M V I §56 reads: Debidhe focheil acubhaidh mac conaba nochdein 

moda acht criathra mme dowmhaenaigh isineall corrgat is doirrseorac/zf B 

(Thumeysen 1891, 19-20)', Debide focael acubaidh mac conaba nucho dein m[o]da 

acht criathradh mini do/imaenaigh isin nell corrgat 7 dorseoracht. M; Deibidhi focheil 

acubaid mac conaba noch <...> a act criathra mine donmaenaig isineall corrgat 

isdoirseoracht E.

The version in M Vl 1 §78 reads (Thumeysen 1891, 47): mac conabba nocodene 

mot/oacht criatrad mine lamac maenaigh 7 doirrseoracht B; mac conaba nocodeni 

mada acht criathrad mine lamac moenaig 7 dorseoracht L.

Notes

Previous editions: Murphy (1961, 1120|); 6  hAodha(1991, 242 §44).

2 2 1The metre is deihide fo-cheil a cubaid ‘deihide which conceals its rhyme’ (4 6 ; 7 

7^). This stanza is not found in BME. H omits the name of the metre while G reads 

Foceil acubaidh. There is stressed rhyme between AZ?a (a) : mada (b) and rinn : 

airdrinn rhyme between mac ( c ) : doirseoracht (d). The stanza is cited in MV  I §56 

(6  hAodha, 1991, 242) and also in MV II §78 to illustrate deibide fo-cheil a cubaid. 

Murphy notes (1961, 67) that the concealing of rhyme ‘seems to lie in the lack of 

pause between a riming word and the word immediately following it’. In the present 

example, a line break occurs between the words mac and the dependent genitive 

Mdenaig in the following line. These words form a syntatic unit and are normally 

uttered without a pause, which would obscure the rhyme between mac and 

doirseoracht. BME cite a different stanza to illustrate the metre; see §5b below.

mada. I follow Murphy (1961, 115) in taking this as a substantive use of the 

adjective madae ‘vain, ineffectual’.
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do mac Maenaig. The version in M V I §56 reads don maenaig, while that in M V II 

§78 reads la mac maenaig. M V  I §56 also adds isin{n)ell corrgat ‘and arranging of
✓

pointed withes’ before ociis doirseoracht. O hAodha omits this reading in his edition, 

however, and translates ‘The son of Cu Aba, he does nothing ineffectual except to 

sieve meal with the son of Moenach and to act as doorkeeper’.

§5b Deibide fo-cheil a cubaid in so:

A uf

Niallgusa nidat nemni; 

ni gann

do-rala duit da scribenn.

This is deibide fo-cheil a cubaid'. O grandson of Niallgus, you are not unimportant; it 

is not in an inferior way that you have happened to write it.

MSS: Deibide fochael a chuaidh annseo B, Debide focael achubaid inso M, Deibide 

foceil acubaidh annso E.

a. Ai BM, Ahiai E

b. niallgusa nidat nemhni B, niallgusa nidat <...> M, nal[g]aid no niallgusa 

nidatnemthni E.

c. nigand BME.

d. dorala duit da scribeand B, dorala duit dascribeand M, dorala duit dosgraben/i E
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§5b Notes

1 2  1The metre is deibide fo -che il a ciibaid ‘deibide which conceals its rhym e’ (2 7 ; 2 

7^). This stanza is only found in BME and HG cite a different illustration of the 

metre; see §5 above. There is rinn/airdrinn  rhyme between i d : nemm  (for other 

examples o f this type o f rhyme, see S n a G  III §3.8) and gann: scnbenn  (for other 

exam ples see Carney 1964, xxxiii). As in the previous illustration, a line break 

occurs between two words which form a syntatic unit and are normally uttered 

without a pause {in' Ni'allgusa).

A ui N ia llgusa . I have not been able to identify this person.

§6 Deibide imrinn in so;

Obsa becan gabais gleith 

i tir chaich cen ^fiarfaigid; 

nochon acca beolu eich 

amal beolu in Lfathainig.

This is deibide imrinn: Since I was a child he set about grazing on everyone’s land 

without asking; I have never seen a horse’s mouth like the mouth of Liathainech.

‘Ever since I was little I let my horses graze in anybody’s land without asking. I 

never saw a horse’s mouth like the mouth of the Greyface’. (M eyer 1917, 44)

MSS: Deibidi imrind annso B, debidhe imr'md inso i«so M, Deibide imri«d i«dso E. 

deibide imrind inso sis H.
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a. obsabecan gabus gleth B, osa began gabas glet [.i. ingelt] M, obsa began gabus 

gleith E.

obsa becan gabais gleith H.

b. atir caich ganfiarfaighidh B, itir caich gen fiarfaigid M, itir caich genfiarfaigid E. 

atir caich ganfiarfuigthe H.

c. noconaca beolu eich B, nogonacca beolu eich M, nocofaca beola eich E. 

niconacca beolu eich H.

d. ama// beolu i^liathanaigh B, amail beolu inliathanigh [.i. cenainn] M, amail beola 

i«liathanaigh E.

amail beolu inliathaiAjig H.

The version in MV I I  §20 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 37): obobegan gabus gle 7 rl B, 

obubecan gabais glith itir chaich ceniarfaigid noconacca beolu eich amal beolu liath- 

conich amal beolu L.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 44; 1909, §25); Murphy (1961, [133]).

1 3  1 3The metre is deibide imrinn (7 7' ; 7 7'). In BME the metrical name is written after 

the stanza, while in H it precedes it. Murphy (1961, 87) defines the term imrinn as 

‘having rimes all around’ and notes {ibid., 35 note 2) that whereas in deibide scailte 

there is no metrical link between the couplets, in deibide imrinn they are bound 

together by rhyme.

This stanza is cited in MVW  §20 as an illustration of emain and Murphy (1961, §76) 

suggests that the name deibide imrinn in M V  III is wrong. It is also cited in a text on 

poets which derives from Uraicecht Becc {CIH 556.18) and includes material from 

M V  II and M V  III; see Breatnach (1987, 11). It is described in this text as deibide 

imrinn and it illustrates the principle that a different metre is obtained by changing the 

order of the lines: IN  canaidh, da ba logh a aisti; emain imrinn a aiste. NIcon-facca
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heola eich. amhail beola in liathdmdg [in Liath Macho] / obus began gabus gleth [./. 

fer d ’ithi]. a Hr cdich cin 'fiatfuide. i tfr cdich cin ^fiarfidde. obus began gabus 

gleith. amal beola liathdnaidh. nicon facca beola eich. Rannaigheacht mor “obus 

becdn gabus gleith”; “i tfr cdich cin ')fiarfaigi” casbairdne; "obus becdn gabus 

gleith. a tir cdich cin “fiarfaigi. ” deibhidhi imrinn ind so; a himpodh-so, is ed 

ydsass deiside nach deibidhe imrinn acht cro cumaisc 7 (Binchy suggests, note i,

“for etar”) rannaighecht mor 7 casbairdne so anuas ‘The cano: two cows are the 

price of his composition and emain imrinn is his metre. ‘I have never seen a horse’s 

mouth like the mouth of Liathainech [i.e. the Liath MachaJ. Since I was a child he 

started grazing [i.e. to eat grass] on everyone’s land without asking’. ‘On everyone’s 

land without asking since I was a child he started grazing. Like the mouth of 

Liathainech I have never seen a horse’s mouth’. 'Obus becdn gabus gleith' is 

rannaigecht mor, ‘i tir cdich cin ^fiarfaigi’ is casbairdne; ‘obus becdn gabus gleith a 

tir cdich cin fiarfaigi'': this is deibide imrinn. When it is inverted, what develops 

from it is not deibide imrinn but cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht mor 7 casbairdne (as 

is illustrated) here above.’ {CIH 556.18-24). Note that the copula form obus is third 

singular future relative, which seems to be an error. As noted below, the versions of 

this stanza cited in M V II §20 and MV III §6 read a third singular and first singular 

preterite form respectively. In §7 below, the order of the lines is changed and the
3 1 3  1stanza illustrates cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 casbairdne {!' 1 1 1 ).

Obsa. obsa BEH, osa M. The version in MVW §20 reads obo B, obu L. Meyer 

(1917, 44; 1909 §25) reads Opsa becdn gabsus gleith and translates ‘Ever since I was 

little I let my horses graze’, while Murphy (1961, [133]) reads O bu becdn gabais 

gleith ‘When he was small he began to graze’ (my translation). In a review of Meyer 

(1909), Bergin (1916, 164) states that the variants obu, obo, obsa and gabais, gabus 

point to a third singular form. The MSS of MV III read a first person singular copula 

form, however, and it should be noted that Meyer’s edition (1917, 44) is based on MV 

III §6 rather than on MV II §20.
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gabais. gabiis BE, gabas M, gabais H. The version in M V II §20 reads gabiis B, 

gabais L. Meyer (1917, 44; 1909 §25) reads a first singular form with third plural 

suffixed pronoun (gabsus). As noted by Bergin (1916, 164), the readings of the MSS 

in this case suggest that a third singular form is intended.

nocho. Note that H reads the earlier form ni'con.

Liathainig. M glosses inliathanigh with A. cenainn, genitive singular of cenann 

‘white-headed, white-faced’. This adjective is normally applied to animals and DIL 

s.v. cites two examples of horses described as cenann. The version of this stanza 

which is cited in CIH 556.19 glosses in liathdnuig with ./. in Hath macha, which was 

the name of one of Cii Chulainn’s horses. In the Book of Ballymote version of M V  II 

(Thumeysen 1891, 37 §20), the stanza is attributed to Cii Chulainn.

§7 A impod in so ocus is ed asas de-side, connach deibide imrinn acht cro cummaisc 

etir rannaigecht moir 7 casbairdne. Casbairdne in so:

I tir chaich cen ^fiarfaigid 

obsa becan gabais gleith; 

amal beolu in Liathainig 

nochon acca beolu eich.

Is e sin in cro cummaisc.

This is its inversion, and what develops from it is not deibide imrinn but cro 

cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 casbairdne. This is casbairdne:

On everyone’s land without asking, since I was a child, he set about grazing; like the 

mouth of Liathainech I have never seen a horse’s mouth.
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That is cro cummaisc.

MSS: Ahimpodh so Viseadh fasas desi« conach deibidhi imrind acht cro cumaisc et/> 

randaidhecht moir Vcaisbhairmi Casbairdni andso B, Ahimpodh so 7isseadh assas 

deside conach debide imrind acht cro cj<maisc iterrannaigecht moir 7casbair^nde 

Caisbaimde inso M, Aimpud so isead fasas deside con a- deibide imrind acht us cro 

cumaisc iter randaidecht moir 7 casbairnni Casbaimne an/jso E.

Aimpud inso Used  asas deside itnach dehide imrind acht cro cwmmaisc et/r 

randaigecht mor 7 casbairdne H.

a. Itir caich canfiarfaigidh B, Itircaich cenfiarfaigid M, Atir caich ganfiarfaide E. 

Itircaich cenfiarfuide H.

b. obus becan gleith B, osabegan gabas gleth M, Obus began gabus gleth [.i.gelt] E. 

obsabecan gabais gleth H.

c. ama/7 beolu inliathanaigh B, ama/7 beolu inliathanaigh M, ama// beola inliatha/jaig 

E.

ama/7 beol« inliathana/g H.

d. nochonaca beolu eich B, nogonaca beolu each M, nochofaca beolu aeich E. 

niconaca beolw eich H.

Isesin incro cumaisc B, Isesin incro cumaisc M, ase sin incro cumaisc E.

Is he sin incro cuAnaisc H.

Notes

The metre is cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 casbairdne (7^ 7' 7  ̂7'). This is a 

version of the stanza illustrating deibide imrinn (§6 above), with the order of the lines 

inverted in both couplet (abed §6 > bade §7). The stanza illustrated in §56 below 

also cites an example of cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 casbairdne and has the
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same syllabic structure as the present stanza. It differs only in having both internal 

rhyme and aicill rhyme in the final couplet.

§8 Is fissi; caide dethbir etir debide n-imrinn 7 emain imrinn. Ni hansa. A himrinn 

do emnad conid coimdes a cumasc fri cechtar na da rannaigechta. Is \ seo ind emain 

imrinn:

Is imda duine data 

ocus cuire is ciallbrata, 

is imda samthach ^fata 

ic sluag dabchach Diarmata

It should be known; what is the difference between deibide imrinn and emain imrinn? 

It is not difficult. Its linking rhyme is doubled, so that it is the same as mixing it with 

each of the two types of rannaigecht.

This is emain imrinn: Diarmait’s stout host has many a fine man, and (many) a troop 

and (many a) ... and many a long axe-handle .

MSS: Isfisidh caidi deithb/r idir deibidi imrind Veamain imnnd  ni hansa a h'unrind 

dea/Ainadh conidh coiindeas acumasc friceachtar na darannaidecht. Isi seo in eamain 

imrind. B, Isfisi caide dethb/r it/r debide mmnnd  7eamain imrind ni hansa a himrind 

demnad conad cowdes acumasc friceachtar nadarandaigecht. Isi inseo ineamhain 

imri«d M, Isfissid caide deithb/> etzV deibide imrind lemain  imrind ni hansa ahimri«d 

demhnadh conad comdes acuwasc fricenntar (sic) narandaidechta. Isir (sic) seo 

indemain imrind E.
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Is fisi cate defir et/r dehide imrind 7emaiu imrind ni hansa aimrind doemnad 

conitcomdis acurnasc cechtar nadarandaigecht. Isi seo indemain imrind H, Eamnadh 

ardebhidi ins.\nn G.

a. Isimdha dui/ie data B, Isimda data dui«e M, Isimdha dui«e data icsluadh dabihach 

diarmata E.

Isimda duine data H, Isimdha duine (data am.) G.

b. 7 cuire iscialbrata B, 7cuire isciallbrata M, 7 cure isciallbrata E.

7cuiri isciallbrata H, 7cuiri isciallbrata G.

c. isimda sa/nthach ^fada B, isi»ida samthach fata M, isimhda samthac/z fata E. 

isimda sa/«tach ^fata H, isimdha samhthach ^fadha G.

d. igsluag dabhcach dhiarmada B, icsluag dabhchach diarmata M, acsluadh dabthac/j 

diarmata E.

icsluag dabcach diarmuta H, igsluagh dubhthach diarmada G.

Notes

2 ^ 2 3The metre is emain imrinn (7 7‘ 7 7"). There is rinn : airdrinn rhyme between data 

( a ) : ciallbrata (b) and fata  (c) : Diarmata (d). The end-words of hd and ac also 

rhyme: ciallbrata ( b ) : Diarmata (d) and data (a) \fa ta  (c). It is noteworthy that 

ciallbrata rhymes with both data (where t = III) and Diarmata (where t = Id/). There 

is internal rhyme between duine ( a ) : cuire (b) and samthach ( c ) : dabchach (d). 

Although the prose introduction draws a distinction between emain imrinn and 

deibide imrinn, the rhyming pattern is identical in both types of metres, cf. Murphy 

(1961, §73-5). Murphy, op. cii. §76, states regarding this stanza that ‘the trisyllabic 

rimes in lines b and d are doubtless what distinguish emain imrinn from deibide n- 

imrinn'. This seems unlikely, however, since trisyllabic end-rhyme is also found in 

deibide metres. The main difference between the present example of emain imrinn 

and the illustration of deibide imrinn (§6) is that there is internal rhyme in both 

couplets of emain imrinn. Breatnach (1996, 68 §2.3) states that ‘The assumption that 

regular syllable count in line and end-word is sufficient to define a particular metre
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may be questioned’. In the present example, it may be the case that internal rhyme is 

what differentiates between emain irnrinn and deibide imrinn.

Note that E repeats line d {icsluadh dabthach diannata) after line a. G, as is 

customary, omits the prose introduction, simply stating that the metre is eamnadh ar 

debhidi ‘doubling of deibide'.

Previous edition. Murphy (1961, [132]).

duine data. M inverts the word order and reads data duine, which is unsuitable 

metrically.

ciallbrata. Rhymes with Diannata. DIL cites the first couplet of our poem, 

preceded by a question mark, under compounds of ciall ‘sense, intelligence’ C col. 

176,1. 84, taking the second element as an adjective. Murphy, op. cit. 99, does not 

translate the term. The context indicates that ciallbrata is a noun in the singular but I 

have not been able to establish a meaning.

dabchach. dabhcach B, dabhchach M, dabthach E, dahcach H, dubthach G.

Rhymes with samthach. An adjective from dabach ‘vat’. This is the only example 

cited in DIL s.v., where it is suggested that it can be used metaphorically in the sense 

‘stout’. In Togail Bruidne Da Derga (Knott 1936,1. 1214) the adjective damdabcha 

(plural), from damdabach ‘large vat’ is used to describe fat men, while in Scottish 

Gaelic dabach is used of a fat woman. Murphy (1961, 101 5.v.) translates 

‘possessing vats’. Note that G differs from the other MSS in reading dubthach, which 

is unsuitable metrically.
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§9 Is e so a himpud na hemna 7 asait da aiste de .i. ai ^freislige 7 cro cummaisc etir 

rannaigecht mbicc 7 casbairdne:

Ocus cuire is ciallbrata, 

is imda duine data 

ic sliiag dabchach Diarmata 

is imda samthach ^fata

Ai ^freislige fria cantain i n-aenbaile 7 cro cummaisc fria ndeiliugud.

This is the inversion of emain and two metres develop from it, i.e ai ^freislige and cro 

cummaisc etir rannaigecht mbicc ocus casbairdne:

And a troop and a there is many a fine man, Diarmaid’s stout host has many a long 

axe-handle.

It is [called] ai'^freislige when it is recited in the same place as cro cummaisc in order 

to distinguish between them.

MSS: Ise so ahimpod nahea/nna 7fasaid Ida] aisde de .i. ae reslige .i. airbe'rt 

rosaighlige 7cro cumaisc ider rannaidecht mbic 7casbairdni. Casbairdne so B, Ise so 

ahiA«pud na <...> na 7asait daaiste de .i. ae [.i. arinhert] reslige 7cro cumaisg it6-r 

rannaigecht mbic 7casbaime M, Ise seo impodh nahemna 7aisti dahaistib .i. air 

eislighi 7cro cumaisc eter randaidecht mbicc 7casbaimi Cassbaimdi indso E.

Is he seu ahimpud nahemna 7asait daaisti de .i. aereslige 7cro cumaisc et^r 

randaigecht mbicc et casbairdne H.

a. Ocus cuire is ciallbrata B, Ocus cuire [casbame so] is ciallbrata M, Et cuiri 

isciallbrata E.

Ocus cuiri isciallbrata H.
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b. isimda duiwe data B, is imdha dui«e data M, isimda dui«e [rannaidecht bee <...>] 

data E.

isiinda duini data H.

c. ig sluag dabhcach diarmada B, ic sluag dabhthach diarmada M, acsluadh dahthach 

diarmata E.

icsluag dabchac diarmuta H.

d. isimda sa/ntach fata B, isimda samthach fata M, isimda samach fada E. 

isiA/zda sa/Htach fata H.

Aei resligi riahacantain in ae«baili 7cro cu/«aisc friandeliughud B, ae reslige fria 

cantai« inae«baile 7cro cumaisc fria ndeliugud M, Air eisligi fricantain inenbaile 7cro 

cumaisc frianelgwd E. 

om. H.

Notes

The metre is impiid na hernna ‘the reversal of emain' (7'̂  7  ̂1^ 7^). The MSS show 

some variation in this section. Following the prose introduction, BE read casbairdne 

inso ‘This is casbairdne'. BM also contain a gloss on ai 'freislige which is not found 

in EH; ae reslige A. airbert rosaighlige B, ae [./. arinbert] reslige M. Above line b 

(7 ) ,  E reads rannaidecht bee followed by two letters which I cannot decipher, 

referring to the fact that this line is rannaigecht becc. This stanza is not found in G.

2 1 2  3The text states that when the line order of emain (7 1 1  7 ') is inverted, two metres 

are produced; ai ^reislige  and cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht mbicc 7 casbairdne.
1 2  3 2Both metres have an identical syllabic structure, i.e. T i l l .  As regards the 

pattern of rhyme, since lines ab and cd of §8 have been reversed, there is no longer 

rinn : airdrinn rhyme. The main rhyme is now between data ( b ) ; fata  (d) and there is 

end-rhyme between cidllbrata ( a ) ; Diarmata (c). As in §8, there is internal rhyme 

cuire ( a ) ; duine (b) and dabchach ( c ) ; samthach (d).
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asait da  aiste . E reads Vaisti dahaistih  ‘and one of its m etres’.

§10 Is f so in deibide imrinn mor;

Ricfat mo rainn ratha raid 

CO hiia Flainn flatha findnair; 

cnuas crm m ainn crainn cartait mail 

in diglaim  daill do dingbail

This is deihide imrinn mor: ‘Meine Stanzen der holden Rede werden zum Enkel 

Flanns, des gesegneten hehren Herrschers, gelangen; eine Em te des Dichtkunst vom 

Baume, den die Dichter lieben, um die Nachlese eines Blinden aus dem Felde zu 

schlagen’. (M eyer 1919, no. 57).

My verses o f prosperous speech will reach the grandson of Flann of fair, noble 

sovereignty; a harvest of poetic knowledge of a tree which poets love, to ward off the 

gleanings o f a blind man.

§10 MSS: Isi so indeibide imrind moir B, Isi so i/zdebhide imrind mor M, Isi seo 

i^deibide imrind mor E.

a. Ricfat m orai«n ratha raid B, Ricfat moraind ratha raid M, Ricfat morain/r ratha 

raidh E.

b. cohuaflai«d flatha findnair B, gohua flaind flatha fm dnair M, guhuaflai«d flatha 

fmdair E.

c. crinm aind crai«d cardait mail B, crinm aind [.i. cnuas] craind [cartat] mail M, cnuas 

crinm ui«d crainn cardait mail E.

d. indiglaiAn daill dodingbail B, nidiglaiA« daill dadingbail M, nidiglaiw daill 

cadingbail E.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 57).

• 1 2  1 2  The metre is deibide imrinn mor (7 7 7 7 ). §11 below cites a modified version of

this stanza as an example of emain imchenn imrinn (7* 7' 7 ' 7 '), illustrating the

principle that a different metre is produced by changing the line order and the order of

words within the line. In the present instance, there is rinn : airdrinn rhyme between

raid (a) :findndir (b) and mail ( c ) ; dingbdil (d). There is also rhyme between

findndir ( b ) : dingbdil (d) and raid ( a ) : mail (c). The rhyming pattern is similar to

that of §8 (emain imrinn) and §9 {impiid na hemna). There is also internal rhyme

between rainn ( a ) : Flainn (b), ratha (a) : flatha (b), Crmmainn ( c ) : di'glaim (d) and

crainn ( c ) : daill (d).

ratha raid. Note the preposed genitive, lit. ‘of prosperity of speech’.

cnuas crinmainn crainn cartait mail, crinmaind craind cardait mail B, crinmaind 

[./. cnuas] craind [cartat] mail M, cnuas crinmuind crainn cardait mail E. Meyer’s 

emendation of BM to cnuas crmmainn crainn cartait mail is supported by the reading 

of E.

cnuas crinmainn. Crmmonn is associated with the mystical hazels of knowledge: 

Laidh luibenchosach annso, do-n'gne Cormac mac Cuilinddin dona cnoib gnde do- 

fuited dona collaib Crimaind fd e t fo r  brii Segsa ‘This is laid luibenchossach which 

Cormac mac Cuilennain composed of the beautiful nuts which fall from the hazel 

trees of Crmmonn which are on the bank of Segais’ (Thumeysen 1928, 268.8; my 

translation. See also T. F. O ’Rahilly 1946, 322-3). The metrical name of §189 

below, tdescad Segsa ‘outpouring of Segais', also refers to these hazels, which were 

believed to be a source of poetic inspiration.
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§11 Is aire is deibide imrinn mor, uair is di ^fasas emain imchenn imrinn, 7 nf 

^fasann don deibide ele acht emain imrinn nama. Is i so deismirecht:

Do dingbail in diglaim  daill 

cartait mail cniias crinm ainn crainn:

CO hua findnair flatha Flainn 

ratha raid ricfat mo rainn

This is why it is deibide imrinn mor, because it is from it that emain imchenn imrinn 

develops, and only emain imrinn develops from the other deibide. This is an 

example: To ward off the gleanings o f a blind man, poets love a harvest o f poetic 

knowledge o f a tree; to the grandson o f Flann o f fair noble sovereignty my verses of 

prosperous speech will reach.

MSS: Is aire is deibide imrind mor, uair is di ^fasas eam ain imceand imrind; 7 ni 

fasann do debide ele acht eamain imrind nama. Is i so deism ireacht B, Is aire is 

debide imrind mor uair is di asas emai/z imce«d imri/id 7 nisand don debide aile acht 

emai« imrind nama. Ise i«so deism irecht M, Is aire is deibide imrind mor uair isdi 

fasas emain imcenn imrind 7nifasand dondeibide e acht em ain imrind nama IS e seo 

andeism irecht E.

a. Dodingbail indiglaim daill B, Dadingbail in diglaim daill M, daningbail indiglaim 

daill E.

h. cardaid cruas crinm aind craindm ail B, cardait mail cnuas crinm aind craind M, 

cardait m ail cnuas crainn cnm aind E.

c. cohuaflaind  flatha findnair cohuafindnair flatha flaind B, cardait mail cu huaflaind 

flatha findair cohuafindair flatha flaind M, guhuaflaind flaithi findair gu.h. findair 

flatha flaind E.
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(i. ratha raid cartaid moraind B, ratha raidh ricfat moraiwd M, ratha raig riucfat 

morain/T E.

Notes

The metre is emain imchenn imrinn ‘two-headed emain imrinn' (? ' V' ? ' ? ’). There is 

rhyme between daill ( a ) : crainn ( b ) : Flainn ( d ) : rainn (e). There is internal rhyme 

between di'glaim (a) : Crmmainn (b) and flatha  ( c ) ; ratha (d). Note that M omits a 

number of readings in the prose introduction.

imchenn. Aside from the form in our text, there are only two other examples of 

imchenn cited in DIL s.v., where it qualifies beist ‘monster’ (used of the Devil) and 

nathair ‘serpent’. Carey (1990, 37; cf. McManus 1991, 140) notes that this adjective 

is also found in the name of a type of cryptic Ogam alphabet called nathair imchenn 

‘double-headed serpent’. Calder {Aiiraic. 1. 5821) reads Nathair im ceann ‘Serpent 

about Head’, while DIL i-.y. nathair col. 17,1. 30 translates ‘Snake around the head 

(name of a cryptic Ogham script)’. In Lebor Ogaim describes nathair imchenn as 

follows:

in fid  toisech in anma do scribenn i medon na craibi, 7 int ainm do scribenn 

CO direach iiada co dered na craibi; 7 a scribenn frithrusc co tosach na craibi 

conid inann ni bis i tosach 7 a nderedh na craibi .i. dered in anma issed bis a 

cectar de, iit est in hac figiira, Ceallach, coimdes a airlegind sis 7 siias, 7 is 

asa medon airlegthar int ainm, ar is ann ita in fid  tosach in anma ut est:

‘to write the first letter of the name in the middle of the stem, and to write the 

name straight thence to the end of the stem; and to write it backwards to the 

beginning of the stem, so that it is the same thing that stands at the beginning 

and at the end of the stem, i.e., it is the end of the word which stands on each 

of them, ut est in hacfigura, Ceallach, indifferent to read it up or down; and it 

is from the middle of it that the name is read, for there stands the first letter of



the name, iit e s f  {Auraic. 11. 5821-29; the passage is also translated by Carey 

1990, 37).

The text cites as an example the name Ceallach, written in Ogam in the form 

HCALLECELLACH. Carey {ibid., 37) describes this as a ‘palindromic version’ of 

Cellach. A palindrome consists of ‘a word, verse, or sentence that reads the same 

when the letters composing it are taken in the reverse order’ {Oxford English 

Dictionary i.v.). The entry in OED cites as an example of a palindrome the sentence 

‘Lewd did I live, evil I did dwel’.

As regards the meaning of imchenn in the metrical name emain imchenn imrinn, DIL 

states s.v. imchenn that it is ‘applied to a metre in which the rhymes are doubled’, 

while Carey (1990, 38, note 2) poses the question: "Emain imrind is a 7 1 1  1' 

metre in which all four lines rhyme with one another. In emain imchenn imrind the 

rhyme-scheme is the same, but each line ends in a monosyllable; are we to understand 

imchenn here as meaning ‘the same at both ends’, i.e. having the same syllable-count 

at the end of odd- and even-numbered lines?’ It is stated in the prose introduction to 

§11, however, that emain imchenn imrinn is to be interpreted in relation to the 

preceding illustration of deihide imrinn mor (§10), rather than in relation to emain 

imrinn (which is illustrated in §8).

If the versions of the stanza in §10 and §11 are compared, it can be seen that two 

changes have occurred. Firstly, the line order of the original stanza in §10 has been 

changed in §11, so that lines abed in §10 have become lines dcba in §11. Secondly, 

the order of the words within the lines has been changed so that the first three words 

of a line in §10 have become the last three words of the corresponding line in §11, 

while the last two words of a line in §10 have become the first two words of the 

corresponding line in § 11. This is the case in three of the four lines:
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§10 §11

Ricfat mo rairm | ratha raid (a) —>■ ratha raid | ricfat mo rainn {d)

cnuas Crfnmainn crainn | cartait mail (c) ^  cartait mail | cnuas Crmmainn crainn (h)

in diglaim daill | do dingbail (d) do dingbail | in dfglaim daill (a)

There is also partial rearrangement of line ^ § 10 in line c § 11;

§10 §11

CO hua Flainn flatha findnair (h) —>■ co hua findnair flatha Flainn (c )

By moving words from the beginning of a line to the middle of that line emain 

imchenn imrinn loosely mirrors the form of the Ogam alphabet nathair imchenn {in 

fid  toisech in anma do scribenn i medon na craibi, 7 int ainm do scribenn co direach 

iiada CO dered na craibi... ‘The first letter of the name is written in the middle of the 

line and the name is written forwards from it to the end of the line It differs 

from the varieties of metres which are formed simply by changing the line-order of an 

existing stanza (the term used in this case is impod ‘turning around, inversion’). 

Deibide imrinn (§6) becomes cro ciimmaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 casbairdne (§7), 

while emain imrinn (§8) becomes both ai' '^freisligi and cro cummaisc etir 

rannaigecht mbicc ocus casbairdne (§9). In both cases, the order of lines in the 

modified stanzas is bade. M V  III illustrates a number of instances where the modified 

stanza does not become an entirely different metre but is simply an ‘inverted’ form of 

the original: di'an lar^seng (§19) becomes dian I'ar^seng impoid (§22) and dian 

air^seng impoid (§20) is an inverted form of dian air^seng in cirt choir cen impod 

(§21). Although the line-order is changed in these stanzas, the word-order within the 

lines remains the same. We can conclude from this, therefore, that the adjective 

imchenn in the metrical name emain imchenn imrinn refers to both line-order and to 

word-order within the line rather than to end-rhyme or syllable count, and that it 

appears to have been modelled on a type of cryptic Ogam alphabet known as nathair 

imchenn.
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For other instances where the compiler of our text draws on Auraicept na nEces and 

In Lebor Ogaim, see notes on §§1, 118, 182, 184.

cartait mail etc. cardaid cruas crinmaind craindmail B, cardait mail cniias 

chnmaind craind M, cardait mail cniias crainn crimaind E. The MSS show 

considerable variation. B reads craindmail as a compound, while ME differ in the 

order of the last two words. I follow the reading of M for end-rhyme between daill 

( a ) : crainn and internal rhyme between di'glaim ( a ) : crmmainn (b). M repeats the 

words cardait mail at the beginning of line c, presumably due to dittography.

CO hua e t c .  cohuaflaind flatha findnair cohuafindnair flatha flaind  B, cardait mail 

cuhuaflaind flatha findnair cohuafindnair flatha flaind  M, guhuaflaind flaithi findair 

gu.h. findair flatha flaind  E. BME offer alternative versions of this line. The 

structure of the poem suggests that each line should end in a monosyllable and on this 

basis I read co hua findnair flatha Flainn rather than co hua Flainn flatha flndndir.
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§12 Deibide scaflte chorranach in so:

A meic Con Lemna, a lair gerr,

ben do chlemna nit choiclenn, a chorr Kathroite lubain,

a cholpthach i cennach ndaim,

a 61 ordlach d’argatlaim, a luchra maigre a Mumain.

This is deibide scailte corranach'. O son of Cu Lemna, you stunted mare, the wife of 

your in-law does not protect you, you end of a ball of a tassel, you heifer for the price 

of an ox, you draught of inches of poison, you salmon spawn from Munster.

MSS; Debide scaillte corranach annso B, Debide scailtech corranach inso M, Deibide 

scailte coranach annso E.

a. A mt'/c con\eatnhna alair gearr B, amf'jc conlenna alair gearr M, ameic conlena 

alair gear E.

b. hem  dochlea//j/tna nicoitgleann achorr liathroiti lubain B, ben doclea^Mna nit 

coigleann achorr liathroide lubain M, ben doclem/ma nicoiglenn acorr liathroide 

lubain E.

c. acolbthach acendach ndaim B, acholbthach icendach ndaim M, acolpach iceannacht 

ndaimh E.

d. aol ordlach dairgetlaib aiuchra maigri amumain B, aol ordlach doairgetlaib aiuchra 

maigri amutain M, aol ordlac dargadlaim aiucra maigre [a] vmmh ain E.

Notes

1 2  2 1 3  2The metre is deibide scailte chorrdnach ( 7 , 7  7 \1  ,1 ' 1 ). For a discussion of 

corranach forms of metres and an analysis of this stanza, see p. 70.

Con Lemna. conteamhna B conlenna M, conlena E. I follow B in reading Lemna, 

rhyming with chlemna', cf. also (druth) Lemna (rhyming with remra) §63. As regards
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the readings of ME, there is one example of a personal name Con-lenai (genitive) 

cited in Corp. Gen. (O’Brien 1962, 146 b 9). The metrical requirements of our text 

indicate that the e is short.

coiclenn. nicoitgleann B, nit coigleann M, nicoiglenn E. I follow M ’s reading and 

take this as Middle Irish third singular present indicative of coiclid ‘conceals, spares, 

protects’, earlier con-ceil. B’s nicoitgleann appears to be a corrupt version of the 

form with the infixed pronoun. E omits the infixed pronoun altogether.

a chorr Uathroite lubain. Describing the victim as something insignificant or 

useless is a common form of insult in the satires in our text, e.g.: a thamain chrm fo 

choiss chdich ‘you withered trunk under everyone’s feet’ §54 and a harrfeoir rossa 

’dar cossa cait ‘you head of woodland grass between the paws of a cat’ §140.

a cholpthach i cennach ndaim. The suggestion in DIL C col. 127,1. 67 that cennach 

may be a neuter noun is based on the present example, where the a of acendach in B 

is taken as the vocative particle. The other two MSS read /, however, suggesting that 

this is the preposition i ‘in’ and that the nasalisation of daim  is caused by the 

accusative singular form cennach. As regards the significance of the phrase ‘you 

heifer for the price of an ox’. Middle Irish commentary on animal values (Kelly 1997, 

62) states that a colpthach ‘two-year-old heifer’ is worth 8 scruples, while Sanas 

Cormaic (Meyer 1912, §209) states that an ox which pulled the plough could reach 

the same value as a milch cow, which had a maximum value of 24 scruples (Kelly 

1997, 64-5). In view of this, we might interpret the phrase as being used in the sense 

of an unequal bargain, since the ox was potentially more valuable than the heifer.

The metaphor screpall ar 'feoH n-aige ‘a scruple for the meat of a bullock’ in §71 

below may be used in a similar sense. Glosses in Cain Aicillne specify the value of 

an ag at different stages of its life, including ag loige tn  mi'ach ‘a bullock worth three 

bushels’, which is of the same value as a dartaid ‘yearling bullock’ (maximum value 

4 scruples) and ag loige .iiii. rmach ‘a bullock worth four bushels’, which is of the 

same value as a colpthach '^firenn ‘two-year-old bullock’ (maximum value 5 1/3
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scruples). Assuming that the flesh is worth one third of the value of the animal (Kelly 

1997, 60-77), the flesh of both the ag loige tn  mi'ach and the ag loige Aiii. miach 

would be likely to be worth more than one scruple. A similar idea is expressed by the 

metaphor arcat ar Un ‘silver in exchange for linen’ §181.

argatlaim. Kelly (1997, 257-8) notes that Bretha Dein Checht lists arcetluim  as one 

of three foreign herbs with healing properties, while elsewhere it is explained as the 

mineral orpiment. It is likely to be used in the latter sense in our poem, i.e. a draught 

of a poisonous substance.

§ 13 Deibide imrinn ecoitchenn in so:

Nochon forlethan in bruig 

dot buadaib 

mani toirrgiter na daim 

do diianaib

This is deibide imrinn ecoitchenn: The cultivated land is not extensive as a result of 

your victories unless the champions are celebrated (? lit. ‘reached’) by poems.

MSS: Debide imrind ecoitcenn indso B, Debide imri«d ecoitcend i«so M, Deibide 

imri«d ecoitciwd annso E.

a. Nochonforleathan inbruig B, Nogon s-leathan inbruig M, Nocon fo/rlethan 

nabruidh E.

b. dotbuadaibh B, dot buadaibh M, dodbuadaib E.

c. maine torrgitear radaim B, mani torrghetar radaim M, minatoirrgitcr nadaim E.

d. doduanaibh B, doduanaibh M, doduanaib E.
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Notes

The metre is deibide imrinn ecoitchenn ‘unusual deibide having rhyme all around’ (?' 

3̂  7 ' 3^). The adjective ecoitchenn is also used of deibide scailte in §14 below. The 

normal rhyming pattern of deibide imrinn is rhyme between ac and bd and 

rinn/airdrinn rhyme between ab and cd (Murphy 1961, 69); see also §6 above. In the 

present stanza there is rinn/airdrinn rhyme between bruig (a ) : bitadaib (b) and 

between daim ( c ) : duanaib (d) and end-rhyme between buadaib (b) : diianaib (d).

forlethan. forleathan B, s-leathan M,forrlethan E. The reading of M represents a 

misreading of/ plus suspension stroke {for) as s plus suspension stroke (acht).

in bruig. The Middle Irish form bruig (earlier mruig) is fixed by linking alliteration 

with buadaib. Note that E reads a plural form of the article nabruidh.

toirrgiter na daim. torrgitear radaim B, torrghetar radaim M, toirrgiter nadaim E. 

DIL cites B’s reading, preceded by a question mark, s.v. do-roich ‘reaches’ col. 363,

1. 46 as passive subjunctive present (with Middle Irish weak ^-subjunctive for original 

5-subjunctive). I follow E against BM in reading the definite article na and 

tentatively take the phrase to mean ‘reached by poems’ in the sense of ‘celebrated’. 

The reading of BM appears to be for radaim ‘great oxen’, but this is unsuitable 

metrically.
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§14 Deibide scaflte ecoitcenn in so;

Aicned in mfled rod marb 

is aggarb:

etir do muintir do lam 

do lessad

This is deibide scailte ecoitchenn: the nature of the soldier who killed him, it is very 

fierce: among your people he dared (?) to correct (?) you.

MSS: Debide scailte ecoitcenn annso B, Debide scailte ecoitcen/i inso M, Debide 

scailte ecoitcind annso E.

a .  Aicneadh in miledh rodmarbh B, Aichnid inmilidh rodmarb E.

b. isagarb B, is garb E.

c. etir domuintir dolam B, etir domuintir solam E.

d. dolessadh B, dolesad E.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [121J).

The metre is deibide scailte ecoitchenn ‘uncommon deibide scailte' (?' 3  ̂V' 3^). 

There is rinn / airdrinn rhyme between marb ( a ) : aggarb (b) and lam ( c ) ; lessad (d) 

and end-rhyme between marb ( a ) ; lam (c). In the preceding illustration of deibide 

imrinn ecoitchenn, the end-rhyme is between lines bd. M preserves the name of the 

metre but omits the stanza.

is aggarb. isagarb B, isgarb E. B reads agarb, which makes rinn /  airdrinn rhyme 

with marb (a). E ’s reading garb makes fully stressed rhyme with marb and lam but 

gives a line which is one syllable short.
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m uintir. dom\t] BE. Both MSS have a superscript t above the m of dom. This 

abbreviation for m uinter is also found in BE §16 below, while the plene  reading is 

found in MG.

do lam. dolarn B, solam  E. A m onosyllable is required for rinn /airdrinn  rhyme with 

lessad  in line d. M urphy (1961, 67) suggests that B ’s reading is ‘probably a M odem  

Irish scribe’s substitution for M.I. w  lam  ‘dared” . Ro and do  were confused during 

the Middle Irish period; see 5 n a  G III §11.2. E ’s reading solam  may have been 

influenced by the adverbs solam  ‘prom pt’ and dolam  ‘slow ’

lessad. dolessadh  B, dolesad  E. DIL  cites this stanza a . v . ? lessad  and no meaning is 

given. I follow M urphy, who suggests that lessad  may be a Middle Irish equivalent 

of lessiigiid ‘im proving’ used in the sense of ‘correcting’. If this is the case, lessad  

would presum ably derive from a verb *lessaid  rather than from the earlier deponent 

form lessaigidir
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§15 Deibide imrinn chenntrom in so:

A meic ^Flannacain ui Chellaig, 

a ri in tire taicedbennaig, 

a gabail ^srein brainig bennaig 

OS muing airig aicedphellaig.

This is deibide imrinn chenntrom: O son of Flannacan ua Cellaig, O king of the 

prosperous-peaked land, O holder of a pointed, peaked bridle above the mane of a 

packhorse covered in implements.

MSS Debidi imri«d cenntrom annso B, om. M, Debide imriwd cen/itrom an/jso E. 

a. ameic flan«acai« iceallaigh B, nmeic landugai« iceallaigh M, a m^/c flan/iagain 

hi</cella/g E.

h. ari i«tiri taicedben«aigh B, ari intiri taigedh pendaig M, ari intiri taiceda pen«aig E.

c. agabail srenbruinigh bennaig B, agabail sren brainigh bendaigh M, agabail srein 

brainigh bennaig E.

d. osmuing airig acetpellaig B, osmaing airig acetpellaig M, osmoing airigh 

aicedpellaigh E.

Notes

Previous editon: Murphy (1961, [131]).

The metre is deibide imrinn chenntrom  (8^ 8“*; 8  ̂8^). There is rinn/airdrinn rhyme 

between Chellaig ( a ) : taicedbennaig (b) and bennaig ( c ) : aicedphellaig (d). There is 

end-rhyme between Chellaig ( a ) : bennaig (b) and taicedbennaig ( b ) : aicedphellaig 

(d) and internal rhyme between brainig ( c ) : airig (d). M omits the name of the 

metre. For cenntrom  in names of metres, see p. 78.
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Flannacan ua Cellaig. Thumeysen suggests (1912, 87) that Flannacan ua Cellaig 

may be the n  Breg whose pilgrimage to Rome and death are recorded in A t/ s.a. 1028 

and 1060 respectively. Note the contracted form in id  Chellaig.

taicedbennaig : aicedphellaig. DIL s.v. tocad ‘good fortune, prosperity’ takes this as 

a compound of taiced and hennach and suggests the meaning ‘of prosperous hills?’ 

Note the later palatal form of tocad. E’s reading taiceda pennaig is hypersyllabic.

aicedphellaig. acetpellaig B, acetpellaig M aicedpellaigh E. DIL cites this line s.v. 

lacetpellach. I take this as a compound of aiced ‘materials, implements’ and pellach, 

an adjective from pell ‘skin, rug’.

§ 16 Deibide imrinn ^fordalach in so:

A muinter Murchada moir 

risna geib fid na fiadmoin 

maidm ar barngeintib co Boinn 

re bar ngallmeirgib grfan^sroill 

sceirdit broid snechta asa sroin 

occaib dar Echtga im larnoin

This is deibide imrinn forddlach: ‘Ye people of great Murrough, against whom 

neither forest nor wild moor prevails, the heathen hosts have broken before your 

Norse battle-standards of sun-bright satin as far as the Boyne. (As they flee) before 

you across Aughty in the late evening snowflakes break from their noses’. (Meyer 

1917, 44-5)

‘Ihr Leute des groBsen Murchad, gegen der weder Wald noch wilder Morast verfangt, 

vor euren nordischen Standarten aus sonnigem Atlas haben die ... Heiden bis an den
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Boyne eine Niederlage erlitten. Wie sie in spater Abendstunde vor euch iiber das 

Echtgagebirge fliehen, spriitzen Schneeflocken aus ihrer Nase’. (Meyer 1919, no. 25)

MSS: Debidi imrind fordalach annso B, Debide imrind fordalach i«so M, Deibide 

\mnnn fordalach an«so E.

Debidhi hnhnd fordhalach G.

a. AmuinXer murchada moir B, Amuindter murchada mo(i]r M, Amiunler murchada 

moir E.

Amhuintear murchadha moir G.

h. risnageib fidh nafiadmoi« B, ris nageib fid nafiadhmoin M, risnaAzgeib fidh 

nafiadmoin E.

ris nach geb fidh nafiadhmhoin G.

c. maidm arbamgeintibh cuboi« B, maidm arbarngentibh guboin M, maid/« 

arbarrgenntib coboiriAj E.

maidm ar bhar ngentibh guboind G.

d. riabharngaillmeirgib griansroill B, gub riabar ngallmergibh griansroill M, ribar 

ngaillmergib grian sroill E.

rebar ngallmergib grian sroill G.

e. sceirdit broigh snechta asasroin B, scerdit broig sneachta asasroin M, sgeirdig 

broig snechta sasroin E.

sgerdid brocc snechta asasroin G.

f. occaib darechtga imiarnoin B, occaibh darechtgha imiamoin M, ogaib tarachtda 

imiamoin E.

agaibhthar eacht[g]a \m iarmoin G.
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Notes

Previous editions. Meyer (1913b, 184-5; 1913d, 75; 1917, 44; 1919, no. 25); Greene 

and O’Connor (1967, 200-1).

The metre is deibide imrinn 'forddlach  (7' 7^ 7' 7^ ? ' 7^). Murphy (1961, 87 s.v.) 

states that the adjective/or^/d/ac/j refers to the addition of a couplet to the normal 

form of the quatrain. The term is also used in this sense in §31 and §39 below. The 

end-words of each couplet form rinn / airdrinn rhyme: moir (a) : fi'admdin (b); Boinn

( c ) : gnan'^srdill (d); srnin ( e ) : iarnoin (f). There is also rhyme between the 

endwords of ace and bdf: moir (a) : Boinn (c) : sroin (e); fi'admdin (b ) : gnan^srdill

(d) : iarnoin (f). There is internal rhyme between barngeintih (c) ; ngallmeirgib (d) 

and snechta ( e ) : Echtga (f).

Murchada moir. Meyer (1913d, 75) prints this poem under the heading ‘On the 

defeat of Ragnall by Murrough King of Leinster a.d. 994’. AU  s.a. 994 record the 

following entry: Raghnall mac Imair do marbad do Murchad ‘Raghnall, son of 

Imhar, was killed by Murchad’. Murchad is identified as Murchad son of Finn {AU, 

502 note 2): ‘Murchad son of Finn, king of Leinster. But in the Ann. Four Mast, (at 

994) it is stated that Raghnall was slain by the son of Murchadh, son of Finn, which is 

more correct. The death of Murchad, son of Finn, is recorded above at the year 971’.

ar barngeintib. arbarngeintibh B, arbarngentibh M, arbarrgenntib E, ar 

bharngentibh G. Rhymes with gallmeirgib. The first element, barn, is not well 

attested. It is found in glossaries where it is explained as brithem  ‘judge’ and 

rechtaire ‘steward’, see DIL s.v. col. 37,1. 20. I have left this element untranslated. 

Meyer (1913d, 75) translates barngeintib as ‘heathen hordes’, while Greene and 

O ’Connor translate ‘infidels’. Note that E reads barrgenntib. Genti ‘heathens’ is 

often used of the Vikings.

Boinn. Note the contracted form, confirmed by the syllable count and by rhyme.
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re bar ngallmeirgib. M ’s reading gub riabar ngallmergibh is probably due to 

dittography, cf. preceding giiboin.

broid. broigh B, broig ME, brocc G. DIL cites this line 5.v. brod ‘particle’ and 

translates ‘snowflakes’. Lenited g and lenited d  are often confused in the MSS. 

Meyer reads broig and also suggests (1917, 45 note 1) that this refers to panting 

breath.

Echtga. Slieve Aughty on the borders of Galway and Clare; see Hogan (1910, 393).

§ 17 Is aire na techtann deibide imrinn corran, amaro thomnaither combad laid 

luascach. Ar ai sin, do-ciiatar na filid ara thuicsin, co ndernsatar corran forrain, amal 

a-ta inar ndiaid;

Fechtus do-chuaid Cir mac Dair

do thriall ^forbaise i nEtail airther na tire taimis.

Siblaid fo chreich is fo chain

Auguist is’ chaille Fretain: ferann Sicile sraiglis.

Finit dona deibidib.

This is why deibide imrinn does not possess a ‘hook’, so that it might not be supposed

that it could be laid luascach. Nevertheless, the poets began to perceive it [thus], so

that they made an ‘augmenting (?) hook’, as is below;

Cir son of Dair once went on a hostile expedition in Italy [and] he subdued the east of 

the country. He marches in a plundering expedition and under rule in August in the 

land of the Fretani: he ravaged the land of Sicily.
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The deibide metres end.

MSS; Isaire natechtann debidhe imrind corranach amarotomnaithi’r  combad laidh 

luascach araesin dochuadar nafiledh aratuigsin condermsadar corran forrain amail ata 

i«arndiaidh B, Isaire natechtand debide iwrind corran arnarotomnaigth^r conbad laid 

luascach ar aisen docuadar nafilidh aratuigsiu condf’mdsadar corran forrain ita M, 

Isaire na techtann deibide imrind corran amatoimnitfr comad laidh luascach arai sai« 

docuaidt-r nafilidh arathuigsiw condt-mat con'an Ita E.

a. Feachtus docuaidh cir mac dair B, Fechtas dochuaidh cir mac dair M, fechtus 

docuaidh cir mac dair E.

b. dotriall forbuse inedail airrt- natire tairrneas B, dotriall orbaisse airedail air ther na 

tire taimes M, dotriall ors < ...>e aredail airthir natire taimeas E.

c. siblaidh focrech isfocai/i B, siblaidh focrich no focrech isfochain M, siublaid 

focreith isfocai/i E.

d. augaist ischoili fretain femsicile sraigleas B, auguist iscoili fretain ft*rand sicile 

fraigleas {sic) M, augdaist iscailli freatainn fe-rand siccil sroiglis E.

Finit dona debidib B, Finit dona debhide M, Finit donadeibib E.

Notes

1 2  2 1 2  2The metre is an extended form (corrdnach) of deibide imrinn {1 ,1  1 \1  ,1  1 ). 

The prose introduction suggests that this metre could be confused with laid luascach, 

for which see §100 below. It is difficult to see how the two metres could be 

confused, however, as the example of laid luascach cited in §100 has a syllabic 

structure 7  ̂7  ̂V' 7'̂  7 '\ The present stanza has been discussed by 6  Cuiv (1989, 55- 

6), who notes the reference to a story of classical origin about Cyrus son of Darius. 6  

Cuiv does not translate the stanza. As regards the pattern of rhyme, he states that 

‘Since the form is described as deibide imrind we may assume that the finals of a and
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c of the basic quatrain rime and that each makes airdrinn with the final of the second 

line of the couplets, that is, b and d, which also rime with one another.’ Note that the 

example of deibide scailte chorrdnach cited in § 12 has a similar rhyming pattern, 

except that there is no rhyme between the end-words of lines ac or the first halves of 

lines bd. For a metrical analysis of the present stanza, see p. 70 above.

na techtann ...  corran. corranach B, corran ME. B has a plene reading corrdnach 

‘hooked’, while ME both read corra followed by a suspension stroke. The context 

suggests that this should be a noun corrdn ‘hook’ which seems to refer to the addition 

of extra syllables to a line. The adjective corrdnach is used in a similar sense.

corran forrain. DIL s.v. forrdn  ‘assault’ col. 357,1. 12 cites the example in our text 

and suggests the meaning ‘raiding sickle (name of a metre)’. The term is clearly not 

used as a metrical name, however. Forrdn can also be used in a grammatical sense of 

the comparative degree of an adjective: com parait... lasin Laitneoir .i. ...forran  ... 

lasinfilid  {Auraic\. 645). In our text seems to refer to the extension

of the normal metrical structure and I tentatively translate the phrase as ‘augmenting 

hook’. DIL s.v. corrdn ‘hook’ col. 485, 11. 56-8 suggests that corrdn forrdin  refers to 

a ‘metre with extra line after each couplet of deibide’, which is an accurate 

description of the present stanza.

do-chuaid. The contracted form is established by the syllable count.

Cir mac Dair. There are a number of references in Irish sources to Cyrus son of 

Darius, the king of Persia, who in 408 BC led a campaign in Asia Minor against the 

Athenians (6  Cuiv 1989, 55 note 19).

na tire. Note loss of neuter gender.

tairnis. Note simplification of compound verb do-airindi > tairnid.
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fo chain. Cain is normally used of a law promulgated by a king or by the Church, as 

opposed to common law (fenechas) (Kelly 1988, 305).

Ms chaille. Note Middle Irish reduction of the article.

Fretain. This word makes rinn /airdrinn rhyme with chain (c) and also rhymes with 

Etdil (b). O ’Cuiv, op. cit., suggests that Fretain is based on Latin Fretani, the name 

of a population group. Also known as Frentani and Ferentani, they are mentioned in 

writings by Caesar, Cicero and Pliny the Elder and were found in the district know 

today as eastern Campania. Oakely (2005, 9.16.1) notes that Livy refers to them on a 

number of occasions: ‘Livy here refers for the first time to the Frentani, the tribe 

which lived along the Adriatic sea-board, with major centres at Histonium, Auxanum 

and Larinum. Frentanian culture in the 4* century is not easily distinguished from 

that of the neighbouring Samnites, and it is quite likely that the Frentani were often 

politically dependent upon their powerful neighbours.’ I am grateful to Anna 

Chahoud for this reference.

ferann. Note that Thumeysen expands the syllable stroke o v e r/in  BM as -or. E, 

however, has the contraction for er and ferann is clearly the better reading.

§ 18 Incipit dona dianaib. Dian air^seng comthrom in so:

A ^fetanaig, 

a chomaire, a chleraige, 

a ^fis fon tir,

a chris gan scm, a scelaige.

Here begin the dfan metres.
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This is dian air^seng comthrom: ‘Du Pfeifenspieler, du Homblaser, du wandemder 

Musikant, du, den das ganze Land kennt, du Giirtel ohne Messer, du 

Geschichtenerzahler!’. Meyer (1919, no. 69).

You piper, you hom-player, you wandering musician, you who are known throughout 

the land, you belt without a knife, you storyteller.

MSS: Dian aireang comtrom annso B, Dianaireng comtrom annso M, Dian airing 

comtrom annso E. 

dian fereng cermtrom G.

a. a^feadanaig B, afeadanaigh M, Afedanaig E. 

a^feadanaigh G.

b. acornaire acliaraige B, achormaire acleraige M, acomaire acliaraide E. 

acornaire acliaraighe G.

c. afis fantir B, afis fontir M, afis fontir E. 

a^fis fontir G.

(I. acris ganscin ascelaige B, acris gansgin ascelaige M, acris gan scin ascelaigi E. 

acris gansgin asgelaighe G.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 69).

The metre is dian air^seng comthrom  ‘balanced dian air^seng' (4'̂  8'̂  4 ' 8'̂ ). This 

stanza has the same syllabic structure and rhyming pattern as the illustration of dian 

air^seng ina cirt choir cen impod cited in §21. The adjective comthrom ‘even, 

balanced’ may be used here in opposition to dian air^seng impoid ‘inverted dian 

air^seng" §20.
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G differs from BME in reading cenntrom, for which see p. 78. There is end-rhyme 

between chleraige ( b ) : scelaige (d), aicill rhyme between n'r ( c ) : scm  (d) and 

internal rhyme between//5 ( c ) : chris (d).

scin. The contracted form is established by the syllable count.

a chleraige. DIL s.v. cUaraige suggests the meaning ‘member of a cUar, one of a 

poetic band’, citing one other example {chliaruidhe, DDdna 102.27 ). Note that the 

vocative particle cannot be elided here (after chornaire) as the metre requires a line of 

eight syllables.

§19 Dian lar^seng in so:

Cuim Chiialann,

cia ’sin choiciud nos congbann?

Do Domnall

dailter in buiden buaball.

This is di'an lar'^seng: ‘The drinking horns of Cualu, who is there in the province to 

seize them? To Domnall let the host of bugles be dealt!’ (Meyer 1917, 45)

‘Die Trinkhomer von Cualu, wer ist in der Provinz, der sie ergreift? Domnall werde 

die Menge der Horner zugeteilt!’. (Meyer 1919, no. 30)

MSS: Dian fiareang an/zso B, Dian fiarea/rg inso M, Dian aireng an«so E.

Dian iareang G.

a. Cuirn cualann B, Cuimd cuala/id M, Cuinu? cualand E.

Cuim chualann G.
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b. ciasin coigidh noscongbund B, ciaisincuigeadh nos congban« M, ciasin cuigid 

noscongband E.

ciasa .u.eadh nos congba«d G.

c. dodoA«nall BME. 

dodomnall G.

d. dailtfr inbuidhen buabull B, dailter inbuiden buaball M, dailter iwbuidin buaball E. 

dailter inbhuidhean buabhall G.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 45; 1919, no. 30); Murphy (1961, [65]); Byrne 

(1973, 153).

2 2 2 2The metre is dian I'ar^seng (3 7 3 7 ). The rhyming pattern is unusual in that there 

is end-rhyme between Chiialann ( a ) ; buaball (d) and conghann ( b ) : Domnall (c). In 

§22 below, the order of the last two lines is reversed and the stanza illustrates dian 

I'ar^seng impdid.

Cuirn Chualann. The ale of Cualu was one of the prerogatives of the king of 

Leinster: At latt a adha immorro: mess Almuine, fi'ad Glinni Serraich, o lfr i coinnle 

ci'artha in nDinn Ri'gh, cidrm Chualann, cluiche Carmain. ‘His lucky things are: the 

mast of Almain, the deer of Glenn Serraich, to drink by the light of wax candles in 

Dinn Rig, the ale of Cualu, the games of Carman’ (Dillon 1951-2, 12-13). Binchy 

(1963, 35 note on 1. 453) states that the drinking-horns of Cualu in our poem are a 

symbol of the king’s sovereignty over the kingdom. A poem in the Leinster 

genealogies in praise of Aed Dub poses the question: Indat cuirn buabaill do chuirn /  

7 in coirm chualand do chuirm  ‘Are your horns drinking horns and is your ale the ale 

of Cualu?’ {Corp. Gen. 316 a 12; my translation; see also Byrne 1973, 152).
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nos congbann. This form shows two Middle Irish features: the simplification of the 

compound verb con-gaib to congbaid and the spread of the third singular conjunct 

present indicative ending -ann, for which see S na G III §12.12.

Domnali. Byrne, op. cit., identifies the subject of this poem as Domnall mac 

Murchada, who was king of Leinster from 1072-75.

buiden buaball. Meyer (1917, 45) translates ‘the host of bugles’ although the 

context suggests that buaball is used here in the sense of ‘drinking-horn’.
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§20 Dian air^seng impoid in so:

A Eirennaig,

do drochrannaib as lomnan dorn, 

a Albanaig,

a Lochlannaig, a goblan gorm.

Tliis is Jian air^seng impoid: O Irishman, whose fist is full of bad verses, O 

Scotsman, O Norseman, O house martin.

MSS; Dianaireang impoidh B, Dianaire«g iinpaithe inso M, Dianaireng impaiti i/idso 

E.

a. Aeiri«naigh B, Aere«naigh M, Aeri'waig E.

b. dodrochrannaibh islomnan domn B, dodrochrannaibh islomnan dom M, dodroch 

ran/jaib aslomnan dom E.

c. aalbanaigh BM, aalbanaig E.

d. alochlandaigh agoblan gorm B, alochlannaigh agoblan gorm M, alochlanwaigh 

agoblan gorm E.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1909, 23 §61); Murphy (1961, [33J).

3 1 3  1The metre is dian air^seng impoid ‘inverted di'an air^seng' (4‘ 8 4 8 ). B reads 

impoidh, genitive singular of the verbal noun, while ME read the participle impaithe 

(M), impaiti (E). In addition to the main rhyme between dorn ( b ) : gorm  (d), there is 

internal rhyme between drochrannaib ( b ) : Lochlannaig (d) and lomnan (b) : gobldn 

(d - imperfect). In §21 below, a version of this stanza is cited ina cirt choir cen 

impod ‘in its proper correct state without reversal’ (this is the version cited in G). 

Dian air'^seng impoid differs from dian air'^seng ina cirt choir cen impod (4^ 8  ̂4* 8^)
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§21 and di'an air^seng comthrom (4‘ 8' 4 8 ') §18 in that the octosyllabic lines end in 

a monosyllable. As Murphy notes (1961, 48), the example of di'an air'^seng cited in 

MVW  §3 has a different syllabic structure (7* 1^ ? ' 7'̂ ).

do drochrannaib as lomnan dorn. This phrase suggests that the subject is being 

criticised for the composition or purchase of faulty verse. Other examples of such 

criticism in our text are Nocon '^fuil a main co demin / amail do-gm diiana ‘His worth 

does not exist, indeed, in the way that he composes poems’ §44 and a droch'fir ddna 

‘you bad poet’ §197.

as. For as/asa, a relative form of the copula used with a genitival function, see 

Breatnach (1980b, 1-2) and GOI §507.

goblan gorm. DIL .v.v. 2 gahldn gives the meaning ‘name of a bird’. Since gabldn is 

a diminutive form of gabui ‘a fork’ it must refer to a bird with a forked tail. It is 

sometimes qualified by a word in the genitive, e.g. gabhldn gainmhe ‘sand martin’ 

and gabhldn gaoi[the\ ‘hawk’. Fergus Kelly has suggested (personal comment) that 

in the present context goblan gorm may allude to a bird such as the house martin, 

which is black/blue in colour and is known for its persistent, screeching cry. The 

term could then be used here to suggest that the subject has a loud and screeching 

voice. Similarly, in addressing him as an Irishman, Scotsman and Norseman, the poet 

may be suggesting that he is incoherent.
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§21 Is amlaid so immorro anas dfan air^seng ina cirt choir cen impod;

A Eirennaig

a Albanaig, a Lochlannaig, 

a goblan gorm

as lomnan dom do drochrannaib.

This, then, is how dian ait^seng remains in its proper correct state without inversion:

O Irishman, O Scotsman, O Norseman, O house martin whose fist is full of bad 

verses.

MSS: Isamlaidh so immorro anas dian aireng i^acirt coir gan impod B, Isamlaidh so 

immorro anas dian aireng inacirt coir cen impudh M, Isam/a/J iscoir cenimpudh E. 

Dian aireang coir G.

a. Aerennaig B, Aeremiaigh M, Aert’Aiaig E.

Aereandaich G.

b. aalbanaigh alochlandaigh B, aalbanaigh (alochlannaig orn.) M, aalbanaigh 

aloclanna/g E.

aalbanaigh alochlannaigh G.

c. agoblan gorm B, agoblan gorm M, agoblan gorm E. 

agobhlangorAM G.

d. islomnan dom dodrochrandaibh B, isloA«nan dom dodrochrannaibh M, aslomnan 

dorn dodrocrandaib E.

islomnan dudrochrandaib G.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [33a]).
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The metre is di'an air'^seng ina cirt choir cen impod (4' 8' 4 8 ). The syllabic 

structure and pattern of rhyme are the same as in the example of di'an air^seng 

comthrom illustrated in §18. There is end-rhyme between Lochlannaig (b ) : 

drochrannaih (d) and aicill rhyme between gorm (c ) : darn (d). There is also 

imperfect internal rhyme between gobldn (c ) : lomndn (d). As in the examples of 

emain imrinn §8 and di'an I'ar'^seng §19, G cites only the standard version of di'an 

I'ar^seng and omits the ‘inverted’ version illustrated in §22.

anas. Note late Old Irish/Middle Irish relative in adverbial cleft sentence (GOI 

§506).

§22 Is amlaid so impaither dian lar^seng:

Cuim Chualann,

cia ’sin choiciud nos congbann?

Dailter in buiden buaball 

ar Domnall.

This is how di'an I'ar^seng is inverted: The drinking horns of Cualu, who in there in 

the province to seize them? Let the host of bugles be dealt to Domnall. (Translation 

is based on Meyer 1917, 45; see §19 above)

MSS: Isamlaidhso xmpoxAhXer dianaireng B, Isa/nlaidh seo impaither dianaireng M, Is 

omXaid so immorro impaitf'r dian airing E. 

am. H.

a. Cuirn cualam  B, Cuinw cualarw M, Cuirn cualand E.

Cuimd cuala/rd H.
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b. ciasi«coigid noscongban/z B, ciasi/? cuigheadh nosco«gba«d M, ciasincuigid 

noscong band E.

cia sincuiciudh nosco«gba«AJ H.

c. dailter inbuiden buabull B, dailter iwbuidhen buaball M, dailte'r inhmden  buaball E. 

dailter inbuiden buaball H.

d. ardoAnnall BME. 

ardomnall H.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [66]).

The metre is di'an iar^seng [impdid]. The syllabic structure is 3^ 7^ 7^ 3^. There is 

end-rhyme between congbann ( b ) ; Dom nall (d) and Chualann ( a ) : buaball (c). This 

is a modified version of the stanza illustrating di'an lar^seng  in §19 and one would 

have expected it to come immediately after §19 in the tract, cf. deibide imrinn §6, a 

impod §7 and dian air^seng impdid §20, dian aii^seng ina cirt choir cen irnpod §21. 

Note that H omits §§10-21 and the introduction to the present stanza (a blank space is 

left in the MS). The version in §19 differs from this version only in reading do  

Domnall.

impaither. Note simplex form for complex and relative in adverbial cleft.
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§23 Is aire immorro at-berar ‘dfana’ dfb: ar chach dfb do chumasc tria n-araili 7 nach 

larmaib fen ro cumaiscit. No combad aire at-bertais dfana dfb: ara dene do-gnfter 7 

gabtair 7 ar laiget a n-adbair. Mad far taithmech ^focail immorro is dfan .i. ‘di’ 7 

‘an’. In ‘di’ fil and, is coitchenn etir becc 7 mor; int ‘an’ fil ann, is inann 7 cech dara 

fecht.

This, then, is why they are called 'dian metres’: on account of each of them being 

mixed up with the others and because it was not by themselves alone that they were 

mixed up. Or this would be why they used to call them ‘’dian metres’: on account of 

the speed with which they are composed and recited and the smallness of their 

subject-matter. If it is according to word-analysis, however, it is 'diari’ i.e. ''di' 

[‘from’] and "an' [‘splendid’]. The ‘di' which is in it is common both great and small 

(?); the an which is in it is the same every second time’ (?).

MSS: Isaire immorro adberar dianaireng dibh arcach dibh documusc trianaraile 

7nachiarmaib fen rocu/naisgidh no combadair adbertis diana dibh aradene dogniter 

7gabthar 7arlaiged anadhbair. Madh iartaithmeach focail \mmorro isdian .i. di 7 an 

indi fil arm iscoitcend idir bee 7mhor in tan fil ann isinanw 7gach darafecht B.

Isaire immorro atberar diana dibar cach dibh doc//masc tria naraile mat/i iarmaibh fen 

rocjunaiscit no combadh aire atbtrdais diana dib aradene dognither 7gabthair 7 

arlaiget anadbair. Mad iar taithmech focail imtnorro is dia/i .i. di 7 dian (expunction 

marks under di) in dian fil am  iscoitcenn et/r bee 7mor anan fil ann 7isinan Tgach 

darafecht M.

Is amlaid immorro adberar diana dib ar cach dib documasc tria naraili Inach iarmaib 

fein rocumaiscid no comad aire adberdais diana dib ar[a]deine donitir 7gabtair 7 

arlaiget anadbair Madiartaimtech focail immorro isdian .i. di 7an indi fil and 

iscoitcind etir beg 7mor anan fil and isinann Icach dara fecht E.
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Is airi atberar diana diib arcach diib documasc trianaraili 7nach iarmaib fen 

rocumaiscit no comad aire atbf^rtais diana dib aradene dogniter Tgabthair Varlaigett a 

nadba/r. Madiartaithmech focca/1 immorro isdian .i. di 7an. indi fil and hcoiXchenn 

et/r bee imor in tan filann isinann Vcechtar dafecht nodian .i. diaer no dian .i. dii 

foaidbli .i. adbal ahani H.

Notes

This section explains why di'an metres are so called, firstly through an explanation of 

the nature of the metres and secondly through the use of an etymological gloss on the 

word di'an itself. In §§209-10 below, etymological glosses are also used to explain 

the terms diian and tnrech. For a discussion of the use of etymological glosses in 

legal texts, see Breatnach (1996b).

H adds an alternative gloss at the end of the passage: no cli'an .i. ‘di-der’ no dian A.

‘d i ’ fa  ‘aidble’ A. cuihal a hane ‘or dian ‘i.e. “non-satire” or dian i.e. “J /” indicates 

“great size”, i.e. great its splendour’. A similar gloss is found in Aiiraicept na nEces: 

Dian A. di air: no dian A. adbal an no ni ain ‘Dian i.e. “non-satire” : or dian i.e. “great 

(and) splendid” or “a thing of splendour”’ [Auraic. 11. 1584-5; my translation).

Calder mistakenly translates di air as ‘two satires’. The gloss di-der ‘non-satire’ is 

similar to the explanation of the metre anair in the glossary Dull Dromma Ceta\ anair 

A. ainm aircetail; is e dogm cli A. anaor, ni haor acht is molad ‘anair i.e. the name of 

a metre; it is that which the cU composes, i.e. non-satire, it is not satire but it is praise’ 

{CIH 605.17). Cf. also anair A. a n-aor no an-air (Auraic. 11. 4657). Note that 

Thurneysen (1912, 61) mistakenly states that M omits the words diana dib.

in ‘di’ fil ann. M differs from the other MSS in reading in dian f i l  ann.

in ‘an’ fil ann. ME read anan against in tan BH. This may reflect preservation of 

the neuter article.
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§24 Dian mid^seng in so:

Dagduine dia ndelbaim dagduain 

Diingal gasta gellamach 

Cluchair - ni chluinem  a mmech - 

luchair Imech lennanach.

This is dian rnid'^seng. A good man for whom I compose a good poem -  sprightly, 

bright-handed Diingal o f Cluchar (?) -  we do not hear o f his ... -  radiant, lined, 

beloved.

MSS: Dian mideang andso B, Dianmeang inso M, Dian m ideng annso E.

Dian midseng inso .i. H.

a. Dagduine diandelbai/n dagduain B, Daghduine diandelbai/zi dagh duain M, 

Dagdui/ie diandelbaim dagduain E.

Dagduini diandelbaim dagduain H.

h. dungal gasda gellamach B, dungal gasta gellemach M, dun gal gasta gellamach E. 

dungal gasta gellamach H.

c. clucair nichluinim amineach B, cluchair nicluineam  amineach M, clucair nicluinem 

aminech E.

cluchair nicluinem aminech H.

d. luchair lineach leandanach B, luchair lineach leannanach M, lucair linech 

leandanach E.

luchflj'r linech lendanach H.

Notes

The metre is dian mid'^seng (8^ 7  ̂ 8  ̂7^). There is end-rhym e between gelldmach  (b)

: lennanach  (d), aicill rhyme between minech  ( c ) : linech (d) and internal rhyme 

between Cluchair ( c ) : luchair (d).
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gellamach. Rhymes with lenndnach. I take this as a compound of gel ‘bright, white’ 

and Idmach ‘handed’. Cf. a  ... uarldmaig ‘you ... cold-handed fellow!’ §198 below 

and the compound gelmeracha (Best 1915, 305.17).

Cluchair. clucair BE, cluchair MH. Rhymes w i t h DIL cites lines bd s. v. 

Icluchair and no meaning is given. The reader is referred to the personal name Cu 

Chluchair, where the second element rhymes with snithair. Cuchluchair /  gentair 

eterdd  ^sruthair: /  broimm cruaid I'ar n-ithi arba, /  i timnu anma Concluchair ‘Cii 

Chluchair will be slain between two streams; a hard fart, after eating com, speeding 

the soul of Cu Chluchair’ (Meyer 1893, 191-3; my translation). The name Cii 

Chluchair suggests that cluchair is genitive singular of either a personal name or a 

placename. Hogan (1910), 272) cites one example of a placename Cluthar in Kerry.

minech. Rhymes with Knech. Only this example is cited in DIL and no meaning is 

given. The syntax suggests that this is a noun. Since the stanza is in praise of 

Dungal, the phrase m chluinem a minech ‘we do not hear of his m inech', suggests that 

the term is likely to have negative connotations. It may be substantival use of an 

adjective from mine ‘smoothness, mildness’, cf. Dineen i'.y. mineach.

ni chluinem. DIL s.v. linech mistakenly cites this reading as ni chluinn. Note 

Middle Irish loss of deponent inflexion.

linech. Rhymes with minech. Thumeysen mistakenly states that this word is omitted 

in M. DIL 5.V linech col. 159,11. 83-4 gives several other examples of this adjective 

in praise poetry, where it refers to cheeks and hair.

lennanach. The only other example of this adjective cited in DIL 5.v. is also from 

M V  III, see §159 below. No meaning is given. I take it as an adjective from lenndn 

‘lover’ in the sense of ‘having many lovers, beloved’.
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§25 Dian mid^seng cenntrom in so:

Mael Sechnaill mac Domnaill daithgil 

dom i Tailtin tulgatanaig, 

daig na daim crannchur, mo chara, 

anfud mara mulbratanaig.

This is di'an mid'^seng cenntrom: ‘Mael Sechlainn, Sohn des weiBfarbigen Domnall, 

der die Faust auf Tailtiu mit geflochtener Brustwehr legt, ein Held wie eine 

Feuerflamme, der keinen Loswurf duldet, mein Freund, Sturm des seefischreichen 

Meeres’. (Meyer 1919, no. 34)

Mael Sechnaill, son of handsome, bright Domnall, a fist in front-osiered Tailtiu, a 

flame who does not concede casting of lots, my friend, a storm of the many-salmoned 

sea.

MSS: Dian mideang corranach no ceandtrom B, Dian mieang cenntrom i«so M, Dian 

mideng cenntrom andso E.

Dian mids^/ig centrom indso H, Dian midheang ceantrom G.

a. Maelsechlaind mac domnaill daithghil B, Maelsechnaill mac do/nnaill daithgil M, 

Mael sechlaind mac domnaill daithgil E.

Moelsecluind mac domnaill dathghil H, Maileachlaind mac domnaill daithgill G.

b. dorn atailtin tulgatanaigh B, dorn itailtin tulgatanaigh M, dorn atailtin tulgadanaig 

E.

dom itailtin tulgatanaigh H, dorn itailltin tulgadanaigh G.

c. daig nadaim crannchar mocara B, daigh nach dai/n crandcur mocara M, daigh 

nadhma crandcair mocara E.

daig nadaim crandchor mochara H, daigh nachdamh crarmchor mochara G.

d. anfadh mara murbradanaigh B, anfudh mara mulbratanaigh M, anfadh mara 

mu[ljbradanaig E.
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anfad mara mulbratanaigh H, anfudh mara mulbhradanaigh G.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 34); Murphy (1961 [34]).

The metre is dian mid'^seng cenntrom  (8^ 8“* 8  ̂8“̂). Note that B reads corranach no 

ceandtrom. There is end-rhyme between tulgatdnaig ( b ) : midbratdnaig (d) and aicill 

rhyme between daithgil ( a ) : Tailtin (b - imperfect) and chara ( c ) ; mara (d). There is 

internal rhyme between crannchur ( c ) : anfud (d). For cenntrom  in the metrical 

names of §§25-29, see p. 78.

Mael Sechnaill. Maelsechlaind B, Maelsechnaill M, Mael sechlaind E,

Moelsecluind H, Maileachlaind G. Meyer reads Mael Sechlaind. I follow M, which 

reads the earlier form (6  Cuiv 1979, 45-6); cf. §105 below. Thumeysen (1912, 87) 

notes that a Mael Sechnaill son of Domnall reigned in Tailtiu from 980-1002 and 

from 1014-1022.

tulgatanaig. I follow Murphy (1961, 124 5.v.) in taking tulgatdnaig as an adjective 

formed from tul ‘protuberance, boss (of shield), forehead’ plus gatdn, diminutive of 

gat ‘withy’. Murphy suggests a meaning ‘front-osiered’ or ‘very-osiered’ in the sense 

of ‘with a wattled fence in front’.

mara. Note the Middle Irish form (Old Irish mara), fixed by aicill rhyme with chara.

mulbratanaig. An adjective from mid ‘heap’ plus bratdn ‘salmon’. Murphy reads 

midbratdnaig, while Meyer follows B against the other MSS in reading 

murbratdnaig.
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§26 Dian brecht chenntrom in so:

Brigit buadach, 

buaid na fine, 

siiir Rig nime, 

nar in duine 

eslinn luige, 

lethan breo.

Ro-siacht noimnem, 

muimme Goidel 

riar na n-oiged, 

ofbel ecnai 

ingen Dubthaig, 

duine uallach 

Brigit buadach, 

bethad beo.

This is dian brecht chenntrom: ‘Triumphant Brigid, glory of her kindred, sister of 

Heaven’s King, a noble woman, a danger to perjurers, a broad-spreading flame. She 

has reached holy Heaven, the foster-mother of the Gael, the desire of aliens, a spark 

of wisdom, daughter of Dubthach, a proud woman, triumphant Brigid, the living one 

of life’. (Meyer 1917,45)

‘Die glorreiche Brigitta, der Ruhm ihres Geschlechtes, Schwester des 

Himmelskonigs, hehr ist die Frau, gefahrvoll bei (falschem) Eidschwur, eine breite 

Flamme.

Sie hat den Himmel erreicht, die Pflegemutter der Galen, den Fremden willfahrig, 

der ziindende Funke der Weisheit, die Tochter Dubthachs, eine stolze Frau, die 

glorreiche Brigitta, die Lebendige des Lebens’. (Meyer 1919, no. 51)
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MSS: Dian brechtach cerwtrom annso B, Dian brectach cenntrom inso M, Dian brect 

cendtrom andso E.

D \m  brecta centrom inso H.

a. Brigid buadach B, Brigit buadach M, Brigid buadach E.

Brigit buadach H.

b. buaid nafine B, buaid nafine M, buaid nafine E. 

buaid nafine H.

c. siur rig nime B, siur rig niA«e M, siur ri nim/ze E. 

siur righ nime H.

d. nar induine B, nar indui«e M, nar i«dui«e E. 

nar imdimi H.

e. eisliwd luige B, esHnd luige M, eslind luighe E. 

eslind luige H.

/. leathanbreo. B, leathan breo. M, lethan leo E. 

lethan breo H.

g. Rosiacht nae/« neainh B, rosiacht naem neam M, rosiacht naem neam E. 

rosiacht naemnem H.

h. muime gaedeal B, muimi gaedel M, mbuime gaideal E. 

mj/mme goide/ H.

i. riar nanaidead B, riar nanaighedh M, riar nanaigead E. 

riar nanoiged H.

j. aebeal ecna B, oebel egna M, aebeal egna E. 

oebel ecnai H.

k. ingean dubhthaigh B, i«gen dubthaigh M, \ngen dubhtha/g E. 

ingen dubhtha/g H.

/. duine uallach B, duine uallach M, duine uallach E. 

dune uallach H.

m. brigid uallach B, brigit buadach M, brigid buadac/z E. 

brig/r buadach H.
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n. beathadh beo B, beatha beo M, bethad beo E. 

betad beo H.

A version o f this poem in LL I. 5302-4 reads: Dian brecta centromm ut. a. Brigit 

buadach / buaid nafine / siiir rig nime / nar induine / eslind luige / lethan breo / 

rosiacht naem nem / mumi gaedel / riar nanaiged / aebel ecnae / i«gen dubthaigh / ain 

uallach / brigit buadach / bethad beo

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 45; 1919, no. 51).

The metre is dian hrecht chenntrom (4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 3' : 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 3'). For 

cenntrom  in names of metres, see p.78 above. The poem is in two parts and both 

words in the last lines of each section rhyme: lethan bred (f) : bethad bed (n). There 

is end-rhyme between fine  ( b ) : nime (c); diiine ( d ) : huge (e); uallach (1): buadach 

(m). Oi'ged (i) rhymes with mnbnem ( g ) ; Goi'del (h) and also forms aicill rhyme with 

oi'bel (g). It can also be analysed as a stressed metre, with two stresses per line (in 

the case of line c, Rig is destressed before genitive nime).

There is almost consistent linking alliteration (fidrad freccomail) within pairs of lines 

in the first half (ab, cd, ef),  alternating with end-rhyme as a link between pairs of 

lines . In the second half, lines ghi are linked by end-rhyme and there is no linking 

alliteration; lines ijkl are linked by alliteration and there is no end-rhyme (but there is 

rhyme between oi'ged : oibeiy, lines Im are linked by end-rhyme; lines mn are linked 

by alliteration.

Dian brecht chenntrom  is not among the types of dian illustrated in M V l l  (§§3-8), 

but our text is cited as an illustration of di'an brechta chenntrom in a tract on dian 

metres in the Book of Leinster (LL 5305-5319) which draws all of its other examples 

from M V II §§3-8. Full readings from this version are given in the variants. The MSS
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show variation in the name of the metre between brechtach (BM), brecht (E) and 

brechta (HL). I follow E against the other MSS on the grounds that the adjective 

brecht (E) is found in the metrical name slat brecht (§71 and §§132-9) and 

rannaigecht brecht mor (§53). The only example of brechtach ‘speckled, variegated’ 

(BM) cited in DIL is from our poem. Note that in §27 below E reads Ollbrectad 

against Ollbreccad B, Ollbrecadh M, Ollbreccad H.

siur, ro-siacht. Note Middle Irish contracted forms.

eslinn luige. Lit. ‘danger of swearing’. As Meyer suggests (1917 note 2) the general 

sense is ‘it is dangerous to commit perjury in invoking her’. The Middle Irish form 

hiige (Old Irish higae) is fixed by rhyme with diiine.

breo. E differs from the other MSS in reading leo.

riar na n-oiged. According to Meyer (1917 note 2) oiged is used here in the sense of 

‘foreigners’ as opposed to the native Irish referred to in the preceding line mumme 

Goi'del.

duine. The version in LL reads ain, which is unmetrical. 

buadach. B reads uallach due to dittography.
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§27 Ollbreccad deine cenntruime in so:

Teimel teined geibed deibech 

beired Feimen fedan mborrbeimennach; 

bunad brogad, togad torad 

Lugaid lodan lebar longleimennach.

This is ollbreccad deine cenntruime: the darkness of fire -  let it begin strife, let 

Feimen of the mightily-striking bands endure, let him increase possessions, let him 

choose profit -  ... , tall, ship-leaping Lugaid .

MSS: Ollbreccad dene cerwitruiAwe an/jso B, Ollbrecadh deine cenntruime i«so M, 

Ollbrectad deine cenntrui/ne annso E.

Ollbrecad dein centruime inso H.

a. Temel tened gebedh debeach B, Temel tenead gebed debech M, Teimil teineadh 

geibidh deibech E.

Temel tened gebed debech H.

b. beread feimen ^feda/7 mborrbeimendach B, beread femhen fedan boiTbeimendach 

M, heriA feimin feadan borr beimindach E.

bfred femen fedan borr bemennach H.

c. bunadh brogadh togadh toradh B, bunadh brogadh togadh toradh M, bunadh 

broghad toghad toradh E.

hxogad bunud torad togad H.

d. lughaid lodan lebar longleimendach B, lughaidh lodan leabar longleimendach M, 

lughaid lodan lebar longleimindach E.

lugaid lodan lebar longlemennach H.

Notes
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Previous edition: Murphy (1961 [35]).

The metre is ollbreccad deine cenntruime (8^ 10“* 8  ̂ 10' )̂. Note that E reads 

Ollbrectad.

This stanza is an illustration of a breccad form of dian chenntrom. There is end- 

rhyme between the last two words of lines bd: fedan mborrbeimennach ( b ) : lebar 

longleimennach (d). There is breccad rhyme between teimel ( a ) : teined ( a ) : geibed 

( a ) ; deibech ( a ) : beired (b ) : Feimen (b); brogad ( c ) : togad ( c ) : torad ( c ) ; lodan 

(d); bunad ( c ) : Lughaid (d -  imperfect). Note the pattern of linking rhyme {teined: 

geibed', brogad : togad) and alliteration (Feimen, fedan\ lodan, lebar) between the 

half-lines.

Mhag Craith (1976, 194) reduces breccad metres to two main types, and uses the 

present illustration to represent one type: . A . A / . A B C / . D D D / . D B C .  This 

classification does not reflect the wide range of breccad metres and types of breccad 

illustrated in M V  III, however.

Murphy (1961, 49) notes that ‘The breccad has led to imperfect rimes (in c-d) and 

obscurity of meaning’ and translates: ‘Let the gloom of the fire begin strife, let it 

carry off Feimen of the mightily-striking bands; let the ... tall ship-leaping Lugaid 

increase his original stock and choose profit’.

beired etc. Murphy takes the placename Feimen as object of beirid and translates 

‘let it carry off Feimen’. It is unlikely that a placename could be used as the object of 

beirid, however. I take Feimen to be the subject of beirid, which can be used 

intransitively in the sense of ‘lasts, endures’.

Feimen. The plain of Feimen in Tipperary (Hogan 1910, 408-9).

bunad etc. The word order is different in H, which reads brogad bunud torad togad
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brogad. The Middle Irish form (Old Irish mrogaid ‘increases’) is fixed by 

alliteration with hiinad.

lodan. DIL s.v. refers the reader to logan ‘mountain (?)’, citing the phrase a gurt 

lodain which is glossed .i. sliabh (Meyer 1906-7b, 310 q. 6). Murphy (1961, 114) 

does not suggest a meaning. The genitive singular form lodain in the phrase a gurt 

lodain suggests that the word is an o-stem, while the context in which lodan occurs in 

our poem suggests that it is an adjective or genitive plural of a noun. I have not been 

able to establish a meaning.

§28 Dian mid^seng cenntrom chorranach ^setradach in so:

Bendacht liainn for Ethne n-ollguirm 

ingen Domnaill dailes bir

ica n-esbius, far cuairt chathrach fo neim nathrach

eire ochtair cethrair bachlach sithchenn srathrach, sriiaim de mid

This is dian mid'^seng cenntrom chorrdnach \setradach: ‘A blessing from me [recte 

from us] on great and glorious Ethne, daughter of Domnall who scatters spears; at 

whose hands, after a round of the city where I got but snake poison, I drained a river 

of mead, (such as would be) a load for twenty-four longheaded pack-saddled churls’. 

(Meyer 1917, 45-6)

‘Segen von mir auf die glorreiche Ethne, die Tochter des speereverteilenden Domnall, 

bei der ich nach einer Runde durch die Stadt, wo ich nichts als Schlangengift erhielt, 

einen Metstrom getrunken habe, der eine Last fiir vier und zwanzig langkopfige Kerle 

mit Packsatteln gewesen ware.’ (Meyer 1919, no. 40)
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MSS: Dian mideang cenntrom corranach sedradach andso B, D'\an mieng cendtrom 

corranach sedradach inso M, Dian mideng cenutrom corranach sedtradach annso E. 

Dian vnid'^seng cendtrom corranach setradach inso H, Dian midheng cenntrom 

corranach (setradach om.) G.

a. Bennacht uaiw foreithni nollghuirm B, Beannacht uaiwd foreithne nollguirm M, 

Berwacht uaiwd foreithne nollguirw E.

Bendacht uain forethni nollguirm H, Bendacht uainn forethni nollghuirm G. 

h. ingen domnaill dailus bir B, i«gen downaill dail as bearr M, ingen doAnnaill dailis 

bir E.

ingen domnaill dailis bir H, ingean domnaill daileas bir G.

c. icaneabus iarcuairt cathrach fonea/M nathrach B, icanebas arcu[a]irt cathrach fonew 

nathrach M, icanei biss ar (r stroke om.) cuairt cathrach foneiAn nathrac/z E. 

icanesbius iarcuaird catrach foneim natrach H, eca nesbus ar cuairt cathrach (fo neim 

nathrach om.) G.

d. eire ochtair ceatrair bachlach sithcenn sratrach sruaim domidh B, ere ochtair 

ceathrair bathlach sithceand srathrach sruaim domidh M, eri uiii.air. cetrair bathlac/i 

sitceinn srathrac/z sruaim domidh E.

ere ochtair cethruir bachlach sithcend strathrach sruaim demidh H, ere ochtair 

ceathrur bathlach sithceann sraithrach sruam dhom[c] G.

The version in MV I I  §8 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 33): Bennacht de for ingin domnaill 

7rl L (Laud. 610); Bendacht de for ethni nollghuirm 7rl B; Bendacht de for eithne 

noltguirm ingin '^ndomnaill LL.

The version in H. 2 15a reads (Thiirneysen 1928, 266): Bennacht de for Eithne n- 

ollguirm. ingin Domnaill dailes bir. lasa n-ibsim iar cuairt cathrach. for cet n- 

athfach oiri ocht cethrair bathlach. seiscenn srathrach sruaim do midh.

The version in LL 5302-4 reads: Dian iarthrom .ut. Bendacht De for Eithne n- 

ollguirm / ingin ^nDomnaill.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 45; 1919, no. 40); Greene and O ’Connor (1967, 

202-3).

The metre is dfan mid^seng cenntrom chorrdnach ^setradach (8^, 7 ', 8  ̂4^, 8  ̂7 '). G 

omits the adjective setradach. The first line only is cited in M V  II §8, where it is 

described as dian iartrom Laud 610, dian airtrorn B. The poem is also cited in a 

number of texts on poets which derive from Uraicecht Becc (Thurneysen 1928, 266; 

Breatnach 1987, 9, 164, 169) and readings from this version in TCD MS H 2. 15a are 

given in the variants. The first seven words are cited as an example of dian 

iarthromm in a short tract on dian metres in the Book of Leinster (LL 5283-5319).

The latter draws six metrical illustrations, including the present example, from M V  II 

(§§3-8) and one illustration from M V  III (see §26 above).

This is the only example of the adjective setradach cited in DIL i.v.. Another 

example is found in §114 below, where BE read setradach against seisedach M. For 

a discussion of the term corrdnach, see p. 68. The lines have been divided on the 

basis of the pattern of end-rhyme and aicill rhyme observed in other corrdnach forms 

of metres. Greene and O ’Connor present the stanza as six lines, while Meyer presents 

it as three extended lines. The main rhyme is between bir ( b ) : mid (d). There is 

aicill rhyme between ollgiiirm ( a ) : Domnaill (b) and nathrach ( c ) : hachlach (d). 

There is rhyme between the end-words of the first halves of lines cd\ chathrach ( c ) : 

bachlach (d) and these words also rhyme with nathrach ( c ) : srathrach (d).

Bendacht uainn. uaim B, iiaind M, uaind E, uain H, iiainn G. Thurneysen (1891, 

72) reads iidm H, interpreting the hair-stroke on the first minim as a length mark. 

Meyer follows Thumeysen’s readings and reads Bendacht iiaim ‘A blessing from 

me’, while Greene and O ’Connor also read Bendacht iiaimm. The version in M V  II 

reads bennacht de ‘God’s blessing’.
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dailes bin According to Thumeysen (1891, 72), H omits ddiles. This word is 

written on the preceding line, however, following a cennfo  eite symbol. Greene and 

O ’Connor read a singular form here: ‘who casts a spear’.

ica n-esbius. icaneabus B, icanebas M, icanei biss E, icanesbius H, eca nesbus G. 

HG preserve the perfective form with ess- {GOI §765). The versions of this poem in 

texts deriving from Uraicecht Becc read lasa nibsim  (Thumeysen 1928, 266; 

Breatnach 1987, 164, 169).

eire ochtair cethrair. Meyer translates ‘a load for twenty-four’ (1917, 45) and ‘eine 

Last fiir vier und zwanzig’ (1919, no. 40). Greene and O ’Connor translate ‘load 

enough for thirty two’. As suggested in DIL i.y. ochtar col. 91,1. 75, a more 

accurate translation is ‘a burden for eight and four, i.e. twelve’. Note Middle Irish 

eire ‘burden’ (Old Irish aire\ see S na G III §3.4).

sithchenn. The epithet sithchenn is also found in a poem the origin of the placename 

Roiriu in Ui ^Failge: Roiriu mac Setnai in sith-chend ‘Roiriu mac Setna, the long

headed’ (Gwynn 1903-35, iii, 142.2).

srathrach. An adjective from srathar ‘pack-saddle’. This is the only example cited 

in DIL s.v. where bachlach sithchenn srathrach is translated ‘longheaded fellows 

with packsaddles’.

de mid. G ’s reading sriiam dhorn[c] is clearly corrupt.
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§29 Dian mid^seng cenntrom chorranach aiclech brecht in so:

Murchad Maisten 

mac rig Eirenn, 

Breccain barrdeirg 

marcach eich dein 

dergaid gaithlenn, 

Gilla gargmor 

airsid Eorpa, 

toeb fri brat ngorm, 

lia rig Caissil 

cuilen miadach

erge Coire 

dar brug mBanba 

domgualannaig, 

grib geratta. 

ic guin idal 

eicne tuinne, 

glan a glaissin, 

chombuaballaig, 

mm mer^fata

Finit dona di'anaib.

This is di'an mid'^seng cenntrom chorranach aiclech hrecht: ‘Murrough of 

Mullaghmast, son of Ireland’s King, who rises like Brecan’s red-topped whirlpool 

over the land of Banba, rider of a swift handbreadth-shouldered steed, reddener of 

spears, heroic griffin. A rough big boy at slaying idolators, Europe’s veteran, salmon 

of the wave, his side in a dark-blue cloak of brilliant woad, grandson of the King of 

Cashel of bugle drinking-horns, distinguished whelp, gentle and with tapering 

fingers’. (Meyer 1917, 46)

‘Murchad von Maistin, Sohn des Konigs von Irland, der sich wie Brecans 

rotschaumender Meeresstrudel iiber das Geliinde Irlands erhebt, Reiter eines 

schnellen Rosses mit handbreiter Schulter, Speeresroter, heldenhafter Greif, grimmer 

Jiingling, wenn es gilt, Gotzendiener zu erschlagen, alter Kriegsheld Europas, Lachs 

der Woge, die Seite in dunkelblauem Mantel von glanzendem Waid, Enkel des 

Konigs von Cashel, wo Trinkhomer kreisen, ehrenvoller junger Wolfshund, milder, 

langgefingerter!’ (Meyer 1919, no. 23)
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The dian metres end.

MSS: Dian mid^eng cendtrom chorranach aichleach breed a/zdso B, om. B*’, Dian 

mei«g cen«trom corranach aiclech breccda inso M, Dian mid^5e/jg cenntrom 

corranach aiclech brecdha an/iso E.

Dian mid^ir/ig centrom corranach aicclech brecda indso H.

a. Murchadh maisde« B, murchat/ maistin B^, Muurchud m aisten M, Murcadh 

maistiAj E.

Murchfli/ maistin H.

b. mac rig erenn erge choire B, mac rig trenn  eirgi coiri B^, mac rig eire«n erge coire 

M, mac rig eir^nn ergi coire E.

mac rig ht'rind merge acore H.

c. brecaiw barrderg darbrug banbha B, brec <.„> bairrderg dar brug banba B^, breacan 

barrdt-rg darbrug banba M, breacain barrdfrg darbrud mbanba E.

brecain barrderg darbrug ^mbanba H.

d. marcach eich den dorngualandaigh B, marc < ...>  dor«gualan«aig B^, marcach 

eachdhen domgualarwaigh M, marcac/z eich dei« dorn gualannaig E. 

marcach eich dein domgualandaig H.

e. deargaid gaithlenn ngrib ngerfota B, dergaid gaitiud ngrib ngerfoda B^, dergaid 

cathlaiud ngrib ngerfada M, d£'rgait gaithlind ngrib nger fota E.

df'rgaid gaitli«d grib geratta H.

/ .  gilla gargmor agui« idal B, gilla gargmor icguin idal B*’, gilla gargmor icuin idal M, 

gilla gargmor agui/j idal E. 

gilla garg mor icguin idal H.

g. arsid eorpa eigni tuiwdi B, arsid eo<...> eigni tuindi B*’, airsid eorpa eigne tuinne 

M, arsid eorpa egne tui«de E.

arsid eorpa ecni tuindi H.

h. taeb rebrat ngormglassin (glan om.) B, taeb rebrat ng<.„> B^ taeb ribrat ngorm 

nglan agglasin M, taeb fribrat ngorm nglan aglaisi« E.
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taeb rebratt ngorm nglan agglaisin H.

i. uarig chaisil cornbuaballaigh B, ua rig caisil cor«bu[ab]allaig B*’, narig caisil 

com buaballaigh M, iiua ri caisil com /ibuaballa/g E. 

hua rig caisil corndbuaballaig H.

j .  cuilen m iadhach mi« merfota B, cuilewn m <...> in m erfota B' ,̂ cuilen miadach min 

m erfada M, cuilen miadach min m erfoda E. 

cuilen miadach minn merfata H.

Finit donadia/^i B, Finit du«adia/iaib B*’, Finit donadianaib M, Finit donadianaib E. 

Finit donadianaib H.

Notes

Previous editions: M eyer (1917, 46; 1919, no. 23).

2 2 2 2 2 1The metre is di'an mid^seng cenntrom chorrdnach aiclech hrecht ( 4 , 4  4 , 4  4 , 4  

4^, 4^ 4" ;̂ 4^ 4^, 4^ 4^, 4 ' 4^, 4^ 4“*, 4^ 4^). The poem can also be analysed as 

consisting of a series of half-lines, each of which contains two stresses (note 

destressed rig before genitive forms Eirenn and chornbilaballaig, destressed eich 

before genitive dein and two stresses on long com pounds dorncualannaig  and 

chornhiiahallaig). I follow B against the other MSS in reading hrecht, for which see 

note on §26. The version of M V  III in B'’begins with this verse. The name of the 

metre is om itted and the text is illegible in parts due to staining.

There is rhyme between grib ger'^ata ( e ) : m m  m er'fa ta  (j) and dorngi'talannaig ( d ) : 

chornhuaballaig  (i) and aicill rhyme between glaissin  ( h ) : Chaissil (i). There is also 

alliteration and linking alliteration between the half-lines, e.g.: Maisten, mac, Eirenn, 

erge\ Coire, Breccdin', barrdeirg, hrug; mBanba, marcach  etc. For linking 

alliteration of the type Coire, Breccdin and mBanba, marcach, see Carney (1980-1, 

253 §2).
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Murchad Maisten. Meyer (1917, 16) identifies Murchad with a King of Leinster 

who defeated the Norse under Ragnall in 994. He also suggests that ic guin I'dal 

‘slaying idolators’ refers to the Vikings. For other references to Murchad in MV  III, 

see §16 and §35. Maistiu, also known as Mullach Maisten, is in Co. Kildare.

erge Coire Breccain. H differs from the other MSS in reading merge acore. Coire 

Breccdin is a whirlpool off the coast of Rathlin Island (Meyer 1912, 27, §323; 

O’Kelleher A., and G. Schoepperle 1918, 378 §352; Russell 1995, 282-3). This 

whirlpool is now called Sloghnamara (Hogan 1910, 282-3).

mBanba. Nasalisation is found in EH (i.e. on both sides of the stemma).

dergaid gaithlenn. deargaid gaithlenn B, dergaid gaitind B*’, dergaid cathlaind M, 

dergait gaithlind E, dergaid gaitlind H. I follow Meyer in taking dergaid as an agent 

noun. B reads a genitive plural form gaithlenn ‘reddener of spears’, while the B^EH 

have a genitive singular form. M’s reading cathlaind may have arisen as a result of 

confusion with cathlann ‘battle’. DIL cites two examples of cathlann 5.v. and 

suggests that it may be a shortened form of a compound cath plus chomlann.

grib gerata. ngrib ngerfota B, ngrib ngerfoda B*’, ngrib ngerfada M, ngrib ngerfota 

E, grib geratta H. Rhymes with mm mer'^fata. Meyer follows H against the other 

MSS. BB*’ME read nasalisation of grib and differ from H in reading nger^fata ‘long 

and sharp’ against gerata ‘heroic’. The adjective gerata ‘heroic’ seems more 

appropriate in the present context. The use of mythological creatures such as the 

griffin and dragon in panegyric poetry is discussed by Sims-Williams (1994, 190-2). 

According to Meyer (1919, no. 23) H reads ngrib ngerfota, although this is in fact the 

reading of B.

toeb fri bratt ngorm etc. Lit. ‘[His] side against a blue cloak, pure its woad’.

Meyer (1917, 46) suggests that bratt gorm may be a kenning for ‘shield’.
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cuilen. Ciiilen ‘whelp’ is used in a laudatory sense to describe warriors. For other 

examples, see DIL cuilen col. 587,1. 86ff.

§30 Incipit dona dechnadaib. Dechnad mor in so:

Cuir failte frim, a ri Roirenn 

a linn baite buaball 

a glas ar oscaraib Erenn 

a chostadaig Ciialann.

Here begin the dechnad metres. ‘Bid me welcome, O King of Roiriu, thou yellow 

liquor of drinking-horns, thou lock against the dunces of Erin, thou that contestest 

Cualu!’ (Meyer 1917, 46)

‘HeiB mich willkommen Konig von Roiriu, du Trank, der Trinkhomer iiberschwellen 

laBt, du Riegel gegen feindliche Giiste Erins, der du Cualau verteidigst’. (Meyer 1919, 

no. 31)

MSS: Incipit donadechnadaib Deachnaidh mor annso B, Incipit dunadechnadaib 

Decnac/ mor an/zso B^ Incipit donadechnadaibh Dechnaid mor an«so M, Incip/t dona 

(\Qchnadaih Dechnaig mor artus an/iso E.

Incipit dona dechnadaib Dechnaid mor inso H.

a. Cuir failti ri/« ari raireand B, Cuir failti rium ari rairend B^, Cuir faelti frim ari 

ruirend M, Cuir failti rim ari rairenn E.

Cuir failti frim ari roerend H.

b. alind buidi buabhall B, alind buidi buabull B'̂ , alind baite buaball M, alinn baiti 

buaball E.
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alin baiti buabald H.

c. aglas aroscaraibh cxenn B, aglas aroscaraib txenn B^ aglas aroscaraib erend M, 

aglas aroscaraib exenn E.

aglas aroscaraib .h. H.

d. acosdadaig cualand B, acosdadaig cuala«« B^ acosta daig cualand M, acosdadaig 

cualan« E.

acostadaig cualann H.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1909, 19 §33; 1917,46; 1919, no. 31); Murphy (1961, 

[241).

2 2 2 2The xxî ixe, dechnad mar (% 6 8 6 ). There is end-rhyme b e t w e e n ( b ) : 

Cualann and internal rhyme between/a/7re (a ) : bdite (b) and oscaraib (c ) :

chostadaig (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate with the main rhyme. Meyer
2 2(1909, 19 §33) describes the syllabic structure of this stanza as 8 5 . As noted by 

Bergin (1916, 164), however, lines bd are not 5  ̂but 6 .̂ There is alliteration in every 

line.

baite. buidi BB^ baite M, baiti EH. Rhymes vj'whfdilte. Genitive singular of bddud 

‘drowning; quenching’, used adjectively. Murphy (1961, 96) suggests the meanings 

‘drowning, overwhelming, filling over’. Meyer (1909, 19 §33 and 1917, 46) reads a 

lind buidi buaball ‘thou yellow liquor of drinking-horns’ but corrects this (1919, no. 

31) to a lind baiti buaball ‘du Trank, der Trinkhomer iiberschwellen laBt’ ‘you 

draught which causes the overflowing of drinking horns ’ on the basis of the rhyme 

between/aj/ri' (a) and baite (b). Note the confusion of final vowels, confirmed by 

rhyme (Old I r i s h bditea)

Roirenn. Genitive singular of the place-name Roiriu. The dative singular is found in 

ic Roi'rinn §86. O’Rahilly (1927, 115) notes that the dissimilated form Raoile is
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reflected in the place-name Mullaghreelan {Mullach Raoileann) in the parish of 

Kilkea, Kildare.

a glas ar oscaraib Erenn. The opposite sentiment is expressed in §190 below: a glas 

cham m /fo  gdir gall ‘you crooked bolt at the battle-cry of foreigners’.

§31 Dechnad '^fota ^fordalach in so:

larraid dam gall cas a caepluing 

- mad ail diiit - glas gecruinn.

F6 lim cencop ogm oir ^focraim  

a ri in tormgloir thetmaill, 

mac ro bof oc gaillsig  goit griicbuirr 

CO putraill o ig  etruimm.

This is dechnad 'fa ta  yorddlach: Let you seek for me a curly-headed foreigner from 

a .. .ship - if it please you - a fetter of a branching chain. 1 care not if it be not a man 

of leai'ning I proclaim (?), O king of the powerful, stately, noisy voice, a son which a 

stammering, surly, puffed-up foreign woman had, with a full, frizzy fringe.

MSS: Deachnaidh foda forrdalach andso B, decnad foda fordalach an^iso B ,̂ 

Dechnaid fada fordalach inso M, Dechnat/ foda fordalac/z andso E.

Dechnad fota fordalach in so H, Dechnaidh fordalach G.

a. laraid dam gall cass acnapluing B, laraid dam gall cas acnapluing B'’, iarraidh 

damh gallcas acapluing M, lAraig dam gall casacapluing E. 

larraid dam gall cas acapluing H, larraidamh gall cas acaebluing G. 

h. nadail duit glass gegrui/zd B, nadail duit glas gegruind B^ madail duit glas 

gegrui«d M, madail duit glas gegrui«d E.
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madail duit glas gecraind H, mad ail duid gas gegrainn G.

c. foliA« gengubogmoir fograim B, folim gengubogmhoir fograim B*’, folimge« 

goboghmoir focraim M, fo Hum gengubogmoir fogruim E.

fo lim cen copogmoir focraim H, fo lim gengub ogmoir ograim G.

d. ari intromsloig tedmaill B, ari introm^sloig tedmaill B*’, ari intromgloir thedmaill. 

M, ari intormgloir tedmaill E.

ari intormgloir tetmaill H, arai in tromghloir tedmhaill G.

e. mac robai aggaillsigh goit grudbairr B, mac robai aggaillsig guit grudbairr B^, Mac 

robi ic gaillsigh goit gruitbairr M, Mac roboi acgoillsig goit grudbair E.

mac roboi icgaillsig goit grucbuirr H, mac robhi agaillsigh guid grudbaiiT G.

f. coputraill oig edruim B, coputraill oig etruim B*’, cobutraill oig edruim M, 

gopudraill oig edruim E.

coputraill oic etruim H, gup udraill oig edruim G,.

Notes

The metre is dechnad 'Yota Yf^rddlach (8^ 6^ 8  ̂6^ 8  ̂6^). The ad}ectiye forddlach 

‘delaying, prolonged’ refers to the addition of an extra couplet; see note on §16. 

Murphy (1961, [41]) follows Meyer (1909, 19 §32) in citing an example of this metre 

from a different source on the grounds that the present verse is ‘hard to understand’. 

Although the poem is difficult to interpret, the metrical structure is quite 

straightforward. The unflattering description of a foreign woman also suggests that it 

may be satirical. The main rhyme is between gecniinn ( b ) : tetmaill ( d ) : etruimm 

(f). There is internal rhyme in the first two couplets between cas ( a ) : glas (b) and 

ogmdir ( c ) : trom'^sloig (d) and aicill rhyme in the final couplet between grucbairr (e) 

: putraill ( f ). The end-words of lines ace consonate with the end-rhyme in bdf.

iarraid...duit. Note the use of the singular prepositional pronoun with the plural 

imperative form. Cf. also §85 below, where a singular form of the imperative (apair) 

is used with plural prepositional pronouns (cucaib, acaib).
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caepluing. cnapliiing BB*’, capliiing MEH, caebluing G. This line is cited in DIL 

s.v. cnaplong ‘studded ship’ and Marstrander (1915, 133) takes the first element to be 

Old Norse *knapp ‘lump, knob’, referring to a type of ornament. It is also interpreted 

as *knapp by Sayers (2001, 38). It is clear from the metrical structure, however, that 

a long vowel is required for consonance with the other end-words. I therefore follow 

G in reading cdep ‘lump, mass’ for metrical reasons, although I am unsure as to the 

meaning of the compound and I have not translated the first element. The reading of 

BB*’ points to a compound with cndip ‘hemp’, although it is difficult to interpret the 

meaning. It may also be noted that the examples of cndip ‘’hemp’ cited in DIL are 

later than the Middle Irish period. The reading of MEH would appear to be a 

corruption of either BB*’ or G. Vendryes (1959-) s.v. cnap takes cnapluing in our 

poem as nominative plural, although the form is clearly dative singular of a feminine 

a-stem after the preposition a.

mad ail. nadail BB*’, madail MEHG. I follow MEGH, as this reading is 

stemmaticaly superior. BB^ read 'na ddil ‘together with him ’.

glas. glas BB*’MEH, gas G. G differs from the other MSS in reading gas ‘spring, 

shoot; stripling’ against glas ‘lock, fetter’. Binchy (1962, 71-2) notes that in the 

earliest stratum of the law tracts glas refers to a shackle for the feet in contrast to 

slabrad, which is used of a chain around the neck. This distinction was lost in the 

later period.

gecruinn. gegruind BB^ME gegrainn G, gecraind H. I tentatively take this to be 

genitive singular of a compound of gee ‘branch’ and rond ‘a woven chain’. The 

description seems to be that of a foreigner being brought in chains from a ship, 

possibly as a slave.

fo lim. The idiom is fd  lirnm ‘I deem good, am satisfied with’ is discussed by Binchy 

(1972, 35 note 1). The phrase can also be used in the sense of ‘I care not’; see DIL 

s .v .fd  col. 175,1. 56.
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ogmoir. Rhymes with tonngloir. The basic meaning is ‘ogham-writer’ and Murphy 

(1961, 118) suggests ‘one skilled in ogam writing, a man of learning’. DIL s.v. 

suggests that the term is used here in the later sense of ‘an oithographist, a correct 

writer’,

^focraim. fograim  BB^,focraim  MH, fogruim  E, ograim G. I take this as first 

person present subjunctive of the verb fiiacair ‘proclaims’, although it is difficult to 

construe the meaning in the present context. Note Middle Irish relative lenition of 

preverb, fixed by alliteration with ogmoir (S na G III §11.35).

a ri. ari BB ’̂MEH, arai G. I follow BB^’MEH. G ’s differs from the other MSS in 

reading ar ai ‘on account o f .

torm gloir. tromsloig B, trom'^sloig B^, tromgloir M, tromghloir G, tonngloir EH. 

The MSS show variation between slog ‘host’ BB*’ and glor ‘voice’ MEHG and 

between trom ‘heavy’ BB ’̂MG and torm ‘noise’ EH. Glor, the reading of MEGH, is 

stemmatically superior.

thetmaill. The adjective tet- is found in compounds with hale ‘strong’, heim ‘act of 

striking’, biiillech ‘striking blows’ and with ag n-allaid ‘stag’, all of which suggest a 

meaning such as ‘mighty’; see Murphy (1956b). Murphy, ibid., notes that in its 

primary sense tet- is equivalent to Latin luxiiria. DIL s.v. 6 tet- suggests that the first 

element in tetmaill may be the noun tet ‘rope, string of a stringed instrument’, which 

is unlikely. I take the second element as genitive singular of the adjective mall 

‘slow’, which can also be used in the sense of ‘dignified’; see DIL 5.v. mall (d) and 

(e).

gaillsig goit. The adjective got ‘stammering’ is used elsewhere of foreigners, 

particularly of Vikings. The Middle Irish text Airec Menman Uraird maic Coise 

(Byrne 1908, 72. 6) includes in a list of useless undertakings the phrase gic-goc
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Gallgaidhel. This has been explained by Marstrander (1915-16, 383) as representing 

the stammering speech of the Gall-Goidil. The adjective got ‘stammering, lisping’ is 

also used contemptuously to describe the speech of foreigners in general and 

particularly of Vikings. Cf. also a n  Gdedel is Gall ngot ‘O King of the Gaels and of 

the stammering foreigners’ (Hayden 1912, 268 §43) and coniuratar guit bain ‘fair 

stammerers will be slain’ (Stokes 1905, 47 §247). Stokes suggests, ibid note 8, that 

this refers to the ‘fair-haired Norsemen’.

grucbuirr. grudhairr BB*’G, gruitbairr M, gntdhair E, gnidbairr G, gnicbidrr H. 

The MSS show variation between grud BB*'EG, gruit M and gruc H. M ’s reading is 

unsuitable metrically, since this word rhymes with putraill. The long vowel of the 

first element of this compound is also fixed by rhyme. I follow H and take the first 

element to be gruc ‘anger, grudge’. I have found no other examples of a word grud, 

which is the form in BB̂ ’EG. I take the second element as dative singular of the 

adjective horr ‘swollen’.

putraill. Putrall is used specifically of hair below the crown of the head. With co 

putraill etruimm c i.fo lt n-etrom ‘fluffy (?) hair’ (TBC, 1. 5259).
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§32 Breccad dechnaide moire in so:

Ua Bricc Bregain ond Licc lebair 

tic i Temair toraib, 

mair dar Mumain, daig na dubaig, 

traig dar tulaig Tomair

This is breccad dechnaide moire: ‘Der Enkel Brecs von Bregon, vom Langen Stein 

kommt er mit Kriegshaufen nach Tara hinein; ein Meer, das sich iiber Munster 

ergieBt, eine Flamme, die nicht dunkel wird, ein FuB, der iiber Tomars Hiigel 

hinwegschreitet’. (Meyer 1919, no. 43)

The grandson of Brecc of Bregan from the tall Lecc (Lug’s Stone) comes into Tara 

with hosts, a sea across Munster, a flame which does not grow black, a step across the 

hill of Tomar.

MSS; Breccad decnaidi moiri andso B, Breccad decna/c/i moiri annso B^, Breacad 

dechnaide moiri inso M, Breccad deachna/Jf* mori andso E.

Brecad dtchnada  mor .i. H.

a. Uabricc bregain onlicc leabair B, Uabric bregai« onlic lebair B*’, Uabric bregain 

ondlic leabuir M, Huabricc breoguin olicc leabair E.

Uabricc brecaim ondlicc lebair H.

b. tic iteamair toraibh B, ticc itemair toraib B*’, tic itemair toraib M, ticc atemair toraib 

E.

ticc itemair toraib H.

c. muir darmumain daigh nadubaigh B, muir darmumain daig nadubaig B*’, muir 

darmumain daigh nadubaigh M, muir tarmumain daig nadubaigh E.

muir darmumain daig naduba/g H.
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d. traigh dartulaig tomair B, traig dartula/g tomair B'’, traigh dartulaigh tCAwair M, 

traigh dartulaig tomair E. 

traig tartulaig tomair H.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 43); Murphy (1961, [25]).

The metre is breccad dechnaide moire (8^ 6^ 8  ̂6^). Murphy (1962, [25]) contrasts 

this metre with the ordinary form of dechnad mar cited in §30. The main rhyme is 

between toraib ( b ) : Tomair (d). There is aicill rhyme between lebair ( a ) : Temair (b) 

and dubaig ( c ) : tidaig (d). There is breccad rhyme between bricc (a) : licc ( a ) : ticc 

(b - imperfect); Bregain (a) : lebair (a) : Temair (b); mair (c) : daig (c) : traig (d); 

Mumain ( c ) : dubaig ( c ) : rulaig (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate with the 

main rhyme. Note that dechnad is declined as a neuter noun in H.

Ua Bricc Bregain. Murphy(1961, 126, 131) notes that the Ui Bricc were kings in 

the southern Desi, Co. Waterford, and that they had a claim to Feimen, hence their 

association with Bregan in the plain of Feimen, Co. Tipperaiy. Note the contracted 

form Ua, established by the syllable count.

Lecc. Murphy (1961, 129) identifies this as Lee [Loga] ‘Lug’s stone’ in Dungarvan, 

Co. Waterford. According to O ’Donovan (1862, Ixiii), Lee Loga was ‘probably the 

ancient name of the remarkable rock now called Clochlobhrais, situated mid-way 

between Kilmacthomas and Dungarvan, in the county of Waterford’. A 

topographical poem by O ’Huidhrinn associates the Uf Bricc with this area: lath O 

nEachach, aoibhinn sin /  deisgeart Insi Fhdil Fhoithrigh, /  O Brie gd thogha tar tuinn 

/ 6  Lie Logha go Liathdruim  (Carney 1943, 1233-6). Meyer takes the adjective lebar 

‘long, tall’ to be part of the place name and reads ond Licc Lebair.
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mair. muir BB^’MEH. I follow Murphy (1961, 116 5.v. muir) in emending to mair 

for rhyme with daig (c) and traig (d). Meyer reads muir.

dubaig. Note Middle Irish loss of deponent inflexion.

Tomar. Hogan (1910, 642) cites an example of the placename Caill Tomair ‘the 

wood of Tomar’ which he suggests is near Clontarf. Cf. also i tir Thomair thogaig 

thdebaig §95 below. Murphy reads dar Tulaig Tomair and suggests (1961, 131) that 

this may be a hill near Tara.

§33 Dechnad becc in so:

Cuinnchem gilla

CO mac r ig  Crinna is Cuille,

culgerr cnairre,

diirmell dluigthe draimme duinne.

This is dechnad becc. Let us seek a servant from the son of the king of Crinna and 

Cuillenn, a short-necked one (?) from (lit. ‘o f )  a ship, a hard ... (?) for splitting a 

brown . . . .

MSS: Dechnaid bee annso B, Tiecnad becc annso B^ Dechnadh bee i«so M, 

Dechnoi/b ecc {sic) an«so E.

DechnaJ becc inso H, Dechnaidh beag G.

a. Cui/jdcem gilla B, Cuinnceam gilla B^ Cuingim gialla M, Cuindgim gilla E. 

Cuinchim gilla H, Cuinncim gilla G.

b. comac rig crinda 7cuille B, comac rig crinda Tcuille B*’, comac ri crinna 7chuille 

M, gumac rig crinna Vcuilli E.
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comac rig crinda 7cuilli H, gumac righ crinna Vcuille G.

c. cuilghearr cnairre B, cuilgerr cnairre B*’, culgerr cnarre M, culgen- cnairre E. 

cuillgerr cnairre H, cul gearr cnairre G.

d. duirmell dluigthi draime duinde B, duirmeall dluigthi draime [.i. dreime] duinde 

B’’, dun meall dluigthe dranne .i. drenne duinne M, duirmell dluigthi dreime duinde 

E.

durmell dlugthe draiA«me duinde H, duirmheall dluighthe druinne duinde G.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [44|).

The metre is dechnad hecc (4^ 8  ̂4^ 8^). There is end-rhyme between Cuille ( b ) : 

duinne (d) and aicill rhyme in both couplets: gilla (a) : Crinna (b) and cnairre ( c ) : 

draimme (d). There is internal rhyme between ciilgerr (c) : diirmell (d). Murphy 

(1961, 51) notes that this metre is similar to a type of dechnad called ollbairdne 

Rumainnn recomarcach in M V I §13 (6  hAodha 1991, 228 §8) except that in the 

present example ac consonate with hd. He also notes, ibid., note 3, that in M V  I §12 

and M V  II §39 an example of lethrannaigecht mor (5' S' 5* S') is called dechnad 

mbec.

cuinnchem ...co. Con-dieig ‘seeks’ is used with the preposition co in the sense 

‘seeks from ’; see DIL s.v. col. 433,1. 61.

culgerr. cuilghearr B, cuilgerr B*’, culgerr ME, cuillgerr H, cul gearr G. Rhymes 

with durmell. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. cuilgerr, where it is 

suggested that it is a compound of cul ‘back, back of head, neck’ + gerr ‘short’. It 

may be used here in the sense of ‘short-necked person’, cf. gedglac dronngerr 

gopdub ‘goose-handed, short-humped, black-gobbed’ §163 below. Murphy (1961, 

101) reads cuil{l)gerr but does not suggest a meaning.
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cnairre. Rhymes with Genitive singular of cna/Vr‘ship’. This is a

borrowing from Old Norse knorr and there are two other examples in our text: 

nominative singular cnairr § 148 and nominative plural cnairre §38. For other Old 

Norse loan-words in MVIW,  see p. 49. Murphy (1961, 99 5. v. ? cnairre) does not 

translate this word.

durmell. duirmell BE, duirtneall B*’, dun meall M, durmell H, duirmheall G.

Rhymes with ciUgerr. DIL cites this word s.v. 1 diir col. 453,1. 49, where it is taken 

as a compound of dur ‘hard’ plus melt ‘ball, sphere’. If ciil is the intended first 

element in culgerr, line c, then the vowel of dur- must be long for rhyme. M differs 

from the other MSS in reading dun meall. Murphy (1961, 105) reads duirmell and 

no meaning is given. I have not been able to establish a meaning.

diuigthe. Genitive singular of dluige, verbal noun of dlongid ‘splits’. Murphy (1961, 

103 5.V.) states that ‘such genitives in t{h)e and t{h)a, proper to u-stems, occur in Late 

M.I. and Mod.I. with verbal nouns of other stems when the transitive force of the 

verbal noun requires expression’. He suggests a translation ‘a duirmell for splitting a 

brown-haired group(?)’.

draimme. draime B, draime [./. dreime] B^ dranne .i. drenne M, dreime E, draimme 

H, druinne G. Rhymes with cnairre. B^ glosses draime with dreime, which is the 

same reading as E, while M glosses dranne with drenne. Aicill rhyme with cnairre in 

the preceding line suggests that the form cannot be dreime E or druinne G and must 

be either draimme or drainne. It is difficult to establish which is the intended 

reading, however. Murphy (1961, 105 5. v. dremm) suggests taking draimme as 

genitive singular of dramm, a by-form of dremm  ‘group (of people)’ on the basis of 

the gloss in B^; see DIL i.v. dramm.
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§34a Ai ^freislige for dechnaid in so:

Miscais na ngataige 

gebas tech Temra 

sraigles na slataige 

seig folt^finn Fema

This is ai^freislige fo r  dechnaid: ‘Der HaB aller Diebe, der von Taras Haus Besitz 

ergreift, der die Rauber geiBelt, der blondhaarige Habicht von Ferna’. (Meyer 1919, 

no. 50)

One who is hated by thieves, who will take the house of Tara, who scourges the 

plunderers, the fair-haired hawk of Ferns.

MSS: Ae resligi fordeachnaid an/iso B, Ae reisligi fodecnaid andso b '’, Ae reslige 

fordechnaidh M, Ae freisligi fordechnaid anwso E.

Ae freslige ar dechna/J inso H.

a. Miscais nangadaigi B, Miscais nangadaigi B^, Miscais nagataighe M, Miscais 

na^gadaigi E.

Miscais na^ngataige H.

b. gebus teach teamra B, gebus teach temA-a B*’, gebas tech tea/nra M, geib<...> tech 

temra E.

gebas tech temra H.

c. sraigleas nasladaigi B, sraigleas nasladaigi B*’, sraigles naslataige M, sraiglis 

n<.>sladaigi E.

sraigles naslataigi H.

d. segh foltfind fema B, seig foiltfind ferna B*’, foltfind fema M, seig foilfi«d ferrda 

E.

seig foltfinn iem& H.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 50); Murphy (1961, [104]).

The metre is ai ^freislige fo r  dechnaid (6^ 5^ 6'̂  5^). There is end-rhyme between 

Temra ( b ) : Ferna (d) and gataige ( a ) : slataige (c). There is linking alliteration 

between ah and cd. Murphy (1961, 63) notes that in M V II §5 a metre with an 

identical syllabic structure but without rhyme between lines ac is called dian 

I'ar^seng. The illustration of dian iar^seng cited in §19 of our text, however, has a 

syllabic structure 3  ̂7^ 3  ̂7^. A i '^freislige has a syllabic structure 1^ 7  ̂7'̂  7^, while 

dechnad normally consists of combinations of lines of eight and four syllables. There 

appears to be confusion over the metrical name of this stanza, therefore, and a short 

prose section following the illustrative example states that the metre consists of a 

mixture of lines of rinnard and slat hrechf, see §34b below.

gebas. gebiis gebas MH, geib<...> E. I take this as third singular future 

relative of gaihid. Murphy follows Meyer in reading gaibes and states (1961, 63); 

‘The manuscript has the later gebas for gaibes'. While E reads a present tense form 

{geibes < gaibes), the majority of the MSS reflect the future relative form gebas

§34b 7 cid la dechnaid berthair, ni lais insin ar is la deda naile .i. la rinnaird 7 lasin 

slait mbrecht as lugu. Is amlaid so fo-dailter: ‘miscais na ngataige’, slat brecht insin; 

‘gebas tech Temra’, rinnard insin. Ocus cid i ndechnaid, cronaigtir etir '^setrad 7 

rinnaird .i. in cethrama tuisech 7 in cethrama lethdeidenach do ^setrad insin 7 in 

cethrama medonach immorro 7 in cethrama deidenach rinnairde insin.

And although it is included with dechnad [metres], it does not belong there, for it 

belongs with two other types, i.e. with rinnard and with the slat brecht is lugu 

‘smallest slat brecht'. This is how it is divided: ‘‘miscais na ngataige', that is slat 

brech t; 'gebas tech Temra', that is rinnard. And although it is [includedi in dechnad
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[metres], both setrad  and rinnard  are required (?), i.e. the first line and the 

penultimate line are of setrad  and the middle line and final line, moreover, are of 

rinnard.

MSS: 7 cidredeachna/<i b^rthar niles ann sen aris ladehda naile .i. lari«daird 71esinslt 

{sic) m brecht islugu Isamlaidh so fodheilighthear M iscais nangadaigi slat brect 

andsen gebus teach tem ra rindairdsin 7 cidandhechnaJ cronaigthe’r  etir  sedrad 

7ri/idaird .i. (in cetram a tusech 7 incetraime lethdedenach do setrad indsin 7 om.) 

inceatraim thi m eadonach 7inceatraim e deidenach riwdairdi insin B.

B'’: C idredechnaid heriaxx nileis andsi« arisladeda naili .i. larindaird 71esinslat 

mbrecht islugha Isam la/J so fodeiligter. Miscais nangadaigi slat brect an/jsin gebas 

tech tem ra rindaird si« 7 cidandecha^/ cronaigtt-r e t/r  setrad 7rindaird .i. (in cetrama 

tusech 7 om .) incetraimti lethderi/iach dosetrad annsin 7 incethraim i medonach 

7i/icetraimi dedhi«ach rin/zairdi anusin

M: Et cid re dechnaidh bt-rthair nilais insen irisladedha naile .i. larindairdh 71asin slat 

mbrecht islugu ISamlaidh so fodailtf'r Miscais nagataige slat brect insen gebas tech 

tea/nra rindaird sen 7cid indechnaidh cronaigther it/r sedrad 7rindaird .i. incethraimthi 

(tusech 7 incetraime om.) lethdedenach dosedradh insen (7 om.) in cethraiAnthi 

m edonach imtnorro  7inceth-i dedenach rindaird insen.

E: 7cid fridechnaid herar nilaisinnsin araisladeda naile .i. larindaird 71asin slait 

m brecht isluga isam la/J so fogailter Miscais nangadaigi slat breact andsin geb<.> 

tech tem ra rinaird sin 7cid anechna^/ cronaigter etzV sedd (sic) 7rinaird .i. 

incethram had (tusech 7 incetraime om .) leth deidinach dosetraig armsin in cetramthe 

medonach im tnorro  7in cethraime deidinach rinnaird sin.

H: 7cid \adechnaid  berthar nilais insin arislade da naile .i. larindaird 71asin slait 

mbrect asluga isamltJiV/ sech fodailte-r M iscais na^nigataige (sic) slat brect inso gebas 

tech tem ra rindaird insin ocus cid indechnaJ cronaigt^'r e t/r setrad Irindaird  .i.
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incetrama tusec/j 7incetraime lethdedenach dosetrad indsi« 7incetruime medonach 

inunorro 7in .iiii.ime dedenach rindairde insin.

Notes

Only H contains the complete text. B omits a longer section than while ME both 

omit the words tusech 7 incetraime. The text states that although ai '^freislige fo r
3 2 3 2dechnaid (6‘ 5 6‘ 5 ) is classified with dechnad metres, it does not belong in this

category since it can be analysed as consisting of a mixture of rinnard and slat brecht

is lugu. The first and third lines are slat brecht (6'^) while the second and fourth lines

are rinnard (becc) (5^). It is also stated that dechnad (mor) (8^ 6  ̂ 8  ̂6^) consists of a 
2 2mixture of setrad (8 ) and rinnard (6 ), the first and third lines being of setrad, while 

the second and fourth lines are of rinnard. Similarly, it is stated in §9 of our text that
3 2 3 2 2ai yreislige (!' I l l )  can be regarded as a mixture of rannaigecht becc (7 ) and 

casbairdne (7^).

cid i ndechnaid, cronaigtir etc. DIL s.v. cronaigid col. 547,11. 58-9 translates ‘in 

dechnad both s. and r. lines are required (?)’. The verb cronaigid is found in legal 

sources with the meaning ‘claims’. I am uncertain as to its precise meaning in the 

present context, however. Another possible example in our text may be found in 

§139 below: selb chronaigim ‘property which I claim’ (MSS: tronaigim B, cro 

andoghairnh M); see note on §139.
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§35 Dechnad chum m aisc in so:

M urchad M aisten, 

mac a aise as ^ferr co n-anmain, 

barr gecach gluaises in fidbaid, 

cetach Carmain.

This is dechnad chummaisc: ‘Murchad von M aistin, ein Jiingling von bester Seele 

unter seinen Altersgenossen, ein vielzweigiger Baumeswipfel, der den W ald in 

Bewegung setzt, der mit Hunderten Carman bew ohnt’. (M eyer 1919, no. 24)

M urchad o f M aistiu, the most spirited youth o f his age, a branching tree-top which 

stirs the forest, the hundred-fold one of Carman.

MSS: D echnaJ cuwuisc annso B, Decnad cumusc  andso .i. B^ Dechnaid cumaisc 

inso M, D echnaJ cumaisc andso E.

Dechnad cum aisc  inso H.

a. M urchud m aisden B, Murcha<7 maisten B ^ M urcu maisten M, Murcha<i maisdin E. 

M urchaJ maisten H.

b. m ac aaisi isfearr cona«mairt B, mac  aaisi asferr conan/«ain B**, m ac aaisse isferr 

conanm ain M, m ac a[a]isi isferr co«an/nain E.

m ac aaisi isft'/r conanmuin H.

c. barr gegach gluaseas infidbaidh B, barr geach gluaisis infidbaid B ^ barr gecach 

gluaisses infidbaidh M, barr gecach gluaisis infidhaid  E.

barr gecach gluasfes infidba/'<i H.

d. cetach carmain B, cedach carmain B' ,̂ cedach carm ain M, cetach. caxmam E. 

cetach charwain H.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 24).

The metre is dechnad chiimmaisc (4^ 8  ̂ 8  ̂4^). There is end-rhyme between anrnain 

( b ) ; Carmain (d) and internal rhyme between gecach ( c ) : cetach (d). For other 

examples of this metre, see Murphy (1961, 50-1).

Murchad Maisten. Murchad of Maistiu is also the subject of §16 and §29.

aise. aisi aisse M, [ajw/ E. All MSS read a form with final vowel, which is

lost by elision. Aes was originally a neuter noun and a genitive form ai's would also 

be metrically possible. The form afse may be an instance of a shift from neuter to 

feminine.

as '^ferr. Note the comparative for the superlative. This development is already 

attested in Old Irish sources (5 na G III §6.15; Fel. xxx).

gluaises. gluaseas B, gluaisis B*’, gluaisses M, gluaisis E, gliiasfes H. H differs 

from the other MSS in reading a future relative form.
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§36 Dechnad aiclech in so:

A oclaig oic,

nochon urusa do thathair;

is mor do nert,

is acut a-ta cert Cathair.

This is dechnad aiclech: ‘Du junger Krieger, dich zu schmahen ware nicht leicht; 

groB ist deine Macht, du bist im Besitze von Cathairs Rechten’. (M eyer 1919, no. 46)

O young warrior, it is not very easy to reproach you; your strength is great, yours is 

the entitlement of Cathair.

MSS: deachnad  aichleach and so B, dechnaJ aiclech anm o  B^ dechnad  aiclech i«so 

M, dedechnaJ aic\ech< ...>so E.

dechnad  aicclech cummawc inso H, dechnaidh aichleach G.

a. a oglaigh oig B, aoglaig oig B^ Aoglaid oig M, Aogla/g oig E. 

aoclaig oic H, aoglaich oig G.

h. nochonurusa dotathair B, noconurusa dotathair B*’, noconuarusa dathathair M, 

noconurusa dothathair E.

nuchanurusa dotair H, nochonuarusa duthathair G.

c. ismor dont'rt BB*’, ism or donert M, asmor donert E. 

ismor donert H, ismorduneart G.

d. isagut ata ceart catair B, isagut ata cert cathair B*’, is accut ata cert cathair M, 

7isagat ata cert cathair E.

isaccut ata cert chair H, isagud ata cert cathair G.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 46); Murphy (1961, [45]).

The metre is dechnad aiclech ‘mixed dechnad with aicilV (4* 8  ̂4' 8^). H reads 

cummaisc ‘mixed’. There is end-rhyme between thathai'r (b ) : Cathair (d) and aicill 

rhyme between nert (c ) : cert (d). According to Murphy (1961, 86) the term 

cummasc and the phrase cro cummaisc indicate ‘the mixing in a metre of lines which 

appear to be drawn from two separate metres’. The metre cummasc slaite brecht ocus 

rinnairde ocus lethrannaigechta moire illustrated in §71 below indicates that more 

than two metres may be combined in this way. The phrase / cummusc is used in a 

similar sense; see §78. Cummasc does not appear to be used with this meaning in the 

present stanza, however. The example of dechnad chummaisc in §35 has a syllabic 

structure 4  ̂ 8̂  8  ̂4 ,̂ while the illustration of the same metre in M V I §9 takes the 

form 8  ̂4  ̂4 ' 8 ,̂ 8  ̂4  ̂8  ̂4  ̂(Murphy 1961, [421). Rather than indicating a mixture of 

two entirely different metres, cummasc in these instances may simply refer to the fact 

that the metre can consist of various combinations of lines of four and eight syllables.

oclaig oic. The contracted forms are established by the syllable count. For the form 

dclach, see GOI §113.

nochon, nochon B, nocon B*’ME, nuchan H, nochon G. The forms in the MSS (from 

Old Irish nicon) show alternation between -c- and later -ch- (5 na G III §11.7).

acut. Note Middle Irish acut for Old Irish ocut (S na G III §13.21).

thathair. Note Middle Irish dative for nominative for rhyme with indeclinable 

genitive Cathair.
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§37 Breccad dechnaide cummaisc in so:

Nert tar buidne, 

cert CO cuibde, fuigle faibde, 

troich do thinme, trfall dar Tidle, 

rigne im Raigne.

This is breccad dechnaide cummaisc: ‘Gewalt, die sich iiber Scharen erstreckt, Recht 

mit Fug, ein schnelles Aufriiumen [reading fuidle faidbe], Vemichtung von 

Todgeweihten, ein Marsch iiber die Gebiete von Tidel, ein fester Griff um Raigne’. 

(Meyer 1919, no. 44)

Power over bands, justice with harmony, prompt judgements, cutting down wretches, 

journeying over the regions of Tidel, a firm grip round Raigne .

MSS: Brecadh deachnaidi cumaisc andso B, Brecad decnaidi cumusc annso B ,̂ 

Breccad dechnad c«<maisc annso M, Breccad dechnaide cumaisc andso E.

Brectad dechnaide cumaisc inso H, Brecdhecnaidh cumaisg G.

a. Neart tarbuidni B, neart tarbuidni B*’, Nert darbuidhne M, N^rt darbuigne E.

Nert damuidne H, neart arwbuidhne G.

b. ceart cocuidbhi fuidli faidbhi B, cert cocuidbi fuidli faidbi B^, cert cocuibdhe fuidle 

faibhdhe M, cert cucuibdi fuigle faigle E.

ceri cucuibde fuigle faidhbi H, cert gocuibhde fuighle faidhbhe G.

c croich dotinme triall dartidhle B, troich dotinme trial! dartidle B*’, troith dotinme

triall dartidle M, troich dotinme triall dartigle E.

troich dothin/ne iii.all artidle H, troich dothinmhe triall tartidhle G.

d. ridne imraigne B, righne imraigne B^, ridne imraidne M, rigne imraigne E.

rigne imraigne H, righne iA«raighne G.
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Notes

Previous edition: M eyer (1919, no. 44).

The metre is breccad dechnaide ciimmaisc (4^ 8  ̂8^ 4^). G differs from the other

MSS in reading brecdechnaid cumaisc. There is end-rhym e betw een fa idbe  ( b ) ;

Raigne  (d) and aicill rhyme between buidne  ( a ) : cuidbe  and Tidle ( c ) : rigne (d).

There is internal rhyme between nert ( a ) : cert (b) and breccad  rhyme between buidne

( a ) : cuibde  (b ) : fidd le  (b) and thinme (c - im perfec t): Tidle ( c ) : rigne (d). There is

alliteration in lines cde. M eyer prints this verse as 6 x 4^. I present the stanza as 4^ 8  ̂
2 28 4 , since dechnad  metres normally consist o f a com bination of lines o f four and 

eight syllables or six and eight syllables.

tar buidne. H reads darnuide, which may be an attempt to introduce alliteration 

since this is present in the other three lines.

fu ig \e .fiiid li fidd le  }A ,fidgle ^H ^fidgh le  G. The MSS show confusion of 

lenited d  and g. M eyer reads fidd le  faidbe  ‘ein schnelles A ufraum en’ ‘a speedy 

clearing up ’ (lit. ‘prompt rem nants’), t a k i n g ‘r emnant ’ as nominative plural of 

an o-stem rather than as an o-stem. An alternative is xeadfidgle, nominative plural of 

fidge ll  ‘judgem ent’. Although this is given as an o-stem in DIL, if derived from the 

neuter noun gell, one would expect a nominative p l u r a l DIL  5. v. fidgell 

notes that the plural form is generally/«</g/e.

faibde. fa idbh i ^W ,fa id b i E ^,fa ibhdhe M ,fa ig le  E, fa idhbhe  G. Rhymes with 

Raigne. The MSS show confusion heiw te n  fa idbe fa ibde  M and fa ig le  E. I

follow M eyer in taking this as nominative plural o f foba id  ‘quick, prompt, active’, 

agreeing w i t h T h s  line is cited in D/L s. v. fobaid . As noted by M eyer, the 

readings o f BB^HG show m etathesis. E ’s reading seems to have been influenced by 

the preceding word fu igle. The reading of M does not show metathesis and has been 

adoped in the restored text.
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Tidle. tidhle BG, tidle B*’MH, ligle E. Meyer takes this as accusative of a placename 

Tidel and reads tnall dar Tidle ‘ein Marsch iiber die Gebiete von Tidel’ ‘a march 

over the regions of Tidel’. Hogan (1910, 627) cites several examples of placenames 

s.v. Tedel, the genitive of which is Tidil. I follow Meyer in taking this as an 

accusative plural form.

§38 Is e seo immorro in breccad ele:

Ceithre glinne

ceithre imbe, ceithre uinge

ceithre cnairre

ceithre bainne, ceithre buille.

This, then, is the other breccad: four pledges, four hedges, four ounces, four ships, 

four drops, four blows.

MSS: ISe wero inbreacadh ele B, Iseseo inbreccad eli B^, ISe so immorro uihreccad 

ele M, ISeso immorro in breccad ele E.

IShe so iiwnorro inbreccad ii H, brecdeachnaidh lughbairt G.

a. Ceitri glinde B, Ceitri glindi B \  Ceitri glinne M, Cethre glinne E.

Cein triglinde H, Cetri glinde G.

h. ceitri ame BM, cethri ame B*’, ceithre ime E.

.c. imme H, cetri thimde G.

c. ceitri uinge B, cethri uinge B*’, ceitri uinge M, cetri uingi E.

.c. u/jge H, cetri uinge G.

d. ceitri chnairre B, cethri cnairre B^ ceitri cnarre M, [c]etri cnairre E.

.c. cnairri H, cetri cnarre G.
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e. ceithri bhainde B, cethri bain«e B*’, ceith bainne M, ceitri bai^ne E.

.c. ba;zdi H, .c. bhamde G.

/. ceitri buille BM, cethri builli B*’, cetri buille E.

.c. bulli H, ,c. buille G.

Notes

The metre is a breccad form of dechnad chummaisc (4 8 4 8 ). There is end-rhyme 

between idnge ( b ) : buille (d) and aicill rhyme between glinne ( a ) : imbe (b) and 

cnairre ( c ) : bainne (d). G differs from the other MSS in reading brecdeacnaidh 

lugbairt ‘speckled dechnad of an orchard’. A Middle Irish poem on different types 

of metres also mentions a type of dechnad lubgairt: Lethdechnad lugbairt crdeb 

chumra /  m sdeb se lb a / and sain m laiste mo labra /  aiste ergna 'Lethdechnad, 

fragrant branch of an orchard, it is no false possession; in that [metre] my speech is 

not lazy, a learned metre’. (Thumeysen 1891, 106,1. 14-5; 1912, 75 §7; my 

translation. Note that Thumeysen 1912 reads cumra). In §5 of the same poem 

rannaigecht becc is associated with groves of trees: i n-airib ddna dremain ‘in groves 

of swift poetry’.

In H, there are a number of symbols consisting of a dot and comma written over 

letters. These are found elsewhere in H (e.g. §§47, 50, 53), but I have not been able 

to establish their significance.

Note the following Middle Irish features: analogical spread of palatalisation in uinge, 

< ungae (: buille), bainne < bannae (: cnairre)'. In > II in buille (: uinge)', use of 

ceithre (Old Irish cethair and cetheora) with feminine nouns glinne, uinge, 

cnairre f?) and buille.

ceithre glinne. H reads Cein triglinde, which seems to be corrupt, and there are two 

marks resembling a full-stop and a comma above the ei. The other examples of
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ceithre in H are written as .c. with the same symbols above the c. There are several 

other examples of these symbols in H; see notes on §50-1.

imme. ame ime E, imme H, timde G. The reading of EH is stematically

superior, while the reading of BB^M (ame) is unsuitable metrically. G ’s reading 

timcle may mean ‘heat’, ‘fear’ or ‘act of curtailing’.

cnairre. See note on §33.

ceithre buille. Thumeysen omits H’s reading .c. bulli.

§39 Dechnad chummaisc ^fordalach in so:

Gn'an ond liair erges co fuined 

tar cach feice

cid mor tic tar slessaib sraite 

d’essaib eicne 

is Cell Ite

as ^ferr cosin tite teite

This is dechnad chummaisc '^forddlach: ‘Von der Stunde an, da sich die Sonne iiber 

jede Dachfirst erhebt, bis zu ihrem Untergang -  wie weit sie auch reist iiber die Seiten 

von StraBen bis zu lachsreichen Wasserfallen -  Cell Tte ist der beste Ort ..., den sie 

besucht.’. (Meyer 1919, no. 136)

From the time the sun rises until it sets over every ridge-pole, however many sides of 

street(s) it may travel across to cataracts of salmon, it is Cell Ite which is best to the ... 

which it [the sun] visits.
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MSS; D ^dm ad  cumaisc fordalach B, DQcnad c«maisc fordaXach annso B^ Dtchnad  

CMmaisc fordalach inso M, DechnoJ cumaisc forrdalac/z iivzso E.

Dechnad cumaisc fordalach inso H.

a. Grian onuair eirgeas cofuinedh B, Grian onuair eirgis cofuined B^ Grian onuair 

eirges ofuineadh M, Grian onfuair ergeas cofui«end E.

Grian ond^fuair erges o^fuainiud H.

b. targach fege B, tarcach fege B^ tarcac/ifege M, taigach ^feigi E. 

darcec feci H.

c. gidhmor thic tarsleasaibh sraide B, cidmortig tarsleasaib sraidi B^ cidh mor tic 

tarslessaibh sraite M, cid mor thic darsleasaib sraiti E.

cidmor thicc arslesaib sraiti H.

d. deasaib ecne B, deasaib ecne B^ deassaibh eicne M, deasaib eigne E. 

desaib ecni H.

e. isceall ite BM, iscell ite B^ Isceillige E. 

iscell ite H

f. isfearr cosintide theide B, isfearr cosiAJtide teide B**, isferr cosantidhe thede M, 

isferr cosan tide ateighe E.

isferr cosintiti itet H.

Notes

Previous edition. Meyer (1919, no. 136).

2 2 2 2 2 2The metre is dechnad chummaisc '^forddlach (8 4 8 4 4 8 ). There is end-rhyme 

between fMce ( b ) : eicne ( d ) ; teite (f) and aicill rhyme between he  ( e ) : tite (f). There 

is also internal rhyme between slessaib ( c ) : essaib (d) and Cell ( e ) : fe rr  (f). The 

adjective/ort/a7ac/z ‘delaying, prolonged’ refers to the addition of an extra couplet; 

see note on deibide imrinn forddlach  §16.
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CO fuined. cofuinedh  B, cofiiined  B^ ofuineadh M, cofuinend  E, o^fiiainiiid H. MH 

read o against co of the other MSS, while E reads M iddle Irish third singular present 

indicative form o f fiiin id  as opposed to accusative singular of the verbal noun.

Cell Ite. E ’s reading isceillige is corrupt. Hogan (1910, 196) identifies several such 

places. Cf. is arna biiada-sa lentair /  d ’'ferta ib  he  §42 below.

cosin tite. cosintide  B, cosintide B*’, cosantidhe M, cosan tide E, cosintiti H. 

Rhymes with he. This is the only example of tite cited in DIL s.v. and no meaning is 

given. M eyer does not translated the word and I have not been able to establish a 

meaning from the present context.

teite. theide B, teide  B^, thede M, ateighe E, itet H. Rhymes with fe ice  (b) : eicne 

(d). BB*’M E read a relative form of teit lit. ‘which it goes | t o |’. H ’s reading itet is 

unsuitable m etrically, since this word rhymes with/<?7ce’ (b) and eicne  (d). HE differ 

from BB^’M in reading the preposition i plus relative particle: i tet ‘into which it 

goes’.
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§40 A-tat da breccad furri-side .i. certbreccad 7 ollbreccad. Certbreccad in so;

A aes chomlainn,

cartait in coimdid cen chomrainn,

ocus idlaing,

cen a ingreim ocus foglaim, 

ocus degrainn,

ocus biiaid termainn cen thograim.

There are two breccad forms on this {dechnad chiimmaisc yorddlach), i.e. 

certbreccad ‘proper breccad' and ollbreccad ‘great breccad'. This is certbreccad:

His people of battle, they love the lord without an alliance and outburst (?) and 

without his persecution and learning and [without] a good portion and [without] the 

triumph of sanctuary without being pursued.

MSS: Ataid dabreccad airside .i. ceirtbrecad 7 ollbrecadh Certbreccad an«so B, Ataid 

dabreccad airside .i. certbreccad 7 ollbreccad Certbr^'cca^/so B^ Atait dabreaccadh 

airside .i. cert 7 ollbreaccad. Cert breaccad a«so. M, atat dabrecadh airside .i. cert 

breccad 7ollbreccadh. Ceartbrt'ccad andso E.

Atat .ii. breccad fwrnside .i. c^rtbrecad 7ollbrecad C^'rtbrecad inso H.

a. Ocus comlaind B, Ocus comlaind B^ Acus comlaind M, Aaes cumlaind E.

Ocus comlninA H.

b. ca rta it 'm coimdid gancomraind B, cardaid incoimdid gancomraind B^ cardait 

incoimdidh can cowraiwd M, cardait i«coimde c m  comraind E.

caruit incomdid cencomruind H.

c. 7idlai«g B, 7idlaing B^ 7idhlaing M, 7idlai«g E.

7 indluing H.

d. gan ingrem 7foglaiw B, gan ingreim 7 foglaim B^ cena imgrem 7foghlaim M, 

cea^ia imgreim 7foglaim E.
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cenai/igreim ocus foglui/« H.

e. 7deagramd B, Tdegraind B^M, 7degrand E.

7 dagrai/jd H.

f. 7buaidh tearwaind gan <.. .> ograim B, 7buaid tearmaind gantoigraim B'̂ , 7buaidh 

thermai«d centograim M, 7buaid tf-rmaiAid centograim. E.

7 buaid tarmuind centograim H.

Notes

The text states that there are two breccad forms of dechnad chiimmaisc forddlach  

(4 8 4 8 4 8 ) and the present example illustrates certbreccad. In the example of 

dechnad fata forddlach  (8^ 6^ 8  ̂6  ̂8̂  6^) cited in §31 and in that cited by Murphy 

(1961, |411), the end-words of lines ace consonate with the main-rhyme hdf. A 

similar pattern of rhyme is found in the present illustration: comlaind (a), idlaind (c) 

and degraind (e) consonate with the main rhyme between comraind (b) \foglaim  (d) : 

tograim (f).

a-tat. ataid BBh, atait M, atat E, atdt H. Note Middle Irish contracted form. The 

older conjunct ending is preserved in EH and is stemmatically superior.

A aes. Ocus BB'’H, Aciis M, Aaes E. The first line is difficult to interpret on account 

of the varying MSS readings. I tentatively follow E and take a to be third singular 

masculine possessive pronoun. The other MSS read ocus/acits, which may have 

arisen due to the other four occurrences of this word in the rest of the poem.

cartait. cartait B, cardaid B ,̂ cardait ME, caruit H. Aside from H, the MSS point 

to third plural present indicative of caraid ‘loves’ with third singular masculine 

suffixed pronoun. This may be used proleptically (referring to ‘lord’) or else petrified 

as an innovatory ending, as found in §§10, 11 above (5 na G III §12.18). The form in 

H does not have the suffixed pronoun.
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idlaing. idlaing idhlaing M, indliiing H. DIL cites this line 5.y. 1 idlann ‘leap;

charge; outburst’ col. 51,1. 80, preceded by a question mark. Idlann was originally a 

feminine noun but could according to the Irish Grammatical Tracts could be declined 

as both masculine {IG Tll §11.27) and feminine ( / G n i  §12.3). The form here seems 

to be accusative singular of a feminine noun after the preposition cen.

tograim. <...>ograim B, toigraim  B^ tograim MEH. Aside from BB^, which have a 

plene reading, the MSS read g with a superscript a. Thurneysen reads togairm H and 

tograim M.

§41 Ollbreccad immorro in so;

Mide miadach, ditiu duanach,

uallach ^faebrach,

suan CO sluagrath,

niam co rigrath, uall na n-aenach,

ogard ofblech ind aeb airgech,

caer chraibdech caem imar chaemrath.

This, then, is ollbreccad'. Honourable Mide, protection [which is] celebrated in lays, 

proud [and] keen, sleep with hostful prosperity, a settlement with royal prosperity, 

pride of the assemblies, completely noble and gleaming is the many-herded aspect, a 

pious, fair jewel like fair prosperity.

MSS: Ollbreaccadh annso B, Ollbreccad annso B'’, Ollbreccad/ \mmorro M, Oil 

breccad immorro E.

Oil breccad immurro and seo H.
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a. Mitiu miadhach didiu duanach B, Mitiu miadach didu duanach B*’, Mite miadach 

ditiu duanach M, Mide miad[ac| dide duanach E.

Mite miadach ditiu duanach H.

b. uallach ^faebrach B, uallach faebrach B*’, uallach faebrach M, uallach feabbrach E. 

uallach faebrach H.

c. suan cosluagrath B, suan cosluagrath B*’, suan cosluag rath M, suan coslog[r]ath E. 

$uan cosluagrath H.

d. ruam corighrath uall nanae«ach B, ruam corigrath uall nanaenach B^ ruam 

gorrigrath uall nanaenach M, ruam corigrath uall nanaenach E.

rua« corrigdath uall nanenach H.

e. ogard aibleach indealb airgech B, ogard aibleach indealb airgech B^ og ard aiblech 

indaebh airgech M, <...> ard aiblech i«deb airgeach E.

ogard aiblech indaebh airgech H.

f. caer craibhtheach caem im arcaemrath B, caer craibtec caem imarcaemrath B^ caer 

craibdech coem imarcoemrath M, caer craxhihech caem i//mr caemrath E.

coer craibdech coew iwarcaemrach H.

Notes

2 2 2 2 2 2The metre is an ollbreccad form of dechnad chiimmaisc ^forddlach (8 4 4 8 8 8 ).

I have divided the lines on the grounds that the preceding illustration of a certbreccad 

form of the same metre consists of six lines with end-rhyme between lines bdf. In 

this example, there is additional end-rhyme hQVwtQn faebrach  ( b ) : denach ( d ) : 

caemrath (f) and between duanach ( a ) : shiagrath (c). There is also aicill rhyme 

between duanach ( a ) : uallach (b) and airgech (e) : craibdech (f) and breccad rhyme 

between suan ( c ) ; ruam ( d ) : uall (d) and deb ( e ) : caer ( f ) : caem (f).

sluagrath . shiagrath BB ’̂H, sluag rath M, slog[r]ath E. Rhymes with duanach. DIL 

s.v. slograth col. 280,1. 39 cites only one example of this word from Saltair na Rann 

1. 4498 and suggests that it may be a collective of slog ‘host’. Animate collectives in
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-rad  are feminine a stems, however, and co sluagraibh would be impossible here. 

Stokes (1883, 150 5.v. slog) takes the example in Saltairna Rann as a compound of 

slog and rath, however, citing other examples in the text where slog is compounded 

with the noun -dun and the adjectives -di'l and -buadach. I take the form in our text as 

a compound of slog/sludg with rath', cf. the compounds n'grath (d) and cdemrath (f).

ruam co rigrath. H differs from the other MSS in reading co rrigdath ‘with royal 

hue’.

ind aeb. indealb indaebh M, indeb E, indaeb H. Rhymes with cder and cdem. 

BB** read delb ‘form’, which is unsuitable metrically.

§42 Dechnad scaflte chummaisc in so;

Ro-cuala-sa mor do eltaib 

oca fcce;

na duana-sa di fo ^slechtaib 

slogda side; 

is ama buada-sa lentair 

d’'^fertaib Ite.

This is dechnad scailte cummaisc: I have heard of a great many young herds ... ; 

these poems for her under populous tracks of a mound; it is on account of these 

virtues that Ite’s miracles are followed.

MSS: DechnaJ scailti cwmaisc annso B, TitcYmad [a] cumaisc scailti [a] anns B*’, 

Dechnai/ scailti cumdiî c anso M, 'Dtctmad scailti cumaisc iwdso E.

Dcchnad scoilti cumax^c H.
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a. Rocualsa mor daeltaibh B, Rocualasa mor doeltaib Rocualasa mordha eltaib 

M, Rocualasa mor doeltaib E.

Rocualusa mor doeltaib H. 

h. occa icce BB^M, ogaice E. 

ocaice H.

c. naduanasa di foslechtaibh B, naduanasa di foslectaib B^ naduanasa diafoslechtaib 

M, naduanasa difoslechtaib E.

naduanasa di^fo^slechtaib H.

d. slogdha siti B, slogda siti B^ om. M, slogda side E. 

slogda sithe H.

e. isarnabuadhasa lentar B, isamabuadasa lentair B ,̂ om. M, isamabuadhusa leantar 

E.

isarnabuadasa lentair H.

f. dfertaib ite B, dfertaib ite B'̂ , ite M, dt-rtaib ite E. 

dofi’rtaib ite H.

Notes

The metre is dechnad scai'lte cummaisc (8  ̂4  ̂8  ̂4  ̂ 8̂  4^). As in the previous 

examples (§§39-41), there is rhyme between lines bdf. icce (b ) : side (d ) : he  (f). 

There is also rhyme between eltaih (a ) : slechtaib (c ) : lentair (e). Lentair (e) also 

makes aicill rhyme with 'dfertaib (f).

icce. icce BB'^M, ice EH. Rhymes imperfectly with side (?) (d) and he (f). Rhyme 

with he  suggests that icce rather than icce is the intended form. This may be genitive 

singular of icc, verbal noun of iccaid ‘heals’. I am uncertain as to its meaning in the 

present context, however, and have left the word untranslated.

na duana-sa etc. I am uncertain as to the meaning of lines cd and have provided a 

literal translation.
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side, siti BB^ om. M, side E, sithe H. The MSS read forms with -t-, -d- and -th .

I tentatively take this to be side ‘mound’, although this interpretetion is uncertain.

lentair. Note passive ending with dental originally found in weak verbs (Old Irish 

lenair).

Ite. Cf. Cell Ite §39.

§43 Corr comdala for dechnaid chummaisc in so:

Aball ubullchorr a hEmain 

uma d’umaib 

lama lenaim

cumungtholl menaid a Mumain

This is corr comdala fo r  dechnaid chummaisc: An apple-tree of lumpy apples from 

Emain, a piece of copper (?), hands of a child, a pierced narrow part of an awl from 

Munster.

MSS: Corr comdalach for dechna/J cu/«aisc armso B, Corr comdala fordechna/J 

cumaisc an«so B*’, Corr comdala for dtc\m aid  cm/taisc inso M, Corr comdala for 

dechna/J cumaisc annso E.

Corr comdala iorAtchnad cumaxsc inso H, Corr comdhala fordechnaidh cumaisg G.

a. Aball ubullcorr aitheamain B, Aball ubullcorr aithemain B^ Aball ubhall corr 

athemain M, Aball uball cor ahemain E.

Aball uball chorr ahemain H, Aball ubhullchorr ahem/mi« G.

b. uma dumaibh B, uma dumaibh B^, uma dumaib M, uma dumaib E. 

wmdLi dwmaibh H, u/«/za duimhaibh G.
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c. lama leanaibh B, lama lenaim B*’, lama lenaim M, lama lenaim E. 

lama lenaim H, lamha leanaimh G.

d .  cumung toll menaid \m muwain B, cumung toll meanaidh imumain B*’, cumung toll 

menaidh amumain M, ciimmg  toll menaigh amwmain E.

cwmangtholl mf/iaid amumain H, cuAn/zong toll meanaidh amumhain G.

Notes

The metre is corr comddla fo r  dechnaid chiimmaisc ‘a point of meeting upon 

dechnad chummaisc' (8 4 4 8 ). There is end-rhyme between Emain ( a ) : lenaim

(c) and iimaih (b) ; Miimain (d). There is aicill rhyme between lenaim (c) : menaid

(d) and rhyme between iibullchorr (a): cumungtholl (d). This verse seems to be 

satirical since the subject is described in terms of a series of insignificant or useless 

objects. Similar metaphors in our text include; a athbro ichtair ‘you worn-out lower 

quern’ §127; a tholltimpdin ‘you pierced timpdn' §165; a glas chamm ‘you crooked 

bolt’ §190; a sci'an espa ‘you useless knife’ §191.

Aball ubullchorr a hEmain. 6  hAodha (2003, 138, note 7) notes that Emain Ablach 

‘Emain of the Apple-trees’ is associated with Mannanan mac Lir.

a hEmain. aitheamain BB*’, athemain M, ahemain EH, ahemhain G. I follow EHG 

since a disyllabic word is required for rhyme with lenaim. BB^M read a form with 

the prefix ath/aith ‘second, a further’. With aithEmain ‘another Emain’, cf. 

aithTemair ‘another Tara’ (Knott 1920, 205 1.84).

uma d ’umaib. Lit. ‘copper (sg.) from copper (pi.)’. This might be interpreted as ‘the 

copper of all coppers’ i.e. ‘the best of copper’. Cf. cndm do chndmaib ch'abaig ‘one 

of the bones of a deer’, erp d ’erpaib i ndairib ‘one of the does in groves’, delg do 

delgaib draigin ‘one of the thorns of a blackthorn’, der do deraib di'abail ‘one of the 

tears of a devil’ §123 below.
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lama lenaim. Cf. a charpat lenairn liiUn ‘you jaw of a weak child’ §78; a lenaim 

laic: beca do bossa ‘you weak child: small your hands’ § 140; glaca gataige ‘the 

hands of a th ief §146.

cumungtholl. Rhymes with itballchorr. I take the first element as ciimung ‘narrow’ 

and the second element as toll ‘pierced’.

a Mumain. Cf. a mchra rnaigre a Miimain ‘you salmon spawn from Munster’ §12.

§44 Dechnad mor scaflte in so:

Nocon ^fuil a mam co deimin 

amail do-gni dtiana; 

ni ro a dochur i Maig ^Feimin 

i tenid cen tiiaga.

This is dechnad mor scailte: His worth does not exist, indeed, in the way that he 

composes poems: he will not cause his damage in Mag Feimin, without axes in fire 

(i.e. without sharpened axes).

MSS: Dechnai/ mor scailti andso B, DechnaJ mor scailti anso M, Dechnai/ 

m[or]scailti andso E.

Dechnad mor scailti inso H.

a. nochon^fail amaiii codemi« B, Noconfuil amain codemin B*’, Noconuil amain 

codemin M, Nocho fuil [amaiw] codemin E.

Noconfuil amain codemin H.

b. amail dogni duana B, amail dogni duana B^ amail doni duana M, amail doni 

duana E.
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amail doni duana H.

c. niro adoch[ur] amaigh femin B, niroadocur amuigh femm  B*’, niro adochar imuig 

emin M, nirodochur amuigh femi« E.

nirodochur immaig femm H.

d. tenidh centuaga B, tenid centuaga B^ itenig centuara M, tenig centuara [no 

gentuad] E.

itenid centuara H.

Notes

The metre is dechnad mor scai'lte (8^ 6^ 8  ̂6^). The main rhyme is between duana (b)

: tuaga (d), while there is end-rhyme between demin (a) : '^Femin (c) and aicill rhyme 

between ^Femin ( c ) : tenid (d).

amail do-gni. Note absence of nasalising relative clause. Amal was generally 

followed by a nasalising relative clause in Old Irish (GOI §498) but could also be 

followed by an independent clause {GOI §505).

Mag Feimin. According to Hogan (1910) 5.v. Femen, this encompasses an area 

extending from Cashel to Clonmel, Co. Tipperary. See also O Corrain (1971).

i tenid cen tuaga. I follow BB*’ tuaga against MEH tuara (note E’s gloss no 

gentuad), even though this reading is not supported by the majority of the MSS.

Tuara makes no sense in the context. Tuaga ‘axes’, on the other hand, may refer to 

tempering a blade (EIF 487), used here in a metaphorical sense of poetry. For similar 

imagery in Bardic poetry see McManus (2004, 100, note 9). An anecdote in LL 1. 

13582 recounts how Aithime sent his servant Greth to the blacksmith Eccet Salach do 

chor bela i tenid ‘for putting an axe in fire’, possibly a reference to satire. Note that 

DIL cites this line i.y. 1 tuag ‘arch, curve’ col. 332,1. 54.
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§45 Carrdechnad in so:

Ua Cuinn, cocur daill dar draigne, 

focul i mbit rainn co rigne, 

geim daim arathair tri aibne, 

taimge tarathair i tidle.

This is carrdechnad: The grandson of Conn, the whispering o f a blind man over 

blackthorns, a phrase in which there are stilted quatrains, the roar of a plough ox 

being whipped, the point of an auger into bunches o f corn-stalks.

MSS: Cardechnad seo B, Carrdechnad/ B ,̂ Cardechnaidh i«so M, CardechnaJ indso 

E.

Carrdechnad/ inso H.

a. Uacuind cogur daill dar draigne B, Uacuind cogur daill dardraigni B*’, Uacuind 

coguur daill dar draigni M, Uacuind cocur daill dardraigne E.

Huacuind cocur daild dardraigni H.

b. focul imbidh rinn coraigne B, focul imbid rind <.„> igne B^ focul imbit raind 

coraighne M, focul am bidh rind coraigne E.

focul imbit ruind corrigni H.

c. gem daim arathair tria aibhne B, gem daim arathair tria aibhne B^ gem damh 

arathair tria aibne M, geim daimh aratair triaibne E.

geim daim arathair triaaibni H.

d. traigne tarathair tidle B, trai <. . .>  arathair tidle B*’, taimge tarathair thaidle M, 

tairgni tarathair [ajtidle E.

tairnge tarathair atidli H.
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Notes

2 2 2 2The metre is carrdechnad ‘heaped dechnad' (8 8 8 8 ). Draigne (a) : aihne (c) 

consonate with the main rhyme between rigne ( b ) : tidle (d). There is aicill rhyme 

between aibne ( c ) : tairnge (d) and internal rhyme between cociir ( a ) : focul (b), daill 

( a ) : rainn (b) and arathair ( c ) : tarathair (d). Note rhyme between voiced and 

voiceless stops in fo c u l ; cocur. Meyer (1909, 15 note 1) states of the metre 

carnrannaigecht mor that the ‘addition of earn (carr) to the name of a metre denotes 

that an original metre of six or seven syllables has been extened to eight syllables’. It 

is clear from the example of carrannaigecht mor ociis carrannaigecht hecc i 

cimmiisc illustrated in §78 below that the lines can be extended to more than eight 

syllables. Meyer (1909, 15) and Thumeysen, (1891, 131) take the terms carr and 

earn to be synonymous.

focul i mbit rainn co rigne. Lit. ‘a phrase in which there are quatrains with 

stiffness’. This may refer to a badly constructed poem or phrase. Rigne labartha 

‘stiffness of delivery’ is listed as one of the seventeen signs of bad pleading in 

Tecosca Cormaic §22 (Meyer 1909b, 40-1). Cf. also Tri miscena indsei: rigne, 

dliUthe, didbaire ‘three hateful things in speech: stiffness, obscurity, a bad delivery’. 

Triads §179 (Meyer 1906, 24-5). Note contracted fonn bit (confirmed by the 

syllable count) with Middle Irish absolute ending.

tairnge. B reads traigne and DIL cites this line (with a query) s.v, tragna 

‘corncrake’.

tidle. DIL cites this line s.v. 1 tidle and no meaning is given. I take tidle as 

accusative plural of tidel, cf. tideal no barr bldithe ‘a bunch of com stalks (?) or a 

flowering branch’ (Binchy 1973, 81 §11 and 85-6; Charles-Edwards and Kelly 1983 

190).
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§46 Carrdechnad brecht in so:

Dag^saiget rig suire Slaine 

nos fallaiget cnaime cuile 

cniaide tama sligib slataid 

deice bid loim fola uaire

saire snaide 

came caite; 

sracait seice,

ar itib etair ataig aice.

Finit dona dechnadaib.

This is carrdechnad brecht: a) A noble arrow of the ... king of Slane of noble 

crafting,

b) they neglect them (?) ... pleasantness . . . .

c) harshness across the paths ... they plunder (?) ...

d) ... there is a gush of cold blood on feathers . . . .

The dechnad metres end.

MSS: CarrdeclwaJ brecht ann^o B, Carrdechnad brecht an«so B^, Carrdechnad 

brecht inso M, CardechAzad breacht andso E.

CarrdechAzad brect indso H.

a. Deg^saiget righ suire slaiwe saire snaithe B, Deg^sai <...> rig suire slaiwe saire 

snaithe B^ Dag^saigedh rig suire slaine saire snaithe M, Dagsaigid rig suire slaiwe 

saire snaiti E.

Dag^saiget rig sure slane sairi s«aithi H.

b. nofalaigead cnaime cuile caine caide B, nofalaiged cnaimi cuile caine caide B*’, 

nofalaidet cnaime cuile caine caidhe M, nosfaglaigit cnaime cuile caine caide E. 

nosfailaidet cname cule caine caiti H.
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c. c[r|uaide tamasligibh sladait sracait sece B, cruaide tarnasligib sladaid sladaid 

[sraccaid] seici B*’, cmadhi damasligibh slatait sraccait secce M, cruaide damasligib 

sladaig ^sracait seice E.

caidhi damaslicib slataib sracaid sece H.

d. bid loim fola suaire aretibh eta[i]r ataig aice B, bid loim fola fuairi areitib etair 

ataig aice B^, dece bid loim fola uaire aritib etair attaigh aicce M, deice bidh loim fola 

fuaire araithib etair ataigh aice E.

deci bid loim fola uairi aritib etair ataig aici H.

Finit domdechnadaib B, Fiwit du/?adechnadaib B*’, Finit dona dechnadaib M, Finit 

dona dechna/W[ib| E.

Finit donadechnadaib H.

Notes

2 2 2 2 2 2 2The metre is carrdechnad hrecht ‘variegated, heaped dechnad' (8 4 , 8  4 , 8  4 , 8  

8^). Thurneysen (1891, 161) analyses this stanza as 8  ̂4^ 8  ̂4^ | 8  ̂4^ 8  ̂6^. There is 

end-rhyme between caite ( b ) : aice (d) and aicill rhyme between seice ( c ) : deice (d). 

There is internal rhyme between dag'^saiget (a) :fallaiged  (b); suire ( a ) : cuile (b); 

saire ( a ) : came (b); cruaide ( c ) ; iiaire (d); sligib ( c ) : itib (d). There is rhyme 

between sracait ( c ) : ataig (d). This poem is particularly difficult to interpret and I 

am unable to provide a full translation. I have presented the translation as individual 

lines, rather than in prose form. I have been unable to establish the meaning of the 

following words in the context of the poem: suire (a); cuile (b); caite (b); slataid (c); 

deice (d); etair (d); ataig (d); aice (d).

suire. DIL cites an example of a noun suire rhyming with barrbuide but the meaning 

is uncertain. This may be the word intended in our poem, where it may rhyme with 

cuile. Its meaning in our text is also uncertain, however.
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snaide. snaithe B, snaithe snaithe M, snaiti E, snaithi H. I tentatively read 

snaide ‘cutting, making, fashioning’ verbal noun of snaidid.

nos fallaiget. nofalaigead B, nofalaiged B^ nofalaidet M, nosfaglaigit E, 

nosfailaidet H. A third plural form is confirmed by rhyme with dag^saiget. EH read 

an infixed pronoun, which may refer proleptically to cndime. E also differs from the 

other MSS in reading/ag/a/g// from foglaigid  ‘injures, damages’ against fallaigid  

‘neglects, omits, fails’.

cnaime. cnaime BME, cname H. This seems to be an instance of the confusion 

between a-stem and /-stem declensions which is found in feminine /-stems such as 

suil. I have not found any other examples of this in a masculine /-stem however; see 

S n a G l W  §5.7; IV §4.16.

sligib. Note Middle Irish use of the dative plual after tar.

slataid. sladait B, sladaid B*’, slatait M, sladaig E, slataib H. The MSS show 

variation between final -t, -d, -g and -h. H reads dative plural of 1 slat ‘rod; branch; 

yard’ or 2 slat ‘plunder’. BB ’̂ME seem to read third plural present indicative of 

slataid ‘plunders’.

sracait. sracait B, \sraccaid\^^, sraccait M '^sracait E, sracaid H. Rhymes with 

ataig. DIL cites the form from our text s.v. sracaid ‘pulls, tears’.

seice. sece BH, seici B*’, secce M, seice E. Rhymes with deice. I tentatively take this 

to be third singular feminine form of the preposition sech ‘past’.

ataig. ataig BB^’H, attaigh M, ataigh E. This may be genitive singular of attach 

‘refuge; invoking’?
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§47 Incipit dona rannaigechtaib. Rannaigecht mor in so far fairinn .i. ar is mo do 

erlabra bis inti on chetchuibdius cosin cuibdius tanaise anas isin rannaigecht bicc, no 

dano is ‘rannaigecht dialtach’ as raite risin rannaigecht moir 7 ‘rannaigecht 

recom racach’ risin rannaigecht mbicc. Rannaigecht mor dialtach in so:

Feimen indiu is ferr a chach: 

met a theined is a thuath, 

eolchaire na naem, cen di'th, 

crfch dan caem  ceolchaire chilach.

Dicunt alii conid rannaigecht bee inso 7 conid hi in rannaigecht recom racach ind 

rannaigecht mor, acht is gnaithiu in chetfaid toisech.

Here begin the rannaigecht metres. This is rannaigecht mor  according to some 

authorities, i.e. for there is greater eloquence in it from the first rhyming word to the 

second rhyming word than in rannaigecht becc. Or, alternatively, rannaigecht m or  is 

called ‘monosyllabic rannaigecht' and rannaigecht becc is called ‘disyllabic 

rannaigecht' .

This is rannaigecht m or dialtach: ‘Femen today is better than ever, what with the 

number o f its hearths and tribes; land without decay, for which the saints long, land to 

which the song of cuckoos is dear’. (M eyer 1917, 46)

‘Schoner als je  ist Femen heute mit der M enge seiner Feuerherde und Volksstamme: 

unvergangliches Land der Sehnsucht der Heiligen, Gebiet mit dem holden 

Kuckucksgesang’. (M eyer 1919, no. 141)

Others say that this is rannaigecht becc and that rannaigecht m or  is ‘disyllabic 

rannaigecht'. The first interpretation is more usual, however.
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MSS: INcipit do«a randaighechtaibh Randaigeacht mor andso B, INcipit 

dunarandaigechtaib Randaigecht mor andso B^ indo (sic) narandaigeachtaibh. 

Ramjaigecht mor inso M, INcipit dono donrarwaidecht moir an«so E.

H  reads: Randaigecht mor inso iarforind .i. arismo do erlabra bis inti oncetcuibdius 

cosincuibduis tanaisi anas isi«randaigecht bicc no dm o  isxandaigecht dialtach asraiti 

risin randaigecht moir Irm daigecht recomracach risi« randaigecht ^mbicc. 

Randaigecht mor dialtach indso. In space at end o f  line scribe o f H has added: 

snechta and indiu ‘it is snowing today’.

a. Femi« anniu asfearr acach B, Feimi« aniiiu asfearr acach B*’, Femen andiu isferr 

achach M, Feimen indiu isfearr acach E.

Feme-M indiu isferr acach H.

h. met atened isatuath B, met atenid isatuath B*’, med atheneadh isatuath M, med 

atenid isatuadh E. 

met atened isatuath H.

c. eolchairi nanaem candith B, eolcairi nanaem candith B^ eolach aire nan naem 

candith M, eolcaire nanaem candith E.

eolchuiri nanoem cendith H.

d. crich nanaem ceolcairi cuach B, crich nanaem ceolcairi cuach B^ crich dan coem 

ceolcaire chuach M, crich dancaem ceolcaire cuach E.

crich d m  coem ceolcuiri cuach H.

H  reads: D/cimt alii conid rannaigecht bee inso Vconid hi in randaigecht recomracach 

indrandaigec/z/ mor acht isgnaithciu in cetfaidh tosech.
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Notes

Previous editions: M eyer (1917, 46; 1919, no. 141).

The metre is rannaigecht rnor {1^ ? ' 7 ' 7 ') . H adds di'altach ‘m onosyllabic’. The 

m ain rhyme is between thiiath ( b ) : chuach  (d). There is aicill rhyme between dith  (c) 

: cn'ch (d) and internal rhyme between Feimen ( a ) ; theined  (b), eolchaire ( c ) : 

ceolchaire  (d) and ndem  ( c ) : cdem  (d). The end-words o f line ac consonate with the 

m ain rhyme, in contrast with the illustration o f rannaigecht mar scailte (§48 below), 

which lacks consonance. The prose passages preceding and following this verse are 

only found in H. A distinction is drawn between rannaigecht mor and rannaigecht 

becc  and it is also stated that the former is known as rannaigecht dialtach 

‘m onosyllabic rannaigecht' and the latter as rannaigecht recomracach  ‘disyllabic 

rannaigecht'. The terms dialtach and recomracach are also contrasted in M V I  §53- 

4, which illustrate examples of deihide guilhnech dialtach  and deibide guilbnech  

recomracach. Elision is essential in line a for the syllable count.

ar is mo do erlabra bis inti on chetcuibdius. Thum eysen reads ar is mo do on

cetcuibdius, having overlooked a cenn fa ette symbol after do. The phrase ar is 

mo do erlabra bis inti on chetcuibdius cosin cuibdius tdnaise anas isin rannaigecht 

bicc  appears to be an attempt to explain the significance o f the adjectives mor and 

becc in the names rannaigecht m or and rannaigecht becc.

bis, anas. Note Middle Irish contracted forms.

a chach. Note Middle Irish a for earlier ar.

dan caem . BB*’ both read na naem, probably as a result o f the influence of line c. 

Note also the contracted and simplified form dan, third singular present indicative of 

copula plus preposition do ‘to, for’ in relative clause.
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§48 Rannaigecht mor scaflte in so;

Riiaidri Ratha Broccain brie 

beim do-beir nathair do neoch 

ua rig Cairn, clann brathar Brfain 

is dath ind ^fiaich ara eoch.

This is rannaigecht mor scailte: ‘Rory of variegated Rath Brocain, sting such as an 

adder imparts to all, grandson of the King of Cam, offspring of Brian’s brother, with 

the raven’s color upon his horse’. (Meyer 1917, 47)

‘Ruadri vom bunten Raith Broccain, ein Natternstich fiir alle, Enkel der Konigs von 

Cam, vom Bruderstamm Brians, mit seinem rabenschwarzen RoB’. (Meyer 1919, no. 

48)

MSS: Ra^daigecht mor scailte ann so B, Rannaigecht mor scailte an/jso B^ 

Rarmaigecht mor scailti inso M, Rannaidecht mor scailti andso E.

Randaigecht mor no dialtoc/i scoilti iamm inso H, Donrannaigecht anosa.

Ran/zaigecht mor sgailti G.

a. Ruaidri ratha brocain brie B, Ruaidri rata broccain brie B*’, Ruadhri ratha brocain 

brie M, Ruaid/i ratha brocain brie E.

Ruaidh ratha brocain bricc H, Ruaidhri ratha brocan brie G.

b. beim doheir nathair doneoch B, beim dobeir natair duneoch B^, bem dober nathir 

dondeoch M, beim dob^/> nathair doneoch E.

beim dobt'/r natha/r doneoch H, bem duber nathir duAieoch G.

c. uarig cairn clann brathair brian B, uarig cairn eland brathar brian B*’, uarig caimd 

eland brathar briain M, h/<arig eairrn clann brathar bnain E.

uarig eairnd c\and brathar briain H, ua righ caim clann brathar briain G.
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d. isdath i/ifiaigh araeoch B, is dath infiaich araeoch dath fola i«fiaigh araeochu 

M, [is]dath i«dfiaich araeoch E.

dath tuirb ind^fiaich araeoch H, dath tairbh i/j'^fiaich ara^folt G.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 47; 1919, no. 48).

The metre is rannaigecht rnor scailte (7* 7* 7' 7 '). The main rhyme is between neoch 

(b) : each (d). There is aicill rhyme between Bnain  (c) \flaich  (d) and internal rhyme 

between clann ( c ) : dath (d). H, which in the previous section distinguished between 

dialtach ‘monosyllabic’ and recommcach ‘disyllabic’ forms of rannaigecht, differs 

from the other MSS in adding the alternative no dialtach ‘or monosyllabic’. This 

metre is described as scailte lit. ‘scattered’, i.e. without consonance; cf. §47 above, 

where the end-word of line a consonates with the main rhyme.

ua. Note the contracted form, confirmed by the syllable count.

is da th  ind ^fiaich. isdath infiaigh B, is dath infiaich B*’, dath fola infiaigh M, 

[is]dath indfiaich E, dathtuirb indfia ich  H, dath tarb in fia ich  G. HG agree against 

BB ’̂E, while M stands alone in reading fo la  ‘of blood’. This line has one extra 

syllable in M. The readings tuirb ‘of a bull’ H and tarb ‘bull’ G are unsuitable in the 

present context and I follow Meyer in adopting the reading of BB^E. Note the 

contracted ioxm fiaich, confirmed by the syllable count.

a ra  eoch. araeoch BB*^1H, araeochu M, ara^folt G. Rhymes with neoch. G differs 

from the other MSS in reading ara 'fo lt ‘on his hair’, which is unsuitable metrically. 

M reads an accusative plural form which is hypermetrical and does not rhyme with 

neoch. Note Middle Irish ar for earlier/or (Meyer restores/or in both editions).
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§49 Rannaigecht baccach mor in so:

A-ta scith:

na haigedu dar in tir. 

noco toracht fine riam; 

is sia siar tige ’na thir.

This is rannaigecht baccach mor. There is weariness: the guests [are] throughout the 

land. He never reached a fme\ it is further back ... into his land.

MSS: Ran/jaigecht bacach mor andso B, Rimnaigecht bac[a|ch mor so B ,̂ 

Ran/jaigecht bacach mor inso M, Rannaigecht baccach annso E.

RdiViAaigecht baccach mor inso H.

a. Ata scith BB*’ME 

ata scith H.

b. nahaigedhu darintir B, nahaighedu darintir 8*’, nahuge daraindtir M, nahuigi dudar 

i«tir E.

nahaigedu darintir H.

c. nocotoracht duine ham B, nocotoracht fine riam B ,̂ nocobtoracht fine ham M, 

noco toroa fine riamh E.

nochatoracht fine ria/« H.

d. isia siartighe natir B, isia siartige natir B^ asia siar tigi natir ME. 

assia siar tighe natir H.

Notes

The metre is rannaigecht baccach mor ‘limping rannaigecht mor' (3’ ?' ? ' ? '); cf. 

setrad baccach gairit ‘limping setrad gairif §108 below . E omits the adjective mor. 

There is end-rhyme between tir (b ) : thir (d), aicill rhyme between n'am (c) : si'ar (d) 

and internal rhyme between/me (c ) : tige (d). The term baccach is not used of metres
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in M V I or M V II. In the present stanza it seems to refer to the shortening of the first 

line. M urphy (1961, 84) suggests that in §108 it refers to the shortening o f the second 

line by two syllables.

na haigedu. nahaigedhu  B, nahaighedu B*’, nahuge M, nahuigi E, nahaigedu  H.

The reading of BB^H gives the required seven syllables. This seems to be an example 

of accusative plural for nominative plural, which is found in consonantal stems in 

Middle Irish; see S n u G l W  §5.11.

in tir. Note loss o f neuter gender; cf. na tire §17.

riam. The contracted form is established by the syllable count.

tige. I am uncertain as to the meaning of this line. Tige may be second singular 

present indicative o f do-icc  ‘com es’, since a verbal form seems more appropriate in 

the context than genitive singular of tech ‘house’ or tige ‘thickness’. It is also 

uncertain if rhyme w\lh fine (line c) is intended.

thir. tir BB^MEH. I have emended the MSS to read lenition after the third singular 

masculine possessive pronoun.

§50 Aitherrach ar guth ngnath for rannaigecht moir in so:

A gille gliiair, geib duain mBriain, 

geib duain mBriain, a gilla gliiair!

Brian broga in biiair, biiaid fer Fail 

buaid fer Fail Brian broga in biiair.
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This is aitherrach ar giith ngndthfor rannaigecht rnoir ‘Thou brilliant lad, sing a 

song of Brian! sing a song of Brian, thou brilliant lad! Brian of the land of kine, glory 

of the men of Fal, glory of the men of Fal is Brian of the land of kine’ (Meyer 1917, 

47).

MSS: Atharach arguth gnath forrandaigecht moir andso B, Atharrach arguth ngnath 

fonannaigecht moir annso B*’, Atherrach arghuth ngnath for rannaigecht moir inso M, 

Atarrach arguth ngnath fo/rannaidecht moir an«so E.

Aitf-mich arguth ^ngath orrandaigecht moir inso H.

a. Agilli gluair geb dhuai« mbriai« B, Agilli gluair geib duai/j briain B'’, Agilla gluair 

geib duain mbriain. M, Agilla gluair geib duain mbriain E.

Agilli gluair H.

b. geib duain mbhriain agilla gluair B, geib duain mbriain agilla gluair B^, geib duain 

mbriain agilla gluair M, geib duain mbriain agilli gluair E.

geib duain ^mbriain ag. g. H.

c. brian brogha inbuair buaidh ^fear fail B, brianbroga inbhuar B*’, brian broga mbuair 

buaidh fer fail M, bnan broga inbuair buaid fer fail E.

brian brogha mbuair buaid fer fail H.

d. brian broga inbhuair B, omits B^ brian broga inbuar M, brian [buaid f< ...>] broga 

inbhuar E.

br. br. mbuair H.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 47).

The metre is aitherrach ar guth ngndthfor rannaigecht moir ‘repetition regarding a 

usual sound on rannaigecht mor' (?' 7 ' 7* 7'). There is end-rhyme between ghiair 

( b ) : buair (d). Due to the repetition of phrases, there is rhyme between ghiair ( a ) : 

duain (b); duain (a) : ghiair (b); huair ( c ) : buaid (d); biiaid (c) : biiair (d).
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Aitherrach ar guth ngnath. Atharach argiith gnath  B, Atharrach arguth ngnath  B'’, 

Atherrach arghuth ngnath M, Atarrach argiith ngnath  E, Aiterruch arguth '^ngnath H. 

This is mentioned in the preface to Arnra Choliiimb Chille as one of three types of 

repetition used as poetical devices:

A therm ch i '^ngiith ngnath immorro lasi\n\ '^nGoedel a ainm sin, ar biti tri 

quali cosmaili lahartha ic filedaib  na '^nGoedel A. a therm ch i ^nguth '^ngnath, 

OCHS a[t]hinnsimod 7 a[th]diabul... IS he in t-atherruch, cetus, emnad  

oenfocuil i n-oeninud [isin riinn], 7 cen lenamain do o ^shain immach, iit est 

hoc:

Bran, Bran hi toeb Slebi Miss. glan glan gart dognither laiss,

duthaig dll chathail co li cid ri ri fo r  M mnain maiss.

‘Return to a usual sound’ [recte ‘repetition regarding a usual sound’] is the G ael’s 

name for it, for the poets of the Gaels have three sim ilar kinds of expression: ‘return 

to a usual sound’ \recte ‘repetition regarding a usual sound’], and ‘renarration

m ode’, and ‘redoubling’ ... This, first of all, is the ‘return’ \recte ‘repetition’]: a 

repetition of one word in one place, without adhering to it thenceforward, ut est hoc. 

Bran, Bran beside Sliab Miss, pure pure the hospitality that is displayed by him; 

belonging to ... with splendour, though he be king, king over goodly M unster’. 

(Stokes 1899, 144-5)

In our poem, the repetition consists o f whole phrases rather than single words. Such 

repetition has led to confusion in the MSS: H omits either the last three words of line 

a or the first three words of line b\ BMH omit either the last three words o f line c or 

the first three words of line d\ B*’ omits the end of line c and all of line d; E includes 

three words of line in a superscript gloss. I follow M eyer in reading b iia id fer Fail 

as the first three words of line d, although these words are m issing in the MSS.

geib. Note the Middle Irish form (Old Irish gaib), for which see S na G  III §12.198).
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§51 Camad ar rannaigecht moir in so:

Garb ocus garb is da ngarb, 

masa garb is moide is garb.

Gorm ocus gorm is da ngorm, 

masa garb gorm is gorm garb.

Manib gorm garb ni garb gorm, 

gorm gorm gorm gorm gorm gorm garb.

This is carnad ar rannaigecht moir: ‘Rough’ and ‘rough’ and two ‘roughs’: if it is 

‘rough’ it is all the more that it is ‘rough’. ‘Blue’ and ‘blue’, and two ‘blues’: if 

‘blue’ is ‘rough’, ‘rough’ is ‘blue’. If ‘rough’ is not ‘blue’, ‘blue’ is not ‘rough’, 

‘blue’, ‘blue’, ‘blue’, ‘blue’, ‘blue’, ‘blue’, ‘rough’.

MSS: Carnnadh arraruiaighecht moir annso B, Camadh arrandaigecht moir annso B ,̂ 

Carrnadh arrrannaigecht moir inso M, Camad anannaigecht m. and so E.

Camadh arranda/g^c/z/ moir inso H, Camadh aranwaigecht moir G.

a. Garb 7garb isdagarbh B, Garb 7garb 7dagarb b '’. Garb 7garb isdangarbh M, Garb 

7garb isdagharb E.

Garb 7garb isdaga H, Garbh 7garbh isdan garbh G.

b. masagarbh ismoidi isgarbh B, masagarb ismoidi isgarb B'̂ , masagarbh nois moide 

isgarbh M, masagarb asmoiti is garb E.

masaga noismoiti garb H, masa garbh no ismoidi is garbh G.

c. gorm 7gorm isdagorm B, gorm Igoxm isdagorA« B*’, gorm 7gorm isdangorm M, 

gorm 7gorm isdagonw E.

gorm Igoxm  isda^ngorm H, gorm 7 gorm isdan gorm G.

d. masagarb gorm isgorm garb B, masagarb gorm isgorm garb B*’, masagarb gorm 

isgorm garb M, masagarb gorm isgorm garb E.

masagarb .g. isgo. g. H, masa garbh gorm isgorm garb G.
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e. minibgorm garb nigarb gorm B, minipgorm garb nigarb gorm manip gorm garbh 

nigarb gorm M, munib gorw [garb] nigarb gorm  E.

munapgorm garb nigarb gorw H, mi«ib gorm garbh nigarb gorm G.

f. gorm gorm gonn  gorm garbh B, .g.g.g.g.g. garb B*’, gorm gorm gorm gor^n gorm 

garbh M, gorm .g.g.g. gorm gorm garb E.

gorm .g.g.g.g.g. garb H, gorm gorm gorm gorm gorm gorm garbh G.

Notes

The metre is carnad ar rannaigecht inoir ‘a piling up on rannaigecht mor'

7 ' 7 '). The term carnad  ‘heaping’ is not used of any other metres in M ittelirische  

Verslehren I, II and III. In the present illustration, it may signify the addition of two 

lines to the normal four-line structure o f rannaigecht m or  but seems more likely to 

refer to the repetition of the words gorm  and garb. Such repetition has a cumulative 

or ‘heaping’ effect, particularly in the final line. The stanza is difficult to inteipret 

and the amount o f repetition is most unusual. Note that the MSS show confusion 

over the repetition of the word gorm  in line /; in EHG, gorm  appears six times, in 

b'^M it appears twice, while in B it appears four times. Carnad  differs from the terms 

earn and carr, for which see note on §45.

gorm , g a rb . The neuter form o f the numeral da (see note below) suggests that these 

adjectives are to be taken as neuter substantives.

da  ngarb . dagarbh  B, dagarb  B*’, dangarbh  M, dagharb  E, daga  H, dangarbh  G.

MG (i.e. both sides of the stemma) show nasalisation after the neuter form of the 

numeral dd  here and also in line c with dangorm. H also reads dd'^ngorm.

is m oide. nois moide M, noismoiti H, no ismoidi G : ismoidi B, ismoidi B*’, asmoiti E. 

Note that MHG add no ‘or’.
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§52 Breccad rannaigechta moire in so:

Nert naem, cert caem, aeb, recht, raen, 

slicht saer for fael, riar taeb thiar, 

maith mor, flaith for re, sod slog, 

lind lor, mind mor, rom, glor, grian.

This is breccad  rannaigechta moire: H oly strength, fair justice, beauty, lawfulness, a 

path, a noble mark on a champion (lit. ‘w o lf ) ,  hospitality (?) in the west, great good, 

a lord over a com pany, w ell-being o f  hosts, sufficient liquor, a great em blem , a 

burial-ground, splendour, a sun.

MSS: Breccadh ra/maighechta moiri an«so B, Breccad rannaigechta  moiri annso B^  

Breacad ra/znaigechta moiri i«so M, Brecad rannaigechta  .m. an/2So E.

Brecadh randaigechta  moiri i«so H.

a. Neart naem ceart caem  aeb reacht raen B, Neart naem cert caem aeb recht raen B^  

Nert naem caert caem aeb recht raen M, N^rt naem cert caem aeb racht raen E.

N '̂rt noem cerl caem  ae brecht raen H.

b. slicht saer for fael riartaebh thiar B, slict saer forfael riartaeb thiar B^ slicht saer 

ror fael riar taeb thiar M, slicht saer for fael riar imtaeb tiar E.

slicht soer ro fael riartaeb thiar H.

c. maith mor flaith for resodh B, maith mor flaith fon'esod slog B^ maith mor flaith 

for resod slogh M, maith mor flaith for  resod slogh E.

maith mor flaith for resod slogh H.

d. lind lor miud mor romglor grian B, lind lor mind mor romglor grian B*’, lind lor 

mind dor romglor grian M, lirw lor mind dor romglor grian E.

lind lor mind dor rom glor grian H.
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Notes

The metre is breccad rannaigechta moire '’breccad of rannaigecht mor' (? ' ? ' ? ' V'). 

There is end-rhyme between thiar ( b ) : grian (d). There is breccad rhyme between: 

ndem ( a ) : cdem ( a ) : deb ( a ) : rden ( a ) : sder (b) :fdel ( b ) : tdeb (b); maith (c) :flaith

(c); lind (d) : find  (d ) ; mor (c) : sod ( c ) : slog ( c ) : lor ( d ) : mor ( d ) : rom ( d ) : glor

(d). The stanza consists mostly of separate words, some of which have more than 

one meaning, and it is often difficult to be certain which is the intended meaning.

sod, lor. Note the contracted forms, confirmed by the syllable count.

mind mor. mind mor B, mind mor B^, mind dor ME, mind dor H. BB*’ read mor 

‘great’ against d ’or ‘of gold’ MEH. 1 follow BB'’ for alliteration, although the 

reading of MEH is also suitable metrically.

§53 Rannaigecht brecht mor in so:

Nocon ^fuil a mam immaig 

Nocon ^fuil a mam anonn 

Nocon ^fuil a main anall.

Tibid uile im Choin na Cell: 

muna ro sligid as ^ferr 

gebid ina chenn in crann.

This is rannaigecht brecht mor. His worth is not outside, his worth is not thither, his 

worth is not thence. Let you all laugh at Cu na Cell: if he does not attain to a better 

course, let you assail him with the stick.
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MSS; Randaigecht brecht mhor andso B, '^m naigecht brecht mor annso B*’, 

Raiwaigecht brecht mor inso M, 'R.annaigecht breacc mor aiinso E.

RanAaigecht brecht mor inso H.

a. nocon^fuil amain amuig B, nochonfuil amain amuig B**, Noconuil amain amuigh 

M, Nochofuil amain amuigh E.

nuchan^fuil a/nmain a^nmuich H.

b. nocon^fail amain anund B, nochonfuil amain anund B*’, noconuil a muin anund M, 

nochofuil amaine anund E.

nuchanuil amain innund H.

c. nochon^fail amuin anall B, noconfail anall B*’, noconuil amuin anall M, nocho fuil 

amain anall E.

nuchanuil .a/n. anall H.

d. tibid uile iwchoin naceall B, tibid uili imcoin naceall B^ tibid uile \m choin naceall 

M, tibid uili imcoin na ceall E.

tibid uli inchoin nacell H.

e. menero sligi busfearr B, minarosligi bus ie n  B^ menero sligi isferr M, mina 

rosligidh asferr E.

munaro sligid asferr H.

/. gebid inacenn in crand B, gebid inaceand crand B'’, gebid inacend i«crand M, 

geibidh ia < ...>  E. 

gebid inacend incomd H.

Notes

The metre is rannaigecht brecht mor (7* ? ' ? ' 7* ? ' 7 '). This differs from the normal 

form of rannaigecht mor in the addition of an extra couplet. Rhyme is between lines 

c/and  de and there is aicill rhyme between ef. The term brecht ‘variegated, varied’ 

also occurs in the metrical name slat brecht, various types of which are illustrated in 

§71 and §§132-39 below and also in dian brecht chenntrom  §26. The metrical
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structure of the present example resembles rathnuall hairdne, for which see note on 

§139 below.

Cu na Cell. As suggested by Thum eysen (1912, 86), this is probably a nickname. 

The subject is described as being destitute and the name Cil na Cell may well be an 

allusion to the fact that he relies on the charity provided by churches.

m una ro sligid as ^ferr. rnenero sligi biisfearr B, minarosligi b iis ferr  menero 

sligi isferr M, mina rosligidh asferr E, miinaro sligid asferr H. I take ro as third 

singular present subjunctive of ro-saig (showing Middle Irish contraction as 

confirmed by the syllable count) and sligid as accusative singular o f slige, verbal 

noun of sligid  ‘cu ts’. Slige can be declined as both an ia stem and a dental stem and 

this is reflected in the MSS readings sligi/sligid/sligidh. MEH (i.e. both sides of the 

stemma) read third singular present indicative relative o f the copula, while BE*’ read 

third singular present subjunctive relative.

gebid ina chenn in crann. Lit. ‘let you take the stick against him ’. Cenn can be 

used with the preposition i with the meaning ‘against’; see DIL s.v. cenn col. 124,1. 

62. Note Middle Irish gebid  (Old Irish gaihid), for which see S  na G  III § 12.198).

in crann. Note that crann, which was neuter in Old Irish, is treated here as a 

masculine noun.
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§54 Ochtrannaigecht mor in so:

Uch, a Lorcain, isat lac! Ni mo as raiti rit, a dniith,

a chos dlochtain ria cat, ocus corr dluith ina diaid.

Ni geba tuaignim ri tenn, a thamain chrin fo choiss chaich,

a bun fleda ar cuaillib cell, a chaith Im i lladair '^fiaich.

This is ochtrannaigecht mor. ‘Wehe Lorcan, du bist schlaff! Mehr ist gegen dich 

nicht zu sagen, du Narr. Du Fu6 eines Trichters ... Katze und eine feiste Krahe 

hinterdrein. Du sollst nicht in den gewolbten Himmel kommen, wie sehr du dich 

auch anstrengst, du diirrer Holzklotz, den jeder mit FiiBen tritt, du Rest eines 

Schmauses auf den Pfiihlen von Kirchen, du Spreu von Flachs in der Klaue eines 

Raben!’. (Meyer 1919, no. 67)

Alas, O Lorcan, you are weak! No more should be said to you, you fool, you stem of 

a little wisp in front of (?) a cat, with a fat heron behind it. You will not reach vaulted 

heaven by force, you withered trunk under everyone’s foot, you remains of a feast on 

the stakes of churches, you chaff of flax in a raven’s claw.

MSS; Ochtrandaigecht mor annso B, Ochtrannaigecht mor andso B^, Ochtramiaiecht 

{sic) mor inso M, Ochtrann <.. .> anso E.

OchXrdXidaigecht mor inso H.

a. Uch alorcain isidlag nimo israiti rit adruith B,Uch alorcain isidlag nimo israiti rit 

adruith B*’, Uch alorcan isatlach nimo israite rit adruith M, Uch alorccai« isat lag 

nimo asraiti rit adraith E.

Uch alorcai« isatolc nimo israiti rittt adruith H.

b. acoss dlochtain riacat 7corr dluith i«adiaidh B, acos dlochtain riacat 7corr dluith 

inadiaid B^ achos dlochtain riacat 7corr dluith inadiaidh M, acos dlochtan riacat 

7corr dluith inadiaid E.

incosdhlochtain ricat 7corrdluith inadiaig H.
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c. nigeba tuaighnea/« ritenn athamain cnn  acos chaech B, nigeba tuaigneam  ritend 

atamaitt crin acos chaech B ^ nigeba tuaignei/?? ritend atham ain crin  fochois caich M, 

nigeba tuagnem riatenn ataman crin focois caich E.

ni gebe tuagnem ritend ata/nain crin focois caich H.

d. abim fleagha arcuaillibh cell achaith lin alagair fiaich B, abun fledha arcuaillib cell 

acaithlin alaghar fiaich B*’, abun fleadha arcuaillibh ceall achaithlin illathair fiaich M, 

abun fleda arcuaill ceall acaith lin alaghar fiaich E.

abun fleda arcuaillib cell acaith lin illadair fiaich H.

Notes

Previous edition: M eyer (1919, no. 67).

The metre is ochtm nnaigecht mor (4 x |7 ' ? ' |). For the prefix ocht- in extended 

forms of metres and an analysis of this stanza, see p. 67. Note the imperfect rhyme 

between voiced and voicless stops in lac : cat. There are a number of Middle Irish 

features: copula form isat, with new ending based on infixed pronouns (S na G  III 

§12.194); rit (earlier frit)', cotracted forms di'aid and fia ich  confirmed by metre; ar 

(earlie r/o r) confirmed by elision.

a chos diochtain. D IL  cites this line s.v. 1 4 dlochtdn col. 164,1. 35, where it is the 

only example and no meaning is given. I take it as 1 dlochtdn  ‘bunch, w isp’, a 

diminutive form of dlocht ‘bunch’. A second example is found in dlochtdn crema i 

cris ‘a little bunch of garlic in a belt’ §63.

ria. ria BB*’ME, ri H. M eyer suggests reading this as a disyllabic word in order to 

give a heptasyllabic line but does not suggest a meaning. The preposition re/ria 

would suit the present context {a chos dlochtdin ria cat), as cat is qualified by the 

phrase ocus corr dliiith ina di'aid. If this is the intended meaning, ria must be read as 

a disyllable in order to provide the requisite num ber of syllables in the line. This
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would be an unusual instance of hyperhiatus in an unstressed word, however. Some 

examples of non-historical hiatus in stressed words can be found in S na G III §3.2.

geba. I take this as an example of the short ^-future for rhyme with fleda\ see Greene 

(1978, 61f.).

tuaignim. tiiaighneam B, tiiaigneam B̂ , tuaigneim M, tuagnem E, tudgnem H. 

Rhymes with cuaillib. I follow Meyer in taking this as a compound of 1 tiiag ‘vault’ 

and nem ‘heaven’. The form nim, which is required here for metrical purposes, is 

attested in Middle Irish and shows a shift from neuter to feminine; see DIL nem.

§55 Camrannaigecht mor in so;

A Mathgamain ui chennglain Chaim, 

a '^fir ind airm athramail ain, 

is tusu w  tigerna-ni tniiid 

imon Suir simenbuide slain

This is camrannaigecht mor: O Mathgamain, bright-headed grandson of Caem, O 

man of the splendid weapons resembling those of your father, you are our beloved 

lord around the rush-yellow, healthy Suir.

MSS: Carnmmnaigecht mor annso B, Camrafann]aigecht mor annso B^ 

Cam«ra;7daigecht mor inso M, Carr«n xannaigecht mor an/jso E.

Carnranda/gec/z? moiri i«so H.

a. A mathgamaiw aucendglaiw chaimh B, Amathgamain auceandglain caim B^ 

Amathga/nain ahuchennglan caem M, AmathgaA«ain \\ui cenglan caem E. 

Amathga/«uin .h. centglain cein H.
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b. afir inairm athramail ain B, afir inairm atram ail ain B*’, afir iwairm athramail ain M, 

afir inairm athramcail ain E.

a^fir inairm atram ail ain H.

c. astusu artigem ani tnuith B, astusu artigem ani tnuith B^, istusu artig^m aine tnuith 

M, istusu artigirnan tuidth E.

istusa artigi'm ane tnuidh H.

d. iminsiuir sibeanbuidhi slain B, iminsiuir sibinbuidi slain B*’, imonsuir simenbuidhe 

slain M, am insuir sibeanbuide slain E.

iinonsuir sim^nbuidi slain H.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, |55]).

The metre is carnrannaigecht mor ‘heaped rannaigecht m or  (8 ' 8 ' 8* 8 '). For cam  

‘heaped’ in names o f metres, see note on §45. There is end-rhyme between din ( b ) : 

sidin  (d) and aicill rhyme between tnuid (c) : Siiir (d). There is internal rhyme 

between M athgamain  ( a ) ; athramail (b) and tigernaine (c) : simenbuide (d). The end 

words of lines ac consonate with the main rhyme. There is alliteration in every line: 

in line a, the last two words alliterate; in lines bed  all stressed words alliterate.

A M athgam ain ui chennglain Chaim. A mathgamain aiicendglain chaimh  B, 

Am athgam ain auceandglain caim  B ^ Amathgamain ahuchennglan caem  M, 

Amathgamain hui cenglan caem  E, Amathgamain .h. centglain cein H. H differs 

from BB’’M E in reading cein. Thum eysen (1912, 88) takes cennglan as a personal 

name. I have found no other examples of cennglan  as a personal name and I follow 

M urphy (1961, 99) in taking cennglan as an adjective. The contraced form lu is 

confirmed by the syllable count.

athramail. Athramail, as opposed to aithremail, is confirm ed by rhyme with 

M athgamain  (line a).
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§56 Cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir ocus casbairdne in so:

A ui Scelm scuitemail, 

a scol chille cinn ar chinn, 

a ^folt gobann gatbeimnig, 

a chorann maccleirig minn.

This is cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir ocus casbairdne: ‘Du narrischer Enkel 

Scelins, eine Kirchenschule, die sich untereinander zankt, Haar eines Schmiedes, der 

Reifen schlagt, geschorener Schopf eines stammelnden Klosterbuben’. (Meyer 1919, 

n o .81)

O ridiculous grandson of Scelm, you clerical school at odds, you hair of a withe- 

striking smith, you tonsure of a clerical student of relics.

MSS: Cro cwmaisc et/r rannaigecht moir 7 casbairdni andso B, cro cumusc etir 

randaigecht moir 7 casbairdni an«so B*’, Cro c/<maisc et/> rannaigecht moir 7 

casbaime inso M, Cro cu^naisc et/r rmdaigecht moir 7 casbaim«e E.

Cro cj/maisc et/r randaigecht moir ocus casbairdne inso H.

a. Auscreitlin scuitemail B, Auscrellin scuitemail b '’, Ahuscrelin scutemuil M, 

Auisclerig scuitemail E.

Ahui scelin scutemail H.

b. ascol cilli cind arcind B, ascol cilli cind arcind B^ ascol cille cind air chi«d M, 

ascol cilli cind arcid E.

ascol cille cind archind H.

c. afolt gabann gadbemnigh B, afolt goband gadbemnig B^ afolt goband gatbemnigh 

M, afolt goband godbemnig E.

afolt goband gatbeimnigh H.

d. acorann macclerig mind B, acorand macclerig mind B*’, achorand mac cleirigh 

mind M, acorand mccleir/g mind E.
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achora/id m accleirig mind H.

Notes

Previous editions: M eyer (1919, no. 81); M urphy (1961, [95]).

The metre is cro ciimmaisc etir rannaigecht m oir ocus cashairdne (1^ ?' 7^ V').

There is end-rhym e between chinn ( b ) : minn  (d), aicill rhyme between gatheimnig  

( c ) : maccleirig  (d - imperfect) and internal rhyme between gohann  (c) : chorann  (d). 

There is alliteration in every line. H adds the superscript glosses casbai rd- indl- 

aTOve line a and rand  below line b to indicate that a is cashairdne  and b is 

rannaigecht. Note rhyme between voiced and voiceless stops in gatheimnig : 

naccleirig. In §7 above, it is stated that when deihide imrinn is inverted it becomes 

CO ciimmaisc etir rannaigecht m oir ocus cashairdne. The stanza cited as an 

iflustration has the same syllabic structure as the present example.

ui. The contracted form is established by the metre.

Scelin. screitlin B, screllin B*’, screlin  M, sclerig E, scelin H. The MSS show a 

viriety of forms and it is difficult to estsablish the original reading. M eyer reads 

S:eUn against M urphy’s Screllin. Scelin may be a diminutive form of seel ‘story’ 

uied as a nicknam e and may be more appropriate in the context o f satire. Cf. a id  

S:andail §191 below.

s;uitemail. This adjective is otherwise unattested and is taken as a derivative of scuit 

‘)uffoon, laughing-stock’ \n D IL s .v .

a^folt. Note nominative for vocative and cf. also a charpat §78, a harr §140, a glas 

§190.
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minn. Rhymes with cinn. Meyer takes this as genitive singular of the adjective menu 

‘stammering’, but this would not rhyme with cinn (earlier ciunn). Murphy, op. cit.,

116 S.V., correctly takes it to be genitive plural of minn ‘venerated object, (religious) 

relic’.

§57 Cummasc rannaigechta moire ocus lethrinnairde in so:

Muiredach, mant capaill chroin, 

cu dar ceisib, 

carpat bo bricce for benn, 

bel daim dona Deisib.

This is cummasc rannaigechta moire ocus lethrinnairde: ‘Muiredach, Kinnbacke 

eines gelbbraunen Gauls, ein Wolf, der sich iiber Ferkel hermacht, aufgespieBter 

Gaumen einer bunten Kuh, Ochsenmaul aus Dessi’. (Meyer 1919, no. 65)

Muiredach, the jaw of a brown horse, a hound mounting piglets, the gum of a 

speckled cow on a prong, ox-mouth from the Desi.

MSS: CuA/jasc rannaidecht moiri 7 lethrindairde annso B, Cumusc rannaigechta moiri 

7 lethrinnairdi andso Cumasc rannaigechta moire 71eithri«d airde i«so M, Cuwasc 

rannaigechta 1 \e\hrannaigechta andso E.

Cu/«asc randaigechta moiri 71eth rindairdi i«so H.

a. Muiredhach mant capaill croi« B, Muiridhach mant capaill croin B^ Muiredach 

mantt capaill croi« M, Muiridac mant capall crain E.

Muiredach mant capaill croin H.

b. cu darceisibh B, cu darceisib B^ cu darcesib M, cudarceisib E. 

cu tarcessib H.
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c. carpat bo bricce forbeii/z B, carpat bobrice iorhend. B**, carput bo bricce for bend 

M, carbat bo bricce for bend E.

carbat bo bricci forbeind H.

d. bel daimh donadeisibh B, bel daim dunadeisib B^, bel daim donadeisibh M, bel 

daimh donadeisib E.

bel daim donadesib lanrinda/r^/ inso H.

Notes

Previous edition. Meyer (1919, no. 65).

The metre is cummasc rannaigechta moire ociis lethrinnairde ‘a mixture of 

rannaigecht mor and lethrinnard' (?' 4^ V' 6^). Lethrinnard refers to line b (4^), 

which is a reduced form of rinnard (6 ). H adds ./. (for lethrinnairde) above tarcessih 

and adds lanrinnaird inso after donadesib, while E incorrectly describes the metre as 

cumasc rannaigechta 7 lethrannaigechta. The main rhyme is between ceisib ( b ) : 

Deisib (d). There is no internal rhyme. There is alliteration in every line and linking 

alliteration throughout.

chroin. The contracted form is established by the syllable count.

cu dar ceisib. Note the Middle Irish use of the dative after dar. Cf. the similar 

metaphors: a reithe fo lta fdsa ig  darflad  ‘you moulting desert ram mounting deer’ 

§106.
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§58 Lethrannaigecht mor in so:

Lecc na nGiall, m geis; 

bid grian ina gnais;

’na ligu cen luais, 

nis gluais idu ais.

This is lethrannaigecht mor: Lecc na nGiall, it did not roar; the sun is in its presence; 

lying motionless, growing idu did not move it.

MSS: Lethrannaigecht mor arwso B, Lethrannaigecht mor annso B^ Lethrannaigecht 

mor so M, Lethrannaigecht mor arm so E.

Letrand .i. i«so H, Leathrannaighecht mor G.

a. Leac nangiall nigeisfidh B, Leacc nangiall nigeisfid B*’, Lee nangiall nigeisbidh M, 

Lecc nangiall nigesfid E.

Lecc nangiall nigeis H, Leac nangiall nighes G.

h. gran inagnais B, gran inagnais B^, grian inagnaiss M, grian inagnais E. 

bid grian inagnaiss H, bidh grian inagnais G.

c. ligu di ganluais B, ligu di ganluais B^, ligu di ganluais M, liguli can luais E. 

liuga di cenluais H, naligu fgan luais] G.

d. nigluais idu aiss B, nigluais idu ais B*’, nisgluais idhu ais M, nisgluais iduais E. 

nisgluais {last two words am.) H, nis gluais idhuais G.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [69])

The metre is lethrannaigecht mor (5' 5* 5' 5 '). The main rhyme is between gnais (b)

: dis (d) and there is aicill rhyme between liiais ( c ) : gluais (d). There is also internal 

rhyme between Gi'all ( a ) : grian (b) and ligu ( c ) : idu (d). The end words of ac
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consonate with the main rhyme. There is aUiteration in every line. Another example 

of lethrannaigecht mor is found in An Leahhar Muirnhneach (6  Donnchadha 1940, 

77). 6  Donnchadha (op. cit. xviii) mistakenly describes the example cited as Than 

Rannaigechta Moire, for which see §72 below.

Lecc na nGiali. ‘Stone of the Hostages’. This is mentioned in Tain Bo Cuailnge, 

where it is said to be in Emain Macha (O’Rahilly 1967,1. 4018; Hogan 1910, 478). It 

is also known as Duma na nGi'all (Strachan and O ’Keeffe 1912,1. 2987).

ni geis / bid. nigeisfidh B, nigeisfid B*’, nigeisbidh M, nigesfid E, nigeis hid H, 

nighes hidh G. The reading in BB*’ME suggests that hid has been interpreted as the 

verbal ending -fid . The contracted form bid is established by the syllable count.

’na ligu. ligu di BB ’̂M, liguli E, liuga di H, naligii G. Rhymes with idu. I follow 

Murphy in reading ’na ligu for rhyme with idu. This reading is supported by G.

ms gluais. nigluais BB^ nisgluais MEHG. BB^’omit the infixed pronoun.

idu ais. This reading is omitted in H. I follow Murphy {op. cit., 111) in taking idu as 

a type of creeping plant, qualified by genitive singular dis, lit. ‘of growing’. DIL s.v. 

2 idu col. 54,11. 43-6 cites two other instances but omits the present example. The 

general sense seems to be that Lecc na nGi'all is everlasting and does not become 

overgrown or abandoned.
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§59 Cro cummaisc etir carnrannaigecht moir ocus sruth di aill in so:

Ni mo ina corrmfl corr no chuil, 

bro tholl ’na thig, 

fall lethbraice laithir do choin, 

felchainte fir.

This is cro cummaisc etir carnrannaigecht moir ocus sruth di aill: He is no more than 

a stinging midge or a flea, a hollow quern in his house, a thong of a single shoe which 

is thrown to a dog, the type of man who would make a satirist.

MSS; Cro cumaisc et/r randaigecht 7 sruth daill andso B, Cro cuAwaisc et/r 

rannaigecht moir 7 sruth diaill an/jso B*’, Cro cumaisc et/> ran«aigecht 7 sruith daill 

inso M, Cro cummaisc et/r ran 7 sruth daill andso E.

Cro cumaisc et/r carnrandaigecht 7srut diaill inso H, Sruth daill amzseo G.

a. Nimo inacorrmhil corr noB, Nimo inacorrmil corr no B*’, Ni mo indacorrmil corr 

no M, Nimo ida corrmil corr no E.

Nimo anda corr mil corr no chuil H, Nimo iAjacorrmhil corr na cuil G.

b. bro toll tall inathigh B, bro toll tall inatig B^ bro coll tall inathig M, bro toll tall 

inatigh E.

broth oil natigh H, brotholl nathaigh G.

c. iall leathbraici laithir dochoin B, iall lethbraigi laithir docoi« B^, iall lethbraice 

laithir do« choin M, iall lethbraigi<...>hair docoin E.

iall letbroici lathir docoin H, iall athbraighi leathair duchoin G.

d. fealcainti fir B, felc (B*’ ends here) B^ felchainte fir M, felcainti fir E. 

felchainti fir H, fealcainti fir G,.
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Notes

Previous edition: M urphy (1961, [47]).

Metre. The metre is cro cummaisc etir carnrannaigecht m oir ociis sruth di aill (8* 4* 

s ' 4 ') . M urphy (1961, |4 7 |)  notes that this metre has the same syllabic structure as 

dechnad mbrecht^felesach. The MSS of our text show confusion over the name of 

the metre, however: only B*’ reads moir, only H reads carnrandaigecht, while in G it 

is described simply as sruth daill. In H, the suprascript letters .c. (written above corr) 

and .d. (written above broth) stand for carnrannaigecht and sruth di aill respectively. 

Sruth di aill is also the name of a type of bard; see Breatnach (1987, 50 1.7). There is 

end-rhyme between thig (b ) : fir  (d) and internal rhyme between corr (a) : tholl (b) 

and lethbrdice (c ) : felchdinte  (d - imperfect). The end-words of lines ac consonate 

with the main rhyme. There is alliteration in every line.

ina. Note the Middle Irish form (Old Irish oldaas, indaas).

chuil. This word is omitted in BB^’ME.

bro thoii. bro toll tall BB*’E, bro coll tall M, broth oil GH. M urphy reads broth tall 

’na thig ‘flesh yonder in his house’. I read bro tholl ‘a hollow quern’; cf. the similar 

metaphors in which the subject is compared to something useless: a athbro ichtair 

‘you worn-out lower quern’ §127, a tholltimpdin  ‘you pierced timpdn §165, and 

estud mochbro itir muille ‘a storehouse of speedy querns among m ills’ §181.

lethbraice. G ’s reading athbraighi ‘of a worn-out shoe’ does not rhyme with 

felchdinte.

laithir. laithir BB^M, <...>hair E, leathair G, lathir H. I follow M urphy in taking 

this as M iddle Irish third singular relative present indicative passive of laid ‘throw s’.
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G reads genitive singular of lethar ‘leather’ used attributively, i.e. ‘a thong of a worn- 

out leather shoe’.

felchainte. Rhymes with lethbrdice. I follow Murphy, who suggests (1961, 106) that 

the first element is the same as the fe l in felmac ‘pupil, student, apprentice’, 

translating ‘the type of man who would make a satirist (?)’. Fir is genitive of 

apposition. DIL cites this line .̂v. 2 fe l ‘poetry, science’.
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§60 Cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 smth di aill in so ocna filedaib. Ilach 

Maelain muaid, immorro, ocna druthaib:

Conchobar cath mergech mor 

tentech tren;

dfburgud d’arm rinnech ruad 

grinnech ger.

This is cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 sruth di aill according to the poets. It is 

ilach Mdeldin muaid ‘shout of noble Maelan’, however, according to the fools:

‘Connor of great fiery strong standarted battalions, hurler of pointed red fierce sharp 

weapons’. (Meyer 1917, 47)

‘Conchobor mit standartenfiihrenden groBen feurigen starken Schlachthaufen, der ein 

spitziges rotes grimmes scharfes GeschoB schleudert’. (Meyer 1919, no. 47)

MSS: Cro cumaisc et/r rarwaigecht moir 7 sruth daill annso acnafiledhaibh ilach 

maelain muaidh agnadrutha//? B, Cro cumaisc et/r rannaigecht moir 7sruth daill inso 

ic nafileadaibh ilach maelain muaid ic nadruthaibh M, Crocuwzaisc et/r rannaigecht 

moir Tit- (sic) daill indso agnafWedaib. Ilach maelain muaidh ac nadraidib E.

Cro cumaisc et/r randaigecht moir 7sruth daill inso acnafWedaib. ilach maelan muaid 

imtnorro oc nadruthaib H, Cro cumaisg et/r rannaighecht moir 7sruth daill G.

a. Concobar cath mergeach mor B, Concobur cath mergeach mor M, Concubar cath 

mergech mor E.

Conchobar [.r.J cath me-rggech mor H, Conchobhur cath mhergeach mor G.

b. tenteach tren B, tentech tren M, teinntech tren E. 

tentech [s. d.] tren H, tenteach tren G.

c. dibhrugad darm rindeach ruad B, dibrugudh darm rindech ruadh M, dibirgach 

dorinech ruad E.
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diburgad darm rindech ruad H, dibhrugudh darm ri«deach ruadh G. 

d. grindech ger BM, grinnech ger E. 

grindech ger H, grirmeach ger G.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 47; 1919, no. 47); Murphy (1961, [67]).

The metre is cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 sruth di aill (7* 3* 7* 3'). The 

main rhyme is between tren ( b ) : ger (d) and there is internal rhyme between mergech 

( a ) : tentech (b) and rinnech ( c ) : grinnech (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate 

with the main rhyme. There is alliteration in every line. As Murphy notes, op. cit., 

the syllabic structure of the present example suggests that sruth di aill should consist 

of lines of 3 ', although the examples cited elsewhere do not follow this pattern. The 

illustration of sruth di aill in M V II §109 takes the form of 2 x 4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 3'̂  and is 

described as a type of eochraid. The previous illustration in our text cites an example 

of cro cummaisc etir carnrannaigecht moir ocus sruth di aill (§59), which has a 

syllabic strucutre 8' 4 ' 8' 4 '. In the present illustration, H adds a superscript .r. (for 

rannaigecht mor) above line d (7*) and a superscript s.d. (for sruth di aill) above line

c (3 ') .

BMEH state that the name of the metre is cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir 7 sruth 

di aill according to the poets and ilach Mdeldin muaid ‘shout of noble Mdeldn' 

according to fools (i.e. uneducated people). This distinction is not found in G. In §86 

below, a similar distinction is made between the name used by poets and that used by 

fools.

ilach Maelain muaid. I have not been able to identify this person. The adjective 

muad is generally used in poetic contexts in a vaguely complimentary sense; see DIL 

5.V. 1 muad and cf. §187 below, where it is used of the sea.
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cath. Note genitive plural of M-stem inflected as o-stem (5 na G III §5.8).

diburgud d’arm rinnech. E omits arm and reads dibirgach dorinech.

grinnech. An adjective from grinne ‘point of a weapon’. This is the only example 

cited in DIL s. v.

§61 Rannaigecht chummaisc in so:

In chetadaig oc Loch Lai'g 

ro la a ^fuilligu im etan; 

is rim ro labair in ciian 

ind adaig liar i nEtar.

This is rannaigecht chummaisc. The first night at Loch Laig, he left a scar on my 

forehead; it was to me that the sea spoke on the cold night in Etar.

MSS; Rannaigec/ir cu/naisc annso B, Rannaigec/zr cumaisc annso M, Randaigecht 

ciunaisc andso E.

Randaigecht CM W uisc H.

a. Incedadaigh icloch luic B, Incedadaigh icloch luig M, Inc^Tadaigh agloch luig E. 

Incetadaigh ocloch laig H.

b. rola afuilligu imedan B, rola afuilliugu imedun M, rola afuillidu a/netan E. 

rola fuilligu im etan. H.

c. isrim rolabair i«cuan B, isrun rolabair inchuan M, asrim rolabair in cuan E. 

isri/« rolabair inciian H.

d. inadaig uar in edar B, inadaig uar inedur M, inadhaigh uar anedar E. 

inadaig uar inetar H.
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Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [52]).

1 2  1 2The metre is rannaigecht chiimmaisc (7 7 7 7 ). The main rhyme is between etan 

( b ) : Etar (d). There is aicill rhyme between cuan ( c ) : uar (d) and internal rhyme 

between labair ( c ) : adaig (d). There is linking alliteration between lines a t  and 

alliteration in lines abd. Murphy notes, op. cit. 53, that a metre with an identical 

syllabic structure is called dechiibaid fo ta  in M V  I §50 and M V  II §72. This does not 

have the same pattern of rhyme in the final couplet, however; see note on §8.

la. The Middle Irish contracted form is established by the syllable count.

rim. Note the Middle Irish form (Old Irish/n(u)mm).

ro labair. Note loss of deponent inflexion (Old Irish ro lahrastar).

a '^fuilHgu. afuilligii B, afuilliugu M, afuillidu E,fuilligii H. Murphy reads ro Id 

iiilKgu. All the MSS read a form with prosthetic/, however. BME read a third 

singular possessive pronoun which, if taken as masculine, gives alliteration between 

^fuilh'gu and etan. Note also ‘short’ accusative of «-stem.

§62 Cummasc rannaigechta 7 casbairdne in so;

Ond aidche dos-fuc a fer 

ro boi a teg i taimgire; 

taitnem rindnime do rot 

findbile 6c ainglide.
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This is cummasc rannaigechta 7 casbairdne: From the night on which her husband 

married her (lit. ‘brought her’), her house was prophesied; the shining of starry 

heaven from a road, a young, angehc fair tree.

MSS: Cumasc rannaigechta 7casbairdni armso B, Cumas rannaigechta Tcasbaime 

i«so M, Cu/nasc ramaigechta 7casbair«e innso E.

Cumasc rannaigechta 7casbaird«f inso H, Cumusg rannaigechta Tcasbairdni G.

a. Onaidchi dosfuc afear B, Ondaiche dosfuc afer M, Onaidchi dusfuc aier E. 

Ondaidchi dosfuc afer H, Onaidhchi dosfuch afear G.

b. robai ateagh atairngire B, roboi ateg atamgere M, roboi ateg atarrngaire E. 

robui ategh hitamgairi H, ro bai ateagh itairngiri G.

c. taitnemh ri«dniA/je dorot B, taitnem rind mhine dorol M, taitnim ri«dnime dora|o |t 

E.

taitne/n rindni/we dorot H, taitneamh ri//d midhi durod G.

d. findbile og ai«glide B, findbile ogh aingUde M, findbile og ainghde E. 

findbile 6c aiAiglighe H, fin«bili og ainglidhi G.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, |32]).

1 3  1 3The metre is cummasc rannaigechta 7 casbairdne {1 1' 1 1 ). Murphy states that 

this is the same as the example of dian air'^seng cited in M V II §3. Although the 

syllabic structure of both stanzas is the same, each has a different pattern of rhyme; 

see note on §8. In the present example, there is end-rhyme between taimgire ( b ) ; 

ainglide (d) and aicill rhyme in both couplets:/er ( a ) : teg (b) and rot ( c ) : dc (d). 

There is internal rhyme between rindnime ( c ) : findbile (d).
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dos-fuc. I follow Murphy (1961, 104), who suggests that do-heir is used here with 

the meaning ‘married her’; see DIL 5.y. do-beir col. 210,1. 66f.

rindnime. MG differ from the other MSS in reading rind mhine M, rind midhi G.

6c. The contracted form is confirmed by the syllable count.

§63 Lethrannaigecht mor chorranach in so:

Gilla in Naim, gnuis ^fiaich, ffacla lega i lis, 

dlochtan crema i cris, net is ela as;

driith Lemna, lair chael chlerech ar cuairt chros,

glacca remra i ros, bos fo gerrga glas.

This is lethrannaigecht mor chorrdnach: Gilla in Naim, a raven’s face, a leech’s teeth 

in a haunch, a little bunch of garlic in a belt, a nest abandoned by a swan; the fool of 

Liamain, a scrawny mare belonging to clerics on a circuit of crosses, fat hands in 

linseed, a palm under a grey dart.

MSS: Leth rmnaigecht mor corranach annso B, Leathrannaigecht mor corranach i«so 

M, Leth rannaigecht mor corranach an/jso E.

Lethrandfl/gec/z/ mor corranach inso H.

a. Gilla na naem gnuis ^fiaich fiacla gela [no lega] illiss B, Gilla innaim gnuis fiaich 

fiacla lega iliss M, Gillananaem gnuis fiaich fiacla leadha alls E.

Gilla innaim niis fiaich fiaclai lega hillis H.

b. dlochtan cremha acriss ned is eala as B, dlochtain crema icris ndet iselaas M, 

dlochtan crema acris ned aseala as E.

dlochtan < ...> a  {small tear in MS) icris net isel as H.
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c. druth lemna lairchael clerigh arcuairt cross B, druth lemhna lair coel clereach 

arcuair cros M, druth lemna lair cael c\trech ar cuairt cros E.

druth lemna lair coel clerech arcuairt cros H.

d. glaca reamra arcs bos fa gearrga nglas B, glacha ra/nra hiros bos fogerga nglas M, 

glacca remra hirros bos fogerrga glas E.

glacca remra hirros bos fogerr ganglas H.

Notes

The metre is lethrannaigecht mor chorrdnach (4 x [5* 5']). For a metrical analysis of 

this stanza, see p. 72.

Gilla in Naim. Gilla na naem B, Gillananaem E, Gilla innaim MH. I follow MH 

against BE since gilla in is required for the syllable count. Gilla is a common 

element in personal names (O’Brien 1973, 229-30) and BE read the well attested 

form Gilla na Naem. I have found no other examples of a form Gilla in Naim.

fiaich. The contracted form is established by the metre.

fiacia iega. The metrical structure suggests that lega rhymes with ela, and I take it as 

genitive singular of h'aig (Old Irish Haig). B reads fiacla gela which is corrected to 

\nd lega\. DIL cites this line s.v. llega  and the reader is referred to lecc ‘flagstone’.

If this is the intended reading, the sense would be ‘teeth [and] flagstones in an 

enclosure’.

diochtan. Cf. dlocht crema (Meyer 1881-83, 202 §24) and a chos dlochtdin ‘you 

stem of a little wisp’ §54.

druth Lemna. I take Lemna as genitive of the placename Uamain. The genitive is 

normally Uamna (Hogan 1910, 488). The form in our text is fixed by rhyme with 

remra. CHamain and Uamain are contracted from Old Irish clidmain and Udmain
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respectively. 1 am grateful to Damian McManus for informing me that the forms 

Liamhain/Leamhain, gen. Leamhna, are common in Bardic poetry. Cf. also A rneic 

Con Lemna ‘O son of Cu Lemna’ (Lemna rhymes with chlemna) §12 and Ion ic 

longaire i Uamain ‘a blackbird singing in Liamain’ §77. Druth qualified by a 

placename in the genitive is a common formula in satires in MV  III: Druth Gailenga 

§83; A druith na nDeise §141; A druith na hAlla §162; druth Cille Cerbaill §172; 

druth Durlais §179.

chlerech. cterigh B, clereach M, cler- E, clerech H. Note that B reads a genitive 

singular form while E has a suspension stroke.

fo gerrga nglas. fa  gearrga nglas B,fogerga nglas M,fogerrga glas E,fogerr 

ganglas H. E differs from BMH in omitting hyper-nasalisation of the adjective. Glas 

lit. ‘green, blue’ is often used of metal; see DIL s.v. 2 glas (d).

§64 Cummasc lethrannaigechta moire ocus rinnairde in s6:

Adastar lara i llaim, 

leccu phuint dar punnainn, 

cenn cruaid con ar cairig, 

maite odar aflig.

Ilia ri luag, leccu chuar, 

ua Con Cuan, m cunnail.

This is cummasc lethrannaigechta moire ocus rinnairde: ‘Er ist der Zaum einer Stute 

in der Hand, die Seite eines Klotzes (?) (reading phuit) iiber einer Garbe, ein 

grausamer Wolfskopf auf einem Schaf, ein schmutzfarbener Kniippel auf dem 

Misthaufen, einer der seinen Lohn mit FiiBen tritt, eine schiefe Backe, der Sohn von 

Stamme Cu Chuans, - er ist nicht gescheit’. (Meyer 1919, no. 64)
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A mare’s halter in a hand, a side of a pound weight (?) across a sheaf of corn, a cruel 

head of a wolf on a sheep, a brown midden stick, a kick against reward, a curved 

cheek is the grandson of Cii Chiian - he is not seemly.

MSS: Cumasc leth xdxmaigechta moire 7ri/idairde andso B, Cumaisc \ti)nidLnnaigechta 

noire  Vrindairde inso M, Cumasc \e\hrannaigechta moire 1 rindairrde annso E. 

Curnasc leimndaigechta moiri Vrindaird indso H.

c. Adastar lara hilaim B, Adhastar lara ilaim M, Adastar lara bana ilaim E.

Adastai' lara illaim H.

t. lecu phuint dar pundai/id B, lecu pui/it darpundaind M, leca puinnt dar pun«ai«d E. 

lecu phuit darp (sic) pundaind H.

c. ceann cruaid con arcairig B, cend cruaidh coMarcharig M, cen« cruaid con ar 

caeirig E.

cend cruaid con arcairig H.

a. maidi odur ailig B, maide odhur ailig M, maide odar oilig E. 

nate odar oilig H.

e. luige re luag leccu chuar B, lue [.i. luac) riluag leccu cuai* M, lu<..,.>luad Icca 

c o a r  E.

he rilog leccu chuar H.

J uachuan nicundaill B, hua conchuan nicunaill M, ua cum  nicun/iaill E.

•h. concua/j nicundaill H.

Notes

Previous edition. Meyer (1919, no. 64).

Metre. The metre is cummasc lethrannaigechta moire ocus rinnairde ‘a mixture of
1 2  2 2 1 2lithrannaigecht mor and rinnard' (6 6 6 6 6 6 ). The example of 

kthrannaigecht mor cited in §58 has a syllabic structure 5* 5* 5* 5 '. The name of this
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1 2metre would therefore seem to indicate a mixture of 5 and 6 , whereas the syllabic 

structure resembles rather a mixture of rinnard (6 ) and dd Man rannaigechta moire 

‘two thirds of rannaigecht mor' (6’), for which see §70 below. The rhyming pattern 

is unusual: there is end-rhyme between punnainn ( b ) : cunnail (f) and cai'rig ( c ) : ailig

(d). There is internal rhyme between liia ( e ) : ua (f) and breccad rhyme between hiag

( e ) : chiiar ( e ) : Ci'ian (f). There is alliteration in every line.

lara. E’s reading lara hana is hypermetrical.

phuint. phuint B, puint M, puinnt E, phuit H. Meyer reads put ‘a block, stump?’, 

based on phuit H and suggests that this may derive from Old Norse biitr ‘block’ or 

Welsh pwt ‘stump’. The only example of put ‘a block, stump?’ cited in DIL is from 

our text, however. The majority of MSS point to a form puint, and in the case of H ’s 

reading phuit, an n-stroke may simply have been omitted. Puint may be genitive 

singular of pond ‘pound weight’; see DIL s.v., where one early example is given.

punnainn. Kelly (1997, 238-39) suggests that the occurrence of the Old Norse 

loanword punnann ‘sheaf of corn’ in the tenth-century poem Saltair na Rann may be 

evidence of Norse influence on Irish farming practice. The earlier practice was to cut 

com just below the ear.

lua ri luag. huge B, hie [./. hiac] M, hie H. I read hia for rhyme with ua. The 

contracted forms lua and ua are confirmed by the syllable count. Note B’s variant 

huge ‘oath’. Meyer reads lue fri hiag. DIL s.v. 1 hia (c) suggests the translation ‘one 

who tramples on (spurns) his wages(?)’.
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§65 Rannaigecht ecoir mor in so:

Aine ingen Mannanain maic Lir

in la ros leic a fer

do-tet-si aniar ar mo chenn-sa

CO mbim-sea thiar ’na tig sech cach tech.

This is rannaigecht ecoir mor: ‘Aine, daughter of Manannan son of Ler, on the day 

when she left her husband she comes from the west for me, so that I am in the west in 

her house beyond every house’, (Meyer 1917, 47)

MSS: Rannaigecht ecoir mor andso B, Ran^aighfc/z? mor ecoir mor inso M, 

Rannaigecht ecoir mor andso E.

Randaigecht ecoir mor inso H.

a. Aine ingen manandain maic lir B, Aine ingen mannain ma/c lir M, Aine ingen 

mananna/Vi ma/c lir E.

Ane ingen manandain m«/c lir H.

h. in la roleg a fer B, in la roslecc a fer M, iAjla rosleig afer E. 

inla rissleic afer H.

c. totaetsi anniar armucheannsa B, dotaet si andiar armucendsa M, dotaetsi aniar 

armocennsa E.

dotaetsi aniar armocendsa H.

d. combimsea thiar B, gombimsea thiar M, combimsea tiar E. 

combisi tair H.

e. inatig seach gach teg B, inathigh sech cach teagh M, inataigh seach cach teg E. 

inatigh sech cech tech H.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1917, 47).

I ] 2 IThe metre is rannaigecht ecoir mor ‘inaccurate rannaigecht mor' (9 6 9 9 ). The 

adjective ecoir ‘inaccurate’ may refer to the fact that the syllabic structure is irregular. 

There is rhyme between fer  ( b ) : tech (e). Meyer reads line d as two shorter lines of 

4 ' 6* syllables: co mbmm-sea thiar / ina tig sech cach tech ‘so that I am in the west 

in her house beyond every house’.

ros leic. roleg B, roslecc M, rosleig E, rissleic H. Meyer follows B and reads in id 

roleic a fer  ‘on the day when she left her husband’. The other MSS read an infixed 

pronoun here, which may be the Middle Irish relative marker (S G III § 11.36).

aniar. Elision appears to be optional here, since the metrical structure suggests a line 

of nine syllables.

CO mbiiTi-sea th ia r .  combimsea thiar BE, gombimsea thiar M, combisi tair H. The 

MSS show two distinct readings: BME read co mbim-sea thiar ‘so that I am in the 

west’, while H reads co mbi-si thair ‘so that she is in the east’. Note the Middle Irish 

forms -bim (Old Irish -biw, see S na G III §12.9) and thi'ar (Old Irish ti'ar).
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§66 Rannaigecht baeth diainair in so:

Indrechtach lath mBriuin, 

bres^fota bailc bainn, 

breo derg do chlainn 

chet rig, nert cuir 

cofael ilchaemna, 

ua maise mainn.

This is rannaigecht bdeth di'amair: Indrechtach o f the lands o f Brion, battling far with 

strong deed, red flame of the offspring o f a hundred kings, strength of casting [a 

weapon] ... a wolf who protects (?) (lit. ‘of many protections’), fair offspring with 

abundance.

MSS: Rand baeth diam hair a^znso B, Randaigecht baeth dia/nair innso M,

Rannaigecht baeth diamair annso E.

Randaigecht baet dia/«air inso H.

a. Inreachtach iath briuin B, Innrachtach iath briuin M, Inrechtach iath bruin E. 

Inrectach iath ^mbriuin H.

b. breas ata bulc atha builc buiizd B, bres atha builg buin« M, breas atha builc bui«d 

E.

brec atha builg bui«d H.

c. breo derg dochlaind B, breo derg doclaind M, breo dt-rg doclaind E. 

breo derg doclaind H.

d. cet righ nert chuir B, cetrigh nert chuir M, cet ri nert cuir E. 

cet rig neri chuir H.

e. cofael ilchaem/zna B, cofael ilcaemna M, cofael [no focael] ilcaem hna E. 

cofael ilchomna H.

f .  fanaisi maind B, famaisi maind M, famaisi maind E. 

uamaisi mai«d H.
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The version in M V II §26 reads (Thurneysen 1891, 38): Inrechtach iath mbriuin iath 

mbriuin {sic) bresata bailc bamd breo derg dochlamd cet n'g roart cair cam fael 

ilchonna hua muime muin L; Inrechtach iath nibriuin 7 rl B.

Meyer (1914, 25) has edited the version in MV II §26 as given below. This is cited in 

Murphy (1961, [2]), also given below:

Meyer (1914,25) 

Indrechtach Tath m Briuin, 

bres^fota, bailc baind, 

breo derg di chlaind 

chet rTg, roart caur, 

cain^fael ilchonda, 

aue Muime muin.

Murphy (1961, [2]) 

Indrechtach Tath mBriuin 

bres^fota, bailc baind, 

breo derg di chlaind 

chet rTg, roart caur 

caTn^fael ilchonda, 

aue Muime muTn.

Meyer translates: ‘Indrechtach von Brions Landen, hochragend im Kampf, 

von starker Tat, rote Flamme aue einem Geschlechte von hundert Konigen, 

ein hoher Held, ein stattlicher vielgrimmer Wolf, Enkel Muirenns der 

wurdigen’.

‘Indrechtach of the lands of Brion, rising up in battle, of strong deed, a red 

flame of a race of a hundred kings, a great hero, a magnificent wolf of many 

furies, the honourable grandson of Muirenn’.

Notes

The metre is rannaigecht bdeth diamair ‘foolish, mysterious rannaigecht'. A similar 

version of this poem is found in M V  II §26 and Murphy (1961, 4) suggests that this 

may have been composed in the seventh century. This version is described in M V  II 

as nath sebrechta and the text states (§25) that nath metres form part of the sixth year
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of study for the poet: Is hi da-fogliiim na seised hliadna A. Ixxx. nath mor 7 Axxx. 

hecc 7 berla na filed  7 .Ixx. drecht ‘This, then, is the learning of the sixth year, i.e. 

eighty nath mor metres and eighty nath hecc metres and herla na filed  and seventy 

drecht metres’. Murphy, op. cit. 80, describes nath sebrechta as ‘name of a rimeless, 

non-stanzaic metre’ and cites the poem as an example of ‘retoric with more or less 

regular rhythm’.

It is not clear why this poem is described as a type of rannaigecht in M V  III, as it 

bears more resemblance to roic-type metres, for which see note on §118 below. The 

last two lines have been changed and there is end-rhyme between bainn (b) .• clainn 

( c ) : mainn (f). The syllabic structure is 5' 5* 4 ' 4 ' 5'̂  4 '. There are three stressed 

words in lines ahcfanA two stressed words in lines de (in the case of line d, cet and 

nert can be secondarily destressed). There is linking alliteration between all lines.

lath mBriuin. Only H shows nasalisation after the genitive plural form lath.

bres^'fota. hreas ata hide atha B, hres atha M, breas atha E, hrec atha H. The 

version in M V  II reads hresata. 1 follow Meyer in reading a compound hres'fota, 

which Murphy (1961, 98 .y.y. hres'fota) translates as ‘battling far’. This gives 

alliteration with bailc and hainn. Note that MEH read a form with lenited -t-, while H 

differs from BME in reading brec.

bailc bainn. huilc buind B, builg hiiinn M, builc huind E, huilg buind H. Murphy 

(1961, 96 5. y. hand) takes bann as a feminine noun and reads dative singular with 

preposed adjective bale ‘with strong deed’.

do chlainn chet rig. Cf. is gasne arggait arddbrig /  di chlaind cheit rig ceit rignce 

‘he is the sapling of silver -  high worth -  of the children of a hundred kings, of a 

hundred queens’ (Stokes and Strachan 1901-3, II, 295 §7).
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nert cuir. The version in M V II reads roart cair, which Meyer emends to roart caur 

‘ein hoher Held’.

cofaei cofael BMH, cofael [no focael] E. The version in M V  II reads cam fael 

ilchonna, which Meyer takes as cain'fdel ilchonda ‘ein statthcher vielgrimmer W olf’. 

Our text reads cofael, which E glosses with no focael. I have not been able to 

interpret the first element co, but take the second element as the word fde l ‘w olf.

ilchaemna. ilchaemhna B ilcaemna M, ilcaemhna E, ilchomna H. BME read 

ilchdemna, a compound of il ‘many’ and cdemna ‘protecting; providing 

entertainment; pleasure’, while H differs in reading a compound of il plus comman 

‘communion’.

ua maise mainn. fam aisi maind B ,fam aisi maind M, famaisi maind E, uamaisi 

maind H. The version in M V  II reads aue Muirne muin ‘Enkel Muirenns der 

wiirdigen’. On this basis, I follow H against BME and read ua, which also gives 

linking alliteration with ilchdemna.. I tentatively take maise as genitive singular of 

maise ‘beauty’, used as an adjective, and mainn as dative singular of 2 mann 

‘sustenance; abundance; blessing’. Ua can be taken as a contracted form (giving a 

syllabic structure of 4 ')  or as a disyllabic form (on the basis of the Old Irish version).
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§67 Cro cummaisc etir casbairdne ocus lethrannaigecht in so:

Cid mafle a ocaile 

dar lim nocon ain; 

tele dam in clocaile 

coro benur air.

This is cro cummaisc etir casbairdne ocus lethrannaigecht'. However obtuse his . . . ,  I 

thinic it will not protect [him]; bring me hither the ... so that I may strike [it] against 

him.

MSS: Cro cumaisc etir casbairdni 7 \t\hx:<xnnaigecht an/jso B, Cro c/</«aisc et/> 

casbairdni llelhrannaigecht i«so M, Cro cu/«aisc et/r casbairnne 7 Icthrannaigecht 

an/?so E.

Cro cumaisc etir casbaird«z 71etrand£//gt’c7i/ inso H.

a.CxA maile aoccule B, Cid male aoccule M, cid male Aocc uile E.

Cid male ao cuile H.

b. darlim nochonai« B, darlim nocon|alin M, darlium noco nain E. 

darlim noconain H.

c. Tele damh \n chloch aile B, Tele da^« inclocale M, Tele da/«h \n cloch ale E. 

dale dam incloc ale H.

d. corobt'^orair B, corobmor air M, corb<?«ar air E. 

corro benur air H.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [97]).

3  I 3 IThe metre is cro cummaisc etir casbairdne ocus lethrannaigecht (7 5 7' 5 ). There 

is rhyme between ain ( b ) : air (d) and ocaile ( a ) : clocaile (c). Murphy reads Cid
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'ma-le a die idle /  dar lim nocon ain; /  taile dam in d oc  n-aile /  cow  benarfair  

‘Although all his warriors are together, I do not think it will protect [him]. Give me 

hither the other bell, that I may ring it against him ’ (my translation). He also

suggests that the syllabic structure of this metre might be described rather as cro
2  1 2  1ciimmaisc etir rannaigecht mbic ocus lethrannaigecht moir (7 5 7 5 ). The 

trisyllabic rhyme ocaile : clocaile, however, indicates that the metre consists of a 

mixture of casbairdne and that the metrical name given in the MSS is correct.

a ocaile. aoccule BM, Aocc idle E, ao cidle H. : clocaile. Lines a and c are 

examples of casbairdne and must therefore end in trisyllables. I have found no other 

examples of a word ocaile, however. Note that § 186 also contains a number of 

otherwise unattested words ending in -aile.

clocaile. in chloch aile B, inclocale M, in clock ale E, incloc ale H. : ocaile. I have 

found no other examples of clocaile, which BEH interpret as two separate words.

The first element may be cloc ‘bell’ and the ringing of a bell by a saint or cleric 

against a person in order to curse or excommunicate him is well documented in the 

lives of saints and other sources (Meyer 1905b, 10 §§18, 20, 21; Trip.^ 1303).

benur. This form shows two Middle Irish features: the spread of the first singular 

conjunct present subjunctive deponent ending to non-deponent verbs (5 na G III 

§12.88) and the subjunctive of benaid formed from the present stem (S na G III 

§12.77).

air. Murphy emends io fa ir  against the MSS.
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§68 Cro cumm aisc etir rinnaird ocus lethrannaigecht in so:

Airem M aigne Muiccm, 

is m aith lais loim techt; 

ettrom  lais in bruitm; 

rothrom lais in cecht.

This is cro cummaisc etir rinnaird ocus lethrannaigecht: The ploughman of Maigen 

M uiccm likes a drink o f thickened milk; the little goad seems light to him, very heavy 

seems the plough.

MSS; cro cuA«aisc et/V rindaird 7 lethrannaigecht andso B, cro cumaisc e t/r rindaird 7 

lethrannaigecht annso M, cro cumaisc et/r ri/zdaird 7 lethranAaigecht in«so E.

Edir rindaird 7 leathrannaighecht an/jseo G, cro c/<maisc etir rlndaird 7 letra/id i«so 

H.

a. Aiream h m huighi muicci« B, Airem muighi muicin M, Airi/n muigi muicin E. 

Airem maigni muccin H, Aireamh maighni muici« G.

b. ismaith less loi/« thecht B, is maith lis loim thecht M, asmaith lais loim techt E. 

ismaith lais loim techt H, maith les illoim techt G.

c. etrom les m  bruitin B, Edrom lais inbruitin M, etrom  lais inbruitin E. 

ettrom lais inbrutin H, edrom leis abhruitin G.

d. rotrom les in cecht B, rotrom  lais i«checht M, rotrom lais incecht E. 

rotrom  lais incech H, ratrom les icecht G.

Notes

Previous edition: M urphy (1961, [113]).

2  1 2  1The metre is cro cummaisc etir rinnaird ocus lethrannaigecht, (6 5 6 5 ). M urphy 

gives the metrical name as cro cummaisc etir rinnaird ocus lethrannaigecht [moir].
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There is rhyme between thecht ( b ) : cecht (d) and Muiccm  ( a ) : bruitm  (c). Note the 

rhyme between voiced and voiceless stops in Muiccm : bruitm. There is linking 

alliteration between lines ab and alliteration in lines ab.

Maigne Muiccin. mhuighi muiccin B, muighi muicin M, muigi muicin E, maighni 

muicin G, maigni rnuccin H. The MSS show confusion on both sides of the stemma 

between maigen ‘place’ (GH) and mag ‘a plain’ (BME). I follow GH, which is the 

lectio dijficilior, and take Maigne Muiccm  as genitive singular of the placename 

Maigen qualified by the personal name Muiccm. Muiccm of Maigen is associated 

with Saint Moling (Stokes 1908, 36 §21; Dobbs 1949-50, 229-30) and Dobbs 

identifies Maigen as Moyne in North Kilkenny. Murphy takes Maige Muiccm  as 

genitive singular of an unidentified placename Mag Muiccm, and this interpretation is 

followed by Kelly (1997, 495).

loim techt. loim thecht BM, h im  techt EG, loim techt H, loim techt G. BM have 

lenition, which may reflect a change from neuter to feminine. Lack of lenition in 

EGH (i.e. on both sides of the stemma) may point to the preservation of the neuter 

gender. Loim techt was made by adding rennet from the stomach of a calf to fresh 

milk; see Kelly (1997, 324).

bruitin. Murphy notes (1961, 65) that if bruitm  is taken as a diminutive of brot 

‘goad’, rather than brat ‘cloak’, the rhyme with Muiccm  is imperfect. Brot ‘goad’ is 

more suitable in the context, however, and there are other examples in the text of 

rhyme between voiced and voiceless stops. As Kelly notes, the ploughman who is the 

subject of this satire ‘evidently had the reputation for overuse of the goad on his oxen, 

and laziness in his manipulation of the plough’. Note that G reads abhruitin ‘his little 

goad’.
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§69 Cummasc etir rannaigecht moir ocus lethrannaigecht in so:

A Choimdiu cluinte mo niiall 

oc niiagud do seel; 

is tii as diliu lim-sa dfb, 

a Ri nime nel.

This is cummasc etir rannaigecht moir 7 lethrannaigecht: O Lord, hear my cry, re

telling your stories: you are dearest to me of them, O king of cloudy heaven.

‘O Lord, hear my cry as I tell Thy story anew. Of all in it Thou art dearest to me, O 

king of the Heaven of clouds’. (Meyer 1917, 47)

MSS: Cuwusc etir cixrnrannaigecht 7 \e\hxsix\naigecht andso B, Cumasc et/> 

cstxrandaigecht moir 7 lethran;?a/g^’c7?f i/tso M, Cumasc et/r .carr. rannaigecht moir 

llethrannaigecht annso E.

Ciimasc etir ranAaigecht moir 7 \t\hvai\d.aigecht inso H.

a. AcoiA/idhi cluinte monual B, Achoimdhiu cluinte monual M, Acoiwde cluinti 

monuall E.

Acomdiu cluinti monual H.

h. icnughud doscel B, icnugud doscel M, icnuagad doscel E. 

ocnuagad dosce/ H.

c. istu is diliu limsa dibh B, is tu is dili liuwsa dibh M, astu isdili dib limsa E. 

istu isdiliu limsa diib H.

d. arigh nime nell B, ari nime nell M, ari nime nell E. 

arii nime nel H.
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Notes

Previous edition: M eyer (1917, 47). The text has also been normalised by Carney 

(1983,28).

The metre is ciimasc etir rannaigecht m oir  7 lethrannaigecht (7 ' 5 ' 7* 5 '). BM E read 

cam /carrrannaigecht against rannaigecht H, while B omits moir. The terms 

carr/carn generally refer to the extension o f the normal syllabic length o f the line; see 

note on §45. For another example o f this metre, see Carney (1983, 25-42), who notes 

(p. 28) that it is not well attested in the metrical tracts. Niiall and dib consonate with 

the end-rhyme between seel ( b ) ; nel (d). The loose type of assonance between nual 

( a ) ; niiagad (b) and di'h ( c ) : Ri (d) may be a type o f aicill sim ilar to that identified 

by Carney, op. cit., 30, where attention is drawn to aicill rhyme between sanctorum : 

choriim, noi'h : ho i and nddm  ; -'^snddat. There is alliteration in lines ad, while lines 

ab are linked by alliteration.

cluinte. Note preservation o f deponent form.

nuagud. nughud  BM, niiagad EH. BM may have the better reading here, nugud < 

nuiigud, verbal noun of nuigid(ir). I am grateful to Jiirgen Uhlich for this suggestion.

diliu. diliu BH, dili ME. It is not certain if internal rhyme dile  : nime is intended, as 

the rules for rhyme in the final couplet o f rannaigecht metres are looser in the Middle 

Irish period than in dan direach.
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§70 Da trian rannaigechta moire in so:

Sonnach eidnen 6s aill, 

deidblen ac dul i lluing, 

dan ina diamair daill, 

cnam cliabaig cairn lia Cuinn.

This is dd trian rannaigechta moire: An enclosure of ivy above a cliff, a weakling 

going into a ship, a ... mysterious craft of a blind man, a bone of a crooked deer is the 

grandson of Conn.

MSS: Datria/j randaig£’c/zra moire a/inso B, Datrian rannaigechta moire inso M, 

Datrian rannaigechta moire andso E. 

datrian randaigechta moiri ii/so H .

a. Sondach osaill BM, Son«ach osaill E.

Sondach ednen osaill H.

b. dedblean ic dul aluing B, deiblean icdul ilui^ig M, deidblen agdul aluing E. 

dedblen acdul illuing H.

c. danma diamair dhaill B, dan madiamair daill M, dan madiamair daill E. 

dan inadiamair daill H.

d. cnsan cliabaigh cairn uacuind B, cna/«h cliabaigh cai/« uacuind M, cnaim cliabaig 

caim hua cuind E.

cnam cliaba/g caim .h.cuiruz H.

Notes

Previous edition. Murphy (1961, [68]).

The metre is dd trian rannaigechta moire ‘two thirds of rannaigecht mor (6* 6* 6* 

6'). Thumeysen (1891, 84, §70) mistakenly analyses this stanza as 4^4^4* 4^4^3'.
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Aill ( a ) : daill (c) consonate with the main rhyme between lining (b) : Cuinn (d).

There is aicill rhyme between daill ( c ) : cairn (d) and internal rhyme between eidnen 

( a ) ; deidblen (b), diamair (c): ch'abaig (d) and dan (c) : cndm (d). There is 

alliteration in every line.

eidnen. Only H preserves this word. For the phrase sonnach eidnen 6s aill, see note 

on a airbe ibair, §127 below.

dan ina diamair daill. danma diamair dhaill B, dan madiamair daill ME, dan 

inadiamair daill H. Thurneysen reads dan mad diamair H, although there is clearly a 

hair-stroke on the first minim and there is only one d. Murphy, following 

Thurneysen’s edition, emends to dan \dona\ diamair daill, stating that ‘for the 

missing two syllables of line c, one of the two MSS has mad, the other m a'. The 

reading of H gives the required number of syllables but 1 have not been able to 

establish a meaning for this word.

cnam cliabaig cairn. Murphy reads ch'abaig chaim although there is delenition of c 

after final -g  {GOI §231). DIL j'.v. ch'abach suggests ‘name of some wild animal. 

Wild boar (?)’, while Meyer (1906b, 386) suggests ‘a deer’ and cites the examples 

from our text. The latter meaning is more suitable since ch'abach occurs twice in 

contexts which suggest that one of its distinguishing characteristics was great speed.

In Tain Bo Cuailnge (TBC I, Strachan and O ’Keefe 1912,1. 2553) a chariot is 

described as moving co luas faindle no ch'abaigi allaid ‘with the speed of a swallow 

or a wild ch'abach’, while in Comhrag Fir Diad 7 Chon Culainn (Best 1915, 298 §42) 

the speed of horses is described as go luas faindli, no eirbi no iarann no cliabhaighi 

allaidhi ‘with the speed of a swallow or a doe or a squirrel or a wild ch'abach'. In 

both of these examples cUabach is treated as a feminine noun. There are three other 

examples of ch'abach in our text, all of which are in the genitive singular and treat the 

word as a masculine/neuter o-stem: seche chon fo  chom chh'abaig ‘a hound’s hide 

under the breast of a ch'abach' §77; cndm do chndmaib cliabaig ‘one of the bones of 

a ch'abach' §123; a chongna cliabaig i cinn do chndma ‘you ch'abach's antler at the
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end of your bones’ §197. It is noteworthy that the four examples in our text occur in 

satires and that in three of these cUabach is associated with cndm.

§71 Cummasc slaite brechte ocus rinnairde ocus lethrannaigechta moire in so;

Methmac Muiredaig, mesce chirmaire,

crossan Ifath ic linn,

screpall ar ^feoil n-aige, oinmit ar eoch mall,

breccar claime i cinn.

This is cummasc slaite brechte ocus rinnairde ocus lethrannaigechta moire: ‘Der 

feiste Sohn Muredachs, trunken wie ein Kammacher, ein graukopfiger PossenreiBer 

beim Suff, ein Heller, den man fiir Kalbsfleisch zahlt, Hansnarr auf einem faulen 

Gaul, gesprenkelter Aussatz auf dem Kopfe’. (Meyer 1919, no. 66)

The fat son of Muiredach, as drunk as a comb-maker, a grey-haired jester at ale, a 

scruple for the meat of a bullock, a fool on a slow horse, mangy spots on a head.

MSS: Cumasc slaite breaclite llethrannaigechta moire annso B, Cumasc slaite brechte 

Irinnaird lealhrannaigechta moire i/iso M, Cuasc slaiti brechte 7 ri«dairde 7 

\eathrannaigechta moire andso E.

Cumasc slaiti brecht rindairde l\cX\\xandaigechta moire inso H.

a. Meth mac muiredhaig meisgi chirmuire B, Methmac moreadaigh mesci cirmaire 

M, Maeth mac muridaig meisci cirmaire E.

Methmac muredaig mesci chirmairi H.

b. crossan liath agli^d B, crosan hath hiclind M, crosan Hath iglind E. 

crosan liath iclind H.
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c. screpall arfeoil eoi«mhet areoch mall B, screpol arfeoil naighe oi«mhit areochmall 

M, sgrepal arfeoil naige eoi«mit areoch mall E.

screpul arfeoil naige onmit areoch mall H.

d. breccar claime aciwd B, breccor claimhe icind M, breacor claime aci«d E. 

brecor claime hicinn H.

Notes

Previous edition. Meyer (1919, no. 66).

The metre is cummasc slaite brechte ocus rinnairde ocus lethrannaigechta moire ‘a 

mixture of slat hrecht and rinnard and lethrannaigecht mor (5‘̂ 5"̂ , 5* ; 6^ 5 ', 5'). As 

the name suggests, the stanza is composed of a mixture of three metres: slat hrecht
3 2 I(hecc) (5'), rinnard (6 ) and lethrannaigecht mor (5 ). I have divided the lines on the 

basis of end-rhyme between linn ( b ) : cinn (d) and internal rhyme between screpall 

( c ) ; breccar (d - imperfect) and aige ( c ) : claime (d).

meth. This could also be taken to mean ‘decadent’, as suggested by Meyer op. cit. 

mesce chirmaire. Lit. ‘drunkenness of a comb-maker’.

screpall ar ''feoil n-aige. For the significance of this metaphor, see note on §12. 

breccar claime i cinn. Only one other example of breccar is cited in DIL 5.y.
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§72 Trian rannaigechta moire in so:

Crecha Mail Diiin, 

bertair i cein: 

a botha oc Suir 

laich Lociia Lein

This is tn'an rannaigechta moire: The spoils of Mael Diiin are carried far away: his 

huts by the Suir of the warrior of Loch Lein.

MSS: Trian randaigechta moiri andso B, Trian randaigechta moire i«so M, Trian 

randaigechta moire i«dso E.

Trian rannaigechta moiri i«so H.

a. Creacha mail duin B, Creacha mail dui« M, C[re|acha mail duin E.

Crecha mailduin H.

b. b t^ha ir acean B, bc-rthair ichein M, herlar acein E. 

bt-rtair icein H.

c. afotha icsiuir B, afotha icsuir M, afotha agsuir E. 

botha icsuir H.

d. laich locha len B, laich locha len M, laith locha lei« E. 

liiich loca lein H.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [75]).

The metre is tn'an rannaigecht moire ‘one third of rannaigecht mor' (4' 4 ' 4 ' 4 '). 

The end words of ac consonate with the main rhyme between hd. There is internal 

rhyme between botha ( c ) : Locha (d) and alliteration in line d. Another example of 

this metre is to be found in Leabhar Muimhneach (6  Donnchadha 1940, 100-1).
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This section of the text (§§72-5) illustrates metres which are ‘fractions’ of 

rannaigecht man

§70 Dd trim  rannaigechta moire ‘two thirds of rannaigecht mor': 6' 6' 6* 6*

§72 Tn'an rannaigechta moire ‘one third of rannaigecht mor': 4* 4' 4' 4'

§73 A cethramthii ‘one quarter of it’ [rannaigecht mor]: 3' 3* 3* 3*

§74 A cdiced ‘one fifth of it’ [of rannaigecht mor]: 1' 1' 1' 1 

§75 Ni as yuilliu bic innds cdiced in so 7 m roich cethramthii ‘This is something 

which is slightly greater than one fifth and it does not extend to one quarter’: 2' 2' 2' 

2 ’.

Mail. The Old Irish form was Mai'le.

botha afotha BME, botha H. Murphy follows H and reads a hotha oc Siiir ‘his huts 

by the Suir’, taking a as third singular masculine possessive pronoun used 

proleptically. An alternative is to follow BME and read a as the preposition ‘from’ 

and fotha ‘foundation, basis’, which can be used in the extended meaning of ‘landed 

estate, property’. The final couplet could then be taken to mean: ‘from the estate by 

the Siiir of the warrior of Loch Lein’.
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§73 A cethramthu in so:

Duine dall, 

muine menn, 

cainte cam, 

gall cen chenn.

This is one quarter of it: A blind man, a conspicuous hiding-place, a crooked satirist, 

a headless foreigner.

MSS: Aceatraiw/zthi andso B, Aceathraimthi i/zso M, Aceathramte in/jso E. 

Acethruwtu inso H.

a. Duine dall BME.

Duine dall H.

h. mune meand B, muine mend M, muine menn E. 

mune mend H.

c. cainti ca/n B, cainti cam M, cainti cam E. 

cante cam H.

d. gall gan chenn B, gall gan ceand M, gall cen cend E. 

gall cen cendd H.

Notes

Previous edition. Murphy (1961, [78]).

The metre is cethramthu [rannaigechta moire] ‘one quarter [of rannaigecht morX (3* 

3 ' 3 ' 3 '). Dall ( a ) : cam (c) consonate with the main rhyme between menn ( b ) : chenn 

(d). There is aicill rhyme between cam ( c ) : gall (d) and internal rhyme between 

duine ( a ) : muine (b).
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muine menn. Muine ‘bush, thicket’ can be used of a thicket providing shelter or 

secrecy and the metaphor of a conspicuous hiding-place may refer to something 

useless; see note on §43. DIL cites this line 5.v. 2 menn ‘stammering, inarticulate’. 

Murphy (1961, 116) takes muine in the present context to mean ‘thicket’.

§74 A coiced in so:

Grad

gliin

dan

dun

This is one fifth of it; a grade, a knee, a poem, a fort.

MSS; A.u. [ed] andso B, Acuicedh inso M, A.u.(ed] in/jso E. 

Acuiced inso H.

a. Grad BM, Grad E. 

grad H.

b. glan B, glu« ME. 

glun H.

c. dan BM, dan E. 

dan H

d. dur BM, duur E. 

dun H.
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Notes

The metre is coked  [rannaigechta moire] ‘one-fifth [of rannaigecht mor]' ( l '  l '  l '

1'). Each line consists of a single stressed word and there is rhyme between glun (b ) : 

dun (d). Grad (a) and dan (c) rhyme with each other and consonate with glun (b) and 

dun (d). I give the primary meaning for each of the words. IG T V  (Bergin 1955, 276 

§92) cites an illustration of a metre called mael caem (2* 2' 2' 2 '), which is described 

as aisdi is lughu sa dan ‘the smallest metre in poetry’. The illustration of coiced 

[rannaigechta moire] in our text is even smaller than this.

gliin. glan B, glun ME, glun H. B’s reading glan is due to a copying error.

dun. dur BM, duur E, dun H. Rhymes with glun. Both dur ‘hard’ BME and dun 

‘fort’ H are suitable metrically, although dur would be the only adjective.

§75 Ni as ^fuilliu bic innas coiced in so 7 ni roich cethramthu:

A alt 

a ole 

a chacht 

a chorp

This is something which is slightly greater than one fifth and it does not extend to one 

quarter: His joint, his misfortune, his fetter, his body.

MSS: Indi is^fuilli bee in^ias acuicedh an«so 7niroich acetraimthi B, Indhi isfuilliu 

bic anas achuigedh i«so 7niroith acethramadh M, Ind < ...>  fuilli beg inas a.u.[id] 

innso 7niroich cethru/«adh E.

Ni asfuilliu bic inda coiced inso 7niroich cethramad H.
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a. Aalt B, Aolc M, Alt E.

Aalt H.

b. aolcc B, alt M, aolc H. 

aolc H.

c. achacht BM, acacht E. 

acacht H.

(i. achorp BM, acorp E. 

acorp H.

Notes

The syllabic structure is 2' 2' 2' 2 '. Alt (a) and chacht (c) rhyme with each other and 

consonate with the end rhyme between ole (b) and chorp (d). The text does not give 

a name for this metre but merely states that it is greater than coiced [rannaigechta 

moire] ‘one-fifth of rannaigecht mor' §74 (1' ) but less than cethramthu 

[rannaigechta moire] §73 (3'). Note that M inverts the order of the first two lines and 

reads Aolc alt.

Ni as ^fuilliu bic. Indi is'^fuilli bee B, Indhi isfuilliu hie M, Ind < ...> fuilli beg E,

M  asfuilliu bic H. The syntax of this phrase is unusual. All MSS read fiiilliii, the 

comparative of oil ‘great’, with inorganic/-. MH read bic, which seems to be dative 

singular of becc ‘small’, lit. ‘which is greater by a small amount’.
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§76 Ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta in so:

Clerech co ni 

da ri ’na thech 

do-beir re troich 

a boin no a ech.

Clerech cen ni 

ni sere ri nech.

A Rf na naem 

is aeb in breth.

This is ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta: A cleric with something for whoever may 

come into his house, he gives to a wretch his cow or his horse. A cleric without 

anything is not beloved (lit. ‘a beloved thing’) by anyone. O King of the saints, 

pleasant is the judgement.

MSS: Ochtceatra/zinach xixnAaigechta annso B, Ocht cheathra/zzthanach rannaigechta 

i«so M, Uiii. cethramadh rannaigechta andso E.

Octcetra/nthanach .i. rand- inso H.

a. Clereach conni B, Cleireach coni M, CX&xech conni E 

Clereach conni H (H ends here).

b. dori nateach B, dairi dothech M, dari natech E.

c. doheir rethoich B, dobi*/r raet roith M, Aoheir retroich E.

d. a boin no aeach B, aboin no aech M, aboin no aeich E.

e. Clereach genni B, Clerech cenni M, CXtxech ce«ni E.

f. nisearc rineach B, niserc rindech M, nisercc rinech E.

g. ari na naemh B, ari nanaem M, ari nanaem E.

h. isaebh inbreath B, isoeb i^zbreath M, asaeb inbreath E.
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Notes

The metre is ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta (8 x 4 '). For a metrical analysis of 

this stanza, see p. 68. Cethramthanach is an adjective from cethramthu ‘quarter’, 

used here of a line of a quatrain (Thumeysen 1891, 128). Cf. cethramthanach mor 

meic Adamndin § 139 below. Note that the version of M V  III in H ends after the 

words Clereach conni.

da ri. dori B, dairi M, dari E. Da is the preposition do plus relative a in dative 

function (5 na G III §10.25). I take n  as third singular present subjunctive of ro-icc 

‘reaches’.

§77 Merugud rannaigechta bice ocus rannaigechta moire in so:

Mac rig na nDese, 

delb om, ch'ar chreiche, 

seiche chon fo chom chliabaig, 

comairecht chomaire ^  chrod.

Ion ic longaire i Lfamain.

This is merugad rannaigechta hice ocus rannaigechta moire: The son of the king of 

the Desi, a rude form, a rapacious band, a hound’s hide under the breast of a deer, the 

horn-playing of a hom-player for wealth, a blackbird singing in Lfamain.

MSS: Mearughudh xm ^ig ech ta  bicce Irandaigechta moire annso B, MerugM^i 

r&nnaigechta bice 7 randaigechta moire i«so M, Merugwd rannaigechta bigi 

Irannaigechta moire innso E.

a. Macc righ nandesi B, Mac righ na/zdese M, Ma[c] rig nandesi E.
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h. dealb omh cliar creche B, delb omh cliar crethe M, delb omh cliar ere chi E. 

c  sechi con fochu/« cliabaigh B, seche con focom cliabaigh M, seichi con [no] 

fochom cli abaigh E.

d. cornairecht comaire arcrod B, Cornairecht cornaire arcrodh M, Convjairecht 

comnaire [J illeg. suprascr. letters] E.

e. Ion ic longairi aliamain B, Ion ic longhaire alliamain M, Ion aglongaire aliamaiw E. 

Notes

Metre. The metre is meriigud rannaigechta bice ociis rannaigechta moire ‘a
2 2 2 1 2confusion of rannaigecht hecc and rannaigecht mor (5 5 7 7 7 ). The name

2 2 2 2suggests that this metre consists of a mixture of rannaigecht hecc ( J i l l )  and 

rannaigecht mor (7' 7' 7 ‘ 7 ') and this is reflected in the syllabic structure of lines c, d, 

e. Lines a, h are lethrannaigecht hecc (5"), however. Thurneysen (1912, 85) prints 

this stanza as continuous prose.

The lines have been divided on the basis of end-rhyme between cUahaig ( c ) : Uamain 

(e). There is aicill rhyme between chreiche (b): seiche (c) and crod (d) : Ion (e) and 

internal rhyme between chornaire (d): longaire (e). Note also hreccad rhyme 

between om (b); chon (c): chom (c - imperfect): chrod ( d ) : Ion (e). There is 

alliteration in lines h,c,d,e. The lines are also linked by a pattern of linking alliteration 

(Dese, delh and chh'ahaig, cornairecht) and aicill rhyme {chrecht, seche and chrod, 

Ion). The confusion of final unstressed vowels is indicated by rhyme between 

cornaire (Old Irish chornairi): longaire (longairiii).

chom. This is a later form, according to DIL 5.v. coim.

chliabaig. See note on §70.

longaire. DIL 5.v. cites two instances where longaire is used of the voices of women 

and boys. It may be used in the present context to suggest that the subject speaks in a
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high-pitched voice. In §151 below, longaire describes the noise made by a cow: a 

ingaire bo liiirne liiinne longaire ‘you herding of a scrawny, fierce, screeching cow’.

§78 Carrannaigecht mor ocus carrannaigecht becc i cummusc in so:

A ui Chuinn, a charpat lenaim liuin, 

a chuing ar argat i medaib siuil ^sirthe, 

a gerr^file, a gait ballain etir da scrm, 

a chennaide chrannain chrfn etir crithre.

This is carrannaigecht mor ocus carrannaigecht becc i cummusc. O grandson of 

Conn, you gum of a weak child, you inaccurate measuring scales for silver, you 

stunted poet, you theft of a goblet between two shrines, you helmet |made] of a little 

withered stick among flames.

MSS: Carran/iaigecht mhor 7carrannaigecht bee acuwusc annso B, Carrannaigecht 

mor 1 carrannaigecht beg icM/nasc inso M, Carrannaigecht mor 1 carrannaigecht hec 

acumasc E.

a. A .h. chuind acharbat leanaim leoin B, Ahuchuind acharbat lenaim leoin M, 

Ahuacuind acarbat lenaim leoin E.

b. acui«g amedaibh siuil sirthe B, achuing amedaibh siuil sirthe M, acui«g arargad 

amedaib siuil sirthi E.

c. ager^file icait ballain B, Agerrfile icait ballain etir dascrin M, Agerr file agaid 

ballain et/r dasgrin E.

d. acendide cran curudaibh crin et/r crithre B, acendide crandain crin et/r crithre M, 

acennaighi crandain crin et/r crithre E.

Notes
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The metre is carrannaigecht mor ociis carrannaigecht becc i curnmusc ‘heaped 

rannaigecht mor and heaped rannaigecht hecc in a mixture’ (9* 11  ̂ 11' 11^). It 

consists of alternating extended lines of rannaigecht mor (ending in a monosyllable) 

and rannaigecht hecc (ending in a disyllable). Thumeysen (1891, 85) prints this 

stanza as continuous prose. For carr in names of metres, see note on §45.

This stanza is highly ornamented and gait (c) is the only stressed word which does 

not rhyme with another word. The main rhyme is between sirthe ( b ) : crithre (d) and 

there is aicill rhyme in both couplets: liuin ( a ) : siiiil (b) and serin ( c ) : chrin (d).

There is also rhyme between Chuinn ( a ) : chuing (b), charpat ( a ) : argat (b), lenaim 

( a ) : medaib (b), gerr'^file ( c ) : chennide (d) and balldin ( c ) ; chranndin (d).

liuin. leoin BME. I have restored liuin on the basis of aicill rhyme with siuil

ar argat. arargad E. Rhymes with charpat. BM omit this reading.

a chuing ar argat etc. Lit. ‘you beam for silver in scales of wandering course’. The 

basic meaning of cuing is ‘yoke’, although it is also used to refer to the beam of a 

weighing scales; see DIL s.v. cuing. A  med ‘weighing scales’ was used for measuring 

precious metals and certain units of value were based on weights of silver (Kelly 

1997, 583). It would therefore be important to ensure that scales were accurate. The 

phrase i medaib siuil '^sirthe may be an allusion to inaccurate weighing scales.

a gait, icait B, icait M, agaid E. This is the only stressed word in line c which is not 

fixed by rhyme with a word in line d. I follow E for the meaning and also for 

alliteration with gerr^file and gait, since this is a feature of lines a and d. Gait is a 

late vocative/nominative form of an o-stem.
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chrannain. cran ciirudaibh B, crandain M, crandain E. B’s reading is clearly 

corrupt, since chranndin rhymes with balldin. DIL cites two examples of cranndn, a 

diminutive form of crann ‘tree, spearshaft’, but omits the present example.

§79 Abacht rannaigechta in so:

Bran finn, 

fige drong, 

gab rinn 

n  glonn.

This is dbacht rannaigechta: Fair Bran, fighting (?) of hosts, [one] who seized a 

spear, king of exploits.

MSS: Ababacht rannaigechta annso B, Abocht rand inso M, Abacht vanAaigechta 

innso E.

a. Bran find B, Bran find M, Bran find E.

b. fige drong B, fige drong M, fighe drong E.

c. gab rind B, gab rim M, gab ruim [no rind] E.

d. rig glonn B, ri glonn M, riglond E.

The version in M V I §59 reads (Thurneysen 1891, 29): Bran find fa drong. derg rind 

rn glonn. H; Bran finn fidh drong derg rind ri glond. B.

The version in M V II §81 reads (Thurneysen 1891, 48): Bran fmd fi drong derg rmd 

n'g glond. L; Bran find 7 rl B.
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Notes

The metre is dbacht rannaigechta ‘humour of rannaigecht' (2' 2' 2 ' 2 '). Finn (a) 

consonates with the end-rhyme between drong ( b ) : glonn (d). There is linking 

alhteration between hnes ab and cd. Four types of dbacht are illustrated in §§173-6 

below.

A similar stanza is cited in a section on deich ‘syllables’ in M V I §59 and M V II §81, 

where it illustrates dialt ‘monosyllable’ (Meyer 1919, no. 10; Thurneysen 1928, 273; 

Murphy 1961, [82]; 6  hAodha 1991, 216). This version differs from our text in lines 

b and c. Murphy’s edition (1961, [82|) reads: Brannfinn, / f i  drong, / derg rinn, / ri 

glonn. Meyer’s edition reads: Bran find, j l  drong /  derg rind, rJ glonn. ‘Der blonde 

Bran, ein Gift fiir Kriegshaufen, eine rote Speeresspitze, ein tatenreicher Konig’.

The stanza is also cited as an example of nath aenbricht in a text on the grades of 

poets which derives from Uraiccecht Becc ( C / / /557.40; Breathach 1987, 12).

Bran Finn. Meyer (1915b, 906) identifies Bran Finn, king of the Deisi, as a 

descendant of Tuathal Techtmar and son of Maelochtrach, who died in 671.

fige. fige  BM,//g/z£’ E. The version in M V  I §59 \va& fu W ,fid h  B, while M V  II §81 

has// L. Murphy (1961, 107) translates “‘venom of bands” (i.e. a warrior who 

destroys opposing groups of warriors)’. As regards the form in our text, DIL s.v. fige  

col. 131,1.20-1 cites examples o f fige  ‘weaving’ used in a figurative sense of waging 

battles, which may be the meaning in the present context.

gab rinn. gab rind B, gab rim M, gab ruim [no rind] E. E agrees with M and also 

gives the reading of B as an alternative in a superscript gloss. M V  I and II read derg 

rinn, which Meyer translates as ‘eine rote Speeresspritze’ ‘a red spear-cast’, while 

Murphy, op. cit. 82, takes rinn as ‘star’, probably for rhyme with finn. Gab in our
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text appears to be a verbal form, and I take it to be third singular Middle Irish relative 

preterite of gaibid.

§80 Lan^focul ar rannaigecht in so;

Bos cos ros 

cros fos fes 

glas bras clas 

cas as es

Finit dona rannaigechtaib moraib co n-arailib dentaib 7 frithdentaib foraib.

This is Idn^focul ar rannaigecht: A  palm, a foot, a wood; a cross, steadiness, 

entertainment; green, boastful, a ditch, curly, milk, a cataract.

Here end the rannaigecht mor metres with some variations and counter-variations on 

them.

MSS: Lanfocul a/jAJSO ar nmd.aigecht B, Lanfocul rannaigecht i«so M, Lanfocul |a]r 

rannaigechtinnso E.

a. Boss coss B, Bos. cos. ros. M, Bas cos ros E.

b. cross foss feas B, cros fos. fes. M, cros fos fes E.

c. glas bras clas B, glas bras. clas. M, glas bras clas E.

d. cas as es B, cas. as. es. M, cas asa eis E.

Finit donarannaigechtib moraib conarailibh dentaibh 7frithdeAjtaibh forraibh B, Finit 

dorandaigechtib moraib conarailibh dentaibh 7frithde«taibh M, Finit dona 

randaigechtaib moraib conarailib dentaibh 7 frithdentaib foraib E.
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Notes

The metre is Idn^focul ar rannaigecht ‘a full word on rannaigecht' (3' 3' 3’ 3'). DIL 

cites one example of ldn')focul s. v. focal col. 185,1. 65 and s.v. compounds of Idn col. 

48,1. 70, where the context suggests the meaning ‘full-demand’. This can hardly be 

the meaning in the present context, however. Ldn^focul may refer to the fact that the 

stanza consists of a series of monosyllabic stressed words. The only example of 

frithdenta cited in DIL s.v. is from our text and the meaning suggested is ‘a counter- 

or corresponding structure (?); as term in prosody ‘fashionings and re-fashionings, i.e. 

variations?’. Thuraeysen (1891, 85) prints the text as two lines (5*, 6 ') citing the text 

from B, which omits ros (a). The stanza is difficult to interpret as many of the words 

have more than one meaning and I therefore give the primary meanings in the 

translation. There is end-rhyme between /e'.v ( b ) : es (d) and rhyme between bos ( a ) : 

cos (a) : ros (c) : eras (b) :fos  (b) and glas (c) : bras (c) ; clas (c) : cas ( d ) : as (d).

§81 Incipit dona rannaigechtaib beccaib:

Bennach, a De, Cenn Corad 

coro ferr ina Feimen.

Biiaile donn naro dluiged, 

bruiden tonn ocus teined.

Here begin the rannaigecht becc metres: ‘Segne, Gott, Kincora, daB es schoner werde 

als Femen ist! Eine kraftvolle Viehhiirde, die nie auseinandergerissen wurde, ein Hof 

von Wogen (des Uberflusses) und (gastlicher) Herdfeuer’. (Meyer 1919, no. 144)

Bless, O Lord, Cenn Corad, that it might be better than Femen. A princely enclosure 

which has not been rent asunder, a hostel of outpourings (of guests) and fires.
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MSS; Incipit dona randaigecht becaib Ivdixmaigechthec uile mrandso B, Incip/t do 

randaigechtaib becaibh M, Incipit [.i. tindscnaj do narandaigeachtaib becaibh E.

a. Beandach ade ceand coradh B, Bennach adhe ceand coradh M, Beannact ade cerm 

corad E.

b. corofearr ina femi« B, coro ferr ana femhen M, coroferr inada feimiw E.

c. buaile donn narodluigheadh B, buaile doud narod luigeadh M, buaili dorn 

narodluigedh E.

d . bruighea^ donn 7tenedh B, bruide« tonn Ttenedh M, bruiden ton/j 7tenedh E. 

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 144).

2 2 2 2The metre is rannaigecht hecc (7 7 7 7 ). The end-words of ac consonate with the 

main rhyme between Feimen (b) : teined (d). This contrasts with rannaigecht hecc 

scai'lte §82. There is aicill rhyme between dhdged (c) : hruiden (d) and internal 

rhyme between Cenn (a) \ferr  (b) and donn ( c ) : tonn (d). There is alliteration in 

every line. After stating the name of the metre, B adds Jrannaigecht hec uile 

inrandso ‘and this verse is all rannaigecht hecc'.

coro. coro BME. Meyer emends to corob. For other examples of loss of final 

-b/-p, see DIL s.v. is col. 312,11. 61-5.

donn. E differs from BM in reading dorn ‘fist’.
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§82 Rannaigecht becc scaflte in so:

Cindus a-ta lia Conaili, 

ocus Conn mac Cinn ^Faelad?

’Na ndemsat fri mac nDubain 

nirob urail a n-aerad.

This is rannaigecht hecc scai'lte\ ‘Wie steht es um den Enkel Conalls und Conn, 

Cenn-faelads Sonh? Fiir das, was sie dem Sohne Dubans angetan haben, was es 

notig, sie zu schmiihen’. (Meyer 1919, no. 87)

How is the grandson of Conall, and Conn, son of Cenn Faelad? For what they did to 

the son of Duban it was not excessive to satirize them.

MSS; Randaigecht bee scaihi an«so B, Randaigecht bee scailti inso M, Rannaigecht 

beg scailti i«dso E.

a. Cindus ata huaconaill B, Cirwas ata uaconaill M. 

h. 7connd mac ci«n ^faeladh B, 7conrt mac cind faeladh M.

c. iA7and<"msat tri mac dubain B, i«andersat fh  mac ndubain M.

d. niroburail anaerad B, nirab//rail anaerad M.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 87); Murphy (1961, [511).

2 2 2 2The metre is rannaigecht becc scailte (7 7 7 7 ). E omits this stanza. There is end- 

rhyme between Faelad ( b ) : derad (d) and aicill rhyme between Diibdin ( c ) : iirdil 

(d). Scailte indicates that there is no consonance in this stanza; cf. rannaigecht becc 

scailte §81 above.
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Conn mac Cinn '^Faelad. According to Thumeysen (1912, 88), an approximate 

date can be established for Conn mac Cinn ^Faelad on the basis of the deaths of his 

nephew Manchan {Tig. s.a. 1045) and brother Mael-Sechlainn mac Cinn-^Faelad (AU  

s.a. 1050).

’Na ndernsat. inandernsat B inandersat M. I follow Murphy in emending ina of the 

MSS to 'na. Meyer (1919, no. 87) reads Ina ndernsat, which results in an 

octosyllabic line. Note Middle Irish dernsat, showing the use of the historical 

passive stem as active (5 na G III §12.66), and Middle Irish form of the relative 

particle a'‘ {S na G III §10.25) (Old Irish a ndo-rigensat).

§83 Rannaigecht becc corranach in so:

Druth Gailenga cen intliucht, sacairt ^senoir ac suathad,

traigle i nach liathad uidre, 

muccaid lar maidm a charann,

crossan machaire ic merle, upaid i salann suirge.

This is rannaigecht becc corranach: ‘Der Narr der Gailenga ohne Verstand, (wie ein)

alter Priester beim Brotkneten, ein Schuhriemen, in dem auch nicht die geringste 

blasse Farbe ist, ein Schweinehirt, der sein Bein gebrochen hat, ein vagabondierender 

Hanswurst beim Stibitzen, ein Leibeszauber in Salz’. (Meyer 1919, no. 88)

The fool of Gailenga without intelligence, an old priest kneading, a faded shoelace, a 

swine-herd with a broken leg, a wandering, thieving jester, a love potion in salt.

MSS: Ranndaigecht bee corranach annso B, Randaigecht becc corranach inso M.
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a. Druth gaileng cen indtliucht sacaird seanoir ac suathadh B, Druth gaile/?g 

ce«mthucht sacairt sacairt senoir icsuathadh M, Druth gailing cinindtlecht sagairt 

sinoir ic fatath E.

h. traigle inachuathadh ^fuidhre B, traigle taebh m achuathadh uidre M, traigle taeb 

inach uathaJ uidre E.

c. m uccaidh iarmaidi acharann B, mucaidh iarmaidhm achara^d M, mucaid iarmaidiw 

acharand E.

d. crosain machaire ic merle opaidh isala«n suirge B, crosan machaire ic merle 

aupaid isala/jd suirghe M, crosan mach aire igm^rle {er symbol written over g) aupait 

isalan/j suirghi E.

Notes

Previous edition: M eyer (1919, no. 88).

2 2 2 2 2 2The metre is rannaigecht hecc corrdnach  (7 7 , 7  ; 7 , 7 7 ). For a metrical 

analysis o f this stanza, see p. 72. Note rhyme between voiceless and voiced stops in 

muccaid  : upaid. E omits the name of the metre.

Druth G ailenga cen intliucht. Druth gaileng cen indtliucht B, Druth gaileng 

cenmthucht M, Druth gailing cinindtlecht E. BM read the historical genitive form. 

The form in all three MSS is one syllable short. I emend to Gailenga, since in the 

later language plural nouns in -a can be identical in nominative, accusative and 

genitive: ‘As in Airgialla, so in several other plural names with c^-stems. M iddle Irish 

usage substitutes a strengthened nom inative ... The added syllable is occasionally 

maintained in gp., e.g. septem genera G ailinga’ (Mac Neill 1911-12, 63 §28). An 

alternative is to read cen a intliucht, adding a third singular masculine possessive 

pronoun. M eyer reads Druth Gaileng cen intliucht, giving a heptasyllabic line, which 

he notes is unacceptable metrically.

sacairt ^senoir. I follow M eyer in taking sacairt as a preposed genitive.
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traigle i nach uathad uidre. I follow B against ME, both of which add taeb after 

traigle.

upaid i salann suirge. Note the unusual word order for rhyme between uidre and 

sidrge.

§84 Ochtrannaigecht chorranach becc in so:

A Gilla Duinn a Dermaig, 

a mfas bruinn ar brut trebraid, 

is tii in cailech d’Ufb Cellaig, 

a diian ar airech n-ellaig.

oca ta in ben donn deolaid, 

a thonn do cheolaib cleirig; 

a chii chlechtas ar cnamaib, 

a ^fertas araid d ’Eilib.

This is ochtrannaigecht chorranach becc: ‘Du brauner Bursche aus Derry, der das 

braune, armselige Weib hat, du Schmutzfleck auf einem Drillichmantel, du Welle von 

geistlichen Melodien, du bist der Hahn der Ui Chellaig, du Hund, der an Knochen 

gewohnt ist, du Lied auf einen Packgaul, du Leitersprosse von Ely (Meyer 1919, 

no. 83)

O Gilla Donn from Dermag, who has the swarthy, mean wife, you dish of chaff on a 

woven cloth, you outpouring of melodies of a cleric; you are the cock of the Ui 

Chellaig, you hound who is accustomed to bones, you poem about a pack-horse, you 

rung of a ladder from Eile.

MSS: Ochtrandaigecht corranach bee a/inso B, Ocht r<md.aigecht corranach bee inso 

M, Octhrand corranach becc indso E.
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a. agilla duind adearmuigh ocata in bean doAzn deolaig B, Agilla dui«d adermaigh 

occada inbean donn deolaid M, Agilla dui/7d ader[m]aigh ocata i«ben donn deolaigh 

E.

b. bruigh arbrat treabraidh atonn doceolaibh clerigh B, amias bruind [.i. brondaigh] 

arbrut treabraidh athonn do ceolail (sic) cleirigh M, amias bronnaigh ai'brut trebraig 

aton« docheolaib cleir/g E.

c. istu incaileach dibcella/g achu chleachtus arcna/waibh B, istu iwcailech duib 

cellaigh achu clechtas arcna/?zaib M, istu in cailech doib ceWaig aq {accent on q) 

clechtas arcna/naib E.

d. aduan araireach neallaigh a^feartais araidh delibh B, aduan arairech nellaigh 

a'^feartas araidh delibh M, aduan arraireach nellaigh afertas araidh deilib E.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 83).

2 2The metre is ochtrannaigecht chorrdnach becc (4 x [7 7 ]). For a metrical analysis 

of this stanza, see p. 77.

A Gilla Duinn. O ’Brien notes (1973, 229-30) that the personal name Gilla occurs 

either on its own or followed by a saint’s name in the genitive. In our poem it is 

followed by the adjective donn ‘brown’, however, which may be intended as an 

insult. Cf. the description of the subject’s wife as ben donn. Meyer’s edition differs 

in that he does not take gilla as a personal name, but reads A gilla duinn ‘du brauner 

Bursche’ ‘you brown lad’.

Dermag. Meyer incorrectly renders Dermag ‘Durrow’ as ‘Derry’.

a mias bruinn. bruigh B, amias bruind (./. brondaig] M, a mias bronnaig E. Note 

that B omits a mias. Meyer follows B and reads a bruig, vocative singular of brod 

‘straw, splinter, speck’, taking the final -gh for -dh. Reading a bruig ar brut trebraid
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‘du Schmutzfleck auf einem Drillichmanter ‘you speck on a canvas cloak ’ gives 

only six syllables, however. As regards bniinn, the syntax and metrical structure 

suggest a monosyllabic noun in the genitive singular, rhyming with duinn in the 

preceding line. Based on M ’s gloss ./. brondaig and E ’s reading bronnaig, I follow 

M and take bruind as genitive singular of an otherwise unattested bronn ‘chaff; cf. 

Modem Irish bronnach ‘husks’.

§85 Cuntabairt etir dechnad 7 rannaigecht mbic 7 imdeliugud fair 7 is dechnad a 

bunad:

Gilla Cellaig, cenn for saillib 

seilche co ndib mbennaib; 

finna ^  guaire cullaig allaid 

challaig Gilla Cellaig.

Nocho Gilla Cellaig etir 

nocho cenn for saillib -  apair!

Nocho finna ar guaire 

cullaig allaid cucaib; 

immar tucait a challaig 

nocho Gilla Cellaig acaib

Is e sin cipindus a chosmailius fri rannaigecht.

(This is) Cuntabairt etir dechnad 7 rannaigecht mbic ‘uncertainty between dechnad 

and rannaigecht becc' and (there is) a division on it and its basis is dechnad: Gilla 

Cellaig, a scum on flitches of bacon, a snail with two homs; hairs on the bristles of a 

fat wild boar is Gilla Cellaig. He is not Gilla Cellaig at all, he is not a scum on
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flitches of bacon -  let you declare - he is not a hair on the bristles of a wild boar 

[coming] to you ( ? ) ;  were brought (?), it is not Gilla Cellaig (who is) with you.

That, however, is its likeness to rannaigecht.

MSS: Cundtabairt etir dechnaJ 7 randaigecht mbic annso, 7 imdheliughudh fair, 7 is 

dechnaJ abunadh B, Cun^ztabairt Qier dQchnad 7rand<3/g£’c/zr mbic inso 7imeliughudh 

fair 7isdech/jflJ a bu«adh M, Cunn/itabairt et/r dechnaJ 7 rowdaigecht big annso 7 

imdelig//d fai (sic) 7 isdechnat/ abunad E.

a. G illa ceallaigh cean« forsaillib B, Gilla ceallaigh c e m  for  saillibh M, Gilla cella/g 

cenn fo r  saillib E.

h seiche co/jdibmbea/inaibh B, seiche condibhennaibh M, seilci conib bennaibh E.

c. fi^zn arguairi cullaigh allaidh B, find arguaire chullaigh allaigh M, find arguaire 

culla/g aWaig E.

d. callaigh gilla ceallaigh B, callaigh gilla cellaigh M, calkng gilla ccWaig E.

e. Noco gilla ceallaigh et/r B, Nocho gilla cellaigh it/r M, Nocho gilla ceallaig it/r E.

f. noco cean« forsaillibh abair B, nocho cenn for saillibh M, no |co |cean«  forsaillib 

abair E.

g. nocofi«na aguairi cullaigh B, noconfina aguaire cullaigh M, nocho finda aguaire 

culla/g E.

h. allaig cabaidh B, allaigh chugaib M, allaz'g cuccaib E.

i. imartucait ach allaigh B, ii/jmar tugaid achallaigh M, immartugait nacalla/g E.

j. nochoghilla ceallaig acaib B, nocho gilla ceallaigh accaibh M, nocho gilla cella/g 

agaib E.

Ise sin cipindus acosmaillius fri randaigecht B, Ise sin cipindas acosmailius fri 

randaigecht M, Isesin cibe indus acosmailius {rirm daigecht E.
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Notes

The metre is Ciintabairt etir dechnad 7 rannaigecht mbic 7 imdeliugiid fa ir  7 is 

dechnad a bunad ‘Uncertainty between dechnad and rannaigecht becc and (there is) a 

division on it and its basis is dechnad' (8^ 6^ 8  ̂6^; 8  ̂8  ̂6^ 6^ 7  ̂8^). As the name

suggests, it consists of a mixture of dechnad mor (8^ 6^ 8  ̂6^) with one line of
2 2 2 2rannaigecht becc ( J i l l ) .  This is the only attestation of imdeliugiid ‘separation’ 

in DIL ^.v., where it is taken as the verbal noun of a poorly attested verb imdeligid 

‘divides’. It may refer to the break after line d, since line e begins with a capital letter 

in all three MSS. In the first section of the poem, there is end-rhyme between 

bennaib (b) and Cellaig (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate with the end- 

rhyme in lines bd and there is aicill rhyme allaid ( c ) ; challaig (d). In the second 

section, the end-rhyme is between apair (f) and acaib (j).

Gilla Cellaig. According to Thurneysen (1912, 88), Gilla Cellaig may be the ri Hiia 

Fiachrach Aidne, whose death is recorded 'mAU s.a. 1003. The name Gilla Cellaig 

is repeated four times (beginning and end of both sections). This may have been a 

feature of certain types of satires, since there are a number of other examples in M V  

III: Lachtndn twice (beginning and end) §164; Diingal twice (beginning of both 

couplets) §182; A meic lu Chuinn twice (beginning of both couplets) §183; Goll 

Gobra twice (beginning of both couplets) §201; Finn twice (beginning and end)

§204.

cenn. ceann B cenn ME. Cenn ‘head, leader’ would make little sense in the present 

context. Greene (1958b, 45) notes the existence of another word cenn ‘skin’ for 

which a nominative singular form had previously been unattested. The examples of 

this word cited by Greene are in compounds and the form in our poem is of interest in 

that it may provide evidence of a nominative singular cenn. Greene (1975) also notes 

that in the Book of Armagh (Stokes and Strachan 1901, 497.1) scamae 

{sqiiamaey?,cdi\Q^' is glossed cenni aut bloscc aiit lanna ‘skins or a membrane or 

scales’. In the context of our poem, a meaning such as ‘scum’ would be appropriate.
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Cenn ‘skin’ does not appear as a separate head-word in DIL  (Greene 1975, 175 n .l).

I am grateful to Liam Breatnach for these references.

seilche. Seilche  is used in a disparaging sense in an Early M odem  Irish satire: 

Dilleachta bocht /  bainhhm na iniol / seilche flinch fiia r  ‘Hapless orphan, louse- 

ridden bonham, cold slimy snail’ (Quin 1965, 30 §13).

cullaig allaid. Cullach  ‘boar’ may be used in both a laudatory and contem ptuous 

sense; see D IL s.v.

callaig. This word occurs in lines d  and i. M eyer (1906b, 310) cites the form from 

our poem  (with a query) but no meaning is given. Callach may be a variant of the 

adjective collach ‘corpulent’, showing the alternation between a and o which is 

com m on in the later language. There are no examples of callach  as a variant of 

collach  in DIL, however. This meaning would suit the context in line d. The context 

in line where challaig  is the subject of what appears to be the Middle Irish preterite 

plural passive form tucait, suggests that it may be used here as a substantive. Cf. ni 

tualaing toile nach rochollach ‘any excessively fat person is not capable of sexual 

intercourse’ (CIH  5.24-5).

apair. Rhymes with acaib. This word is omitted in M. I tentatively take it to be 

Middle Irish second singular imperative o f as-beir. Note the use o f the singular form 

of the imperative with the plural prepositional pronouns cucaib  and acaib  and cf. also 

§31, where a singular prepositional pronoun (duit) is used with a plural imperative 

form (iarraid).

ar guaire. a  BME. ar has been restored on the basis of ar guaire line c.

cucaib. cubaidh B, chiigaib M, cuccaib E. I follow ME, as line j  also contains a 

second person plural prepositional pronoun {acaib). B reads cubaid  ‘fitting’.
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immar tucait a challaig. I have not been able to interpret this line. I tentatively 

interpret tucait as Middle Irish perfect plural passive of do-beir. An alternative is to 

take it as a noun, i.e. ‘cause’. Challaig may be a substantive use of the adjective 

collach ‘corpulent’; see note on callaig (line d).

§86 Rannaigecht becc mor in so ocna filedaib 7 is ed a ^ffr. Carrdechnad sin ocna 

druthaib ut praediximus 7 is ed on a brec:

A meic rig na Cairce a Cualainn, 

fm deit is mid mailte moidim; 

is rut, a milid a Malainn, 

dalaim do ririb ic Roirinn.

This is rannaigecht becc mor according to the poets and that is right. That is 

carrdechnad according to the fools, as we declared, and that is wrong: ‘O son of the 

King of the Rock out of Cualu, I vow to you wine and ... mead; with you, o warrior 

from Malu, I make a tryst in earnest at Roiriu’. (Meyer 1917, 47)

MSS: Rand bee mor andso ocna filedhaibh Ix^ed a^fir. Carrdechnat/ vero acna 

druthaibh ut prat'diximus 7isedh on abrecc B, bee mor inso icnafileadaibh Ih ^ed  afir 

Carmdechnadh sin acnadruthaibh ut prat'diximus li'^ed on arbrec M, Kdxmaigecht 

bee mor andso dLcnaTiXedaib T\%ed afir Carrdechwat/ autem agnadruithib ut poeta dixit 

7indso asbreaccad E.

a. Ameic righ na cairce acualaind B, Am eic rigna nacairrge achu alaind M, Amt'/c 

righ nacairigi acualai«d E.

b. fm  duid ismid mailte maid/m B, fin duid ismidh maillte maidiAw M, fi«duit asmidh 

maillte maidi/« E.

c. isrut amilid amalaind B, isrut amilidh amalaind M, sruth am iliJ amalaind E.
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d. dolaiw doririb icroiri«d B, dolaim doriribh icrorind M, dolaim doririb agrirai«d E.

Notes

Previous editions. Meyer (1909, 15 §12; 1917, 47); Murphy (1961, 156]).

2 2 2 2The metre is rannaigecht hecc mor (8 8 8 8 ). The main rhyme is between moidim 

( b ) : Roirinn (d). There is also aicill rhyme between Mdlainn (c) : ddlaim (d) and 

internal rhyme between meic ( a ) : deit (b); rig (a) :fm  (b); Cairce ( a ) : mciilte (b); 

milid ( c ) : nrib  (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate with the main rhyme (cf. 

the illustration of rannaigecht hecc mor scailte §88, which lacks consonance).

The text slates that rannaigecht hecc mor is the correct name of this metre according

to poets, while fools (i.e. uneducated people) refer to it as carrdechnad. The

example of carrdechnad illustrated in §45 has an identical syllabic structure and

rhyming pattern. According to Murphy, op. cit., ‘what is essentially the same metre’
2  1 2as our poem is described in M V  III § 103 as setnad.’’ The structure of § 103 is 8 7 8 

however, and Murphy’s edition of that stanza is based on an emendation by 

Meyer; see note on § 103 below. In §60 a similar distinction is made between 

metrical names used by poets and those used by fools.

ut praediximus. BM both read ut praediximus ‘as we declared’, while E reads ut 

dixitpoeta  ‘as the poet said’.

a brec. abrecc B, arbrec M, asbreaccad E. E shows confusion between brec 

‘falsehood’ and the term breccad.

meic, deit. In a review of Meyer (1909, 15 §12) who reads maic and didt, Bergin 

(1916, 163) states; ‘Read meic : deit. me- should be extended maic only in O. Ir.’.
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mailte. Rhymes with Cairce. Mailte is not cited in DIL. Meyer, 1917, 47 note 1, 

states that "mailte (in rhyme with Cairce) is obscure to me. It is possibly a loan from 

English malt'. Murphy, op. cit. 115 5.y. gives no meaning.

§87 Rannaigecht becc mor ^seisedach in so:

/

Do neoch ro ^sirius don Eirinn 

etir Ultu is Mide is Mumain 

ac iarraid na gile a grenaig 

nochon ^fiiarus maith 6 duine 

acht ma demus ina chinaid 

ri mac Raith na mBuide Bregaig

This is rannaigecht hecc mor '^seisedach: Of all that I ranged of Ireland, including 

Ulster and Meath and Munster, seeking the brightness ... (?), I never received a good 

thing from anyone unless I offended the youth from Raith na mBuide of Brega.

MSS: Rannaigecht becc mor seisedach annso B, Randaigecht bee mor sesedach inso 

M, Randaigecht beg .m. seisidach indso E.

a. Dondeoch rosirus donermn B, Doneoch rosirius doneirind M, Doneoch rosirius 

donermn E.

b. et/V ultu ismidi ismu/«ain B, etir ulltu ismidhe is mu/«ain M, etir ultu ismidhi 

ismumhui« E.

c. ac iaraid nagile agreanaig B, aciarraidh nagile agrenaigh M, iciarraig nagili 

agreanaidh E.

d. nochon^fuarus maith odhuine B, nochon fuarus maith oduine M, nochofuarus 

maith oduine E.
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e. acht nadi^mus i«achinaid B, acht nadt-mas i«acinaidh M, acht madera 

<...>inacinaid E.

/  ri mac raith na/«buide bregaig B, ri mac raith na^nbuidhe bregaidh M, rimacraith 

namuigi breagaig E.

Notes

The metre is rannaigecht becc mor '^seisedach (8^ 8  ̂ 8̂  8  ̂8  ̂8^). The term seisedach 

‘in six hnes’ also occurs in the metrical names casbairdne ^seisedach "casbairdne in 

six lines’ (7‘̂ 7'̂  7  ̂7'̂  7^ 1^) § 114 and etal '^seisedach Cruithentuath i Cloich Locha 

Comru ‘the outburst in six lines of the Cruithentuath in Cloch Locha Comru’ (8^ 8'̂

8̂  ; 8̂  6‘̂ 8^) §203. While the syllable count is regular, this stanza is unusual in that 

there is end-rhyme only between grenaig (c) : Bregaig (d).

do neoch etc. M V II §134 begins in a similar fashion: Do nech uarusa domnaibh 

alban 7 bretan 7 herinnach.

grenaig. agreanaig B, agrenaigh M, agreanaidh E. Rhymes with Bregaig. DIL 

gives two sepai'ate head-words; 1 grenach ‘boisterous’? and 2 grenach ‘gravel’. The 

context in our poem suggests that the word is dative singular of a feminine noun, 

although it is difficult to see how ‘gravel’ could make sense. Hogan (1910, 451) cites 

one example of a placename Grenach. This may be the same word as grenaig §§93-4 

below.

acht ma dernus ina chinaid ri. acht nadernus inachinaid ri B, acht nadernas 

inacinaidh ri M, acht maddern < ...> inacinaid ri E. The final couplet is difficult to 

interpret. The phrase ... dernus ina chinaid ri may be used here in the same sense as 

the idiom do-gm cin(aid) fr i ‘offends against’; see DIL 5.y. cin col. 188,1. 74. I 

follow E in reading ma against na BM. Ina may be the presposition i plus third 

singular masculine possessive pronoun, referring proleptically to mac.
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Raith na mBuide. I have found no other references to such a place.

§88 Rannaigecht becc mor scaflte in so:

Mac int ^sacairt 6 Ros Comain 

ro chuir na saithe isin snechta: 

samud ara snaidther durthach, 

trail! odor ulchach ar echtra.

This is rannaigecht becc mor scailte: The son of the priest from Ros Comain who 

cast the crowds into the snow: a congregation from whom a church is protected, a 

sallow, bearded thrall on an expedition.

MSS: RanAaigecht bee mor sacilti an/iso B, Randa/gf’c/zr bee mor sesedach [scailti] 

inso M, Kandaigecht beg mor scailti in«so E.

a. Mac int^sagairt orcomai« B, Ameic in^sagairt orchomaiw M, Mac iijtsagairt oros 

comain E.

b. ro chuir na saithi isin snechta B, rochuir nasaithi isin sneachta M, rocuir nasaithe 

isintsnechta E.

c. samadh arasnait6'r durthach B, samudh arasnaite-r duirthach M, samad ara snaidthir 

durrthach E.

d. train odur ulchach areachtra B, traill odhur ulcach arechtra M, traill odhur ulcach 

arectra E.

Notes

2 2 2 2The metre is rannaigecht becc mor scailte (8 8 8 8 ). There is end- rhyme between 

snechta ( b ) : echtra (d) and aicill rhyme between durthach (c) : ulchach (d). The
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term  scailte  indicates a lack o f consonance; cf. the example of rannaigecht becc mor 

cited in §86 above, in which the end-words of ac consonate with the main rhyme. M, 

having been influenced by the preceding illustration of rannaigecht becc mor 

'^seisedach, reads sesedach, which is corrected to scailti.

M ac int ^sacairt 6 Ros Com aln. M ac int'^sagairt orcomain B, Am eic in'^sagairt 

orchomain M, M ac intsagairt ores comain E. I follow BE, which read mac against 

ameic  M, on the grounds of syllable count and also because the final line of the poem 

refers to the subject in the nom inative case. An exam ination o f the stanzas in M V  III 

indicates that they do not switch between the second and third persons, thereby 

avoiding the fault ecnairc fr i  frecnairc  as illustrated in the Tre'^focul tract (Calder 

1917,11. 5171-5). E ’s reading oros comain gives the required num ber of syllables.

§89 Ochtrannaigecht becc mor in so:

Acht m asa deired dom duanaib 

do-ber mo geimel ar chiialaib 

Foclaim rim  chain is rim  chubus 

is fortail dom dail cen dulus

do-ber mo dan do neoch aile, 

do-ber mo chaire ar chuic bleide 

ma ro chainius ua Con Buide 

naro aerus duine reime.

This is ochtrannaigecht becc mor: But if there is a refusal for my poems, I will bring 

my skill to someone else, I will give my fetter in exchange for firewood, I will give 

my cauldron in exchange for five drinking cups. I affirm by my rule and conscience, 

if I have reviled the grandson of Cu Buide, that my argument is victorious without 

voraciousness and that I have not satirized a person before him.

MSS: Ochtrannaigecht bee mor a/inso B, Ochirandaigecht bee mor annso M, 

O chtrm naigecht beg mor i/idso E.
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a.Achd masaderd dowduanaibh dob^r modan doneoch ele B, Achtma sadhereadh 

domduanaibh dober modha/i doneoch eile M, Acht masaderedh dowduanaib Aoher 

modan do neoch aili E.

b. dobe-r moghemel archualaibh doher mocaire <...> .u. blethe B, Aober mogemel 

archualaibh dobt-r mochaire ar .u. bleidhe M, dob̂ 'A- mogeimhil arcualib dober 

mocaire ar .u. bleide E.

c. foclaiiM rimchain is rimchubus marcailus uaconbuide B, Foclaim rimchain isrim 

cubus marochailius ua conbuidhe M, Foclaim rimcain isremcubus marocainis hiia 

conbuide E.

d. isfor taill domdail cendulus naroaerus duine remhe B, is fortaill dodail ce« dulus 

naroerus dune reme M, isfortail domdail cendulus naroaerus duine reimhe E.

Notes

2 2The metre is Ochtrannaigecht becc mor (4 x [8 8 |). For metres prefixed by ocht- 

and a metrical analysis of this poem, see p. 68. Note that a number of readings in B 

which Thumeysen (1891, 86) found illegible are clearly legible in the manuscript.

deired .; geimel. There are only two other examples of this form cited in DIL s.v. 

derad ‘refusing’.

dan. Dan may be used here in the sense of ‘skill, craft’ in opposition to diian, the 

actual composition. The poet seems to be replying to an accusation of having 

unjustly satirized the grandson of Cu Buide. He also states that if his poems are not 

accepted he will employ his craft of poetry on someone else’s behalf. For a similar 

sentiment see Best (1905b, 168 1. 85-88).

do-ber mo geimel etc. The general sense seems to be that for the poet to give his 

poems to someone else would amount to a bad or unequal bargain, similar to 

exchanging a fetter for firewood or a cauldron for five drinking cups (i.e. something 

valuable for something of lesser value).
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chuic. All three MSS read .u. I have expanded this as ciiic rather than the earlier 

form coic (S na G  III §3.10) since the language of this verse is Middle Irish. This is 

indicated by the contracted form na (line c) which is confirm ed by the syllable count 

and Middle Irish reime (line d), earlier riam, which is fixed by rhyme with bleide.

m arc cainius. marcailus B, marochailius M, marocainis E. E reads second singular 

preterite of cdinid  ‘reviles’ and I have emended this to a first singular form. I am 

uncertain as to the verbal form caihis/chailius BM. It may be from the verb coillid 

‘damages, violates’ with -I- for -II-

fo r ta il.: foclaim . Thurneysen expands isf- B as isfer. Note, however, that ME read 

fo r  iplene). This example is not cited in DIL.

dulus. This word is not well attested. It occurs in a metrical rule o f Echtgus hiia 

Ciianain, which warns against the dangers o f partaking o f holy comm union while not 

believing in the sacrament (van Hamel 1917-9, 349 §81): Cihe noscaithea co c a ir /  

cen a c[h]reitim in cliidrp s in /  is mor a dulus in troigh /  on turns teid don altoir 

‘W hoever consumes it sinfully without believing in that body, great is the dulns of the 

wretch on account of the journey he makes to the altar’. The genitive singular form 

dnlais, which suggests that the word is an o-stem, is found in the Liber Flavns 

Fergusiorum, Section II fol. 39R‘‘21, in a tract dealing with the seven daughters of 

humility. Expansions are underlined in the following transcription: IN  am e 7 da 

hingeannibh dicnr an craeis 7 d il in dnlais 7 na hanab aisi 7 iaraid na haenda ... 

‘Concerning fasting and its daughters i.e. banishing o f gluttony and destruction of 

dulus and hanab aisi and seeking o f unity . . . ’. Note that the entry in DIL  omits a 

number o f words after a cea n n fd  eite and reads dicnr in craeis 7 dil in dnlais 

haendai. This MS is also wrongly identified in the list of Abbreviations in DIL: for 

Lib. Fl(av). RIA 23 P 3 read Lib. Fl(av). RIA 23 O 48. Versions o f this text in two 

later MSS are o f no help in determining the meaning. The phrase dil in dnlais is
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omitted in TCD F.5.3 (667) p. 177b, while Eg. 136, fo. 79^ substitutes an dolaigh for 

in diilais.

The third attestation occurs in Aislinge Meic Conglinne (Jackson 1990, 29 11. 896-8) 

‘... airm i n-airUm\fa\thar do deta 6 na biadu immda inganta ilerda it-chotarnar; i n- 

indraithfither do dulas...'a  place in which your teeth will be polished by the many, 

wonderful, varied foods we have told of; in which your dulas will be destroyed ...’ . 

Jackson (ibid., 165 s.v. dulas) states ‘meaning uncertain, perh. ‘depression’ or 

‘hunger” .

In all three examples, dulus is associated with eating and appetite. It has been 

suggested to me by Liam Breatnach that it may be an abstract formation from dul 

‘satirist’, cf. dulsaine ‘mockery, satire’. The dul was a satirist of low rank 

(Breatnach 1987, 34 1. 27 and 39 1. 1-4). Dulus in the above examples and in our 

poem may therefore be used in the sense of ‘voraciousness’. McCone (1989, 129-30) 

observes that satirists are often portrayed as using the threat of satire to extort food 

rather than as a legitimate sanction.
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§90 Rannaigecht becc becc in so:

Finn lia Buide 

linn i mbleide, 

dOtad dona, 

fchtar eime.

This is rannaigecht becc becc. ‘Finn aus dem Geschlecht der Ui Buide, ein Trank, der 

im Becher bleibt, ein iibler Verneiner, unteres Ende eines Messerheftes’. (Meyer 

1919, no. 82)

Finn, grandson of Buide, ale remaining in a goblet, wretched refusal, the base of a 

handle.

MSS: Ran/jaigecht bee beg a/inso B, Randa/gfc/if .bee. i/7SO M, R<a\daigecht becc 

becc andso E.

a. Find uabuidhe B, Find buidhe M, Find hiia buide E.

b. lind iwblede B, lind imbleidhe M, lind imblede E.

c. diultad dona B, diultu dona M, d[i]ultad dona E.

(1. ichtar em/ze B, ichtur emhe M, ictar emhe E.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 82); Murphy (1961, [77]).

The metre is rannaigecht becc becc (4^ 4^ 4^ 4^). There is end-rhyme between hlede 

( b ) : erne (d) and internal rhyme between Finn ( a ) ; linn (b) and diltad ( c ) : ichtar (d). 

The end-words of lines ac consonate with the end-words of lines bd.
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diltad dona. Murphy (1961, 103) translates ‘bad refusing’, interpreting the phrase as 

‘an exclamatory remark indicating that Finn was generous’. The description of Finn 

as I'chtar erne ‘the base of a handle’ is hardly complimentary, however, which 

suggests that the stanza is satirical and Meyer classifies the stanza under the heading 

‘Spott- und Schmiihlieder’.

§91 A-tait da breccad for rannaigecht mbic 7 is e so in cetbreccad:

Cid tarraid allaid cennaid 

gellaid berraid is bronnaid 

ag n-ammail andaig allaid 

ar crannaib cammaib corraib

There are two (types of) breccad on rannaigecht hecc and this is the first breccad: 

Though he has caught a tamed wild animal, he pledges, he shears and he injures an 

unfortunate (?) worthless (?) stag on crooked, pointed spears.

MSS: Atat dabreccadh fo/randaigecht mbic 7 ise seo i«cedbrecadh B, Atait 

dabreacadh {orvdLi\daigecht mbic ise so in cetnabrecadh dibh M, Atat dabreccadh 

^ovrarmaigecht mbic 7iseseo incetbreccad E.

a. Cid tarraid allaid cendaid B, Gidh tarraid allaid cendaigh M, Cid tarraigh allaidh 

cen«aidh E.

b. gellaid bearraid isbronnaid B, gellaigh bfrraidh isbrondaigh M, gellaidh be/raidh 

isbrorwaidh E.

c. 7Agnamail andaig allaid B, Ag namhail andaigh allaidh M, 7adh nallaidh andaig 

allaigh E.
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d.. arcrandaibh camaibh corraibh B, arcrandaigh camaidh corraibh M, arcrandaib 

ca///aib corraib E.

Notes

2 2 2 2The metre is cetbreccad (of rannaigecht hecc) (7 7 7 7 ). The end-words of hnes 

ac  consonate with the main rhyme between bronnaid ( b ) ; corraib (d). There is also 

breccad rhyme between tarraid ( a ) : allaid ( a ) : ammail (c) : andaig ( c ) : allaid ( c ) : 

crannaib (d) : carnaib (d) and between cennaid (a) : gellaid (b) : berraid (b). The 

MSS read inbic, showing the confusion of accusative and dative cases after the 

preposition for.

allaid cennaid. The adjective allaid ‘wild, undomesticated’ is often used of animals; 

see DIL 5.v. col. 287,1. 14 and cf. ag n-amail andaig allaid, line c. Allaid is 

contrasted with cennaid ‘tame’ in etymological glosses in Cannae's Glossary (Meyer 

1912, §298): cennaid A. cen-fid [./. is cen '^fid roalt | is cendais. Ni teit fo f id  nd 

dtthriub. Cui contrarius est allaid .i. al-fid A. ala{i\ r i fid  7 di'thndb "cennaid i.e. 

‘without a wood’ [i.e. is it without a wood it has been reared] i.e. it is gentle. It does 

not go into a wood or wilderness. The opposite of which is allaid i.e. ‘beyond a 

wood’ i.e. it is reared in a wood and in wildernesses’ (my translation).

bronnaid. The primary meanings are ‘spends, consumes; injures’. DIL cites the first 

couplet of our poem s.v. 2 bronnaid col. 202,11. 38-9, where the citations suggest a 

meaning such as ‘gives, bestows’.

ag n-ammail andaig allaid. 7Agnamail andaig allaid B, Ag namhail andaigh 

allaidh M, 7adh nallaidh andaig allaigh E. BE add 7, which gives a hypersyllabic 

line, while E reads allaidh against arnail/amhail BM. DIL cites this line s.v. ? 

agnamail, where it is the only example and no meaning is given. The rhyming 

pattern indicates that this is to be read as two words, however. The context suggests 

that amail B, amhail M is an adjective qualifying ag and ammail ‘evil’ (possibly in
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the sense ‘unfortunate, unlucky’) would suit the context here; see DIL s.v. ammail. I 

am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for this suggestion. Ag  ‘cow, ox’ is often qualified by 

allaid ‘wild’ in the meaning ‘stag’. Andaig may be genitive singular of andach 

‘badness, inquity; wortlessness’, used adjectively.

§92 Is e in breccad eile in so;

Coll crom cam, cuaille cuilenn 

tonn trom tall tuaige tigell 

mes bres cles tess tress tuirenn.

This is the other breccad (of rannaigecht becc): A  bent, crooked hazel tree, a stake of 

holly, a mighty wave yonder, ... of an axe (?), a judgement, a fight, a feat, zeal, a 

battle, a company.

MSS; Ise inbreccadh ele annso B, Ise inbrecadh eile i«so M, Ite inbreccad inbrf’ccad 

aile andso E.

a. Coll crom cam cuaille cuilea/rd B, Coll crom ca/n cuaille cuilend M, Coll crom 

cam cuiaille cuillend E.

b. tonn trom tall tuaighe tigheall B, ton« trom tall cuaghe tigall M, tonn trom tall 

tuaighe tigell E.

c. mes breas cleas teass treass tuirenn B, mes bres. cles. tes. tres turend M, mes breas 

cleas teas treas tuireann E.

Notes

The metre is described as breccad ele ‘another breccad (of rannaigecht becc)' (7^ 7^

7 ). There is clearly a line missing and the absence of aicill rhyme between tigell
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and a word in the following line suggests that this is not the final couplet and that the 

final line has been lost. In the first couplet, each stressed word in line a, with the 

exception of the end-word, rhymes with a word in the same position in line h\ coll (a)

: tonn (b); cram  ( a ) : tram  (b); cam  ( a ) ; tall (b); ciiaille (a) : tuaige (b). A similar 

rhym ing pattern is found in §95, § 117 and § 168. As it stands in the MSS, the end- 

words of ac rhyme: ciiilenn: tuirenn. The stanza is difficult to interpret as many 

words have more than one meaning.

tuaige tigell. tiiaighe tigheall B, cuaghe tigall M, tiiaighe tigell E. This is the only 

example o f tigell cited in DIL s. v. where the form is preceded by a question mark and 

no m eaning is given. I have not been able to establish a m eaning from the context. 

Tuaige is genitive singular of tiiag ‘axe’ and I tentatively take it as a preposed 

genitive.

mes etc. In line c there are full stops after the first three words in M. In §80 above, a 

series o f nouns are also separated in M by full stops.

tuirenn. The meanings given in DIL  for tuirenn are 1 ‘w heat’; 2 ‘com pany’; 3 

‘sparks o f m etal’. DIL  cites the example from our poem .v.y. ? 4 tuirenn col. 368,1.

14, where no meaning is suggested. 1 have not been able to interpret the meaning in 

the present context.
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§93 Lethrannaigecht becc in so;

A ^fogar ingen 

ngobar ar grenaig 

rob e do lodin 

domain id degaid

Tliis is lethrannaigecht becc: O sound of horses’ hooves on gravel, may there be your 

deep ... after you.

MSS: Lethrannaigecht bee annso B, Lethranda/gec/ir bee i/jso M, Lealiaannaigecht 

becc andso E.

a. A^foghar inghean B, Afoghur ingean M, A^fogur ingean E.

b. ngobhar argrenaib B, ngobair argrenaidh M, ngobor argrenaig E.

c. rebe doladh in B, robe doludh in M, robe doiodh xnE.

d. domain idegaidh B, domhain ideagaidh M, domain idedaigh E.

Notes

2 2 2 2The metre is lethrannaigecht becc (5 5 5 5 ). A different version of this metre is

cited in §94 below. Murphy does not cite either of the two examples of

lethrannaigecht becc from our text but states (1961, 65 §61) that the example of 
2 2 2 2rinnard bee (5 5 5 5 ) cited in §124 could also be c a l l e d / 7 e c c .

There is end-rhyme between grenaib (b ) : degaid (d) and internal rhyme between 

'^fogar (a ) : ngobar (b). Lodin (c) consonates with the end-rhyme.

fogar. I take this as nominative for vocative. For other examples, see p. 49.

ngobar. DIL cites this line s.v. 3 gabor iight-hued, white, bright’.
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ar grenaig. argrenaih B, argrenaidh M, argrenaig E. I read grenaig on the basis of 

§94 below, where all three MSS read grenaig. The same word appears to be found in 

§87 (MSS agreanaig B, agrenaigh M, agreanaidh E), where it rhymes with Bregaig.

do lodin. doladh in B, doludh in M, dolodh in E. The metrical structure suggests 

that this line should end in a disyllable. I have not been able to establish the meaning 

of lodin, however. It is also difficult to be certain if aicill rhyme with domain is 

intended.

§94 Lethrannaigecht becc son. Denum aile furre;

A ^seinm na n-ingen 

ngabar ar grenaig 

a deirb ’sa himel 

falam ar feraib

That is lethrannaigecht hecc. [Here is] another variation on it: O sound of the horses’ 

hooves on gravel, O ... and its empty edge for men (?).

MSS: Lethrannaigecht bee son; denum aile furre B, 'L&lhxanAaigecht son dano .i. 

dena^H aile fun-e M, Lethranda/gec/zr becc so denum aile furre E.

a. a^sen/n naningean B, Asen/« naningen M, Asen/n nani«gean E.

b. ngabar argreanaigh B, ngabur argrenaigh M, ngabar argrenaigh E.

c. a< ...>  b sahimel B, aderb sahimel M, aderb sahimeal E.

d. falann ar fearaibh B, falumh arferaibh M, falam arferaib E.

Notes
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2 2 2 2The metre is lethrannaigecht becc (5 5 5 5 ). There is end-rhyme between grenaig 

(b) '.feraib (d) and ingen ( a ) ; himel (c). There is also rhyme between seinm  ( a ) : 

deirb (c) and gabar (b ) : falam  (d).

deirb. The second couplet is difficult to interpret. The context suggests that deirb is 

vocative singular of noun. It may be a Middle Irish form of 2 derb ‘pail, chum ’, 

which is a feminine o-stem.

§95 Ardbreccad rannaigechta bicce in so;

Ri Connacht crech ingnech escaid '^faelid:

ad-roracht lucht Cera ceolaig

cor gerr firu feda liiaraig;

lam laifes odba i tir Thomair thogaig thaebaig

dam taithfes Cnodba i crich Codail choraig craebaig ciialaig.

Finit dona rannaigechtaib.

This is ardbreccad rannaigechta bicce: The king of Connacht - swift, cheerful cattle- 

plunder; the people of musical Cera arose so that they cut down the men of a ... 

wood; an arm that will overthrow obstacles in the land of choice, many-sided Tomar, 

a company that will unite Cnodba in the territory of twisting (?), branched and woody 

Codal.

The rannaigecht metres end.

MSS: Ardbrecad rannaigechta bigi andso B, Ardbri-cad rannaigechta bice inso M, 

Ardbrecad xdcnAaigechta bigi annso E.
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a. Rig connacht creacii ingneach escaidh ^falaidh B, Ri connnacht crecht ingnech 

escaidh ailidh M, Ri conacht creach ingneach escaid failidh E.

b. adroracht lucht ceara ceolaigh B, adraracht lucht cera ceolaidh M, adroracht lucht 

ceara ceolaigh E.

c. gorighe aird firu feda luaraidh B, corgearr firu feadha luaraigh M, gurgearr firu 

feda luaraidh E.

d. lamh laifeas odba itir tom/zair toghaigh taebhaigh B, lam laifes odbaitir thomair 

togaidh toe buim  M, lam laifeas odba itir tom air togaidh taebaibh E.

e. damh taethfeas cnodba icrich codail coraigh craebhaigh cualaigh B, dam daefes 

cnogba icrich codhail coraigh craebaigh cualaigh M, damh taethfeas cnodba icrich 

codail coraigh craebaigh cualaigh E.

Finit do^araAinaighechtaibh B, Finit AondSimAaigechtaib M, Finit donarandaigechtaib 

E.

Notes

The metre is ardbreccad rannaigechta bicce (10^ 8  ̂ 8  ̂ 12^ 14^). The main rhyme is 

between luaraig ( c ) : cualaig  (e) and the end-words of the other lines consonate with 

this. There is internal rhyme between Connacht ( a ) : roracht (b - imperfect) and Cera 

( b ) : feda  (c). The rhyming pattern in lines de  is particularly interesting as each 

stressed word in e, with the exception of the end-word, rhymes with a stressed word 

in the corresponding position in d. A similar pattern is found in §92, §117 and §168. 

There is alliteration in every line. Although the syllabic structure is irregular, elision 

has been applied in lines de on the grounds that this is obligatory in most other 

instances in M V  III; see p. 86 above.

Ri Connacht. The stanza illustrating ochtrinnard chorrdnach  (§123) begins in a 

similar fashion: Ri Connacht, cenn tamain ‘The king of Connacht, the head of a 

tam an'. Cf. also R i Cera, Cii Chonnacht §171 below.
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ingnech. An adjective from ingen ‘nail’, in the sense ‘having nails, claws, talons or 

hooves’. DIL cites the first four words of our text 5.v. ingnech col. 264,1. 47 and 

suggests ‘of cattle spoils?’, i.e. ‘plunder/booty with hooves’ as a possible translation 

of crech ingnech.

cor gerr firu. gorighe airdfini B, corgearr firii M, giirgearr firii E. Firii is 

accusative plural, which suggests that corgearr M, giirgearr E is a verbal form. I 

take this as third singular perfect of gerraid ‘cuts, mutilates’. The reading of B seems 

to be corrupt and is also hypersyllabic.

luaraig. hiaraidh BE, hiaraigh M. DIL cites this line 5.v. ? hiaraid col. 224,1. 81, 

citing a second example of hiaraid which it translates as ‘native’. The context 

suggests that this is an adjective qualifying genitive s i n g u l a r M ’s reading 

hiaraigh may be an adjective from hiar which is glossed in O’Mulc. 787 as horh. 

Cf. also the adj. hiarda which DIL suggests s.v. is ‘of vaguely pejorative meaning, 

perh. rough, grim, uncouth’.

laifes. Note Middle Irish spread of/-future.

odba. DIL s.v. odb col. 98,1. 30 suggests a meaning ‘an arm that will overthrow 

obstacles (of a king)’.

Tomair. Hogan (1910, 642) cites an example of the placename Caill Tomair ‘the 

wood of Tomar’ which he suggests is near Clontarf. Cf. traig dar tulaig Tomair §32 

above.

Cnodba. : odba. Hogan (1910, 278) reads Cnodba. The short vowel is fixed by 

rhyme in our poem, however.

taithfes. daefes M taethfeas BE. Rhymes with laifes. I take this as third singular 

future relative of tdthaid ‘unites’.
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coraig. An adjective from cor ‘putting’. It is difficult to establish the precise 

meaning since corach is used in a wide range of contexts; see DIL 5.v.

cualach. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. where it is taken as an adjective 

from ciial ‘faggot’ in sense ‘woody, abounding in faggots or firewood’.

§96 Incipit dona haib freislige:

A chell chaem, ro-chiialamar 

do chlar cen chrad, cen chreidim; 

ni hamlaid ro-^fiiaramar, 

mar a-ta a tasc fo Eirinn

Here begin the ai' ^freislige metres. O beautiful church, we have heard of your table 

being without misery, without decay: we did not find it the way it is described 

throughout h'eland.

MSS: Incipit dona haibh freslige B, INcipit dona hiib freslige. M, Incipit donaiib 

freislige E.

a. Acheall chaem rochualamar B, a chell chaem rotchualamar M, Aceall caemh 

rocualamar E.

b. dochlar gan chradh gan credim B, doclar cen chradh cen credhim M, doclar gan 

crad gan creidim E.

c. nihamlaidh rofuaramar B, nihai«laidh fotuaramar M, nihamlaidh ro fuaramar E.

d. mar ata atasc fo eirind B, imaita itasc foneiri«d M, marata atasc foeri«d E.
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Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [lOlJ).

3 2 3 2The metre is ai ^freislige (7‘ 7 7' 7 ). There is end-rhyme between chreidirn ( b ) : 

Eirinn (d) and between ciialamar ( a ) : -uaramar (d). There is alliteration in every 

line.

ro-chualamar. M’s reading rotchualamar contains a Middle Irish third singular 

masculine (originally Old Irish neuter) infixed pronoun (5' na G III § 10.8).

clar. Murphy (1961, 99 5.y. cldr) translates ‘board, board-work’. I take cldr to mean 

‘table’, the sense being that the poet has found the church’s reputation for hospitality 

to be unfounded.

ni hamlaid. The Middle Irish form amlaid (Old Irish samlaid) is fixed by 

alliteration.

ro-^fuaramar. rofuaramar B,fotuaramar M, ro fiiaramar E. As in the case of rot

chualamar, M reads a form with a Middle Irish infixed pronoun (third singular 

masculine, originally Old Irish neuter) and also preserves the earlier form of the 

preverb. Note also Middle Irish relative lenition in adverbial cleft sentence.

mar. Middle Irish mar (S G III § 11.12) is fixed by the syllable count.
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§97 Ai ^freislige becc in so;

I mBennchur

a-ta Mongan mac Fiachna; 

is le a-ta Conchobur 

ar grafainn scaflte sciathcha

This is m ^freislige hecc: Mongan, son of Fiachna, is in Bennchor; Conchobur is with 

her at a contest of shield-splitting.

MSS: Ae freslige bee andso .i. B, Aeb freslige bee inso M, Ae freislige bee andso E. 

a. Imeandcur B, Imbenncor M, Imbenncur E.

h. ata mongan mac fiachna B, ita nemga/; mac fiachna M, ata mongan mac fiachna E.

c. isle ata conchobur B, isle ata concobur M, isle ata concob»r E.

d. argrafaind scailte sciathcha B, argrafaind scailti sceathchai M, argrafaind scailti 

sciathcha E.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1895, 86); Murphy (1961, [ 105|).

The metre is ai''^freislige hecc (3^ 7^7’̂ 7^). There is end-rhyme between Fiachna (b) 

: sciathcha (d).

Mongan. §114 below is also addressed to Mongan.

is le. isle BME. I read a third singular feminine form of the preposition la ‘with’. 

Meyer and Murphy emend and read is le\is\ a-td Conchobur ‘Conchobur is with 

him’.
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sciathcha. Rhymes with Fi'achna. Murphy suggests, op. cit. 121 5.v., that sdathcha  

may be genitive singular of an otherwise unattested collective sciathach ‘shields’. 

Alternatively, the elements may be sci'ath + gae lit. ‘weapons’; cf. gaisced < gae + 

sciath. I am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for this suggestion.

§98 Ai ^freislige aiclech in so:

Deiscert Laigen longphortach,

Kmtha a n-airm rigne ruada; 

clanna finna Fergusa 

fir dia ndemus-sa duana

This is ai'')freislige aiclech'. ‘The men of South Leinster of the many encampments, 

whose rigid red weapons are polished, fair children of Fergus, men for whom I have 

made songs’. (Meyer 1917, 48)

‘Die Manner von Sud-Leinster mit seinen vielen Lagem, ihre harten roten Waffen 

sind geschliffen, die echten Nachkommen des Fergus, Manner, fiir die ich Lieder 

gemacht habe’. (Meyer 1919, no. 53)

MSS: Ae ixQslige aichleach an«so B, Airesligi aicclech inso M, Ae freslige aicleach 

andso E.

a. Descert laigi« longportach B, Deiscert laige/j longportach M, Deiscert \aigen 

longportach E.

b. limhtha anairm righni ruadha B, limtha anairm rigne ruadha. M, lim/ztha anainn 

rigni ruada E.

c. cla/zna fmda fearghusa B, Clanna firma fergusa M, clanna fin«a fergusa E.

d. fir diandfm usa dua/?a B, fir dia ndemusa duna M, fir diandemusa duana E.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 48; 1919, no. 53); Murphy (1961, [103]).

The metre is ai' '^freislige aiciech 'a i 'freislige with aicill' (7^ 7  ̂7^ 7^). There is end- 

rhyme between ruada (b) : diiana (d) and aicill rhyme between Fergusa ( c ) : demiis- 

sa (d). There is linking alliteration between lines ab and cd and alliteration in every 

line.

clanna Anna Fergusa. Identified by Meyer (1919, note on no. 53) as the Ui 

^Fergusa of Leinster.

§99 Af ^freislige aiciech chorranach in so:

Sliab Cua cuanach corrachdub, 

golaid gaeth ima glinne 

beicid borbdam banodur, 

isind ^fagomur imme

Finit dona haib freisligib.

This is ai ^freislige aiciech chorranach: ‘Das Cuagebirge, wo Wolfsrudel hausen, 

rauh und schwarz -  es klagt der Wind um seine Talschluchten, Wolfe heulen um 

seine Kliifte; im Herbste bellt der weibchenfahle, grimme Hirsch ringsumher, iiber 

seinen Felsen schreit der Reiher’. (Meyer 1919, no. 153)

Sliab Cua, full of packs of wolves, rough and dark, the wind howls around its glens, 

hounds howl around its ditches; the fierce stag of womanly wanness bellows; in the 

Autumn around it a heron cries above its rocks.

gairit [coin] ima chluidthe; 

eigid corr osa chluichthe.
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The ai 'freislige metres end.

MSS: Ai irtslige  aichleach corranach so B, Ai no aebh reslige aiclech corranach inso 

M, Ae fres//g^ aichleach corranach armso E.

a. Sliabh cua cuanach corrach dubh B, Shab cua cuanach corrach dub M, Sliab cua 

cuanach corrach dub E.

b. golaidh gaeth ima glindi gairit macluighthe B, golaid gaeth iA«aglinni gairit 

macluichi M, golaig gaeth imagli«di gairit imacluithi E.

c. becid borbdam banodhur B, beichidh borb damh banodhur M, beccidh borbdam 

banodur E.

d. isin^faghomhur uime eighidh corr osacluichthi B, isi« fogmur imi eigi corr osa 

cuithi M, isinfogmur uime eighid corr osacluithi E.

Finit donahaibh freshgibh B, Finit donaei fresligi M, Finit donahaib freisligibh E. 

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 153).

The metre is ai yreislige aiclech chorrdnach {1^, 1^ 7^, 1^, 1^ 1^). For corranach in 

extended forms of metres and a metrical analysis of this stanza, see p. 72. The
3 2 ^ 2normal form of a i '^freislige is 7 7 1 1  and in the present example lines bd have 

been doubled. Line b is one syllable short in the MSS and I follow Meyer in 

supplying coin ‘hounds’ after gairit as this gives the extra syllable and provide 

alliteration, which is a feature of every other line. This stanza is not as highly 

ornamented as most corranach forms of metres.

ima chluidthe. macluighthe B, macluichi, M imacluithi E. The MSS show confusion 

between final -ghthe, -chi and -thi. I follow Meyer, who reads imm a chluidthi ‘um
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seine Kliifte’ ‘around its d itches’ (from clod/clad  ‘ditch’, masculine o-stem, with 

Middle Irish plural ending).

banodur. D/L cites this compound .v.v. ‘w hite’ col. 28,1. 3. Rhyme with 

fagom iir  indicates that the first element of this compound is ban- ‘w om an’ rather than 

ban ‘white’, however. M eyer translates ‘w eibchenfahle’ ‘of womanly w anness’.

chluichthe. cluichthi B, ciiithi M, chiithi E. I follow M eyer in reading os a chluichthi 

‘iiber seinen Felsen’ ‘above its rocks’ (from clock, o-stem, with M iddle Irish plural 

ending), rhyming with chluidthe. M differs from BE in reading cuithe ‘pit; pool’. 

DIL cites this line s.v. clithchae  ‘protection, shelter’ col. 244,1. 64. The entry is 

preceded by a question mark and the meaning ‘fastnesses, coverts’ is suggested.

§100 Incipit do laid luascaig:

6  do cuir in gaeth andes 

for tfr Saxan sciathanbras 

do-trascair tonn inse Scit; 

doror do chuirr caladNit 

i mbrat luibnech Ifathanglas.

Here begins laid luascach: Since the wind came from the south upon the land of 

Saxons of mighty armies (lit. ‘w ings’), a wave overcame the island o f Scit; a battle 

for the headland o f harsh Net (?) in a fringed grey-green mantle.

MSS: Incip/t dolaidh luascaigh B, Incipit dondlaigh luasgaigh M, Incipit dolaigh 

luascaigh E.

Dan luascach G.
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a. O dacuir ingaeth andes B, Odacuir i/igaeth anes M, Odacuir ingaeth anneas E. 

Odhachuir inghaeth an/ieas G.

b. for tir sachsan sciathanglas B, fortir sachsan sciath anbras M, fartir sax san 

sciathanglas [no bras] E.

fortir saxaan sgiathanbhras G.

c. dotrascair tonn insi scit B, dutrascair tond indsi s[a]cit M, dotrascair tonn innsi scit 

E.

duthraigir tonn indsi sgit G.

(I. dorear docuir caladnit B, doror docuirr caladnit M, [doror] docuir caladnit E. 

doirear dochuirrchaladh nid G.

e. abrat luimneach liathanghlas B, abrat lumnech liathanghlas M, abrat lui/nneach 

liathanglas E.

abhrat luibhneach liathanglas G.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1900-1, 82, §6); Greene and O’Connor (1967, 127).

The metre is laid luascach ‘rocking poem’ (7 1' 1 1' 7 ). G gives the name as dan 

luascach. Meyer (1909, 24 §69) describes laid luascach as an extension of deihide 

scailte by the addition of a fifth line which rhymes with the second line. This pattern 

is reflected in the present stanza and also in the example of in laid luascach is liigu ‘ 

the smallest rocking poem’ §102 below. There is end-rhyme between sciathdnhras 

( b ) : liathanglas (e) and rinn/airdrinn rhyme between Scit ( c ) : caladNit (d). Note 

that there is no rinn/airdrinn rhyme between the end-words of lines ab in our text, 

although this type of rhyme is present in the example of laid luascach cited by 

Murphy (1961 [134]). Rinn/airdrinn rhyme between lines ab is also found in the 

version of our text cited below from M V II §102 iglas : sci'athdnbras). Murphy 

(1961, §77) suggests that laid luascach may be a mixture of emain imrinn (7  ̂7 ,̂ 7̂
3 2 2 2 27 ) and deibide nguilbnech recomarcach (7 7 , 7  7 ).
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This stanza is also found in M V \ §70 and MVW §102. M V \ §70 cites only the first 

three words: Luascach annso Odutaet ingaeth ut supra. MV II § 102 reads Oro det 

ingaeth ger glas /  tartir saxan sciathan bras /  dobeir tond indsi scit /  do ardocairr 

calathnit /  imbriit luibnech liathan glas L; Odhiitaet ingaeth ger glas /  tartir sax- 7 rl 

B.

It is also cited in a glossary in H.3.18 (C ///953.18-20) s.v. bras: Bras A. rnor, ut est 

laidh luasca 7rl: O dorala gaith indes. tar tir saxan sgiathbras \co sgiath mora], 

dobeir tonn innsi scit. dorair do charr calanit. a mbrut luibhnech liathglas.

Note the different initial verbs in the versions cited above: do-tet MV I §70; daimid 

and do-tet MV II §20; do-cuirethar CIH 953.18.

The verse is from a longer poem found in Laud. 610, the metre of which is also 

described as laid luascach. This version differs from the text of MV III with the 

readings dar tir (against/or tir), sci'athanbres (against sci'athdnbras), co mbenann 

(against do-trascair), dolu\i]d (against doror) and co mbruit\h\ (against i mbrat). 

Meyer’s edition of the text from Laud. 610 reads as follows:

O dacuir an gaith an[d\es dar tir Saxan sci'athanbres,

co mbenann tond insi Scit dolu[i\d do cuirr Calathnit,

CO mbruit[h\ Lumnech Uathanglas

‘When the wind sets from the south across the land of Saxons of mighty 

shields, The wave strikes the Isle of Scit, it has gone to the point of Caladnet, / 

And pounds the grey-green mouth of the Shannon’ (Meyer 1900-1, 82 §6; see 

also Greene and O’Connor 1967, 127).

M.A. O ’Brien (1938, 367-8) provides an alternative interpretation of lines cde\ co 

tabair tond insi Scit / dorair do chuirr Calathnit /  i mbrut luibnech Uathanglas ‘so 

that the wave of the island of Scit, gives battle to the point of Calathnet in a grey-
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green fringed mantle’. The example of laid luascach edited by Meyer (1909, §69) 

and Murphy (1961, [134]) is q. 7 from the full version of this poem in Laud. 610.

do cuir. Note loss of deponent inflexion and omission of infixed pronoun, which was 

originally used in this construction.

sciathanbras. sciathanglas B, sciath anbras M, sciathanglas [no bras] E 

sgiathanbhras G. Rhymes with h'athdnglas. The version in CIH  953.19 reads 

sgiathbras, which is explained in a superscript gloss as co sgiath mora, while the 

version edited by Meyer (1900-1, 82 §6) reads sciathanbres. E combines both 

readings, correcting glas to bras in a superscript gloss. For other examples of this 

practice in E, see p. 12. DIL cites the reading of B 5.v. sciathdn ‘wing’ col. 92,1. 67 

(compd.), which can also be used in the sense of ‘wing of an army’.

do-trascair. dotrascair B, diitrascair M, dotrascair E, diithraigir G. The other 

versions read co mbenann (Meyer 1900-1, 82 §6) and dobeir {CIH 953.19 and M V II 

§102). Do-beir is unsuitable metrically since a trisyllabic form is required. O ’Brien 

(1938, 367) suggests that the MSS are corrupt and rejects Meyer’s reading co 

mbenann on the grounds that it is ‘not supported by the MS. readings’. This is the 

reading of Laud. 610, however, and O ’Brien’s emendation of do-beir to co tabair... 

dorair (as in the phrase do-beir dorair do ‘he gives battle to’) is not supported by any 

MS. 1 take the reading of our text to be third singular preterite of do-scara 

‘overthrows’, with Middle Irish doubling of the preverb and ending -air ; see DIL s.v. 

col. 371,1. 37ff.

doror. dorear B, doror M, [doror] E, doirear G. I follow ME and read nominative 

singular of dorar ‘battle’, which is used with the preposition do in the sense of ‘gives 

battle’; see DIL s.v. dorar col. 353,1. 54ff. The other versions read dolud  Laud. 610; 

t/ora/r Glossary H.3.18; do ar M V l l  102.
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caladNit. caladnit BME, caladh nid G. Meyer (1900-1 note 3) takes Caladnet to be 

an unidentified placename Calad-net ‘Strong Nest’, suggesting that it may be the 

name of a headland on the south-eastern coast of Kerry. Calad ‘strong’ is also found 

in M V  111 as the first element of the compounds caladMide ‘harsh Mide’ § 129, 

caladmaige ‘of the harsh plain’ §129 and tar calad Lai gnib ‘across harsh Leinster’ 

§131. 1 have found no other examples of a placename Net, however.

i mbrat luibnech. abratluirnneach BE, abratlumnech M, abhrat lidbhneach G. None 

of the MSS of our text show nasalisation of brat. I follow G against BME in reading 

luibnech ‘fringed’. The other versions read: imbrut luibnech M V  II § 102; ambrut 

luibhnech C / / /953.20; combruit himnech Meyer 1900-1, 82 §6. G ’s reading 

luibhneach agrees with the readings of M V  II and CIH, while BME agree with 

Meyer’s version in reading luimneach/lumnech. Meyer reads combruit\h\ Lumnech 

h'athanglas ‘and pounds the grey-green mouth of the Shannon’. I follow O ’Brien 

(1938, 368), who suggests reading / mbrat luibnech h'athanglas ‘in a grey-green 

fringed mantle’ stating that ‘a wind from the South could hardly cause waves to 

pound “the grey-green mouth of the Shannon” which faces almost directly W est’.

liathanglas DIL cites this line s.v. Uathdn col. 148,1. 60. The second element is the 

adjective glas ‘green’, while the first element Uathdn, from Hath ‘grey’ may have 

been coined for rhyme with sci'athdn (b).
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§101 Laid luascach medonach in so;

Dligid Muirgius Menn 

crecht ina lethchenn; 

mani beinn-se i ngait 

icsait.

This is intermediate laid luascach: Muirgius Menn deserves a wound on the side of 

his head; unless . . they healed (?).

MSS: Laidh luascach medonach so B, Laidh luascan meadhonach inso M, laidh 

luascach medonach so E.

a. Dlighedh muirghius meand B, Dligidh mwrghius mea/id M, Dligid muirgius meami 

E.

b. crecht inlethcheand B crecht i«aleathceand M, creact (expunction marks under a) 

inalethceann E.

c. maine bendsea angaid B, manibendse i/jgait M, mainebei«dsea angaidh E.

d. icsid B, icsidh M, icsidh E.

Notes

1 2  1 2The metre is laid luascach medonach (5 5 5 2 ). The examples of laid luascach 

§100 (7  ̂7  ̂7 ' 7  ̂7"̂ ) and in laid luascach is lugu §102 (7* 3  ̂7* 3  ̂3 )̂ consist of five 

lines, which raises the possibility that the present stanza may be incomplete. As it 

stands in the MSS, however, there is rinn/airdrinn rhyme between menn ( a ) : 

lethchenn (b) and between ngait ( c ) : icsait (d).

beinn-se. bendsea B, bendse M, beindsea E. This line is difficult to interpret. I take 

beinn as first person singular past subjunctive of the substantive verb.
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i ngait. angaid  B, ingait M, angaidh E. I tentatively read / ngait since lines ah have 

five syllables . A monosyllabic word is required, since a disyllabic word would give 

a line of six syllables (i.e. elision would not be possible).

§102 In laid luascach is lugu in so:

A-tat sneda cona clainn 

it chorainn.

A-tat na mila co mer - 

do-fuilet 

a Chonaill.

This is in laid luascach is lugir. There are nits with their offspring in your tonsure. 

The lice are in a frenzy - they are at hand, O Conall.

MSS: Inlaidh luascach islughu annso B, INlaidh luascach islugu i«so M, Inlaid 

luascach islugu an/zso E.

a. Atait nasnedha conaclaiwd B, Atat sneadha conacIai«d M, Atait nasneda cona 

clai/id E.

b. idcholai/id B, it corai«d M, itcolaind [no itcorai«d] E.

c. atait na m ila comer B, Atait namila comer M, atait namila com er E.

d. do fhuilet B, dafuilledh M, dofuiled E.

e. achonaill BM, acowaill E.

Notes

1 2  1 2  2The metre is in laid luascach is lugu ‘ the smallest laid luascach' (7 3 7 3 3 ). 

This is a reduced form of lai'd luascach  (7* 7' ,̂ 7^ 7^, 7‘̂ ), which is illustrated in §100.
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There is rinn /  airdrinn rhyme between ciainn (a) : cholainn (b) and mer (c) :fuilet (d 

- imperfect), while Chonaill (e) rhymes with chorainn (b). This stanza is cited as an 

example of breccad rhyme by 6  Maille (1973, 83-4).

sneda. nasnedha B, sneadha M, nasneda E. I follow M and omit the definite article 

for metrical purposes. Cf. A brollach snedach ‘you nitty chest’ §165; ima agaid 

seolanart co snedaib ‘a nitty bed-cloth around his face’ §173.

it chorainn. idcholaind B, it coraind M, itcolaind \no itcoraind] E. BE read 

cholaind ‘body’, M reads coraind ‘tonsure’, while E corrects cholaind to no itcoraind 

‘rather, on your tonsure’. Either reading would metrically acceptable.

a -ta t ... CO mer. This line shows the following Middle Irish features: contracted 

forni of the substantive verb (but note that BE read a form with absolute ending in 

lines ac, while M reads atat in line a and atait in line c; cf §40 above); use of the 

preposition co to form an adverb (S na G II §19.7); use of substantive verb with 

adverbialized adjective (Old Irish it mir {in)na mi'la).

do-fuilet. In Old Irish, the compound do-fd  ‘is (are) coming, is (are) at hand’ is an 

impersonal verb and is followed by the accusative (GOI §780.2). The Old Irish form 

would be dos-fil ‘they are at hand’, the subject of the verb being expressed by the use 

of a third person plural infixed pronoun. The form in our text shows the Middle Irish 

addition of a third plural personal ending to the third singular form of -fil (S na G III 

§12.191, 12.194; O ’Daly 1943, 88).
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§103 Incipit do ^setrad:

A ri Feimin, failte frim-sa, 

a rith mara buirb tar bruach, 

a gniiis roderg, a rinn ratha, 

a chom ^ferg catha ri Cruach.

Here begin the setrad metres: ‘King of Femen, bid me welcome, thou rush of the 

fierce sea across the borders \recte a border], thou ruddy face, thou star of grace, thou 

fury o f battle against Croghan \recte C niach]’. (M eyer 1917, 48)

‘O Konig von Femen, heiBe mich willkommen, du Sturz des wilden Meeres iiber 

Kiisten \recte Kiiste], du tiefrotes Antlitz, du Stem  der Gnade, du Schlachtengrimm 

gegen Cruachan \ recte C niach]’. (M eyer 1919, no. 29)

MSS: Incipit do sedrud B, hicipit dontetrudh M, Incipit do^sedradh E.

a. Ari femin failte friwsa B, Ari femin failti frim sa M, Ari feimhin failti frim sa E.

b. arith m ara buirb tarbruach B, arith mara buirb darbruach M, arith mara buirb 

tarbruach E.

c. aghnuis rodt-rg ari«d rath B, agnuis roderg arind ratha M, agnuis rod^'rg arind ratha 

E.

(1. acoim^fearg catha ri cruachan B, acomferg catha ricruach M, acoim ^ferg catha 

ricruach E.

Notes

Previous editions: M eyer (1917, 48; 1919, no. 29); M urphy (1961, [57]).
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2 t 2 1The metre is setrad (8 7 8 7 ). There is end-rhyme between hriiach (b) : Cniach 

(d), aicill rhyme between ratha ( c ) : catha (d) and internal rhyme between roderg (c)

: chom ^erg  (d). There is alliteration in every line.

Murphy states that this stanza is ‘essentially the same metre’ as rannaigecht bee mor 

(8^ 8  ̂8  ̂8^). I give below the edition in Murphy (1961, [57]):

A ri Feimin, failte frimsa 

a rith mara buirb tar briiachaib, 

a gniiis roderg, a rinn ratha, 

a chom^ferg catha fri Cruachain.

Murphy’s text, however, is based on Meyer’s edition which reads briiachaib against 

bruach of the MSS and Cruachain against cruach M, cruachan B (E was not 

available to Meyer). It is noteworthy that the example of setrad mor cited by Murphy 

(1961, [36]) is a stanza from M V l  §57 (8^ 7* 8  ̂? ')  which has the same syllabic 

structure and rhyming pattern as our poem.

Incipit do ^setrad. Incipit do sedriid B, Incipit dontetrudh M, Incipit do ^sedradh E. 

The more usual form is setnad (Murphy 1961, 82). In §§103-8 of our text, a section 

illustrating varieties of setrad, BME consistently read a form with -r- rather than -n-. 

G, however, reads setnad: Breacadh arsednaidh moir donasednaidhibh §105; 

sednaidh gairid bhacach §108. Murphy (1961, 82) s.v. setnad notes that the forms 

setrad and setraid are also found.

bruach. Note contracted form, confirmed by the metre.

rinn. Murphy, op. cit., p. 120, takes this as rinn ‘spear’.

Cruach. cruachan B, cruach ME. Cruachain (the reading of B) is the lectio facilior  

and has probably arisen due to the adoption of a more well-known place-name.
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Cruachain is also mentioned in the following paragraph (§104). As regards Cruach, 

Hogan (1910, 309) mentions several such places.

§104 In cetbreccad ar setrad in so:

Mag nAe n-amnus, rod, reid, roglas,

crich ^fer^find ^fodlas bii biiair,

mag treb tabarthach toire Tuathail,

cuairt crech caem, corcraid im Chruachain cruaid.

This is cet hreccad ar setrad: Harsh, fierce, level, very green Mag nAe, a fair-grassed 

land which bestows herds of cattle; a plain of generous households of the pursuing 

party of Tuathal, a circuit of fair plundering parties, a reddener around harsh 

Cruachan.

MSS: In cedbrecad ar sedradh so B, Incetbrecadh arsedrad inso M, Incetbreccad 

arsedradh andso E.

a. Magh nae namnus rod red roglas B, Mag noe na/nnas rod red roglas M, Mag nai 

namnus rodret roglas E.

h. crich ^fear ^fmd ^foghlas bu buair B, crich fer find fodglas {stroke on left o f stem 

o f I) bubuair M, crich fer fi«d ^foghlas bubuair E.

c. mag treab tabartach toire tuathail B, mag treb tabarthach toire tuathail M, magtrebh 

tabartach toire tuathail E.

d. cuairt creach- cacm corcraid imcruachairt cruaid B, cuairt crech coem corcraid 

imcruachain cruaidh M, cuairt creach- caem corcraid imcruachain cruaidh E.
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Notes

9  1 1The metre is in cetbreccad ar setrad ‘the first breccad on setrad' (8 7 9 9 ). The
2  1 2  1normal syllabic structure of setrad is 8 7 8 7 .  There is end-rhyme between buair 

( b ) : cruaid (d) and aicill rhyme between roglas (a) :fodlas (b) and Tuathail ( c ) ; 

Chruachain (d). There is also internal rhyme between treb ( c ) ; crech (d). There is 

alliteration in every line.

^fodlas. ^oghlas BE, fodglas M. In M, there is a stroke on the left-hand side of the 

stem of the letter /, the significance of which is unclear. I take this as third singular 

present indicative relative oifodlaid/foglaid, a later form of fo-ddli ‘disperses, 

disposes, bestows’.

bu buair. Buair is genitive singular of the collective biiar ‘cattle’ qualifying the 

accusative plural form bu. Fodlas bu buair lit. ‘which bestows cattle of herds’.

crech. creach- BE, crech M. BE both have a syllable stroke through the stem of h. 

This word is unlikely to be disyllabic, however, since it rhymes with treb in the 

preceding line.

corcraid. I take this as the adjective corcar plus the agent suffix - id  {GOI §267.1). 

DIL cites this line s.v. corcraid ‘empurples, reddens’ and suggests that in the present 

instance corcraid is intransitive. Corcraid is used in the sense of ravaging or 

shedding blood; see DIL s. v.
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§105 Breccad t^ a is te  in so:

A Mail ^Sechnaill, nit mes methchrainn, 

airgfe Rechrainn rebthruimm maid; 

a chliath chorrga thromda thogda, 

dorrga togla Temra tiiaid.

This is the second breccad: ‘O Mael Sechlainn, du bist keine Frucht eines siechen 

Baumes; du wirst das kriegerische kampflustige Rechru pliindem, du wuchtige 

erlesene Phalanx spitzer Speere, du grimme Lanze der Zerstorung Taras im Norden’. 

(Meyer 1919, no. 33)

O Mael Sechnaill, you are not mast of a decaying tree, you will plunder fierce Rechru 

of mighty activity; you phalanx of formidable, choice, pointed spears -  you furious 

spear of Tara for wreaking destruction in the North.

MSS: Brecadh tana/.vt’ so B, Breacad tanaisti inso M, Brecad tanaisti so E.

Breacadh arsednaidh moir donasednaidhibh G.

a. A mhael^seachlaind nimeas meath craiwd B, Amail sechnaill nit mes meathcraind 

M, Amail^seaclaind nimeas meathcraind E.

Amaileachlaind nidmeas meathcraind G.

b. airgfea reacrai«d rebtruim ruaidh B, airgfea rechrind rebtruim ruaidh M, airgfea 

reacraind reabtruiw ruaidh E.

ric fa reabh thruimruaidh G.

c. achliath chorrgha thromdha thoghdha B, acliath corrdha tromdha thaghdha M, 

acliath corrga tromda togda E.

acliath corrghai tromdhai teaghdhai G.

d. dorrgha thoghla teamra tuaidh B, dorrdha tfogla themra tuaidh M, dorrgha to[g|la 

temra tuaidh E.

dorbhai thoghlai theamrai thuaidh G.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 33); Murphy (1961, [37]).

BME describe this metre as breccad tdnaiste ‘second breccad', while G gives the 

name as breccad ar '^setrad rnoir dona setradaib 'breccad on setrad mor of the setrad 

metres’. The syllabic structure is 8  ̂7 ' 8^7'. The end-rhyme is between ruaid (b) : 

tuaid (d). In the first couplet, methchrainn ( a ) : Rechrainn (b) form aicill rhyme and 

also rhyme with ^Sechnaill (a) and rebthruirnm (b), while in the second couplet there 

is rhyme between chorrga (c) thogda ( c ) : thogla (d) and between thromda ( c ) : 

dorrga (d). Murphy states that there is imperfect rhyme between rebthruim ( b ) : 

Ternra (d), although there is no reason to expect rhyme between words in this 

position. There is alliteration in every line.

tanaiste. tan- B, tanaisti ME . Note that ME read the later form (earlier tdnaise), 

while B has a suspension stroke.

A Mail '^Sechnaill. A mhael^seachlaind B, Amail sechnaill M, Amail^seaclaind E, 

Amaileachlaind G. Meyer reads A Mail Sechlaind, while Murphy reads A Mdel 

Sechnaill, stating that ‘The MV text has mhael^seachlaind'. M, however, has the 

earlier form Amail sechnaill', see note on §25. Murphy (op. cit., 130) states that this is 

the same person as Mael Sechnaill mac Domnaill daithgil in §25.

airgfe. airgfea BME, ricfa  G. I have normalized the orthography to read Middle 

Irish second singular future of oirgid ‘slays, plunders’. Meyer and Murphy read 

airgfea. Note that G reads ricfa ‘you will reach’ and also omits rechrainn.

dorrga. dorrgha BE, dorrdha M, dorbhai G. DIL cites this line s.v. dorrda ‘grim, 

surly’ col. 366,1. 66. Meyer takes the first element as dorr ‘harsh, rough’ and the 

second element as gae ‘spear’, translating ‘du grimme Lanze’ ‘you furious spear’. 

Murphy, op. cit., 105, suggests the meaning ‘line (normally “fishing-line” or
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“measuring-line”)’- The Modem Irish word for a fishing-line is don'i, but I have not 

found any early attestations. Murphy translates: ‘Tara’s measuring-line for wreaking 

destruction in the north’.

§106 Setrad gablanach in so:

A Gilla leochaill leccaig Mo Laise, 

a lecca cuirre garbglaise grian, 

a ^seiche chorcra, a chacc ar masaib, 

a reithe folta fasaig dar ffad.

This is setrad gahldnach: O miserly, stony Gilla Mo Laise, you cheek of a rough grey 

heron of river bottoms, you purple pelt, you shit on buttocks, you moulting desert ram 

mounting deer.

MSS: Sedradh gabhlanach so .i. B, Sedradh goblanach inso M, Sedradh gablanach 

andso .i. E.

a. Agilla leochaille leacaigh molaise B, Agilli lecchuille lecaidh molaisse M, Agilla 

leochaille leccaig mo laisi E.

h. aleca cuirre garbhghlaisi grian B, aleccu cuirre garbglaisse grian M, aleca cuirre 

garbg[l]aisi grian E.

c. a^sechi corcra achac armaslaidh B, aseche corcha achach armaslaid M, a^seichi 

corcra achac armaslaidh E.

d. areithi folta fasaigh ar fiadh B, arethe folta fasaigh darfiadh M, areithi folta fesaig 

arfiadh E.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1909, 22 §54); Murphy (1961, [38]).

The metre is setrad gabldnach (10^ 9 ' 10  ̂9'). The adjective gabldnach ‘branched’ is 

not used of any other metres in the Mitlelirische Verslehren. It indicates that two 

syllables are added to each line of setrad rnor (8^ 7* 8  ̂7'). DIL s.v. gabldnach (b) 

col. 6,1. 7 suggests that gabldnach may be used figuratively in the sense ‘intricate’; 

cf. Acall. 1. 3666, where it is used in this sense to describe scelaigecht ‘story telling’. 

There is end-rhyme between grian ( b ) : fi'ad (d) and aicill rhyme between mdsaib ( c ) : 

fdsaig  (d). Every stressed word in line d, apart from the end-word, rhymes with a 

stressed word in line c: '^seiche ( c ) ; reithe (d); chorcra (c) : folta  (d); mdsaib ( c ) : 

fdsaig  (d). There is alliteration in every line.

Gilla Mo Laise. Murphy follows Meyer in taking leccaig as the first element of a 

placename Lecach Mo Laise. I have not found any examples of such a placename 

and therefore take leccaig as an adjective qualifying the personal name Gilla Mo 

Laise. Gilla is frequently followed by a saint’s name in the genitive (O’Brien 1973, 

229-30).

leochaill. leochaille B, lecchuille M, leochaille E. I follow Murphy in emending to 

leochaill as this gives a line of ten syllables. Meyer retains leochaille.

a lecca cuirre garbglaise grian. The contracted form grian is established by the 

syllable count and by rhyme with fidd  (line d). Carr ‘heron, crane’ is sometimes 

qualified by glas ‘grey’ and grian ‘of river bottoms’; see DIL 5.v. corr. Stokes 

(1906-7, 185) notes that corrghlas corresponds to ‘stork’ while corrghrian 

corresponds to ‘heron’ in the Irish translation of the Bible. Both terms are combined 

here.
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ar masaib. annaslaidh BE, armaslaid M. Rhymes Wxih. fdsaig. Meyer, op. cit., 

reads maslaid, dative singular of masla/maslad ‘insult’, declined as a feminine noun. 

A long vowel is required for rhyme with fdsaig, however, and Meyer states (1909, 

21) that ‘in all setrad {seudna) metres the internal rhyme called aiccill is obligatory’. 

I follow Murphy in emending to masaib, dative plural of mas ‘buttock’.

folta. 1 follow Murphy (1961, 108) who suggests genitive singular of a verbal noun 

folad ‘moulting’, citing the examples ag fola, folta and folaim  from Modern Irish.

dar fiad. Cf. cii dar ceisih ‘a hound mounting piglets’ §57. Murphy takes/zW  to 

mean ‘wild land’.

§107 Setrad gairit in so:

Ingen laich as luchra i Laignib 

nach len locht, 

com^solus etir a failgib 

is a folt.

This is setrad gairif. ‘Daughter of the most brilliant warrior from Leinster [recte in 

Leinster], to whom no fault clings: equally resplendent both in her arm-rings and her 

hair’. (Meyer 1917, 48)

‘Tochter des glanzendsten Kriegers von Leinster, der kein Makel anhaftet, gleich 

hellschimmemd in ihren Armringen und ihrem Haar’. (Meyer 1919, no. 35)

MSS: Sedraidh ghairit so B, Sedradh gairit inso M, Sedraig gairit andso E.
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a. Ingean laich aslucra alaighnibh B, Ingen laich islucru ilaignibh M, Ingen laich 

islucra [ajlaighnib E.

b. nachlean locht B, nislen locht M, nachlea/i loct E.

c. com^solus eti'r a^failghibh B, comsolus etir afailgib M, com^solus etir afailgib E.

d. isafolt BME.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 48; 1919, no. 35); Murphy (1961, [40]).

2 1 2  1The metre is setrad gairit (8 3 8 3 ). There is end-rhyme between locht ( b ) : fo lt 

(d) and between Laignib (a) \ failgib  (c). There is alliteration in lines ab and linking 

alliteration between ab and cd.

Note the following Middle Irish features: comparative for superlative in as liicra', 

relative particle nach (Old Irish ndd)', dative plural for accusative plural etir a failgib 

(fixed by rhyme with Laignib).

i Laignib. Murphy takes i as the preposition /, while Meyer takes is as a ‘from’, 

nach len. nachlean BE, nislen M. M reads a feminine infixed pronoun here.
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§108 Setrad baccach in so:

Goll Mena do muintir Gracain, 

gall ic cnuasach cno, 

ballan i mbf bainne lomma, 

dallan Dromma Bo.

This is setrad baccach: ‘Goll Mena aus Gracans Geschlecht, (wie) ein Wikinger, der 

Niisse sammelt; ein Kiug, in dem (nur) ein Tropfen Milch ist, armer Blinder von 

Drumbo’. (Meyer 1919, no. 79)

Goll Mena of the family of Gracan, a foreigner collecting nuts, a goblet in which 

there is a drop of milk, the little blind man of Druim Bo.

MSS: Sedradh bhacach so B, Sedradh bachach inso M, Sedrad baccach andso E. 

Sednaidh gairid bhacach G.

a. Goll mena domuiwtir gragain B, Goll mena domuinntir gragain M, Goll mena 

domuindtir gragai/i E.

Goll meana domuintir gracain G.

h. gall acnuasach cno B, gall icnuasach cno M, gall ach[n]uasach cno E. 

gain icnuasach cno G.

c. ballan ambi bai«di loma B, ballan imbi bai«ne loma M, ballan ambi baindi loma E. 

bhallan imbi banda loma G.

d. dalla droma bo B, dalla dromma bo M, dallan droma bo E. 

dallan dromabo G.
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Notes

Previous editions; Meyer (1919, no. 79); Murphy (1961, [39]).

2 1 2  1The metre is setrad baccach ‘limping setrad' (8 5 8 5 ). Murphy suggests (1961, 

84) that the adjective baccach ‘limping’ refers to the shortening of the second line by 

two syllables. Bacach is also found in the metrical name rannaigecht baccach mor 

§49, where the first line has been shortened from seven to three syllables. The term is 

not used of metres in M V I or M V II. G gives the name of the metre as sednaidh 

gairidh bhacach. None of the other MSS read gairit and the compiler of G may have 

taken this from the example of setrad gairit cited in § 107 (which is not found in G). 

This suggests that he was drawing on an exemplar similar to BME. There is end- 

rhyme between end ( b ) : Bo (d), aicill rhyme between lomma ( c ) : Dromma (d) and 

internal rhyme between balldn ( c ) ; dalldn (d). There is alliteration in every line and 

linking alliteration between lines ab.

Goll Mena. Cf. Goll Mena miin cromgabair §115 below. Thurneysen (1912, 86), 

suggests that this may be a nickname, while Murphy (1961, 130) takes Mena as 

genitive singular of an unidentified placename. Hogan (1910, 537) cites two 

examples of Men, anglicized Main or Myn, one of which is a river in the barony of 

Toome Upper, Co. Antrim, cf. Meyer, op. cit. As regards Druim Bo, Meyer suggests 

that this may be a placename near Strangford Loch, Co. Down.

gall ic cnuasach cno. I follow Meyer (1919, no. 79) who translates ‘(wie) ein 

Wikinger, der Niisse sammelt’ ‘(like) a Viking collecting nuts’. O ’Brien (1938, 369 

§9), rejects this translation on the grounds that it ‘gives no sense’ and suggests 

reading gall i cnuasach end ‘an empty husk in a cluster of nuts’, stating that ‘‘Goll 

(gall) has exactly the same meaning as cdech'. O ’Brien’s suggestion is followed by 

Murphy (1961, 109). While cdech ‘blind’ is found in the phrase cnu cdech ‘blind 

nut’ as a metaphor for something useless, I have found no examples of gall/goll used 

in a similar sense. On the other hand, gall ‘foreigner’ occurs frequently as an abusive
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epithet in the satires in M V  III. Some examples are gall cen chenn ‘a headless 

foreigner’ §73 and gall hladach ar bilairlic ‘a splendid foreigner on a watercress- 

covered stone’ § 163. In the light of these examples, it is possible that the description 

of the subject as a foreigner collecting nuts had satirical connotations at the time of 

composition. Note the word-play between the personal name Goll and gall 

‘foreigner’.

dallan. This is unlikely to be a personal name, since the subject has already been 

named at the beginning of the stanza. I follow Meyer who suggests the meaning 

‘blind man’, an allusion to the subject’s name Goll ‘blind in one-eye’. With the 

phrase dalldn Dromma Bo cf. the formula druth plus a placename in the genitive, for 

which see note on §63. I take Dalldn in § 198 as a personal name, however.

§109 Incipit dona casbairdnib;

Cathair drochthech ndrolmanach 

i tir chlochach carnanach; 

tic sech a drong ndingbalach 

tonn imramach arganach.

Here begin the cashairdne metres: A settlement of bad houses with rings in a stony, 

hilly land; there comes over its unfriendly (?) people an oar-plied, spray-filled wave.

MSS: Incipit do casbaimib B, Incipit donacasbairnibh M, Incipit donacasbaimib E.

a. Cathair drochtheach drolmanach B, Cathair drochthech drolmanach M, Cathair 

drochteach drolmanach E.

b. itir cloichtheach carnanach B, et/> clochthech carma[na]ch M, itir cloictheach 

camnanach E.
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c. tig seacha drong nmgbalac B, tic secha dro«g ni«gbalach M, tig seach a drong 

ingbalach E.

d. to/in i/nramach arganach B, tond imramach arganach M, tond imramach arganach 

E.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [83]).

The metre is casbairdne {!' T  1 T ). There is end-rhyme between charndnach ( b ) ; 

arganach (d) and aicill rhyme between dinghdlach ( c ) ; imramach (d). There is 

internal rhyme between drochthech (a) : chlochach (b), ingbalach ( c ) : imramach (d) 

and drong (c) : Tonn (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate with the main rhyme. 

This contrasts with the illustration of casbairdne scailte in §111. There is alliteration 

in every line.

drochthech. drochtheach B, drochthech M, drochteach E. I follow Murphy, op. cit. 

105, who takes this as a compound of droch ‘bad’ and tech ‘house’, reading a 

genitive plural form drochthech and adding nasalisation of the adjective ndrolmdnach 

(this is missing in the MSS). Note Middle Irish genitive plural tech (S na G III 

§5.12). DIL cites this line s.v. drochtech ‘bridge-maker (as sobriquet)’ col. 403,1. 19 

and suggests a translation ‘?furnished with bridges’. The entry cites another example 

where droichtech seems to be used in a similar sense: bid [d]roichtech a riagol iter 

Erinn 7 Alpain ‘his rule shall join E. and A. as with a bridge (?)’ (Meyer 1913c, 454 

§37; translation as given in DIL).

drolmanach. Rhymes with arganach. An adjective from drolam ‘ring attached to an 

object’, cf. §115 below: linn deidblenach drolmanach ‘weak ale from a vat’.

chlochach. cloichtheach B, clochthech M, cloictheach E. Rhymes with drochtech.

I follow Murphy in emending to chlochach: ‘In the Early Modem period imperfect
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internal rimes are com m on in the first two Hnes o f casbairdne (and other metres). It 

is possible therefore that chtochach, a conjectural em endation of MS. cloichtheach, is 

what the poet wrote. Repetition of tech in the rim ing words would not have been 

approved by metrists at any period’.

carnanach. An adjective from cam  plus diminutive suffix -a n  plus ach. For similar 

adjectival formations, see p. 47. This is the only example o f carnanach  cited in D/L.

dingbalach. ninghalac  B, ningbalach M, ingbalach E. Rhymes with imrdmach. I 

follow M urphy in em ending to ndingbdlach ‘“given to warding o f f ’ - hence 

“unfriendly (?)’” for alliteration with drong. DIL  cites lines cd  5.v. ingbalach, where 

the reader is referred to ingabdl ‘rebuking; avoiding’.

imram ach. 1 follow Murphy, op. cit.. I l l ,  in taking this as the intensive prefix imin 

plus the adjective rdmach ‘oary’. DIL cites line d  from our poem s.v. imrdmach 

‘w andering’ col. 167,1. 69, where it is the only example o f an adjectival use o f the 

word. Imrdmach  is generally used as a substantive to mean ‘w anderer’.

arganach. This is the only example cited in DIL  5.v. and the reader is referred to 1 

argdn ‘organ’. This can hardly be the sense in the present context, where argdnach  is 

an adjective qualifying tonn ‘w ave’. M urphy, op. cit., 95, does not suggest a 

meaning. I tentatively take the first element as 1 arg ‘drop’ plus dimimutive the 

suffix -dn plus an adjectival suffix -ach. For examples of similar adjectival 

formations, see p. 47.
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§110 Breccad casbairdne in so:

Tenecol nach traigeddub 

airecur i n-aracal 

dag^faitech ro dag^fetur 

raretul a ramatal

This is breccad casbairdne'. Houseleek which is not black-footed, arranging in a 

chamber, properly cautious, I knew well (?), . . . .

MSS: Brecad ca&hairdne annso B, Breacadh casbaime inso M, Breccad caisbairi 

andso E.

a. Tenecol nach traighedh[dubh] B, Tenecul nach traigead dubh M, Tenecol nach 

traigead dub E.

b. airegar inairegal B, airegur inaragul M, airegar inairegal E.

c. dadfaiteach rodegfedur B, dad^faitheach rodegfetur M, dag^faiteach rodegfedur E.

d. raretul aramatal B, raretur aramatul M, raretul aramatal E.

Notes

The metre is breccad casbairdne {!' T  T  1 ). There is end-rhyme between aracal 

( b ) : ramatal (d). There is also aicill rhyme between traigediib ( a ) : airecur (b) and 

between dag'^fetiir ( c ) : raretul (d). The stanza is relatively straightforward in 

metrical terms but it is difficult to interpret.

nach. Note Middle Irish form (Old Irish ndd).

tenecol. Teinecal ‘houseleek’ grows on the roofs and walls of houses.
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traigedub. traighedh[duhh] B, traigead dubh  M, traigead dub E. Rhymes with 

airecur. I tentatively take the first elem ent as a com position form of traig ‘foot’, cf. 

traigedsndm  ‘treading water (?)’, which occurs as a variant reading in Acallam na 

Sendrach: dorindset culsnam 7 taebsnam  7 traigedsndm and  ‘treading w ater’ (Stokes 

1900b, 333). Cf. also ic cul^sndrnh 7 ic tdebsndm  7 ic traigirsndm (op. cit. 1. 3212-3). 

The second element may be the adjective dub  ‘black’.

ro dag^'fetur. rodegfedur B, rodegfetur M, rodegfedur E. I have emended deg of 

the MSS for rhyme with raretal (d). Cf. is ed ro '^firchrap a 'fin e  §164.

raretul /  raretur. raretul BE, raretur M. Rhymes with dag'^fetur. This word is not 

cited in DIL  and I have not been able to establish a meaning.

a ramatal. aramatal BE, aramatul M. Rhymes with aracal. The pattern of 

alliteration suggests that this is ramatal rather than ar amatal. The second element 

may be matal ‘cloak’ (Norse loan-word) and the first element may be the intensive 

prefix ro. I have not been able to establish a meaning from the context, however.

§ 111 Casbairdne scaflte in so:

Tanacas a Ciarraigib, 

robo lor a cambuirbe; 

do-ciiadas ar merugud 

do gelugud galluirge.

This is casbairdne scailte: I escaped from the Ciarraige, their perverse boorishness 

was sufficient; I went astray as a result of having been beaten (lit. ‘whitened’) by a 

foreign club.
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MSS: Casbhairdne sgailte so B, Casbaime scailti i«so M, CasbainiAje scailte indso E.

a.Tanagas aciaraighibh B, Tanagus aciarragi M, Tanagas aciarraigib E.

b. roboloor aca/nbuirbe B, robolor aca/?zmbuirbi M, robolor aca/nmbuirbi E.

c. docuadhus ar/nearughudh B, docuadas armerugu M, docuadus armerugHi/ E.

d. dogelughudh galluirge B, dogelugu galluirgi M, dogelugi/J galluirge E.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, 184]).

The metre is casbairdne scailte {1^ 1^ 1^ 1^). There is end-rhyme between cambidrhe 

( b ) : galluirge (d) and aicill rhyme between menigud (c) : gelugud (d). There is no 

consonance (cf. the illustration of casbairdne §109 above). This verse is similar to 

§205 below and both verses may have originally been connected in some manner. 

Note, for example, the reference to Ciarraige and the otherwise unattested gelugud 

(lit. ‘whitening’), which in both stanzas rhymes with merugud. There is alliteration 

in line d.

Note the following Middle Irish features: tdnacas and -cuadas (spread of s- 

preterite); contracted forms lor and -cuadas established by syllable count; palatal 

form buirhe fixed by rhyme with -uirge.

ar merugud. Murphy emends to fo r  against ar of the MSS. These prepositions were 

confused during the Middle Irish period {S na G III § 13.4). Cf. also a-td ar merugud 

‘he is confused’ §146 and nocho gairit a merugud ‘not short is his straying’ §205.

gelugud. There are only two attestations of this word in DIL s. v. and no meaning is 

given. Both occur in our poems and in each case gelugud rhymes with merugud', see 

§205 below. I follow Murphy (1961, 110) in taking gelugud as the verbal noun of the
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denominative verb gelaigid  ‘grows white’; cf. senugiid (: meriigiid), verbal noun of 

senaigid  ‘grows o ld’, §146 below.

galluirge. I follow M urphy (1961, 109 i.v. 1 Gall) in taking this as a compound of 

gall ‘foreign’ and lorg ‘club’. Cf. the compounds gallat ‘foreign helm et’ §171 and na 

gallbroc  ‘of the foreign shoes’ §179. DIL  cites the line s.v. uirge ‘testicle’ and 

suggests that this may be the second element. Lorg  ‘stick’ makes better sense in the 

present context and also provides better rhyme, since the -g- of uirge is lenited..

§ 112 Casbairdne lanscailte in so:

M o-nuaran, a ugaire, 

not mairfet oic Almaine!

Mar do-chuala in cugaire 

nocho chluinfe in damgaire.

This is casbairdne lanscailte: ‘Alas, O shepherd! The warriors o f Alm ain will slay 

you: you will not hear the bellowing o f the deer as you have heard the cuckoo’s cry’. 

(M eyer 1917, 48)

MSS: Casbhairdne lanscailte so B, Casbaim e lanscailti inso M, Casbaim  scailti so sis 

E.

a. M onuaran augaire BME.

b. nodm hairfet oig almaine B, notmairfet oigh (almaine om.) M, nodm airfet oig 

almaine E.

c. m ardachuala incughaire B, (marda om.) cuala incugaire M, m ardocuala incugaire 

E.

d. nococluinfea indam gair B, nochocluinfe inda^ngaire M, nococlui«fea indamgaire E.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 48); Murphy (1961, [85]).

The metre is casbairdne ldnscailte {!' T  T  7 ). E omits the adjective Idn. There is 

rhyme between ( b ) : damgaire (d) and ugaire ( a ) : cugaire (c). Murphy

notes that although the metre is described as ldnscailte because there is neither aicill 

nor consonance, the extra end-rhyme between lines ac makes the quatrain as rich in 

rhyme as the preceding example of casbairdne scailte (§111). Ldnscailte is not used 

of any other stanzas in M V  III. There is alliteration in lines be and linking alliteration 

between lines be.

Note the following Middle Irish features; contracted form die confirmed by syllable 

count; mar (Old Irish immar); do-chuala showing confusion of preverbs (Old Irish 

ro-)\ chluinfe showing spread of /-future.

not mairfet. nodmhairfet B, notmairfet M, nodmairfet E. Murphy normalises to not- 

mairbfet.

do-chuala. dachuala B, ciiala M, dociiala E. Meyer emends to rachuala, while 

Murphy reads at-chuala, stating that: ‘For the late-twelfth-century and Early Modem 

Irish da-chuala of the manuscript earlier M.I. at-chuala has been substituted’; see S 

n a G W l  §11.24.

cugaire. Rhymes with ugaire. I follow Meyer, who translates ‘the cuckoo’s cry’. 

Murphy, op. cit., 101 s.v., takes the first element as cii ‘hound’ and translates ‘hound- 

cry’, while DIL, following Murphy, cites this line s.v. compounds of cu ‘hound’, col. 

567,1. 33 , preceded by a question mark. Two further examples of cugaire are cited 

in DIL as a compound of an onomatopoeic word 2 cu ‘cooing, coo, sound of the 

cuckoo’, col. 567,1. 52 . Cugaire also occurs in a short poem attributed to Colm 

Cille: cughaire dochualamar la caei Leitrech Branghaili ‘we heard the cry by the
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cuckoo of Leitrech Brangaile’ (Meyer 1918, 396), where the connection with cai 

‘cuckoo’ is explicit. This poem also contains the terms traghaire (meaning uncertain) 

and damhghaire ‘stag’s cry’.

§113 Snam sebaic ar casbairdne in so:

Cenn Escrach na n-aballgort, 

adba dona hiathbechaib, 

muine luchair ar a lar 

i ta stab do stiallchlethaib.

This is snam sebaic ar casbairdne: Cenn Escrach of the orchards, a dwelling-place 

for the wild bees, a bright thicket in its middle in which there is a cup made of wattled 

panels.

MSS: Snatnh seabhaic archasbhairdne so B, Snam sebaic arcasbairne i/iso M, Snam 

seabaicc arcasbairdne so E.

a. Ceand esgrach nanaballgort B, Cend escrach nanaballgort M, Ceand escrach 

nanaballgort E.

b. adbha donahiathbheachaibh B, adhbha donhiathbechaibh M, adba 

donahiathbechaib E.

c. muine lucair aralar B, muine luchair aralar M, muiwe lucair aralar E.

d. ata sdabh dosdiallcleatha/^? B, ita stab dostiallcleathaibh M, ata stab 

dostiallcleathaibh E.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1909, 15 §10); Murphy (1961, [94]).

3 3 1The metre is sndm sebaic ar casbairdne ‘hovering of a hawk on casbairdne' (7' 7 7 

7 ). The end-rhyme is between Mathbechaib ( b ) ; stiallchlethaib (d) and there is also 

aicill rhyme between Idr ( c ) : stab (d). There is alliteration in every line and linking 

alliteration between lines ab. To the examples of this metre given by Meyer (1909) 

may be added Thumeysen (1912, 77 §11) and O ’Brien (1962, 318,1. 51-4).

iathbechaib. A compound of lath ‘land’ and bech ‘bee’. OIL s.v. compounds of lath 

‘land, country’ col. 40,1. 59 suggests a meaning ‘wild bees?’, while Murphy 

translates lathbech as ‘meadow bee’.

stiallchlethaib. A compound of stiall ‘strip, panel’ and cleth ‘stake’. Murphy, op. 

cit., 122 s.v. suggests ‘rods covered with wattle-work’ (referring to a beehive shaped 

like a drinking-vessel)’.
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§114 Casbairdne '^seisedach in so:

A Mongain, a Manannain 

ni minic bar merugud 

isin mbrug co mbeochraide 

6 Thuinn Chlidna com^fata 

is torachta in tebugud 

CO Tracht n-alainn nEothaile

This is casbairdne ^seisedach'. O Mongan, O Manannan, your wandering is not 

frequent in the land with living heart from very long Tonn Clidna, the ... is advancing 

to beautiful Tracht Eothaile.

MSS: Casbairdne ^sedradhach so B, Casbairne sesedach annso M, Casbairnne 

sedradach andso E.

a. Amongain amanandai« B, Amonngain amananain M, Amongan amanandai/i E.

b. nimi/iec barmearughudh B, nimenic farmerugudh M, niminicc barmerug«J E.

c. isinbrugh co/nbeocraidhi B, isi« bruigh conbeo craidhi M, isinbrug combeocraidi E.

d. otui«d clidhna com^fada B, othui«d clidna comfata M, otuiiid clidna com^fada E.

e. istorachta intebughudh B, istorachta intaebughudh M, istoracta intebugudh E. f. 

cotracht nalai/td neothaili B, cotracht nalai^d neothuile M, cotract nalai«d neothaile 

E.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1895, 85).

The metre is casbairdne seisedach ’’casbairdne in six lines’ (1^ 7  ̂1^ 1^ 1^ 1^). M 

differs from BE in reading sesedach ‘in sixths’ against ^sedradhach B, sedradach E, 

an adjective from setrad. I follow M, on the grounds that the adjective seisedach
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‘consisting of a sixth or sixths’ is used elsewhere in M V \\\  of stanzas which consist
2  2 2 2  2  2 »of six lines: rannaigecht becc mor ^seisedach (8 8 8 8 8 8 ) §87; etal '^seisedach 

Cruithentuath i Cloich Locha Comm  (8'̂  8'̂  8̂  8̂  6'̂  8^) §203. In both of these 

examples, the main rhyme is between the end-words of lines c and /, as is the case in 

the present example. The only example of the adjective setradach (the reading of 

BM) cited in DIL s.v. is from M V \\\  §28 which illustrates dian mid^seng cenntrom  

corrdnach setradach', see §28 above.

The main rhyme is between mbedchraide ( c ) : Edthaile (f) and there is also end- 

rhyme between merugud ( b ) : tehugud (e). There is aicill rhyme between com'fata  

( d ) : torachta (e). There is alliteration in every line and linking alliteration between 

lines ab and ef.

Meyer (1895, 85) translates: ‘O Mongan, O Manannan, / your wandering is not 

frequent / in the land with living heart / From Tonn Clidna of even length / the ... is 

winding / to the beautiful strand of Eothaile.’ Mongan is also referred to in §97 

above.

brug. Note Middle Irish hr- < mr- fixed by alliteration with beochraide.

Tonn Clidna. Toun-Cleena in Glandore Harbour, Co. Cork (Hogan 1910, 248; 

Stokes 1894, 437 §45).

torachta. DIL cites the final three lines of our poem, preceded by a question mark, 

5.V. torachta I I , col. 253,11. 26-8, suggesting that it is the participle of do-roich used 

in the sense ‘advancing, pursuing’. The first meaning given 5.v. is ‘cyclic; circular’; 

cf. Meyer’s translation ( op. cit.) ‘winding’.

tebugud. tebiighiidh B, taebughudh M, tebugudh E. Rhymes with merugud. Only 

this example is cited in DIL 5.v., where no meaning is given. M ’s reading 

taebughudh suggests that the first element may have been interpreted as taeb ‘side’.
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although this is impossible metrically. Meyer, op. cit., does not translate this word. 

There are a number of similar verbal-noun formations in our text: menigiid (§111, 

§146, §205), geliigiid (§111, 205) and senugud (§146). The only two examples of 

gelugud cited in DIL 5.v. are from our text and both rhyme with meriigiid. Murphy 

(1961, 110) takes gelugud as the verbal noun of the denominative verb gelaigid 

‘grows white’. Senugud, which DIL s.v. suggests is the verbal noun of senaigid 

‘grows old’, is likewise only attested only in MV III text, where it rhymes with 

merugud. There are no examples of a verb *tebaigid cited in DIL, however, and I 

have not been able to establish a meaning for *teb.

Tracht Eothaile. Trawohelly Strand, near Ballysadare on the coast of Sligo (Hogan 

1910, 643).

§115 Ochtchasbairdne chorranach in so:

Goll Mena ’mun cromgabair, 

bert ^fleda for lomgabail, 

brissiud stuaige ic stocairecht, 

cainte biiaile ic brocairecht.

cerc i cill, crann eidnenach, 

linn deidblenach drolmanach, 

stiuir d’^fid lim long mallramach 

ben chamlamach chomdalach.

This is ochtchasbairdne chorranach: ‘Goll Mena auf dem krummen Klepper, wie 

eine Henne in der Kirche, ein efeuumgamter Baum, einer, der eine Speiselast auf 

nackter Gabel tragt, ein kiimmerliches FaBgetrank, einer, der beim Trompeten die 

Handhabe zerbricht, ein Steuer aus weichem Holz langsamrudemder Schiffe, der 

Spottvogel der Gesellschaft bei der Dachsjagd, ein krummarmiges Weib, zu jedem 

Stelldichein bereit’. (Meyer 1919, no. 80)

Goll Mena on the crooked horse, a hen in a church, an ivy-covered tree, a load for a 

feast (carried) on a bare fork, weak ale from a vat, breaking a handle (of a trumpet)
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while trumpeting, a softwood rudder of slow-rowing ships, a satirist of the cowshed 

acting like a badger, a crooked-handed gregarious woman.

MSS: Ocht chasbairdne chorr[an]ach so B, Ocht casbaime corranach i«so M, 

Octcasbaire coranach E.

Doncasbairdni corranaigh aichillich G.

a. Goll mena mun cromghabhair cearc icill crand eidneanach B, Goll mena 

muncromgabair cerc icill cra/id eidhneanach M, Goll mena mun cromgabair cearcc 

icill crand eidneanach E.

Goll mena. mu« cromghobhair cearc icill crand edhnenach G. 

h. beart flegha for lomgabail li«d dedblenach drolmhanach B, bert fleadha for 

lomgabail lind deidbleanach drolmanach M, be-rt flega forlomgabail lind dedblenach 

drolmanach E.

herX fleadha forlo/nghabhail lind dedhblenach dromlanach G.

c. Brisidh stuaide icstocairecht sdiuir do^fid lim long mallramhach B, Brissiudh 

stuaige ic stogar st[i]uir dofird lim lo/jg mallaranach M, Brisead sduaide icstocairecht 

sdiuir do^fidh limh long mall ramach E.

brisiudh sduaighi i|g|sdocairecht sdiur fidh lim long mallra/«/zach G.

d. cai«te buaile icbrocairecht bean ca/«lamhach comhdhalach B, cainte buaile 

icbrocairecht hem  ca//2 la/«ach chomdalach M, cainte buaile icbrocairecht bean 

camlamach comdalach E.

cain buaile igbrocairecht bean chamlamach comhdalach G.

Notes

Previous edition. Meyer (1919, no. 80).

The metre is ochtchasbairdne chorrdnach (4 x [7‘ 7 ']). For a metrical analysis of this 

stanza, see p. 77. Note that G describes the metre as aichillich, which seems to be an 

adjective from aicill (the normal form of the adjective is aiclech).
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Goll M ena. Goll Mena is also the subject o f §108.

eidnenach. Only one other example of this adjective is cited in DIL  .v.y.

stiuir d ’^'fid lim. The insult lies in the fact that a rudder made o f soft-wood would 

not be durable. DIL  cites this line s.v. 1 lem  ‘elm tree’. Describing the subject as ‘an 

elm -wood rudder’ would be less insulting, since elm  is a hardwood and would 

therefore be suitable for use in boat building.

brocairecht. This is the only example cited in DIL. M eyer translates ‘der Spottvogel 

der Gesellschaft bei der D achsjagd’ ‘a m ocker of the company at the badger-hunt’. I 

take brocairecht as an otherwise unattested verbal noun formation from hroc ‘badger’ 

and the agent sufix -aire. For examples of similar form ations in our poems, see note 

on §199 below. Binchy [CIH  1100 note h) suggests reading brocairecht for the 

nickname hrachairecht in a passage of Middle Irish legal commentary.

§116a Ardchasbairdne in so:

Aed Engach na n-iiathchath cathchippe, 

cro cem ach, cfchblaith, bech^slaite; 

a benn blaith baeth bithbruithe 

nocho gran seng sflchaith slethchraite.

This is ardchasbairdne: Aed Engach o f the fearsome troops o f battle-ranks, a 

victorious troop, smooth-breasted and plundering like bees; his polished, frenzied, 

ever-tem pered |spear]-point is not a meagre grain of stealthily-scattered (?) husks.

MSS: Ardchasbairdne so B, Ardcasbairne i«so M, Ardrcasbaim e fos E.
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a. Aed eangach nanuachath cath (orn. cipe) B, Aed engach nanuacath cath cipe M, 

Aed engach nanuath [cath] cathcipe E.

b. cro cearnach cichbhlaith beach slaiti B, cro c^mach cichblaith bech slate. M, cro 

cemach cich blaith beachslaiti E.

c. abend mblaith baeth bithbruite B, Abend mblaith baeth bithbruite M, aben/i mblaith 

mbaeth bithbruite E.

<J. nocho gran seang silcaith slethcraiti B, nocogran se«g silcaith clethcraice M, 

nochogran seang silcaith sleithcraite [no clethcraice) E.

Notes

The metre is ardchasbairdne (9‘ 8' 7' 9 '). I have divided the lines on the basis that 

trisyllabic end-rhyme is a feature of casbairdne. There is imperfect end-rhyme 

between hech^slaite (b) : slethchraite (d) and internal rhyme between Engach (a) : 

cernach (b) and benn (c) : seng (d). Note also rhyme between cichblaith ( b ) : 

silchdith (d). There is alliteration in every line and linking alliteration between lines 

ab and be. ME cite a second example of ardchasbairdne', see § 116b below.

Aed Engach. This is an early attestation of the name Aed Engach who, according to 

Carney (1959, 159-62), was a messianic figure embodying the heroic attributes of a 

rightful ruler. Aed Engach is also mentioned in Baile in Scdil (Meyer 1918b, 237-8; 

Murray 2004, 48 §62). The use of the name in bardic poetry has been discussed by 

6  Buachalla (1989; 1996,493-504 ). See also Downey (2004, 87 note 49).

na n-uathchath. nanuachath B, nanuacath M, nanuath [cath] E. DIL cites this line 

s.v. nila ‘new’, col. 67,1. 31. The pattern of alliteration in the other lines suggests that 

the penultimate stressed word should alliterate with the preceding word and 

consequently I follow E, which reads iiath as the first element.
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cathchippe. cath B, cath cipe M, cathcipe E. A compound of cath ‘battle’ and cippe 

‘battle-line, phalanx’. Note that DIL cites the first line of our quatrain s.v. 2 cernach 

‘victorious’, col. 142,11. 21-2, reading At’t/ eangach na niiachath / cathcro cearnach. 

This entry is based on the reading of B, where cippe is omitted. The entry s.v. ckh  

‘breast’ col. 183,1. 69 is also based on B and reads cath cro cearnach cichbhlaith.

bech^slaite. I take this as a compound of bech ‘bee’ and genitive singular of slat 

‘plundering’, in the sense of plundering like a swarm of bees.

a benn blaith baeth bithbruithe. abend mblaith baeth bithbruite B, Abend mblaith 

baeth bithbruite M, abenn mblaith mbaeth bithbruite E. All three manuscripts read 

mblaith, which is the earlier form, although the Middle Irish form is required here for 

alliteration. Note that E also reads mbaeth. Benn (rhyming with seng in line d) seems 

to be used here in the sense of ‘prong, point’, referring to the point of a weapon. I 

emend to -bruithe, past participle of berbaid ‘boils’, used in the sense of ‘smelted, 

tempered’; cf. mar bad land dergdir do brondor bruthi dar or n-inneon ‘like a red- 

gold plate of refined gold smelted over the edge of an anvil’ (O’Rahilly 1976,1.

2200). The general meaning of this line seems to be that the point of Aed’s weapon is 

continually tempered and polished through use in combat.

silchaith. Rhymes imperfectly with cichbldith. This compound is not well attested.

In addition to the present example, DIL s.v. si'l ‘seed’, col. 224,1. 46, cites the genitive 

singular form silcdtha which occurs twice in Aislinge Meic Conglinne (Meyer 1892,

15 1. 2, 19; Jackson 1991,11. 159, 171).

slethchraite. slethcraiti B, clethcraice M, sleithcraite [no clethcraice] E. Rhymes 

with bech^slaite. DIL cites this line s.v. slethchraite?, where no meaning is given. M 

reads clethcraice, while E combines both readings, citing one as an alternative in an 

interlinear gloss. The first element of slethcraiti appears to be sleith, the verbal noun 

of *selid ‘creeps’. This is defined in DIL s.v. sleith as ‘act of surprising a sleeping 

woman, having intercourse with her’, which can hardly be the meaning in the present
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context. The term may be used here in a more general sense to convey the idea of 

stealth. The first element of clethcraice, the reading of M and the gloss in E, may be 

the verbal noun of ceilid ‘hides’. I tentatively read slethchraite for alliteration with 

seng and sUchdith and take the second element of the compound as the past participle 

of crothaid ‘shakes’.

§116b Ardchasbairdne in so:

Ua Cormaic on charracmuaide 

ris ar chomraic crand^secara; 

ni'ro plan co pellecmera 

cor ^sen de grian gall^fetana

This is ardchasbairdne: The grandson of Cormac from ..., tidings about a battle ....; 

it was no pain [caused] to skin-covered (?) fingers so that he rejected on account of it 

... foreign pipes.

MSS: Ardcasbaime i«so M, Ardcasbairne annso E.

a. Hucormaic oncarrmucis M, Huacorma/c oncarragmuaide E. 

h. ris comraic crandsecaru M, risar comhraig crand^secaire E.

c. niropian copellecmeru M, niropian copellecmeru E.

d. corsende grian gallfeatanu M, cor^sen degrian gaillfedanu E.

Notes

The metre is ardchasbairdne (S'* S'* 8  ̂S'*). There is end-rhyme between crand'^secdra 

( b ) : gallfetdna (d) and internal rhyme between Cormaic ( a ) : comraic (b) and pi'an (c) 

: gn'an (d). This is the second illustration of ardchasbairdne in M V  III and the stanza
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is not found in B. There is aUiteration in every line and linking alliteration between 

lines ab. Note the contracted form Ua (line a), established by the syllable count, and 

Middle Irish cor (^sen) (line d).

charracmuaide. canm ucis M, carragmuaide E. The MSS have two different 

readings and I follow E, since the metre requires a word of four syllable. The scribe 

of E seems to have interpreted this as carrac ‘rock’ followed by genitive singular of a 

placename Miiad (Hogan 1910, 543). On charraic Muaide ‘from the rock of Miiad’ 

caimot be the intended reading, however, since a compound is required for metrical 

purposes. The reading of M has only three syllables and seems to be corrupt. Muaide 

may be an otherwise unattested abstract from mi'iad, an adjective of uncertain 

meaning which is used in a complimnetary sense, sometimes of places; see DIL s.v. 1 

muad col. 177, 1. 61 ff.

ris ar comraic. Ris comraic M, risar comhraig E. I follow the reading of E, which 

gives an octosyllabic line, and take comraic as a preposed genitive.

crand^secara. crandsecarii M, crand'^secaire E. Rhymes with gallfetdna. This 

appears to be a compound, the first element of which is crand ‘tree, spear’. Rhyme 

with -fetdna indicates that the vowel in long in secdra. I tentatively take this as a 

compound of crann ‘spear’. Taking the second element as the adjective secc ‘hard’ 

would lead to imperfect rhyme with gallfetdna. The final element is to be read as 

dra, with a long vowel for rhyme fetdna, but I have not been able to establish a 

meaning.

pellec. From Latinpellicium  ‘a skin bag or basket’. The context suggests that pellec 

may be used here with a meaning such as ‘skin’. Cf. pellach, an adjective from pell 

‘skin, rug’, in the phrase os muing airig aicedphellaig ‘above the mane of a packhorse 

covered in implements’ §15.
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grian. de grian M, degrian E. Rhymes with pi'an. The alternatives are gri'an ‘sun’ 

or grian ‘river bottom’. I have not translated the word, however, as I have not been 

able to interpret the final couplet.

gall^fetana. A compound of gall ‘foreign’ and accusative plural of fetdn  ‘pipe’.

§117 Fuilled casbairdne:

Snaifid sruth na Muaide moire mine miadaige meraige

mac n'g Cluaine croine crine ciabaige celaige cnamaige.

Ricfa broinn na Berba birda brogda bagaige baeglaige;

aegaire bo Cermna is Clidna is Cnodba is Caenraige is cl^M ide.

That which is an increase of casbairdne: ‘Er wird den Strom des groBen sanften 

beriihmten wilden Moy durchschwimmen, der Sohn des Konigs vom dunkelgelben 

verwitterten buschigen ... knochenerfiillten Cluain.

Er wird das Bett der Barrowstroms erreichen, des wasserreichen, gewaltigen, 

ungestiimen, larmenden, der Hirte der Rinder von Cema und Clidna und Cnogba und 

Cainrige und des flachereichen Meath’. (Meyer 1919, no. 37)

He will swim the great, smooth, noble, meandering river Miiad, the son of the king of 

brown, withered, overgrown, ... , bony Cluain. He will reach the interior of the 

Barrow -  pointed, extended, contentious, dangerous; the herdsman of the cattle of 

Cermna and Clidna and Cnodba and Caenraige and Mide of many plains.

MSS; Anas ^fuille dochasbhairdne so B, Anas fuilliu doncasbaime M, Anas fuille 

doncasbarinde so E.

Filliudh casbairdne G.
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a. Snaidhfidh sruth na muaide moire mine miadhaighe meraighe B, Snafit sruth na 

muaide moire mine midiiaighe meraighe M, Snaifidh sruth namuaide moire mine 

miadaige meraige E.

Snafidh sruth namuaidhe moire mine miadhaighe meraighe G.

b. mac righ cluana croine crine ciabaigh ceolaighe cna/naighe B, mac rig cluaine 

crone crine ciabaighe celaige cnamaige M, mac rig cluana croine crine ciabaide 

ceolaige cna/naighe E.

mac righ cluaine crone crine ciabhaighe ciallaidhe cnaimgille G.

c. ricfa broind naberba birdha broghda baghaighe blaedhaighe B, ricfa abraind 

nabt'rba birrdha broghdha badhaighe baeglaige M, ricfa broind nabt-rba birrda brogda 

bagaighe blaedaige E.

ricfa ahro'mn nabfrbha birdha broghda baghaighe baeglaighe G.

d. aedhaire bo cearmna isclidhna iscnodhba iscaenrighi isclairmidhe B, aegaire bo 

cemix isclidhna iscnoghbha iscae/jraige isclarmidhe M, aedgaire bo cearmna isclidna 

iscnodba iscaenraigi isclairmide E.

aeghaire bo cema. is clidhna is cnoghbha iscaenraige is ciarraighe isclairmidhe G. 

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 37).

The metre is described as fuilled casbairdne ‘an addition to cashairdne' in G and as a
2 ^n-as fuille do chashairdne ‘that which is an increase for casbairdne' in BME (8 8',

8  ̂9 '\ 8  ̂8'̂ , 8  ̂9' )̂. The name reflects the fact that extra lines have been added to the 

normal structure of casbairdne (7‘ 1' T  1') and that the lines contain extra syllables. 

Meyer’s edition includes the identification of various placenames mentioned in the 

poem.

The stanza is highly ornamented. There is end-rhyme between cndrnaige ( b ) : 

CldrMide (d). The strucutre of the first couplet is of interest in that from Muaide 

onwards every word rhymes with a corresponding word in line b: Muaide ( a ) ;
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Cliiaine (b); moire ( a ) : croine (b); mine ( a ) : crme (b); miadaige ( a ) : ci'ahaige (b); 

meraige (a) : celaige (b). In the second couplet, the is rhyme between Berba ( c ) ; 

Cermna (d); birda ( c ) : Clidna (d); brogda ( c ) : Cnodba (d); bdeglaige (c): Cdenraige 

(d). A similar rhyming pattern is found in §92, §95 and §168. There is alliteration in 

every line, alliteration between the half-lines (moire/mme, crme/ciabaige, 

birda/brogda, Clidna/Cnodba) and linking alliteration between lines ab.

Cluaine. cluana BE, cluaine MG. I follow MG and read the later form (/-stem 

declined as a-stem) for rhyme with Muaide. Meyer reads Cluana.

ciabaige. ciabaigh B, ciabaighe M, ciabaide E, ciabhaighe G. Rhymes with 

miadaige. The adjective ci'abach generally refers to bushy hair.

celaige. ceolaighe B, celaige M, ceolaige E, ciallaidhe G. The rhyming pattern 

suggests that celaige is to be read for rhyme with meraige (a). BE read ceolaige, 

genitive singular of ceolach ‘musical’, while G reads ci'allaide ‘sensible’. Celach is 

not cited in DIL and I have not been able to establish a meaning. The context 

suggests a genitive singular feminine form of an adjective.

brogda. Meyer translates ‘gewaltigen’ ‘powerful’, while DIL 5.v. brogda col. 199,1. 

12 suggests a translation ‘with farmlands (?)’.

baeglaige. blaedhaighe B, baeglaige M, blaedaige E, baeglaighe G. Rhymes with 

degaire : Cdenraige. DIL cites this line s.v. 1 bldedach ‘roaring’ , where it is the only 

example, based on the reading of B. Meyer reads bloedaige ‘larmenden’ ‘noisy’, 

rhyming with degaire (d). I follow MG (i.e. both sides of the stemma) and read 

bdeglaige, genitive singular of bdeglach ‘dangerous’. Both readings are suitable 

metrically.
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Cermna. cearmna BE, cerna MG. The MSS show confusion between Cerna and 

Cennna. Confusion between these placenames has been discussed by 6  

Concheanainn (1971, 91-2) and 6  Murchadha (2004, 71-3).

Cnodba. Hogan (1910, 278) reads Cnddba with a long 6. Rhyme with brogda (line 

c) and with odba in §95 above suggests that the vowel is short.

Caenraige. caenrighi B, caenraige M, caenraigi E, caenraige G. Rhymes with 

bdeglaige. Meyer reads Cdinrige. The placename Caenraige is also found in §205 

below. Hogan (1910, 136) cites several such placenames.

clarMide. clairmidhe BG, ciarmidhe M, clairmide E. I take this as a compound for 

rhyme with cndmaige.

§118 Formna casbairdne in so 7 is i in laid liiaiscthe:

A mo Nere, a nemid nuallbrethaig

dia moilfer n-ogum n-imraite

sluindfet duit cestaib coraib cutrumaib

brethaib dirgib dianindscib i nduangrethaib

ar is crann fo loch lercherda

tri coecat n-ogam n-ilarda

far ndnithaib ocus filedaib

ocus aistib ocus ollamnaib

ocus rannaib srethordaib

tennaib trebaib torachtaib

do thorairchim ri hiiair n-ilscrutain

aenanma Ogaim adbulbrogda uadlethain.
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Finit dona casbairdnib.

This is formna casbairdne and it is the laid luaiscthe:

O my Nere, O famous-judging sacred one, to whom I will praise considered ogam, I 

will declare for you by fitting, fair questions, by just judgements, by rapid words in 

poem-frenzies. For he is a multi-skilled luminary of thrice fifty varied Ogams 

according to druids and poets and metres and ollams and verses in arranged orders 

(which are) strong, in ordered groups (?) for ... at the time of varied study of the only 

name of mighty, strong Ogam, extensive in poetry.

The casbairdne metres end.

MSS: Formna casbairdne so 7is i in laidh luaiscthe B, Formna casbaime inso 7isi 

inlaidh fuaslaicte M, Form[nla casbaime so 7isi inlaig luaiscthe E.

a. Amoner anemidh nuailbrethaighe B, Amoner anemidh nuallbreathaige M, Amoner 

anemudh nualbreathaighe E.

b. diamolfer nogum nimraite B, diamoilfer nogu/n nimraite M, diamoilfer noguiw; 

niAMraite E.

c. sluinfet duit ceastaib coraib cudruma B, sluinnfet duit cestaibh coirib cutru/«a M, 

sluiwdfet duit ceastaib coraib cutruma E.

d. breathaibh dirghib dianiwdscib i«duangreathaibh B, br^athaibh dirgib dianinscibh 

iwduangrethaibh M, breathaib dirgib dia/rinscib induangreathaib E.

e. ariscrann foloch lercearda B, ariscra/id foloch lercerda M, ariscrand foloch 

lercearda E.

f. tri .1. noga/« nilarda B, tri caegait nogum nilerdha M, tri .1. nogam nilarda E.

g. iamdruthaib 7filedhaib B, iamdruthaib 7fileadhaibh M, iamdruthaib 7filedaib E.

h. 7aisdibh 7olla/«naibh B, 7aistibh 7ollaA«naibh M, 7aistibh 7ollamnaib E.

i. 7rannaibh sreathordaibh B, 7ra/?daibh srethordaibh M, 7ran/?aibh sreathordaib E.
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j. tea/jnaibh trebhaibh torachtaibh B, tea/rdaibh trebaibh torachtaibh M, teannaibh 

trebaib torachtaib E.

k. duthorairchim  rihuair nillsgrudain B, duthorchim rihuair nilscrutain M, dotorairci/« 

rihuair nillsgrudain E.

/. aenan/«a ogaim adbhulbrogha uaidleathaii? B, oen anma ogaim adbolbrogdha 

uaglethain M, aenanina oghaim adbulbrogda uaigleathai/i E.

Finit donacasbhairdn//? B, Finit donacasbairnibh M, Finit donacasbairdnib E.

Notes

This is an expanded version of an Old Irish rose passage found in In Lebor Ogaim  

(M cM anus 1991, 141). It takes the form of an address to Nere regarding the study of 

Ogam. The speaker, although unidentified, is undoubtedly the judge M orann, and a 

form ulaic dialogue between the two is found in legal texts such as Aiidacht Morainn 

(Kelly 1976) and Bretha Nem ed  (Breatnach 1987, 34-7). These dialogues begin in a 

sim ilar style, e.g. mo nere nuallgnaid, diamba brithem  ‘My renowned Nere, if you be 

a judge’ {CIH  2221.8, 12, 17; 2222 34, 39; 2223.18 etc. = Bretha Nem ed Toisech)\ A 

mo neire Nuallgndith  ‘O my Neire accustomed to proclaim ing’ (Kelly 1976,1. 9, 115, 

157).

It is likely that the passage is cited in our text as an example o f a type o f casbairdne 

(formna casbairdne  ‘climax o f casbairdne) on account of the trisyllable end-words. 

The text states that the metre is in laid luaiscthe ‘the m oved (?) poem ’ and describes 

it as fo rm na  casbairdne ‘the climax of casbairdne'. M differs from BE in reading 

fuasla icte  ‘loosened, redeem ed’. With luaiscthe, participle of liiaiscid ‘m oves’, cf. 

the metre laid liiascach, three varieties of which are illustrated in our tract: laid  

luascach  (§100), laid luascach medonach  (§101) and in laid liiascach is lugu (§102). 

The present illustration bears no similarity to these types of laid luascach, however, 

and is com posed in a rose style, for which see Breatnach (1984, 452-3).
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The Lebor Ogaim text is syllabically regular (8 x 8^), has a regular stress pattern of 

three stressed words per line and contains both internal and linking alliteration 

(McManus, op. cit., 183 note 33). 1 give below the text as edited and translated by 

McManus. Square brackets indicate additions and round brackets indicate deletions. 

Lines a, b, c, d, e, /  and k of the text in MV  III correspond to the Lebor Ogaim text:

Mo Nere nemnig nuallbrethaig, 

dia n-ogam n-idan n-imraide(a), 

ro sluindi[u] diri[u]g dianindscib 

cach [n]-irlunn [n]-ogaim anaichnid, 

hi cestaib c6(i)rib comairci.

Ar is crann fo loch lecherdach 

tri coecat n-ogam n-ilardae, 

do-rata fri hiiair |n]-irscrutain.

O splendid famous-judging Nere, if you treat of pure Ogam, I can name straight-off in 

rapid words every unfamiliar parallel (i.e. variation) of Ogam, of which you inquire in 

fitting questions. For he (i.e. Nere) is a multi-skilled luminary of thrice fifty varied 

Ogams which have been set at the time of primary study. (McManus 1991, 141).

The syllabic structure of the text in MV  III is irregular (9  ̂ 8‘̂ 10̂  11'̂  8̂  8'̂  8'̂  9  ̂7'̂  7"̂  9  ̂

12'̂ ) and the pattern of stressed words per line is 3, 3, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4. With 

the exception of lines cd, the lines in MV  III §118 which correspond to the Lebor 

Ogaim text (i.e. lines a, b, e,f, k) have three stressed words per line, as in the Lebor 

Ogaim text. While there is no regular pattern of end-rhyme, there is rhyme between 

miallbrethaig (a): diiangrethaib ( d ) : uadlethain (1) and between ollamnaib ( h ) : 

torachtaib (j - imperfect). There is alliteration in every line except g and i. Ni 

Dhomhnaill (1973-4, 89) states that this stanza is a later ogldchas form of casbairdne 

but, as Breatnach notes (1996, 72), the looser type of metre could just as well be the 

earlier form. For other instances where the compiler of our text draws on Auraicept 

na nEces and In Lebor Ogaim, see notes on §§1, 11, 182 and 184.
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nuallbrethaig. niiailhrethaighe B, nuallbreathaige M, nualbreathaighe E. I have 

emended the MSS, based on the Lehor Ogaim text, to read a trisyllabic end-word.

dia moilfer n-ogum n-imraide. diamolfer nogim  nimraite B, diamoilfer nogum 

nimraite M, diamoilfer noguim nimraite E. The Lebor Ogaim text reads dia n-ogam 

n-idan n-imrdide(a). The compiler of our text has omitted the adjective idan but has 

retained the nasalisation of ogum, which is regular after dia. In addition, imrdide(a) 

of the Lebor Ogaim text has been interpreted as a participle rather than as a verbal 

form. I take moilfer as first singular conjunct future (Old Irish molfar).

sluindfet. Our text reads a Middle Irish first singular future form (5 na G III 12.122). 

The form in the Lehor Ogaim is restored to earlier ro sluindi\u\, first singular present 

indicative with ro of possibility.

duangrethaib. Rhymes with nuallbrethaig : uadlethain. DIL cites this compound 

s.v. diian ‘song, poem’ col. 423,1. 58, suggesting that the second element is grith. I 

tentatively take the second element as dative plural of 1 grith ‘(a) shaking quivering; 

(b) agitation, frenzy’.

ar is crann etc. Lines e f o f  our poem are identical to the Lebor Ogaim text.

crann fo loch. McManus (1991, 183 note 35) takes this as ‘a metrically dictated 

etymological or descriptive play’ on Idchrann ‘lamp, lantern’, used in the sense of 

‘luminary’. He cites as a similar example the phrase ainm gossafer  (: ser) A. 

Fergossa (Thumeysen 1933, 199).

trebaib. Treb normally means ‘house, farm, holding; household, tribe’ which does 

not suit the present context. I tentatively take it to mean ‘group’; cf. the preceding 

srethordaib ‘in arranged orders’.
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torachtaib. DIL cites lines i-j of our poem s.v. torachta ‘cyclic, successive’ col. 253, 

11. 14-5 and suggests a meaning ‘complete, perfect (?)’. The preceding phrase 

rannaib srethordaib (i) suggests that the basic meaning ‘successive’ in the sense 

‘ordered’ would be more appropriate.

do thorairchim. diithorairchim B, duthorchim  M, dotoraircim  E. The context 

suggests a verbal noun, corresponding in meaning to do-rata in the Lehor Ogaim text: 

do-ratafri hi'iair [n]-irscriitain ‘which have been set at the time of primary study’. M 

differs from BE in reading thorchim. I have not been able to interpret this reading.

ilscrutain. nillsgrudain BE, nilscrutain M. The Lebor Ogaim text reads fri hi'iair 

\n]-irscrutain, which McManus {op. cit., 183 note 36) takes as a compound of air- 

and scrutan. He notes that the air is used in a similar sense in the term Airaicept /  

Aiiraicept ‘primer’. Our text reads il- ‘many’ plus genitive singular o f scrutan. II- 

is normally compounded with the plural form of nouns and I take it to mean ‘varied’ 

rather than ‘many’ in the present context. Note that our text shows nasalisation after 

accusative singular uair. This is omitted in the Lebor Ogaim text.
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§119 Incipit dona rinnardaib:

A uf dm nim  Dergain, 

a dniith chafl ar clocthaig, 

a rann lem sech lecnaib, 

a chertaig 6 Chorcaig.

Here begin the rinnard metres: ‘Du schabiger Sohn vom Stamme Dergans, du 

diinnleibiger Narr auf einem  Glockenturm, du Korperteil, der weichlicher ist als 

(fleischige) Backen, du Lumpenkerl aus C ork!’. (M eyer 1919, no. 84)

O shabby grandson of Dergan, you puny fool on a belfry, you [bodyl-part softer than 

cheeks, you ragamuffin from Cork.

MSS: Incipit do/iarindairdibh B, Incipit donarindardaibh M, Incipit donaraindairdib 

E.

Dona rindairdibh G.

a. A dinnim  deargai« B, Ahu dinnim  dergain M, Ahudinnimh dergam  E. 

audirtdi/«h dergai« G.

b. adruith chail archlochtaigh B, adruith coil arclocthaigh M, adruith cail ar cloctaig 

E.

atroid cael arclogthaigh G.

c. arandlem seach lecnaib B, ara/id lem sechlecnaibh M, arandlem seach lec |n |a ib  E. 

ara«d lea/«h seach leacnaibh G.

d. acertaig acorcaig B, acertaigh ochorcaigh M, acertaigh acorcaig E. 

acertaigh acorcaigh G.

Notes

Previous edition: M eyer (1919, no. 84).
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The metre is rinnard (6^ 6^ 6^ 6^). There is end-rhyme between chlocthaig ( a ) : 

Chorcaig (d) and aicill rhyme between lecnaib ( c ) : chertaig (d). There is alliteration 

in every line and linking alliteration between lines ab. Note Middle Irish contraction 

of id, confirmed by the syllable count, and ar for fo r  (line b).

Dergan. I take this as a personal name, cf. A Dergdin deirg dmltadaig §202 below. 

Note that for E ’s Ahudinnimh dergain, Mackechnie (1973, Vol. 1, 115) incorrectly 

reads A hudinnim dergain dergam (?).

a chertaig. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. 2 Icertach, where Meyer’s 

translation is cited (‘du Lumpenkerl aus Cork!’ ‘you ragged lad from Cork!’). I take 

this as a substantival use of an adjective from ceirt ‘rag’, following Meyer.

§ 120 Rinnard aiclech in so:

Nf ^fuilet a mame, 

nocho mo a-ta a maisse, 

nocho mor a geire: 

nocho deine acht braisse.

This is rinnard aiclech: ‘Schatze besitzt er nicht; sein auBerer Anstand ist um nichts 

groBer; sein Witz ist auch nur klein; er tut nichts als renommieren’. (Meyer 1919, no. 

85)

His riches are non-existent, and his beauty is no greater, not great is his acuteness: he 

does nothing but boast.
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MSS: Rindaird aicheach (sic) annso (aicheach also written in small letters in right 

margin) B, Ri/idard aiclech so M, Rindaird aicleach andso E. 

ri«daird aichleach G.

a. Nifuilet amhai«e B, Niuilet ume M, Nifuilet amaine E.

Ni^fuilead amhaine G.

h. nochomo ata amaise B, nocho mo ata amaisse M, nocho mo ta amaisi E. 

nocho mho ata mhaise G.

c. nocomor agere B, nocho mor agere M, nocho mor agere E. 

nocho mhor agere G.

d. nocdene forbraise B, nocho dene acht braisse M, noc dene acht braisi E. 

nocho de«a acht braise G.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 85); Murphy (1961, (1091).

2 2 2 2The metre is rinnard aiclech ‘rinnard with aicilV (6 6 6 6 ). There is end-rhyme 

between maisse ( b ) : braisse (d) and aicill rhyme between geire ( c ) : deine (d). It is 

not clear why this stanza is contrasted with the example of rinnard in §119, since 

both have aicill in the second couplet. This stanza is similar in form to §53 and §121 

in that it consists of a series of negative statements describing the subject.

Ni fuilet. Nifuilet BE, Niuilet M, Ni')fuilead G. Fuilet shows the Middle Irish 

addition of a third plural personal ending to the third singular form o f/// {S na G III 

§12.191, 12.194; O ’Daly 1943, 88). Note also that MG show Middle Irish lenition 

after m  (5 G III § 11.1), although this may be merely scribal.

deine. The later form of denai with palatal -n  is required for rhyme with gdre. 

Meyer reads dm e  (Old Irish -denai) and gere, while Murphy reads geire and deine.
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§121 Rinnard scailte cen aicill in so;

Nocho mac fir threbair, 

nocho thaille i ferunn: 

nocho raga im degaid, 

nocho raga remum

This is rinnard scailte cen aicill: He is not the son of a prosperous man, there is no 

room for him on land; he will not go after me, he will not go before me.

MSS; Riwdaird scailte ctn  ^faiciilso B, Rindard scailte inso cen aiccill M, Rindard 

scaillti so cen |f]aicill E.

a. Noco mac fir trebair B, Nocho mac fir trebair M, Nocho mac fir trebair E. 

h. nocotaille ifearunn B, nocho taille iferund M, no[co]taille iferund E. 

c. nocoragha imdegaid B, nochoracha i/ndeagaidh M, nocho raga idedaid E.

(1. noco ragha remu/n B, nocho raga romuw M, nocho raga remum E.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [110|).

The metre is rinnard scailte cen aicill (6 6 6 6 ). This is contrasted with the 

preceding example of rinnard aiclech. There is end-rhyme between ferunn  ( b ) ; 

remum (d) and between threbair ( a ) ; degaid (c). There is linking alliteration 

between lines ab.

Nocho mac fir threbair. Charles-Edwards (2000, 137) notes that early Irish society 

placed a strong value on the aithech ‘commoner’ being a /e r  trebar ‘a prudent man’. 

By stating that the subject of our poem is not the son of such a man, the poet indicates 

that he has no prospects or status in society.
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nocho thaille i ferunn. i.e. tiiere are no opportunities for him to farm. For other 

examples of a palatal form taille, see DIL s.v. 2 do-alla. It is stated in Heptad 50 that 

the son of a living father is entitled to rent land without his permission when there is 

no room for him to farm on his father’s land: FOCREIC TIRE. IN TANNA TALLA I 

TIR LA ATHUIR A. in tan na tuillend i fearand in athar ’maraon risin athair ‘Renting 

of land when there is no room for him on land with his father i.e. when there is no 

room for him on the father’s land along with the father’ {CIH 45.34-46.1). See also 

McLeod (1992, 70). The subject of our poem would not have had the means to rent 

land, since his father is not prosperous. Ferann is generally used of a specific 

territory or holding (Kelly 1997, 403).

raga. Murphy emends to rega against the MSS. Raga is a regular Middle Irish 

development of Old Irish -rega {S na G III §3.12).

nocho raga im degaid /  nocho raga remum. The sense of this couplet seems to be 

that the subject of the satire is inactive or useless.

§122 Rinnard chorranach in so:

Connachta ’sin Chraebruaid,

craeba fota findchuill, fuilt lobuide lebra

le mnaib side;

is meinic mid i comaib Cnodba, airside Emna

This is rinnard chorranach: Connachtmen in the Craebniad, long branches of white 

hazel, yellow-fleeced, flowing tresses before women of a fairy-mound; there is often 

mead in the drinking horns of Cnodba, the champions of Emain.
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MSS: Rindaird conm ach  .i. B, Rindard corranach i«so M, Rinnard coranach E.

a. Connachta sincraebhruaidh B, Connachta isincraebruaidh M, Coiwachta 

sincraebruaidh E.

b. craeb^fota findchuill ^fuilt leo buidi leabra B, craebfada findchuill fuilt lo buidhe 

leabra M, craeba fota finncuill fuilt leobuidi leab (sic) E.

c. lemnaibhside B, remnaibsidhe M, lemnaibhside E.

d. isminec mid icomaibh cnodba airsidhe ea/nna B, ismeinec midh icomaibh cnobgha 

airsidhe emhna M, isminec midhi cornaib cnodba airside emna E.

Notes

9 9 9 9 9 9The metre is rinnard chorrdnach ( 6 , 6  6 , 4 , 7  7 ). For an metrical analysis of this 

stanza, see p. 73. The normal form of rinnard is 6^ 6^ 6^ 6^ and in the present example 

lines b and d have been extended. The syllabic structure of the stanza is irregular, 

however, and it is less highly ornamented than other corranach forms of metres.

There is rhyme between lebra ( b ) : Emna (d).

craeba fota. craeb^fota B, craebfada M, craeba fo ta  E. I follow E against BM, 

since this gives six syllables.

flndchuill. DIL s.v.finn  col. 143,1. 25 suggests that this may refer to a particular 

species of hazel.

lobuide. I take this as a compound of lo ‘lock of wool; fleece’ and buide ‘yellow’. 

Cf. the compound lochorcra ‘purple-fleeced’, DIL s.v. 1 16 col. 171,1. 78.

le mnaib side, lemnaibhside B, remnaibsidhe M, lemnaibhside E. This line is two 

syllables short. M reads the reposition re (which originally took the dative), while BE 

read le (which originally took the accusative). Either preposition is possible, since 

there are other examples of dative plural for accusative plural after prepositions which
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took the accusative in Old Irish, e.g. tar slessaib (: essaib) §39; tarna sligib §46; dar 

ceisib (: Deisib) §57; etir a failgib  (: Laignib) §107; etir dd ddrnaib (: chndmaib) 

§123; seek lecnaib (: chertaig) §119; tar caladLaignib, tar cuanfatUltaib, tar 

belatchairrcib §131.

§123 Ochtrinnard chorranach in so:

Ri Connacht, cenn tamain, dam etir da damaib,

lommarc ar da charaid, cnam do chnamaib cliabaig,

erp d ’erpaib i ndairib, en is ettchu d ’enaib,

delg do delgaib draigin, der do deraib diabail.

This is ochtrinnard chorranach: The king of Connacht, the end of a tree trunk, a 

company between two [other| companies, a bare piglet [standing] on two haunches, 

one of the bones of a deer, one of the does in groves, the most winged bird of birds, 

one of the thorns of a blackthorn, one of the tears of a devil.

MSS: Ochtrindaird conm ach  so B, Ochtriward corranach iizso M, Octrindaird 

corranach andso E.

a. Righ connacht cem n  tamhain damh etir damhaibh B, Ri connnacht cen« tamhai« 

tarb etir danaibh no damaibh M, Rig conn/iacht cen« tamain dam [no tarb] etir 

damaib E.

b. lomarc ardacaraid dochnamhaib cliab oig B, loA«arc dardacarit cnam docnamaibh 

cliabaigh M, lomarc ardhacharaidh cnaim docnamaib cliabhaig E.

c. erb dearbaibh en is edchu denaib B, erb dferbaibh indairib en isetchu denaib M, erb 

derbaib indairib en isedchu denaibh E.
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d. delg dodealgaibh draighin deraibh diabhail B, delg dodelgaibh indairib (indairib 

crossed out) draigin der doderaibh diabuil M, delg dodelgaib draigm der doderaib 

diabail E.

Notes

2 2The metre is ochtrinnard chorrdnach (4 x [6 6 ]). For a metrical analysis of this 

stanza, see p. 78. Note that a number of words are omitted in B.

tamain. I take taman here and in §54 in the primary sense of ‘trunk of a tree’. In 

§ 183 below, however, it seems to be used with the secondary meaning of one of the 

sub-grades of poets: a thenga thamain ‘you tongue of a taman'.

dam etir da damaib. damh etir damhaihh B, tarb etir danaibh no damaibh M, dam 

\nd tarb] etir damaib E. As it stands in the MSS, this line is one syllable short. M 

has tarb ‘bull’ and E ’s correction {no tarb\ suggests that the intended reading is dam 

‘ox’. The metaphor of a bull or ox ‘between two oxen’ would certainly be in keeping 

with the animal imagery in this poem and in many other satires in M V  III. On 

metrical grounds, however, I read dam ‘a company’. The rhyming pattern of other 

ocht- forms of corrdnach metres in M V  III indicates that there should be aicill rhyme 

between damaib and cndmaib, rhyme between dam  and cndm and consonance with 

the end-words of lines bd. I also emend to da (damaib) for metrical purposes. The 

phrase dam etir dd damaib ‘a company between two (other) companies’ may refer to 

an unexpected or unwelcome company of guests.

lommarc. I take this as a compound of lomm ‘bare’ and orc/arc ‘piglet’, rhyming 

with Connacht.

cHabaig. See note on §70.
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ettchu. Note the Middle Irish replacement of the superlative form by the 

comparative. This development began during the Old Irish period (5 na G III §6.15; 

GOI §366; Fel. xxx).

§124 Incipit do rinnaird bicc:

A Gilla Chamigin 

meic Gilla Chomgaill, 

a Laignib labraim 

on dairbrig donnguirm.

Rinnard hecc begins: O Gilla Caimgin, son of Gilla Comgall, from Leinster I speak, 

from the brown-green oak-hill.

MSS: Incipit dori/idaird bicc B, Incipit AonnnairA bicc M, Incipit doraiidaigecht bicc 

E.

Ri^daird beg G.

a. A ghilla caimghin B, Agilli caeimin M, Agilla caemgi« E.

Aghilli caimhin G.

b. meic gilla co/«ghaill B, meic gilli comgaill M, me/cgilla comgaill E. 

me/cgilli comhghaill G.

c. allaighnib labhraira B, alaighnibh labraim M, allaignib labraim E. 

alaighnich labraim G.

d. ondairbrigh dhondghuirm B, ondairbrib doridguirm M, ondairbrig don/2guirm E. 

ondairbrich dhonnguirm G.
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Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [71]).

2 2 2 2The metre is rinnard becc (5 5 5 5 ). E mistakenly gives the name as rannaigecht 

becc. There is end-rhyme between Chomgaill ( b ) : donnguirm  (d - imperfect) and 

internal rhyme between Laignib ( c ) : Dairbrig (d). The end-word of line c consonates 

with the main rhyme. There is alliteration in lines cd. Murphy, op. cit. 57 note 2, 

states that ‘On the analogy of the name lethrannaigecht mor ... this metre might have 

been called lethrannaigecht bee'.

Gilla Caimgin. AU  describe a Gilla Caimgin as ridomna Laighen and record his 

death in 1059.

on dairbrig. Murphy, op. cit., 128, takes this as a placename: ‘(“Place abounding in 

Oak-trees”) apparently a place in Leinster’.
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§125 Rinnard [becc| scaflte in so:

Dar mullach m ’athar 

a-ta do muintir; 

nech thf ri Cathal 

imar ro cuimgid

This is rinnard [hecc\ scailte: Your household is in violation (?) of my father; 

whoever may oppose Cathal . . . .

MSS: Rindaird scailti .i. B, Rindard scailti i«so M, Rindaird scaillti andso E. 

a . Darmullach mathar BME.

h. ata dom ui«dtir B, ata domuimitir M, ata dommui/jdtir E.

c. nech thi ricatal B, neach thi ri cathal M, neach thi ricathal E.

d. imai'cuiwgid B, imar rocu/«gaid M, iinar rocuimgid E.

Notes

The metre is rinnard {hecc\ scailte (5^ 5^ 5^ 5^). Note that the MSS omit hecc. There 

is end-rhyme between muintir  ( b ) : cuimgid  (d) and between athar ( a ) : Cathal (c). 

There is no consonance, as indicated by the term scailte', cf. §124 above, in which the 

end-word o f line c consonates with the main rhyme.

Note Middle Irish m uintir  (dative for nominative), fixed by rhyme with cuimgid, and 

Middle Irish lenition of the preverb in nech thi.

dar m ullach. M ullach may be used here in the same sense as tar cenn ‘in violation 

o f’; see DIL s.v. cenn col. 126,1. 35.
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imar ro cuimgid. imarcuimgid B, imar rocumgaid M, imar rociiimgid E. B omits 

the particle ro, which is necessary for metrical purposes. I can make no sense of the 

verbal form, however, which seems to be from con-icc, later ciiimg-. Imar is 

unlikely to be ‘when/as’, since a principal clause would be expected here.
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§126 Rinnard chorranach becc in so:

A ^serrmor athbniit fo lus, a muc^suil, 

a mell'^sron mataid; 

a ithe imme re haran secail,

a Gille in Chataig.

This is rinnard chorrdnach becc: You ... of a worn-out goad under a stem, you pig- 

eye, you pug-nose of a dog, you eating of butter with rye bread, O Gille in Chataig.

MSS: Rindaird chorranach bee B, Rindard eorranaeh bee inso M, Rindaird corranaeh 

becc an/jso E.

a. Aere mor aahbruit folus amhuc^suil B, Ahermor athbruit folas i/zzmuehail M, 

A^searr mor aahbruit ^folus amue^suil E.

h. amheall^sron madaigh B, amellron madaigh M, ameallsro/i madaig E.

c. a ithi MUQ reharan segail B, Aithe i/«me reharam seagail M, aithi ime reharan seeail 

E.

d. agilli inehadaigh B, agilli ineataig M, agilli incadaigh E.

Notes

2 2 2 2 2 2The metre is rinnard chorrdnach hecc (5 5 , 5  ; 5 5 , 5 ) .  For corrdnach in names 

of metres and a metrical analysis of this stanza, see p. 73. Secail eonsonates with 

mataid and Chataig. Note that this verse differs metrically from the examples of 

lethrannaigecht mor chorrdnach §63, rannaigecht becc chorrdnach §83 and ciianairt 

chorrdnach Conn' §205. In these examples, the end-words of lines ac make aicill 

rhyme with words in lines bd.

a '^serrm or. Aere mor B, Ahermor M, A'^searr mor E. The context suggests that this 

is vocative singular of a noun rhyming with mell^sron (with nominative for vocative).
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The first element of E ’s reading may be serr ‘sickle’. I have not been able to 

establish the meaning of this word.

athbruit. aahbruit B, athbruit M, aahbruit E. I take this as a genitive singular of 

brot ‘goad’ and the prefix ath- ‘worn-out’; cf. a athbro ichtair ‘you worn-out lower 

quern’ §127.

a muc^suil. amhuc^siiil B, immiichail M, amuc'^suil E. I follow BE and read a 

muc'^siUl ‘you pig-eye’.
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§127 Ochtrinnard becc in so:

A mir do duine, 

a chir i cuile, 

a athbro ichtair, 

a 61 far n-itaid,

a delb in demain, 

a chrebair chuilig, 

a airbe ibair, 

a inair uidir.

Finit dona gnathaistib.

This is ochtrinnard becc: ‘Du Knirps von einem Menschen, du Teufelsgestalt, du 

Kamm in der Speisekammer, du geile SchmeiBfliege, du abgenutzter unterer 

Handmiihlstein, du Zaun aus Eibenholz, du Trunk iiber den Durst, du 

schmutzfarbener Leibrock!’. (Meyer 1919, no. 60)

You bit of a man, you form of the Devil, you comb in a larder, you tlea-ridden 

woodcock, you worn-out lower quern, you fence of yew, you drink after thirst, you 

dun-coloured tunic.

The common metres end.

MSS: Ocht rindaird bheg a«nso B, Ocht rindaird bee innso M, Octri^daird becc andso 

E.

a. A mhir dodhui«e adealbh indeamaiw B, Amir doduine adelb indemhain M, Amir 

dodui/ie adealbi/idemain E.

b. achir icuile achreabhair cuiligh B, achir icuili achrebair chuiligh M, achir icuile 

acrebair cuilig E.

c. aathbro ichtair aairbhe ibair B, aathbro ichtair aairbi ibair M, aathbro ictair aairbe 

ibair E.

d. aol iarnitaidh ainair uidhir B, aol iamitain amair uidhir M, aol iamitaid ainair uidir 

E.
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Finit do^agnathaistibh B, Fiwit do«agnathaisdib M, Finit donagnathaistib E

Notes

Previous edition. Meyer (1919, no. 60).

2 2The metre is ochtrinnard becc (4 x [5 5 ]). For a metrical analysis of this stanza, see 

p. 68 and note also alliteration between the half-lines (duine/delb; cuite/chrebair, 

I'chtair/airbe', itaid/inair) as well as consistent alliteration.

duine, cuile. Meyer restores the final vowels, reading duiniii and cuiliu. As noted on 

p. 27, the tract is of a compilatory nature and there are often no internal or linguistic 

grounds on which to date individual stanzas to either the Old or Middle Irish periods. 

There is evidence to suggest that the tract as a whole was compiled in the Middle 

Irish period, however, and on this basis I have normalised the text in accordance with 

Middle Irish standards.

a chrebair chuilig. DIL cites this line s.v. cuilech = colach col. 587,11. 56-7 and 

suggests ‘unclean horsefly(?)’, while Meyer translates ‘du geile Schmeipfliege’ ‘you 

lecherous bluebottle’. Crehar can also mean ‘woodcock’; see Kelly (1997, 298). I 

take chiiilig as vocative singular of an adjective cuilech ‘flea-ridden’ from cidl ‘fly, 

flea’; cf. a brollach snedach ‘you nitty chest’ §165 and the adjectives ronach 

‘abounding in seals’ from ran and lascach ‘abounding in fish’ from lasc.

a airbe ibair. The law-text on farming, Bretha Comaithchesa, classifies the yew tree 

alongside the oak, hazel, holly, ash, Scots Pine and wild apple as one of the a iig  

'fedo, ‘nobles of the wood’, and its wood was highly valued because of its pliant 

quality which made it suitable for the manufacture of domestic implements (Kelly 

1976b; 1997, 380-4). In view of this, the metaphor a airbe ibair ‘you fence of yew ’ 

as a term of abuse appears to be somewhat surprising. The wood of the yew tiee is
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also highly poisonous, however, a property which would render it useless for the 

fencing-in o f livestock (Kelly 1997, 183). A ‘fence o f yew ’ can therefore be taken as 

a metaphor for something useless or dangerous. A sim ilar idea is expressed in the 

phrase sonnach eidnen os aill ‘an enclosure of ivy above a c lif f  §70, since ivy would 

have been an unsuitable m aterial for building an enclosure. Ihraide ‘yew -like’ may 

be used with the meaning ‘poisonous’ in the phrase a hel rnnd uidre iiime ihraide 

‘you mouth of a sallow, crude, yew-like w om an’ §151.

61. The Middle Irish contracted form is established by the syllable count.

a inair uidir. Cf. the abusive epithet inar odar ‘a dun-coloured tunic’ § 146.
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Gnatha medonda ‘moderately well-known metres’

§128 Incipit dona gnathaib medondaib. Rathnuall bairdne bicce in so:

Cuirn meic Donnchada 

dlegait buidechus, 

buide benngela, 

frangcaig fochama, 

fine chuindgeda, 

santaig senmeda.

Here begin the moderately well-known metres. This is rathnuall bairdne hicce: The 

drinking horns of the son of Donnchad are entitled to thanks: yellow and bright- 

tipped, Frankish and curved below, an importunate family, desirous of old mead.

‘The drinking horns of Donagh’s are entitled to thanks, horn-pledges of yellow drink: 

the serving Franks, an importunate race, are greedy of old mead’. (Meyer 1917, 48)

‘Die Trinkhomer des Sohnes Donnchads verdienen Dank, gelbe Hornpfiinder. Die 

friinkischen Soldner, ein begehrliches Geschlecht, sind gierig auf alten Met’. (Meyer 

1919, no. 36)

MSS: Incipit donagnathaibh medhondaibh Rathnuaill bairdne bicce i«nso B, Incipit 

donagnathaibh medonaib Rathnuall bamde bice inso M.

a. Cuirn meic donnchadha B, Cuir«d meic don«cadha M.

b. dleghait buideachus B, dleagait buidechus M.

c. buidhe bendgealla B, buide bengela M.

d. frangcaigh fochama B, franccaid focama M.

e. fi«e cuirtdgheda B, fine cuingedha M.

f. santaigh senmheda B, san/itaigh se«meadha M.
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Notes:

Previous edition: Meyer (1917, 48; 1919, no. 36).

The metre is rathniiall bairdne bicce ‘wheel of small bardic metre’ (5' 5‘ 5" 5' 5' 5 ). 

There is imperfect end-rhyme between benngela ( c ) ; senmeda (f) and between 

Donnchada (a) :fochama  (d) The end-words of lines a,d and e form imperfect 

consonance with the end-rhyme. Note that the folio corresponding to §§128-92 is 

missing in E.

Cuirn meic Donnchada. Cf. §19, where Cidrn Chualann ‘the drinking-horns of 

Ciialu’ are a symbol of sovereignty.

buide benngela. Meyer reads buide benngella ‘horn-pledges of yellow drink’, taking 

buide as preposed genitive of the adjective used as a substantive. I take buide as 

nominative plural of the adjective, qualifying cuirn.

frangcaig ^fochama. frangcaighfochama B,franccaidfocam a  M. Meyer takes 

frangcaig  to refer to Frankish mercenaries and emends to fognama ‘the serving 

Franks’. I follow DIL s.v. frangcach col. 402,1. 11, where it is suggested that 

frangcaig fochama  may be two adjectives qualifying cuirn. DIL s.v. focham(m), col. 

193,1. 60, suggests a meaning ‘shifty’ in the present context, although the adjective 

focham  ‘somewhat crooked or bent; crooked below (?)’may be used simply to refer to 

the shape of the drinking horns..

fine chuindgeda etc. I take fine  to be used here metaphoricaly to refer to cuirn. 

Meyer translates ‘an importunate race’, taking/Zne- to refer to frangcaig  ‘Franks’.
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§129 Rathnuall bairdne [bicce] mor in so:

le mora tuillim-sa: 

cet do glanetaigib, 

graige glanamaide, 

beoir i n-ibardabchaib 

di chlar chaladMide, 

ceoil in chaladmaige.

Finit dona rathnilallaib bairdne bicce.

This is rathnuall bairdne \hicce\ mor. I earn great a hundred bright garments, 

horses ... waiting (?), beer in vats of yew from the plain of harsh Mide, strains of 

music of the harsh plain.

The rathnuall bairdne bicce metres end.

MSS: Rathnuall bhairdne moire so B, Rathnuall baime moire annso M.

a. le mora tuillimsa B, lemora tuillemsa M.

b. cet doghlanedaigibh B, cet doglanetaigibh M.

c. graidhe glanamaidhe B, graidhe glanamaide M.

d. beoir indibhardabhchaib B, beoir inibardabcaibh M.

e. dochlar caladhmhide B, doclar godalmidhe M.

f. ceoil incaladhmhuighe B, ceoil i/icaladh muighe M.

FiAzit donarathnuallaib bairdnnf* bice B, Finit donarathnualla/^ bairnne bice M. 

Notes
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The metre is rathnuall bairdne [bicce] mor ‘great wheel of small bardic metre’ (5^ 6"* 

6“* 6^ 6^ 6^). There is end-rhyme between glanarnaide ( c ) : caladmaige (f). Both 

MSS omit the adjective bicce. The sequence of illustrations, however, suggests that 

this is an example of rathnuall bairdne bicce: §128 rathnuall bairdne bicce (5 ); §129 

rathnuall bairdne [bicce] mor (6"*); §130 rathnuall bairdne moire (6‘̂ ); §131 rathnuall 

bairdne moire mor (7“̂). The text also states after our poem: Finit dona rathnuallaib 

bairdne bicce ‘The rathnuall bairdne bicce metres end’. Note that the first line ends 

in a trisyllablic word. According to M V I §67, rathnuall baridne is one of the types 

of bairdne appropriate for the admall grade of sderbaird (6  hAodha 1991, 244).

ie. DIL s.v. suggests nominative plural of a noun meaning ‘gifts?’, while Thumeysen 

(1912, 67) suggests that the initial capital letter /  in M might also be taken as capital 

L, giving a form lemora. As stated in DIL, a meaning such as ‘gift’ would suit the 

present context since the poem seems to take the form of a list of benefits or 

priviliges. DIL cites a second possible occurrence of ie from a text in the Book of 

Ballymote 498*’42 (a conversation between Alexander the Great and Dandamis): ni ni 

leo nach ret acht a thesmolta feissiden rodbo dogniter iei (glossed no dei) duib no 

frithoibrigid sindi. The corresponding section of this text in the Leabhar Breac, 

however, indicates that the word in question is dei ‘gods’ (as stated in the gloss in B) 

and that it is not related to ie in our text: nini leo nach raet acht a tesmolta fodein. Is 

diar pianad do gniam deou dun no is arform at fr i dia ‘wretched is everything except 

their own peculiar merits. It is for our own penalty, that we make to ourselves gods 

or it is from feelings of envy towards God’ (Geisler 1884, 12). I have not translated 

the word in our text as the meaning is uncertain. Since all the other lines have six 

syllables, ie may have formed part of a disyllabic word.

tuillim-sa. Note Middle Irish simplification of compound verb.

graige. graidhe BM. I tentatively emend the MSS to read nominative plural of graig 

‘horses’. Lenited d  and g are often confused in the MSS.
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glanarnaide. The first element may be glan used as an intensive prefix. The second 

element seems to be genitive singular of arnaide ‘waiting’, although I am uncertain as 

to the meaning of the compound.

beoir. According to Kelly (1997, 335) the earliest attestation of beoir, which is 

probably a borrowing from Old Norse hidrr, is found in the twelfth-century text 

Aislinge Meic Con Glinne.

ibardabchaib. Cf. dabach ibairglic aithne ‘a skilfully wrought vat of yew for a 

deposit’, §163 below. The wood of the yew tree was commonly used for making 

household implements (Kelly 1997, 383). The poisonous properties are found only 

in the leaves and branches: ‘The branches and leaves of yews are exceedingly 

poisonous and have caused the death of many sheep and horses. The toxic principle 

appeal's to be particularly virulent when the leaves are partly withered; therefore, 

hedge trimmings should never be left within the reach of animals’. {Royal 

Horticultural Society Dictionary o f Gardening, s.v. yew)."

chaladMide. caladhrnhide B, godalmidhe M. I follow B against M for alliteration 

with chldr. DIL s.v. 2 calad col. 58,11. 75-6 suggests that the second element is the 

placename Mide. Cf. the compounds im threnachThailtin, tar caladLaignib, tar 

cuanfatUltaib ^ \3 \,finnA ra inn  §139 and tromArgi'allaig §168.
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§130 Incipit dona rathnuallaib bairdne moire:

A choimdiu cumachtach, 

a chomi co clothaige 

con-ic borr mbrethaile; 

a blad na hardeicse, 

comrar Cairn chruthaige, 

mor ainm in bechaire.

Here begin the rathnuall bairdne mor metres. O powerful lord, O renowned chief 

who is capable of greatness of ... ; O renown of the noble wisdom, shrine (?) of 

beautiful Cam, great is the name of the bee-keeper (?).

MSS: INcipit dorathnuall bairdne- moire B, INcip/t donarathnualla//? nabairnd moire 

M.

a. Acoimdhiu cumachtach B, AcoiA«diu cumachtach M.

b. acond coclothaigi B, acond coclothaige M.

c. conic borr mbrethaile B, conic borr mbrethaile M.

d. blad nahardecse B, ablad nahardeigse M.

e. comrar cair« crutaighe B, comor caimd cruthaige M.

f. mor ainm inbeacaire B, mor ainm inbechaire M.

Notes

The metre is rathnuall bairdne mor ‘great wheel of bardic metre’ (6‘ 6‘ 6' 6‘ 6' 6 ). 

The main rhyme is between mbrethaile ( c ) : bechaire (f) and there is internal rhyme 

between chonn ( b ) : borr (c) and Cairn (e) : ainm (f).
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cumachtach. cumachtach BM. I take this as nominative for vocative; cf. also a 

chonn (nom. for voc. in the following line. An alternative would be to read genitive 

plural of the adjective cumachtach, used substantively and translate ‘O lord of rulers’.

borr mbrethaile. DIL .̂y. horr col. 147,1. 23 takes this as a substantival use of the 

adjective. Alternatively, it may be a neuter noun with the following noun in the 

genitive. For a similar construction, cf. mor saJdo, becc torhai, lit. ‘a great deal of 

trouble and little of profit’ (Thumeysen 1949, 41). As regards brethaile, DIL cites 

this line 5. v. Ibrethaile and no meaning is given. The first element may be breth 

‘judgement’. There are several otherwise unattested words ending in -a ile  in our 

text; see §§67, 149, 186.

a blad. blad B, ablad M. B omits the vocative particle, which is necessary in order 

to give six syllables.

comrar. comrar B, comor M. B reads comrar ‘box, shrine; coffin’ against M ’s 

comor ‘plough-share; partnership’ (?). It is difficult to establish which is the 

intended reading.

in bechaire. inbeacaire B, inbechaire M. Rhymes with brethaile. This is the only 

example of becaire cited in DIL 5.y., where the reading of B is given. I tentatively 

take this to be bech ‘bee’ plus the adjectival suffix -aire  ‘bee-keeper’. Beachaire is 

given as the Modem Irish word for ‘beekeeper’ and ‘beehive’ in O Donaill and 

Dinneen, although I have not come across any early examples. DIL s.v. Ibecairecht 

also refers the reader to becaire', see note on bechairecht ‘bee-keeping’ (?) §199 

below.
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§131 Rathnuall bairdne moire mor in so:

Grinde do gargluirechaib 

gallga fo geratmeraib 

im Tharbga im threnachThailtin; 

clisit tar caladLaignib 

cingit tar cuan^fatUltaib 

brissit tar belatchairrcib.

This is rathnuall bairdne moire mor. Weapon points from fierce breastplates, a 

foreign spear under skilful fingers, around Tarbga, around threefold Tailtiu; they 

prevail over harsh Leinster, they proceed across long-harboured Ulster; they break 

through rocks at crossroads.

MSS: Rothnuall bairdne mor mor so B, Rathnuall baime mor mor M.

a. Grindi doghargluireachaibh B, Grindi dogarg luireachaibh M. 

h. gallga foger fatmeraibh B, gallga fogeratmeraibh M.

c. imtarba i/Htreinach tailtin B, iwtarbgha imtrewachtailltin M.

d. clisit tarcaladhlaighnibh B, clisit darcaladlaignibh M.

e. cindit tarcuan fatultaibh B, cindit darcuanadultaibh M.

f. brisit darbeladcairdibh B, brissit darbelatcarrgib M.

Notes

The metre is rathnuall bairdne moire mor ‘great wheel of great bardic metre’ 7‘̂ 

?4 j4 -jA -jAy j emended mor mor of the MSS. There is end-rhyme between 

trenachThailtin ( c ) : belatchairrcib (f) and cuanfatUltaib (e) consonates with this. 

The poem seems to be a description of a raiding party.
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threnachThailtin. Note the later form threnach- (earlier treinech), which is required 

for rhyming purposes.

caladLaignib. DIL cites this compound .y.v. 2 calad ‘hard’ col. 58,1. 75. Cf. also 

caladMide §129. Alternatively, in view of the references to cuan ‘harbour’ (line e) 

and belat ‘crossroads’ (line/), calad could be interpreted as calad ‘shore, port’. Note 

the Middle Irish use of the dative plural after the prepositon tar.

belatcairrcib. beladcairdibh B, belatcarrgib M. DIL cites the reading of B s.v. belat 

‘crossway; path’ col. 65,1. 64. I follow M and take the second element as dative 

plural of carrac ‘rock’.

§132 Slat brecht becc in so:

Sluaig ar sribanaib 

i n-uair an^sadail; 

stuic i tinolaib 

pluic ic gabalaib.

This is slat brecht becc. Crowds at streamlets in a harsh time; trumpets in hostings, 

distended cheeks performing recitations (?).

MSS: Slat brect bee inso B, Slat brecht bee annso artuus M.

Slat brectadh bheag annseo G.

a. Sluaigh ar sribhanaibh B, Sluaigh arsribanaibh M.

Sluaigh arsribanaibh G.

b. inuair an^sadhail B, inuair anadhail M. 

inuair anadhail G.
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c. stuic atinolaib B, stuic itinolaib M. 

stuic igtinolaibh G.

d. pluic acabanaib B, pluic icgabalaibh M. 

pluic ingabhalaibh G.

Notes

The metre is slat hrecht becc ‘small varied rod’ (5‘ 5‘ 5' 5‘). In M V  I §28, a metre 

with the same syllabic structure is called bloghairdne (Murphy 1961 §47). There is 

end-rhyme between an'^sddail ( b ) : gabdlaib (d) and internal rhyme between sluaig 

( a ) : iiair (b) and pluic ( c ) : stuic (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate with the 

main rhyme. Although the metrical structure is straightforward, the stanza itself is 

quite difficult to interpret. It may be a description of a gathering of some sort, 

possibly the mustering of an army.

an^sadail. an'^sadhail B, anadhail MG. I take this as the negative prefix an- plus 

the adjective sddail ‘easy, comfortable’.

pluic. DIL cites this line s.v. 2 pluc, col. 192,11. 4-5, and suggests a meaning 

‘distended cheeks in booths, of jesters at a fair?’, based on B’s reading acabanaib. 

Commenting on D/L’s suggestion that 2 pluc  ‘a distended cheek’ is derived from 1 

pluc ‘large, round mass’, Isaac (2003, 152-3) suggests that the reverse is true, i.e. that 

pluc ‘large, round mass’ is derived by extension from pluc ‘a distended cheek’. The 

reference to ‘distended cheeks’ in our poem may be connected with the blowing of 

trumpets (line c).

ic gabalaib. acabanaib B, icgabalaibh M, ingabhalaibh G. Rhymes with an'^sddail. 

B reads dative plural of cobfdn / cabdn ‘slope, hollow’. DIL s.v. 2 pluc col. 192,11. 4- 

5 takes this to be the poorly attested word cdbdn ‘tent cabin’, although this is 

impossible on metrical grounds. I tentatively follow MG, which read dative plural of 

gabdl ‘taking; reciting’.
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§133 Slat brecht scaflte becc in so:

Mor a ^sobarthan 

ara ^sadaile; 

becc a dobarthan 

uair is danaige.

This is slat brecht scailte becc: Great is his blessing on account of his comfort; small 

is his ill-luck, for he is a craftsman (?).

MSS: Slat brecht scailti bee so B, Slat br6'cht scailti bee inso M.

a. Mor asobharthan B, Mor asoborthon M.

b. arasadhaile BM.

c. bee adobharton B, bee adoborthon M.

d .  uair isdanaige B, uair isdamighe M.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [92]).

The metre is slat brecht scailte becc ‘small, scattered varied rod’(5^ 5'̂  5'̂  5'̂ ). There 

is end-rhyme between sddaile ( b ) : danaige (d) and between sobarthan ( a ) : 

dobarthan (d). Scailte ‘scattered’ indicates a lack of consonance (Murphy 1961, 89). 

Muiphy, op. cit., §47, notes that the syllabic structure is similar to blogbairdne. 

Carney (1971, 63) contrasts this stanza with an Old Irish poem which also has 

trisyllabic end-words.

sobarthan. Note the later nominative singular form for earlier sobarthu. The form 

dobarthu/dobarthan is less well attested.
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uair. Both MSS read the Middle Irish form I'lair. The earlier form would be huaire 

[s, with elision.

danaige. danaige B, darnighe M. This word is not well attested. Murphy, op. c il, 

102 s.v. dan, translates ‘man of craft’, taking it as dan ‘craft’ plus the agent suffix 

-aige (GOI §268). DIL cites the stanza s.v. 1 danaige, where it is the only example, 

and translates ‘bold’. DIL 5.v. 2 danaige cites two examples of danaige in 

compounds with il- in the sense of ‘skill in various arts’. Both DIL and Muiphy 

follow the reading of B against M ’s darnighe, which is not cited as a word in DIL.

§ 134 Slat brecht chorranach becc in so:

E do-rigniachtus ara roglere

ara ^fir^suarcus ara ^fidlere

ara urrdarcus ara ^suilbere

ara dubgartus ara dindgere

This is slat brecht chorrdnach becc: I have nobly (?) come to him on account of his 

great excellence, his true cheerfulness, his zeal for learning (?), his nobility, his 

eloquence, his ..., his great keenness.

MSS: Slat brecht corranach bee B, Slat hrecht corranach bee i«so M.

a. E dorighruachtus araroghlere B, dorighruachtus araroglore M.

b. ara^fir^suarcus ara^fidlere B, arafir^suarcus arafidhlere M.

c. araurrdhurcus ara^suilbi-re B, araurdarcus araailbere M.

d. aradubhghortus aradindghere B, aradubgortus aradingere M.
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Notes

The metre is slat brecht chorrdnach becc ‘small, hooked varied rod’ (5' 5' ,5 ' 5 ', 5' 

5^, 5'̂  5' )̂. For a metrical analysis of this stanza, see p. 73. The end-words of ac 

consonate with the main rhyme.

do-rigruachtus. dorighruachtus BM. Rhymes with '^fir'^siiarciis. I take this as 

Middle Irish first singular preterite of do-roich ‘reaches’. Note that both -ruachtus 

and -suarcus show Middle Irish contraction (suairc was originally disyllabic). Ri'g 

‘royal’, the composition form of ri ‘king’, is normally used in compounds with nouns 

or adjectives and I have found no other instances of its use with a verbal form. There 

are, however, two other examples of the insertion of adjectives into verbal forms in 

our text: ro chorrmaid ‘has broken sharply’ §150 and ro '^fi'rchrap ‘has truly 

shrivelled up’ §164. For other examples of adjectives prefixed to verbs when used 

adverbially, see GOI §384. DIL cites the reading from our text s.v. 1 ruachtus, where 

it is it the only example and no meaning is given.

roglere. araroghlere B, araroglore M. I follow the reading B, which forms 

consonance with the end-words of lines bd. M reads ara roglore ‘on account of his 

great glory’.

'^fidiere. '^fidlere B,fidhlere M. Rhymes wilh dindgere. Thumeysen reads indie re 

B, although there is no n-stroke in the MSS. I take the second element to be lere 

‘zeal, devotion’. The first element may he fid  ‘tree’ used in the sense of ‘writing’ or 

‘learning’. I am grateful to Damian McManus for the latter suggestion.

suilbere. DIL cites the reading from our text .̂y. sulbaire, later suilbire ‘eloquence’, 

col. 428 1. 53. The form in our text shows later palatalisation of -lb- plus an artificial 

long vowel {e), which is required by the metrical pattern.
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dubgartus. dubhghortus B, dubgortiis M. Rhymes with urrdarciis. It is difficult to 

establish the meaning of this compound in the context of the poem. The first element 

may be dub ‘black’, which can also be used in an intensive sense (DIL s.v. dub I c). 

The second element may be an abstract formation from gart ‘hospitality, generosity’; 

cf. dulas §89, which I take as an abstract from dul ‘satirist’.

dindgere. I take the first element as dind ‘height’, used with intensive force, and the 

second element as genitive singular of gere ‘sharpness’.

§135 Slat brecht mor in so:

Les Riiadrach rebanach, 

les sliiagach sribanach, 

les n-enach n-ailenach, 

les ferach fidanach.

This is slat brecht mor: ‘The sportive court of Rory, and it full of hosts, a constant 

stream; a court full of birds and islet plots, a grassy wooded court’. (Meyer 1917, 48)

‘ROadri’s Hof voller Lustbarkeit, voller Kriegsscharen und Stromen von Menschen, 

ein vogelreicher Hof voller Anhohen, grasicht und baumreich’. (Meyer 1919, no. 

139)

MSS: Slat brecht morso B, Slat brecht mor i«so M.

Slat breactad corranach beus G.

a. Leas ruadhrach rebanach B, Leiss ruadhrach rebanach M.

Lis ruadrach rebhanach G.

b. se sluagach sribhanach B, leis sluagach sribanach M.
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lis sluaghach sribhanach G.

c. less nenach nailenach B, leis nenach naileanach M. 

lis ne«ach noilenach G.

d. less ferach fidhanach B, leiss ferach fidhanach M.

Ms ferach fidhanach G.

Notes:

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 48; 1919, no.139); Murphy (1961, [88]).

The metre is slat brecht mor ‘great varied rod’ (6 6" 6' 6 ). There is end-rhyme 

between sribdnach (b) :fiddnach  (d) and internal rhyme between Riiadrach ( a ) : 

sluagach (b) and cmach (c) : ferach  (d). The end-words of lines ac consonate with 

the end-rhyme. This contrasts with the scai'lte form (i.e. lacking consonance) 

illustrated in § 136. G gives the metrical name as slat brectad corrdnach, which is the 

name of the metre illustrated in §134. This indicates that the compiler of G was 

extracting his illustrations from a fuller version of the text which was similar to BM, 

since §134 is found in BM but not in G (the folio containg this stanza is missing in 

E).

Les Ruadrach. I follow Murphy, op. cit., 129, who takes this as an unidentified 

placename, lit. ‘Ruaidri’s Enclosure’. Meyer, on the other hand, takes it to mean 

‘court of Ruaidrf’. Either interpretation is possible.

rebanach. This is the only example cited in DIL, where the reader is referred to reb 

‘sport, game’. For other examples of adjectives formed from the diminutive of a 

noun plus adjectival suffix, see p. 47 and cf. sribdnach (line b) and fiddnach  (line d). 

Alternatively, these forms could be interpretated as incorporating a suffix -dnach, 

rather than as diminutives plus the suffix -ach.
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les sluagach. se sluagach B, leis sluagach M, Us sluaghach G. I follow MG against 

B since the structure suggests that each line should begin with les. Meyer and 

Murphy follow B, reading ’se sluagach ‘and it full of hosts’ a n d ’s e sluagach 

respectively.

sribanach. This is the only example cited in DIL 5.v., where it is suggested that it is 

an adjective from sribdn, a variant form of srebdn ‘streamlet’. Cf. sliiaig ar 

sribdnaib ‘crowds at streamlets’ §132 above.

fldanach. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v., where the meaning ‘abounding 

in trees (?)’ from fid  ‘tree’ is suggested. Murphy, op. cit., 107, translates ‘rich in 

trees’ while Meyer (1917, 48) translates ‘wooded’.

§ 136 Slat brecht mor aiclech scailte in so:

Muinter ui Chonchobair, 

cro tenn im thigema, 

ruibne na rogloire, 

ogmoire ilerda.

This is slat brecht mor aiclech scailte: ‘Die Familie des Enkels Conchobors, ein fester 

Hag um einen Herm, groBe Scharen des groBen Ruhmes, Gelehrte mancher Art’. 

(Meyer 1919, no. 42)

The household of the grandson of Conchobar, a firm bodyguard around a lord, hosts 

of the great glory, scholars of many types.

MSS: Slat hvecht mor aichleach scailte so B, Slat brecht mor aichleach scailti i«so M. 

Slat breachtadh mor aicleach sgailti G.
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a. Muintt'r ichonchobhair B, Muinwti’r iconcobhair M.

MuiA7tear o concobair G.

b. cro teand imtigheama B, cro tend iA«thig^ma M. 

cro tean« imtigema G.

c. ruibne na roghloire B, ruibne narogloire M. 

ruibhne narogloire G.

d. oghmoire ileardha B, ogmoire ilarda M. 

oghmoire ileai'dha G.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 42); Murphy (1961, [89|).

The metre is slat brecht mor aiclech scailte ‘great, scattered varied rod with aicilV (6'̂  

6 6' 6 ). There is end-rhyme between thigerna ( b ) : ilerda (d) and aicill rhyme 

between rogloire ( c ) ; ogmoire (d). The adjective scailte ‘scattered’ indicates that 

there is no consonance and this stanza is to be contrasted with § 135 above, in which 

the end-words of lines ac consonate with the end-rhyme..

ogmoire. The original meaning of ogmdir was ‘one skilled in Ogham-writing, an 

oghamist’, although the term here may be used in a more general sense of ‘writer, 

scholar’. Ogmdir also occurs in §31: Fd lim cencop ogmdir ‘I care not if he be not a 

writer’.
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§137 Slat brecht mor scaflte cen aicill in so:

Is maith a thigedus, 

is tenn a menma-som, 

is mor a midemnus 

ar meit a ^selba-som.

This is slat brecht mor scailte cen aicill. ‘Gut ist seine Hausfiihrung, fest ist sein 

Sinn, groB seine Urteilskraft, - des GroBe seines Besitzes angemessen’. (Meyer 1919, 

no. 54)

His husbandry is good, his mind is firm, his judgement is great concerning the extent 

of his property.

MSS: Slat hrecht mor scailte can aicill so B, Slat brecht mor scailti sn- {sic) aicill inso 

M.

a. Ismaith ati[gh]dhedus B, Ismaith athigedhas M.

b. isteand ameanmasoAn B, istend amt-wmasom M.

c. ismor amidemhnus B, ismor amidibas M.

d. ar met asealbhason B, ar met aselbhasom M.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 54); Murphy (1961, [90]).

The metre is slat brecht mor scailte cen aicill ‘great, scattered varied rod without 

aiciir (6‘ 6 6' 6'). There is end-rhyme between memna-som (b) : selba-som (d) and 

thigedus (a ) : midemnus (c).
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midemnus. This is a late formation based on midemain, the Middle Irish verbal noun 

of midithir ‘judges’. The earlier form of the verbal noun was mess.

§138 Slat brecht mor chorranach in so:

At maithe a thige-som, 

at mora a ^fine-som, 

at suarca a ^saimleptha, 

biiailte it e a thairberta,

at tiuga a ithlanna, 

at imda a ^soerchlanna, 

at lana a leithrenna, 

at terca a doerchlanna.

This is slat hrecht mor chorranach: ‘Gut sind ihre Hauser, zahlreich ihre Tennen, 

groB ihre Familien, zahlreich ihre Edlen, angenehm ihre Betten fiir Paare, voll ihre 

Wagengeschirre, ihre Geschenke sind Viehherden, wenig zahlreich ihre Unedlen’. 

(Meyer 1919, no. 55)

His houses are good, his threshing-floors are thick (with com), his kinsmen are great, 

his noble descendants are numerous, his joint-beds (?) are pleasant, his fetters are full, 

cattle-folds are his gifts, his base descendants are few in number.

MSS: Slat hrecht mhor chorranach .i. B, Slatbrecht mor corronach i«so M.

a. Atmaith atighiso/n ati/nda aithlanda B, Atmaithe athigeseomh attiuga aithlandha M.

b. admora afinesom atiindha asaerchlanda B, atmora afinesom attimda asaerclanna M.

c. adsuairce asaimlepa adlana aletrenda B, asuairce asa/nlepdha adlana alechre«dha 

M.

d. buailte ite atairb6’rta atearce adaerchlanda B, buailte ite atarb6’rta atterca 

adaerclanna M.
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Notes

Previous editions: M eyer (1919, no. 55); M urphy (1961, [18]).

3 3  3 3  3 3  3 3The metre is slat brecht m or chorrdnach  (6 6 , 6' 6 ', 6' 6 ',  6' 6 '). For a metrical 

analysis o f this verse, see p. 74. M urphy (1961, [19]) suggests that slat brecht mor  

chorrdnach  may have been developed from a simple form  o f the metre which he 

postulates as; A t maithi a thigesom; / a t imdai a ^soerchlanna; / at mora a ')fmesom; /  

at terca a dderchlanna. It is not certain that all corrdnach  metres are secondary 

formations, however, particularly in view of the fact that the extended line is not 

always an independent semantic unit, as in §63.

at tiuga. atimda  B, attiuga M. M eyer and M urphy follow B in reading a t imdai a 

ithlanda ‘his threshing-floors are num erous’. B ’s atimda  may have arisen as a result 

of the scribe’s eye having wandered to the following line at imda a '^sderchlanna 

(line h ) .

suarca. Note the Middle Irish contraced form (cf. -suarcus  §134).

saim leptha. saim lepa  B, samlepdha  M. The second elem ent is nominative plural of 

lepaid  ‘bed’. Since this word rhymes with thairberta (d), the first elem ent m ust be 

sam-/saim- ‘joint, united, together’ rather than sdm  ‘calm, peaceful’. M urphy, op. 

cit., 121 S . V . ,  suggests ‘jo int bed (?), while M eyer translates ‘Betten fiir Paare’ ‘bed 

for couples’.

buailte. Note Middle Irish plural form with dental ending.

leithrenna. letrenda B, lechrendha  M. M urphy reads leithrenna, while M eyer reads 

lethrenna. For this word, see DIL  ■̂.y. leithriu. Note also M iddle Irish accusative 

plural for nom inative plural.
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§139 Forba na slat mbrecht for oenscel in so ocus do rathnuall bairdne conid oenaiste 

^fasas dib ocus in chethramthanach mor meic Adomnain so sis:

Senubull for slimabaill 

delb dimmolaim, selb chronaigim 

cellinnill cenn^folaim 

do cham^fulang casbuarote.

Fannadall i finnArainn 

rith rindogaim, slat seng^fuidill 

gat gerrinnill, cnap cammuilind 

fo gall^seminn glac gall^salainn 

tre gerrolainn nglas^fuarote.

This is a culmination of the slat hrecht [metres| on a single nan'ative and [it is 

derived I from rathnuall bairdne, so that it is the same metre which grows from them 

as this [example of[ in cethramthanach mor meic Adomnain ‘the great lined [metre[ 

of the son of Adomnan’ below:

An old apple on a smooth apple tree, a form which I disparage, property.. ..which I 

claim ... for a crooked prop (?).... A weak visit in fair Arran, a course of rindogam 

(?), plundering of sparse leftovers, a withe of a short trap, a knob of a crooked mill, 

under a foreign rush a handful of foreign salt, through a grey, cold, short fleece (?).

MSS: Forba naslat mbreacht foraensceol a/inso ocus dorathnuaill bhairdni conidh 

aenaiste ^fasas dibh 7inceatrahmtana (sic) mor ma/c adhumnai« so sis B, Forba naslat 

mbrecht forensceol i«so 7darathnuallbaim«e conad oenaisde asas dib et 

incethramhthanach mor maic adnamai^ so sis M.

a. Senubhull for slim {space fo r  about 2 letters) aibill B, Senubull forslimabaill M.

b. dealb dimolaim sealb tronaigim B, delb dimolaim selb cro andoghaimh M.

c. cheillinill ceandfolaim B, chellinill cendolaim M.
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d. docaA«^folang casbhuarote B, dochambolang casbuarote M.

e. fandadhall ifindarai/id B, fandadall ifindaramd M.

f. rith rindogaim slat senguigill B, rith ri«dogaim slat se«g fuighill M.

g. gad germnill cnap camuilind B, gat gerrinill cnap ca/«muili«d M.

h. fogallsemind glac gallsalaind B, fogallsemi«d glac gallsalai«d M.

i. tre gearrolaind nglas^fuarrote B, tre gerrola ind nglasfuarothe M.

Notes

The metre is in chethramthanach mor meic Adomndin ‘the great lined (metre) of the 

son of Adomnan’ (7  ̂ 8'̂  6'̂  8“̂ : 1  ̂ 8̂  8̂  8'̂  8'*). For other examples of personal names 

used in names of metres, see p. 60.

The metre is described as f o l l o w s : na slat mbrecht for oenscel in so ociis do 

rathnuall bairdne conid oenaiste '^fdsas di'h ocus in chethramthanach mor meic 

Adomndin so sis ‘a culmination of the slat brecht [metres] on a single narrative and 

[it is derived] from rathnuall bairdne, so that it is the same metre which grows from 

them as this [example of| in cethramthanach mor meic Adomndin below’. This 

suggests that it is mixture of slat brecht and rathnuall bairdne and the poem occurs 

after a section of the text which illustrates four varieties of rathnuall bairdne and 

seven varieties of slat brecht. The metre resembles slat brecht (6‘ 6 6 6 ) in having 

trisyllabic end-words. The similarity with rathnuall bairdne (6 x 5 )̂ appears to lie in 

the pattern of end-rhyme, since all varieties of rathnuall bairdne illustrated in MV III 

have rhyme between lines c and/rather than between couplets.

I have divided the lines on the basis of rhyme. Many of the words and compounds 

are rare or otherwise unattested and the meaning is often obscure. The first section is 

particularly difficult to interpret, while the second section appears to describe the 

subject in terms of a series of useless objects or undertakings, which is a common 

theme in satire. Both sections contain a large number of compounds. The stanza is 

metrically complex and consists of two sections, with main rhyme between
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cashiiarote ( d ) : nglas'fuarote  (i) and rhyme betw een the end-words of the first lines 

of both sections; slimabaill (a ) : finnArainn  (e). There is rhyme between selb  (b); 

delb  (b); dimmolaim  (b): rindogaim  (f); cellinnill ( c ) : gerrinnill (g) and imperfect 

breccad  rhyme between slat (f) : gat ( g ) : cnap  (g): glac  (h). There is also internal 

and linking alliteration. Thum eysen (1891, 159) notes that this metre resembles types 

such as laid lidbenchosach  and eochraid.

Senubull for slim abaill. Cf. ubull huide bis fo r  abaill ‘a yellow apple on an apple- 

tree’ §180.

cronaigim . tronaigim  B, cro andoghaimh  M. I have found no other examples of a 

verb tronaigid  (B). M ’s reading is unmetrical. I follow DIL  which suggests, i-.v. 

cronaigid  col. 547, 1. 56, reading cronaigim  for B ’s tronaigim. Cronaigid  occurs with 

selb  in the sense ‘claim s’ in a fourteenth century legal text attributed to Giolla na 

Naomh mac Duinn Shleibhe Mhic Aodhagain: m asa innraic cronaigus ag innraic, 

sealb don innraic aga cronaigter... ‘if it is an honest person who claims against an 

honest person, possession (is granted) to the honest person against whom it is 

claim ed’ ( C / / / 693.24-5).

cellinill. cheillinill B, chellinill M. DIL  takes this as a compound of ci'all ‘sense’, 

citing B’s reading ?ceillinill s.v. ci'all col. 177,1. 3. This cannot be the form, 

however, as cellinnill rhym es with gerrinnill, which means that the -e- is short. The 

first elem ent may be cell ‘church’ and the second genitive singular o f indell 

‘arrangement; device; snare’, but the meaning o f the com pound is uncertain.

cenn^folaim . ceandfolaim  B, cendolaim  M. The first elem ent may be the noun cenn 

‘head’. As regards the second elem ent, the palatal ending in both MSS suggests 

genitive singular o f the adjective/o/am  ‘em pty’.

cham ^fulang. Cam^folang  B, chambolang M. DIL, camm  col. 63,1. 30, 

suggests/u /a«g  ‘support, prop’.
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casbuarote. Rhymes with glas'^fuarote. The first element may be cas ‘curly, furred’. 

The suffix -o te  is also found in glas'fuarote (line i). If the form taken as genitive 

singular, it may be the suffix -dit, which is found in loanwords such as iimaldoit 

‘humility’ and trmdoit ‘trinity’; see GOI §294 (a). I have not been able to translate 

this word, however. Note that Meyer (1906b, 322) cites this line 5.v. casbuarot?

finnArainn. Rhymes with slimabaill. I take this as a compound o f find  ‘fair’ and 

dative singular of the placename Arann ‘Arran’ in Scotland, for which see Meyer 

(1920, 3) and O ’Rahilly (1927, 113).

rindogaim. DIL cites this line s.v. rind- col. 73,1. 29 and suggests ‘a species of 

Ogham?’. McManus (1991, 160) draws attention to the use of rindaid ‘cuts’ and do- 

foirndea (from to-fo-rind) ‘expresses, marks out’ to refer to the writing of Ogam in 

Early Irish sagas.

fo gall''seminn glac gall^salainn. Here the insult appears to lie in the fact that 

imported salt, a valuable commodity, has been rendered useless because it has fallen 

under rushes. A similar image is found in Aislinge Meic Conglinne, where ba salond 

fo r  luachair ‘it would be salt on rushes’ is included among a list of useless things 

(Jackson 1990, 28.862).

glas^fuarote. glas'fiiarrote B, glasfiiarothe M. I tentatively take the first two 

elements as the adjectives glas ‘grey’ and/;<ar ‘cold’. For the suffix -ote, see note 

on casbuarote (d), although the present context suggests that glas'^filarote is unlikely 

to be genitive singular.
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§140 Ocht^foclach becc in so:

A meic ui Gemaid, 

is, a meic rebaig, 

beca do bossa, 

a barr feoir rossa

etronn ro memaid; 

a lenaim laic, 

caela do chossa, 

’dar cossa cait.

This is ocht^foclach becc: O son of ua Gemaid, we are at war; and, you playful youth, 

you weak child, small your hands, skinny your feet, you head of woodland grass 

between the paws of a cat.

MSS: Ocht'^foclach bee so B, INochtfoclaibh bee inso M.

a. Amf/c higeamaid etrond romebaidh B, Am^'/c higemaidh etro«d romebaidh M.

b. ocus amt’/c rebaig a leanaib laic B, ocus amt'/'c rebaidh alenaim laic M.

c. beca dobossa caela darcosa B, beca dobassa caela darc(o|ssa M.

d. abarr ^feoir rossa dar cossa cait B, abarr eoir rosa darcossa cait M.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [136]).

The metre is ocht'^foclach becc ‘small eight-phrased metre’ (5^ 5^, 5^ 4 ' ; 5  ̂5^, 5  ̂4'). 

For a discussion of ocht'^foclach and a metrical analysis of this stanza, see p. 75.

Note rhyme between voiced and voiceless consonants in laic : cait. Thurneysen 

(1891, 93) and Murphy (1961, [136]) present this poem as eight short lines. Aicill 

rhyme is highlighted by presenting the examples of ocht'Yoclach in M V  III as four 

‘extended’ lines.
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ui. The metrical structure confirms that this is to be read as a contracted form, giving 

a Une of five syllables.

etronn ro memaid. I follow Murphy (1961, 115 s.v. maidid) in translating ‘we are at 

war’. As Murphy notes, the literal meaning of the phrase is ‘between us it has 

broken’.

do chossa. darcosa B, darc\o]ssa M. I follow Murphy in emending dar to do and 

read cdela do chossa ‘skinny your feet’. This echoes the structure of the preceding 

phrase beca do bossa ‘small your hands’. The reading dar may have arisen through 

the influence of dar cossa, which is written in the following line in both manuscripts.

barr. This is an example of the use of nominative for vocative.

rossa. Ros ‘a wood’, normally a masculine o-stem, is declined here as a ii- stem. I 

have found no other examples.

’dar. I take this as a shortened form of the preposition etar ‘between’; see DIL s.v. 4 

dar. For another example of elision across a line-break, see note on ginidg ocan 

buaib §141 below. Murphy reads the preposition dar ‘over, beyond’.
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§141 Ocht^foclach corranach becc in so:

A druith na nDeise, 

ni bfa dar n-eise 

a druim re seise, 

nocho fom cheill-se 

Imthig, a duine! 

roich uide far n-uide 

a lorcan luige, 

for to lc l^  tuige

a chloicenn cheise, 

amuig ocna buaib; 

nocho dom reir-se, 

do-chuaid do chiall 

Ith im is uige, 

adm CO Riiaim; 

a bolgan buide, 

ret toin aniar.

This is ocht^fociach corranach becc: You fool of the Deise, you piglet’s skull, you 

will not remain after us, outside with the cows; you [who turns your] back on reason, 

it is not to my will, [and] it is not to my reason that your reason has submitted. Away, 

man! Eat butter and eggs, reach by degrees from here to Rome; you little mite in a 

bed, you yellow belly, on a bed-board of straw behind your backside.

MSS: Ocht^fochlach corranach beag annso B, Ochtfoclac/j corranach bee an/rso M.

a. Adruth nandeisi acloicceand ceisi B, adruith nandese aclogenn ceisi M. 

h. nibia damdeisi amuigh ognabuaibh B, nibia darneisi muigh ocnamaib M.

c. adruim re seise nochodu/«reirsi B, adruiA« risese nocondarmese M.

d. nochofomcheilsi dochuaidh dochial B, noconfomcellse docuaidh dociall M.

e. imthigh adhuini ith im isuidhi B, imthigh aduini ith im is uighe M.

/  roich uidhi iarnuidhi adiu coroim/z B, rochuidhi roich uidhi iamuidhi adiu coroim 

M.

g. alorcain luighi abolcain buidhi B, alorcan luigi abolcan buidhi M.

h. for tolclar tuighi rianoin aniar B, for tolcar thughi re toin aniar M.
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Notes

Previous edition: O’Curry (1873, 393-4).

The metre is ocht^foclach corrdnach becc ‘extended, small eight-phrased metre’ (5 

5 ,̂ 5 ^4 ' ;  5^5^ 5 ^4 ' ; 5  ̂5 ,̂ 5^4*; 5^5^ 5^4').  For a metrical analysis of this stanza, 

see p. 75 Thumeysen (1891, 93) prints the verse in the format 4 x 5  ̂5 ,̂ 5 ^4 ’. The 

poem is satirical and the poet appears to reproach the subject for ignoring his advice.

bia. The Middle Irish contracted form is confirmed by the metre.

amuig ocna buaib. amiiigh ognabuaibh B, miiigh ocnamaib M. I follow B, taking 

the phrase to mean ‘outside with the cows’, possibly in the sense of ‘out herding the 

cows’. The initial vowel of amuig is to be elided between the two half-lines to give 

a line of four syllables. This seems to be a rare example of elision across the line 

break. For another example cf. Fel. Prol. 11. 53-4 ( I am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for 

this reference). I can make no sense of M’s reading. O’Curry translates ‘After us the 

cows shall not enjoy their plains’.

seise. Watkins (1963, 215) differentiates between seis ‘musical art’ from seinnid 

‘plays a musical instrument’ and seis ‘meaning’ from Latin sensiis. Both words are 

given s.v. seis in DIL.

nocho dom reir-se. nochodiimreirsi B, nocondarmese M. I follow B against M, 

since the metrical pattern suggests that there should be aicill rhyme between reir-se 

and cheill-se.

nocho fom cheill-se do-chuaid do chiall. Lit. ‘it is not under my reason that your 

reason has gone’. Teit is used with the preposition/o in the sense ‘submits’. Note 

that the contracted form -chuaid is confirmed by the metre.
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ith im is uige. Cf. the similar metaphor Idech ic larraid lomma is imbe ‘a warrior 

asking for milk and butter’, i.e. engaging in non-warlike behaviour, §181.

roich uide far n-uide. DIL s.v. aide col. 59,1. 52 cites two examples of the phrase 

iiide lar n-uide with the meaning ‘gradually, by degrees’. O ’Curry translates ‘Seek 

tutor after tutor, pursue [thy way] to Rome’, taking uide (MSS uidhi) as a variant of 

aite. Rhyme with luige, huide etc. indicates that the -d- is lenited.

adiu. The Old Irish form of this adverb of place is de-^siu.

CO Ruaim. coroimh B, coroim M. I have em ended the MSS, since the pattern o f  

rhyme in the illustrations o f  ocht'^foclach hecc §140, ocht'^foclach mor §142 and 

ocht^foclach mor corranach §143 suggests that this word should rhyme with biiaih.

lorcan. lorcain B, lorcan M. Rhymes with bolgdn and tolcldr. O’Curry reads A 

Lorcan tuigi, a Bolcain buidhi ‘O Lorcan of the vows, O yellow Bulcan'.

luige, tuige. Note the Middle Irish forms fixed by rhyme (earlier lige and tugae 

respectively).

a bolgan buide. DIL cites this line s.v. Bolcdn ‘Vulcan’, .

tolclar. tolclar B, tolcar M. Rhymes with lorcan. I follow DIL s.v. 1 tolg in taking 

this as a compound of tolg ‘cubicle; bed’ and cldr ‘board’. This is the reading of B. 

O ’Curry, op. cit., takes the first element as the adjective toll ‘hollow’ and translates 

‘upon the bare board’. A meaning such as ‘hollow board of straw’ would be 

appropriate in the sense of an uncomfortable bed, although the form tollchldr would 

be expected.
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§142 Ocht^foclach mor in so:

‘Can as’ tic mac leginn?’ ‘Ticim 6 Chluain chelbinn; 

far legad mo leginn tegim sis co Sord’;

‘Innis scela Cluana.’ ‘Innisfet na cuala:

sinnaig imma huaga; ethait bruana bolg.’

This is ocht^foclach mor. ‘“Whence comes the son of reading?” “I come from sweet- 

omened Cluain; after finishing my reading I go down to Swords” . “Tell tidings of 

Cluain!” “I will tell what I have heard: foxes around its graves devour morself of 

bellies’” . (Meyer 1917, 49)

MSS: Ocht^foclac/z mor andso B, Ocht foclac/z mor i«so M.

a. Canastic mac leghind ticiin ochluai« chelbind B, Canas tic mac leigind ticim 

ocluain celbi«d M.

b. iarleghadh moleghind teghim sis cosord B, iarledhag molegind teigiw sis gusord 

M.

c. indis scela cluana indisfet nacuala B, i«dis scela cluana indisfet nacuala M.

d. sinnaigh imahuadha etait bruana bolg B, sinnaigh i/«ma huamha ethait bruana bolg 

M.

Notes

Previous editions: O ’Curry (1873, 395); Mulchrone (1954, 15); Murphy (1961, 

[135]); Meyer (1917, 48f.).

The metre is ocht'foclach mor ‘great eight-phrased metre’ (6 6 , 6 5  ; 6 6 , 6 5  ). 

For an analysis of this metre, see p. 76. Previous editors have presented this poem as 

eight short lines of 6^ 6^ 6^ 5 ';  6^ 6^ 6  ̂5 '. As Carney notes (1971, 61), presenting 

certain forms of ocht^foclach as four-line stanzas can highlight various structural
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features which are obscured by the usual editorial convention o f printing in an eight 

phrase format. M ulchrone (1954, 15) suggests that this stanza refers to an attack on 

Clonm acnoise in 1050 by M uintir Chathamaigh.

chelbinn. Rhymes with leginn and tegim. M ulchrone, op. cit., 15, translates ‘6 

Chluain an cheoil bhinn’, while O ’Curry, op. cit., reads Cliiain Celbind  [of sweet 

m usic]’. I follow M eyer in taking the first element o f chelbinn as cel ‘om en’, cf. dit 

chuain chel-bind  ‘from thy sweet-omened com pany’ Met. Dind. iii, 8.92.

innisfet. For the Middle Irish first singular future ending -e t, see S na G III § 12.122. 

This form also shows the formation o f a new simple verb derived from the verbal 

noun of in-fet (indisiu, later indisin) and the spread of the/-fu ture  to verbs which were 

originally strong in Old Irish. Note also the imperative form innis, which is based on 

the later simple verb.

na cuala. Note the M iddle Irish form of the demonstrative relative (Old Irish a ' )

‘that w hich’. In Old Irish, this is followed by the independent form of the verb.

uaga. iiadha B, uamha M. M ’s readings iiam ‘cave; den, lair’ is also suitable in the 

context, although B’s reading ‘graves’ seems more appropriate if we accept 

M ulchrone’s suggestion that the poem refers to a raid which destroyed Clonmacnoise.

bruana. A contracted form is required in order to give a line of five syllables.
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§143 Ocht^foclach mor chorranach in so;

Domnall ua Duib Dala, in ranic Cill Daia

in brat tuig no tana mead liad co Sord.

Ranic Slige nDala, gembo mire mara,

mo chride, mo chara, ua Con Corb na cerd.

Mac d ’ingin Mail Chaba do broinn inbir Chara,

cona milib ana, 

Caelach feda ^  ^faga, 

lam lega i laim laga.

CO n-aidib ’na n-ord. 

uair gerga is gala, 

lorg draigin ar delg.

Finit dona ocht^foclaib.

This is ocht')foclach mor chorranach: Domnall grandson of Dub Dala, when he 

reached Cill Dara, the thick or thin cloak was taken from him to Sord. He reached 

Slige Dala, although the sea was frenzied (?), my heart, my friend, the grandson of Cii 

Chorb of the crafts. Son of the daughter of Mael Caba, from the interior of the ford of 

Cara, with ..., with tutors in their order. Rods of wood in exchange for a javelin, a 

time ..., a physician’s implement in a hand ..., the track of a sloe on a thorn. The 

ocht'foclach metres end.

MSS: Ocht ^foclach mor chorranach so B, Ochtfoclac/z mor chorranach annso M.

a. Domnall uaduib dala inrainec cill dara B, Domnall oduibh dala inranic cill dara M.

b. inbrat tuig no in tana rucad uadh co sord B, i«brat thuigh notana rucadh uadh 

gusord M.

c. raineg slighedh ndala gembo mire mire {line through second mire) mara B, ranic 

slighi ndala geim bo mire mara M.

d. mochride mochara ua concorb naceard B, mocraide m oc<...>  uaconcorp nacerd.

M.
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e. m ac daingm mail caba dobroinn inb/r crara B, m ac 6\ng\n mail aba dobruind inb/r 

crara M.

f. conamilib ana connaidib nanord B, cona/nilib ana conadib nandord M.

g. caelach feda arfaga uair gerga 7gala B, caelach feadha arfaga gerga 7 gala M.

h. iarand legha ilaim laga lorg draigin ardealg B, iam d legha ilaim laga lorg draigin 

ardelg M.

Finit dona hocht^foclacha/fc B, Finit donaochtfocl«c/za/i> M.

Notes

The metre is ocht'^foclach mor chorrdnach  ‘great, extended eight-phrased m etre’ (6^ 

6^, 6^ 5 ' ,  6^ 6^, 6^ 5 ' ; 6  ̂6^, 6^ 5 ' ,  6^ 6^, 6^ 5 '). For a discussion of corrdnach metres 

and an analysis o f this poem, see p. 76. Note that in line g, there is elision in the case 

of fed a  or but not in the case o f gerga is.

ua. The contracted form is established by the syllable count here and in line d  {lia 

Con Corh).

tuig. Rhymes with duib. The context suggests that this is an adjective qualifying 

brat ‘cloak’ and tiug ‘thick’ would provide a suitable m eaning in view of the 

following description no tana ‘or th in’. Tuig seems to be for tig, an orthographical 

variant of tiug to highlight rhyme with duib. For similar examples, see S n a G  III 

§2 .11.

Slige nDala. According to Hogan (1910, 613) the form is Ddla. The rhyming pattern 

in our text indicates that the vowel is short.

gembo. gembo  B, geim bo M. I follow DIL, which cites the reading of B .̂y. 2 cia 

‘although’ col. 171,1. 57, taking it as a later form of ci'a plus copula, lit. ‘although it 

was frenzy o f the sea’. The entry in D IL  is preceded by a question mark.
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Mail Chaba. mail caha B, mail aba M. The alternation caha/aba in this name is 

also found in Corp. Gen. p. 684 5.v. Mdel-aha.

inbir Chara. inb- crara BM. The rhyming pattern suggests that inb- should rhyme 

with words in the first halves of line ef, cf. the pattern mire ( c ) ; Slige ( c ) : chride (d) 

and gerga (g) :feda  ( g ) : lega (h). I have therefore expanded the contraction to read 

inbir, genitive singular of inber ‘rivermouth’, which rhymes with ingin (e) and ilib 

(f). I have tentatively emended crara to read the placename Cara, several examples 

of which are cited in Hogan (1910, 155-6).

milib. The form is dative plural after the presposition co. This must be milib rather 

than milib for rhyme. A possible emendation would be cona mbilib ‘with their 

borders’.

ana. The context suggests a dative plural form of an adjective qualifying milib or 

genitive singular of a noun. I have not been able to establish a meaning, however.

gerga. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v., where the meaning ‘fierceness’ is 

suggested, followed by a question mark.

gala. DIL cites this line s.v. gala, where it is the only example. No meaning is given 

and the reader is referred to gal ‘warlike ardour, fury’. Gala cannot be genitive 

singular of gal, however, and I am uncertain as to what word is intended here.

larn. The contracted form is established by the syllable count.

laga. Rhymes w ith/aga, gala etc. The context suggests that this is either a noun in 

the genitive or an adjective in the dative, qualifying laim. Genitive singular of lag 

‘fame’ would not make sense in the context, however, and I have left the word 

untranslated.
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ar delg. This is an example of the Middle Irish confusion between the prepositions 

for and ar, for which see 5 na GUI §13.4 and §13.13.

§144 Incipit dona laidib luibenchoschaib. Laid luibenchosach becc in so:

Semplan sobarthach, 

sui na sabgaile, 

drui derg donnbuide,

Cu Roi in rindmaige, 

n'gan na ron.

Is e fiiaramar 

osa ^firglennaib, 

is daig didaingen 

in duine mor.

Here begin the laid luibenchosach metres. This is laid hiibenchosach becc: ‘Semplan 

mit tapferen Taten, ein Meister des Speerkampfs, ein roter dunkelgelber Druide, der 

Cu-Roi des Schlachtfeldes, eine Konigin des Seehunde. Er ist es, den wir uber seinen 

getreuen Talschluchten gefunden haben, - eine gewaltig starke Flamme ist der groBe 

Mann’. (Meyer 1919, no. 58)

Semplan with brave deeds, sage of the spear-valour, a ruddy, yellow-brown druid, the 

Cii Roi of the spear-plain, chief of the seals. It is he whom we found above his true 

glens, the great man is a mighty blaze.

MSS: Incipit donalaidhibh luibencosacaib. Laidh luibheancosach annso .i. laidh 

Xnxbencosach bee .i. B, Incipit donalaidhib lumanchossaibh. Liaidh lumancosach bee 

in so M.
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a. Seamblan sobartach B, Semplan sobarthach M.

b. sai na sabghaile B, sai na sabgaile M.

c. drai d£-rg do/inbuide B, drai derd donnbuidhi M.

d. curai inrindmuighe B, curui inrindbmaige M.

e. righan naron B, rigan naron M.

f. ise fuaTAMar B, ise fuaramar M.

g. osa firgleandaibh B, osa firglenwaibh M.

h. isdaidh didaingen B, isdaigh didaingen M.

i. induine mor B, is duine mor M.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 58).

The metre is laid luibenchosach hecc ‘small “herb-footed” poem ’ (5' 5' 5' 5‘ 4 ; 5' 5'
3 25' 4 ). There is end-rhyme between ron (e) : mor (i). The term luibenchosach is also 

used of a deach ‘foot’ consisting of six syllables; see Murphy ( 1961, 27) and DIL s.v. 

Examples of laid luibenchosach are also cited in M V II §§13-15; cf. Thumeysen 

(1928, 268). Note that M reads lumanchosach here and in §145 below.

Cu Roi. The contracted form Roi' is established by the metre, which requires a line of 

five syllables.

rigan. righan B, rigan M. Meyer takes this to m e an ‘queen’. D/L 5. v. cites one 

example of rigan glossing regulis from the St. Gall glosses and suggests the meaning 

‘sub-king, ch ief. The present example is not cited in DIL.

fuaramar. Note Middle Irish form (Old Irish fo-^fuaramar).
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is duine mor. in B, is M. M reads is diiine mor ‘he is a mighty man’, which would 

also be suitable.

§145 Laid luibenchosach mor in so:

Ni mo grad gallbraite 

ri hiia Cein Conchobar 

do chor ’na innarad 

- is e so a ^fir - 

inna ro dibraiced 

Ian glaice glasubull 

i roimse romessa 

i medon ardchaille: 

lia rig na rig.

Finit dona laidib luibenchoschaib.

This is laid luibenchosach mor: ‘Conchobur vom Stamme der Ui Chein liebte es um 

nicht mehr, Wikingerbeute in sein Gewand zu stecken -  das ist die Wahrheit! -  als 

wenn im UberfluB der vollen Ernte inmitten eines hohen Waldes eine Handvoll 

grauer Apfel vom Konig der Konige herabgeschiittelt wurde’. (Meyer 1919, no. 56)

Love of foreign booty on the part of Conchobar, grandson of Cfan, to be given as his 

reward is no greater -  this is the truth of it -  than what has been cast as the fullness of 

a fist of green apples in an abundance of great fruit in the middle of a lofty wood [by] 

the grandson of the king of kings.

The laid luibenchosach [metres] end.
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MSS: Laidh \wbencosach mor so B, Laidh liunancossach mor i«so M.

a. Nimo gradh gallbraide B, Nimo gradh gallbraite M.

b. rihuacei« concobor B, ri ua cei« conchobair M.

c. dochor inainnarad B, dochor iivjainnradh M.

d. ise so a^fir B, iseseo afir M.

e. inarodibraiged B, andha nodibuirgeadh M.

f. Ian glaici glaslibhall B, langlaice glasubull M.

g. iroi/nse romesa B, iromse romesa M.

h. imeadon ardcailli B, iweadhon ardcaille M.

i. ua righ na righ B, uad ri narigh M.

Finit donalaid/T) hiihenchoschaib B, Finit donalaidib luwanchossaib M.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 56); Greene and O’Connor (1967, 201).

The metre is laid luibenchosach mor ‘great “herb-footed” poem’ (6^ 6'̂  6  ̂4 '; 6̂  6'̂  6'̂  

6'̂  4 ' ). There is end-rhyme between ^fir ( d ) ; r/g (i). This stanza praises the subject’s 

wealth and nobility by describing him as having no interest in the spoils of war.

gallbraite. DIL cites this line s.v. compounds of gall col. 38,1.87, suggesting that the 

second element may be brat ‘plunder’, and translates ‘foreign booty’. Meyer 

translates ‘Wikingerbeute’ ‘Viking spoils’.

ri ua Cein Conchobar. rihuacein concob- B, ri ua cein conchobair M. M has a 

plene reading, while B has a suspension stroke over the b. Note that the contracted 

form ua here and in the final line is establish by the metre, which requires a line of six 

syllables.
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’na innarad. inainnarad  B, innainnradh M. DIL  cites the first two lines of this 

poem under two head-words. The first instance is s.v. inarad, col. 202,11. 21-3, 

where it is suggested that it may be the verbal noun o f inaraid  ‘clothes ? ’, o f which 

only one example is cited. This is the meaning given by Meyer, who reads do chor 

'na inarad ‘in sein Gewand zu stecken’ ‘to put in his garm ent’. The reader is also 

referred in DIL  to innarrad  ‘stipend, rew ard’, col. 277,1. 13. I take this to be the 

meaning and translate ‘to be given as his rew ard’, since the stanza describes the 

subject as someone who has no interest in plunder or booty. M ’s reading innradh is 

unsuitable metrically, since a trisyllable is required.

ro dibraiced. rodibraiged  B, nodibuirgeadh  M. I follow B and read M iddle Irish 

singular preterite passive o f di'braicid, from Old Irish do-bidci ‘casts’. M eyer reads 

nodi'buirged.

glasubull. glaslihhall B, glasubull M. DIL  cites this line s.v. ? liball, where it is the 

only example, and suggests a compound of glass + If + hall. This is based on B ’s 

reading, which seems to be corrupt.
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§146 Laid trebraid becc in so:

A-ta ar memgud, nocho mebal:

ro gab senugud sleman solam.

Glaca gataige ... imar

airem apaide, inar odar

This is laid trebraid becc: He is confused, it is no shame. He has begun to age calmly 

[and] quickly. The hands of a thief ..., a sallow ploughman, a dirty-coloured tunic.

MSS; Laidh treabhraidh beg annso B, laidh treabraidh bee inso M.

a. ata armerughud nochomeabal B, Ata armerugudh nochomebul M.

b. rogabh seanughudh sleman solamh B, rogab senugudh slemain solum M.

c. glaca gadaide imar B, glacca gataige inbar M.

d. airew abaidhe ai/tarodhar B, airem abbuidhe inarodur M.

Notes

The metre is laid trebraid becc ‘small well-woven poem’. Murphy (1961, 29) 

mistakenly states that the adjective trebraid ‘well-woven’ is not found in M V  III. The 

syllabic structure may be analysed as either 5'̂  4 ,̂ 5  ̂4  ̂ ; 5"̂  2 ,̂ 5'̂  4  ̂or as 9  ̂9  ̂7  ̂9 .̂

In addition to the main rhyme between solam (b) : odar (d), there is also internal 

rhyme between merugud ( a ) : senugud (b) and gataige (c ) : apaide (d) and aicill 

rhyme between mebal ( a ) ; sleman (b) and imar ( c ) : inar (d). If the stanza is 

analysed as 5  ̂4^, 5  ̂4  ̂ ; 5'̂  2 ,̂ 5  ̂4 ,̂ the rhyming pattern closely resembles that of the 

extended ocht- and corrdnach metres. With the exception of line c, there is 

alliteration between the end-words of the first halves of the lines and the first stressed 

words in the second halves: merugud, mebal (a); senugud, sleman (b), apaide, inar 

(d). The general sense is that the subject has become prematurely old and senile.
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ar merugud. Cf. also do-cuadas ar menigiid ‘I went astray’ § 111 and nocho gairit a 

menigud  ‘not short is his straying’ §205. Note Middle Irish ar <for, confirmed by 

elision in a-td or.

senugud : menigud. Only this example is cited in DIL s.v., where it is given as the 

verbal noun of senaigid ‘grows old’.

imar. imar B, inbar M. I can make no sense of the manuscript readings. I follow 

the reading of B, which forms aicill rhyme with inar in line d. In addition to 

disagreement between the two MSS, a further problem exists in that this line is two 

syllables shorter than the other three lines. Metres classified as gndtha meddnda, 

unlike those in the ecoitchenna section, tend to be syllabically regular and this 

suggests that a disyllabic word may have been omitted. It is impossible to establish 

what this word may have been, although the pattern of alliteration suggests that it 

may have begun with g. It is likely that imar/inbar is the end-word, as this would 

then give aicill rhyme in both couplets.

inar odar. Cf. the similar insult a inair uidir ‘you dun-coloured tunic’ §127.
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§147 Laid trebraid mor in so:

Mag Raigne rindanach i rric tres taulguirt,

aibind a .. .marach, aurdairc a ainm;

clar lethan lan^fota, longphortach linnmar,

fuair airdrig n-anrata co n-ilar airm

Finit dona medonaib.

This is laid trebraid mor. ‘Die grasreiche Ebene von Raigne, in die der bittere 

Frontkampf sich erstreckt, lieblich ist ihr beriihmt ihr Name. Eine breite, 

langgedehnte Flache, voller Heereslager und Scharen, - sie hat einen heldenhaften 

Hochkonig gefunden mit einer Menge Waffen’. (Meyer 1919, 147)

Mag Raigne of little inlets into which comes very bitter strife, pleasant is its ..., 

famous is its name; a broad, very long plain with many encampments and pools: it 

acquired a valiant high king with an abundance of weapons.

The moderately [usual metres] end.

MSS: Laidh trebhraidh mor annso B, Laidh trebraidh mor an«so M.

a. Magh raighni rindanach iric treas tulghuirt B, Magh raigne rindanach irric tres 

taulguirt M.

b. aibind amarach uirrdhirc a ainm B, aibind amiarach aurdairc aainm M.

c. clar lethan lan^fota longphortach linnmur B, clar leathan lanfota longportach 

linmar M.

d. fuair airdrigh anrata conilar nairm B, fuair airdrigh nanrata conilar airm M.

Finit donamedonaibh B, Finit donameadonaibh M.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 147).

3 2 3 1 3 2 3 !The metre is laid trehraid mor ‘great well-woven poem’ (6‘ 5 , 5‘ 4 ; 6' 5 , 6' 4 ). 

There is end-rhyme between ainm ( b ) ; airm (d) and aicill rhyme between taulguirt 

( a ) : aurdairc (b) and linnmar (c): ilar (d - imperfect). There is also imperfect rhyme 

between ldn')fota ( c ) ; dnrata (d). The first half of line b is one syllable short and the 

reading of the MSS may be coiTupt; see note on a ... mdrach below.

Mag Raigne. In Ossory; see Hogan (1910, 529) 5.v. Mag Roigni.

rindanach. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v., where Meyer’s translation 

‘grasreiche’ ‘grass-rich’ is given. I take the first element as rind ‘point’, which can 

be used in the sense of ‘promontory’ or ‘inlet’, followed by the diminutive suffix and 

adjectival suffix. There are many similar adjectival formations in our text; see p. 47.

taulguirt. tulghidrt B, taulguirt M. Rhymes with aurdairc. The rhyming pattern of 

laid trebraid becc illustrated in §146 suggests that there should be aicill rhyme in 

both couplets of this poem. Meyer reads tulguirt (a) and airdirc (b). Tul 

‘protuberance’ can be used in compounds with an intensive force.

a ...marach. arnarach B, amiarach M. Rhymes with rindanach (?). In the example 

of laid trebraid becc cited in § 146, there is rhyme between the end-words of the first 

halves of the lines. A similar pattern in the present stanza would suggest that-arac/z is 

part of a trisyllabic compound, the first element of which is missing. Meyer gives the 

readings of the MSS as ainarach B, amiarach M and reads dibind a ...drach. He 

suggests emending drach to ^find-drach, which would rhyme with rindanach. Find- 

drach cannot be the intended reading, however, as both MSS read a form starting 

with rn (marach B, miarach M).
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linnmar. linnmur B, linmar M. Rhymes with ilar. Meyer reads Immar, although the 

metrical structure suggests that there should be aicill rhyme in this couplet.

fuair. Note the Middle Irish form for earlier fo-fiiair.
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Anaichinti ‘unfamiliar metres’

§148 Incipit dona hanaichintib. Sretha deich in so ar tus 7 a-tait di em ail furri .i. 

solus 7 dorcha. Is e so in solus cepimus:

Cros sut tall 

cos fo cind 

i ndm  aill;

If ar lorn 

do chinn long 

corr i cnairr.

Here begin the unfam iliar metres. This is sretha deich first of all, and it has two 

divisions, i.e bright and dark. This is the ‘bright’ [version], first of all: Yonder cross, 

a leg under its head, in the shelter o f a cliff; beauty in exchange for bareness, in return 

for (?) ships, a projecting part (prow?) in a ship.

MSS: Incipit donahanaichintibh B, Incip/t do«ahaici«tib M.

Sreatha deich a/znso primus 7atait daeam ail furri .i. solus 7 dorcha ise so insolus 

ceptimus B, Sreatha dech annso artus 7atat diaem ail furri .i. solus 7 dorcha. Ise i«so 

insolus cepinnas M.

a. Cros sud tall B, Cros sut tall M.

b. cross focend B, cos focind M.

c. indi/?aill B, indi/zaill M.

d. li arlom BM.

e. docind long B, docind long M.

f . corr iscnairr B, corr icnairr M.
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Notes

The section of text dealing with the anaichinti ‘unfamiliar metres’ begins with two 

varieties of sretha deich ‘rows of syllables’. The first type is described as solus 

‘bright’ (3* 3' 3' 3* 3' 3'). There is end-rhyme between aill ( c ) : cnairr (f), while 

long (e) makes aicill rhyme with corr (f) and also rhymes with lorn (d). There is also 

internal rhyme between cros ( a ) : cos (b). Note that M reads Incipit donahaicintib. 

The text is straightforward metrically but is difficult to interpret and I can only offer a 

tentative translation.

ar tus. The earlier form is ar thiiiis.

di em ail, daearnail B, diaernail M. The reading of M preserves the earlier feminine 

form of the numeral. B reads the masculine form dd, which spread during the Middle 

Irish period (5 na G III §8.3).

cepimus. ceptimus B, cepinnas M. Cf. cepimus B, cepinnas M §150; cepimiis B, 

cepinas M §153. DIL 5.y. cep(t)imus states that this is ‘v./. (BB) to cetamus, IT iii 95 

§148, 96 §150’. The MSS show two distinct forms: B reads cep(t)imiis while M has 

cepin(n)as ‘however’. Cf. Is e sin cipindus a chosmailiiisfri rannaigecht ‘That, 

however, is its likeness to rannaigecht' §85.

cnairr. This word is not well attested. The genitive singular form cnairre is found 

in §33 and §38. I tentatively follow M against B, which reads corr is cnairr ‘a 

projecting part and a ship’.
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§149 Is e so in dorcha:

Biad medargaile

meic inirgaire,

nit bia mani timgaire;

madan timargaire

bid baidell spredgaile

is athchosan is imresain is im^sergaile.

This is the ‘dark’ [version]: The food of ... of a manly, pious youth, you will not 

have it unless you ask; ... you ask (?), there is a fit (?) of fury (?), and a reproach 

and strife and . . . .

MSS: Ise so \n dorcha B, Ise i«so h- irtdorcha M.

a. Biadh medargaile BM.

h. meic inirghaire B, meic infirgaire M.

c. nitfia min itimghaire B, nitfia mainithimgaire M.

d. madan tinghaire B, madan timargaire M.

e. bid buidell spredghaile B, bid budell spredgaile M.

f. 7achmusan 7 imresain Timsergaile B, 7athchosan Timresain Timsergaile M.

Notes

The metre is in dorcha ‘the dark [version of sretha deich “rows of syllables”]’ (S'* 5  ̂

1^ 6'* 6'̂  O'*). The final line could also be read as three shorter lines of 4'̂  4^ S'*. 

Although there is no end-rhyme, a loose form of assonance between medargaile ( a ) : 

inirgaire (b) and timargaire ( c ) : imsergaile (f) seems to be intended. This poem is 

particularly difficult to interpret and I have been unable to translate a number of 

words.
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medargaile. The first element appears to be medar ‘speech, discourse; mirth’ and the 

second element either gaile ‘stomach’ or genitive singular of gal ‘valour’. The 

reference to food points towards gaile ‘stomach’, although I am uncertain as to the 

meaning of the compound.

inirgaire. I tentatively take this as a compound of inir/infir ‘manly’ and gaire 

‘piety’. An alternative is to take it the negative prefix plus airgaire ‘prohibition, 

check’.

nit bia. nitfia BM. I take this as third singular conjunct future of the substantive verb 

with second singular infixed pronoun. In a discussion on the etymology of the phrase 

dia do hheatha, O Cuiv (1981, 37) notes that ‘rotfia  is a fairly common variant of rot 

bia '.

timgaire. The context suggests that this is a verbal form, and I take it to be second 

person singular prototonic present indicative of do-imgair ‘asks’.

madan. The meaning of madan is unclear to me. From the context, one might 

expect a form with md ‘if’ (cf. mani timgaire in the preceding line). It may be for 

Middle Irish mad dia.

timargaire. tinghaire B, timargaire M. DIL cites this line based on B’s reading s.v. 

Itingaire and no meaning is given. I follow M for consonance with medargaile ( a ) : 

inirgaire (b) and im'^sergaile (f). The context suggests that this is a verb and I 

tentatively take it to be second singular prototonic present indicative of a compound 

*do-im-ar-gair (cf. timgaire from do-imgair ‘asks’ in the preceding line). I have not 

found any other examples of such a compound, however, and have not included this 

form in the analysis of the verbal sytem.

baidell. buidell B, budell M. Only this example cited in DIL s.v. buidell, where it is 

suggested that it may be a compound of bdid and ell ‘a flush, a sudden emotion, a
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rush of feeling’. Cf. DIL s.v. 1 ell, ella, where the phrase ell {m)bdide is defined as 

‘used generally of an emotion experienced on seeing one’s kin in danger’.

spredgaile. DIL cites this line .̂v. spredgal ‘foam, spume?’ col. 360,1. 82 and 

suggests the meaning ‘anger, fury (?)’.

imsergaile. Only this example cited in DIL, where no meaning is given. M V  III 

contains a number of words ending in -aile\ see §§67, 130, 186

§150 Druimne ^suithe in so 7 a-tait da email furri .i. imgarb ocus anaichnid. Is e so 

int imgarb cepimus:

Dali Boruime,

bel gain gopluim, guth senchon ar slabraid,

bruar ’na tromguin itir tragnaib;

fiacail cham orbuide:

a hoi cumgucht ro gerrchod ngarrlaig

gae ro chorrmaid tria chru i cranngail.

This is druimne ^sm'the and there are two divisions on it: very rough and unfamiliar. 

This is the ‘very rough’ version first of all: Dali Boruime, the mouth of a bare

mouthed foreigner, the voice of an old hound on a chain, cmmbs being heavily 

crushed among comcrakes; a crooked yellow-gold tooth: an excess of short ... of

offal (?), a spear which has broken sharply through his wound in a spearshaft.

MSS: Druimni suite annso 7atat da email furre .i. imgharbh 7 anaichnidh. Ise so 

inti/Hgharbh cepimus B, Druimne suithe inso sis 7ata daemail fair .i. imgarb 

7anaichnid. Ise seo. Ise seo i«timgarb cepinnas M.
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a. Dali boraime B, Dali boroime M.

b. bel gain gobluim guth seanchon ar slabhradh B, bel gaill gobluim guth senchon 

arslabraidh M.

c. bru amatromghuin it/> tradnaibh B, bruar natromgui« etir tradnaib M.

d. fiacail cam orbuidhe B, fiacail cham orbuidhe M.

e. aholchumgucht rogearrchod ngarrlaigh B, aholchu/ngucht rogerr chod ngarlaigh M. 

f  gae rochomraidh tria chru icrandhghail B, gae rocorrmaidh tria cru icrangail M.

Notes

3 2 2 2 2The metre is driiimne ^suithe imgarb ‘very rough summit of learning’ (4 ,4  6 , 4  4 

;6  ,4  5 , 4  4 ). A poem on the twelve divisions of poetry in M V II §1 states that 

druimne slan sui'dhe is an appropriate metre for the ollam: dilsem dodoen A. ollam. 

The treatment of a single stanza in M V  I, II and III (Meyer 1919, no. 133) shows 

confusion over the use of the term, however. In M V  I §66 the stanza in question is 

cited as an illustration of the metre hricht, of which it is stated: Brict da, is he drumni 

suide na bairdne. Here druimne ^smthe is not used as a metrical name, but rather in 

the general sense of ‘summit of learning’. The same stanza is then cited in M V  II 

§88, where it is assigned the metrical name druimne suithe na bardne. In M V  III 

§161, the stanza is cited as an example of sebricht, while druimne '^suithe is used as 

the metrical name for M VIII §§150-1.

In the present illustration, the lines have been divided on the basis of rhyme and 

alliteration. The stanza consists of two sections, each comprising one short line and 

two ‘extended’ lines. There is rhyme between the two end-words of the first lines of 

each section Dali Boruime ( a ) : cham orbuide (d). The end-words of the extended 

lines rhyme with each other; slabraid ( b ) : tragnaib ( c ) : ngarrlaig ( e ) : cranngail (0- 

There is also rhyme between gopluim (b - im perfect): tromguin ( c ) : chorrmaid (f). 

Note also the rhyme between senchon ( b ) : gerrchod (e - imperfect) and linking 

alliteration Boruime ( a ) : bel (b); gopluim  ( b ) : guth (b); tromguin ( c ) : tragnaib (c); 

orbuide (d) : ol (e); garrlaig ( e ) : gae (f); chorrmaid (f) chru (f).
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int im garb. Note the loss of the neuter geneder here and in int anaichnid  §151 

below.

Dali Boruim e. Dali could also be a nickname or an appellative. Cf. Goll M ena  §108 

and §115, where goll could also be taken to mean ‘blind of one eye’ and dalldn, 

which I take as a personal name in a Dalldin §198 but with the meaning ‘little blind 

m an’ in dalldn Dromma Bo §108.

a hoi cum gucht. aholchiungucht B, aholchumgucht M. Lines e f  are particularly 

difficult to understand. DIL  cites line e 5.v. cumgacht = ciungae ‘narrowness; 

difficulty’. The rhym ing pattern indicates that there should be rhyme between the 

end-words of the first halves of lines ef, and the lack o f rhyme between cumgucht and 

cornnaid  suggests that the MSS readings may be corrupt.

gerrchod. Rhymes with senchon. I take this as a genitive plural form after ro ‘an 

excess’, with nasalisation of the following noun. The first element may be the 

adjective gerr  ‘short’. I do not understand the second element.

garrlaig. This is the only example cited in DIL  5.v. Igarrlach. I tentatively take it 

as genitive singular of garr  ‘ordure, offal’ and a collective suffix -la ck , for which see 

note on mdslaig  ‘buttocks’ §106.

ro chorrm aid. rochomraidh  B, rocornnaidh  M. DIL  cites this line 5.v. Icom raid, 

where the reader is referred to the verb con-reith, later comrithid  ‘rushes’. An 

alternative is to take M ’s rocornnaidh  as the verbal form ro maid. Middle Irish third 

singular s-preterite o f m aidid  ‘breaks’, and the adjective corr ‘pointed’. The resulting 

com pound cornnaid  rhymes with gopluim  (b - imperfect) and tromguin (c). For a 

similar use o f an adjective with a verbal form in M V  III, cf. ro firchrap  § 164 .
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§151 Is e so int anaichnid dona druimnib suithib:

A ui chaich patan pellbuide, 

a scatan demnaide for druim dromlaige, 

a bel mna uidre uime ibraide, 

a ingaire bo luime luinne longaire, 

a maise taise treise tibraide, 

a imlige baise ceise caise coise comaire.

This is the unfamiliar one of the druimne ^siathe metres: You descendant of every 

yellow-furred leveret, you demonic herring on the top of a vat, you mouth of a sallow, 

crude, yew-like woman, you herding of a scrawny, fierce, screeching cow, O 

splendour of weakness, of foolish guile, O licking around the handle of a curved ceis 

at the foot of a horn-player.

MSS: Ise so intanaichnidh donadruimnibh suithibh B, Ise seo autem intanaichnidh 

donadruimnibh suithibh inso M.

Druimni saitheadh andseo G.

a. A  uich chuicphatan peallbhuide B, Ahuichuichpatan pellbuidhe M.

Auachaich phatan pheallbhuidhe G.

b. ascadan demnaidhe for druim drolmuide B, ascadan dewnaidhe for druim 

dromlaige M.

asgadan deamh naidhe ardruim dromhlaighe G.

c. abhel mna uidhre ibraidhe B, abel mna uidre ibraide M. 

abhel mhna uidhri uimhi ibraidhe G.

d. bo luimne luinde longaire B, boluimi lui^di longaire M. 

aingaire bho luime lughe lonnghaire G.

e. amaisse taisse tresse thibhraide B, amasse thasse trese tibrige M. 

amhaise thaise trese thibhrighe G.
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f. ahimlighe baisse cesse coisse comaire B, ahimlige base cese case cose cornaire M. 

aimlighe baise cese caise coise comairne G.

Notes

The metre is int anaichnid dona druimnib sidthe ‘the unfamiUar [one] of the summits 

of learning’ (8'̂  11'̂  10'̂  12'̂  10'̂  15'̂ ). Note that G omits int anaichnid.

The poem is metrically complex and may be analyzed as consisting of three couplets 

with end-rhyme between dromlaige ( b ) : longaire ( d ) : cornaire (f) and aicill rhyme 

between pellbuide (a) : demnaide (b - imperfect) and ihraide (c) : ingaire (d - 

imperfect). Internal rhyme and breccad are also features of this stanza, e.g.: phatdn 

(a); scatdn (b); uidre (c) : idme (c) ; hdme (d) : hiinne (d); maise (e) : taise (e) : baise 

(f) : caise (f); treise (e) .• ceise (f).

int anaichnid. Note the loss of the neuter geneder here and in int imgarb § 150 

above.

ui. I read this as a contracted form, although the syllabic structure is irregular.

dromlaige. drolmuide B, dromlaige M, dromhlaighe G. DIL cites this line i.v. 

?drobnaide, based on B’s reading.

a ingaire. Note that these words are omitted in BM.

uime. BM omit this word, which makes breccad rhyme with uidre. I take this as 

genitive singular feminine of om ‘raw; crude, unrefined’. Note the Middle Irish form 

showing analogical spread of palatalisation. The Old Irish form is umae\ cf. also 

hdme (Old Irish lommae) line d.
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luinne. luinde B, liiindi M, lughe G. Rhymes with uidre (c), iiime (c) and luime (d).

I follow BM and read genitive singular of lonn ‘fierce’.

ibraide. For an explanation of this metaphor, see note on § 127.

a maise etc. The final couplet is difficult to interpret. The first line appears to 

consist of a series of abstract nouns qualifying maise ‘beauty’.

tm se . Rhymes with ceise. I take this as genitive singular of a poorly attested word 

treis ‘guile, treachery’; see DIL s.v.

tibraide. This is the only example cited in DIL j'.v. ? tihraide, where no meaning is 

given. I take it as genitive singular of an adjective from tihre ‘smile; laughing-stock, 

fool’.

baise. Bas ‘palm of the hand’ may be used here with the extended meaning ‘handle, 

blade’, possibly referring to c m ; see DIL s.v. has col. 41,1. 7.

ceise. The exact meaning of ceis is uncertain, although it is generally taken to refer to 

part of a musical instrument; see DIL .s.v. 2 ceis. The phrase is em it cen cheis ‘it is a 

harp without a ceis' is used to describe something useless, which suggests that the 

ceis was an important part of the instrument (Stokes 1899, §20; O ’Donoghue 1921- 

23, 48 §22; 53 note 9). The connection between em it and eeis is also found in a 

Middle Irish glossary: eeis ./. em itt {CIH 951.39).
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§152 Incipit dona hanamnaib. Anamain chetharrech in so ocus Oengus file dos-roine. 

Cetharrech .i. ceithri reich ann ocus it e in so a n-anmann: nath 7 anair, laid 7 emain.

Here begin the anamain metres. This is anamain chetharrech and it was Oengus the 

poet who composed it. Cetharrech i.e. it consists of four types and here are their 

names; nath and anair, laid and emain.

MSS: Incipit donahanamhnaibh. Anamain ceatarach annso ocus aenghus fili doroine 

cethireich .i. ceithri reich m n  ocus ite a/mso anamnand .i. nath 7anair. laidh 7eamain 

B, Incipit dohanamnaib. Anamain cetharrech insosis occus oengus file dosrone 

cetharrech .i. cetri reich and ocus ite inso ana/ima^d nath 7anair, laidh 7emain M.

Notes

The metre is anamain chetharrech "anamain of four varieties’. According to M V II 

§113, anamain metres form part of the eleventh year of study for the poet. The text 

also states (§114) that there are four types: nath 7 anair 7 laid 7 emain. Anamain  was 

considered to be the metre appropriate for the ollam: Anamain irdairc, /  iiasal in 

slonnod, /  ms-denand duine /  idle acht ollom  ‘Renowned anamain, noble is the 

designation, not every person composes it, only an ollam' (Thumeysen 1891, 106; 

1912, 77; my translation). Cf. also Inloing .i. imfuilngi, iit est inloing ollam anamain 

.i. imfuilngither eoliis anamna aeon ollam 'inloing, i.e. sustains, ut est ‘the ollam 

claims (?) the anamain-poem', i.e. the knowledge of the anamain is sustained by the 

ollam’ (O ’Dav. §1072). As noted by Thumeysen (1891, 167), by the time of the 

compilation of our text, the terms anamain, nath, anair, laid and emain are no longer 

used in the earlier sense of non-syllabic types of verse.

A citation from this section of our text (highlighted in bold) is found in Middle Irish 

legal commentary on satire in H 4. 22; Atat a .uii. conlaatt cach raeir. Anamain 

cetharrech ind so sis, 7 aengus fili dorigne hi Anamain mor dano, .iiii. ree innti-sem 

./.  nath 7 anair. laid 7 eamain; at iat-sin .iiii. ree na hanamnai. Firfalga  . /.  indsi gall
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indiu; ceitrei ann. it e indso a nanmanna and: nath 7 anair, laid 7 eamain ‘There are 

seven things which compose any satire. This is anamain of four varieties below and it 

was Oengus the poet who composed it. Anamain mor, then, there are four types, i.e. 

nath and anair, laid and emain\ those are the four types of anmain. Fir Falga i.e. 

Indsi Gall today; there are four [types]. Here are their names: nath and anair, laid 

and emain' {CIH 1564.27-8; my translation). The phrase Anamain mor dano, .iiii. 

ree innti-sem A. nath 7 anair. laid 7 eamain; at iat-sin .iiii. ree na hanamnai is 

written in the margin of the facing page in H 4. 22 (Binchy 1978, 1564 note n). This 

is a citation from M V II § 114 (Thumeysen 1891, 59). The citation Atat a .uii. 

conlaatt cach raeir is from Uraicecht na Ri'ar (Breatnach 1987 §24). The compiler of 

this section of commentary appears to have been drawing on M V  III as one of his 

sources: he cites §153 and §154 to illustrate nath and respectively and then 

follows these with a description of the procedure for the composition of a glam  

dicenn satire, which is similar to that in §155 (for which see Breatnach 1987, 140; 

1988 13-14).

anamain chetharrech. Bretha Nemed Toisech states that cedul n-anomuin 

cethirriach ‘the singing of anamain of four varieties’ is one of the distinctions of the 

sui' ‘sage’ (Breatnach 1987, 36,1. 4-5). The first element of the adjective cetharrech 

is the numeral cethair ‘four’. The compiler of our text explains the second element as 

./. ceithre reich, which DIL iw. ? 1 reich (where it is the only example) translates 

‘kinds, classes?’. As noted above, M V  II §114 also explains that anamain mor 

consists of four things, but differs from our text in stating that the second element is 

re rather than reich: Ind anamain mor hautem, cethri re inti-sside ./. nath 7 anair 7 

laid 7 emain. Itt e sein tra cetri re na hanamna. "Anamain mor, moreover, consists of 

four res, i.e. nath and anair and laid and emain. Those, then, are the four types of 

anmain' {MV II § 114; my translation). DIL s.v. 5 re suggests the meaning ‘a kind of 

species (of verse)?’.

Re is taken as the second element in other sources. In a text deriving from Uraicecht 

Becc, for example, two alternative interpretations of re are given: Int ollam filed.
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secht cumala a inecclann 7 secht ciimala logh a aisti; anamhain ceatharreech asi a 

aisti A. ceithri ree oga eillgidhther innti A. nath 7 anair, laigh 7 ernain; no ceithri ree 

A. da re soirchi 7 da re doirchi ‘The ollam filed, his honour-price is seven curnals and 

seven cumals is the price of his metre; anamain of four varieties is his metre i.e. four 

complete res are composed in it i.e nath and anair, laid and emain', or four res i.e. 

two bright res and two dark res' (CIH 551.15; my translation; see also Breatnach 

1987, 8). Similarly, a glossary in H 3.18 describes anamain as anamain cain 

cetherreach A. giisna cethre reaih ogha ellgiter innti A. da re soiree 7 da re doirce 

‘fair four-fold anamain i.e. with the four complete res which are composed in it i.e. 

two bright res and two dark res' {CIH 813.27; my translation). Note that in §§148-9, 

a similar distinction is made between two types of sretha deich, i.e. solus ‘bright’ and 

dorcha ‘dark’.

An entry in Cormac 's Glossary distinguishes between the metrical forms emain and 

anamain: Emon airchidail, ar it cosmaili a ndi lethc\h]omarc, unde anemuin dicitur 

A. ni hemuin acht is cethairre{a)ch "Emain of composition, for their two half

quatrains are alike, whence '\\on-emain" is said i.e. it is not two-fold but it is four

fold’ {Conn. Y 574, cf. O'Mulch. 391; my translation). Note that the metrical name 

tn'rech illustrated in §210 below is explained by a similar type of etymological gloss.

Oengus. This is one of only four instances where a verse is ascribed to a particular 

poet; see note on §4 above.

it e. ite BM. The third plural present indicative form of the copula with third plural 

independent prounoun e reflects Old/Earl Middle Irish usage; see S na G III §14.4 

and §10.20.
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§153 Is e so in nath cepimus:

Rf Raithlind, 

rose maillech, 

muir Manann;

If daithphill, 

doss duillech, 

delb ehanann.

This is nath, first of all: ‘Der Konig von Rathlinn, ein mildes Auge, (wie das) Meer 

der Insel Man, schimmernd wie ein farbenreiches RoB, ein blattergeschmiickter 

Baum, von Aussehen und Gestalt ein junger W olf. (Meyer 1919, no. 45)

The King of Raithlend, a gentle (?) eye, the sea of Man; complexion of a piebald 

horse, a leafy tree, the form of a whelp.

MSS: Ise so inath cepimus B, Ise inso inath cepinas M.

a. Ri raithlind B, Ri raithlind M.

b. rose mailleach BM.

c. muir manann B, muir manand M.

d. li dathpill BM.

e. doss duilleach B, dos duilleach M.

f. dealbh canann B, dealbh chanand M.

The version in CIH 1564.32 reads: Rig raithlind rose muilleach mur manann li 

dathfill dos duilleach dealb canann.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 45).

2 2 2 2 2 2The metre is nath ‘a poetical composition’ (3 3 3 3 3 3 ). The main rhyme is 

between Manann ( c ) : canann (f). There is also rhyme between Ri Raithlind ( a ) : U 

daithphill (d) {Raithlind : daithphil is imperfect) and rose maillech (b) : doss duilleeh 

(e) {rose : doss is imperfect). This verse is cited as an example of nath in Middle 

Irish commentary in H 4.22 {CIH 1564.32); see note on §152.

Raithlend. Hogan (1910, 573) cites one example of Raithland in the barony of 

Carra, Mayo.

maillech. mailleaeh BM. DIL gives the reading from BM s.v. mailleeh, where it is 

the only example and a meaning ‘slow-moving, leisurely, gentle’ (from maille 

‘slowness’) is suggested. The adjective mall ‘slow’ is often used as a complimentary 

epithet of the eye; see DIL s.v. mall (d). Meyer reads rose mailleeh ‘ein mildes 

Auge’ ‘a gentle eye’. The version of this stanza in CIH 1564.32 reads muilleaeh : 

duilleeh . As regards the forms mailleeh/muilleeh, see GOI §80 (a) for original a>  o

> II.

daithphill. DIL s.v 2 pell translates ‘the hue of a coloured (? piebald ) horse’ based 

on Meyer, who takes the second element to be 2 pell ‘horse’.

canann. Cana ‘cub, whelp’ can be used in a complimentary sense of warriors; see 

DIL s.v. 1 eana col. 65, 1. 43 ff.
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§154 Is 1 so in anair:

Tiar togas, 

tim teiches, 

scian scothas, 

rinn reithes.

This is the anair: ... who chooses, a weakling who flees, a knife which cuts, a star 

which runs [its course].

MSS: Isi so in inair .i. B, Isi \nso aiitem ind anair M.

a. Tiar tothas B, Tiar thogas M. 

h. tiwtheachas [no teaceas] B, tim teches M.

c. scian scotas B, scian scothas M.

d. ri«d rethis B, rind retes M.

The version in MV III §23 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 38): Scian scothas rind rethes.

Hag lothas tind teithes. L; Scian scothas. ri«n retes. liag lothas. ti«n teiches. B.

The version in CIH 1564.34 reads: Tiar totas tim teicheas scian scotheas ri«d 

reitheas.

Notes

2 2 2 2The metre is anair ‘non-satire (?)’ (3 3 3 3 ). There is rhyme between teiches (b) : 

reithes (d) and between togas (a ) : scothas (c) and also between tiar (a ) : scian (c) and 

tim (b) : rinn (d). This is a modified version of a stanza which is cited as an example 

of a type of anair in MV II §23. Murphy’s edition of this reads (1961 [81]): Scian 

scothas, rinn reithes, h'ag lothas, tim teiches. In the version in our text, line a is 

different and the line order has been changed. This version from our text is cited as
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an example of anair in Middle Irish commentary in H 4. 22 (CIH 1564.34); see note 

on §152.

tiar togas. Tiar tothas B, Tiar thogas M. This is the only line which differs from the 

version cited in M V II §23 and it is difficult to interpret. Lines cde consist of a noun 

qualified by a third singular present indicative relative verbal form. Line a, on the 

other hand, begins with the adverb ti'ar ‘behind; westerly’. As regards the second 

word, I follow M in reading thogas, third singular present indicative relative of 

togaid, a later form of do-goa ‘chooses’. The form in B {tothas) and CIH 1564.43 

(totas) also appears to be a third singular present indicative relative verbal form. I 

have not been able to translate this line, however.

tim. I take this as a substantival use of the adjective tim ‘weak’.

scian. Note the contracted form This is confirmed by the metre, which requires a 

line of three syllables.

§155 Is f so in laid, 7 is fuirre-side do-gnither in glaim dicinn. Is amlaid do-gnither 

i-side: troscad for ferann ind rig dia ndentar in diian ocus comairle trfchat laech 7 

trichat epscop 7 trfchat filed im air do denum far tain. Ocus robo cin doib tairmesc na 

h-aire lar feimed na duaise. Cid fil arm tra acht in file fadesin do dul mor^seisiur .i. 

seisser immalle fris fein fora mbetis se grada filed 7 it e in so a n-anmanna .i. fochloc, 

mac^fuirmid, dos, cano, cli, anruth, ollam .i. in mor^seised .i. a dul re turcbail grene 

CO mullach tulcha no biad i coicrich secht ferann 7 aiged cach graid dib fora ^ferann 7 

aiged in ollaman for ferann ind rig no ecnaigfed 7 a ndruim uile fri sciaich no biad ar 

mullach na tulcha 7 in gaeth atuaid 7 cloch drothail muscain 7 delg don sciaich i Haim 

cach ^fir 7 rann forin aiste seo cach ^fir dib do gabail intib a ndis don rig. Ocus int 

ollom do gabail a rainn rompu ar tus 7 lat-som i n-aen^fecht far sin do gabail a rann 7 

cach do chur a chloiche 7 a deilge fo bun na sciach. Ocus dia mbad lat-som bad
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cintach ann, talam na tulcha dia slucad; dia mbad e in n  immorro bad cintach, talam 

dia slucad 7 a ben 7 a mac 7 a ech 7 a arm 7 a erriud 7 a chii. Glam in mac^furmid 

forin coin, glam ind ^fochloic forin erriud, glam in duis forin arm, glam in chano 

forin mnai, glam in chli forin mac, glam in anraid forin ferann, glam in ollaman forin 

rig. Is 1 so in laid fodesta:

[Caiar di-ba, Caiar di-ra - Caiar! fo ro, fo mara, fo chara Caiar!]

This is the laid metre and it is in this that the glam di'cenn is composed. This is how it 

is composed: fasting on the land of the king for whom the poem is composed and 

[obtaining] the advice of thirty warriors and thirty bishops and thirty poets about 

making a satire then. And it would be a crime for them to prohibit the satire after the 

payment had been refused. This is how it is (lit. ‘what is there then but that . . the 

poet himself goes as one of seven, i.e. six people along with him upon whom there 

would be six grades of poets, and these are their names: fochloc, mac')fiiirmid, dos, 

cano, cli, dnrad and ollam i.e. the seventh. He is to go before sunrise to the top of a 

hill which would be on the boundary of seven lands, and every grade faces his own 

land and the ollam faces the land of the king he would satirise. They all turn their 

backs to a thombush which would be on top of the hill and the wind (would be] from 

the north, and there would be a stone ... and a thorn from the thombush in each 

man’s hand and each man is to recite a verse in this metre in these two for the king. 

And the ollam is to recite his verse before them first and afterwards they are all to 

recite their verses together and each of them is to put his stone and his thorn under the 

bush. And if it is they who are guilty in that instance, the earth of the mound is to 

swallow them up. If it is the king who would be guilty, however, the ground is to 

swallow him up along with his wife and his son and his horse and his weapon and his 

apparel and his hound. The satire of the m ac'fuirm id  upon the hound, the satire of 

the fochloc  upon the apparel, the satire of the dos upon the weapon, the satire of the 

cano upon the wife, the satire of the elf upon the son, the satire of the dnrad upon the 

land, the satire of the ollam upon the king. This is the laid now: ‘may Caiar die, may 

Caiar depart - Caiar! Caiar under earth, under enbankments, under stones!’
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MSS: B: Isi so inlaidh 7isfuireside do glaimh digind. Is amhlaidh dognithe isidhe 

troscadh for fearand inrigh dia/identa in duan ocus comorle .xxx. laech 7 xxx. espoc 

7xxx. filedh im air dodhenum/z iartain 7robocin doib tairmeasc nahairi iar^femedh 

naduaisi. Cid fil and tra acht infile fodhesin dodhul m ok^sesiur .i. sessear iAnaille fris 

fein forambetis se gradha filedh 7ite annso ananmand .i. fochloc mac fuiredh. (sic) 

doss. cana. cli. anradh. ollam. .i. inmoir^seisidh .i. adul returcbhail ngrene co mullach 

nobhiadh acoicrich .uii. ferunn 7aidhidh gach graidh dibh fora^ferunn 7aighidh 

inoUaman ann for ferm n  inrigh noegnaidhfedh 7androma;tna uile re sciaigh nobhiadh 

armullach natulcha 7 inghaeth atuaidh 7cloch throthail 7dealg donsciaigh illaimh 

gach ^fir 7rann for  inaisdisea gach fir dibh doghabhail intib andis donrigh 7intollam 

doghabhail raind rompu ardus 7siatsum anaen^fecht iarsin doghabhail arand 7cach 

dochur achloichi 7adelge fobun nasciach 7 diamadh iatson badh chintach ann talumh 

natulchi diaslughadh diamadh e inrigh immorro budh cintach talamh diaslucadh 

7abhean 7amac 7aeach 7aarm 7aerriudh 7achu. Glmnh inmac^fun/jedh ar incoin, 

glamh in^fochk;/c ar inerridh. g\<xmh induis ar inarm. g\am inchanad arinmnai. glam 

incli ar inmac. g\am inanradh forinfearunn. glam inollaman for inrigh. Isiso inlaidh 

fodheasta. Gaiar robha gaiar rata gaiar fomhuru. gaiar

M: Isi autem indlaidh 7is furrisein dognitt'r inglaim dicend isamlaidh dognither iside 

troscLidh for forferund {sic) inrigh diandenta induan occus comairle trichat laech 

7xxx. ep^cop 7xxx. fileadh imair dodenum iartain ocus robo cin doib tairmesc nahaire 

iarfeimiudh naduaisi. Cid fil ann tra acht infile fadesin dodhul mor^sesiur .i. seissiur 

maille ris fein forambedis nase gradha filedh arcena ite annso ananma/zna .i. Fochloc 

7mac fuirmidh dos cana cli andradh 7intollom inmorfeseadh .i. adul returgabail 

ngrene gomullach tulcha nobiath icoicrich aseacht ferund 7aigeadh gacha gradha dibh 

fora ferand 7aigedh inolloman forferund indrigh noegnaigfedh 7andruim uile fri sciag 

nobidh armullach natulcha 7ingaeth atuaid 7 cloch drothail muscain 7dealg 

donsciaidh ilaim gach fir 7rand gach fir fonaistisea dodenum indib andis donrig 

7intollom dogabhail araind rompu artus 7 iadsom anaenfecht iarsin dogabhail arand 

cach dochur acloiche 7adeilge fobun nasciath 7diambadh iadsom badhcinntach ann
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talura natulcha daslufcadh} diambadh he aiitem inri badh ciwtach talum daslucadh 

7aben 7amac 7aben 7aech 7aarm 7aerriudh 7aclu Gla/«h inmacfMrmedh for incoin 

Glam indfochlo/c arineirriudh Glam ... Glam incanadh ariwmnai Glamh iwcli forin 

mac ... forinferuwd Glamh indollomun for i«righ ... Ga ...{t}a gaiar fomum gaiar.

Notes

Previous editions: Stokes (1891, 119-20); Robinson (1912, 108-9); Breatnach (1988, 

13-4).

A version of this passage is also found in CIH 1564.37 ff.; see note on §152. This 

agrees with M against B in reading thorothailm iiscain (which B omits). It differs 

from our text in the following passage: no delb in f ir  dia ndentar do criaidh, 7 dealg 

don sgiaich in laim cach fir  7 siat a ’ goin na deilbe da ndeilgib sgiach ‘or a clayen 

image of the man for whom it (the satire) is composed, and a thorn from the 

whitethorn in each man’s hand, and they piercing the image with their whitethorn 

thorns’ (CIH  1565.lOff; Breatnach 1987, 140). A similar procedure is referred to in 

§24 of Uraicecht na Ri'ar (Breatnach 1987) in a gloss on corrguinecht ‘sorcery’, for 

which see Borsje (2003, 22-9).

The passage contains a number of Middle Irish features: contracted forms (di's, tus); 

third singular form of the coupula with plural independent pronoun (di'a mbad I'at- 

som)', rompii (Old Irish remib)', fodesta  (Old Irish in fecht so).

glam dicenn. For the procedure involved in the performance of a glam dicenn see 

Breatnach 1987, 140; 1988, 11; Meroney 1949-50, 212ff; Borsje 2002, 22ff. As well 

as literary references to this type of satire, there are also many references in legal 

sources, for example: CIH 30.35 (heptad on satire); CIH 404.3 (Di Chethar^slicht 

Athgabdla)-, CIH  927.31 (Bretha Etgid)', CIH  1134.37 (Bretha Nerned Deidenach)', 

CIH 1564.35 (procedure for performance); CIH  1587.31 (citations and commentary 

on satire).
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lat-som. Note Middle Irish independent pronoun (Old Irish e).

cloch drothail muscain. clock throthail B, clock drothail miiscain M. The version 

in CIH 1565.9 reads clock thorothailm iiscain in fiadnaise. Thumeysen (1891, 125) 

translates ‘Verwitterungsstein’ ‘weathered stone’, while DIL 5.v. trothal, where it is 

the only example, cites the reading of B and translates ‘sling-stone’, based on Stokes 

(1891, 120.6). Stokes, ibid. note 2, suggests ‘Leg. throchail, cognate with Latin 

torqueo, tor(c)mentum’. All three versions of the text read a form with lenited -t- 

rather than lenited-c-.

I follow M ’s reading drothail, which appears to be genitive singular of 

drothal/drothar, see DIL iw. drotkal where the reader is referred to ? drothar. Two 

examples are cited under drothar, both of which are qualified by cloch in the genitive 

plural. These occur in medical treatises dealing with cures for toothache: \pudar] 

drothar chloch ngel a neng lin cum nafiacal 7 da cumailt ‘powder of a drothar of 

bright stones in a strip of linen to the tooth and rubbing it’ (24 B 3, 95.27; my 

translation); drothal cloch ngeal ar eing lin 7 a comailt ‘a drothal of bright stones in a 

strip of linen and rubbing it’ (C iv 2 18^14; my translation). Drothal in this context 

might be taken to mean ‘lump’. I have not found any other examples of muscain, 

which is omitted in B.

intib a ndis. I follow Stokes who translates ‘into these two (the slingstone and the 

thorn)’. Dias is normally only used to refer to people, however.

Caiar di-ba etc. Gaiar robha gaiar rata gaiarfomkuru. Gaiar B, Ga ...{t}a gaiar 

fomuru gaiar M. This is a corrupt citation of a satire which is found in Uraicecht na 

Ri'ar and Cormac ’s Glossary. I give the text as edited by Breatnach (1987) in 

Uraicecht na Riar §23. The complete satire reads: Maile, baire, gaire Cai'ar, /  cot- 

mbeotar celtrai catha Cai'ar, /  Cai'ar di-bd, Cai'ar di-rd - Cai'ar! fo  ro ,fo  m ara,fo  

chara Cai'arl ‘Evil, death, short life to Caiar, spears of battle will have killed Caiar,
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may Caiar die, may Caiar depart - Caiar! Caiar under eartli, under enbanlcments,
'y

under stones!’ (Breatnach 1987, §23, 137). The syllabic structure of the stanza is 8
2 2 29 10 1 0 . It is described in a gloss in Uraicecht na Ri'ar as a glam di'cenn satire.

§156 Is 1 so immorro ind emain:

Tuc-su lat in gae ’sin gablach,

CO tuc-sa in gablach isin gae; 

gae is gablach, gablach is gae, 

a grind gadrach, catiat do bae?

This, then, is emain: Bring with you the spear for (in exchange for?) the javelin, so 

that I may bring the javelin for the spear; a spear and a javelin, a javelin and a spear,

..., what are your advantages?

MSS: Is i so immoro ineamhain B, Isi so immorro i«demai« M.

a. Tucsu lat ingae sin gabhlach B, Tucsulat ingae isin gablach M.

b. cotucsa ingabhlach singae B, cotucsa i«gablach si« gae M.

c. gae ocus gablach gablach ocus gai B, gae ocus gablach gablach ocus gae M.

d. ac rind gadhrach catiat dobhai B, agrind gadrach cadiat dobai M.

Notes

The metre is emain ‘a pair’ (8  ̂8' 8' 8'). There is end-rhyme between gae ( b ) ; bae 

(d) and internal rhyme between gablach ( c ) : gadrach (d). There is an unusual 

amount of repetition of the words gae and gablach, and the metrical name emain may 

refer to the ‘twinning’ of words.
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a grind gadrach. ac rind gadhrach B, agrind gad rack M. I follow M against B for 

alliteration between grind and gatrach. Grind may be a substantival use of the 

adjective grind  ‘diligent; pleasant’. The reading of our poem is cited in DIL .̂v. 2 

gadrach, where it is the only example and no meaning is given.

catiat. Note Middle Irish catiat for earlier coteet/cateet/cateat (GOl §482).

§157 Is f so immorro ind anamain fodein:

Nf laeg i ligu lobardaim laiges 

Leth nEilim im ^Sechnasach saiges.

Here is anamain itself: ‘... kein Hirschkalb ist er, das auf dem Lager eines siechen 

Hirsches liegt, er, welcher Elims um Sechnasach gescharte Hiilfte angreift’. (Meyer 

1919, no. 1)

He is not a calf who lies in the bed of a sick stag, he who attacks Leth nEilim around 

Sechnasach.

MSS: Isiso immorro inanamhain fodhen B, Isi autem i«d[a]«emain fein fadesta M.

a. Nilaeg. ilighu lobar dam laides B, Nilaeg illiughu lobar dam laiges M.

b. leath nell i/nseachnasach saigheas B, leathneill imosechnasach saiges M.

The version in M V I I  §114 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 59):: Niloeg ilige lobordaimm 

laiges leth neilim imosechnasach saiges L, Ni laigh iligi 7rl B.

M VI I  §119 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 60):: Tuarcaib findbenda fridam nderce damara 

flaith cheniul nechta niloeg ilige lobordaim. laiges. H, Tuargaib fiAjnbmnach. B.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 1).

2 2The metre is anamain ‘a non-pair (?)’ (10 8 ). There is rhyme between laiges and 

saiges. This is the second couplet of a quatrain which is cited in M V II §114 as an 

example of anamain mor and also in MV  II § 119 as an example of iarcomarc na 

hanamna. Meyer reconstructs the full text as follows: Tuarcaib findhenna fr i dam 

nderca /  dam ara '^flaithcheniul nechta; /  m loig i ligiu lobordaim laiges /  Leth nEilim 

imm '^Sechnasach saiges ‘Es erhebt der Hirsch fiir sein erlauchtes 

Herrschergeschlecht die lichten Spitzen des Geweihs gegen den Hirsch der Hohle; 

kein Hirschkalb ist er, das auf dem Lager eines siechen Hirsches liegt, er, welcher 

Elims um Sechnasach gescharte Hiilfte angreift’.

laiges/saiges. Note relative form of verb in final position; see Greene (1977, 23). I 

am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for this reference.

Leth nEilim. leath nell B, leathneill M. I follow Meyer in restoring Leth nEilim, 

which is the reading of MV II § 114.

Sechnasach. Thumeysen (1912, 84) suggests that he may have been a king of 

Ireland who died in 671.
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§158 Noibricht in so:

a) Tene mor ar mothor Durlais,

b) mullach mongachlethan mo chlar ngloimthech,

c) 61 flede i cum cochall cungbais,

d) cruinn dathlethan comachlethan barcbuailtech,

e) crod cuile na cerd, albuaphell,

f) clethan gatanach, crech Hach lointech,

g) cruth glacanach, cleth liac lupanach,

h) ri suire na senad rumamcell,

i) sruth bratha nach sreth latanach,

j) sreth biait brontech, sreth batbuailtech.

This is noibricht:

a) A great fire on the dense woodland of Durlus

b) a grassy, wide pinnacle ... a noisy plain

c) drinking of a feast ... of hooded cloaks ...

d) round, bright and broad, wounding and broad, ship-sheltering

e) wealth of the storehouse of the craftsmen, ...

f) a post made of little withes, wretched ... plunder

g) a grasping form, a crooked, stone post

h) a king of nobility (?) of the synods, ...

i) a stream of malt which is not a ... row 

j) a row ..., a ship-sheltering row.

MSS; Nae mbricht a/jnso B, Noibrict inso M.

a. Tene mhor armhothar durlus B, Tene mor armothor daurlus M.

b. mullach mongacleathan mochlar ngloimtheach B, mullach monga cleathan moclar 

gloimteach M.

c. olflede acuru chochol cungbhus B, ol fleidhe a curu chochol cungbais M.
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d. cruiwd dothleatan comachlethan barcbhuailteach B, crui«d dathleathan 

comachlethan barcbhuailteach M.

e. crodh cuile na cerd albuaphell B, crodh cule nact'rd albuaphell M.

f. cleatangadanach creach liach lointeach (or lomteach?) B, clethan gatanach M.

g. cruth glacanach death  liac lupanach B, cleth liac lupanach M.

h. ri suire na seanadh rumamcell B, ri suire na seanadh ru/«am cell M.

i. sruth bratha nach sreathlatanach B, sruth bratha nach sreth leathanach M.

j. sreith biait brondteach sreatbat bualteach B, sreth biait brontech srethbat buailteach 

M.

Notes

The metre is noibricht ‘nine-fold bricht' (8^ 10  ̂ 10  ̂ 11'̂  9 ' 9^ 9'̂  9^ 8̂  8' )̂. DIL 

defines bricht as ‘an octosyllable, (a group of) eight syllables as a metrical unit’; see 

Thurneysen (1891, 130) and Murphy (1961, 27). The stanzas illustrating bricht 

metres in M V  III do not conform to any regular syllabic pattern, however, and the 

term is not used here in the sense of an octosyllabic metrical unit. Cf. also bricht 

nathrach Nede §193 below, where bricht is used with the meaning ‘incantation, 

charm’.

The main rhyme is between bdrcbiiailtech ( d ) ; bdtbuailtech (j - imperfect). There is 

also end-rhyme between Diirlais ( a ) : cimgbais (d - imperfect) and gloimthech ( b ) ; 

lointech (f). There is internal rhyme between gatanach ( f ) : glacanach (g - 

imperfect). Note also the repetition of the word sreth in the final two lines and 

rhyme between latdnach ( i ) : gatanach ( f ) : glacanach (g). This poem is difficult to 

interpret as it contains a number of words which are unattested elsewhere: gloimthech 

(b); cimgbais (c); lointech (f); glacanach (g); latdnach (i); brontech (j). Because of 

the many textual difficulties, I have presented the translation as individual lines rather 

than as prose.
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Durlais. diirliis B, daiirlus M. I have emended the MSS to read a genitive singular 

form which rhymes with M’s reading cungbais (c).

mongach. Mongach ‘long-haired, hairy’ is also used of places covered with 

vegetation; see DIL s.v. col. 165,1. 82ff.

gloimthech, ngloimtheach B, gloimteach M. This is the only example cited in DIL 

5.y. 1 gloimthech and no meaning is given. B reads nasalisation after accusative 

singular cldr. The first element may be gloimm ‘noise, din outcry’.

61. This was originally disyllabic. I take it as a contracted form here, although the 

syllabic structure is irregular.

i curu. The meaning is uncertain. I tentatively take ciiru as accusative plural of 

caur/cur ‘warrior’ and a as the preposition i ‘in’, which can be used with the meaning 

‘among (see DIL 5.v. i col. 3. 1. 47).

chochall. chochol BM. DIL cites this line from B s.v. ? cochol and no meaning is 

given. This may be a variant of cochall ‘cowl, hood’, which can be spelled cochidl, 

cochal(l) or cochol(l). I tentatively take the form to be genitive plural.

cungbais. cunghhus B, cungbais M. DIL cites this line from B 5.v. ? cungbus. No 

meaning is given and I have not been able to establish a meaning from the context.

comachlethan. DIL cites this line s.v. combach ‘cutting, hewing’, where it is the 

only example of a compound. Combach is often used of wounding in a battle and this 

may be the sense in the present context.

barcbuailtech. Marstrander (1910, 321 §13) suggests that buailtech may be a 

compound of buaile ‘byre’ and tech ‘house’. The first element is bare ‘ship’ and the
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general sense may be that of providing shelter for ships. Note the frequency of words 

ending in {th)ech in this poem; cf. GOl §349.

aibuaphell. albuaphell BM. This word is not cited in DIL and I have not been able 

to interpret the meaning from the present context. The last element may be pell ‘skin, 

hide’.

clethan gatanach. cleatangadanach B, clethan gatanach M. DIL s.v. 

clethdngaddnach, where it is the only example, suggests that this is a compound of 

derivatives of 1 cleth ‘tree-trunk’ and gaddn ‘voice’. I take this as two separate 

words, with rhyme between gatdnach and glacdnach in the following line. Clethdn is 

the diminutive of cleth ‘tree trunk; stake, post’. I take the second element as 

gatdnach, diminutive of gat ‘withe’ plus an adjectival suffix. There are a number of 

similar formations in our text; see p. 47.

crech Uach lointhech cruth glacanach. These words are omitted in M.

lointech. lointeachB. Rhymes wiih ngloimthech. D/L cites this reading j'.y. 

lointech. This is the only example and no meaning is given, although it is stated that 

it is ‘Prob. for ledintech', which would be unsuitable metrically. Ledintech is not 

given as a head-word in DIL. Thumeysen notes (1891, 98, 158 note 1) that lointech 

might also be read as lointech. I have not been able to establish a meaning for this 

adjective. It may be an adjectival formation from leonad ‘wounding’.

glacanach. This is the only example of glacdnach cited in DIL s.v., where the 

meaning ‘grasping’ is suggested. I take this as an adjective from glacdn ‘little 

handful’; cf. note on gatdnach above.

lupanach. lupanach BM. I take this as an adjective formed from the diminutive of 

lup ‘loop, circle’; cf. A Domnaill doburlupdnaig' and ciiarlupdnaig §160 below. DIL
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cites this line 5.v. lupanach, and the reader is referred to lubdnach, where one other 

example is cited.

rum amcell. rumamcell B, n m a m  cell M. The metrical structure indicates that this is 

to be read as a trisyllabic word. I have not been able to interpret this word.

sreth latanach. sreathlatanach B, sreth leathanach M. DIL  takes this as a single 

compound and cites B’s reading s.v. sreth  ‘row, line, series’, col. 372,1.57. No 

meaning is given. M reads lethdnach, an adjective from the diminutive o f leth ‘side’.

I follow B and read latanach which rhym es with gatdnach  (f) and glacdnach  (g). I 

have not been able to establish a meaning, however.

biait. biait BM. It is unlikely that biait ‘beatitudes’ is the intended form here.

brontech. brondteach B, brontech M. D IL  cites this line s. v. broindtech, where it is 

the only example, and suggests that this may be fo rproindtech  ‘an eating-house’.

batbuailtech. sreatbat bualteach  B, srethbat biiailteach M. Rhymes with 

bdrcbuailtech. I take the first elem ent as bdt ‘boat’, from ON bdtr. For other Old 

Norse loanwords in the text, see p. 49.
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§159 Ochtbricht in so:

Ingen druthborrdualach,

lemnech dremnech delbach draigech,

donnchopach dalludech drennanach;

6 muig lupchomlamach, 

luamnach lemnech lebrach lainnrech, 

lomgipanach lennanach longanach.

Locard lobormailgech,

bilech brainech brugach bladach bennanach barranach.

Morcam mogadgailbech,

graigech guinech corrach cladach corranach.

This is ochtbricht: A wanton, puffed-up, long-haired girl, leaping, be-tasselled, 

ornamented, brown-coiffed, blindly-straying, quarrelsome, from a plain, crooked 

and equally skilful, full of activity, leaping, pliant (?), shining, wearing a threadbare 

ragged tunic, having many lovers, . . . .  (An area) having high places with un-defended 

ridges (?), well-wooded, peaked, abounding in farms, renowned, with little peaks, 

bushy (?). A ... cairn, ... , rich in horses, capable of wounding, uneven, fortified, 

barbed.

MSS: Ochtbricht an^so B, Ochtbricht inso M.

a. Ingen druth borrdualach B, Ingen druth borrduallach M.

b. lemneach dremneach delbach draigheach B, lemech dremnech delbach draigeach 

M.

c. donnchopach dalludhech dremnech [no drenanach] B, do«dcopach dalludech 

drenanach M.

cl. o mhuigh lupcoA«lumach B, onmaigh lupcomlamach M.

e. lua/«nach lemneach lebrach laiwdreach B, luamnach lemnech lebrach laindrech M.
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f. lowgipanach lendanach longanach B, lomgipanach lendnanach longanach M.

g. locard lobhormhailgheach B, locardlobhor mailgech M.

h. bileach braineach brugach bladhach beandanach barranach B, bileach brainech 

brugach blagach be^znanach barranach M.

i. morcarn moghadh gailbeach B, morchar mnogadh gailbeach M.

/. graidhech guinech corrach cladach cormach B, graighech gui/iech corach cladach 

corranach M.

Notes

The metre is ochtbricht ‘eight-fold bricht’ {6‘̂ 8  ̂9^; 6^ 8  ̂ 10'̂ ; 6“* 14'̂ ; 6̂* 11^). The 

lines have been divided on the basis of end-rhyme. The main rhyme is between 

longanach (f) : corranach (j). There is also end-rhyme between lohormailgech (g) : 

mogadgailbech (i). Barranach (h) consonates with longanach (f) : corranach (j). 

There is also breccad rhyme between drenndnach (c) : lenndnach (f) : benndnach (h), 

delbach (b) ; lebrach (e), locard (g) : morcarn (i) and draigech (b) : brainech (h) ; 

graigech (j). The poem contains a large number of otherwise unattested words: 

dremnech (b); draigech (b); {donn)chopach (c); drenndnach (c); lebrach (e); 

(lom)gipdnach (f); longanach (f); benndnach (h); barrdnach (h).

druthborrdualach. druth borrdualach B, druth borrdiiallach M. The elements of 

this compound are the adjectives druth ‘wanton’, borr ‘swollen, puffed-up (with 

pride)’ and dualach ‘having locks or tresses’. The adjective borr is used of a 

gaillsech ‘foreign woman’ in §31 above.

lemnech. lernneach B, lemech M. I follow B against M ’s lemech, which may have 

arisen through the omission of an n- stroke. Alternatively, it may be a more modem, 

direct derivation from nominative leimm. This adjective also occurs in line e.

dremnech. This is the only example cited in DIL 5.v. where the meaning ‘be- 

tasselled, bedizened?’, an adjective from ? dremne, is suggested. There is only one
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example of dremne cited DIL s.v: is amlaid nohid Crist oc procep t... mattal 

cetharbennach imme 7 cethri dremne as a cethri bennaib... ‘it is thus that Christ used 

to preach ... a four-comered cloak around him and four dremne from its four comers’ 

(LB 148a36-7; my translation).

draigech. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. and no meaning is given. I have 

not been able to establish the meaning from the present context.

donnchopach. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. 2 copach, where the 

meaning ‘with dun-coloured coif (?)’, from cop ‘crest, tuft’ is suggested.

dalludech. A compound of dall ‘blind’ plus aide ‘journey’ plus the adjectival suffix. 

-ech. DIL cites this line 5.v. dall-uidech, suggesting a meaning ‘blindly straying (?)’.

drennanach. dremnech [no drenanach] B, drenanach M. This is the only example 

cited in DIL s.v. and no meaning is given. The rhyming pattern confirms that the first 

a is long. I take this as an adjective from the diminutive form of drenn ‘quarrel’. For 

similar formations, see p. 47. Cf. also the adjective drenntaide §202, also from 

drenn, which is not cited in DIL.

lupchomlamach. liipcomlumach B, lupcomlamach M. I tentatively take this as a 

compound of hip ‘loop, circle’ plus the prefix com, which is used to form the equative 

of an adjective, plus Idmach ‘handling, skill with weapons; hurling, shooting’. DIL 

cites this line s.v. tub col. 228,1.64. The series of adjectives following the phrase d 

muig ‘from a plain’ refer to the girl mentioned in the first section of the poem, rather 

than to the plain.

lebrach. Only this example is cited in DIL s.v. 2. lebrach. No meaning is given and 

the reader is referred to 1 lebar ‘long, tall; supple, pliant’.
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lomgipanach. DIL s.v. lomm col. 194,1. 47 suggests ‘in threadbare ragged garb (?)’; 

cf. ar gairdi do gipdin ‘because of the shortness of your ragged tunic’ §193 below. 

This is the only example of the adjective gipdnach cited in DIL s. y. gibanach.

lennanach. This adjective is also found in MV  III § 159, where it rhymes with 

gelldrnach ‘white-handed’. I take it as an adjective from lenndn ‘lover’, possibly 

used here in the sense of ‘having many lovers’; cf. the adjective driith ‘wanton’, line 

a.

longanach. Rhymes with corrdnach. This is the only example cited in DIL 5.y. 

longanach and no meaning is given. I take this to be an adjective from longdn, a term 

which is also found in §209 below, where it rhymes with drongdn. Note that the 

length of the vowel is established by rhyme in both cases. The exact meaning of 

longdn is difficult to establish but it is found twice in the phrase brat longdin, where 

it seems to refer to a type of cloak; see note on §209. In the present context it occurs 

alongside gipdnach, an adjective from gipdn ‘ragged tunic’.

lobormailgech. Rhymes with mogadgailbech. DIL s.v. mailgech col. 34,1.27 

suggests a meaning ‘with long brows (ridges) of hills (?)’. The first element is lobor 

‘weak, infirm’, which is generally applied to persons. It may be used here in the 

sense of ‘vulnerable, undefended’.

bennanach. This form is not cited in DIL. I take it as an adjective from the 

diminutive of benn ‘peak’.

barranach. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. I take it as an adjective from 

barrdn ‘tops of trees and flowers, bush’.

morcarn. morcarn B, morchar M. Rhymes with heard. The second element may 

be earn ‘heap, pile, cairn’. DIL cites a number of examples more, which is 

synonymous with mor and is found in compounds with teine ‘fire’. This may be the
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form in our poem, although I have found no examples of more compounded with 

anything other than teine.

mogadgailbech. moghadh gailbeach B, mnogadh gailbeach M. Rhymes with 

lobonnailgech. I have not been able to establish the meaning of the first element, 

which is mogad in B and mnogad in M. The second element may be gailbech 

‘stormy’.

corranach. cormach B, corranach M. 1 follow M’s reading for rhyme with 

longdnach..

§160 Sechtbricht in so:

A Domnaill doburlupanaig bodurgriicanaig bodurmetlanaig, 

on chomrainn chomargrucanaig comardi'danaig caratgrechanaig!

A ui airim broc^salaig amarmichanaig aladliacanaig,

a ulcha gaillm detbudanaig cuarlupanaig caladgriantragthaig canatgrechanaig.

This is sechtbricht: O Domnall, dark and crooked, deaf and surly, deaf and pot

bellied, from the jointly surly and jointly skilless company, screaming at friends! 

You grandson of a ploughman (who is) filthy like a badger, of unregulated wailing 

and blotchy like a stone pillar, you comb of a capon, smoky-coloured, bent and 

crooked, hard and sun-baked, screaming like a whelp.

MSS: Sechtbricht annso B, Uii bricht inso M.

a. A domhnaill dobhurlubanigh bodhurghruganaigh bodhurmedlanaigh B, adomnaill 

dobor lupanaigh bodorgrucanaigh bodor metlanaigh M.
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b. oncomraind co/«orgruganaigh comordidanaigh caradgrecanaigh B, onchoAnraind 

comorgruanigh chomar ditanaigh caradgreganaigh M.

c. ahua airimbhrocsalaigh amarmicanaigh aladliacanaigh B, ahua bairb broc sadhail 

amarmicanaigh aladliacanig M.

d. aulcha gaill indedbudanaigh cuarlubanaigh caladgriantragthaigh canadgrecanaigh 

B, uilcuagall indedbutanigh chuarlupanig caladgriantragthanigh canadhgrecanaigh M.

Notes

The metre is sechtbricht ‘seven-fold bricht' (18‘̂ 18'̂  17'̂  23’̂ ). I have divided the lines 

on the basis of end-rhyme charatgrechdnaig (b) : canatgrechdnaig (d) and 

alliteration. Metres with pentasyllabic end-words are highly unusual and there are no 

examples of such types in the standard reference works on metrics by Meyer (1909) 

and Murphy (1961). As regards the later period, 6  Cuiv (1967-8, 275-6) draws 

attention to cenntrom  varieties of metres in IG T  V which have hepta- and 

pentasyllabic end-words.

The metrical structure of this stanza is particularly complex and there is frequent use 

of alliteration, breccad rhyme and consonance. Note the repetition, which is a feature 

of breccad: bodiir-, comor-, -grechdnaig, -lubdnach and -grucdnaig. The stanza also 

contains a number of adjectives ending in -dnach which appear to have been coined 

specifically for metrical purposes; see p. 47.

-lupanaig. This line is cited in DIL 5.v. lubanach ‘grizzled’, an adjective derived 

from luban ‘tassel’. Only the present example is given. This would not rhyme and I 

therefore take -lupdnach in the compounds cuarlitpdnaig and doburliipdnaig as an 

adjective from a diminutive form of lup ‘loop, circle’; see p. 47. Cf. lubdnach §158.

-grucanaig. I take -grucdnaig in the compounds bodurgriicdnaig (a) and 

chomargn'icdnaig (b) as an adjective from grucdn, the diminutive of gruc ‘anger’.
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-metlanaig. This word is not cited in DIL  I take it as an adjective derived from a 

diminutive form of metal ‘a paunch’.

chomargrucanaig, chomardidanaig. I take comar- in these compounds as comar 

‘partnership’. I take -dfddnaig as genitive singular of the adjective ddnach ‘skilled’ 

plus the negative prefix di.

charatgrechanaig. I take the first element as a composition form of carae ‘friend’ 

and the second element as an adjective derived from grechdn, a diminutive form of 

grech ‘a scream’. DIL cites this line s.v. compounds of 2 cara ‘haunch, leg; side’ col. 

72,1. 75.

a ui airim. ahua airim B, ahiia bairb M. I follow B against M, which appears to be 

corrupt. I have also emended the nominative form lia in the MSS to vocative.

broc'^salaig. M reads hroc sadhail, a compound of broc and sddail ‘ease, comfort’.

amarmichanaig. I tentatively take this as a compound of amar ‘singing, wailing’ 

plus the pejorative particle mi plus cdnach, an adjectival formation from cdin ‘law, 

regulation’, qualifying genitive singular airim. I have found no other examples of an 

adjective cdnach.

aladliacanaig. DIL cites this line 5.v. ladliacanach, suggesting that the first element 

may be ladh ‘snow’. This is impossible metrically since the lines end in words of 

five syllables. I therefore take the first element to be alad ‘variegated’ and the second 

element as an adjective formed from h'acdn ‘stone pillar’.

gailHn. I take this as genitive singular of gaillm, with diminutive suffix -in for earlier 

-en, cf. GOI §272. Gaillen/gailh'n ‘capon’ is derived from Latin galliis ‘cock’; see 

Kelly (1997, 103). For the diminutive suffix -en see GOI §272. The present example 

is not cited in DIL.
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detbudanaig. This form is not cited in DIL  and I have found no other examples. I 

take it as containing the same first element as in the word given in DIL  as detfadach, 

detbudach  ‘smoky, misty (?)’, but with the suffix -dnach  rather than -ach.

caladgriantragthaig. caladgriantragthaigh  B, caladgriantragthanigh  M. I follow 

the reading of B, which rhym es imperfectly with aladh'acdnaig and, like many of the 

adjectival compounds in this stanza, has five syllables. The first two elements are 

calad  ‘hard’ and gn'an ‘sun’. I take -trdgthaig  as an adjective from trdgiid ‘ebbing, 

drying up ’. M ’s reading -thanaigh  may have arisen as a result of the large number of 

adjectives ending in -dnaig.

canatgrechanaig. I take the first element as a com position form o f cano ‘w help’, cf. 

caratgrechdnaig  from carae  ‘friend’.
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§161 Sebricht in so:

Tech Duinn damaig, dun Congaile, 

carrac niad^faebrach rathaigthe, 

rath rig recht, Ian leir fethaigthe, 

fail neir, net gribe gnathaige

This is sebricht: The house of Donn of companies, stronghold of Congal, red-edged, 

remarkable rock, fort of a king of laws, fullness of the calm sea (?), lair of a boar, 

frequented nest of a griffin.

MSS: Sebricht annso B, Ui bricht inso M.

a. Tegh dui«d damaigh dun congaile B, Tegh duind damaigh dun congaile M.

b. carrac ruadhfaebrach rathaighe B, carrach ruadh faebrach rathaige M.

c. rath righ rech Ian ler fethaig the B, rath righ recht Ian leir fetaig te M.

(I. fell neir net gribe gnathaighe B, fall neir neat gribe gnathaige M.

The version in M V l §66 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 22): Tech duind damaig dun 

co^ngaile carruc ruad faebrach rathaigthe rothricht re Ian ler fethaigthi foluing nert 

ngribe graduigtheH; Teach duind damaigh dun conngaile connglaine carrac suadh 

faebrach ruidhles rataigi cor bnneatn neach gribe gnathaighe nataige rind rind re 

forlear fer thnaighthi fon lir nech gribi grafichthi B

The version in MVl l  §88 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 49); Tech duind damaig dun 

congaile carrac ruad aebrach rathaigthe rodrict re ler fechtnaigthe foil ner neit nett 

gribe gradaigthe L; Teach duind damhaigh dun congaili carrac ruadh aebrach 

rathaighe rodncht riler feac/imaighthi foil ner neit net gribi gradaighthi B.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 133); Murphy (1961 [86]).

The metre is sebricht (8' 8' 8' 8 ). There is end-rhyme between rdthaigthe (b ) ; 

gndthaigthe (d) and internal rhyme between leir ( c ) : neir (d). Fethaigthe (c) 

consonates with the end-rhyme. There is alliteration in every line, including linking 

alliteration between lines ab, be and cd. A version of this stanza is cited in M V  I §66, 

where the metrical name is given as bricht and it is described as is he driimni suide na 

hairdne ‘it is the pinnacle of learning of the bardic metres’. It is also cited in M V  II 

§88 as an example of druirnne suithe na bardne. The version in our text differs from 

Meyer’s edition in the second couplet. I give below Meyer’s edition (1919, no. 133), 

which is also the version cited by Murphy (1961 [86|). Meyer’s edition is based on 

readings from M V  I, II, III and a citation in Cormac’s glossary (see note on fa il neir 

below) :

Tech Duinn damaig, dun Congaile, carrac ruad^faebrach rathaigthe, 

raith rig fri Ian lir fethaigthe, fail nir, net grTphe grMaigthe

‘Haus des scharenreichen Dorm, Feste Congals, rotkantiger Felsen der Biirgschaft, 

Konigsburg an stiller Meeresflut; Lagerstatte eines Ebers, Nest eines Greifen der 

Ehren’.

‘The house of Donn of companies, stronghold of Congal, red-edged rock of surety, 

fort of a king to calm a sea flood; lair of a boar, nest of a noble griffin’.

Tech Duinn. Lit. ‘Donn’s House’. This is one of three islands near Dursey island in 

West Cork (Hogan 1910, 623; Meyer 1919b, 541-3).

damaig. The adjective ddmach ‘having a company, following or retinue’ qualifies 

the personal name Donn.
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rathaigthe. DIL cites this line s.v. rdthaigthe ‘remarkable, strange’ col. 19,1. 4, 

where it is taken as a participle of 'rdthaigid ‘perceives’. I follow Murphy, op. cit.,

119, where the meaning ‘remarkable (?)’ is suggested. Meyer takes rdthaigthe as 

participle of 2 rdthaigid ‘vouches for, guarantees’.

rath rig recht. rath righ rech B, rath righ recht M. The versions in M V I and II 

differ from our text. M V  I reads rothricht re Ian ler fethaigthi (H - the version in B 

is corrupt); M V  II reads rodricht re ler fechtnaigthe (L), rodn'cht riler feachtnaighthi 

(B). Meyer emends to rdith rig fri Idn lirfethaigthe. Note Middle Irish genitive 

plural recht for earlier rechtae.

leir. ler B, leir M. Rhymes with neir. Meyer emends to Ur, genitive singular of ler 

‘sea’. I have not found any other examples of genitive leir, which may be an ad hoc 

form for rhyming purposes.

fail neir. fell neir B ,fa ll neir M. Meyer emends to nir, rhyming with Ur. This line is 

cited in Cormac’s Glossary 5.v. ner: .i. tore allaid, ut est isna hAistih: Fail neir, net 

gn'be grddaigthi ‘i.e. a wild boar, as is in the metres (i.e. metrical tracts): Fail neir, 

net gn'be grddaigthi' (Meyer 1912, 82; my translation). I have e m e n d e d o f  

the MSS of our text on the basis of the reading in Cormac’s Glossary.

gnathaige. gnathaighe B, gnathaige M. Cf. graduigthe H, grafichthi B M V l  §66; 

gradaigthe L, gradaighthi B, M VU  §88. The version in our text reads gentive 

singular of gnathaige ‘frequency, usage wont’, used adjectively to qualify net ‘nest’. 

Meyer follows the version in M V  I and II, which reads gradaigthe. As noted above, 

grddaigthi is also the reading of Cormac’s Glossary.
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§162 Ciiicbricht in so:

A driiith na hAlla, at cranda i cossaih, 

a druith na hAlla, at fanda fossaid; 

a breccanaig dmit, a dord im dronda, 

a druith na hAlla, sen^aig  corra 

chromma, chamma fot chossaib.

This is cuichricht: O fool of Alla, you are wooden around the feet, O fool of Alla, 

they are weak |and] stiff; you foolish, freckled fellow, you buzzing around humps, O 

fool of Alla, old, pointed, bent, crooked bindings around your feet.

MSS: Cuic bricht so .i. B, U. bricht inso M.

a. Adruith nahalla adcranda icossaib B, Adruith naalla at cranda ic[o]ssaib M.

b. adruith nahalla atfanda fossaid B, adruith nahalla rofanda fossaigh M.

c. abrecanaigh diuit adord im dronda B, abreacanaigh diuit adordim dronda M.

d. a druith nahalla senaraigh corra B, adruith nahalla senaraigh corra M.

e. croma cama fodchossaigh B, croma cama fotchassaib M.

Notes

2 2 2 2 2The metre is cuichricht {\Q 10 10 10 7 ). There is end-rhyme between cossaih ( a ) : 

fossaid  (b) : chossaih (e) and dronda ( c ) : corra (d). There is also internal rhyme 

between hreccdnaig ( c ) : sendraig (d - imperfect) and hreccad rhyme between Alla 

( a ) : cranda (a) : Alla (b) : fanda  ( b ) : Alla ( d ) : chamma (e) and dronda (c) : corra (d) 

: chromma (e). There is alliteration in lines ahc and linking alliteration between lines 

de. The verse is in three parts, each beginning with the phrase A druith na hAlla and 

each referring to the subject’s legs. O Maille (1973, 84 §11) draws attention to 

hreccad rhyme in this verse.
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na hAlla. Hogan (1910, i’.v.) gives a number of placenames with the elements Alla 

and Aill. It is impossible to establish which is the intended form in our poem, 

however. Note that dnUh qualified by a placename in the genitive is a common 

formula in satires in M V  III; see note on §63.

breccanaig. Rhymes with sendraig. A  substantival use of the adjective breccdnach, 

from breccdn ‘speckled thing’. This is the only example cited in DIL, where the 

phrase is translated as ‘wearer of motley (?)’.

diuit. Note the contracted form. This is confirmed by the metre, which requires a 

line of ten syllables.

§163 Cethairbricht in so:

Ua Mesen (?), 

mac gobol Ifathglas, 

coindfe gort fchtair ^faithche; 

gedglac dronngerr gopdub, 

gall bladach ar bilairlic, 

dabach ibairglic aithne.

This is cethairbricht. The grandson of Mesen (?), boy of grey-blue thighs, a fitting 

lower field of a green: goose-handed, short-humped, black-gobbed, a splendid 

foreigner on a watercress-covered flag-stone, a skilfully wrought vat of yew for a 

deposit.

MSS: Ceathair bricht a/2nso B, IIII bricht inso M. 

a. Ua mesean B, Ua me sean M.
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h. mac gobal liathghlas B, mac gobol liathglas M.

c. coindme gort icthair aichthe B, coindme gort ichtair faiche M.

d. gedglac droindghearr gobdhubh B, gedh glach drongerr gobdub M.

e. gallblach ar bilarlic B, gallbladhach arbilar lie M.

f. dabach ibharghlic aithne B, dabach ibair glic aithne M.

Notes

2 2 2 2 3 2The metre is m/za/r^jnc/jr (3 5 7 ;6  1 1 ) .  The main rhyme is between/a/r/ic/zt? 

( c ) : aithne (f)- In the final couplet there is aicill rhyme between hilairlic ( e ) : 

ibairglic (f) and internal rhyme between bladach ( e ) : dabach (f). Thurneysen (1891, 

99) prints this stanza as continuous prose.

Ua Mesen (?). Thurneysen (1912, 86) suggests reading iia Mesean mac Gobal (?).

I have not found any other examples of this name and cannot establish a nominative 

form.

coindfe. coindme BM. I take this to be the adjective ‘proper, fitting’. la m

grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for this suggestion. An alternative suggestion is to take 

coindme as nominative plural of coinnem, the primary meaning of which is ‘a visiting 

company, guests’. The term is also used in a legal sense of the obligation of a client 

to provide maintenance for his lord’s men during a military campaign. In Old Irish 

legal texts this obhgation is called congbdil (Kelly 1988, 31) and coinnem appears to 

be a later term as it is only found in Middle Irish glosses and commentaries (Empey 

and Simms 1975, 178-9). The development of the term in the later language is 

discussed by O ’Rahilly (1950). The description ‘billeting in the lower fields of a 

green’ may be used in the sense of inhospitable or uncomfortable lodgings, since low- 

lying fields would be prone to flooding. Against this interpretation, gort must be 

taken as gentive plural and neither of the MSS show nasalisation after this word.
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gall bladach. gallblach B, gallbladhach M. DIL cites this line 5.v. bluch ‘salt meat’, 

based on the reading of B. The reading of M is superior, as established by rhyme 

with dabach (line f).

§164 Trebricht in so;

Lachtnan lia gorm^fiaclach Gadra, 

guaille cranda cailig, dfad cen damna: 

is ed ro ^firchrap a ^fine 

ar tuidecht a thige tiartuaid cen tarba.

Do-acrad anbas duthaig don athair; 

d ’apaid na rig nir adba.

Rose fir methle, maise atainn, 

serthe capaill lama chor, corr craplam.

Ca ret na teilciub cen terce 

do sceirtiud a lecne Hath lomda?

Delg sciad no scian co n-eim chongna, 

ic lot ladra Lachtnan.

This is trebricht: Lachtnan, blue-toothed grandson of Gadra, stiff shoulders of a 

cockerel, smoke (?) without cause: this is how his kin has truly shrivelled up after 

coming to his house in the north west without profit. A natural ... for the father (?) 

was pleaded; it was not an abode for abbot or king. Eye of a reaper, beauty ... shanks 

of a horse after being thrown down, a pointed withered hand. What thing will I not 

cast freely in order to peel away his bare, grey cheeks? A thorn of a thorn bush or a 

knife with a handle of horn, wounding Lachtnan’s fist!
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MSS: Trebricht an/jso B, Trebricht inso M.

a. Lachtnan uaghorm^fiaclach gadra B, lachtan ua gormfiaclach gadra M.

b. guaile cranda cailigh diadh gan datnna B, guaille crama caligh diad cendamna M.

c. hsed  rofircrap affine B, ised rofirchrap afine M.

d. artigheacht athighi tiartuaidh cen tarba B, ardidhecht athighi tiar thuaidh ctn  tarba 

M.

e. dohacradh anbas dutaid donathair B, datacradh anbas duthaigh donathir M.

f. dabaidh narigh niradbha B, dabbaig narig nirfagba M.

g. rose fir ineithle maissi aitwd B, rose fir meithle maise ataind M.

h. serthi capaill iama cor corr craplam B, serte capaill iarnachor corr craplam M.

i. ca raet natelgiub centerce B, caeraet natelciubh cen terce M.

/. do sgerded alecni liathloA/jdai B, doscerdiut alecne Hath lomdai M.

k. gealg sgiag no scian connem concnai B, delg sciadh no scian connei/n concnai M.

/. iclot ladra lachtnain B, iclot ladhra lachtnain M.

Notes

The metre is trebricht ‘three-fold bricht' (8^ 10  ̂8  ̂1 1 ^  10  ̂7  ̂ 8  ̂ 10  ̂ ; 8̂  9^ 8  ̂6^). 

Thurneysen (1981, 99) prints this poem as continuous prose. This is one of the 

longest metrical illustrations in M V \\\  and it has been divided into three four-line 

sections on the basis of end-rhyme and internal rhyme. Aicill is a feature of all 

couplets except the final couplet; Gadra ( a ) : cranda (b); '^fine ( c ) : thige (d); athair 

(e) : apaid (f - imperfect); atainn (g) : capaill (h); terce (i) : lecne (j). In the first 

section, Gadra (a) makes end-rhyme with damna (b) and tarba (d) and this section is 

linked to the second four-line section by the end-rhyme with adba (e). Sections two 

and three are connected by end-rhyme between craplam  ( h ) : Lachtnan (1) and by 

internal rhyme between methle ( g ) : serthe (h) and terce ( i ) : lecne (j). In section 

three there is also end-rhyme between lomda ( j ) : chongna (k) and internal rhyme 

between teilciub ( i ) : sceirtiud (j) and Hath ( j ) : sci'ad ( k ) : scian (k). Note also rhyme 

between Gadra (a): cranda ( b ) : damna ( b ) : tarba ( d ) : adba (f). There is alliteration
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and linking alliteration between lines ah, ef, hi. The repetition of the subject’s name 

at the end of the poem forms a dilnad ‘closure’ of the type classifed as saigid (Muphy 

1961, 43f.), while rhyme with crapldrn also forms a type of closure. The general 

theme appears to be Lachtnan’s inhospitality towards his kin, although the second 

section of the poem is particularly difficult to understand.

diad/sdad/scian. I take these as contracted forms, although the syllabic structure is 

irregular.

Lachtnan ua gorm'^fiaclach Gadra. This may be the same person as Lachtndn 

mac Liichdidnn in Gadra §180 below. Meyer (1920, 7-8) discusses both occurrences 

of this name in MV  III and also notes a reference to a Lachtndn mac Taidc hiii Gadra 

in a poem attributed to Cuan lia Lothchain. I read iia as a contracted form, although 

the syllabic structure is irregular.

diad. DIL cites this line s.v. ? 5 diad, where no meaning is given. I take this as a 

nominative form of de ‘smoke’, cf. DIL s.v. 1 de col. 166,1. 1 where it is stated that a 

nominative form diad is ‘modelled on the a-stems’. Mac Eoin (1974, 60) cites a 

number of examples of consonantal stems which take the form of the genitive 

singular as nominative singular and then switch to o/a-inflexion.

ro ^firchrap. The adjective/;> may be prefixed to verbs in poetry, often with an 

intensive force; see DIL s.v.fi'rco\. 149,1. 21. Note the similar use of an adjective in 

the verbal form ro chorrmaid §150.

Do-acrad. dohacradh B, datacradh M. This line is difficult to interpret. I 

tentatively take the verbal form as third singular passive preterite of do-accair 

‘pleads, sues’.

anbas. I am uncertain as to the meaning of this word. It is unlikely to be for 

indmas/indbas ‘wealth’.
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atainn. aitind B, ataind M. I follow the reading of M for rhyme with capaill. DIL 

cites this line from B s.v. aittenn ‘gorse, furze’, preceded by a question mark. There 

are no other examples of the spelling atainn for aittenn, however, and I have not been 

able to establish a meaning. The form may be genitive singular, qualifying maisse.

serthe. This is an example of the Middle Irish conflation of nominative and 

accusative cases in dental stems (5 na G III §5.11).

chongna. concnai BM. DIL cites this line s.v. con-cnai ‘gnaws’. I have emended to 

chongna (rhyming with lomda) on the grounds that a disyllabic word is required for 

metrical purposes.

Lachtnan. lachtnain BM. I have emended the form of the MSS for rhyme with 

crapldm; see GOI §280.1.

§165 Debricht in so:

A brollach snedach sreth^fiar, 

a ^fiacla con ar cloich aOig, 

a uf Thadcain, a tholltimpain, a meic Alcain, 

a bi ^  burd Ardain, a ^saib^fir.

This is debricht: ‘Du lausiger schiefstreifiger Busen, du HundegebiB auf einem Stein 

im Dungerhaufen, Enkel Tadgans, du durchlocherte Zimbel, Sohn Alcans, du Pech 

auf der Tafel von Ardan, du Falscher Mann!’ (Meyer 1919, no. 62)
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You nitty, crooked-striped chest, you hound’s teeth on a dung-covered stone, O 

grandson o f Tadgan, you pierced timpdn, O  son o f Alcan, you pitch on the border of 

Ardan, you perverse man.

MSS: Debricht annso B, Debricht inso M.

a. A  brollach sneadach sreathar B, Abrollach sneadach srathfiar M.

b. a^fiachla con ar cloich ailigh B, afiacla con oclachailidh M.

c. atadgai/t atholltimpain B, aahui tadhgai« atholl timpain M.

d. ameic alcain abhi arburd ardain a^saibh Ur B, ameic alcain abi aburd ardan athibair 

M.

Notes

Previous edition: M eyer (1919, no. 62).

The metre is debricht ‘two-fold bricht' (7^ 8  ̂ 12^ 8^). The stanza has been divided 

into lines on the basis of end-rhym e ai'lig ( b ) : sai'byir  (d) and aicill rhyme Alcain  (c)

: Arddin  (d - imperfect). Note that Arddin  (d) also rhym es with Thadcdin (c).

sreth^'fiar. sreathar B, srathfiar M. I follow M eyer in taking this as a compound o f 

sreth ‘row, line’ and fi'ar ‘crooked’. D IL s.v. sreth col. 372,1. 46 suggests ‘with 

distorted features (?)’.

a ui Thadcain. atadgain B, aahui tadhgain M. In B the victim and his father are 

identified, while in M his father and grandfather are named. Either m anuscript 

reading is possible, since the stanza is syllabically irregular. I read id  as a contracted 

form, although the syllabic structure is irregular.

a tholltim pain. D IL  5.v. timpdn suggests ‘(a) timbrel, drum; (b) some kind o f stringed 

instrum ent’. It is difficult to establish which instrument is meant here, since the
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adjective toll could apply to either type. Cf. the epithet tiompdn dhd thed ‘a two- 

stringed lute’ i.e. something useless (Quin 1965, 33 q. 39).

burd. Meyer translates ‘Tafel’ ‘panel; table’ .

Ardain. I follow Meyer, who takes this as a placename on the grounds that the verse 

should contain the triad ainm 7 uss 7 domgnas ‘name and lineage and dwelling’, 

which are the characteristics of Idnder ‘full satire’ (see note on §210 below). Hogan 

(1910, 37) gives one example of a placename Ardan. Meroney (1949, 124 note 2) 

agrees with Meyer’s interpretation but notes that ainm is missing. Note that DIL cites 

this line under two head-words, 1 arddn ‘drinking vessel’ and hi ‘pitch’.

§166 Bricht fein in so:

Inill diin 

druimel mal 

Mag Feda dian 

dian Cuillenn clar

Finit dona brichtaib

This is bricht itself: A stronghold of forts, ... of chiefs, strong Mag Feda, strong [isj 

Cuillenn of plains. The bricht metres end.

MSS: Bricht fen a/inso B, Bricht i«so M.

a. Inill dun BM.

b. druimel mal B, drumel mal M.

c. magh feda dian B, mag fedha dian M.
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d. dian cuillend clar B, dia^cuillend clar M.

Finit dona breachtaibh B, Finit donabrict {point over t) M.

The version in M V 11 §21 reads (Thurneysen 1891, 37): Indlid dun dub iarmar mag 

feda dian dian cuillian clar L; Indlid dun drub iarmar B.

Notes

The metre is bricht (3' 3 ' 4 ' 4 '). The end-words of line ac consonate with the main 

rhyme between mdl ( b ) : clar (d). There is linking alliteration between the lines. A 

version of this stanza is also cited in M V  II §21, in a section dealing with the metres 

covered in the fifth year of study for the poet. This differs from our poem only in the 

second line, which reads dub iarmar L, drub iarmar B.

I am grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for drawing my attention to an earlier version of this 

text, including a second quatrain, both of which I give below:

Indlith dun drub iar mar 

ag feda dian dian cuillian clar 

cach dia eol imglan rois 

ropo doim dun Fergus fois.

‘Spannt uns nach langem Verweilen das schnelle Feld von Holz (die Wagen) 

an, dessen Brett (Speiche?) Stechpalme ist. Jeder (fahre) nach seiner Heimat, 

rein im Wissen; Fergus ist uns ein Haus der Ruhe Gewesen’. (Thurneysen 

1933, 200f.).

This version is of interest in that it exhibits a regular pattern of stress and also a type 

of ‘approximate’ rhyme {rois : fois). This suggests that the illustration in our text has 

evolved from a version written in an earlier stressed/alliterative type of metre, which
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is also the case in the illustration cited in §118 above. Note that first line of the 

version cited in M V II §21 is closer to the original than the version in our text.

druimel. dm im el B, drumel M. I have found no other examples of this word, which 

is not cited in DIL. The original text reads drub iar mar ‘after a long stay’.

Mag Feda. Mag Fea in the Barony of Forth, Co. Carlow; see Keat. Ill 46, IV 371.

dian. The primary meaning of dian is ‘swift, rapid’. DIL .v.v. dian col. 62,1. 46 ff. 

cites two examples of dian being used in the meaning ‘strong’, without the sense of 

motion. Jurgen Uhlich has suggested (personal comment) that the original text may 

be a kenning for ‘chariots’.
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Ecoitchenna ‘uncommon metres’

§167 Incipit dona hecoitchennaib. Snam siiad in so;

Int en bee 

ro leic feit 

do rinn guip 

glanbuide.

Fo-ceird fai'd 

OS Loch Laig,

Ion do chrafb 

chambuide.

Here begin the uncommon metres. This is sndrn siiad: ‘Der kleine Vogel hat aus der 

Spitze des blanken gelben Schnabels einin Pfiff erschallen lassen; die Amsel sendet 

von dem gelbbuschigen Baume einem Ruf iiber Loch Laig’ (Meyer 1919, no. 150)

The little bird has whistled from the tip of a bright yellow bill; he utters a cry over 

Loch Laig - a blackbird from a yellow-heaped branch.

MSS: Incipit donacoitchennaib B, Incipit do/iacoitchiund M.

Snamh suadh a«nso B, Snatn suadh inso M.

a. Inten beag B, Inten bee M.

b. rolegfeid B, roleic feit M.

c. dorind guib B, dorind guib M.

d. glanbuidhi B, glanbuidhe M.

e. fochfrd faidh B, foceird faidh M.

f. osloch laigh B, osloch laigh M.

g. Ion docraib B, Ion docraib M.
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h. car^zbhuide B, crandmaige M.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 150); Murphy (1956, §5; 1961, [1401); Greene 

and O ’Connor (1967, 206).

1 1 1 3  1 1 1 3The metre is ‘sage’s swimming’ (3 3 3 3 ,3  3 3 3 ). The main rhyme

is between glanbuide ( d ) : carnbuide (h). There is end-rhyme between fa id  ( e ) : Laig 

(f) : chrai'b (g).

Incipit dona hecoitchennaib. Incipit donacoitchennaih B, Incipit donacoitchiiind 

M. As noted on p. 52 note 39 above, I follow Thumeysen in emending the MSS, as 

this gives a classification based on descending order of frequency.

charnbuide. carnbhuide B, crandmaige M. I follow B, which Murphy suggests, op. 

cit., 98, may refer to a gorse bush with yellow blossom. The reading of M, a 

compound of crann ‘tree’ and genitive singular of mag ‘plain’, would also be 

suitable. Meyer reads charrhuidi, giving the reading of B as carhhuidhe, with a 

stroke above the ar compendium. The stroke is an n-stroke, however.
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§168 Imresnach Etame in so:

Bile aithne, fothraim  eichduinn 

donn aigthe togfainn i treibthuirm 

ic tuaid tre brianaig treoraig 

is biiaid clerig cHaraig ceolaig

imarbagaig ollaimriaraig 

tim am adaig trom Airgiallaig 

tenn^fagbalaig tonnairmfadaig 

cellam ranaig congain^srianaig.

This is imresnach Etai'ne:

a) A hero who comm ands (lit. ‘o f com m anding’), sounds ... combative (?), quick and 

obedient

b) a chief of ... I would choose in the farmland (?) o f powerful Airgialla

c) . .. varied (?), skilful, strong and successful, noble landed (?)

d) it is the triumph of a cleric o f a songful, church-singing band o f musicians, with a 

bridle o f horn.

MSS: Imresnach edai«e so B, Imbresnach etai«e in$o M.

a. Bili aichni fothruim eich duind iwarbaghaigh ollu/nriaraigh B, Bile aithne fothruim 

eachduind inbarbagaig olla/nriaraig M.

h. don^faighthe toghfaind ictrebtuind tim am adhaigh trom oirgialla/g B, donwaigthe 

togfaittd itreibthuind timarnadaig trom argiallaigh M.

c. igtuaidh trebrianaigh treoraigh tea^n^faghbalaigh tonnairmhiadhaigh B, 

tondarm idhaigh M.

d. isbuaid clerigh cliaraig ceolaig ceallabranaigh congansrianaigh B, isbuaidh clerigh 

cliaraig ceolaigh cellam ranaigh congansrianaigh M.

The metre is imresnach Etam e  ‘contentious one of E tam ’ (8^ 8"̂ , 8  ̂8“*, 8  ̂ 8“̂, 8  ̂ 8“*). 

The first half of line c is one syllable short and it is possible that a syllable has been 

om itted after tre in line c. Note that M omits all of line c except the last word. This

Notes
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stanza is highly ornamented and all stressed words, except bile (a), donn (b) and 

clerig (d), are involved in rhyme. The end-words of all four lines rhyme with each 

other: ollaimn'araig (a) : tromAirgiallaig (b) ; tonnainmadaig  (c) : congain'^sn'anaig 

(d). There is also linking alliteration between the ‘h a lf  lines: eichdiiinn : imarbdgaig 

(a); treibthuinn : timamddaig  (b); treoraig : tenn'^fagbdlaig (c); ceolaig : 

cellamrdnaig (d). In lines ab, every stressed word, with the exception of the first 

words, rhymes with a word in the corresponding position: aigthe ( b ) : aithne (a); 

togfainn (b) :fothraim  (a); treibthuinn (b) : eichduinn (a); timamddaig (b) : 

imarbdgaig (a); tromAirgiallaig (b) : ollaimn'araig (a). A similar pattern is found in 

lines cd: bi'iaid (d) : tuaid (c); ch'araig ( d ) : bn'anaig (c); ceolaig ( d ) : treoraig (c); 

cellamrdnaig (d) : tenn'fagbdlaig  (c); congain'^sn'anaig (d) : tonnainmadaig (c). For 

lack of rhyme between clerig (d) and a word in line c, see note on tre bn'anaig below. 

A similar rhyming pattern is found in §92, §95 and §117. For other examples of 

personal names used as names of metres, see p. 60ff. The stanza is difficult to 

interpret and I can only offer a tentative translation. As was the case in §158 above, I 

have presented the translation as individual lines rather than as prose.

bile. The primary meaning of bile is ‘tree; sacred tree’. It can also be used in the 

sense of ‘scion, hero’, which may be the meaning in the present context.

fothraim. Fothromm  ‘noise’ is used of the noise made by movement of horses and 

stags; see DIL s.v. col. 396,1. 35.

eichduinn. The metrical structure suggests that this is a compound, rather than eich 

duinn ‘of a brown horse’. Such a compound would mean ‘horse-brown’, but the 

sense is unclear in the present context.

imarbagaig. imarbaghaigh B, inbarbagaig M. Genitive singular of an adjective 

qualifying eich. This is the only example cited in DIL s. v. immarbdgach, where it is 

taken as an adjective from immarbdg ‘strife’.
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ollaimriaraig. ollumriaraigh B, ollamriaraig M. Genitive singular of an adjective 

qualifying eich. I tentatively take the first element as ellam, ollam ‘quick, prompt, 

speedy’ and the second as narach ‘obedient, compliant’. The first element must be 

read as palatal for rhyme with -Airgiallaig (similarly tonnainmadaig and 

congain'^snanaig).

donn aigthe. don'faighthe B, donnaigthe M. Rhyme between aigthe : aithne 

suggests that this is to be taken as two separate words rather than as a compound. I 

take donn as the substantive ‘chief, noble’. I am uncertain as to the meaning of 

faighthe (B) / aighe (M). The form may be genitive singular of agad ‘face’ used in 

the sense of ‘honour’. I have not translated this word, however.

togfainn. toghfaind B, togfaind M. Rhymes mihfothraim. I take this as Middle 

Irish first singular conditional of togaid ‘chooses’ from earlier do-goa. The particle 

no is often omitted in verse (5 G III § 11.29).

treibthuind. ictrebtuind B, itreibthuind M. DIL s.v. treh col. 281,1. 48 takes this as 

a compound of treh ‘farm, holding’ and tonn ‘wave’, suggesting that it may be a 

placename. It is taken as two separate words in DIL 5.v. timarnadach, however. 

Tonn can also be used in the sense ‘land, earth’. The form in our text seems to be 

dative singular.

timarnadaig. Rhymes with imarbdgaig. Dative singular of an adjective. This is the 

only example cited in DIL 5 v. timarnadach, where the meaning ‘commanding (?)’ 

from timarnad ‘command’ is suggested. The vowel of the penultimate syllable must 

be long for rhyme with imarbdgaig, however.

tromAirgiallaig. There are several examples of placenames compounded with 

adjectives, e.g. chaladMide §129 and tar caladLaignib §131.
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ic tuaid tre brianaig. igtiiaidh trebrianaigh B, om. M. M omits all but the last word 

of line c. The rhyming pattern and fact that the line is one syllable short suggest that 

a syllable has been omitted after tre. This word presumably rhymed with clerig (d). 

DIL cites these words s.v. treb col. 281,1. 46 and mis-divides the reading in B as 

tuaidh trebrianaigh, taking the initial ig in igtuaidh B as belonging to the end of the 

preceding word trornArgiallaig. There is a suspension stroke through the II of 

trornArgiallaig in B, however, while M reads tromargiallaigh (plene). The use of the 

adverb tuaid with the preposition ic is impossible and tuaid may be dative singular of 

1 tuag ‘arch’ or 2 tiiag ‘axe’ with dh for gh. As regards tre brianaig, DIL op. cit. 

takes this as a compound of treb and n'anach (?), which is unlikely on metrical 

grounds. DIL cites one example of an adjective bri'anach ‘partitioned, varied’, 

rhyming with gn'anach. I have not been able to translate this section of the poem. 

Brianaig and the following adjectives appear to be in the genitive singular.

tenn^fagbalaig. I take this as genitive singular of a compound adjective tenn 

‘strong, severe’ plus fagbdlach ‘successful, gainful’. There is only one example of 

fagbdlach cited in DIL s. v. and the example from our text is omitted.

tonnairmiadaig. tonnainnhiadhaigh B, tondarmidhaigh M. I tentatively take this as 

a compound adjectival formation in genitive singular, consisting of tonn ‘wave; land’ 

plus ar ‘cultivated land’ plus mi'adach ‘noble’.

congain^snanaig. An adjectival compound of conga ‘horn’ and srianach, an 

adjective from sn'an ‘bridle’. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. 

congan^srianaig, where the meaning ‘with bridle of horn (i.e. utilitarian?)’ is 

suggested.

cellamranaig. ceallabranaigh B, cellarnranaigh M. I take this as a compound of cell 

‘church’ and amrdnaig ‘songful’, genitive singular of an adjective from amrdn 

‘song’, lit. ‘church-songful’. This is the only example of the adjective cited in DIL 

.̂v. amrdnach.
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§169 Fidchellacht Chon Rodba in so:

A lem,

oca-ta in bairte co mbirthime

do linn Lochlainne,

ni tii in fothmainne finn fidchille.

This fidchellacht Chon Rodba: O ... who has the ... with ... for a pool of Lochlann, 

you are not the ... of a fair one o f fidcheII.

MSS: Fidhcheallacht conrodbai annso B, Fidhchellacht conrodbai inso M.

a. Alem B, Ailem M.

b. ocata inbairte combirtime B, ocata inbairte conbirthime M.

c. dolind lochlainde B, doli«d lochlai/jde M.

d. nitu infothmaiwde fi«d fidhchille B, nitu i«fothmai/jde fi/7d fi|d|hcille M.

Notes

The metre fidchellacht Chon Rodba "fidchell playing of Cu Rodba’. The metrical 

structure is difficult to determine and the lines have been divided on the basis of end- 

rhyme birthime (b) : fidchille (d) and aicill rhyme Lochlainne (c) '.fothmainne (d), 

giving a syllabic structure of 2 9 5' 9 . There is also internal rhyme between linn (c) 

: finn  (d). DIL cites the name of this metre .̂v. conrodbai, where it is the only 

example, while Thurneysen (1891, 99) takes the form as a personal name. The 

second element may be the adjective rodba ‘sharp, aggressive’ or the river name 

Rodba (Hogan 1910, 582). For other examples of personal names used as names of 

metres, see p. 60ff.

A lem. Alem  B, Ailem  M. DIL cites two word 5.v. lem: 1 lem ‘elm-tree’ (o-stem 

noun) and 2 lem ‘soft, tender’ (adjective). A palatal form would be expected after the
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vocative particle. A possible interpretation would be to take lem as a feminine form 

of the adjective used as a substantive in the sense of ‘weakling’. It is difficult to 

establish the intended form, however, and I have left the term untranslated.

bairte. This is the only example cited in DIL s. v. and no meaning is given. The 

reader is referred to the preceding entry bairt ‘girl’, which is poorly attested. I cannot 

establish a meaning from the context.

birthime. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. and no meaning is given. The 

elements may be bir ‘spear’ and tim(m)e ‘fear’.

fothmainne. fothmainde BM. Rhymes with Lochlainne. Thurneysen (1912, 70) 

reads fochmainde M, but suggests an alternative fothmainde. The form in M is 

c\ear\y fothmainde, however. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v. fothmainde? 

No meaning is given and the reader is referred to fathmann ‘a lock (of hair)’. The 

context suggests that the form is nominative singular.

§170 Meisce Remain in so:

A dniith, cid tai dom airbire 

da tucur duit mnaf co mbungile?

Isint ^samrud

isaid tu do ^saith don arbur 

is do ^feor adbul i n-Urbile.

This is meisce Romdin: ‘Du Narr, was fallt dir ein, mich zu schmahen, wenn ich dir 

ein Weib mit weiBem GesaB gebe? Im Sommer sollst du dich an Kom satt essen und 

an iippigem Gras in Urbile’. (Meyer 1919, no. 68)
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You fool, what is wrong with you that you are reproaching me if I give you a woman 

of singular beauty? In the summer you will eat your fill of the com and of luxuriant 

grass in Urbile.

MSS: Mesgi romhai« so B, Meisce romain inso M.

a. A  druith cid tai domairb/re B, Adruith cid dai domairb/h M. 

h. datucar duit mnai combuinghile B, datucur duit mnai combungile M.

c. isint^sa/nradh B, isin t^samradh M.

d. isaidh tu do^saith donarbhor B, isaid tu dosaith donarbt/r M.

e. isdo^feor adbhul inurbhuile B, is dofeor adbol i/?durbile M.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 68).

The metre is meisce Romdin ‘drunkenness of Roman’ (S' 9' 4 8 9 ). I take Roman 

as a personal name; cf. the metrical name meisce Draigin meic Dorndorhied §201. 

The vowel length is established by rhyme with morgrdin in Saltair na Rann 1. 7250 

(Stokes 1883; see also Knott 1952, 119) and rhyme with Crondn and mordn in Felire 

Hiii Gormdin (Stokes 1895, 90). For other examples of personal names used in 

names of metres, see p. 60ff.

The stanza has been divided into lines on the basis of end-rhyme between biingile (b)

: Urbile (e) and samriid ( c ) : arbur (d). There is also aicill rhyme between arbur ( d ) : 

adbul (e) and internal rhyme between tai ( a ) : mnai (b).

cid tai. When the substantive verb is used in nasalising relative clauses with the 

meaning ‘to be angry, vexed’, the particle no is normally found with second person 

singular forms, eg. cid no tai (GOI §779.2)
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da tucur /  do ^feor. M eyer emends to dia tiic and d ’*fedr, which gives two 

octosyllabic lines. There is no indication of the syllabic structure in the name o f the 

metre, however, and metres in this section of the tract tend to be syllabically 

irregular. Note the spread of the first singular conjunct present subjunctive deponent 

ending to non-deponent verbs.

isaid tu. Note the Middle Irish analytic form of the verb (third singular future with 

independent subject pronoun).

arbur. Note the Middle Irish short form  of the dative o f an n-stem  (Old Irish 

arbaimm); see S na G III §5.11.

CO mbungile. combuinghile B, combungile M. Rhymes with iirbile. I take the 

noun bun ‘base, foundation’ in this compound to have the m eaning ‘original, unique, 

singular’. M eyer translates ‘mit weiBem GesaB’ ‘with a white backside’. I have not 

found any other examples o f bun  being used with the m eaning ‘backside’, however.

Urbile. urhhuile B, urbile M. I follow M eyer in taking this as the placename 

Urbile, a variant o f Airbile or Ard Bile in Kerry; see Hogan (1910, 21). DIL  cites the 

line 5.V. la irbuile  and suggests the m eaning ‘frenzy’, taking the second elem ent as 2 

baile.
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§171 Menmarc Mongan in so:

Ri Cera, Cu Chonnacht, 

ra mela mo mallacht!

Teimnide, tais, deir Mide, 

snaith glais ri gallat.

This is menmarc Mongdn: The king of Cera, Cii Chonnacht, may my curse grind him! 

Dark, feeble, herpes from Meath, blue threads attached to a foreign helmet.

MSS: Menmarc mongan B, Menmarc mongan inso M.

a. Rig ceara cu connacht B, Ricera cera cu connacht M.

b. romeala momhallacht B, romela momallacht M.

c. tenm detais dernidhe B, temhnidhe tais deirmidhe M.

d. snaith ghlais rigallat B, snaith glais rigallat M.

Notes

The metre is menmarc Mongdn ‘desire of Mongan’ (6 6 7 5 ). For other examples 

of personal names in names of metres, see p. 60ff. Chonnacht (a) consonates with the 

main rhyme between mallacht ( b ) ; gallat (d). There is also internal rhyme between 

Cera (a) : mela (b) and tais ( c ) : glais (d). There is alliteration in every line.

Cera. Hogan (1910, 228) identifies two such places: the barony of Carra in Mayo 

and Ceara in Breifne. The only reference to the latter is ‘Ceara in Breifny, Tp.’ 

which, however, O’Donovan (1862, xi) identifies as ‘Ceara, now the barony of Carra, 

in the county of Mayo’. Ceara does occur in a section of O’Donovan’s edition 

entitled Cuid na Breifne {op. cit., 46) but this contains many other placenames which 

are not located in Breifne. 6  Concheanainn (1971, 91-2) discusses an instance of the 

placname Cera in Meath and notes that it is sometimes confused with Cermna.
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teimnide, tais. temn detais B, temhnidhe tais M. DIL cites this line from B i'.v. 1 

teinm ‘cutting, gnawing’ as temn detais preceded by a question mark. The metrical 

pattern suggest that tais is to be taken as a separate word for rhyme with glais.

deir mide. dernidhe B, deirmidhe M. DIL cites this line ^.v. ? dernide, where it is 

the only example. The metrical structure suggests that the line should end in a 

disyllabic word. I follow M and take the first word to be deir, a type of skin disease 

which DIL 5.V. translates as ‘herpes’. For a similar image, cf. breccar claime i cinn 

‘mangy spots on a head’ §71. I tentatively take the second element as the placename 

Mide ‘Meath’. There are other examples of placenames being incorporated as 

elements of abusive epithets in our text: a hichra rnaigre a Miimain ‘you salmon 

spawn from Munster’§12; gnith a Caimlinn ‘curds from Caimlinn’ §172.

§172 Seem scaflte in so:

Ingen demain, 

tinme lenaim, 

gruth a Caimlinn.

druth ui Domnaill 

luch i comrainn,

ocon duiblinn; 

cuingid chuibrinn;

lenga lomraim; 

druth Cille Cerbaill;

Berla in lomgaill, merga in mondaill

luth in buirbrinn, mant in mergaill,

ni cuinchim ’sin chairling.

This is seem scaflte: A devil’s claw, lia Domnaill’s fool at the black pool; hacking a 

child, a mouse in a portion of food, seeking a share of food; curds from Caimlinn. 

Speech of the naked foreigner, a crazy spear of the ... cunning blind man (?) I cut 

off; vigour of the rough swift one (?), jaw of the deranged foreigner, the fool of Cell 

Cherbaill; I do not seek him in the ... .
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MSS: Sceam  scailte so B, Sceam  scailte w so  M.

a. Ingean deamain druth idow naill oconduibhlind B, Ingen demai/i druth hui domnaill 

oconduiblmd M.

b. tinmhi leanaim luch icoinraind cui/idghidh cuibrind B, tinme lenaim luch icomraind 

gungidh cuibrind M.

c. grath icaimlind B, gruth icamlind M.

d. berla inlomghaill merga inmondaill lenga loA«raimh B, berla indlomgaill merga 

inmondaill lenga lorai/« M.

e. luth inuirbri«d ma/2t inmearbaill druth cilli cearbaill B, luth inbuirbrind mantt 

inmergaill druth cille cerbaill M.

f. nicuindhgim sincairling B, nicuinchim si« cairling M.

Notes

The metre is seem seailte  ‘scattered yelp’ ([1 2 x 4 ^ ] + 5  ̂6^). Sem ite  appears to be 

used here with the basic m eaning ‘scattered’ rather than as a technical term to indicate 

a lack o f consonance. The poem  consists o f  two sections, each o f  which comprises 

seven phrases. These can also be analysed as consisting o f  tw o stresses per unit 

(reading secondarily stressed oeon  in line a  and unstressed Cille, which is regularly 

destressed, in line d). The main rhyme is between the end-words o f each section  

Caimlinn  ( c ) : cairling  (f). In the first section, there is rhyme between dem ain  ( a ) : 

lenaim  (b), D om naill (a) : com rainn  (b) and didblinn  ( a ) : chuibrinn  (b). The metrical 

structure o f the second section is different and there is rhyme between lom gaill ( d ) ; 

m ondaill ( d ) : lom raim  (d) and mergaHl ( e ) : C erbaill (e), while uirbrind  (e) rhymes 

with didblinn  (a) and chuibrinn  (b). Note also internal rhyme between luch ( b ) : 

gruth  (c) and breccad  rhyme betw een druth  ( a ) ; luth  ( e ) : druth  (e).
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druth ui Domnaili. Cf. ocdriith odiir d ’Eoganacht §173 and driith Dala §194. For 

the common formula driith plus a placename, see note on §63. Ui is to be read as a 

contracted form in order to give a line of four syllables.

Caimlinn. Camlinn is located near Glenavy in Co. Down (Hogan 1910, 154).

merga. I take the first element of this compound as mer ‘demented, crazy’ and the 

second as ga ‘spear’, referring to a spear cast by a blind man performing tricks or 

feats.

mondaili. I tentatively take this to be a compound of mon ‘feat, trick’ and genitive 

singular of dall ‘blind man’.

lenga. DIL cites this line i'.y. llenga and no meaning is given. The context suggests 

that this is genitive singular of an adjective, but I have not been able to establish a 

meaning.

in buirbrinn. iniiirbrind B, inhuirbrind M. Rhymes with duiblinn (a), chiiibrinn (b). 

I follow M and read genitive singular of a compound of barb ‘rough’ and a poorly 

attested adjective renn, used substantively, for which DIL s. v. suggests the meaning 

‘swift, hasty?’.

mergaill. mearbaill B, mergaill M. I follow M in view of the frequent use of gall as 

an abusive epithet in our poems. B’s reading may reflect the confusion of lenited b 

and lenited g or may be due to anticipation of Cerbaill in the following phrase.

Cille Cerbaill. As well as the present example, Hogan (1910, 181, 686) cites two 

other references to this placename in Co. Clare.

cairling. Rhymes with Caimlinn. DIL cites this line 5.v. cairling ‘hag’, of which this 

is the only example. According to Meyer (1906b, 306) cairling ‘hag’ is from Old 

Norse. I have not found any other examples of this word. An alternative
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interpretation would be to take cairling as the placename Cairlind in Co. Louth 

(Hogan 1910, 141), although the use of the definite article would be unusual in such a 

context. Note that the final -ing of chairling forms a dunad.

§ 173 Abachtada in so:

Ua Scuirre, 

sceith bruic ar beraib, 

ocdruth odur d’Eoganacht, 

ima agaid seolanart co snedaib.

These are abachtada: The grandson of Scuirre, a badger’s vomit on spears, a sallow 

young fool from the Eoganacht, a nitty bed-cloth around his face.

MSS: Abachtada so B, Abbata inso M.

a. Uas cuirri B, Uascuirri M.

b. sceith bruic arbearaib B, sceith bruic arberaib M.

c. og druth odhur deoghanacht B, oc druth odur deodhanacht M.

d. imaghaid seolanart co snedhaigh B, iwaigid seolanart cosnedhaibh M.

Notes

The MSS give the name of this metre as abachtada B, abbata M (3  ̂5  ̂7  ̂ 10^). DIL 

5.V. takes the reading of B to be nominative plural and states that dbacht is masculine. 

Murphy (1961, 76) takes it to be feminine, however, and the word is also feminine in 

Modem Irish (6  Donaill 5.v. dbhacht). Four types of dbacht ‘joke’ are illustrated in 

§§173-6, while §79 illustrates dbacht rannaigechta. Note that Thumeysen (1891, 

100) reads lines ab as one octosyllabic line.
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Ua Scuirre. I take this as a personal name or nickname, while DIL cites the reading 

of B {Uas cuirri) s.v. 1 corr 1. 35 ‘projecting part, end, corner’. I have not found any 

examples of a nominative form, which may be *Scorr from Latin sciirra ‘buffoon’.

A diminutive form Scurrme occurs in Corp. Gen. (O ’Brien 1962, 350 LL 317 bb 3).

ua/ocdruth. I read ua and dc(druth) as contracted forms, although the syllabic 

structure is irregular.

§ 174 Abacht in so:

Faire do '^seminn 

dom ^seminn; 

nochot chuingim 

nochot gebim.

This is abach t: Guarding for a ... from my ...; I do not seek you, I do not take you. 

MSS: Abacht andso B, Abocht innso M.

a. Faire dosemind B, Faire do^semind M.

b. domsemi«d B, dom^semiwd M.

c. nochotchuigim B, nocot chungim M.

d. nochotghebim B, nocot gebim M.

Notes

2 2 2 2The metre is abacht ‘humour’ (5 3 4 4 ). There is end-rhyme between seminn ( b ) : 

gebim (d).
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seminn. semind B,'^semind M. Rhymes with D/L cites this stanza 5.y. ?

semind and no meaning is given. It is difficult to establish the intended form. It may 

be simin, seimen ‘rush’, which is variable in form an inflection, and occurs in §139 

above:/o gallseminnglac gallsalainn ‘under a foreign rush a handful of foreign salt’. 

Both examples in the present context are in the dative singular after the prepositon do.

chuingim. chuigim B, chimgim M. I follow M against B, which omits the n stroke, 

and read a first singular present indicative dependent form of con-dieig ‘seeks’.

§175 Abacht scailte in so:

Ramesc do-rigne 

ar do reide, 

nocho digne, 

nocho deine.

This is abacht scailte: The great confusion which he has caused on account of your 

gentleness, you will not cause it, you do not cause it.

MSS: Abacht scailte so B, Abocht scailte inso M.

a. Rameasc dorighni B, Romesc dorigne M.

b. ardoredhe BM.

c. nocho digni B, nochodingne M.

d. nocho dene B, nocodene M.
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Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [74]).

The metre is dbacht scai'lte ‘scattered humour’ (5^ 4^ 4^ 4^). There is end-rhyme 

between reide ( b ) : deine (d) and rigne ( a ) : digne (c).

§176 Abacht chummaisc in so:

Tallad ulcha 

de is ’tig oil: 

rim ^fer cumtha 

nochorbo coir.

This is dbacht chummaisc: ‘His beard was taken off him in the drinking-house: to my 

companion it was not fair’. (Meyer 1917, 49)

The removal of [his] beard from him in the alehouse: it was not fair to my 

companion.

MSS: abhocht cu/naisg so B, abocht c«maisc inso M.

a. Tallad aulcha B, Tallad aulchai M.

b. de astigh oil B, de istigh oil M.

c. rim^fear cumtha B, roimfer cuA«tha M.

d. nochorbochoir B, nochor bocoir M.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 49); Murphy (1961, [73]).

2  1 2  1The metre is dbacht chummaisc ‘mixed humour’ (4 4 4 4 ). There is end-rhyme 

between oil ( b ) : coir (d) and ulcha ( a ) : ciimtha (c).

tallad. Murphy takes tallad as the verbal noun of do-alla ‘takes away’, while Meyer 

takes it to be third singular preterite passive of do-alla. Either reading is acceptable 

and the sense is ultimately the same: the subject is described as having been the 

victim of a practical joke while drunk and thefore subject to ridicule and mockery. 

Shaving a person’s hair without their consent was an offence and the legal text Bretha 

Etgid states that a fine was to be paid for shaving the hair, eyelashes and eyebrows of 

various classes of individuals: eiric giimta co lomad a ciahaib na crosan 7 na scoloc 

7 na ningen mael 7 i cathair a ruisc 7 a findfad a malach ‘a fine for clipping with 

shaving in the case of the locks of the jesters and the scholars and the crop-headed 

virgins and in the case of their eyelashes and their eyebrows’ {CIH 304.11; see also 

MacCana 2002, 221). A fourteenth century legal text attributed to Giolla na Naomh 

mac Duinn Shleibhe Mhic Aodhagain states that two cows are to be paid in 

compensation for shaving off a person’s hair: da ba isin cnocbeim 7 isin giunadh gan 

[leg. go[ lomad ‘two cows for the wound which causes a lump and for the shaving 

until bare’ {CIH 694.24). Middle Irish commentary in Rawlinson B 506 also outlines 

the penalties to be paid for damaging a person’s hair; see CIH  129.26-130.14.

ulcha. aulcha B, aulchai M. Meyer and Murphy read tallad a ulcha, which gives

five syllables. The reading of the MSS is simply a variant of ulcha {S na G III §3.3),
2  1 2  1which gives a more regular syllabic structure (4 4 4 4 ). 

oil, coir. I take these as contracted forms.
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§177 Suirge mall so:

Craide e, 

daire cno, 

ocan e, 

pocan do.

This is suirge mall: ‘Er ist ein Herz, eine NuB des Eichenwaldes, ein lieber Junge -  

ein KuBchen ihm!’. (Meyer 1919, no. 160)

He is a love, a grove of nuts, he is a youth - a little kiss for him.

MSS: Suirghi mall so B, Suirge mall so M.

a. Cridi he B, Craidi he M.

b. daire cno BM.

c. ogan e B, ocan e M.

d. pogan do B, pogan do M.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 160); Murphy (1961 [80]); Greene and 

O’Connor (1967, 112 ); Camey (1967, 28-9); Baumgarten (1994, 125).

The metre is suirge mall ‘slow courting’ (3* 3' 3' 3'). There is end-rhyme between 

end (b ) : do (d) and internal rhyme between craide (a ) : daire (b) and ocan ( c ) : pocdn 

(d). The syllabic structure is the same as cethramthu rannaigechta moire (§73) and 

anair rinnairde (Murphy [79]). A poem with an identical syllabic structure (3* 3* 3* 

3 ') is found in An Leabhar Muimhneach and the editor states that this can be 

described as either suirge mall or anair rinnairde (6  Donnchadha, xviii, 74). 

Baumgarten {op. cit., 122-3) notes that the syntax of lines a and c in our poem
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indicates that it is to be dated to the Middle Irish period, since in Old Irish the syntax 

would be cride-som and dcdn-som.

craide. Cridi B, Craidi M. Rhymes with daire. Baumgarten (op. cit., 125) reads 

craide, rhyming with daire, while previous editors read cride. For other examples of 

craide in Middle Irish, see S na G III §3.12. Meyer takes this as a preposed genitive.

daire cno. Meyer takes this as a preposed genitive. Mac Mathuna (2003, 8) notes 

other examples of the linking of cni'i and cride as terms of endearment.

ocan. Note the contracted form, confirmed by the syllable count and rhyme with 

pocdn.

§178 Imthecht daill isin cepaig in so:

Conchobar ua Cadla,

crim muicce fiada ar ath n-aba: cuin do-rala in cara i n-uathad?

Duine darbu ro brfgrad briathar,

fer ara tabar tirad ocus bro ocus crfathar

ocus fuine ocus im^fuine cen ithe do Raith chliathad Chruachan.

This is imthecht daill isin cepaig: Conchobar grandson of Cadla, hart’s tongue mixed 

with hemlock: when was the friend alone? A man to whom the power of words was 

excessive, a man to whom is assigned drying and a quern and a riddle and baking and 

cooking without eating for Rath Chruachan of battles.

MSS: Imteact daill isin ceapaigh so B, Imceacht daill m n  ceapaigh inso M.

a. Conchobhar uacadla B, Conchobur uadcadla M.
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b. crim muici fiadha arath naba B, crim muicce fiad/za arath naba M.

c. cuin dorala incara m  nuathad B, cui« dai ala incara inuathadh M.

d. duine darburo brighrad briathar B, duiwe darboro brigradh briathar M.

e. fear aratabhar B, fer aratabar M.

f. tirad 7 bro 7 criathar B, tiradh 7 bro 7 cria M.

g. 1 fui«e 7 imfuine B, (7 om.) fuine 7 iiwuine M.

h. cen ithe doraith cliathad cruachadh B, cenithe doraith cliathban cruachan M.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 167).

The metre is imthecht daill isin cepaig ‘wandering of a blind man into the plot’. I 

follow Meyer’s line division. When elision is applied in one instance (/ n-uathad), 

the syllable count is 6  ̂9^, 9^, 9^, 5^, 9  ̂9^ 9 .̂ There is end-rhyme between uathad (b)

; Chruachan (e) and rhyme between Cadla (a) : aha (b); hnathar  (d) : cnathar (f) : 

chh'athad (h). There is also hreccad rhyme between bngrad  (d) : ti'rad (f), Cadla (a) : 

aha ( b ) : rala (c) : cara (c) and ro (d) : hro (f).

Meyer follows M in reading cUathhdn against B’s cliathad. This makes aicill rhyme 

with cnathar:

Conchobar ua Cadla, crim muicce ffada ar ath n-aba, 

cuin dorala in cara i n-uathad?

Duine darbu ro brTgrad briathar,

fer ara tabar tTrad ocus bro ocus crTathar 

ocus fuine ocus im^fuine cen ithe do Raith chlTathban Cruachan.

‘Conchobar vom Stamm der Ui Chadla, Zungenfam an der Furt des Flusses, - wann 

ist der Freund allein? Ein Mensch, dem der Schwall der Worte zuviel war, ein Mann,
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dem Dorren und Mahlen und Sieben und Backen und Kochen fiir die Burg von 

Cruachu mit weiBem Geflecht auferlegt wird, ohne daB er selbst zu essen beicommt.’

‘Conchobar of the race of the Ui Chadla, fern’s tongue on the ford of the river, - when 

is the friend alone? A man to whom the force of words was excessive, a man on 

whom will be imposed drying and grinding and sifting and baking and cooking for 

the stronghold of Cruacha with white wattles, without getting to eat himself.’

Meyer also interprets this stanza as a praise poem, classifying it under the heading 

‘Aus Liedem der Freundschaft’ ‘From poems of friendship’. The imagery, however, 

suggests that it is satirical: the subject is described as preparing food for the people of 

Rath Chruachan while not partaking of it himself, and the tasks assigned to him are 

menial ones which would not befit a man of high social standing. Winnowing and 

grinding, for example, were occupations associated with women and female slaves 

(Kelly 1997, 439,450).

crim muicce flada ar ath n-aba. Crim miiicce fiada  ‘hart’s tongue’ (phyllitis 

scolopendriiun) is a type of fem used to cure bums. The literal meaning is ‘garlic of 

wild pig’, which suggests that it is also an edible plant. The significance of the 

metaphor ‘hart’s tongue/wild garlic mixed with hemlock’ is that a poisonous plant 

(hemlock) has been mixed with an edible and medicinal herb. A similar metaphor is 

found in Bretha Nemed Toisech, where the phrase dth ifochlucht ‘brooklime mixed 

with hemlock’ describes the //«^’s acceptance of the son of a promiscuous woman in 

terms of the mixing of edible and posionous plants; see CIH 2230.3 and Kelly (1997,

310). I am grateful to Liam Breatnach for this interpretation. The metrical structure 

and rhyming pattern indicate that dth aba is to be read as two separate words. It is 

taken as one word {athaba) in DIL, while Kelly (1997, 184 note 10) reads dth aba and 

suggests, ibid. 310 note 285, that the second element is genitive singular of ab ‘river’. 

He also notes that dth aba has been equated with the poisonous plants deadly 

nightshade and hellebore. The nasalisation of aba can be taken as an example of the
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confusion of accusative and dative after prepositions which is found occasionally in 

Middle Irish (S na G III §5.1). Meyer takes the first element as dth ‘ford’.

brigrad. DIL s.v. brig col. 189,1. 28 takes this as a compound of brig ‘power’ and 

rad ‘speech’, although rhyme with tirad suggests that the vowel of the second 

element is short. I follow Meyer in taking the second element as the collective suffix 

-rad, as in macrad ‘boys’, damrad ‘oxen’ etc. The form brigrad is attested in Met. 

Dind. IV, 202.12 (Gwynn 1903-35): mar cach linn cen lig-blad /  ms bai brigrad 

biiadach ‘like a pool void of lustre: / she lost her vigorous powers’.

do Raith chliathad Chruachan. doraith cliathad cniachadh B, doraith cliathban 

cruachan M. Chliathad is inserted between the elements of the placename Raith 

Cniachan, the royal site of Rathcrogan, Co. Roscommon. Meyer follows M and reads 

do Raith chh'athbdn Cruachan. I follow B on the grounds that cliathad rhymes with 

briathar and criathar.

§179 Berraide ar rinn chuaille in so;

Dal re dfbe druth Durlais,

Guaire na ngallbroc, gaire gaill, 

fi'acla cire, cleth i curchais, 

dar anfot imthecht fostan, 

gabloc i mbi crostal crainn.

This is berraide ar rinn chuaille: A tryst with stinginess is the fool of Durlas, Guaire 

of the foreign shoes, a foreigner’s laughter, teeth of a comb, a house post in a clump 

of reeds, a steady course through negligence, a small forked branch in which there is 

a wooden cross-adze.
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MSS: Berridhi ar nnd  chuailli so B, Berraidhe ari«d cuaile inso M.

a. Dal re dibi druth durrlais B, Dalre debi druth durlais M.

h. guaire nan gallbrocc gairi gaill B, guaire nangallbroch gairi gaill M.

c. fiacla ciri cleth icurghais B, fiachail cire death  icurgais M.

d. daran^fot i/«teact fosdan B, dar anfot imtecht fostan M.

e. gablog imbi crostal craind B, gobloc imbi crosdal craind M.

Notes

2 1 ^ 2The metre is berraide ar rinn cMaille ‘a chip of wood on the tip of a post’ (7 8 8“ 7 

? '). There is end-rhyme between Durlais ( a ) : ciirchais (c) and gaill ( b ) : crainn (e). 

There is aicill rhyme b e t w e e n ( d ) : crostal (e) and breccad rhyme between 

gallbrdc ( b ) : anfot (d) : gabldc (e). A loose type of rhyme may be intended between 

dibe (a) : cire (c).

fostan. This word is not well attested. DIL s.v. suggests the meaning ‘steady, firm’.

gabloc. This is the only example cited in DIL i.v. gablog ‘small fork’. Cf. Dinneen 

s.v. gabhlog ‘a small two-pronged fork made from the limbs of a shrub or furze bush’.

crostal. Rhymes with fostan. This is the only example cited in DIL and I take it as a 

compound of cros ‘cross’ and tdl ‘adze’, cf. crostiiag ‘cross-axe’ (Kelly 1997, 488 

note 164). Meyer (1906b, 531) suggests cro55-/^7/‘a cross-belt?’. This cannot be 

correct, however, since the word rhymes with fostan.
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§ 180 Anair imrinn scaflte in so 7 ni tairis a dered acht i sillabaib fotaib:

Lachtnan mac Luchduinn ui Gadra, 

glas cuilinn ar casceith, 

ubull buide bis for abaill, 

mac don gabainn glasleith.

Is aire nach tairis acht a sillabaib fotaib ar deithbir fri dechnaid scaflte, ar is coim des 

do-side tairissium  6 ^fotaib 7 cuimrib, 7 ni coim des immorro fri so acht fota nama.

This is anair imrinn scailte and it only ends in long syllables: Lachtnan son of 

Luchdonn lia Gadra, a fetter of holly m ixed in with a twisted thorn bush, a yellow 

apple on an apple-tree, a son of the wan, grey smith.

This is why it only ends in long syllables: in order to distinguish it from dechnad  

scailte, for it {dechnad scailte) can equally well end in long and short [syllables], and 

it is not so for this (anair), but [it ends in] long [syllables] only.

MSS: Anair imrind scailti so 7nithairis aderedh acht asiWabaih ^foda B, Anair imrind 

scailti inso. Et nitairis adertd  acht osillaebaib fotaib M.

a. Lachtnan m ac luchduind igadra B, Lachtnan mac  luchdui«d hugadhra M.

b. glass cuilind arcass geith B, glas cuilind arcasceith M.

c. uball buide bis arabaill B, ubull buidhe bis forabaill M.

d. m ac dongabhaind glaisleith B, m ac do«gabaind glasleith M.

Isaire nach tairis acht asiWabaib ^fota ardeithb/r re deachnaid scalti air iscoimdes 

disside tairissiu/« o^fotaib 7cuiA«rib 7nihed di so acht fota nama B, Et isaire natairis 

acht osiWabaib fotaib ardeithb/r fri dechnaidh scailte ariscomdes dosidhe tairsem 

ofataib 7cMA«rib 7nicomdes immorro  riseo acht fate amain M.
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Notes

7 7 9The metre is a n a / > 5 c < 3 / 7 f e ‘scattered (3/ja;r with rhyme all around’ (8 6 8 6 ). 

There is end-rhyme between casceith (b) : glasleith (d - imperfect) and aicill rhyme 

between abaill (c) and gabainn (d). Anair is defined in an etymological gloss in the 

glossary Duil Dromma Ceta as ainm aircetail; is e dogni cli .1. anaor, ni haor acht 

is molad ‘i.e. the name of a metre; it is that which the cU composes, i.e. non-satire, it 

is not satire but it is praise’ {CIH 605.17).

M V II cites three examples of anair metres, none of which resemble our poem: anair

rinnaird[e\ 3' 3' 3' 3' M VU  §22 (Murphy 1961, [79]); anair tintudach 3^3^3^3^ MV

II §23 (Murphy 1961, [81]); MVII  m  anair t[h\ebraid 3̂  3' 3'  2^ 3' 3' 3' 2^(Murphy

1961, 11411). The syllabic structure of our poem could also be described as dechnad 
2 2 2 2mor scailte (8 6 8 6 ), and Thumeysen (1891, 171, 173) cites it as an example of 

both anair imrinn scailte and dechnad mor scailte in the index of names of metres in 

M V  III. The text outlines the difference between anair imrinn scailte and dechnad, 

however, stating that anair imrinn scailte must end in a disyllabic word, while 

dechnad metres may end in monosyllabic or disyllabic words.

tairis. Note Middle Irish loss of deponent flexion.

Lachtnan mac Luchduinn ui Gadra. See note on Lachtndn iia gorm'fiaclach 

Gadra §164. In a note on another occurrence of luchdonn, Gwynn (1903-35, ii, 108 

note 21) suggests that it is an epithet rather than a proper name. DIL s.v. I Inch takes 

the first element as Inch ‘mouse’. Meyer (1920, 8) suggests that Inch- in the name of 

the subject of our poem is used in an insulting sense rather than as a personal name. 

As McCone notes (1985, 175-6), however, luchdonn is generally applied to heroes 

and the first element is thus more likely to be the word for wolf rather than the word 

for mouse.

ui, bis. Note the contracted forms, established by the syllable count.
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ar casceith. arcass geith B, arcasceith M. A compound of cas ‘curly’ and dative 

singular of see ‘a thorn bush’ declined as a dental stem, for which see Binchy (1971, 

163 note 65). Meyer (1920, 7) reads ar cas-sceich ‘auf einem krausen Dornbusch’ 

‘on a gnarled thombush’. The same idea is expressed in the phrase crim muieee fi'ada 

ar dth n-aha ‘hart’s tongue mixed with hemlock’ §178. Note that DIL cites this line 

s.v. geith, where it is the only example.

glasleith. Rhymes imperfectly with chasceith. For other examples of the use of a 

feminine form of the adjective with the dative of masculine consonantal stems, see S 

na G III §6.4.

§ 181 Banrothan in so:

Ua Cleirig, carpat crm cuirre, 

arcat ar Im, leth fairre 

fainne finne, trost buille, 

ben ic coistecht ri toirm tuinne, 

timme suile lonna i luirme, 

laech ic larraid lomma is imme;

gestul im geim drochbo duinne, 

lair is laech ic leim far n-escur uirre, 

estud mochbro itir muille, 

pistol cuinge cuirre cruimme 

cruinne tuille truimme tinne.

This is banrothan-. The grandson of Cleirech, the withered upper beak of a heron, 

silver in exchange for linen, the side of a weak, white post, the sound of a blow, a
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wom an listening to the sound of a wave, wealoiess of a fierce eye instead of 

fierceness, a warrior asking for milk and butter. An achievement concerning the 

bellowing o f a bad, brown cow, a mare with a warrior jum ping onto her after having 

been cast off, a storehouse o f speedy querns among mills, a peg of a yoke - pointed, 

crooked, round, hollow, heavy, hard.

MSS; Ban rothan an«so B, Banrotan so M.

a. Uaclerigh carbat crin cuirre B, Uaclerigh carbat crin cuirre M.

b. arcat ar lin leth fairre B, arcat arlin leth farre M.

c. fainde finde trostbuille B, fai«de fi«de trostbuille M.

d. bean icoisteacht ritoirm tuinde B, ben icoistecht retromtuinde M.

e. time suile londa illui/?di B, tiwme suili londa ilindi M.

f. laech ic iarraidh lomma isimi B, laech iciarraidh loma isime M.

g. gestal i/«gem drochbho dui/ide B, gestul imgem droch bo dui/jde M.

h. lair islaech idem  iarnesgar uirre B, lair isloech icleim iam escur furri M.

/. esdad mochbhro iiir muilli B, estudh mochbro it/> muille M.

j. pistal cuinge cuirre cruime B, pistul cui/ige cuirri crume M. 

k. cruinde tuinde tuille truime tinde B, crui/ide tuille tn</?zme tinde M.

Notes

The metre is bdnrothdn ‘little white wheel’ (8^ 7^ 7^ 8  ̂ 8  ̂ 8^; 8  ̂ 10^ 8  ̂8^ 8^). The 

main rhym e is between imme ( f ) : tim e  (k). The end-words rhyme with each other 

and consonate with the main rhyme. There is aicill rhyme be tw een /a /rre  (b) \fa inne  

(c) and internal rhyme between carpat ( a ) ; arcat (b), crm  (a) : Un (b), lonna  ( e ) : 

lomma (f) and geim  ( g ) : leim  (h). There is breccad  rhyme between gestul ( g ) : esciir 

( h ) : estud  (i). Note also rhyme between drochbo  ( g ) : mochbro  (i) and finne  ( c ) : 

timme (e). The internal rhymes cuinge ( j ) : cruinne  (k): cuirre ( j ) : tuille ( k ) : 

cruimme (j): truimme (k) also rhyme with the end-rhymes cuirre ( a ) : buille (c) etc.
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arcat ar lin. The phrase ‘silver in exchange for linen’ is used in the sense of a bad 

bargain. For similar metaphors, see note on § 12.

fairre. I follow DIL 5.y. farr ‘a post or prop’ in taking this as genitive singular.

lair is laech ic leim far n-escur uirre. The word order is unusual and one would 

expect ic leim uirre ‘leaping onto her’. The position of the preposition uirre has 

presumably been dictated by the requirement of rhyme with the other end words (with 

the exception of fairre, as noted above). Cf. upaici i salann suirge ‘a love potion in 

salt’ §83, where suirge is required for end-rhyme with uidre. Escar is used here with 

the meaning ‘a fall from horseback’; see DIL 5.v. escar col. 189,1. 9.

mochbro. Rhymes with drochbd. The context suggests a genitive plural form. Bro 

is an n-stem in Old Irish and a genitive form bron (Old Irish broon) would therefore 

be expected. The form bro is fixed by rhyme with drochbd, however. A genitive 

singular form bro is attested in Middle Irish commentary on the law tract Bretha 

Etgid ‘judgements of inadvertence’. Here the phrase Bla rnuilinn bleith ‘the 

immunity of a mill is milling’ is explained in the commentary as Sian dono .c.sceinm 

na bro ris cach naen ‘Immune from liability, moreover, is the first slipping of the mill 

with respect to everyone’ {CIH 287.28).

pistol cuinge. Kelly (1997, 472) suggests that this refers to ‘the peg which secures 

the yoke to the yoke-beam of a plough or the pole of a cart’.
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§182 Gort fo lid in so ocus is la dechnaid ar ergnus;

Diingal meta lia Mail Inmain, 

athchaillech ic imthecht idraid otraig;

Dungal - duine i cnuc ac creic a anma ar achtaib, 

urad buide ar brat gamna, glac duibgeltaig gortaig.

This is gort fo  lid and it is understood to be [classified] with dechnad: ‘Dungal der 

Feige, Enkel Mael-lnmains, cine abgelebte Nonne, die iiber kotiges Flechtwerk 

spaziert; Dungal, ein Mensch, der seine Seele auf einem Hiigel zu schlechten Taten 

zum Verkauf ausbietet, gelber Flicken auf einem Mantel aus Kalbsfell, Faustgriff 

eines hungemden diisteren Irren’ . (Meyer 1919, no. 71)

Cowardly Dungal, grandson of Mael Inmain, an ex-nun going around cow-pats; 

Dungal - a man on a hill selling his soul for conditions, a yellow patch on a calfskin 

cloak, the grasp of a swai’thy, hungry lunatic.

MSS: Gort folidh indso 7isladeachnaidh arearghnus B, Gort folid i^jso 7 

isladechnaidh arergnas M.

a. Dunghal meta uamael inmain B, Dungal meta uamail inmain M.

b. athchailleach icimteacht idraidh othraidh B, athcaillech icimthech idraidh otraigh 

M.

c. dunghal duine icnuc icrec aan/na arechtaibh B, dungal duine icnuc acreic aanma 

arachtraibh M.

d. uradh buidhe arbrat ga/nna glac duibgealtaig gortaigh B, uradh buidhe ar brat 

ga/nna glac duibgeltaigh gortaigh M.
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Notes

Previous edition. Meyer (1919, no. 71).

The metre is gort fo  lid ‘distinctive field’ (8^ 10  ̂ 12^ 13^). G ortfo lid is a type of 

Ogam alphabet (Aur. 1. 6044), which Calder translates as ‘field under colour’. I 

follow McManus (1991, 139 and 182 note 19), who suggests that lid is an old dative 

form of the neuter 5-stem leth ‘side’ and translates ‘distinctive field’. In In Lebor 

Ogaim the term is defined as arna bet da '^fidfor aen lith ‘in order that no two letters 

be on one side’. For other instances where the compiler of our text draws on 

Aiiraicept na nEces and In Lebor Ogaim', see notes on §§1, 11, 118 and 184. The 

names of types of ogam alphabets in In Lebor Ogam may have provided the compiler 

with a template for coining some of the names of metres in the ecoitchenn section of 

our tract; see p. 60. It is not apparent which the present stanza should be associated 

with dechnad.

Achtaib (c) consonates with the main rhyme, which is between otraig (b) : gortaig 

(d). There is aicill rhyme between Inmain ( a ) : idraid (b) and internal rhyme between 

Dungal ( c ) : iirad (d), duine (c) : buide (d) and anma (c) : gamna (d).

ar ergnus. arearghnus B, arergnas M. Lit. ‘on account of understanding’. I take 

this as ergna ‘understanding’ plus the abstract suffix -as. DIL cites the phrase s.v. 

rergnus ‘excellence, worthiness, understanding’. The entry also cites one other 

example of rergnus from M V I §68, where the term is also used of metres: Acht is a 

fete 7 suthchernus cdich dia ndenaiter, 7 a suithemla 7 a rergnus cdich dos-gni di- 

rentar a loigi (6  hAodha 1991, 218). 6  hAodha translates: ‘But it is according to the 

generosity and liberality of those for whom they are made, and according to the skill 

and excellence of those who make them that the prices for them are paid’. As in the 

example in our text, it would also be possible to read ar ergnus in this instance.
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Mail Inmain. Thumeysen suggests (1912, 88) that Mael Inmain may be an anchorite 

of Glendalough, whose death is recorded in FM s. a. 953.

idrad. This is the only example cited in DIL. Meyer takes it to be a collective from 

id ‘collar, ring’ and translates the line as ‘eine abgelebte Nonne, die iiber kotiges 

Flechtwerk spaziert’ ‘a decrepit nun who walks over filthy wickerwork’. The phrase 

‘rings of dung’ appears to be used here in the sense of ‘cow-pats’.

ar achtaib. arechtaihh B, arachtraibh M. Meyer reads ar echtaib and translates the 

line as ‘ Diingal, ein Mensch, der seine Seele auf einem Hiigel zu schlechten Taten 

zum Verkauf ausbietet’ ‘Dungal, a man who on a hill offers his soul for sale for bad 

deeds ’. The MSS forms together suggest that achtaib is the intended reading as this 

consonates with otraig (b) and gortaig (e). Meyer suggests reading '^fechtaih, which 

would also give consonance.

urad. The primary meaning is ‘act of making fresh, renewing’.
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§183 Ai idan in so 7 Cenn Gegain dos-roine:

A meic ui Chuinn, cella do chobair, 

a gleic im thuinn, a thenga thamain, 

a meic ui Chuinn, a chrithre im chella, 

a rigthe gerra glassa gadair.

This is ai idan, and Cenn Gegain composed it: O son of lia Cuinn, monasteries are 

your help, you wrestling with a wave, you tongue of a taman, O son of ua Cuinn, you 

sparks around churches, you short grey forelegs of a hound.

MSS: Ai idhan so 7cend gegain dosroine B, Ai idhan annso 7cend gegan dosrone M.

a. Am^/c .h. cuind cealla dochabair B, Ameic huchuind cella dochobair M. 

h. aghlec imthuind ateanga tamhain B, aclecc imtuind ateanga thamhain M.

c. ameic i cuind acrithri imchealla B, ameic hucucuind acrithri imcealla M.

d. arighthi gearra glassa gadhair B, arigthe glassa gerra gadhair M.

Notes

Previous edition: Murphy (1961, [58]).

2 2 9 2The metre is ai idan ‘pure poetry’ (9 9 9“ 9 ). The stanza is metrically complex, 

containing both internal rhyme and breccad. Chobair (a) consonates with the end- 

rhyme thamain (b ) : gadair (d). There is also aicill rhyme between chella (c ) : gerra 

(d), internal rhyme between chrithre ( c ) : rigthe (d) and breccad rhyme between 

Chuinn (a ) : thuinn (b) : Chuinn (c ) ; cella (a ) : thenga (b ) : chella (c ) : gerra (d) and 

meic (a ) : gleic (b ) : meic (c). The stanza could also be interpreted as comprising two 

half-lines, each containing two stressed words, with linking alliteration between the 

half-lines (e.g. Chuinn and cella, line a) and alliteration between both stressed words 

in the second half of each line (e.g. cella and chobair).
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Cenn Gegain. This is one of only four instances where a verse is ascribed to a 

particular poet; see note on §4. Cenn Gegain was the nickname of Finguine, king of 

Cashel, who was deposed in 901 by Cormac mac Cuilennain and slain in 902; seeA U  

s . a .  901-2. Based on our text, Meyer (1909, 31) includes Cenn Gegain among a list 

of the poets of Ireland.

cella do chobair. The phrase ‘churches are your help’ suggests that the subject is a 

beggar who relies on charity.

a gleic. aghlec B, aclecc M. I follow Murphy in emending to gleic for breccad 

rhyme between meic : gleic : meic. Descriptions of futile undertakings such as 

wrestling with a wave are common in the satires cited in M V \\\  and O’Rahilly (1922, 

128) notes the common formula of grouping together a series of such phrases.

taman. I take this to mean one of the sub-grades of poets. Taman may also be used 

here in the more general sense of ‘blockhead’, however. In §54 the term is used in 

the primary sense of ‘trunk of tree’: a thamain chrm fo  choiss chdich ‘you withered 

trunk under everyone’s feet’. Cf. also Ri Connacht, cenn tamain §123.
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§ 184 Dian cona duanaib in so 7 Laidcnen scolaige do Laignib do-roine dona 

lochthaib ro batar ic slat a thige 7 ic ithe a chota arain 7 ime:

Mor in dian bocborb:

latrannacht donaib lochthaib

ro chfarchuarchrapcremsetar dam amail bid in cuad;

CO ngergop ffaclaib ichtair,

ic trenrot rechtain riachtain amail bit ina mbruar.

This is dian with its poems, and Laidcnen, a scholar from the Leinstermen, composed 

[it] on the mice who were plundering his house and eating his bread and butter: Great 

is the . . harsh dian: robbery by the mice who have gnawed -  dark, crooked and 

wrinkled -  for me, as is the cup (?); with sharp lower-toothed mouths, strongly and 

bravely ... reaching, as they are in fragments.

MSS: Dian cona duanaib annso 71aidhgnen scolaigi dolaighnibh doroine dona 

lochtaibh robai acslat atighi 7ic ithi acodach arain 7 i/«mi B, Dian conadunaibh i«so 

71oedhcnen scolaige dolaighnib dorigne donalochdaibh robatar icslat atighe icithe 

achota arai/? 7ime. M.

a. Mor indi anboch borb B, Mor indian boc borb M.

h. ladrandacht donahiblochtaibh B, ladrandacht donaibh lochdaib M.

c. rochiar chuarcrap cremsetar dam amail bit in cuadh B, rociarchuarchrap crewsetar 

Adjn amail bid incuad M.

d. congergoibfiaclaib ichtair B, congerngob fiaclaibh ichtair M.

e. ic trenrotrechtain riactain amail bit inambruur B, ictren rotrectait riactain amail bit 

inam bruar M.
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Notes

2 2 2 2 2The metre is dian cona duanaib ‘dian with its diians' (5 7 14 7 14 ). The metrical 

structure is difficult to determine and the lines have been divided on the basis of end- 

rhyme between cuad ( c ) : bruar (e) and internal rhyme in the second couplet between 

gergop (d) : trenrot (e) and ftaclaib ( d ) : nachtain (e). The compiler appears to have 

drawn the metrical name dian cona duanaib from a passage in Auraicept na nEces:

Alt cofesear cia halt huad dona secht n-altaib A. anamain, nath, anair, earnain, laid, 

setrud, soinemain, dian cona nduanaib (Aur. 1. 1577-9)

For other instances where the compiler of our text draws on Auraicept na nEces and 

In Lebor Ogaim, see notes on §§1, 11, 118 and 182.

Laidcnen, This is one of only four instances where a verse is ascribed to a particular 

poet; see note on §4.

bocborb. The primary meaning of boc is ‘soft’. DIL s.v. boc col. 128,1. 23 cites 

examples of this adjective used of verse in the uncomplimentary sense of ‘vulgar, 

weak, foolish, faulty’, which may be the meaning in the present context.

latrannacht. This is the only example cited in DIL, where the meaning ‘robbery’, an 

abstract from latrann ‘robber’, is suggested.

ro chiarchuarchrapcrem setar dam. rochiar chuarcrap cremsetar dam B, 

rociarchuarchrap cremsetar dam M. I take ci'archuarchrap as the adjectives ci'ar 

‘dark’, cuar ‘crooked’ and the noun crap ‘cramping, contracting’ which have been 

inserted between elements of the verbal form ro cremsetar (GOI §384). There are 

other instances in our poems where an adjective has been inserted between the 

elements of a verb, e.g. gae ro chorrmaid ‘a spear has broken sharply’ §150 and ro 

yfrchrap ‘has truly shrivelled up’ §164. The noun crap is found in compounds in the
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sense ‘wrinkled’; see DIL s.v. and cf. corr crapldim ‘a pointed, withered hand’ §164. 

As regards the verbal form ro crernsetar, DIL cites this s.v. ? cremsetar, where it is 

the only example and no meaning is given. I take this as third plural preterite 

indicative of creimrnid ‘bites, gnaws’ with the Middle Irish ending -etar, for which 

see 5 n a G  III §12.38.

bid, bit. I take these to be contracted forms, although the syllabic structure is 

irregular.

cuad. This reading is cited in DIL 5.y. cuad ‘vessel, cup’ col. 569,1. 61, preceded by 

a question mark. DIL suggests that cuad is disyllabic, possibly secondarily, citing the 

rhyming example coir: coidh (Meyer 1910, 269 §7). In our poem it rhymes with 

bruar, which DIL also suggests is disyllabic in Old Irish.

CO ngergop flaclaib. Lit. ‘with teeth of sharp mouths’?

trenrot. Rhymes with gergop. I take this as a compound of the adjectives tren 

‘strong’ and rot ‘brave’. The compound, followed by the word rechtain, is inserted 

between the preposition ic and the verbal noun n'achtain; see note on ro 

ciarchuarchrapcremsetar above.

rechtain. rechtain B, rectait M. Neither reading is cited in DIL and I have not been 

able to establish a meaning. It is also difficult to ascertain which is the intended 

reading.

bruar. bniur B, bruar M. Rhymes with cuad. DIL's suggestion s.v. that this word is 

disyllabic is based on B’s reading innambruur, see note on cuad above. As already 

noted, the metrical structure of this poem is difficult to determine. If the line division 

is correct, however, the fact that the other end-words are disyllabic suggests that 

bruar and cuad may be disyllabic.
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§ 185 Laid ^frecndairc in so;

A diripi talman ic teiched breccoice, 

a ben co n-aillsin duib eogainn, 

a chos choppoice, 

a luirgne fetoice ^  feorainn.

This is laid ^frecndairc: You ... of the ground fleeing from a little trout, you woman 

with a tumour, black and scurfy-topped, you stem of a dock leaf, you shins of a 

plover on a river-bank.

MSS: Laidh frecnairc a^nso B, Laeidh f-cair inso M.

a. A  dhiripi talmhu/7 ic techidh brecoigi B, Aidrip bi talman icteched brecoige M.

b. abean conaillsin duibeogai^g B, aben caillsiw duibeogaing M.

c. achoss copoigi B, acos copoice M.

d. aluirgni feadoigi ar feoraind B, aluirgne fetoige arfeoraind M.

Notes

B reads laid ^frecndairc ‘a poem in one’s presence’, while M reads laid f-cair. The 

syllabic structure is 12‘ 8 5' 8 . The term frecndairc occurs in the tre^focid tract as a 

type of metrical fault known as ecndairc fri frecndairc (Calder 1917,1. 5057). This is 

defined in DIL s.v. ecndairc as ‘a fault in literary composition, viz. using address and 

narrative with reference to a single person in the same stanza’. The term does not 

seem to be used in this sense in our poem, however. As regards the reading of M, 

Thurneysen (1912, 70) reads/orca/r. I have not been able to establish a meaning for 

forcair if indeed this is the intended form and I therefore follow B in reading 

frecndairc.
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There is end-rhyme between edgainn (b) \fedrainn  (d). Rhyme between breccoice 

( a ) : fetoice (d) may be intended. Note rhyme between voiced and voiceless stops in 

breccoice (a) '.fetoice.

A diripi talman. a dhiripi talmhun B, aidrip hi talman M. The context suggests that 

dhiripi B, idripbi M is a noun in the vocative. It may be a type of small creature, 

possibly an insect, since it is described as being ‘of the ground’.

breccoice. This is the only example cited in DIL 5.v. brecoigi, where it is suggested 

that it may be a diminutive form of brecc ‘trout’. The form in our poem is genitive 

singular, as noted in DIL, which would suggest a nominative singular breccoc.

eogainn. eogaing BM. Rhymes w ith/edra/««. I tentatively take this as a compound 

of eo ‘point’ and gainn ‘scurf’; see DIL s.v. Igainn and cf. gainech (gainnech)

‘scurf.

fetoice. The present example is not cited in DIL. The plover (the English name for 

which ultimately derives, through French, from Latin pluvia) was associated with 

rain; see Oxford English Dictionary, s.v.
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§ 186 Teinm laeda in so:

A mairbthine mongthige minchuile, 

a ^sailchide ^sinnchaide ^salachluim: 

ima rith gataige im chlecaire 

a brataire in becaige 

in gataile in cetaile 

ri gataile ni cetaile 

in lataile ind lecaile 

a apaide acaite anachluim.

This is teinm Ideda: You thick-maned dead ... of a little gnat, you dirty, fox-like, 

filthy, naked one, concerning a thief’s flight around a ... you robber of the small cow, 

... of the fence of flat stones (?), you sallow ... bog-barren one.

MSS: Ted/« leoda annso B, Teidm leodha i«so M.

a. Amhairbhthene mongthighi mhi«chuile B, Amarbthene mongthige mincuile M.

b. asalchide sinnchaidhe salachluim B, asailcidhe sindchaidhe salachduind no 

salachluim M.

c. imarith gadaidhe imcleacaire B, arith gataighe imclecaire M.

d. abrataire inbecuidhi B, abrataire inbecuidhi M.

e. ingataile i«cetaile B, ingataile M. 

f  rigataile nichetaile B, om. M.

g. inlataile indlecaile B, indlecaile M.

h. apaidhe acaite anachlaim B, apudhi accaite anachluim M.
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Notes

The MSS give the name of this metre as tedm leoda B, teidm leodha M (10'  ̂ 10'̂  10'̂  

g3 g3 g3g3 jq3  ̂ Teinm Ideda ‘prophetic marrow-chewing’ was a type of divination 

associated with poets (Carey 1997, 52-3). In tracts II and III of the Mittelirische 

Verslehren, however, the variations on the terms teinm Ideda, imbas forosnai and 

di'chetal di chennaib are simply used as names of metres, cf. imbas forosnai §187 and 

deilm lai'de la dwhetal § 188. For other examples of poetic terms used in names of 

metre, see p. 64ff. Note that non-elision of in/ind in lines d, e and /g ives a more 

regular syllabic structure (i.e. three octosyllabic lines). In line c, however, elision of 

the initial vowel in im gives an octosyllabic line.

This poem is metrically complex and there are a number of textual difficulties. M 

omits everything between gataile (e) and in lecaile (g). There are also a number of 

rare or otherwise unattested words and compounds. Excluding the article, 

prepositions and the vocative particle, ten out of the twenty remaining words are 

otherwise unattested: mairbthine (a); sailchide (b); sinnchaide (b); clecaire (c); 

gataile (e); cetaile (e, f); lataile (g); lecaile (g); acaite (h); anachluim (h). The lines 

have been divided on the basis of end-rhyme and alliteration. The main rhyme is 

between salachluim (b ) : anachluim (h). There is rhyme between the end-words 

clecaire (c) : becaige (d) : cetaile (e) ; cetaile ( f ) : lecaile (g). There is internal rhyme 

between mairbthine ( a ) : sailchide (b) and minchuile (a ) : sinnchaide (b -imperfect). 

There is breccad rhyme between gataige ( c ) : brataire (d ) : gataile ( e ) : gataile (f) : 

lataile (g ) : apaide (h ) : acaite (h). Thumeysen (1891, 102) divides the stanza on the 

basis of some differences in reading as 10'̂  10\ 6^ 8'̂ , 8̂  8'̂  8 ,̂ 7'̂  6 .̂

mairbthine. mhairbhthene B, marbthene M. This word rhymes with sailchide and I 

have normalised the spelling accordingly. It is not cited in DIL and Thumeysen 

(1912, 87) suggests that Mairbthene may be a personal name. It is likely that the first 

element is the adjective marb ‘dead’. The term marbtine occurs in the law tract 

Corns Fine, where the context suggests that it is a type of offence: tola marfiach [ A.
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cinta dethbiri] marhtine [./. cin inndethbiri] im atfiach  m o rd o  dlesdain de 

"marbtine [i.e. unavoidable offences] is an abundance of great penalties [i.e. an 

avoidable offence] i.e. a large num ber of great penalties are due for it’ {CIH  730.9). I 

have not been able to establish the precise m eaning o f the term in the context of our 

poem, however.

m ongthige. I follow DIL  in taking this as a com pound of mong  ‘hair’ and tige (ia, f.) 

‘thickness, density’; see DIL  i.v'. mong  col. 165,1. 71.

sailchide. This is the only example cited in DIL, where it is suggested that it may be 

an adjective from sailche ‘dirtiness’ used substantively.

sinnchaide. This is the only example cited in DIL, where the meaning ‘fox-like, 

stinking’ from sinnach ‘fox’ is suggested.

ima rith. Note that B reads imarith against arith  M. B’s reading, which gives a line 

of ten syllables (without elision) may be the lectio difficilior. M ’s reading (which 

gives a line of eight syllables with elision) may have arisen due to the influence o f the 

surrounding lines which begin with the vocative particle. I take ima as the 

preposition im plus a third singular possessive pronoun used proleptically.

clecaire. This is the only example cited in D IL  and I have not been able to establish 

the meaning from the context.

becaige. inbecuidhi B, inbecuidhi M. The context suggests a noun in the genitive 

singular which rhymes with clecaire, cetaile etc. I have tentatively em ended the MSS 

to becaige, a compound of the adjective becc ‘sm all’ with genitive singular of ag 

‘cow ’.
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gataile, cetaile, lataile. The only examples of these words cited in DIL are from this 

text. I have not been able to establish the meanings. Note also lecaile in line g. For 

other examples of words ending in -aile in our text, see p. 47.

lecaile. DIL 5.y. lecc col. 68,1. 65 ‘flagstone’ suggests that this may be a compound 

of lecc and aile ‘fence’ in the sense ‘fence of flat stones (?)’. Cf. nochtaile ‘bare 

fence’, tondaile ‘wave fence’, lochaile ‘lake-fence’, tartaile ‘drought-fence’ (Kelly 

1997, 376-7). Alternatively, it may simply by the suffix -aile  as found in gataile, 

cetaile, lataile

a apaide. Note that both MSS omit the vocative particle. I take this as a substantival 

use of the adjective apuide/apaide. Cf. airem apaide ‘a sallow ploughman’ § 146.

acaite. acaite B. accaite M. The context suggests that this is vocative singular of an 

adjective. I have not been able to establish a meaning.

anachluim. anachlaim  B, anachluim M. Rhymes with salachliiim. I tentatively take 

this as a compound of enach (later anach) ‘bog’ and loin ‘bare’.
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§187 Imbas for-osnai in so:

Fegaid uaib 

soir fo thuaid 

in muir miiaid 

milach; 

adba ron 

riabach ran 

ro gab Ian 

Imad.

This is imbas for-osnai: ‘Behold ye to the northeast the glorious monsterful sea! The 

abode of sportive glorious seals is in full tide’. (M eyer 1917, 42)

MSS; Imus forosnudh anwso B, Imas forosnaidh i«so M.

a. Fedhaidh uaib B, Fegaidh uaibh M.

b. soir fotuaid B, soir fothuaidh M.

c. i/jmuir m huaidh mhilach B, i«muir muadh milach M.

J. adhbha ron B, adhbha ron M.

e. riabach ran B, riabach ran M. 

f  roghab m uir Ian linadh B, ragab muir Ian linadh M.

The version in M V I I  §24 reads (Thurneysen 1891, 2938): Fegaid uaib sair fothuaid 

iwmuir muad milach adba ron rebach ran.rogab Ian linad L; Fegaid uaib sair bothuaid 

inmuir m uad milach. adba von reabach ran rogab Ian li«ad B.
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Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 42; 1919 no. 149); Murphy (1961 [141]); Carney 

(1985, 40); Greene and O ’Connor (1967, 205). Murphy cites the edition in Meyer 

(1919).

The metre is imbas for-osnai ‘great knowledge which illuminates’ (3* 3* 3' 2^; 3' 3* 3’ 

2 ). The main rhyme is between mttach (d) : Unad (h) and there is end-rhyme 

between iiaib ( a ) : thiiaid ( b ) : miiaid (c). Ron (e) consonates with ran (f) : Idn (g).

This poem is cited in M V  II §24 as an illustration of anair threbraid, where it is 

attributed to Finan {Finan cecinit). This version in M V  III differs in adding muir (line 

g) and in reading nabach  (line/) instead of rebach. Imbas for-osnai is a type of 

divination associated with poets. For other examples of poetic terms used in names 

of metre, see p. 60ff.

muaid. The precise meaning of the adjective muad is uncertain. It is generally used 

in a complimentary sense of persons and is also applied to the sea; see OIL s.v. I 

follow Meyer (1917, 42) in translating ‘glorious’.

riabach. MVW  §24, which is the version followed by Meyer, reads rebach ‘playful’.

ro gab etc. As noted above, the version in our text adds muir. I am grateful to 

Jurgen Uhlich for pointing out that muir is probably a later clarification of Idn, since 

without this word the verse is syllabically regular. Meyer reads ro gab Idn Unad. 

Meyer (1917, 42) takes adba as the subject of ro gab and translates ‘the abode of 

sportive, glorious seals is in full tide’, whereas Murphy puts ‘;’ after rdn.
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§188 Deilm laide la di'chetal in so:

A bennimle bruit dar broinn mbalbduine, 

a ben driith i ndabaig, 

a daill Chammaige, 

a gerringne gamnaige galair.

This is deilm lai'de la di'chetal: You pointed edges of a goad across the breast of the 

dumb man, you wanton woman in a vat, you blind man of Carnmag, you stunted 

hoofs of a sick stripper.

MSS: Delm laide ladicetal m nso  B, Deilm laidhe ladicedul i/iso M.

a. A beand i»ile bruit darbroiwd inbalbdui^e B, Abend imle bruit darbrai«d malbduini 

M.

h. abean druth indabaig B, aben druth indabaigh M.

c. adaill charnmuighi B, adaill carnmaige M.

d. agerriwgni gaA«/jnaighi galair B, agerringne gamnaidhe galair M.

Notes

The metre deilm laide la dichetal ‘sound of a lay with incantation’ (10 6 5‘ 9 ). The 

name of the metre seems to be derived from a mixture of teimn laeda and dichetal di 

chennaih. For other examples of poetic terms used in names of metre, see p. 60ff. 

There is end-rhyme between dabaig ( b ) : galair (d) and balbduine ( a ) : Chammaige 

(c). There is aicill rhyme between Chammaige (c) : gamnaige (d). Rhyme between 

bennimle (a) : gerringne (d) may be a form of breccad. The syllabic structure is very 

irregular and it may be more appropriate to consider the stress pattern: line a = 4 

stresses; lines bd = 3 stresses; line c = 2 stresses.
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bennimle. beand imle BM. I take this as a compound for rhyme with gerringne (d) 

and aUiteration with bruit, broinn and balbduine. The first element is the noun benn 

‘peak, prong’. I take the second element as Middle Irish vocative plural of imbel 

‘edge’ (Old Irish imbliu).

gamnaige. A stripper (garnnach) is ‘a cow which has not come into calf in a 

particular year, and is still accompanied by the calf of the previous year’ (Kelly 1997, 

40 note 99).

Charnmaige. Cammag in Thomond; see Hogan (1910, 162).

§189 Taescad Segsa in so:

A maelscolb do messair, 

a eclas crainn, a chacc cuirre uidre ittige, 

a eoin re n-ossaib, a ^fertas, a braind bicire, 

a Bressail!

This is taescad Segsa: ‘Du stumpfer Splitter von einem TrinkgefaB, du holzemer 

Magen, du Unrat eines dunkelfarbigen geflugelten Kranichs, du Vogel, der von 

Hirschen dahinflattert, du Stange aus dem Leibe (reading a broinn) eines ..., o 

Brenainn!’. (Meyer 1919, no. 86)

You blunt splinter from a measuring vessel, you wooden stomach, you shit of a 

brown wingy heron, you bird fleeing from deer, you shaft, ..., O Bressal!

MSS: Toasgad segsa i«nso B, Tascud segsa inso M.

a. A  maelscolb domeasair B, Amoel scolp domesair M.
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b. aeglas craind achacc cuirre uidhri etighe B, aeclas craind acach cuirre uidhre 

ittighe M.

c. a eoin rendossaibh a^feartais abraind bicire B, aeoin renosaibh afertas abraind 

bicere M.

d .  abreassail B, abresail M.

Notes

Previous edition: M eyer (1919, no. 86).

2 3 3 2The metre is tdescad Segsa ‘outpouring of Segais' (6 13' 13" 3 ). The metrical 

structure o f this stanza is unusual and the lines have been divided on the basis of end- 

rhyme between messair (a); Bressail (d) and ittige (b) : hiccire (c). There is linking 

alliteration between lines b and c (ittige, eoin) and c and d (bicire, Bressail). The 

mystical hazels of Segais were believed to be a source of poetic inspiration (T. F. 

O ’Rahilly 1946, 322-3; L. Breatnach 1981, 86). Cf. also the metrical name Suainem  

Segsa, for which see note on §200.

A m aelscolb. Thum eysen (1912, 87) includes Mael Scolp among a list of 

unidentified personal names but suggests the subject may also be named at the end of 

the stanza. The fact that the subject is named at the end (a Bressail) suggests that 

maelscolb  is not a personal name.

a eclas crainn. I follow M eyer in taking ecias as eclas ‘stom ach’ ( ‘du holzem er 

M agen’ ‘you wooden stom ach’) rather than eclas ‘church’. Describing someone as 

a ‘wooden church’ would not be particularly insulting, however, since churches were 

com m only built of wood.

a braind. abraind  BM. M eyer emends to a Afertas a broinn ‘du Stange aus dem 

Leibe’ ‘you pole out of the body’. Both manuscripts read a form with -ai-, however. 

I take a as the vocative particle followed by braind, which gives alliteration as in
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lines ab. Alternatively, the intended form may be a single word ahraind. I have not 

been able to establish a meaning.

bicire. bicire B, bicere M. Rhymes with ittige. This is the only example cited in 

DIL. The form appears to be genitive singular, but I have not been able to establish 

the meaning from the present context.

a Bressail. abreassail B, abresail M. Meyer reads a Brenaind against both MSS.

§190 Aen'^foclach fodein in so:

A ui ^Flannain, a lair mall, 

a lethchoss geoid, a glas camm fo gair gall.

This is den^fociach itself: ‘Enkel Flannans, du trage Stute, du einbeinige Gans, du 

krummer Riegel, wenn das Schlachtgeschrei der Wikinger ertont’. (Meyer 1919, no. 

61)

O grandson of Flannan, you sluggish mare, you goose’s leg, you crooked bolt at the 

battle-cry of foreigners.

MSS: Aen^foclach foden annso B, Oenfoclach fodein inso M.

a. Ailandain B, Ahui ^flandain M.

b. alair mall BM.

c. alethchoss geidh aglais cham B, aleth chos geoidh aglas cham M.

d. fogair gall BM.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 61).

The metre is den'^foclach ‘one-phrased (metre)’. Note the double main rhyme 

between lair mall and gdir gall (d). Camrn rhymes with mall and gall. This metrical 

illustration can be analysed either on the basis of syllable count (4^ 3' ,4* 3* 3 ') or on 

the basis of stress, in which case there are two stresses in each of the five-line units 

(including ui).

a glas chamm. aglais cham B, aglas chamM. I take this as an example of the 

metaphorical use of nominative for vocative of a masculine o-stem on the grounds 

that a nominative form of the adjective camm is required for rhyme with mall and 

Gall. Note that B shows the regular vocative form aglais, although the adjective 

camm is not in the vocative. Both MSS show lenition of chamm, which may have 

been taken over from the original vocative form. Meyer also takes it as nominative 

for vocative and explains the meaning as follows: ‘Der Dichter schmaht, daB er dem 

Ansturm der Wikinger nicht wie ein festverriegeltes SchloB standhalt’.

§191 Toirrches sestain in so:

A ui Scandail, 

a scian espa, 

a cherc usee, 

a choss escra.

This is toirrches sestain: ‘Enkel Scandals, du unbrauchbares Messer, du 

Wasserhenne, du (Diinnleibiger wie der) Stengel eines TrinkgefaBes’. (Meyer 1919, 

no. 73)
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O grandson of Scandal, you useless knife, you water-hen, you stem of a goblet.

MSS: Toirrcheas seastain so B, Toirrces sestain inso M.

a. A  hui scandail B, Ahui scandlain M.

b. ascian espa BM.

c. achearc usee B, acerc uisci M.

d .  achosegra B, acos escra M.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 73).

The metre is toirrches sestain ‘clamorous offspring’ (4 4 4 4 ). Although the 

syllabic structure is the same as that of rannaigecht becc hecc §90, the latter differs in 

having internal rhyme in both couplets. Usee consonates with the end-rhyme 

between espa ( b ) : escra (d). There is linking alliteration between lines ab. In the 

second couplet, there is also a type of alliteration in which the first and third words in 

a series of four words alliterate with each other and the second and fourth words 

likewise (for other examples, see Hollo 1990). For personal names in names of 

metres, see p. 60ff.

ui, sclan. Note the contracted forms, established by the syllabic structure.

Scandal. Scandal ‘quarrel, contention’, from Latin scandalum, is found both as a 

personal name and as an epithet. For Scandal and the diminutive Scandldn as 

personal names, see Corp. Gen. (O’Brien 1962, 730) and note that both forms are 

represented in the MSS {scandail B, scandlain M). For its use as an epithet, cf. 

Fearghus Scandal .i. scandal roferadh irnme ind aidhchi genair e ‘Fergus Scandal,
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that is, a quarrel {scandal) was raised about him the night he was bom ’ (Stokes 1897, 

51). Cf. also Diinghal mac Scandal (Tig. s.a. 680).

§192 Arose rere:

As-bert mani dentar icuib 

cuilbir no bind siu na thall 

salann ar aran cen imm 

CO cnamaib cinn is men ann: 

ro secc feoil a muintire 

mar ^seccas a ruse im chrann.

Arose rere ‘a saying of will (?)’: He said unless it is done by you ... salt on bread 

without butter, with end bones and flour there: the flesh of his people has shrivelled 

up as its bark shrivels up around a tree.

MSS: Arose rere so B, Arose rere i«so M.

a. Isbert min na dentar icuib B, ISbert min na ^ndentar icuib M.

b. cuilbir nobi«dsiu nathall B, cuilbir nocobind siu nathall M.

c. salann araran ganim B, saland araran cenim M, ganimh E [the fo lio  corresponding 

to §128-first half o f §192 is missing in E).

d. cocna/naibh cind isme^iand B, cocnamaib ci«d ismt’/iand M, cocnamaibh ci«d 

isme-nand E.

e. rosec feoil ar mhui«dt/ri B, rosec feoil amuindtire M, rosecc feoil armj(mtin E.

/. mar^seacas ruse imcrand B, marseccas arusc imcrand M, mar seacus arusc imcrand 

E.
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The version in M V I §69 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 29): Nim ingnadh adigh crunn mail 

c. f. sal- for gen. im. leat mima cosi« ismei/i ann r. s. f. a. am- rus. era imcrann.

The version in M V I I  §89 reads (Thiirneysen 1891, 49): Nirbmgnad itaig chunnmail 

cail ^fmnach salan/r foraran cenfm. ismenand rosec feoil amuint/re am- rusclainn 

imchrand L; Nibingnadh hitigh crandmail cail finnach salann foraran cenim fsmein 

ann ro secc feoil amuintiri am- rus craind imcrann B.

Notes

Metre. The metre is arose rere ‘saying of will’ (?). The MSS read Arose rere so B, 

A.rosc rere inso M. Thurneysen gives the metrical name as a rose rere (1891, 102 

§192) but as Rose rere Seastain in the index of metres (1891, 176). The word 

division in a rose rere indicates that he took a to be the possessive pronoun referring 

to seastain in the metrical name of the preceding stanza, toirrcheas seastain (MV  III 

§191). He takes seastain in toirrcheas seastain as genitive singular of a personal 

name. Murphy (1961, 55, 76) suggests reading arose reire ‘utterance in accordance 

with demand?’ I follow Muiphy against Thurneysen because sestain is not part of the 

metrical name as given in the MSS. An alternative explanation is that the name of the 

metre is missing and the metrical illustration is introduced simply by the phrase arose 

rere ‘for instance’; see DIL i.y. n'ar col. 59,11. 45, 56.

A shorter version of this poem, omitting the first couplet, is cited in M V  II §89 and 

also in an abridged form in M V  I §69. It is described as lethmimasc. According to O 

hAodha (2002, 238-9), M V  II §89 and M V  I §69 are later additions to the tracts. This 

version has been edited by Murphy (1961, [61]), who includes some readings from 

the text of M V  III § 192 (enlcosed in square brackets):

Nirb ingnad,

i tig Criinnmail, edel finnach, 

salann fo r  ardn cen imm
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I CO cndmaib cinn\ is men ann: 

ro sec feo il a muintire 

Am ail ^secas ruse im chrann

O hA odha (2002, 238-9) translates: ‘It were no wonder in Crunnm ael’s house -  

wattle-work overgrown with scrub -  [to get] salt on bread without butter together 

with head-bones and meal in it: the flesh of his household has dried up just as bark 

dries up around a tree’.

The poem  has also been edited by M eyer (1909, 25 §73; 1917, 42; 1919, no. 75), who 

omits the readings from M V  III ( co cndmaib cinn).

The syllabic structure o f the version in M V  III is 8^ 7' 7' 7' 1^ l \  The lines have 

been divided on the basis of end-rhyme between thall ( b ) : ann ( d ) : chrann (f). There 

is also aicill rhyme between imm  ( c ) : cinn (d).

cuilbir. This is the only example cited in DIL, where no meaning is given.

no bind siu. nobindsiu  B, nocobindsiu  M. B’s reading gives a syllabic count of 7* 

against M ’s 8 '. It is difficult to establish which is the intended reading, however, 

since the first couplet may have a different syllabic structure from the rest of the 

poem.

na thall. DIL  cites this line s.v. tall ‘yonder’.

is men ann. M eyer reads is menann  (1909, 25 §73, 1917, 42) and is menand  (1919, 

no. 75) ‘it is clear’. M urphy reads is men ann. Either interpretation would make 

sense and, since the illustration is syllabically irregular, either would be possible on 

metrical grounds also.
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§193 Bricht nathrach Nede in so:

A meic diiir daill iffimn, 

a thigaill ar graphainn 

ar gairdi do gipain!

A geoid lama gabail, 

a ^feoil tarra togain, 

a ithe i mil etaig, 

a uf brecaig Britain.

This is bricht nathrach Nede: You harsh, ignorant son of hell, you last bridle on a 

horse race because of the shortness of your ragged tunic! You captured goose, you 

belly meat of a pine marten, you eating of clothes’ lice, O deceitful grandson of 

Britan.

MSS: bricht nathrach nede so B, Bricht natrach neidhe inso M, brict natrach neidhe 

andso E.

a. A meic duir daill iffir/id B, /Kme'ic duir daill iffir/?d M, Am -̂Zc duir daill iffimn E. 

h. athigaill argrapaing B, athigaill argraphaind M, athigaill argrapaing E.

c. argairdi dogibain B, adgairde dogibbain M, argairdi do gibhai« E.

d. agheoidh iamaghabail B, ageoidh iamagabail M, ageoid iamagabail E.

e. a^feoil tarra toghain B, afeoil tarra thogain M, afeoil tairi togain E.

f. a ithi imil edaig B, a ithi imbil etaigh M, aithi inmil etaig E.

g. a ibhregaigh britain B, ahui bregaidh britain M, aibregaigh britain E.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 63).

The metre is bricht nathrach Nede ‘venomous incantation of Nede’ (6^ 6  ̂6^ 6  ̂6^ 6^

6 ). I take nathrach, genitive singular of nathir ‘snake, serpent’, to be used here in 

the sense of ‘poisonous, venomous’; cf. the adjective natharda ‘serpent-like, 

venomous, deadly’. Note rhyme between voiced and voiceless stops in gipdin ( b ) : 

Britain (f). There is internal rhyme between geoid ( c ) : fedil (d). In the final couplet, 

etaig (e) makes aicill rhyme with brecaig (f). For the use of personal names in names 

of metres, see p. 60ff.

Meyer’s line division differs from the present edition, giving a syllabic structure of 6 

+  3  ̂ 9  ̂ 6  ̂ 6  ̂6  ̂ +  6 :̂

A rneic di'iir daill ijfirnn, a thicdill, 

a graphainn ar gairdi do gipdin 

a geoid I'arna gabdi'l, 

a *fedil tarra togdin, 

a ithe [ mil etaig, a in brecaig Britdm

Du barter blinder Sohn der Holle, du mit der dicken Backe, du Rennreiter mit deinem 

kurzen Lumpenkleide, du Gans, die sich hat fangen lassen, Bauchfleisch eines 

Eichboms, der du dich von Kleiderlausen nahrst, du liignerischer Sohn vom Stamme 

Britans.

‘You harsh, blind son of hell, you with the thick cheek, you horse-race with your 

short, ragged garment, you goose which has been captured, you belly-meat of a 

squirrel, you who feeds youself on clothes’ lice, you lying son of the race of Britan.’
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a thigaill. athigaill BME. I take this as a compound of 1 ting ‘last’ and 2 all ‘rein, 

bridle’ and read a thigaill ar graphainn. This gives a syllabic count of 6 which is in 

keeping with the rest of the poem. Meyer reads a thicdill ‘du mit der dicken Backe’ 

‘you fat-cheeked one’ (which gives extra rhyme), suggesting that this may be a 

compound Hug ‘thick’ and gdill and referring to Dinneen 5.v. gdilleach ‘jaw, gum, 

cheek’. I have not found any examples of gdill. Thumeysen (1912, 87) suggests that 

it may be a personal name Tigall (?) hua Bregaig (?) Britain. I have found no 

examples of Tigall as a personal name.

ar graphainn. argrapaing B, argraphaind M, argrapaing E. Meyer emends ar to 

vocative a against the MSS and reads ‘du Rennreiter mit deinem kurzen 

Lumpenkleide’ ‘you horse-racer with your short ragged tunic’. I take the form in our 

poem to be dative singular of a feminine o-stem; cf. ar grafainn scai'lte sciathcha §97. 

DIL s.v. grafand suggests that this word may have originally been a neuter noun 

which later became feminine.

gipain. Rhymes with thicdill and Britain. This is the only example attested in DIL 

s.v. gibdn, where the meaning ‘short ragged garment’ is suggested.

a geoid larna gabail. Cf. the similar abusive epithet a drond geoid I'arna gabdil ‘you 

hump of a captured goose’ §200.

a feoil tarra togain. DIL s.v. togdn suggests ‘some small animal, sometimes kept as 

pet; squirrel (?)’. Togdn ‘pine marten’ is the diminutive of an older term togmali, see 

Kelly (1997, 130 note 202), and cf. dobrdn, the diminutive of doborchu ‘otter’ [GOI 

§270). The pine marten was kept as a pet and it was not considered appropriate to eat 

it: Cach esreacht allaid immorro na domelar, is leth in smachta no na eneclainni fil  

isin esreacht ceannaigh is cosmail fris, is edh doberar ind-siiim .i. amail rogab 

sinnach 7 toghan, .ui.id neineclainne indtibh. ‘Every wild pet moreover which is not 

eaten, it is half the penalty or the honour-price which is [due] for the domesticated pet
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which is sim ilar to it, it is that which is given for it, i.e. as, for example, a fox and a 

pine marten, one sixth honour-price [is due] for them ’ {CIH  1585.28).

a ithe i mil etaig. a ithi imil edaig  B, a ithi imbil etaigh  M, aithi inmil etaig E. DIL 

cites this line s.v. ithe, suggesting ‘thou that gnawest the edge o f clothing?’ but also 

refers the reader to M eyer’s translation. Reading imbel ‘edge’ would give a line of 

seven syllables, however, whereas all the other lines have six syllables. I follow 

M eyer in reading a ithe i mil etaig ‘der du dich von Kleiderlausen nahrst’ ‘you eater 

of clothes’ lice’. M eyer also gives a parallel for the construction with i {longad i 

scellaib scihair ‘von Pfefferkornem  speisen’). With elision, this gives six syllables as 

in the other lines.

ui. The contracted form is established by the metrical structure.

§194 Gair gaill in so:

Druth Dala,

deired liathroite for luth, 

colptha saillige etir da ^saith, 

caith chaillige, cacc na ndruth.

This is gdir gaill: The fool of Dala, the end o f a ball on the move, a shank o f salted 

meat in between two meals, a hag’s chaff, the fools’ shit.

MSS: Gair gaill so B, Gair guill inso M, Gair gaill [no guill] an/jso E.

a. Druth dala BME.

b. deredh liathroide forluth B, deredh Hath raite forlut M, dered liathroide for  luth E.
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c. colpa saillighi it/r dasaith B, colpdha saillighe e t/r da^saith M, colpa saillighi itir  

dasaith E.

d . caith chaillighi cac na«druth B, caith caillige cac nandruth M, caith caillighi cac 

nandruth E.

Notes

The metre is gdir gaill ‘cry o f a foreigner’ (3^ 7 ' 8' 7 ') . The main rhyme is between 

luth ( b ) : driith (d) and there is also aicill rhyme between sdith ( c ) : cdith (d) and 

internal rhyme between saillige  ( c ) : chaillige  (d).

Druth Dala. Driith is often qualified by a personal name or placename; cf. druth in' 

Domnaill §172 and dcdruth odur d ’Eoganacht §173. On this basis, I take Dala as 

genitive singular o f a placename; cf. Slige Dala  which is located near Borris-in- 

Ossory (Hogan 1910, 613). To the examples cited by Hogan may be added Rdnic 

Slige nDala §143. I have not found any examples of a nominative form o f Dala.

for. Note that the earlier form of the preposition is preserved in all three MSS.

saillige. Rhymes with chaillige. This is the only example cited in D IL s.v. Isaillech, 

where the reader is referred to saill ‘salted m eat’. The form is genitive singular, 

qualifying colptha. The description colptha saillige etir da '^sdith ‘a shank o f salted 

meat in between two m eals’ describes something excessive or pointless.
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§195 Deibide airenn in so:

Ri Ele, cuin teit immach 

sluaigedach,

ni thora ammuich, is e slan,

Rigbardan.

Here is deibide airenn: ‘When the King of Ely goes forth ready for a hosting, Riordan 

will not reach home unscathed’. (Meyer 1917, 49)

MSS: Debidhi airend so B, Debidhe airre«d inso M, Deibidi aireand andso E.

a. Ri ele cui« teid imach B, Ri ele cui« teit i/nach M, Righ ele cui/i teit imach E. 

h . sluaighedhach B, sluaigh edhach M, sluaighidhach E.

c. nithora amuich iseslan B, nithora amuich iseslan M, nithora amuich iseasla/i E.

d. rigbardan B, rigbardan M, riggabardan (cross stroke on stem of ar compendium 

omitted) E.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1917, 49); Murphy (1961 [122]).

The metre is deibide airenn (7* 3'̂  7 ' 3^). There is rinn : airdrinn rhyme between 

immach ( a ) : sluaigedach (b) and between slan ( c ) ; Rigbardan (d). Murphy (1961, 

84) suggests that airenn, which is found only in the phrase deibide airenn, is a ‘M.I. 

gen. pi. from air “before” + rinn “end-word, rime”, indicating that the airdrinn rimes 

of deibide n-airenn are in the beginning of the lines to which they belong, in so far as 

there is no other word in those lines’. Aside from the present stanza and §196 below, 

all deibide metres in our text are classified as gndthaisti.

cuin. Thumeysen (1912, 88) and Murphy (1961 [122]) take cuin as an interrogative.
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ammuich. Meyer’s in translation ‘reach home’ brings out the contrast between 

immach (line a) and ammuich.

Rigbardan. Thumeysen (1912, 88) notes that a Rigbardan mac Con Coime, King of 

Ele, was killed in 1058 (AU). He translates; ‘Der Konig von Eli, wann riickt er aus 

zum Kriegszug? Heil wird er nicht heimkehren, Righbardan’ ‘The King of Ele, when 

does he set out for a military campaign? Rigbardan will not return home unscathed’. 

Murphy (1961, 67) suggests that Ri Ele refers not to Rigbardan but to a king whose 

authority was challenged by Rigbardan: ‘Could the stanza refer to internal warfare 

among the people of Eile before the Rigbardan who was slain in 1058 became king? 

The Ri Eile of the first line could then be a king ruling about 1050, and Rigbardan a 

rebel to his authority. The stanza might be translated: ‘When will the King of Eile go 

out with gathered hosts? When he has gone out he will not, unscathed, reach 

Rigbardan” . Teit is not in the future, however, and Murphy also adds ‘When he has 

gone’, which is not in the text.
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§196 Deibide airenn chorranach in so:

Allas de isin 16 the,

Conaire!

Da bliadain do i ngalar,

felgabar

fonaide.

This is deibide airenn chorranach: Sweat from him on the hot day, Conaire! May he 

be two years in sickness, an evil, roasted goat.

MSS: Deibhidhi aireand chorranach so B, Debidhe airrend corranach inso M, Deibidi 

aireand coranach andso sis E.

a. Alius de isinlo the B, Alius de isin lo te M, Alius de isinlo the E. 

h. conaire BME.

c. dablia^/am do ingalar B, d o  bliadhain do ingalur M, dabliaJam do ingalar no 

feoil gabar E.

d. fealghalar fonaidhe B, felgabur fonaide M, fealgalar fonaide E.

Notes

The metre is deibide airenn chorranach (? ' 3'^; 7^ 3'̂  3' )̂, classified as ecoitchenn.

For a metrical analysis of this stanza, which is an extended form of deibide airenn 

(§195), see p. 74.

the. D ILs.v. te, te states that the vowel is ‘both long and short in (syllabic) verse’. 

Breatnach (2003, 137 §6) has shown that rhymes such as irnmalle : te and te : ngle 

indicate that the vowel is long in Old Irish. This is also the case in de (line a).
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Conaire. DIL cites the first two lines 5.v. conar ‘way, road’. A genitive singular 

form of conar would not make sense and I therefore take Conaire as a personal name, 

rhyming with fonaide. An alternative is to read co n-aire ‘with a burden’, which 

would give deibide rhyme te and aire but would lead to the loss of stressed rhyme 

between lines b and e.

da. da BE, d<.> M. BE show loss of Old Irish feminine dual form di. Only the first 

letter is legible in M.

felgabar. fealgalar B ,felgabur M ,fealgalar nofeo il gabar E. BE both read felgalar 

‘evil disease’, while E adds nofeo il gabar ‘alternatively “flesh of goats’” . This 

suggests that the second element is gabar rather than galar. I follow M and read 

felgabar, since a trisyllabic word is required for metrical purposes. Vorfel instead of 

fe ll in compounds, see DIL .v.y. fe ll col. 72,1. 54 ff; see also .v.v. 1 fel.

§197 Eisce feris in so:

A ui Chuinn,

a chossa daim, a droch^fir dana, 

a gop in gair cen glam cen grada, 

a diabail omda ibes in linn, 

a chongna cliabaig i cinn do chnama.

This is eisce feris: O grandson of Conn, you ox-feet, you bad poet, you snout of pus 

without satire (i.e. without the ability to satirise), without ranks, you rude devil who 

drinks the ale, you deer’s antler at the end of your bones.

MSS: Eisce feris [.i. firesca] so B, Esce feris inso .i. Bricht nadrach M, Eisce feris [.i. 

far esca] andso .i. bricht natrach E.
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a. a ui cuind B, Ahuicumd M, Auicumd E.

b. acossa daimh adhroch^fir dana B, achossa daimh adrochfir dana M, acossa daim/j 

adrochfir dana E.

c. aghob ingair ganglam gangrada B, agob ingob i/jgair cenglam cengrada M, agob in 

gair ganglam gangrada E.

d. adiabail omda ibis inhnd B, adiabuil omdha ibis inUnd M, adiabail omhda ibis 

inlind E.

e. acongna cliabaigh achind dochnama B, achongna acliabaigh acind dochnama M, a 

con/igna cHabaigh acind docnamha E.

Notes

The MSS give the metrical name as Eisceferis [A. firesca] B, Esce fen's inso A. hricht

nadrach M, Eisceferis [A. fa r  esca] A. hricht natrach E. The syllabic structure is 3'
' > 2  1 ^9‘ 9 9 10“. This illustration can also be analysed as a stressed metre, with units 

consisting of two stressed words (including iii). These can be grouped on the basis of 

end-rhyme into longer lines of two units each. There is linking alliteration between 

each two-unit line {Chuinn and chossa\ daim and droch^fir, gair and gldm\ omda and 

ibes\ ch'abaig and cinn).

DIL s.v. eisce suggests that this word may be esca/eisce ‘the moon’ rather than eisce 

‘intention to damage, slay or wound’. In the context of satire, however, the latter 

meaning is more appropriate, particularly since the phrase is glossed A. bricht 

nadrach in M and A. bricht natrach in E; cf. bricht nathrach Nede ‘Nede’s venomous 

incantation’ § 193. I do not understand the second element/£?r/5, which is explained in 

an etymological gloss as fi'r ‘true’ in B and fa r  (?) in E.

There is rhyme between dana ( b ) : grdda ( c ) : chndma (e). There is also aicill rhyme 

between linn (d) : cinn (e) and internal rhyme between di'abail ( d ) : ch'abaig (e) and 

omda (d) .• chongna (e).
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in gair. /nga/r BM, in gair E. D/L cites this line 5.v. 2 /« g o r‘undutiful’. \ lake gair 

as genitive singular of gor ‘pus’, rhyming with daim in the preceding line.

cen glam. A palatal form would be expected after the preposition cen. The form 

glam may be an instance of the confusion between nominative and accusative 

singular of feminine o-stems in Middle Irish (5 na G III §5.6).

in linn. Note loss of neuter gender.

a chongna cHabaig. See note on §70.

i cinn do chnama. This may allude to the subject’s hands and feet (i.e. the 

extremities of his bones) being mis-shapen, so that they resemble antlers.
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§198 Gobal imaimd de-ind for ardchasbairdne in so;

A Dallain dobarthanaig digradaig!

A chammain chrmlamaig confathmannaig cuaranaig!

A piiitig phaitig phiananaig!

A thiaganaig etig aitig uarlamaig!

This is gohal imaimd de-ind fo r  ardchasbairdne: ‘Dalian, du ehrenberaubter 

Ungliicksmensch, du krummer, zitterhandiger, wolfszottiger Kerl, Sandalentrager, der 

du hinter EBsachen und Flaschen her bist, du Qualgeist (?), du haBlicher, spaBiger 

Beuteltrager mit kalten Handen’. (Meyer 1919, no. 74)

O unlucky, degraded Dalian! You gnarled-handed, dog-haired, sandal-wearing, 

crooked fellow! You starving fellow, scrounging around bottles and sacks and bags! 

You ugly fellow, scrounging around cases, you cold-handed fellow!

MSS: Gobhal imaimd deind for ardchassbairdni so B, Gobol imairi«d deind for 

ardcasbairnde inso M, Gobal imarind deinn for casbaimi andso E.

a. Adallain doburthanaig digraidhib B, Adallain dobartanaigh digradibh M, Adallain 

dobhurtanaig digra[d]ib E.

b. a camain chnlamaigh confacmandaigh cuaranaigh B, acamain crin lamaigh 

confachmandaigh cuaranaigh M, acamain crinlamhaigh confachmandaig cuaranaig E.

c. a phitigh phaitigh phiananaigh B, afitigh paitigh phiananaigh M, aphitig paitigh 

piananaigh E.

d. athiaghanaigh etigh aitigh uarlamhaigh B, atiganaigh etig aitigh uarlamaigh M, 

athiaganaigh eitig aitigh uarla/naig E.
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Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 74).

The metre is gobal imairnd de-ind fo r  ardchasbairdne ‘a two-pointed branch ... on 

ardchasbairdne'{\0' 13' 8‘ 11) .  It could also be analysed as consisting of a regular 

pattern of stress, with three stressed words in lines ac and four stressed words in lines 

bd. The term imairnd (imairnd B, imairind M, imarind E) is difficult to inteipret and 

is cited in DIL i'.y. ? immairnd, where no meaning is given. The second element may 

be rinn ‘point’ used in sense of rhyme; cf. imrinn ‘having rhymes all around’. I do 

not understand the first element, however, and have not been able to translate the 

term. DIL s.v. gabul (j) suggests ‘name of a metre in which there is triple 

alliteration’. Note, however, that there are four alliterating words in line b. The 

stanza is metrically complex and highly alliterative. Every stressed word either 

rhymes with or consonates with another word. In addition to end-rhyme between 

chuardnaig (b) : uarldmaig (d), there is aicill rhyme between digrddaig (a) : 

chn'nldrnaig (b) and pMandnaig ( c ) : thiagdnaig (d). There is internal rhyme between 

Dal lain (a) : chammdin (b), dobarthanaig (a) ; chonfathmannaig (h), phaitig (c) : 

airig (d). With the exception of thiagdnaig (d), the stressed words in each line 

alliterate with each other. The end-words of lines ac consonate with the main rhyme.

A number of adjectives in the second couplet are otherwise unattested. These are 

formed from words for various types of containers: pait ‘skin bottle’ > paitech\ 

piandn ‘bag’ > piandnach\ ti'ag ‘bag’ > ti'agdnach; aite ‘case’ > aitech, pi'andn ‘bag’ 

(see note on §210) > pfandnach. Similarly, pit ‘light meal’ > pi'tech. Pit is used of 

meagre rations of monks and nuns (Kelly 1997, 343). The overall effect is to portray 

the subject as an impoverished beggar who scrounges around bags and bottles in 

search of scraps. An alternative explanation of this verse is that it may be a scathing 

description of the taman, who is depicted in Uraicecht na Ri'ar as a dogsbody who 

carries other peoples’ burdens (Breatnach 1987, 133).
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A Dallain. This could equally be taken to mean ‘little blind m an’. In dalldn Dromm  

Bo, §108 above, dalldn  seems to be used in the latter sense, since the subject (Goll 

M ena) is named at the start of the verse.

digradaig. This word is not cited in DIL. I take it as an adjective from digrdd', see 

DIL s.v. 3 digrdd  ‘dishonour, disgrace’, where one example is cited.

chuaranaig. This is the only example cited in DIL, where the reader is referred to 

ciiardn ‘shoe, sock’. M eyer translates 'Sandalentrdger' ‘sandal-weai'cr’.

phitig. This is the only example cited in DIL, where it is suggested that it is an 

adjective from pit ‘a small quantity o f food’. It is used substantively here.

phiananaig. As noted above, I take this as vocative singular an adjective pi'andnach, 

from pi'andn ‘bag’. M eyer translates ‘du Qualgeist (?)’ ‘you pest (?)’. For pi'andn, 

see note on §210 below. M V  III contains a num ber o f adjectives formed from the 

dim inutive of nouns and many o f these appear to have been coined specifically for 

metrical purposes; see p. 47.
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§199 Mellgal ^filed in so:

Corp caerach corraige duibe 

temuma muilt, 

bechairecht bai buide, 

brenulcha buic.

This is mellgal ^filed: The body of a restless black sheep escaping from a wether,

.. .yellow bee-keeping (?), the stinking beard of a buck-goat.

MSS: Meallgal filedh so B, Mellgal filedh inso M, Meallgal filed annso E.

a. {space fo r  4 or 5 letters at beginning o f  stanza) caerach corraighi duibhi B, Cairech 

corranchi duibhi M, Corp caerach corraigi [no corranaichi] duibhi E.

b. ternumtha muilt B, ternamtha muilt M, temumha muilt E.

c. beacairecht {space fo r  4 or 5 letters) buide B, becharecht bai buidhe M, 

beachairecht bai buide E.

d. brenulcha buic B, brenulcha buicc M, brenulca buicc E.

Notes

The metre is mellgal 'filed  ‘blind fury of a poet’ (8^ 4* 6  ̂4 '). In addition to the end- 

rhyme between muilt (b) : buic (d), there is rhyme between duibe ( a ) : buide (c) and 

breccad rhyme between termima ( b ) : brenulcha (d). Note that there is alliteration 

between all the words in lines cd and several words in a.

ternuma muilt. ternumtha B, ternamtha M, ternumha E : brenulcha. This line is 

cited in DIL 5.v. ? ternumtha, where it is the only example, and the reader is referred 

to ternam, verbal noun of do-erni ‘escapes’. Ternuma is genitive singular of temam, 

qualifying corp caerach lit. ‘body of a sheep of escaping of a wether’.
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bechairecht. This is the only example cited in DIL s.v., where the reader is referred 

to the preceding entry Ibecaire; see note on §130 above. I take bechairecht in our 

text as a verbal noun formation from bech ‘bee’ and the agent suffix -aire, by analogy 

with formations such as cornairecht from the agent-noun cornaire and stocairecht 

from stocaire §115. Note also brocairecht ‘tending badgers’ §115.

bai. This word is missing in B, which has a blank space sufficient for 4 or 5 letters. 

There is also a larger space than normal before and after bai in M which suggests that 

the reading may be corrupt. M ’s reading may be genitive singular of bde ‘profit’, 

although the description bechairecht bai ‘profitable bee-keeping’ seems unsuitable in 

the context of a satire.

buide. The adjective biiide ‘yellow’ is used of bees in Tain Bo Cualnge (O’Rahilly 

1976,1. 2962-4), where hair is described as samalta ... re buidi mbech ‘like the yellow 

of bees’.
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§200 Suainem Domangairt in so:

A Domangairt, 

a dronn geoid farna gabail, 

a gemm dubgorm demain, 

a bachlaig bain im brait,

a bel chaillige caiche, 

a chonadmairt chicaraig, 

nach can ceol isin chamair, 

a chossa cromma crebair, 

a cliruachaide lenaim laic:

nir lessaigis in saithe.

This is suainem Domangairt: ‘Domungort, du Hocker einer Gans, die man gefangen 

hat, du schwai zblaues Juwel von einem Teufel, du blutleerer Geselle, auf Diebstahl 

erpicht, du Lefze einer einaugigen Nonne, du gieriges gefraBiges Stierkalb, das kein 

liebliches Lied am friihen Morgen singt, du krummbeiniger Kafer, geschwollener 

Bauch eines schwachlichen Kindes, du has die Wissenschaft nie gefordert!’. (Meyer 

1919, no. 59).

O Domangart, you hump of a captured goose, you dark-blue jewel of the Devil, you 

pale, thieving churl, you mouth of a one-eyed hag, you greedy, voracious ox who 

does not sing songs at daybreak, you crooked feet of a woodcock, you bloatedness of 

a weak child: you have not benefitted learning.

MSS: Suainem domunghuirt so B, Suaneam domangairt inso M, Suaiwemh 

domhunguirt andso E.

a. Adomhunghoirt (followed by space for 5 or 6 letters) B, Adoma M, 

Adomango<...>t (followed by space for 7 or 8 letters) E.

b. adrond geoid B, adrond geuidh iamgabail M, adrond geoigh iamagabail E.
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c. ageam dubgorm demhain B, agemm dub gorin dem M, ageid dubgorm du E.

d. abachlaigh bain im mbrait B, bachlaic baim imbrait M, bachlaig bai« immbrait E.

e. a bhel cailligi caiche B, abel caillighe caiche M, abel cailligi caichi E.

f  aconadhmairt cicaraigh B, aco«nadh mairt cicaraigh M, aconadhmairt cicaraig E.

g. nach can ceol isincamhair B, nacan ceol isincamair M, nach can ceol isincamair E.

h. acossa crom a creabhair B, acosa croma crebair M, acossa croma crebair E.

i. acruachaidhi leanaim laic B, acruachaiti lenaiw laic M, acruachaidi leanaim laicc E. 

/. nirleasaighis insaithi B, niralessaigis insaithi M, niraleasaigis insaithi E.

Notes

Previous edition: Meyer (1919, no. 59).

3 2 2 I 2 3The metre is si'iainem Domangairt ‘Domangart’s thread (of poetry)’ (4 7 6 6 7 7'
2 2 1 27 7 7 7 ). The stanza can be divided into two five-line sections and there is a 

regular pattern of end-rhyme between gabdil (b) : chamdir (g); demain (c) : crebair 

(h) and between hrait (d) : laic (i); caiche ( e ) : saithe (j). Domangairt (a) rhymes 

with chonadmairt (f - imperfect), while chi'caraig (f) is the only end-word not 

involved in rhyme. In view of this pattern, one would have expected a heptasyllabic 

first line ending in a trisyllabic word for rhyme with chi'caraig, and it is noteworthy in 

this regard that a space has been left after Domangairt in BE, while the reading is 

incomplete in M. Note rhyme between saithe : caiche. For the use of personal 

names in names of metres, see p. 60ff.

As in the case of other illustrations (e.g. §§188, 190, 197, 199) this can be analysed as 

consisting of a regular pattern of stressed word (1,3,3,3,3; 2,3,3,3,3,2) There is 

linking alliteration between Domangairt and dronn; gabdil and gemm; brait and bel, 

caiche and chonadmairt; chicaraig and can\ chamdir and chossa\ crebair and 

chniachaide', laic and lessaigis.
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suainem. Suainern ‘rope, thread’ is used of versification in the pseudo-historical 

introduction to the Senchas Mar, where it is stated that the poets Fergus and 

Dubthach tied a suainem filidechta  ‘thread of poetry’ around the law (CIH  1654.32). 

Cf. also suainem Segsa (Meyer 1913e, 56 §36 and note).

chonadmairt. conadhmairt BE, connadh mairt M. BE agree against M in reading a 

form with single -n-. The second element is mart ‘ox’. The first element in M may 

be connad ‘firewood’. I follow Meyer, who adopts the reading of B and reads a 

chonadmairt cMcaraig ‘du gieriges gefraBiges Stierkalb’ ‘you greedy, voracious bull- 

ca lf , taking the first element as conadh ‘a greedy appetite, rage, fury’. This is based 

on the meaning given in O ’Brien’s Irish-English dictionary, s.v. and in an entry in AU  

s.a. 1357, where the word is not translated. DIL s.v. conadmairt suggests that the first 

element may be cu ‘hound’ and the compound is also cited iw. ladmairt.

chruachaide. cruachaidhi B, acruachaiti M, criiachaidi E. I take this as an 

adjectival derivative from cruach ‘stack of corn; heap, pile’, cf. sinnchaide from 

sinnach ‘fox’ §186. Cruachaide ‘heap-like’ is used as a substantive and a meaning 

such as ‘bloatedness’ would suit the present context. With the phrase a chruachaide 

lenaim laic, cf. a charpat lenaim liuin ‘you jaw of a weak child’ §78 and a lenaim 

laic ‘you weak child’ §140.
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§201 Meisce Draigin meic Dorndorbied in so:

Goll Gabra, grech muice mairbe ^  omna, 

mennan oc deol gabair gaite, gotan;

Goll Gabra, gort fossaid fermar mara, 

tragna co cossaib clama ar cnocan.

This is meisce Draigin meic Dorndorbied: Goll of Gabar, the scream of a dying pig 

on a spear, a kid suckling a stolen goat, a little stammerer; Goll of Gabar, a level 

grassy field by (lit. ‘o f )  the sea, a corncrake with mangy feet on a mound.

MSS: Mesce draigin mt-Zc dorndorbiedh so B, Mesc draigin me/'c drondorbied i«so 

M, meisci [menus] draigin mf/c dorndorbed andso E.

a. Goll gobra grech muice mairbe aromna B, Gollgobra grech muice mairbe armona 

M, Goll gobra grech muicci mairbe arwona E.

b. mendan ac deol gabair gaide gotan B, m<?nnan icdeul gabair gaite gottan M, 

mendan acdeol gabair gaide gotan E.

c. goll gabrra gort fosaigh fear mara B, gollgabrai gort fossaig fer mara M, goll 

gobra gort fosaigh fear [no ferrmar[ mara E.

d. tradhna cocossaib clamha ar cnocan B, tradhna co cossaib clama arcnocan M, 

tradna cocossaib clama arcnoca/i E.

Notes

The metre is meisce Draigin meic Dorndorbied ‘drunkenness of Draigen son of
2 2 2 2Dorndorbied’ (10 10 10 10 ). For personal names in names of metres, see p. 60ff. 

Thurneysen (1912, 89) states that ‘Als Dichter ist Draigen mac Dorndorbiedh 

(Drondorbied) genannt’ and Meyer (1909, 37) includes him in a list of the poets of 

Ireland. I have not found any other references to this poet, however, and it is unlikely
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that he was an historical personage. Note that E glosses meisci with menus, which is 

not given as a headword in DIL. I have not been able to establish a meaning for this.

The main rhyme is between gotdn (b) : chnocdn (d), while mara (c) : clama (d) form

aicill rhyme. There is also internal rhyme between fossaid  ( c ) : cossaib (d). Note

that BM read Gabra (c) which rhymes with tragna (d). Thumeysen (1891, 104) prints
2 2this stanza as two lines of 21 18 .

Goll Gabra. Thumeysen (1912, 88) identifies the subject of this stanza with Goll 

Gabrain, who is recorded in AU s.a. 1113 as having killed his brother Domnall mac 

Donnchadha hui Gillai-Patraic, king of Ossory. I take Gabra as genitive singular of 

a placename Gabar, several examples of which are cited in Hogan (1910, 432-3). For 

the alternation gobar/gabar as found in the MSS, cf. DIL i.v. 2 gabor. DIL cites this 

line s.v. goll ‘blind of one eye’ col. 134,1. 17 and suggests ‘a one-eyed horse (?)’.

ar omna. aromna B, armona ME. I follow B and read omna ‘the bole of a tree’, 

which is also found in the sense ‘spear, spear-shaft’; see DIL s.v.

gaite. Genitive singular of gat ‘theft’ used attributively.

gotan. I take this as a substantive use of the adjective got ‘stammering’ plus 

diminutive suffix. Gotdn is also found as a personal name; see DIL s.v.

gort fossaid fermar mara. gort fosaigh fear mara B, gort fossaig fe r  mara M, gort 

fosaigh fear [no ferrmar] mara E. I follow the correction in E since this gives ten 

syllables, as in the other three lines, and fennar mara could easily have been mis

transcribed as fe r  mara through haplography. This reading also makes better sense 

than the alternative gort fossaid fe r  mara ‘the level field of the men of the sea’. The 

adjective fossad  ‘stationary; firm, steady’ is used of land in an Old Irish law tract on 

land values (Mac Niocaill 1971, 82; see also Kelly 1997, 394). The text describes 

best arable land {etham remibi ethamnaib) as tirfosad a mbi maith cach maith ‘level
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land in which every good thing (?) flourishes’. A ‘level grassy field’ by the sea, 

however, would be useless for farming on account of the high levels of salt. I am 

grateful to Liam Breatnach for this suggestion. Note the Middle Irish genitive 

singular form mam, confirmed by rhyme.

clama ar. Note the Middle Irish loss of the dative plural ending of an adjective, here 

fixed by rhyme with mara. Eliding the vowel of ar would give a line of nine 

syllables, whereas all the other lines have ten syllables.
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§202 Duthracht Moga Ruith do ^Simon in so:

A Dergain deirg dfultadaig, 

a diultad Dia Belltaine, 

dar Brigit, at becn^ach!

It dum bis do gop gercaide, 

ic gol tis it chum dub, 

drenntaide, dretanach.

Teist do-beir Cii Arad ort 

tu labar, ole, 

eltaide, etranach.

This is duthracht Moga Ruith Jo ^Smon: O ruddy, stingy Dergan, you refusal on 

May Day, by Brigit you are shameless! Your grouse-like snout is in your fist, 

weeping below into your black drinking-horn, quarrelsome and drunk. The account 

which Cu Arad gives of you (is that) you are boastful, wicked, pasty and 

meddlesome.

MSS: Duthracht mogha ruith dosiwon so B, Duth racht moga ruith dosimon inso M, 

Duthracht mogha ruith dosimon andso E.

a. Adregain deirg diultadaig B, Adergain d irg (sic) diultadhaig M, Adregaiw deirg 

diultagaid E.

b. adiultadh diabealltai^z B, adiultadh dia belltaine M, adiultad dia bealltaiwe E.

c. arbhrighet adbecnaireach B, darbrigit adbecnarach M, darbriget adbecnaireach E.

d. idurrnn bhis doghob gercaide B, itur«d bis dogob gerrcai te M, iduimn bis dogob 

ger caide E.

e. igul tis idcurmd dub B, igul tis it cumd dub M, icultis it<...>uimn dubh E.

f. dreandtaide dreadanach B, drentai de dredranach M, dre<...>d.ednanach E.

g. teist doheir cu arad ort B, teist dobf'/r cuaradh ort M, teist doheir cu aradhort E.
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h. tu labor olcc eltaide edranach B, tulabar ole eltaide etrananach M, tu labor ole 

eltaide edranach E.

Notes

The metre is diithracht Moga Ruith do ^Simon ‘Mog Ruith’s prayer to Simon’ (7' 7"
3  ̂ 1 3  1 1 37'; 8' 6 6 '; 7 4 6 ). This verse consists of three groups of three lines, with main 

rhyme between hecndrach ( c ) : dretdnach (f) : etrdnach (h). There is also rhyme 

between Belltaine ( b ) : gercaide (d). There is internal rhyme between durn ( d ) ; 

churn (e); hi's (d) : ti's (e), arad (g) : labar (h) and Cu (g) : tu (h). Belltaine (b) : 

gercaide (d) : drenntaide (f) : eltaide (h) form breccad rhyme. An imperfect type of 

breccad may be intended between gop ( d ) : gol ( e ) : ort (g): ole (h). There is almost 

consistent linking alliteration: diultadaig and dhdtad\ Belltaine and Brigit; gercaide 

and gol\ dub and drenntaide; ole and eltaide.

Mog Ruith. For personal names in names of metres, see p. 60ff.

Dergan. dregain BE, dergain M. Both Dergdn and Dregin (genitive) are attested as 

personal names; see DIL 5.vv. I follow M ’s reading against BE on the grounds that 

the first element of the name is echoed in the following adjective derg. Cf. also A ui 

dinnim Dergain ‘you puny grandson of Dergan’ §119.

a diultad Dia Belltaine. Mayday was traditionally the time for entering into 

contracts (Danaher 1972, 86) and the subject of this satire is apparently being 

criticised for failing to honour his contractual obligations.

becnarach. becnaireach BE, becnarach M. I follow M against BE for rhyme with 

dretdnach : etrdnach. Cf. DIL s.v. ndrach, which seems to be earlier than ndirech.
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gercaide. This is the only example cited in DIL 5.y., where it is suggested that it is an 

adjectival formation from gercc ‘grouse’, cf. sinnchaide ‘fox-like’ from sinnach ‘fox’ 

§186.

drenntaide. This word is not cited in DIL. The adjectives drenntaide and gercaide, 

which are otherwise unattested, may have been coined for rhyme with Belltaine.

The first element appears to be the noun drennad ‘quarrel’ and the second the suffix 

-aide, for which see GOI §347,

dretanach. This adjective is also unattested elsewhere. With B’s dreadanach, cf. 

Modem Irish draddn ‘a (drunken) gabbler’ (O Donaill) and draddnacht ‘lingering 

about a tavern in a state of intoxication’ (Dinneen). This meaning suits the present 

context in the light of the description of the subject as ic gol tis it churn dub ‘weeping 

below into your black drinking-horn’. DIL cites two instances of drad in the sense 

‘snarl, snarling grin’.

etranach. This is the only example cited in DIL, which suggests the meaning 

‘meddlesome?’ from etrdin ‘meddling with’.
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§203 Etal ^seisedach Cruithentuath i Cloich Locha Com ra in so:

Gilla Patraic, plag mellgaile, 

nocon ^fuair slantroit senmaire; 

tlam  do tharr agmuilt ^fidnaige, 

ciste nach roichet foglaide, 

adarc bo rodraige, 

com aire isti ibraide.

This is etal '^seisedach Cruithentuath i Cloich Locha Comra: G illa Patraic, a plague 

o f blind fury, he did not escape unharm ed from a fight with musicians: a flake from 

the belly of a fierce wether in bedding, a chest which robbers do not come to, the horn 

of a cow suffering from rodrach, a ... yew-like hornplayer.

MSS: Ettal ^seisidach cruitheantuath inso icloich locha com m  B, Etal seiseadach 

cruitheantua < ...>  inso icloith locha comru M, Ettal seisidach cruitheantuath ands<.> 

icloich locho comr<...> E.

a. G illa padraig plagh mellghaile B, Gilla padraic plag mellgaile M, Gilla padra/c 

plag m eallgail<.> E.

b. noconhuair slan troid seanmaire B, noconuair slantroit se^zmaire M, < ...>  air 

slantroit senmaire E.

c. tlam dotharr agmuilt ^fidhnaigi B, tlam dotar agmuilt idhnaidhe M, tlam dotair 

agmuilt < ...>  E.

d. cisdi nach roichet foglaidi B, cisti nachroithet foglaidhe M, < ...> o ichet foghlaide 

E

e. adarc bo rodraide B, adarc bo rodraige M, adarc bo < ...> od< .. .> E.

f .  cornaire isti ibraighi B, com aire isti ibraige M, <...>aide E.
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Notes

The metre is etal ^seisedach Cruithentuath i Cloich Locha Comra ‘the six-part beam 

(or fit?) of the Cruithentuatha in Cloch Locha Comra’ (8'̂  8̂  8^; 8'̂  6'̂  8'̂ ). The 

adjective seisedach ‘consisting of a sixth or sixths’ is applied to an example of 

rannaigecht becc mor §87 which also consists of six lines. It is impossible to 

establish from the context whether the placename Cruithentuath refers to Pictland or 

to Cruithentuath in Ulster (Hogan 1910, 312). Hogan {ibid., 250) cites two examples 

of placenames containing the elements Cloch Locha and on this basis I take Cloch 

Locha Comra in the present context as a placename. I have found no other examples, 

however, and I have not been able to identify the location.

The main rhyme is between fidnaige ( c ) : ibraide (f). Lines ab and de form rhyming 

couplets: mellgaile (a) : senmaire (b - imperfect) <xn6. foglaide ( d ) : rodraide (e). The 

end-words abde consonate with the main rhyme (imperfectly in the case of ab). In 

addition to rhyming with foglaide (d), rodraide (e) also forms aicill rhyme with 

cornaire (f), which may be a type of breccad. There is breccad rhyme between pldg 

( a ) : tldm (b) and ciste ( d ) : iste (f). Note also the imperfect rhyme between Pdtraic 

( a ) : sldntroit ( b ) : dgmuilt (c), which may be a form of breccad.

nocon ''fuair slantroit senmaire. Lit. ‘he did not get a safe fight of musicians’. DIL 

cites two examples of senmaire ‘musician’ 5.y., but omits the present example.

agmuilt. The second element is genitive singular of molt ‘wether’. The rhyming 

pattern suggests that the a is long and I take the first element to be the noun dg ‘fight, 

battle’, used in the sense ‘fierce’.

fidnaige. '^fidhnaigi B, idhnaidhe M, illeg. E. I take this as genitive singular of 

fidnach  ‘twigs, used for fuel or bedding’.

ciste nach roichet foglaide. i.e. a worthless object.
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rodraige. wdraide  B, rodraige M, illeg E. Rhymes v<Ji\h foglaide and comaire. I 

take this as genitive singular feminine of rodrach. This can be explained as a variant 

of radrach, the base form to which the abstract suffix -us is attached in radrachus. 

The latter is a defect in cattle which results in the failure to conceive: radhracus A. 

dairthir i 7 ni anand innti 'radrachus i.e. she is bulled and it does not stay in her’ 

(CIH 998.37; Kelly 1997, 201). This would lead to a reduction in the animal’s value. 

I am grateful to Liam Breatnach for this suggestion.

iste. isti BM. Rhymes with ciste. The context suggests that this is an adjective but I 

have found no other examples.

ibraide. For the significance of the epithet ‘yew-like’, see note on §127.

§204 Slat airbern in so:

Finn lia Segda,

sut sron gamna ^  guin i ngill - 

nocon ^fil maith ann anall - 

as’ maid carr i mbi fuil - Finn.

This is slat airbern: Finn grandson of Segda, there is a calf’s nose as a pledge for 

wounding - there is no good in him from of yore! - out of whom bursts a bloody scab 

-  Finn!

MSS: Slat airb<?m anmo B, Slat arbernd inso M, Slat airbern andso E. 

a. Find ua segda B, Find uasegdha M, Find ua se<..>a E.
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b. sud sro« gatnhna arguin inghill B, sut son gamna arguin ingill M, <...> arguin 

ingill E.

c. noconfuil maith ann anall B, noconfuil maith and anall M, noconn [f]uil maith and 

a.all E.

d. isamhuigh carr imh'i fuil find B, isamaig carr imbi fuil find M, <...> find E.

Notes

2 1 1 ]The metre is slat airbern ‘rod of defects’ {A 1 1 1 ) .  According to DIL s.v. airbern 

col. 167,1. 28, this is ‘prob. so called because one of its lines is rhymeless’. The main 

rhyme is between gill ( b ) : Finn (d). There is aicill rhyme between anall (c) : carr (d) 

and internal rhyme between maith ( c ) : maid (d). For the repetition of the subject’s 

name in satire, see note on §85.

carr. DIL cites this line aw. 4 Carr ‘mouth, face ... scab’ col. 78,1. 1. An alternative 

is to take carr as meaning ‘spear’ in the sense ‘out of whom bursts a bloody spear’; 

see DIL s.v. 2 carr.

as’ maid, isamhuigh B, isamaig M, illeg. E. I have emended the MSS to read third 

singular conjunct present indicative of maidid. Lenited -d  and -g  are often confused 

in the MSS. For the form a s ’, cf. d ru-fes mennat asa td, where asa td is to be read 

as as td in order to give seven syllables (Carney 1964, 110 §5c and note). I am 

grateful to Jurgen Uhlich for this suggestion and reference.
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§205 Cuanairt chorranach Chon Roi in so:

Nocho gairit a merugud etir Miiscraige is Caenraige;

nochon ^fiiarus a gelugud co n-arm chaembuide chirmaire;

nocho chosmail a chlothaige risna cliara i earn Chiarraige;

ro ben mor do '^siiaid ^sochaide re arm n-iamaide n-idlaide.

This is Cu Roi’s hooked pack of hounds: Not short is his straying between Miiscraige 

and Caenraige; I did not find him spruced up (lit. ‘his whitening’) by the fair, yellow 

weapon of a combmaker; his fame is not like the fame of the poetic bands in the 

mound of Ciarraige; he took away a great amount from ... host by means of an iron, 

engraved weapon.

MSS: Cuanairt corranach conri inso B, Cuanart corranach conrai \nso M, Cuanairt 

corranach <..> E.

a. Nocogairet amherughudh itir musgraidhe iscaenrige B, Nocho gairit amerugudh 

etir muscraighe iscaenraighe M, N oc<...>it/r musgraide is < ...>aige E. 

h. nochonuarus agealughudh conai'm caembuide cirmure B, nogonuarus agelugud 

conarm coembuide cirmaire M, <...>caembuide cirma/re E.

c. nococosmail aclothaighe ris nacliara icamciarraide B, nocho chosmail aclothaige 

risna cliara icamd ciarraige M, nocho<.. .>ailaclo<... >acliara icam ciarraide E.

d. robhean robean mor do ^suaidh sochaidhe rearm niamaighi nidlaighe B, roben mor 

dosuaidh socaide < ...>  arm niamaidhe nidhlaidhe M, robean mor dosuaid sochaidhe 

reharA« niamaigi nidlaige E.

Notes

The metre is cuanairt chorranach Chon Roi ‘Cu Roi’s hooked [extended] pack of 

hounds’ (4 x [8  ̂8^]). For a metrical analysis of this verse, see p. 74. Note the
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parallelism in the phrases co n-arm chdembiiide chirmaire and re arm n-iarnaide n- 

I'dlaide. For personal names in names of metres, see p. 60ff.

fuarus. Note Middle Irish simplification of compound verb and spread of 5-preterite.

merugud. Cf. also do-cuadas ar rnerugud ‘I went astray’ § 111 and a-td ar menigud 

‘he is confused’ §146.

gelugud. See note on do gelugud galluirge §111. I take geliigud ‘whitening’ in the 

present context to be used in the sense of ‘cleaning up’ or ‘sprucing up’.

Caenraige. caenrige B, caenraighe M, <...> aige E. Rhymes with chdemhuide. 

Thurneysen reads caemrige B (1891, 104) and caemhraighe M (1912, 71). The 

stroke over the -ae- in B is clearly an n-stroke, however, while M has a plene reading. 

I take this as the placename Caenraige and Hogan (1910, 136) mentions several such 

places, all of which are located in Munster. One is in Limerick, while in another 

instance Caenraige is used as a variant for Eoganacht Chaisil. To the examples in 

Hogan may be added triucha cead Caonraighe atd cois na Sionainne (Mac Piarais 

1908, 7 §9).

ro ben mor do ^suaid ^sochaide. This phrase is difficult to interpret. I take mor as 

a substantival use of the adjective. Siiaid is dative singular of sui ‘sage’, qualified by 

sochaide: ‘he took away a great amount from the leader of a host’. Alternatively, the 

first element of suaid may be the prefix so-, sii- ‘good, excellent’ and the second 

element -dig, cf. the compound sodig ‘fair fight’ (Meyer 1904, 118 §8). Lenited -d 

and -g are often confused in the manuscripts. The line could then be taken to mean 

‘he took away a great amount from a fair fight with a host’. Against this 

interpretation, the compound sodig is most likely disyllabic and therefore unmetrical. 

The general sense seems to be that the subject of this poem is unskilled in poetry, as 

indicated by the unfavourable comparison with the poetic bands in the mound of
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Ciarraige, and that his power lies in the use of weapons rather than in his poetic craft. 

Note Middle Irish spread of 5-preterite in ro ben.

idlaide. The basic meaning is ‘heathen, pertaining to idols’, from idal ‘an idol’. DIL 

5.V. suggests an extended meaning ‘engraved or adorned with images (of heathen 

dieties)?’ and this seems to be the sense in which it is used in our text.
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§206 Is fissi: caide dethbir etir sos 7 segda 7 airchetal. Ni ansa: oen^sillab i sos, 

amail a-ta:

Dan dian 

sal srian 

dian dos 

si fab sos 

sos slan 

dos dan 

dan dian.

It should be known: what is the difference between sos and segda and airchetall It is 

not difficult: there is one syllable in sos, namely: A swift poem, a heel, a bridle, dian 

(metre), ignorance, a mountain, poetic knowledge, complete poetic knowledge, 

ignorance, a poem, a swift poem.

MSS: Is fissidh caide dethb/r et/r soss 7 segda 7aircetul. Ni ansa aensilla/? isos ama/7 

ata B, Is fisse cade deithbir et/r sos 7seghdha7 aircedul. Ni ansa oensilla/? in sos ut 

est hoc [.i. dimail... | M, Is fisid caide dethb/r et/r soss 7segda 7aircetul. Ni ansa 

aensilla^ insos ama// ata E.

a. Dan dian BME.

b. sal srian BME.

c. dian dos BME.

d. sliabh sos BME.

e. sos slan BME.

f. g doss dan dian B, dos dan dan dian M, doss dan [no <.. .>| E.
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Notes

As noted in the Introduction, Thumeysen (1891, 124) was of the opinion that the 

ecoitchenna section ends at §205 and that §§206-10 represent a later addition.

The metre is sos ‘poetic knowledge’ (7 x 2 ') .  Each line consists of two monosyllabic, 

alliterating, stressed words. A similar structure is found in segda §207 and airchetal 

§208. Each line in segda, aside from the penultimate line, consists of two disyllabic 

stressed words, while in airchetal each line consists of two trisyllabic stressed words. 

The terms sos, segda and airchetal occur together in a section on metres in a text on 

the grades of poets deriving from Uraicecht Becc (Breatnach 1987, 12): Nc) sos 7 

seghdha 7 airchital as i-sin a ndefer ‘Or sos and segda and airchetal, that is the 

difference between them’ (CIH  558.5-6; my translation).

This poem is difficult to interpret as many of the words have more than one meaning 

and there does not appear to be a particular theme which would enable one to choose 

between alternatives. I therefore give the primary meaning of each word. It is also 

difficult to establish if all of the words are to be taken independently, or if some form 

two-word phrases of noun plus adjective, or if some are genitive plural forms.

There are three couplets, with rhyme between both words in each couplet: Dan dian : 

sal sn'an; dian dos : sUab sos; sos sldn : dos dan. The MSS show confusion over the 

final line.

dos dan / dan dian. doss dan dian B, dos dan dan dian M, doss dan [nd < ...> ]£ . E 

gives an alternative reading in a superscript gloss, but this is illegible.

SOS, dos. These words were disyllabic in Old Irish (compounds of so-/do- plus/w  

‘knowledge’). The contracted forms are established by the syllable count.
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§207 Da ^sillaib i segda, amail a-ta:

Daire debe 

braine blede 

briathar berla 

segda snaide; 

snaithe sene 

tene tuige 

buide bile 

cuire caire; 

duille daire debe 

blede braine

There are two syllables in segda, namely: A different grove, the edge of a goblet, a 

word of speech, segda of creating; thread/s , a fire of thatch, a golden tree, a host, a 

cauldron, leaves of a different grove, a goblet with (lit. ‘o f )  an edge.

MSS: Da ^iWaih i segdha ama// ata B, Desilla/fe \mmorro in seghdha sic«r est hoc [.i. 

amail ata soj M, Da silla//? immorro isegdha ut ts t  E.

a. Daire debe B, Daire deibhe M, Daire debhe E.

b. braine blede B, braine bleidhe M, braine bledhe E.

c. briatar berla B, briathar berla M, briath b<...>la E.

d. seghda snaide B, seghda snaidhe M, segda snaidhe E.

e. snaithi sene BE, snaithe sene M.

f. tene tuighe BME.

g. buidi bili B, buidhe bile M, buide bili E.

h. cuire caire BE, cuiri caire M.

i. duille daire BE, duili daire M.

j. debhe blede braine B, debe blede braine M, debe bleidhe braine E.
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Notes

The metre is segda ‘goodly’ (8 x 4  ̂+ 6  ̂4^). Aside from the penultimate line, each 

line consists of two disyllabic, alliterating, stressed words. The example of segda 

cited in M V I §37 (6 hAodha 1991, 237, §28) and M V II §62 has a syllabic structure 

3I -j\ j 2 bears no resemblance to our poem. 6  hAodha notes (ibid., 214 note 

35) that as well as being used as the name of a specific type of metre, segda is also 

used in MV  I §3 as a generic term for the compositions of the bards.

In our poem, there is end-rhyme between snaide (d) : caire (h ) ; braine (j) and 

between debe ( a ) : blede ( b ) ; sene (e) : debe (i). Internal rhyme is also a common 

feature, e.g. buide ( g ) : cuire (h) : duille (i- imperfect), as is the repetition of words 

such as daire (a, i ) ; braine (b, j) and debe (a, i) : blede (b, j). The last two lines echo 

the first two lines: duille daire debe (i) blede braine (j) : daire debe (a) braine blede 

(b).

debe. I take this as genitive singular of deibe ‘difference, variety, disagreement’, 

used adjectively to qualify daire.

sene. sene BME. The context suggests that this is a genitive singular form, 

qualifying sndithe ‘thread/s’, while the rhyming pattern indicates that the form is sene 

rather than sene. I have not been able to establish a meaning for this word, however.

tuige. Note Middle Irish spread of palatalisation (Old Irish tugae ‘thatch’).

buide bile. I take buide as a preposed adjective.
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§208 Tretsillabach int airchetal, amail a-ta:

a) Airchetal omchnetad

b) dairchepad dronpheccad

c) glanchistech gothlescach

d) echlascach omthresad

e) dronchestad dairchepad;

f) sraitige secaige

g) taintige tretaige

h) setaige senpheccad

i) barrthecar birchocad 

j) ilchotach airchetal

Airchetal is trisyllabic, namely;

a) Airchetal, crude (and) ...

b) an oak implement (?), a ... sin,

c) clear and precious (?), with rod-like spears (?),

d) abounding in horsewhips, crude (and) ... ,

e) a firm cause, an oak implement;

f  ) ............... .

g) ..., a shepherd,

h) wealth (?), an old sin,

i) top-..., spear-war,

j) of many parts, airchetal.

MSS: Trethsilla/?ac/j in tairchetal ama// ata B, 'Yxe.sxWabach intairchedul ut est hoc M, 

JxQ\h?,i\\abach intaircetal ama// ata E.

a. A aircedal omcneatadh B, Aircedul omchnedadh M, Aaircedal omcneadadh E.

b. daircepadh drompheaccadh B, dair cepadh dronpeccadh M, darceapadh 

dompheca<...> [.i. dr <...> ad] E.
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c. glancisdeach gothleasgach B, glancistech gothleasgach M, glancisdeach 

gothleascach E.

d. eachlascach omtreasadh B, echlascach omtresadh M, eachlascach omtreasach E.

e. dronchestadh dairchepadh B, d ro n c e so a d h  dairceapadh M, droncheastadh 

dairceapadh E.

f. sraitige secaigi B, sraitighe M, sraitighe sedaighe E.

g. tairttighe tredaighi B, om. M, taintighe tredaighe E.

h. sedaige senpeccadh B, senpeccadh M, sedaighi senpeccad E.

i. banthagar birchogad B, barthe cor birchogud M, barrtheagar bircogadh E.

/. ilcodach airchetail B, ilcodach urcedul M, ilcodach aircedail E.

Notes

The metre is airchetal ‘a poem’ (10 x 6^). Each line consists of two trisyllabic, 

alliterating stressed words. The main rhyme is between dairchepad (e) : airchetal (j - 

imperfect) and these two words also occur in the first couplet, where they form 

internal rhyme. There is end-rhyme between omchnetad ( a ) : dronpheccad (b - 

imperfect), gothlescach ( c ) : omthresad (d - imperfect) and secaige ( f ) : tretaige (g), 

which also rhyme with setaige (h). Birchocad (i) forms aicill rhyme with ilchotach 

(j), and there is also internal rhyme between sraitige ( f ) : tdintige (g). The final word, 

airchetal, forms a dunad. This poem contains many compounds which are difficult to 

interpret. Note that M omits the readings secaige tdintige tretaige setaige. Because 

of the many textual difficulties, I have presented the translation as individual lines.

tretsillabach. Trethsillahach BE, Tresillabach M. The pattern oen^sillab i s6s §206, 

dd '^sillaib i segda §207 suggests that the first element of this compound is tri ‘three’. 

The final dental is unusual, however, as tri/tri is the form normally found in 

compounds. DIL s. v. tretsillabach gives one other example from Auraicept na nEces 

1. 3865.
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airchetal. Airchetal is also used of poetry in general; cf. do aistib in airchetail i 

coitchinn in w  § 1. The term is also used of one of the three divisions of satire, the 

other two being aisneis ‘narration’ and ail ‘reproach’ (Meroney, 1949-50, 201)

omchnetad. I take the first element as om ‘raw, unrefined’. I have found no other 

examples of the second element, -cnetad, which is not cited in DIL. It may be a 

verbal noun from cneitid ‘groans, sighs’.

dairchepad. DIL .v.v. daircepadh, where it is the only example, suggests that ‘prob.

= dair-chepad’ and cites the form daircepadh in brackets. The first vowel cannot be 

long, however, since the word rhymes twice with airchetal. The elements seem to be 

dair ‘oak’ and ceppad ‘confining; shaping, forming’. The general meaning may be 

an article or implement made of oak.

dronpheccad. drornpheaccadh B, dronpeccadh M, dornpheca.. [./. dr< ...> ad\ E. B 

shows confusion between dorn ‘fist’ and dron ‘solid, firm; thorough’, while E 

combines both readings. I have not been able to establish the meaning in the present 

context. The second element is peccad ‘peccad’; cf. senpeccad (h).

glanchistech. DIL cites this form 5.y. glan ‘clean, pure’ col. 92,1. 70 and suggests 

‘as epithet?’ I have not found any other examples of the second element, cistech. It 

may be an adjective from ciste ‘treasure’.

gothlescach. The first element is goth ‘spear, javelin’. As regards lescach, DIL cites 

two such words, both of which are only attested once. 1 lescach is derived from lesc 

‘lazy’. For 2 lescach, DIL suggests reading/Z^j'cac/z, an adjective from flesc ‘rod, 

wand’. The latter meaning would make more sense in a compound with goth ‘spear’.

echlascach. DIL cites one other example of this adj. .̂v. and suggests a meaning 

‘pertaining to horsewhips; abounding in horsewhips’ (from ech and flesc).
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omthresad. omtreasadh B, omtresadh M, omtreasach E. Cf. the compound 

omchnetad (a). I take the first element as om ‘raw, unrefined’. As regards the second 

element, neither tresad BM nor tresach E are cited in DIL. It is difficult to establish 

the intended reading.

dronchestad. DIL cites this compound s.v. cestad ‘dispute, cause’. There is only 

one other example of cestad s.v. The first element is dron ‘solid, firm’; cf. 

dronpheccad (b).

sraitige. Rhymes with tdintige. This word is not cited in DIL and I have not been 

able to establish a meaning. Plummer, MS notes, suggests that the first element of 

tdintige is tdin\ see DIL s.v. ? taintige. If this is the case, then the first vowel of 

sraitige is also long. The first element may be srdit ‘street, road, path’.

secaige. secaigi B, sedaighe E, om. M : tretaige : setaige. DIL cites this line i'.y. 

Isecaigi and suggests ‘dryness’, based on Plummer MS notes. The rhyming pattern 

suggests that the e is long, which means that ‘dryness’ cannot be the intended form. I 

have not found any other examples of secaige and have not been able to establish a 

meaning.

taintige. Rhymes with sraitige. This is the only example cited in DIL 5.v. ? taintige, 

which gives Plummer’s suggestion that the first element is tain.

setaige. DIL cites this line s.v. 2 setaige and suggests the meaning ‘wealth’ {setach 

‘rich’). Set could also be 1 set ‘a path’; cf. sraitige (f).

barrthecar. harrthagar B, barthe cor M, barrtheagar E. The first element is barr 

‘top’. I am uncertain as to the meaning of the second element, which may be tecor 

‘collecting, assembling’.

birchocad. A compound of bir ‘spear’ and cocad ‘war, conflict’.
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ilchotach. A compound consisting of il- ‘many’, ciiit ‘part, share’ and the adjectival 

suffix -ach. DIL cites this line 5.v. il- ‘many’ col. 60,1. 20.

§209 Is fissi: caide dethbir etir duain 7 tririg? Nf ansa. Diian .i. ‘da anad’ inte, amail 

a-ta:

Ri Talinne tuile mara 

mandur da mbf tres ic tuinn 

allud fo mbit desa druing 

duine luchair, laech co lli; 

cul casbuide dar brat longain 

ri duile, ri drongain duinn 

telcud airm chasta, nfad com^ferg 

gniiis gasta roderg - in ri.

It should be known: what is the difference between di'ian and trirechl It is not 

difficult. Duan, i.e. there are ‘two pauses’ in it, namely: The king of Talinne, a flood 

of the sea, destruction for whom a battle is ... ,  glory concerning which there are 

arrangements of a host, a radiant man, a splendid warrior; a curly, golden head of 

hair over a cloak of ... , king of elements, king of a dun-coloured small host (?), the 

casting of an ornamented weapon, a furious warrior, an alert, very ruddy countenance 

- the king.

MSS: Is fissidh caide dethbzr it/> duain 7 tririg. Ni ansa. Duan .i. daanadh inte amail 

ata B, Is fisse cade deithb/r et/> duain 7 tririgh. Ni ansa. Duan .i. daanadh inti ut est 

hoc M, Is fissidh caide dethb/r itir duai« 7tririg. Ni ansa. Duan .i. da anadh innti 

ama// ata E.
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a. Ri talinne tuile mara BM, Ri taili/rde tuile mara E.

b. mandur dambi treas igtui«d B, mannur dambi treas ic tuind M, mandur dambi treas 

ictuind E.

c. allud fombit desa druing B, allud fo/nbit dessa druing M, allad fombit deasa druing 

E.

d. duine luchair laech colli B, dune [.i. anad...] lucair loech M, dui«e lucair laech 

colli E.

e. cul cassbhuidhe darbrat longan B, culcas buidhe darbrat longan M, cul cassbhuidhe 

darbrat lo^ggan E.

/  ri duile ri drongan duind B, ri duile ri drondgain duind M, ri duile ri drongan dui«d 

E.

g. tealgud arm imchassda mad cowfearg B, telgudh airm incasta niadh comfearg M, 

tealgudh airm casda madhcomh^feargh E.

h. gnuis ghasta roderg inri B, gnuis gasta roderc inri M, gnuis gasta rod6’rg inri E. 

Notes

The metre is duan ‘poem ’ (8^ ? ' ? ' 7' 8̂  7 ’ 8  ̂7 ’). The introduction to this poem 

contrasts diian with tnrech  §210, explaining diian by means of an etymological gloss 

which states that there are two pauses in it. A superscript gloss in M, written above 

dune (line d), reads anad <...>. I cannot decipher the last three letters, but the 

gloss may refer to the fact that there is a natural break or pause at the end of this line, 

the end-word of which rhymes with the first word of the poem {IK: rf). Note that the 

last word n  (h) forms a dunad, indicating that the poem is complete. The main rhyme 

is between n  ( h ) : Hi (d). There is also end-rhyme between tuinn ( b ) : druing ( c ) : 

duinn (f). There is aicill rhyme between longdin ( e ) : drongdin (f) and com'^ferg ( g ) : 

roderg (h) and internal rhyme between mandur (b) : allud (c) and chasta (g) : gasta 

(h). The word ri ‘king’ is repeated four times throughout the poem.

Talinne. DIL cites the first two lines of our poem 5.y. ? talinne, where it is the only 

example and no meaning is given. A number of poems in M V  III begin with the
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phrase R iplus a placename; Ri Ele §195; Ri Connacht §95, §123; Ri Raithlind §153. 

In view of this, I tentatively take Talinne as genitive singular of a placename. Hogan 

(1910, 620) cites one example of a placename talindi.

ic tuinn. Tuinn is dative singular of tonn ‘wave’. I have not been able to establish 

the meaning of the phrase in the present context, however.

brat longain. brat longan BM, brat longgan E. Rhymes with drongdin. This line is 

cited in DIL s.v. longan {-dl) col. 201,1. 33. No meaning is given. The long vowel is 

established by rhyme with the diminutive form drongdn in l in e /o f  our poem and also 

by rhyme between the adjectival form longdnach and corrdnach in §159. The entry 

in DIL cites two examples of longan qualifying coire ‘cauldron’, which can hardly be 

the meaning in our poem. It also cites a second example of the phrase brat longain 

from Aislinge Meic Conglinne: Is e log aisnessi in sceoil-sea ... brat longain Idmair 

CO n-a delg ... ‘This is the price for telling this story ... a fleecy brat longdin with its 

brooch ... (Jackson 1990,1. 1345-7). Jackson, op. cit. 181 i.v. longan, suggests ‘noun, 

meaning unknown but apparently some textile material (wool?) used for cloaks’. I 

have emended our text to genitive singular longdin for rhyme with M ’s reading 

drondgain (see note on drongdin below). It is also noteworthy in this regard that in 

§159 the adjective longdnach occurs alongside the adjective lomgipdnach ‘wearing a 

threadbare, ragged tunic’.

drongain. drongan BE, drondgain M. Thurneysen (1912, 71) suggests that M reads 

‘drondgam  (oder -g a in !) '. I tentatively take this as a diminutive of drong ‘host’ and 

follow M against BE, since a genitive singular form is suggested by the qualifying 

adjective duind. There are no examples of drongdn cited in DIL.

telcud airm. tealgud arm B, telgiidh airm M, tealgudh airm E. ME read a genitive 

singular form, while B reads a genitive plural form. Both readings are acceptable 

metrically, since this word is not involved in rhyme. As regards the meaning, either
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telciid a im  chasta ‘the casting of an ornamented weapon’ or telcud arm casta ‘the 

casting of ornamented weapons’ would make sense in the present context.

chasta. imchassda'Q, incasta VI, ca sda^ . Rhymes with gaita. B’s/w -cannot be 

the intensive prefix imm-, since casta rhymes with gasta in the following line. Casta 

qualifies ainn  and is unlikely to be preceded by the preposition im, as in B, or the 

article, as in M. I therefore follow E and take casta to mean ‘twisted, woven’ in the 

sense of ornamented. The reading of E also gives a line of eight syllables, which is 

in keeping with the syllabic structure (i.e. a mixture of lines of seven and eight 

syllables).

niad. mad B, niadh M, madh E. 1 follow M against BE and read mad, showing 

Middle h'ish genitive of m'a ‘warrior’ for nominative.

§210 Tn'rech .i. tre arech (?) tri airigthe inti .i. ainm 7 uss .i. slondud 7 domnas, amail 

a-ta:

Cara dam a Cill Da Chelloc, 

ara fessid:

pfanan i mbi corca fasaig 

Cianan dona Dessib.

Einit.

Tn'rech i.e. ... three certainties are in it, i.e. name and lineage, i.e. family name, and 

abode, namely: ‘Ich habe einen Freund in Cell da Chelloc; wenn ihr es wiinscht, sollt 

ihr wissen wer es ist; ein kleiner Qualgeist (?), in dem wilder Hafer wachst, Cianan 

von Stamm der Dessi’. (Meyer 1919, no. 164)
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A friend of mine from Cell Da Chelloc, so that you may know: a bag of wild oats is 

Cfanan of the Desi.

Finit.

MSS: Trireach .i. tre arech tri airighthe inti .i. ainm 7 uss 7 slondudh 7 dommus amail 

ata B, Trirech .i. treairech tri arigthe intie .i. ainm 7 us .i. slonnud 7 domnas ut est hoc 

•i. ata so M, Trireach .i. tre arreacht airigthe innti .i. ainm 7 uss no s .... 7 domnus 

ama/7 ata E.

a. Cara damh acill dacheallog B, Cara damh icill daceallog M, Cara damh icill 

daceallog E.

b. conrofesedh B, arafesed M, arrofessadh E.

c. pianan imbi corca fasaigh B, pianan [.i. rus] imbi corca fa<.,.>igh [<...r...>] M, 

pianan imbi corcca fasaigh E.

d. cianan donadesibh .i. uss and sin B, cianan donaidesib .i. us insin M, cianan dona 

deisibh .i. us armsin E.

finit BM, finit am^n finit E.

Notes

Previous editions: Meyer (1919, no. 164); Meroney (1949-50, 202, §14).

2 2 2 2The metre is trirech ‘threefold [metre]’ (8 4 8 6 ). There is end-rhyme between 

fessid  ( b ) : Dessib (d) and internal rhyme between pianan ( c ) : Cianan (d). The term 

trirech is explained by an etymological gloss. The first element tri ‘three’, while the 

second seems to be the same element as in cethairrech ‘four-fold’. Bretha Nerned 

Toisech states that cedul n-anomuin cethirriach ‘the singing of anamain of four 

varieties’ is one of the distinctions of the sui ‘sage’ (Breatnach 1987, 36,1. 4-5); see 

also §152.
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In M, trirech is glossed tri arigthe intie ainm 7 us A. slonnud 7 domnas ‘three 

specified things are in it, i.e. name and lineage (i.e. family name) and dwelling’. E 

also gives slondud as a gloss on iiss (only the first letter of slondud is legible in E), 

while B reads four th ings:./. ainm 7 uss 7 slondudh 7 dommiis.

A slightly different version of this verse in the metre dechnad mor is cited in a tract 

on the classification of satire. I give below the text and translation in Meroney (1949- 

50, 202 §14):

L d n d e i r c o r o h  ainm 7 uss 7 domgnas inti ut dixit Ua Derglega:

Mu cara- sa a Cill Dd Chelldg -  mad ail daih dofesid -  

pi'anan imhi corca fdsaigh, Ci'anan dona Desibh.

Full satire, viz. when name and family and abode are present therein, ut dixit Ua 

Derglega:

‘My friend from Kilmallock -  if it please you, you shall know him -  

A bag of wild oats [is] Cianan of the Decies.

Note that Meyer, op. cit., classifies this verse under the heading ‘Aus Liedem der 

Freundschaft’ ‘From songs of friendship’, h is classified as a type of satire in the 

tract edited by Meroney, however.

ainm 7 uss 7 domgnas. Ci'andn is ainm. Cell Do Chelloc is domgnas, while dona 

Dessib is glossed A. uss andsin ‘i.e. that is lineage’ in all three MSS. The triad is also 

applied to the version of this stanza illustrating lander in the tract on the divisions of 

satire and it has been discussed by Meroney (1949). It also occurs in a section of 

Bretha Nemed Deidenach which consists of a series of questions and answers on 

poetic art (tuanistal niiadh ‘a description of poetry’): Cis Hr a drecha? ‘How many
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are its forms?’ {CIH 1128.35) A. ainm, us 7 domhnus ‘i.e. name and lineage and 

dwelling’ {CIH 1129.8 ). Note that in M VU  §1 (Thumeysen 1891, 30) B reads no 

dono ainmrn 7 aus 7 domgnds ‘or, alternatively, name and lineage and abode’ as an 

alternative explanation of ord sluinte ‘order of naming’, one of the sixteen divisions 

of filidecht.

Cell Da Chelloc. Hogan (1910, 187) identifies this as Kilmallock, County Limerick.

ara fessid. conrofesedh B, arafesed M, arrofessadh E. Meyer reads mad ail diiih 

dofessid ‘if you wish to know’ as the second line. These readings are not found in the 

MSS of M V  III, however, and appear to have been taken from the version of the 

stanza cited in the tract on satire noted above. Note that the long e o f fessid  is 

confirmed by rhyme with Dessih {GOl §615).

pianan. This word is unattested elsewhere. Meyer (1919, no. 164) translates ‘ein 

kleiner Qualgeist’ ‘a little pest’, while Gwynn (1931, 13) suggests locc pene ‘a place 

of suffering’. I follow Meroney (1949-50, 206) in taking pi'andn as a variant of 

hi'andn ‘satchel’; cf. §198, where the adjectives pi'andnach and ti'agdnach refer to the 

subject’s habit of scrounging around bags and other types of containers. Note that M 

glosses pi'andn as ./. rus. Neither rus ‘cheeks’ nor riis ‘knowledge’ make sense in the 

context and M’s reading may be an error for riisc ‘bark’, used here in the extended 

meaning of ‘a receptacle made of bark’.

corca fasaig. Hogan (1910, 294) mistakenly takes this as a placename ‘Corcufdsaig  

in the Deisi’, citing the example from our poem.
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CONCORDANCE OF MANUSCRIPTS

B = Book of Ballymote

B^ = Abridged version o f text in the Book of Ballymote 

M = Book of Ui Maine

E = National Library o f Scotland MS A dvocates’ 7 2 .1.1 

H = T C D M S H 2 . 12 

G = National Library o f Ireland MS G 3.

§ FIRST LINE B B*’ M E H G

1 Prose introduction X X X X X

2 Uar ind adaig i M oin M or X - X X X X

3 Ro-ciiala /  ni tabair eochu ar diiana X - X X X X

4 Ro gab Eochu Buide bos X - X X X -

5a Mac Con Aba - - - - X X

5b A uf / N iallgusa X - X X - -

6 Obsa becan gabais gleith X - X X X -

7 I tir chaich cen ^'ffarfaigid X - X X X -

8 Is imda duine data X - X X X X

9 Ocus cuiri is ci'allbrata X - X X X -

10 Ricfat mo rainn ratha raid X - X X - -

1 1 Do dingbail in diglaim  daill X - X X - -

12 A meic Con Lenna, a lair gerr X - X X - -

13 Nocon forlethan in bruig X - X X - -

14 Aicned in mi'led rod-marb X - - X - -

15 A meic ^Flannacain ui Chellaig X - X X - -

16 A muinter M urchada moir X - X X - X

17 Fechtus do-chiiaid Cir mac Dair X - X X - -

18 A '^fetanaig X - X X - X

19 Cuirn Chualann X - X X - X

20 A Eirennaig /  do drochrannaib X - X X - -

21 A Eirennaig /  a A lbanaig X - X X - X

22 Cuirn Chualann X - X X X -

23 Prose (description o f di'cm) X - X X X -

24 Dagduine dia ndelbaim dagduain X - X X X -

25 Mael Sechnaill mac Domnaill daithgil X - X X X X

26 Brigit buadach X - X X X -

27 Teimel teined geibed deibech X - X X X -

28 Bendacht iiainn for Ethne n-ollguirm X - X X X X
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§ FIRST LINE B B*" M E H G

29 Murchad Maisten X X X X X -

30 Cuir failte frim, a n Roirenn X X X X X -

31 larraid dam gall cas a caepluing X X X X X X

32 Ua Bricc Bregain ond Licc lebair X X X X X -

33 Cuinchem gilla X X X X X X

34 Miscais na ngataige X X X X X -

35 Murchad Maisten X X X X X -

36 A oclaig oic X X X X X X

37 Nert tar buidne X X X X X X

38 Ceithre glinne X X X X X X

39 Gn'an ond uair erges co fuined X X X X X -

40 A aes chomlainn X X X X X -

41 Mide mi'adach, ditiu duanach X X X X X -

42 Ro-cuala-sa mor do eltaib X X X X X -

43 Aball uballchorr a hEmain X X X X X X

44 Nocon ^fil a main co demin X X X X X -

45 Ua Cuinn, cocur daill dar draigne X X X X X -

46 Dag^'saiget rig suire Slaine X X X X X -

47 Feimen indiu is ferr a chach X X X X X -

48 Riiadri Ratha Broccain brie X X X X X X

49 A-ta sci'th X X X X X -

50 A gille gluair, geib duain mBn'ain X X X X X -

51 Garb ocus garb is da ngarb X X X X X X

52 Nert naem cert caem, aeb, recht raen X X X X X -

53 Nochon ''fuil a main immaig X X X X X -

54 Uch, a lorcain, isat lac X X X X X -

55 A Mathgamain ui chennglain Chaim X X X X X -

56 A ui Sceh'n scuitemail X X X X X -

57 Muiredach, mant capaill chroin X X X X X -

58 Lecc na nOi'al nf geis X X X X X X

59 Nf mo ina corrmi'l corr no chuil X X X X X X

60 Conchobur cath mergech mor X - X X X X

61 In chetadaig oc Loch Lai'g X - X X X

62 Ond aidche dos-fuc a fer X - X X X X

63 Gilla in Nai'm, gnuis '^fiaich X - X X X -

64 Adastar lara i llaim X - X X X -

65 Aine ingen Mannanain maic Lir X - X X X -

66 Indrechtach iath mBriuin X _ X X X _



§
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FIRST LINE B B*’ M E H

Cid mafle a ocaile X - X X X

Airem M aigne Muicci'n X - X X X

A Choimdiu cluinte mo nual X - X X X

Sonnach eidnen 6s ail! X - X X X

M ethmac M uiredaig, mesce chirm aire X - X X X

Crecha Mail Duin X - X X X

Duine dall X - X X X

Grad / glun X - X X X

A alt / a ole / X - X X X

Clerech co nf X - X X X

Mac rig na nDese X - X X -

A ui Chuinn, a charpat lenaim liiiin X - X X -

Bran finn X - X X -

Bos cos ros X - X X -

Bendach, a De, Cenn Corad X - X X -

Cindus a-ta ua Conaill X - X - -

Druth Gailenga cen intliucht X - X X -

A Gilia Duinn a Dermaig X - X X -

Gilla Cellaig, cenn for saillib X - X X -

A meic n'g na Cairce a Cualainn X - X X -

Do neoch ro ''sirus don Eirinn X - X X -

Mac int ^sacairt o Ros Comain X - X X -

Acht masa deired dom duanaib X - X X -

Finn ua Buide X - X X -

Cid tarraid allaid cennaid X - X X -

Coll crom cam, cuaille cuilenn X - X X -

A ''fogar ingen X - X X -

A ^seinm na n-ingen X - X X -

Ri' Connacht crech ingnech X - X X -

A chell chaem, ro-chiialam ar X - X X -

I mBennchur / a-ta M ongan X - X X -

D eiscert Laigen longphortach X - X X -

Sliab Cua ciianach corrachdub X - X X -

6  do cuir in gaeth andes X - X X -

Dligid M uirgius M enn X - X X -

A-tat sneda cona clainn X _ X X -

G

X

X
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§ FIRST LINE B b " M E H

103 A ri Femin, failte frim-sa X - X X -

104 M ag n-Ae n-amnus, rod, reid, roglas X - X X -

105 A Mael ^Sechnaill X - X X -

106 A Gilla leochaill leccaig M o Laise X - X X -

107 Ingen laich as luchra a Laignib X - X X -

108 Goll M ena do muintir Gracain X - X X -

109 Cathair drochthech ndrolmanach X - X X -

110 Tenecol nach traigeddub X - X X -

111 Tanacas a Ciarraigib X - X X -

112 M o-nuaran, a ugaire X - X X -

113 Cenn Escrach na n-aballgort X - X X -

114 A M ongain, a Manannain X - X X -

115 Goll M ena ’mun crom gabair X - X X -

116a Aed Engach na n-iiathchath cathchippe X - X X -

116b Ua Corm aic on charracmuaide - - X X -

117 Snaifid sruth na M uaide moire X - X X -

118 A mo Nere, a nemid nuallbrethaig X - X X -

119 A uf dmnim Dergain X - X X -

120 Ni ^fuilet a mame X - X X -

121 Nocho mac fir threbair X - X X -

122 Connachta ’sin Chraebruaid X - X X -

123 Ri Connacht, cenn tamain X - X X -

124 A Gilla Chaimgin X - X X -

125 D ar mullach m ’athar X - X X -

126 A ^serrm or athbruit X - X X -

127 A mi'r do duine, a delb in demain X - X X -

128 Cuirn meic Donnchada X - X - -

129 le mora tuillim-sa X - X - -

130 A choim diu cumachtach X - X - -

131 Grinde do gargluirechaib X - X - -

132 Sluaig ar sribanaib X - X - -

133 M or a ^sobarthan X - X - -

134 E do-rigruachtus ara roglere X - X - -

135 Les Ruadrach rebanach X - X - -

136 M uinter uf Chonchobair X - X - -

137 Is maith a thigedus X - X - -

138 At maithe a thige-som X - X - -
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§ F IR S T  L IN E  B B ” M

139 Senubull for slim abaill X  - X

140 A  m eic ui G em aid, etronn ro m em aid X - X

141 A  druith  na nD eise, a ch lo icenn  cheise  X - X

142 C an a s ’ tic mac leginn? X - X

143 D om nall ua D uib D ala X - X

144 Sem plan sobarthach X  - X

145 Nf md grad gallbraite X  - X

146 A -ta  ar m erugud, nocho m ebal X  - X

147 M ag  R aigne rindanach X  - X

148 C ro s s u t ta l l  X  - X

149 B iad  m edargaile X  - X

150 D ali B oruim e X  - X

151 A uf chaich patan pellbu ide X  - X

152 P rose  (in troduction  to X - X

153 R iR a ith lin d  X - X

154 T iar togas X - X

155 P rose (perform ance o f  X  - X

C aiar d i-ba, C aiar di-ra

156 T uc-su  lat in g a e ’sin gab lach  X - X

157 N i laeg i ligu lobardaim  laiges X - X

158 T ene m or ar m othor D urlais X  - X

159 Ingen drilthborrdualach X - X

160 A  D om naill doburlupanaigh  X - X

161 T ech  D uinn dam aig, dun C ongaile  X - X

162 A  druith  na hAlIa, at c randa i  cossaib  X  - X

163 U a M e se n  X - X

164 L achtnan ua gorm '^ffaclach G adra  X  - X

165 A  brollach  snedach  sreth'^fiar X  - X

166 In illd u n  X  - X

167 In t en bee X  - X

168 B ile  aithne, fothraim  eichduinn  X  - X

169 A  lem / oca-ta  in bairte co m birth im e X  - X

170 A druith , cid  tai dom  airb ire  X  - X

171 Ri C era, C u C honnacht X  - X

172 Ingen dem ain , druth  ui D om naill X  - X

173 U a Scuirre X  - X

174 Faire  d o ''s e m in n  X  - X

175 R am esc do-rigne X  - X
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§

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

FIRST LINE B b '’ M E

Tallad ulcha X - X -

Craide e X - X -

Conchobar ua Cadla X - X -

Dal re dfbe druth Durlais X - X -

Lachtnan mac Luchduind ui Gadra X - X -

Ua Cleirig, carpat crfn cuirre X - X -

Diingal meta ua Mail Inmain X - X -

A  meic ui' Chuinn, cella do chobair X - X -

M or in di'an bocborb X - X -

A  d irip i talman ic teiched breccoice X - X -

A  mairbthine mongthige minchuile X - X -

Fegaid liaib X - X -

A bennimle bruit X - X -

A maelscolb do messair X - X -

A ui ''Flannain X - X -

A ui Scandail X - X -

As-bert mani dentar icuib X - X -

A meic d iiir daill iffirnn X - X X

Driith Dala X - X X

Rf Ele cuin teit immach X - X X

Allas de isin 16 the X - X X

A ui Chuinn, / a chossa daim X - X X

A Dallain dobarthanaig digradaig X - X X

Corp caerach corraige duibe X - X X

A Domangairt X - X X

Goll Gabra, grech muice mairbe X - X X

A  Dergain deirg diultadaig X - X X

Gilla Fatraic, plag mellgaile X - X X

Finn lia Segda X - X X

Nocho gairit a merugud X - X X

Dan di'an X - X X

Daire debe X - X X

Airchetal omchnetad X - X X

Ri' Talinne tuile mara X - X X

Cara dam a C ill Da Che 116c X _ X X
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INDEXES

Index of first lines

A aes chomlainn §40 

A alt / a ole / a chacht / a chorp §75 

A bennimle bruit dar broinn mbalbduine §188 

A brollach snedach srethf^iar §165 

A chell chaem, ro-chualamar §96 

A choimdiu cumachtach §130 

A Choimdiu cluinte mo niiall §69 

A Dallain dobarthanaig di'gradaig §198 

A Dergain deirg diultadaig §202 

A diripi talman ic teiched breccoice §185 

A Domangairt §200

A Domnaill doburlupanaigh bodurgrucanaig bodunnetlanaig §160 

A druith na hAlla, at eranda i eossaib § 162 

A druith na nDeise, a chloicenn cheise §141 

A druith, cid tai dom airbire §170 

A Eirennaig / do drochrannaib as lomnan dom §20 

A Eirennaig / a Albanaig, a Lochlannaig §21 

A ^fetanaig / a chomaire, a chleraige § 18 

A^fogar ingen §93 

A Gilla Chaimgin § 124 

A Gilla Duinn a Dermaig §84 

A Gilla leochaill leccaig Mo Laise §106 

A gille gluair, geib duain mBriain §50 

A lem / oca-ta in bairte co mbirthime § 169 

A Mael ^Sechnaill, nit mes methchrainn §105 

A maelseolb do messair § 189 

A mairbthine mongthige minehuile §186
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A Mathgamain ui chennglain Chaim §55

A meic ^Flannacain uf Chellaig §15

A meic Con Lemna, a lair gerr §12

A meic diiir daill iffirnn §193

A meic rig na Cairce a Cualainn §86

A meic uf Chuinn, cella do chobair § 183

A meic uf Gemaid, etronn ro memaid §140

A mir do duine, a delb in demain §127

A mo Nere, a nemid nuallbrethaig §118

A Mongain, a Manannain § 114

A muinter Murchada moir §16

A oclaig oic §36

A ri Feimin, failte frim-sa §103

A^seinm na n-ingen §94

A ^serrmor athbruit § 126

A ui chaich patan pellbuide §151

A ui Chuinn, a charpat lenaim liuin §78

A uf Chuinn, / a chossa daim, a droch^fir dana § 197

A uf dfnnim Dergain § 119

A uf ^Flannain § 190

A uf Nfallgusa §5b

A uf Scandail §191

A uf Scelfn scuitemail §56

Aball uballchorr a hEmain §43

Acht masa deired dom duanaib §89

Adastar lara i llaim §64

Aed Engach na n-uathchath cathchippe §116a

Aicned in mfled rod marb §14

Aine ingen Mannanain maic Lir §65

Airchetal omchnetad §208

Airem Maigne Muiccfn §68
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Allas de isin 16 the §196 

As-bert mani dentar icuib §192 

At maithe a thige-som §138 

A-ta ar merugud, nocho mebal § 146 

A-ta scith §49

A-tat sneda cona clainn §102

Bendach, a De, Cenn Corad §81

Bendacht liainn for Ethne n-ollguirm §28

Biad medargaile §149

Bile aithne, fothraim eichdiiinn §168

Bos cos ros §80

Bran finn §79

Brigit buadach §26

Caiar di-ba, Caiar di-ra § 155

Can as’ tic mac leginn? §142

Cara dam a Cill Da Chelloc §210

Cathair drochtech ndrolmanach § 109

Ceithre glinne §38

Cenn Escrach na n-aballgort §113

Cid mafle a ocaile §67

Cid tarraid allaid cennaid §91

Cindus a-ta lia Conaill §82

Clerech co ni §76

Coll crom cam, cuaille cuilenn §92

Conchobar ua Cadla §178

Conchobur cath mergech mor §60

Connachta ’sin Chraebruaid §122

Corp caerach corraige duibe §199

Craidee §177

Crecha Mail Diiin §72

Cros Slit ta ll §148
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Cuinnchem gilla §33

Cuir failte frim, a ri Roirenn §30

Cuim Chualann §19

Cuim Chualann §22

Cuim meic Donnchada § 128

Dag^saiget rig siiire Slaine §46

Dagduine dia ndelbaim dagduan §24

Daire debe §207

Dal re dfbe driith Durlais §179

Dali Boruime §150

Dan dian §206

Dar mullach m ’athar §125

Deiscert Laigen longphortach §98

Dligid Muirgius Menn §101

Do dingbail in diglaim dail §11

Do neoch ro ^sirius don Eirinn §87

Domnall ua Duib Dala §143

Druth Dala §194

Dnith Gailenga cen intliucht §83

Duine dall §73

Dungal meta ua Mail Inmain § 182

E do-rigruachtus ara roglere §134

Faire do ^seminn §174

Fechtus do-chuaid Cir mac Dair §17

Fegaid uaib § 187

Feimen indiu is ferr a chach §47

Finn ua Buide §90

Finn lia Segda §204

Garb ocus garb is da ngarb §51

Gilla Cellaig, cenn for saillib §85

Gilla Patraic, plag mellgaile §203
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Gilla-in-Nafm, gnuis ^fiaich §63

Goll Gabra, grech muice mairbe ^  omna §201

Goll Mena do muintir Gracain §108

Goll Mena ’mun cromgabair §115

Grad / gliin / dan / diir §74

Grian ond uair erges co fuined §39

Grinde do gargluirechaib § 131

I mBennchur / a-ta Mongan mac Fiachna §97

I tir chaich cen ^fiarfaigid §7

larraid dam gall cas a caepluing §31

le mora tuillim-sa §129

In chetadaig oc Loch Laig §61

Indrechtach lath mBriuin §66

Ingen demain, driith ui Domnaill §172

Ingen druthborrdualach § 159

Ingen laich as luchra i Laignib § 107

Inill diin §166

Int en bee §167

Is imda duine data §8

Is maith a thigedus §137

Lachtnan mac Luchduinn uf Gadra § 180

Lachtnan ua gorm^fiaclach Gadra §164

Lecc na nGial ni geis §58

Les Ruadrach rebanach §135

Mac Con Aba §5a

Mac int ^sacairt 6 Ros Comain §88

Mac rig na nDese §77

Mael Sechnaill mac Domnaill daithgil §25

Mag nAe n-amnus, rod, red, roglas §104

Mag Raigne rindanach §147

Methmac Muiredaig, mesce chirmaire §71
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Mide miadach ditiu duanach §41

Miscais na ngataige §34a

Mo-niiaran, a ugaire § 112

Mor a ^sobarthan § 133

Mor in dian bochborb § 184

Muinter ui Chonchobair §136

Muiredach, mant capaill chroin §57

Murchad Maisten / mac rig Eirenn §29

Murchad Maisten / mac a aise as ^ferr co n-anmain §35

Nert naem, cert caem, aeb, recht raen §52

Nert tar buidne §37

Ni ^fuilet a mame §120

Ni laeg i ligu lobardaim laiges §157

Ni mo grad gallbraite §145

Ni mo ina corrmfl corr no chuil §59

Nocho gairit a merugud §205

Nocho mac fir threbair § 121

Nocon ^fuil a mam co deimin §44

Nocon ^fuil a mam immaig §53

Nochon forlethan in bruig § 13

Obsa becan gabais gleith §6

O do cuir in gaeth andes §100

Ocus cuire is ci'allbrata §9

6nd  aidche dos-fuc a fer §62

Ramesc do-rigne §175

Ri Cera, Cii Chonnacht § 171

Ri Connacht crech ingnech escaid ^faelid §95

Ri Connacht, cenn tamain § 123

Ri Ele cuin teit immach §195

RiRaithlind §153

Ri Talinne tuile mara §209
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Ricfat mo rainn ratha raid §10

Ro gab Eochu Buide bos §4

Ro-cuala / ni tabair eochu ar diiana §3

Ro-cuala-sa mor do eltaib §42

Ruadri Ratha Broccain brie §48

Semplan sobarthach §144

Senubull for slimabaill §139

Sliab Ctia cuanach corrachdub §99

Sliiaig ar sribanaib § 132

Snaifid sruth na Muaide moire §117

Sonnach eidnen 6s aill §70

Tallad ulcha §176

Tanacas a Ciarraigib §111

Tech Duinn damaig, dun Congaile §161

Teimel teined geibed deibech §27

Tene mor ar mothor Durlais §158

Tenecol nach traigeddub §110

Tiar togas §154

Tuc-su lat in gae 'sin gablach §156 

Ua Bricc Bregain ond Licc lebair §32 

Ua Cleirig, carpat crm cuirre §181 

Ua Cormaic on charracmuaide §116b 

Ua Cuinn, cocur daill dar draigne §45 

Ua Mesen §163 

Ua Scuirre §173 

Uar ind adaig i Moin Moir §2 

Uch, a lorcain, isat lac! §54
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Index of metres

Arose rere §192

Abacht§§173, 174

Abacht chummaisc §176

Abacht rannaigechta §79

Abacht scaflte §175

Aen^foclach §190

Ai ^freislige §96

Af ^freislige aiclech §98

Ai ^freislige aiclech chorranach §99

Af ^freislige becc §97

Ai ^freislige for dechnaid §34a

Ai idan §183

Airchetal §208

Aitherrach ar guth ngnath for rannaigecht moir §50 

Anair §154

Anair imrinn scaflte § 180 

Anamain chetharrech §157 

Ardbreccad rannaigechta bicce §95 

Ardchasbairdne §§116a, 116b 

Banrothan §181 

Berraide ar rinn chuaille §179 

Breccad casbairdne §110 

Breccad dechnaide cummaisc §37, §38 

Breccad dechnaide moire §32 

Breccad eile [of rannaigecht becc] §92 

Breccad rannaigechta moire §52 

Breccad t^ a is e  [of setradj §105 

Bricht §166

Bricht nathrach Nede § 193
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Camad ar rannaigecht moir §51 

Camrannaigecht mor §55

Carrannaigecht mor ocus carrannaigecht becc i cummusc §78

Carrdechnad §45

Carrdechnad brecht §46

Casbairdne §109

Casbairdne lanscailte §112

Casbairdne scaflte § 111

Casbairdne ^seisedach §114

Certbreccad [of dechnad cummaisc fordalachj §40

Cetbreccad (of rannaigecht becc] §91

Cetbreccad ar setrad §104

Cethairbricht §163

Cethramthanach mor meic Adamnain § 139

Cethramthu [rannaigechta moire] §73

Coiced [rannaigecht moire] §74

Corr comdala for dechnaid chummaisc §43

Cro cummaisc etir camrannaigecht moir ocus sruth di aill §59

Cro cummaisc etir casbairdne ocus lethrannaigecht §67

Cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir ocus casbairdne §7, §56

Cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht moir ocus sruth di aill §60

Cro cummaisc etir rinnaird ocus lethrannaigecht §68

Cuanairt chorranach Chon Roi §205

Ciiicbricht §162

Cummasc etir rannaigecht moir ocus lethramiaigecht §69

Cummasc lethrarmaigechta moire ocus rinnairde §64

Cummasc rannaigechta ocus casbairdne §62

Cummasc rannaigechta moire ocus lethrinnairde §57

Cummasc slaite brechte ocus rinnairde ocus lethrannaigechta moire §71

Curmtabairt etir dechnad ocus rannaigecht mbic ocus imdeliugud fair ocus is dechnad

a bunad §85
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Da trian rannaigechta moire §70

Debricht §165

Dechnad aiclech §36

Dechnad becc §33

Dechnad chummaisc §35

Dechnad chummaisc ^fordalach §39

Dechnad ^fota ^fordalach §31

Dechnad mor §30

Dechnad mor scaflte §44

Dechnad scaflte chummaisc §42

Deibide airenn §195

Deibide airenn chorranach §196

Deibide baisse fri toin §3

Deibide fo cheil a cubaid §5a, §5b

Deibide imrinn §6

Deibide imrinn chenntrom §15

Deibide imrinn [chorranach] §17

Deibide imrinn ecoitchenn § 13

Deibide imrinn ^fordalach §16

Deibide imrinn mor §10

Deibide scaflte §2

Deibide scaflte chorranach §12

Deibide scaflte ecoitchenn §14

Deibide ^smotach §4

Deilm laide la dichetal § 188

Dian air^seng ina cirtchoir cen impod §21

Dian air^seng comthrom § 18

Dian air^seng impoid §20

Dian brecht chenntrom §26

Dian cona diianaib § 184

Dian far^seng §19
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Dian lar^seng limpoid] §22

Dian mid^seng §24

Dian mid^seng cenntrom §25

Dian mid^seng cenntrom chorranach ^setradach §28

Dian mid^seng cenntrom chorranach aiclech brecht §29

Druimne ^suithe [anaichnid] §151

Druimne ^suithe [imgarb] §150

Diian §209

Duthracht Moga Ruith do ^Simon §202 

Eisce feris §197 

Emain §156

Emain imchenn imrinn § 11 

Emain imrinn §8

Etal ^seisedach Cruithentuath i Cloich Locha Comra §203

Eidchellacht Chon Rodba §169

Eormna casbairdne § 118

Fuilled casbairdne §117

Gair gaill §1941

Gobal imaimd de-ind for ardchasbairdne §198 

Oort fo lid § 182 

Imbas for-osnai § 187

Impud na hemna (= ai ^freislige and cro cummaisc etir rannaigecht mbicc ocus

casbairdne) §9

Imresnach Etame §168

Imthecht daill isin cepaig §178

Laid §155

Laid ^frecndairc § 185 

Laid luascach §100 

Laid luascach is lugu §102 

Laid luascach medonach §101 

Laid luibenchossach becc §144
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Laid luibenchossach mor §145 

Laid trebraid becc §146 

Laid trebraid mor § 147 

Lan^focul ar rannaigecht §80 

Lethrannaigecht becc §93 

Lethrannaigecht becc (denum aile)§94 

Lethrannaigecht mor §58 

Lethrannaigecht mor chorranach §63 

Meisce Draigin meic Dorndorbied §201 

Meisce Romain §170 

Mellgal ""filed §199 

Menmarc Mongan § 171

Merugud rannaigechta bice ocus rannaigechta moire §77 

Nath §153

Ni as ^fuilliu bic inda coiced [rannaigechta moire] ocus ni roich cethramthu §75 

Nofbricht §158 

Ochtbricht §159

Ochtchasbairdne chorranach § 115

Ochtchethramthanach rannaigechta §76

Ocht^'foclach corranach becc § 141

Ocht^foclach becc §140

Ocht^foclach mor §142

Ocht^foclach mor chorranach §143

Ochtrannaigecht becc mor §89

Ochtrannaigecht cho rr^ach  becc §84

Ochtrannaigecht mor §54

Ochtrinnard becc § 127

Ochtrinnard chorranach §123

Ollbreccad [of dechnad cummaisc fordalach] §41

Ollbreccad deine cenntruime §27

Rannaigecht baccach mor §49
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Rannaigecht baeth diamair §66 (MVII §26)

Rannaigecht becc §81

Rannaigecht becc becc §90

Rannaigecht becc corranach §83

Rannaigecht becc mor §86

Rannaigecht becc mor scaflte §88

Rannaigecht becc mor ^seisedach §87

Rannaigecht becc scaflte §82

Rannaigecht brecht mor §53

Rannaigecht chummaisc §61

Rannaigecht ecoir mor §65

Rannaigecht mor dialtach §47

Rannaigecht mor scaflte §48

Rathniiall bairdne |bicce] mor §129

Rathniiall bairdne bicce § 128

Rathniiall bairdne moire mor §131

Rathniiall bairdne mor §130

Rinnard [beccl scaflte § 125

Rinnaid §119

Rinnard aiclech § 120

Rinnard becc §124

Rinnard chorranach §122

Rinnard chorranach becc § 126

Rinnard scaflte cen aicill §121

Seem scaflte §172

Sebricht §161

Sechtbricht §160

Segda §207

Setrad §103

Setrad baccach §108

Setrad gablanach §106
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Setrad gairit §107

Slat airbem §204

Slat brecht becc §132

Slat brecht chorranach becc §134

Slat brecht mor § 135

Slat brecht mor aiclech scaflte § 136

Slat brecht mor chorranach §138

Slat brecht mor scaflte cen aicill §137

Slat brecht scaflte becc §133

Snam sebaic ar casbairdne § 113

Snam suad §167

Sos §206

Sretha deich [dorcha] §149 

Sretha deich [solus] §148 

Suainem Domangairt §200 

Suirge mall §177 

Taescad Segsa § 189 

Teinm laeda §186 

Toirrches sestain §191 

Trebricht §164 

Trian rannaigechta moire §72 

Tnrech §210
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Syllabic analysis of  the metres

§§2-127 = gndthaisti 

§§128 -47 = gndtha medonda 

§§148-66 = anaichinti 

§§167-210 = ecoitchenna

l' l' l' l' §74 

2' 2' 2 ' 2 ‘ §75 

2' 2' 2 ' 2 ‘ §79 

2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 '  §206 

2'10'  ̂ 5-MO'̂  §169 

3 ' 3 '3 ' 2 ^ ; 3 '3 ' 3 '2 ^ § 1 8 7  

3 ‘ 3' 3' 3' §73 

3 ' 3 ' 3 ' 3 '  §80 

3'3 '  3' 3' §177 

3' 3' 3 ‘ 3' 3' 3' §148 

3 '3 '3 '3 - \3 '3 '3 '3 -^ § 1 6 7  

3' 3' 4' 4' §166 

3' 7' 7' 7' §49 

3 I 9 2 9 2 9 I  i q 2  §197

3  ̂3  ̂3  ̂3  ̂ §154
32  32  32  32  32  32

3  ̂ 5̂  t ; 6  ̂ f  f  §163 

3  ̂5  ̂ f  10" §173
32  7I gi 

3 2  ^ 2  3 2 ^ 2

3  ̂7^; 7 ' l ' § 3
3 2  ^ 2  3 2  ^ 2 2

3 2  fff  § 9 7

4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 4 ' §72
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4 ‘4 '4 '4 '4 '4 '4 '4 ' §76 

4^3' ,4 ' 3'3'§190  

4̂  4' 4̂  4' §176 

4̂  4̂  4̂  4̂  §90 

4^4^4M^§191

4̂  4 V  4̂  4̂  4̂  4̂  4̂  6̂  4̂  §207
4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 3 I  . 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 3 I  ^26

4^x 12 + 5̂  6^172

4̂  6^ 7 ' f  §5a
4 2 7 ' 7> 7> §204

4' 8̂  4 ' 8̂  §36

4̂  8̂  4̂  8̂  §33

4̂  8̂  4̂  8̂  §38

4̂  8̂  8̂  4^§35

4̂  8̂  8̂ 4  ̂§37 
42 g2 42 g2 42 g2

4 2 ,  4 2 4 2 ^  4 2 4 2 ^  4 I  4 4 ^  4 2  4 3 .  4 2  4 2 ^  4 2  4 2 ^  4 I  4 2 ^  4 2  4 4 ^  4 2  4 3  ^29

4-\ 4 2  6̂ , 4  ̂4^; 6-\ 4̂  5^ 4̂  4̂  §150

4'̂  7̂  6̂  6 ‘ 7̂  7'̂  f  1  ̂7 ' 7̂  §200

4̂  8' 4-̂  8' §20

4 '’ 8 4̂ ' 8̂  §18

4-̂  8̂  4 ' 8̂  §21

5' 5' 4 ' 4 ' 5-̂ 4 ' §66

5 ' 5 ' 5 ' 5 ' §58

5' 5', 5' 5', 5' 5', 5' 5’ §63

5 ' 5̂  5 ' 2̂  §101
52 32 4 2  4 2  §174 

5 2  4 2  4 2  4 2  §175 

5̂  5^ 5̂  4 ' ; 5̂  5^ 5̂  4* §140 

5^5^5^4‘ ;5^5^5^4' ; 5^5^ 5^4'; 5^5^ 5^4* §141 

5̂  5̂  5̂  5̂  §93
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5̂  5̂  5̂  5̂  §94

5̂  5̂  5̂  5̂  §124

5̂  5̂  5̂  5̂  §125

5̂  5^ 5^; 5̂  5^ 5̂  §126

5  ̂ 5^ 5  ̂ 5^ 5  ̂ 5^ 5  ̂ 5  ̂ §127
5 2  2̂ 2̂ f  f  §77 

5 2  7 2  J ^ 2  f  J ^ 2

2' f  ; 2' 7^§5b 

5 -̂  4^  5-̂  4^ 5 ' 2^ 5- '4  ̂ §146 

5'̂  5-̂ 5'̂  5'̂  §132 

5̂  5'̂  5-̂  5'̂  §133 

5^ 5 -̂ 5 '\ 5-̂ 4^  5-̂  5-̂ 5-̂ 4  ̂§144 

5̂  5'̂  5'̂  5-̂ 5-̂ 5-̂  §128 

5-' 5-' 5-\ 5-' 5-\ 5-' 5-' §134

5'^5\5‘ ;6^5‘,5' §71 

5̂ 5̂  7-̂ 6̂  6̂  13‘̂ §149 

6'6' 6‘ 6' §70 

6' 6̂  6̂  6̂  6' 6“ §64 

6^5' 6^5' §68 

6^6\ 6^5'; 6̂  6^ 6^5' §142 

6^6^ 6^5',6^6^ 6^5' ; 6̂  6^ 6^5',6^6^ 6^5' §143 

6̂  6̂  6̂  6̂  §119 

6  ̂ 6^ 6  ̂ 6  ̂ §120 

6  ̂ 6^ 6  ̂ 6  ̂ §121 

6^  6  ̂ 6^  4^  7^ 7^ §122 

6̂  6̂  6̂  6̂  6̂  6̂  6̂  §193 

6̂  6^ 6̂  6^ (? 6 \ 6̂  6̂  §123 

6̂  6̂  7̂  5̂  §171

6 \ 8̂  8  ̂ 9̂  7^ 6̂  7^ 7̂  2̂  §178

6  ̂ 13'̂  13-̂ 3  ̂ §189

6̂  5^ 5̂  4'; 6̂  5 \  6^4' §147
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6 '̂ 5̂  6 '̂ 5̂  §34a

6 '̂ 6  ̂ 6 '̂ 6  ̂ §135

6 -̂ 6  ̂ 6  ̂ 6  ̂ §136

6  ̂6  ̂ 6 '̂ 6̂  §137

6  ̂6 -̂ 6  ̂6  ̂6  ̂6 '̂ §130

6-̂  6-̂  6^ 4 ‘ ; 6- ' 6̂  6^ 6^ 4 ' §145

6  ̂6 ^ 6 6̂ \ 6 6̂ -\ 6 -̂ 6 -̂ §138

6 -'’ X 1 0  §208

5-̂ 6^ 6^ 6  ̂ 6̂  6  ̂§129

6^ 82 9 3 ; 6'‘ 8^ 10\  6^ 14-\

7 ‘ 1' ;7 ' 1 ' §4

7 ' 3 ' 7 ' 3 ‘ §60

7 ' 3^ 7 ' 3  ̂ §13

7 ' 3^ 7 ' 3  ̂§14

7 ’ 3^ 7 ' 3  ̂ 3  ̂ § 1 0 2

7 ' 3 -̂ 7 ' 3  ̂ §195

7 ' 3- ^ ' 7̂  3  ̂ 3  ̂ §196

7 ' 4^ 7 ' 6  ̂ §57

7 ' 5 ‘ 7 ' 5 ' §69

7 ’
7 I  7 I 7 ' § 1 1

7 '
7 I 7 ' §47

7 '
7 I  ^ 1 7 ' §48

7 '
7 I  ^ 1 7 ' §50

7 '
7 I  ^ 1 7 ' §52

7 ‘
7 I 7 I 7 ' 7 ' 7 ' §51

7 '
7 I 7 I 7 ' 7 ' 7 ' §53

7 ' 7 ’ , 7 1 7 , ^ 7 1

7 '
7 2  7 I 7^ § 2

7 '
7 2  7 I 7^ § 1 0

7 ‘
7 2  7 I t  §61

7 ‘ f t 72 7 ' 72 §16
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7  ̂ §17

l \ f  7^  7 ',  7 '̂  7^ § 1 2  

7 ' f  ; 7 ’ 7  ̂ §6 

7 > 73 7 ' f  §62 

7 2  f 7 2  §92
7 2  7 2  7 2  7 2  g g j

7 2  7 2  7 2  7 2  g g 2  

7 2  7 2 7 2  7 2

7  ̂ 7^  7^ ; 7^  7  ̂ 7^ §83 

7  ̂ 7^  7  ̂ f ,  f  f ,  f  f  §84
7 2  7 3  7  I  7 3  7 3  

7 2 7 3 7 2  7 3  § g

7 2  g l  g 2  7 2  7 I

7“ 8  ̂ 12^ 8^ §165

7 '̂  8'̂  6 '̂  8^  7 '̂  8-̂ 8 '̂  8"̂ 8^ §139

7- 5̂' 7-^5' §67
7 3 7 I 7 3 7 I  ^ 7

7 3  7 1 7 3  7 1 § 5 g

7-\ 7̂  7^ 7^ 7̂  f §99
7 3 7 2  7 3 7 2  

7 3 7 2 7 3 7 2  

7 3  7 2  7 3  7 2  § ^ g  

7 3  7 3  7 I  7 3  

7 3  7 3  7 3  7 3  § j Q 9 

7 3  7 3  7 3  7 3  g J J Q

f f f f  § 1 1 1

7 3  7 3  7 3  7 3  § j j 2  

7 3 7 3 7 3 7 3  7 3 7 3

7 3  7 3 ^  7 3  7 3 ^  7 3  7 3 ^  7 3  7 3  § j j 5

7̂  7'* 7̂  8 '\ 6' e"* 7' 4 ' 6'"* §202
7 4  7 4  7 4  7 4  7 4  7 4
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8 ' 4 ' 8 ' 4 ' §59 

8 ' 8 ' 8‘ 8 ' §55 

8^ 3 ' 8^ 3 ' §107 

8  ̂ 4 ' 6  ̂4 ' §199 

4  ̂ 4  ̂ 8  ̂ §43 

8  ̂4  ̂ 4  ̂ 8  ̂ 8  ̂8  ̂ §41 

8^ 4  ̂ 8^ 4  ̂4  ̂ 8  ̂ §39 

8  ̂ 4^  8  ̂4^  8  ̂ 4^  8  ̂ 8  ̂ §46 

8  ̂4  ̂ 8  ̂ 6  ̂ §210 

8^ 5 ' 8^ 5 ' §108 

8" 6  ̂ 8* 6  ̂ §30 

8  ̂ 6  ̂ 8  ̂ 6  ̂ §32 

8  ̂6  ̂8  ̂6  ̂ §44 

8  ̂ 6  ̂ 8  ̂ 6  ̂ §180 

8^ 6  ̂8  ̂6  ̂8  ̂6  ̂ §31 

8  ̂6  ̂8  ̂6^ ;  8  ̂8  ̂6  ̂6  ̂7  ̂8  ̂ §85
82 ^1 ^1 ^1 ^3 yl 

8 2  ^ 1  g 2  y l  g 2  ^ 1  g 209

8^ 7 ' ,  8  ̂ 4^  8^ 7 ' §28 

8^ 7 ' 8^ 7 ' §103 

8^ 7 ' 8^ 7 ' §105 
82 f  92  9 I  §104
8 2  7 2  ^ 2  g 2  g 2  g 2  .  g 2  j q 2  g 2  g 2  g 2  g j g j

8  ̂f 8  ̂ 7  ̂ §24 

8  ̂8 ' 8 ' 8 ' §156 

8  ̂8  ̂8  ̂8  ̂ §45 

8^ 8^ 8^ 8^ §86 

8  ̂8  ̂8  ̂8  ̂ §88 

8  ̂ 8  ̂ 8  ̂ 8  ̂ 8  ̂ 8  ̂ §87 

8  ̂ 8^  8  ̂ 8^  8  ̂ 8^  8  ̂ 8  ̂ §89 

8  ̂ 8-\ 8  ̂ 9^  8  ̂ 8^  8  ̂ 9 '̂  §117
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8̂  8̂  ; 8̂  8̂  §15

8̂  8̂  8̂  8̂  §25

8̂  S \ 8̂  8 \ 8̂  8  ̂ 8̂  8̂  §168

8̂  10̂  8 ^ 1 ^  10̂  7̂  8̂  10̂  ; 8̂  9“ 8̂  6̂  §164

8̂  10̂  12̂  13̂  §182

8̂  10̂  8̂  10“* §27

8̂  10̂  10̂  11'̂  9̂  9“ 9̂  9̂  8̂  8'̂  §158 

8̂  4̂  8̂  4̂  8̂  4̂  §42 

8-̂  8'̂  8̂  8'̂  §161 

8'̂  8̂  8'̂ ; 8'̂  6-̂  8"̂ §203 

8'̂  8  ̂8-̂  8 \  8-̂  8-\ 8'̂  8"̂ §205 

8'̂  9'̂  4̂  8̂  9  ̂ §170 
83 j,3 jq3 j2-̂  10' 15'̂  §151 

8" 8" 8' 8"§116b 

9' 6‘ 9^9' §65 

9' l l Ml '  11'§78
9 2  9 2  9 2  9 2  g j g 3

9' 8'̂  f  9̂  §116a

9-̂ 8-'’ 10'̂  11-̂ 8̂  8̂  8̂  9'̂  f  9  ̂12  ̂§118

10̂  8̂  §157

10̂  8̂  8̂  13̂  15̂  §95

10̂  9 '10̂  9' §106

10̂  10̂  10̂ 10̂  §201

10^10^10^10^7^§162

10’ 6̂  5'̂  9̂  §188

10'̂  10̂  10-̂ 8̂  8'̂  8̂  8'̂  10'̂  §186

10'̂  13̂  8̂  11-̂  §198

12-̂ 8̂  5̂  8̂  §185

18“̂ 18̂  17'̂  23'“̂ §160
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Index of rare and otherwise unattested words

Forms are discussed in the notes on individual stanzas. The symbol + before a word 

indicates that the form is otherwise unattested.

+acaite meaning uncertain; voc. sg. a acaite §186.

+aitech adj. from aite ‘case’; voc. sg. a aitig §198.

albuaphell meaning uncertain; §158.

amail adj?; meaning uncertain; acc. sg.? §91.

+anbas meaning uncertain; §164.

+arganach spray-filled (?); §109.

+atainn meaning uncertain; gen. sg.? §164.

+bairte meaning uncertain; §169.

+barranach ‘bushy’ (?); nom. sg. §159.

+bechaire ‘bee-keeper’ (?); gen. sg. §130.

-i-bechairecht ‘bee-keeping’ (?); nom. sg. §199.

+bennanach ‘with little peaks’; nom. sg. §159.

+bicire meaning uncertain; gen. sg. bicire §189. 

brataire ‘robber’; voc. sg. a brataire §186.

+breccanach ‘freckled fellow’; voc. sg. a hreccdnaig §162. 

breccar ‘spots’; nom. sg. §71.

-i-breccoc ‘little trout’?; gen. sg. breccdice §185.

+brethaile meaning uncertain §130. 

brianaig meaning uncertain; gen. sg. (?) §168. 

brigrad ‘powers’ (coll.); nom. sg. §178.

+brocairecht ‘acting like a badger’; dat. sg. brocairecht §115.

+bronn ‘chaff’?; gen. sg. briiinn §84.

+brontech meaning uncertain; §158.

+cairling meaning uncertain; dat. sg. 'sin cairling §172.

+callach ‘fat’?; gen. sing, callaig §85; as subst. nom. pi. challaig §85.

+carnanach adj. from diminutive of cam  ‘hill’; dat. sg. §109.
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carracmuaide meaning uncertain; §116a.

ceis meaning uncertain; part of a musical instrument?; gen. sg. ceise §151.

+celach adj.;. meaning uncertain (not cited in DIL); gen. sing. fem. celaige §117. 

+cenn ‘skin, scum’; nom. sg. §85.

+certach ‘ragamuffin’; voc. sg. a chertaig §119.

+cetaile meaning uncertain; {bis) § 186.

+ciallbrata meaning uncertain; nom. sg. §8, §9.

+clecaire meaning uncertain; acc. sg. im chlecaire §186.

+cIocaile meaning uncertain; acc. sg. clocaile §67. 

cnairr ‘ship’; nom. sg. §148; gen. sg. cnairre §33, §38. 

comdalach ‘gregarious’; nom. sg. §115. 

cornairecht ‘horn-playing’; nom. sg. §77. 

crannan ‘little stick’; gen. sg. chranndin §78.

+cruachaide ‘bloatedness’; voc. sg. a chniachaide §200.

+cuaranach ‘sandal-wearing’; voc. sg. a ... chuardnaig §198.

-i-cuilbir meaning uncertain §192.

-i-cuilech ‘flea-ridden’; voc. sg. chuilig §127.

+cumgucht meaning uncertain §150. 

cungbais meaning uncertain; §158.

+dabchach ‘stout’; §8.

danaige ‘craftsman’ (?); nom. sg. §133.

H-deidbienach ‘weak’; nom. sg. §115. 

deir ‘herpes’; nom. sg. deir §171.

-i-detbudanach ‘smoky-coloured’?; gen. sg. detbuddnaig §160.

digradach ‘degraded’; voc. sg. digrddaig §198.

diochtan ‘little bunch’; nom. sg. §63; gen. sg. dlochtdin §54.

+draigech meaning uncertain; nom. sg. §159.

+dremnech ‘be-tasselled’ (?); nom. sg. §159.

-i-drennanach ‘quarrelsome’; nom. sg. §159.

-hdrenntaide ‘quarrelsome’ (?) from drenn ‘quarrel’; not cited in DIL; nom. sg. §202. 

+dretanach ‘drunk’?; nom. sg. §202.
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+drongan ‘small host’ {?); gen. sg. drongdin §209.

drothal meaning uncertain; gen. sg. §155

+druimel meaning uncertain; not cited in D/L; nom. sg. (?) §166

dulus ‘voraciousness’?; acc. sg. duliis §89.

+durmell meaning uncertain §33.

echlascach ‘pertaining to horsewhips; abounding in horsewhips’ §208 

eidnenach ‘ivy-covered’; nom. sg. §115.

+etranach ‘meddlesome’?; nom. sg. §202.

+fidanach ‘having little trees’; nom. sg. §135.

-i-folda ‘moulting’?; gen. sg. folta §106. 

fostan ‘steady’; nom. sg. §179.

+fothmainde meaning uncertain; nom. sg. (?) §169.

+frithdenta ‘variation’ (?); dat. p\. frithdentaib §80.

+gabl6c ‘small forked branch’; nom. sg. §179.

+gadrach meaning uncertain; §156. 

gaillin/gaillen ‘capon’; gen. sg. gaillm  §160. 

gala meaning uncertain; §143.

+garrlach ‘offal’? (coll.); gen. garrlaig §150.

+gataile meaning uncertain; {bis) §186.

+gatanach ‘having little withes’(?); nom. sg. §158.

+gelugud ‘whitening’; acc. sg. geliigud §205; dat. sg. gelugiid §111.

+gercaide ‘grouse-like’; nom. sg. §202.

-i-gerga meaning uncertain; §143.

H-giacanach ‘grasping’; nom. sg. §158 

-t-gloimthech meaning uncertain; §158. 

grind meaning uncertain; §156.

+grinnech ‘pointed’ §60.

-i-gipan ‘ragged tunic’?; gen. sg. gipdin §193; cf. gipdnach in cmpd. lomgipdnach 

‘wearing a threadbare ragged tunic’ §159.

-i-idrad ‘rings’ (coll.); gen. sg. idraid §182. 

idu (ais) a type of plant; nom. sg. §58.
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+ie meaning uncertain § 129.

+imarbagach ‘combative’ (?); gen. sg. imarbdgaig §168.

+imdeliugud ‘separation’; nom. sg. (in description of metrical name) §85. 

+ingbalach ‘unfriendly’ (?); §109.

+isti adj.? meaning uncertain; §203.

+Iataile meaning uncertain; §186.

+latanach meaning uncertain; §158.

+latrandacht ‘robbery’; nom. sg. §184.

+lebrach ‘pliant’ (?); nom. sg. §159.

+lennanach ‘having many lovers, beloved’; nom. sg. §24, §159.

+Ienga adj ? meaning uncertain; gen. sg. lenga §172.

+Iessad ‘correcting’ (?) §14.

lodan adj? meaning uncertain §27.

lodin meaning uncertain; §93

+lointech meaning uncertain; §158.

longan meaning uncertain; gen. sg. longdm  §209.

+longanach meaning uncertain; nom. sg. §159.

lorcan ‘little mite’; nom. sg. for voc. sg. a lorcdn §141; voc. sg. a lorcdin §54. 

-t-luaraig adj?; meaning uncertain; §95.

+maillech ‘gentle’ (?); nom. sg. §153.

+mailte meaning uncertain (not cited in D/L); nom. sg. §86 

+mairbthine meaning uncertain; voc. sing, a mairbthine §186.

+maslach ‘buttocks’? (coll.); dat. mdslaig §106.

+minech meaning uncertain; acc. sg. §24.

+muscain meaning uncertain; §155.

+ocaile meaning uncertain; nom. sg. §67. 

ogmoir ‘oghamist, man of learning’; nom. sg. §31.

+paitech adj. from pait ‘skin bottle’; voc. sg. aphaitig  §198.

+pianan ‘bag, sack’; nom. sg. §210.

+piananach ‘carrying a sack’; voc. sg. a pMandnaig §198.

+pitech ‘starving’; voc. sg. used subst. a phi'tig §198.
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+punt /  put (?) meaning uncertain; gen. sg. puint §64. 

ramatal meaning uncertain (not cited in DIL) § 110.

+raretur or raretui (?) meaning uncertain (not cited in DIL) §110 

+rebanach ‘sportive’; nom. sg. §135. 

rigan ‘ch ie f (?); nom. sg. §144.

+rindanach ‘having little inlets’ (?); nom. sg. §147.

+rodrach variant of radrach ?; cf. abstract radrachiis, a type of disease in cattle; gen. 

sg. rodraige §203.

+sailchide ‘dirty’; voc. sg. used subst. a '^sailchide §186.

+saillech ‘salted meat’; gen. sg. sailtige §194.

+ sciathach ‘shields’ (collective ?); gen. sg. sciathcha §97.

+scuitemaii ‘ridiculous’; voc. sg. sciiitemail §56.

+secaige ‘dryness’ (?); §208.

+seminn meaning uncertain; gen. sg. seminn\ dat. sg. seminn §174. 

sene meaning uncertain; gen. sg. (?) §207. 

senmaire ‘musician’; gen. pi. senmaire §203.

+senugud ‘old age’; acc. sg. senugud §146. 

silchaith ‘husks’; gen. pi. silchdith §116a.

+sinnchide ‘fox-like’; voc. sg. a \sinnchaide §186.

+srathrach ‘pack-saddled’ §28.

+ sraitige meaning uncertain §208.

+sribanach ‘having little streams’; nom. sg. §135 

suire meaning uncertain §46.

+taintige meaning uncertain; §208.

+tebugud meaning uncertain §114.

+tiaganach adj. from tiagdn ‘little bag’; voc. sg. used subst. a thiagdnaig §198.

+tibride ‘foolish’; gen. sg. tibride §151.

tidel ‘bunch of corn stalks’?; acc. pi. i tidle §45.

+tigeil meaning uncertain §92.

+timarnadach meaning uncertain; dat. sg. timarnddaig §168.

+tite meaning uncertain; dat. sg. §39.
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+togfainn meaning uncertain; §168. 

treis ‘guile’; gen. sg. treise §151. 

tuig meaning uncertain; nom. sg. §143. 

uime ‘crudeness’; gen. sg. uime §151.
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Index of otherwise unattested compounds

Forms are discussed in the notes on individual stanzas.

aicedphellach‘covered in implements’; gen. sg. aicedphellaig §15.

aiadliacanach ‘blotchy like a stone pillar’; gen. sg. aladliacdnaig §160.

amarmichanach unregulated wailing (adj.); gen. sg. arnanmchdnaig §160.

amranach in cmpd. cellamrdnach ‘songful (?)’; gen. sg. cellamrdnaig §168.

anachlom ‘bog-barren’; voc. sg. anachluim  §186.

baidell ‘fit’ (?); nom. sg. §149.

barn- meaning uncertain; in cmpd. barngeintib §16.

bilairlecc ‘watercress-covered flag-stone’; dat. sg. bilairlic §163.

birthime meaning uncertain; §169.

bodurgrucanach ‘deaf and surly’; voc. sg. bodurgrucdnaig §160. 

bodurmetlanach ‘deaf and pot-bellied’; voc. sg. bodurmetldnaig §160. 

broc^salach ‘filthy like a badger’; gen. sg. broc'^salaig §160. 

borbrenn ‘rough and swift’ (?); gen. sg. used subst. buirbrinn §172. 

caeplong. ‘... ship’; dat. sg. cdepluing §31.

caladgnantragthach ‘hard and sun-baked’; gen. sg. caladgn'antrdgthaig §160. 

canatgrechanach ‘screaming like a whelp’; gen. sg. canatgrechdnaig §160. 

caratgrechanach ‘screaming at friends’; dat. sg. charatgrechdnaig §160. 

casbuarote meaning uncertain §139. Cf. glas'^fuarote §139. 

cenn^folaim meaning uncertain §139. 

cellinnill meaning uncertain §139.

cestad ‘dispute cause’; nom. sg. in cmpd. dronchestad §208. 

cistech ‘precious’ (?); nom. sg. in cmpd. glanchistech §208. 

cnetad meaning ucertain; in compound omchnetad §208. 

comachlethan ‘wounding and broad’; nom. sg. §158 

comargrucanach‘jointly surly’; dat. sg. chomargriicdnaig §160. 

comardidanach ‘jointly skilless’; dat. sg. chomardi'ddnaig §160. 

conadmart ‘greedy ox’; voc. sg. a chonnadmairt §200. 

copach in cmpd. donnchopach ‘with dun-coloured coif (?)’; nom. sg. §159.
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crand^secara ‘harsh spear-slaughters’ (?). Final element uncertain. Ace. pi. §116b. 

crostal ‘cross-adze’; nom. sg. §179.

cuarlupanach ‘bent and crooked’; gen. sg. cuarliipdnaig §160. 

dalludech ‘blindly straying’ (?); nom. sg. §159. 

doburlupanaig ‘dark and crooked’; voc. sg. dobiirlupdnaig §160. 

dubgartus meaning uncerain; acc. sg. dubgartiis §164 

echlascach meaning uncertain; nom. sg. §208.

fagbalach in cmpd. tenn'^fagbdlach ‘strong and successful’(?); gen. sg. -faghdlaig  

§168.

fidlere meaning uncertain; acc. ^g.fidlere  §134. 

gerrchod meaning uncertain §150.

gipanach in cmpd. lomgipdnach ‘wearing a threadbare ragged tunic’ §159; cf. gipdn 

‘ragged tunic’?; gen. sg. gipdin §193.

glas^fuarote cmpd. of glas ‘grey’ and fuar  ‘cold’? Cf. casbuarote §139. 

grechanach in cmp. dat. sing, charatgrechdnaig ‘screaming at friends’; gen. sing. 

canatgrechdnaig §160.

ibairglic cmpd. of ibar ‘yew’ and glic ‘skilled’; gen. sg. ibairglic §163. 

imsergaile meaning uncertain §149 

lecaile ‘fence of flat stones’?; gen. sg. lecaile §186. 

medargaile meaning uncertain; gen. sg. §149.

metlanach ‘pot-bellied’; voc. sing, in cmpd. bodiirmetldnaig ‘deaf and pot-bellied’ 

§160.

mogad meaning uncertain in cmpd. mogadgailbech; nom. sg. §159. 

morcarn meaning uncertain; nom. sg. §159. 

mulbratanach ‘having many salmon’; gen. sg. mulbratdnaig §25. 

rindogam ‘a type of ogham’?; gen. sg. rindogaim §139. 

rumamcell meaning uncertain; §158. 

saimlepaid ‘joint bed’ (?); nom. pi. saimleptha §138. 

taicedbennach; ‘prosperous-peaked’; gen. sg. taicedbennaig §15. 

tecor meaning uncertain in cmpd. barrthecar §208. 

tetmall ‘powerful and stately’; gen. sg. tetmaill §31.
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tolchlar ‘bed-board’; dat. sg. tolchldr §141.

tresad (vl. treasach) meaning uncertain; in cmpd. omthresad §208.

tulgatanach ‘front-osiered’; dat. sg. tiilgatdnaig §25.

udech in cmpl dalludech ‘blindly straying’ (?); nom. sg. §159.

Index of unusual variant forms and spellings.

The headword is given as in DIL, followed by the form in the text. The symbol before 

a word indicates that the form is otherwise unattested.

bro ‘quern’; gen. pi. in cmpd. +mochbrd §181. 

de ‘smoke’; nom. sg. diad §164. 

derad ‘refusal’; nom. sg. deired §89. 

res ‘wood’; gen. sg. +rossa §140.
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Index of Personal Names

Where there is doubt about the nominative form of a name the form in the text is 

given as the headword.

Adamnan; gen. {in chethrarnthanach mor rneic) Adamndin §139 (metrical name). 

Aed Engach; nom. §116a.

Aine: nom. (ingen Mannandin maic Lir) §65 

Alcan; gen. {a meic) Alcdin §165.

Bran: §79.

Bressal: voc. a Bressail §189.

Brecc: gen. {lid) Bricc §32.

Brian: gen. Bn'ain §48.

Brian: nom. §50; gen. Bn'ain §50.

Brigit: nom. §26; acc. dar Brigit §202.

Brion: gen. Briiiin §66

Britan: gen. {a iii brecaig) Britdin §193.

Buide: gen. {Finn ua) Bidde §90.

Cadia: gen. {Conchohar ua) Cadla §178.

Caem: gen. {a Mathgamain h i ) C ham  §55.

Cathal; acc. (r/) Cathal §125.

Cellach: gen. {a meic '^Flannacdin iif) Chellaig §15 .

Cenn Faelad: gen. {Conn mac) Cinn '^Fdelad §82.

Cian: gen. {ri hua) Cein §145.

Cianan: nom. §210.

Cir mac Dair: nom. §17.

Cleirech: gen. {iia) Cleirig §181.

Conaire: nom. §196.

Conall: voc. a Chonaill §102; gen. {ua) Conaill §82.

Conchobar: nom. §60; §97; gen. (muinter uf) Chonchobair §136 

Conchobar ua Cadla: nom. §178.
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Conchobar ua Cein; acc. ri hua Cein Conchobar §145.

Congal: gen. Congaile §161.

Conn: gen. (a iif) Chuinn §78, §197; {lid) Cuinn §45, §70; {a meic iif) Chuinn §183. 

Conn mac Cinn *Faelad: nom. §82.

Cormac: gen. (ua) Cormaic §116b.

Cu Aba: gen. {mac) Con Aba §5.

Cu Arad: nom. §202.

Cu Buide: gen. {ud) Con Biiide §89.

Cu Chonnacbt: nom. §171.

Cu Chuan; gen. {lia) Con Ciian §64.

Cu Lemna: gen. (a meic) Con Lemna §12.

Cu na Cell: acc. {im) Choin na Cell §53.

Cu Rodba: gen. Con Rodba §169 (metrical name).

Cu Roi: nom. §144; gen. {cuanairt chorrdnach) Chon Roi §205 (metrical name). 

Dair: gen. (Cir mac) Ddir §17.

Dalian: voc. a Dalldin §198.

Dali Boruime: nom. §150.

Dergan: voc. a Dergdin §202.

Dergan: gen. {a id dmnim) Dergdin §119.

Diarmait: gen. Diannata §8, §9.

Domangart: voc. a Domangairt §200; gen. (siiainem) Domangairt §200 (metrical 

name).

Domnall: nom. (ua Duib Dala) §143.

Domnall: voc. a Domnaill §160; acc. {ar) Domnall §22; gen. Domnaill §28, (iii) 

Domnaill §172; dat. {do) Domnall §19.

Domnall: gen. {Mael Sechnaill mac) Domnaill §35 

Donnchad: gen. Donnchada §128.

Dorndorbied: gen. {meisce Draigin maic) Dorndorbied §201 (metrical name). 

Draigen mac Dorndorbied: gen. {meisce) Draigin maic Dorndorbied §201 (metrical 

name).

Dub Dala: gen. {Domnall ua) Duib Dala §143.
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Duban; gen. Diibdin §82.

Dubthach; gen. Duhthaig §26.

Dungal; nom. §24

Dungal ua Mail Inmain; nom. §182.

Eochu Buide: nom. §4.

Etain: gen. Etame §168 (metrical name).

Ethne: acc. (for) Ethne {ingen Domnaill) §28 

Fergus: gen. Fergusa §98.

Fiacna; gen. {Mongdn mac) Fi'achna §97.

Finn ua Buide: nom. §90.

Finn ua Segda: nom. §204.

Flann: nom. §4 (name of poet).

Flann: gen. {co hiia) Flainn §10, §11.

Flannacan ua Cellaig: gen. {a meic) '^Flannacdin m Chellaig §15.

Flannan: gen. {a iii) '^Flanndin §190.

Gadra: gen. {Lachtndn ua) Gadra §164; {Lachtndn mac Liichduinn uf) Gadra §180. 

Gemad: gen. {uf) Gemaid §140.

Gilla Caimgin; voc. a Gilla Chai'mgin §124.

Gilla Cellaig: nom. §85.

Gilla Comgall: gen. Gilla Chomgaill §124 

Gilla Donn: voc. a Gilla Duinn §84.

Gille in Chataig: voc. a Gille in Chataig §126.

Gilla in Naim: nom. §63.

Gilla Mo Laise: voc. a Gilla ... Mo Laise §106.

Gilla Patraic: nom. §203.

Goll Gabra: nom. §201.

Goll Mena: nom. §108, §115.

Gracan: gen. Grdcdin §108.

Guaire: nom. §179.

Indrechtach: nom. §66.

Ite: gen. he  §42.
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Lachtnan ua Gadra: nom. Lachtndn ua Gadra §164; Lachtndn §164; Lachtndn mac 

Liichduinn m Gadra § 180.

Laidcnen: nom. §184 (name of poet).

Liathainech: gen. Li'athainig §6, §7 (nickname).

Lir: gen. (Mannandin maic) Lir §65.

Lorcan; voc. a Lorcdin §54.

Luchdonn; gen. {Lachtndn mac) Liichduinn id Gadra §180.

Lugaid; nom. §27.

Mac Con Aba: nom. §5.

Mael Caba: gen. {mac d ’ingin) Mail Caba §143.

Mael Diiin: gen. Mail Diiin §72.

Mael Inmain: gen. (Dungal ua) Mail Inmain §182.

Mael Sechnaill: nom. (mac Domnaill) §35.

Mael Sechnaill: voc. a Mail ^Sechnaill §105.

Maelan: gen. Mdeldin (metrical name) §60 

Maenach; gen. (do mac) Mdenaig §5.

Mannanan mac Lir: voc. a Mananndin §114; gen. Mannandin maic Lir §65. 

Mathgamain ua Cairn: voc. a Mathgamain id Chaim §55.

Mesen (?): gen. {iia) Mesen §163.

Mog Ruith: gen. Moga Ruith §202 (metrical name).

Mongan mac Fiachna: nom. §97.

Mongan: voc. a Mongdn §114.

Mongan: gen. {menmarc) Mongdn §171 (metrical name).

Muiredach: nom. §57.

Muiredach: gen. Muiredaig §71.

Muirgius Menn; nom. §101.

Murchad: nom. Murchad Maisten §29, §34; gen. Murchada §16.

NMe: gen. {bricht nathrach) Nede §193 (metrical name).

Nere: voc. Nere §118.

Niallgus: gen. {a ui) Niallgusa §5b.

Oengus: nom. §152 (name of poet).
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Rigbardan; nom. §195.

Roman; gen. (meisce) Romain §170 (metrical name).

Ruaidri; {iia rig Cairn) nom. §48.

Scandal; gen. (a uf) Scandail §191.

Scelin; gen. {a iii) Scelm  §56.

Scuirre; gen. {lia) Scuirre §173.

Sechnasach; acc. (/>«) ^Sechnasach §157.

Segda: gen. {Finn I'la) Segda §204.

Simon; dat. {duthracht Moga Ruith) do ^Sirnon §202 (metrical name). 

Tadcan; gen. {a ui) Thadcdin §165.

Tuathal: gen. Tiiathail §104
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Index of Placenames

Placenames which can refer to more than one location have been left unidentified 

below. Placenames for which I have been unable to identify a location are followed 

by (?). In cases where there is doubt about the nominative form of a name, the form 

in the text is given as the headword.

Alla: see na hAlla.

Almain; Hill of Allen, Co. Kildare; gen. Almaine §112.

Arann: Arran in Scotland; dat. / finnArainn  §139.

Ardan: In Ulster; gen. Arddin §165.

Banba: poetic name for Ireland; gen. Banba §29.

Bennchor: Bangor, Co. Down; dat. i mBennchiir §97.

Berba: the Barrow; gen. Berha §117.

Boann; the river Boyne; acc. co Boinn §16.

Boruime: near Killaloe; gen. Boruime §150.

Brega: in Meath; gen. Bregaig §87.

Bregan: in Munster; gen. Bregain §32..

Caimlinn; dat. a Caimlinn §172.

Caisel: in Co. Tipperary; gen. Chaissil §29.

Cara: gen. Chara §143.

Carman: in Wexford; gen. Carmain §35.

Cam: gen. Cairn §48, §130.

Carnmag: Cammag in Thomond; gen. Charnmaige §188.

Carrac; gen. Cairce §86.

Cell Cherbaill: Kilcarrol in Kilrush, Co. Clare; gen. Cille Cerhaill §172.

Cell Da Chelloc: Kilmallock, Co. Limerick; dat. a Cill Dd Chelldc §210.

Cell Dara: Kildare; acc. Cill Dara §143.

Cell Ite: in Co. Limerick; nom. §39.

Cenn Corad: §81.

Cenn Escrach: §113.
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Cera: Cera, Co. Meath; gen. Cera §95, §171.

Cermna: in Co. Meath; gen. Cermna §117 (v/. Cerna).

ClarMide: the Plain of Meath; gen. Cldrmide §117.

Clidna; in Cork; gen. Clidna §117.

Cloch Locha Comro (?): dat. (etal ^seisedach Cruithentuath) i Cloich Locha Comra 

§203 (metrical name).

Cluain; gen. Cluaine §117.

Cluain; Clonmacnoise; gen. Cluana §142; dat. d Chluain §142.

Cluchar (?): gen. Clue hair §24.

Cnodba: in Meath; acc. Cnodba §95; gen. Cnodba §117, §122.

Codal: gen. Codail §96.

Coire Breccain: a whirlpool off the coast of Rathlin Island; gen. Coire Breccdin §29. 

Corcach: Cork; dat. 6 Chorcaig §119.

Crinna: on the borders of Meath and Louth; gen. Crinna §33.

Cruach: acc. ri Cruach §103.

Cruachu: Rath Crogan, Co. Roscommon; acc. im Chruachain §104.

Ciialu; in Co. Wicklow; gen. Chualann §19, §22, Cualann §30; dat. a Cualainn §86. 

Cuille: gen. Cuille §33.

Cuillenn; nom. §166.

Dala (?): gen. Ddla § 194.

Dermag; Durrow, Co. Offaly; dat. a Dermaig §84.

Druim Bo: gen. Dromma Bo §108.

Durlas: Thurles, Co. Tipperary; gen. Durlais §158, §179.

Echtga: Slieve Aughty on the borders of Galway and Clare; acc. Dar Echtga §16. 

Ele: Baronies of Ballybritt and Clonlisk in Co. Offaly and Eliogarty and Ikerrin in 

Co. Tipperary; gen. Ele §195; dat. d ’Elib §84.

Emain: Navan Fort, Co. Armagh; gen. Emna §122; dat. a hEmain §43.

Eoraip: Europe; gen. Eorpa §29.

Eriu: Ireland; gen; Erenn §29, §30; dat. don Eirinn §87, fo  Eirinn §96.

Etail: Italy; dat. i nEtdil §17.

Etar: Howth; dat. i nEtar §61.
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Fal: poetic name for Ireland; gen. Fail (twice) §50.

Feimen; the plain of Feimen in Tipperary; nom. Feimen §27, §47; Feimen §81; gen. 

Feimin §103.

Ferna: Ferns, Co. Wexford; gen. Ferna §34.

Gabar; gen. Gahra §201.

Lecc: Lee \Loga\ ‘Lug’s stone’ in Dungarvan, Co. Waterford; dat. ond Licc §32.

Les Ruadrach (?): §135.

Leth nEilim: acc. Leth nEilim  §156.

Liamain; gen. Lemna §63; dat. i Uamain §77.

Loch Laig: Belfast Lough; dat. oc Loch Lai'g §61; Loch Lai'g §167.

Loch Lein: Lough Leane, Kilamey; gen. Locha Lein §72.

Lochlann: gen. Lochlainne §169.

Mag Feda: Mag Fea in the Barony of Forth, Co. Carlow; nom. §166.

Mag Feimin: area extending from Cashel to Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; dat. i Maig 

*Femin §44.

Mag Raigne: in Ossory; Nom. §147.

Maigen Muiccin: Moyne in North Kilkenny (?); gen. Maigne Muiccm  §68.

Maistiu: in Co. Kildare; gen. Maisten §29, §35.

Mala: dat. a Mdlainn §86.

Mana: Man; gen. Manann §153.

Mide: Meath §41; acc. e t ir ... Mide §87; gen. Mide §171; gen. in compound t// chldr 

chaladMide §129.

Moin Mor: §2.

Muad: the river Moy, Co. Sligo; gen. Miiaide §116b, §117.

Mumu: Munster; acc. dar Mamain §32, e t ir ... Miimain §87; dat. a Miimain §12, §43. 

na hAlla {?): gen. na hAlla §162.

Net (?): gen. in compound caladNit §100.

Raigne: in Co. Kilkenny; acc. Raigne §37.

Raithland: in Co. Mayo; gen. Raithlind §143.

Rath Broccain: in Co. Longford; gen. Rdtha Broccdin §48.

Rath na mBuide: dat. 87.
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Rath Chruachan; Rathcrogan, Co. Roscommon; dat. do Rdi'th Chruachan §178. 

Rechru: Rathlin Island; acc. Rechrainn §105.

Roiriu; gen. Roi'renn §30; dat. ic Roirinn §86.

Ros Comain: Roscommon; dat. 6 Ros Corndin §88.

Ruam: Rome; acc. co Ruaim  §141.

Scit: gen. inse Scit §100.

Sicil: Sicily; gen. Sid le  §17.

Slaine: Slane; gen. Sldne §36.

Sliab Cua; in Munster; nom. §99.

Slige Dala; near Borris-in-Ossory; acc. Silge nDala §143.

Sord: Swords; acc. co Sord §142, §143.

Suir: River Suir in Co. Tipperary and Waterford; acc. imon Sidr §55; dat. oc Suir 

§72.

Tailtiu; Teltown in Co. Meath; acc. in compound im threnachThailun §131; dat. / 

Tailtin §25.

Talinne (?): gen. Talinne §209.

Tarbga: acc. im Tharhga §131.

Tech Duinn; island off the coast of Dursey Island in west Cork; nom. § 161. 

Temair: Tara in C. Meath; acc. i Temair §32; gen. Temra §34, §105.

Tedel: acc. dar Tidle (?) §37.

Tomar: near Clontarf?; gen. Tomair §32, Thomair §95.

Tonn Clidna: Toun-Cleena in Glandore Harbour, Co. Cork; dat. 6 Thiiinn Chlidna 

§114.

Tracht Eothaiie: Trawohelly Strand, near Ballysadare, Co. Sligo; acc. co Trdcht n- 

dlainn nEothaile §114.

Urbile: A variant of Airbile or Ard Bile in Kerry; dat. sg. / n-Urbile 170.
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Index of Population Groups

Airgialla; gen. tromArgiallaig §168.

Caenraige: acc. Cdenraige §205; gen. Cdenraige §117.

Ciarraige: gen. Chiarraige §205; dat. a Ciarraigib §111.

Connachta: nom. §122; gen. Connacht §95, §123.

Cruithentuatha: gen. pi. {etal *seisedach) Cruithentiiath §203 (metrical name). 

Deise; gen. na nDese §77, na nDeise §141; dat. dona Dessih §210; dona Deisih §57. 

Eoganacht; dat. d ’Eoganacht §173.

Fretain (?): a population group in Italy?; gen. §17.

Galenga; gen. Gailenga §83.

Goidil; gen. Goi'del §26.

Laigin: gen. Lxiigen §98; dat. a Laignih §107, §124; tar caladLaignib §131; do 

Laignih § 184.

Miiscraige: acc. Muscraige §205.

Saxain: gen. Saxan §100.

UItu: acc. etir Ultu §87; dat. do Ulltaib §4; tar ciianfatUltaih §131.
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